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TIME LINE OF MONARCHS AND SOME OTHER 

IMPORTANT HISTORICAL PERSONS 
The following descriptions are based on entries in the National Biography and 

Cannon and Griffiths, British Monarchy. For cross-references to Longridge entries, 

see left margin. 

JAMES | AND 

ANNE OF DENMARK The Stuart king James VI of Scotland (1566-1625) and James I of England 

(r. 1603-1625) was the son of the ill-fated Mary Queen of Scots (1542-1587) and 

Henry Stewart (or Stuart), Lord Darnley (1545-1567). On hearing of the death of 

the English Tudor queen Elizabeth I (r. 1558-1603), James left his wife, Anne of 

Denmark (1574-1619), and their children to follow him as he hurried from Edin- 

burgh to claim the English throne. As James I he was the first personal 

representation of the unification of the English and Scottish crowns. 

The king’s first speech to Parliament (1604) proposed that the newly formed 

kingdom be renamed Great Britain, but, not surprisingly, after years of warfare 

between the two countries, James’s audience was less than enthusiastic. James’s 

pressures for the new name as well as his introduction of a new flag, abrasive 

personality, and excessive spending did nothing to increase his popularity. The 

same was true of his lack of support for religious tolerance and his pursuit of 

closer relations with Spain (including a failed attempt to see the Prince of Wales 

wed to the Spanish infanta). James died of illness in 1625. 

Like Elizabeth I, James and, perhaps even more demonstrably, Anne of Den- 

mark were patrons of the arts. During their reign Inigo Jones built the 

Banqueting Hall at Whitehall and began the Queen’s House at Greenwich. The 

monarchs also created the position of master of the king’s music and named 

Ben Jonson poet laureate. In 1668 the appointment of John Dryden formalized 

the latter post. 

CHARLES | AND HENRIETTA MARIA Be _ tli 2 a Charles I (1600-1649) of England, Scotland, and Ireland 
: Bee ae. : = ie (r. 1625-1649), the second son of James I and Anne of Den- 

D7, D11-D13, D222 beets # —_ mark, succeeded to the throne on his father’s death. In the 

: ag aes 5s same year he married Henrietta Maria, daughter of Henry IV 

Eile a of France. Although Charles appears to have surpassed his 

; 2? < father in morality, he seems to have inherited James’s unpleas- 

o ae " ? : ant personality. Charles I displayed a deep love of music, and 

7 ae ae his patronage of the arts included the acquisition of paintings, 

[i ees ld especially important works by Raphael, Titian, Correggio, and 

im 2 other masters. 

Charles’s Catholic marriage and his secret agreement with France for reli- 

gious concessions to English Catholics were deeply unpopular and conflicted 

with his pledge to Parliament that his marriage would be “no advantage to recu- 

sants at home.” Other aspects of Charles's domestic and international policies 

certainly created enemies, but the royal couple’s support of Catholicism—in the 

century following the papal excommunication and anti-Protestant murder plots 

against Elizabeth I—was one of the greatest sources of animosity against them. 

The king’s response to the 1641 Irish uprising and his handling of the question 

of who would command the militia against the insurgents led to another power 

struggle with Parliament. In 1642 Charles was forced to withdraw to York (see 

Civil Wars, below). 

10 The Longridge Collection
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CIVIL WARS Having escaped from London, Charles I raised his standard at Nottingham on 

August 22, 1642, and called for support to retake the capital. In October of the 

D222 same year he established his new capital at Oxford. 

During the subsequent Civil War a reluctant populace and lack of money 

often hampered the king’s efforts. Although Charles retained support in several 

regions, large pockets of resistance existed, and the navy allied with Parliament. 

The Continent and Ireland, locked in political struggles of their own, could offer 

the king little help. Charles hoped that his overtures to Scotland, in which he 

promised constitutional changes and a Presbyterian form of government, would 

draw the Scottish government to his cause. Several powerful clans did join him, 

but in 1643 the government made an agreement with the English Parliament. 

Although Charles had strengthened his military position by early 1645, his 

forces were greatly outnumbered at Naseby and defeated by those of Fairfax and 

Cromwell. The capture and publication of the king’s correspondence increased 

ill will toward him. Further losses diminished Charles’s military strength, and 

on March 21, 1646, the last royalist army surrendered. 

Charles gave himself up to the Scottish army on May 5, and his remaining 

years were spent in prison or attempting to escape. During this time the king 

still hoped for ultimate triumph. A second Civil War began in spring 1648 and 

renewed Charles’s hopes, but it became obvious that peace would never come 

during the king’s lifetime. His trial began at Westminster on January 20, 1649. 

At his sentencing one week later, he was declared a “Tyrant, Traitor, Murderer, 

and public enemy to the good people of this Nation.” On January 30, 1649, 

Charles I was beheaded on a scaffold outside the Banqueting Hall at Whitehall. 

OLIVER CROMWELL The termination of the monarchy with the execution of Charles I in 1649 was, 

(1599-1658) not surprisingly, followed by the closing of the House of Lords and brought into 

AND THE PROTECTORATE stark light the need for a new form of government. The House of Commons 

(1653-1659) enacted a law mandating that the Council of state for the new Commonwealth 

be composed of forty-one members chosen by the Commons. 

From its inception the Council had strong, although sometimes opposed, 

leadership by Civil War parliamentary general Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658). The 

1653 Instrument of Government stipulated that executive power reside in a sin- 

gle person, and Cromwell became Lord Protector, assisted by a small council and 

a parliament composed of a single house with four hundred members. For the 

first time England, Scotland, and Ireland were represented in a single parlia- 

ment. By 1654, however, a power struggle between Parliament and Cromwell 

had begun. The latter soon and unpopularly declared martial law, or the “Rule 

of the Major-Generals.” Although he had refused the title of king, Cromwell was 

empowered to choose his own successor, and on his death in 1658, his compar- 

atively weak son Richard was named Lord Protector. The following year, 

surrounded by chaos and overwhelmed by the military’s demands, Richard 

resigned. Enter General George Monck. 

The Longridge Collection 11 
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GENERAL MONCK - ss. === General George Monck (or Monk), first Duke of Albemarle 

ae at (1608-1670), initially gained fame and the respect of his men 

D7, Di7 AAG mi Ss es during military actions in Scotland and Ireland in the 1630s 

Coy < P _ ® and early 1640s. Conflicts with Charles I and Parliament led to 

= a we m La ; Monck’s imprisonment in the Tower for high treason, but in 

Ee ‘i ) 25 1647 he and other prominent soldiers were released and 

= PF OFF “| returned to fight in Ireland on the side of the royalists. Monck 

ie yo ee eS 5 A was with Cromwell during the invasion of Scotland (1650) and 

et hou mY remained there as commander in chief when Cromwell 
”  maall ‘. marched into England in pursuit of Charles II. 

During the first Anglo—Dutch War (1652-1654) Monck was appointed a gen- 

eral of the British fleet and aided in updating and organizing that area of the 

military. After the war the general returned to service in Scotland. In 1659, the 

year after Cromwell’s death, Monck was called upon to strengthen the growing 

anti-Commonwealth movement. In January 1660 he moved his men across the 

Tweed into England. This show of force led the public to perceive the general as 

the person most responsible for the restoration of Charles II. Monck died on Jan- 

uary 3, 1670, and his funeral was held at Westminster Abbey on April 30. 

CHARLES II, CATHERINE OF . Charles II (1630-1685) of England, Scotland, and Ireland 
BRAGANZA, THE RESTORATION, Nae ie £4 (1. 1660-1685) was the third Stuart king to sit on the throne. 
AND THE POPISH PLOT ~ ff, oh) 8 '____ He was at The Hague when he learned of his father’s execution 

he —- A PR (1649) and the newly passed act abolishing the kingship. 

$2-85, D7-D16, D30, D43-D44, D51, D80, - er ‘ab ~~ Charles spent much of the Commonwealth period (1649-1660) 

D103, D222-D223, D225, D239, D269, D410 pe ) Ve ee in exile attempting to solicit French, Irish, and Scottish sup- 
ser y tha b port to retake the throne. The French declared him king soon 

¥ y Ss FF after Charles I’s death, but it was not until 1651, after making 

rn i , ee religious and political concessions, that Charles was crowned 

at 5 King of Scotland. 

On July 31 of the same year Charles and his forces, pursued by Oliver 

Cromwell’s army, moved southward across the border into England. English 

royalist supporters failed to appear in the expected numbers, and on Septem- 

ber 3 the king barely escaped Cromwell at Worcester. Charles spent the next 

weeks moving from one hiding place (including the branches of an oak tree at 

Boscobel in Shropshire) to another, finally escaping to France. Unsuccessful 

uprisings in support of the king took place from 1652 to 1655. By the latter date 

concerns over Lord Protector Cromwell’s tremendous and sometimes terrifying 

power had increased royalist sympathies, and after Cromwell’s death in 1658 a 

show of military force by General George Monck (see preceding entry) allowed 

Charles to return to England. Parliament proclaimed him king in 1660. 

Although Charles II’s conversion to Catholicism did not take place until near 

his death, his 1662 marriage to Catherine of Braganza (1638-1705), daughter of 

John IV of Portugal, and his pro-Catholic policies (partly financed by France) 

made him unpopular. Important events during Charles’s reign include the 

Great Plague of 1664-1665; the disastrous Great Fire of London in September 

1666 (which was partly blamed on government intrigue); and the second 

Anglo-Dutch War (1665-1667), which resulted from mercantile competition 

and during which New Amsterdam was overrun and renamed New York. In 1672 

Charles issued a Declaration of Indulgence promising religious freedom to 

12 The Longridge Collection
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Protestant nonconformists and Catholics; a year later political pressure forced 

him to rescind the unpopular measure. The third Anglo-Dutch War (1672-1674), 

which occurred during a period of British naval and commercial superiority, 

was somewhat more popular. 

Catherine, the queen consort, brought to her marriage important political 

concessions and an infusion of money into the royal treasury. The couple 

remained childless and, based on repeated rumors of impending divorce, appar- 

ently loveless. The date 1681 on a delftware portrait dish (no. D14) that depicts 

the queen places its manufacture during a resurgence of support for Charles 

and Catherine following the “Popish Plot,” or “Titus Oates Conspiracy,” which 

alleged, among other atrocities, a Jesuit plot instigated in Rome against the 

monarchs’ lives (see discussion under nos. D16, D417, D418). 

Charles II, like his ancestors, increased the royal art collections; his pur- 

chases include an important collection of drawings by Leonardo da Vinci. 

Supportive of scientific research, he sponsored the establishment of the Royal 

Society and was responsible for the building of the Greenwich Observatory. Also 

with the king’s support, Christopher Wren designed Chelsea Hospital and, after 

the Great Fire, assisted in rebuilding Saint Paul’s Cathedral. 

JAMES Il AND MARY OF MODENA VA ai te. 7" James II (1633-1701) of England, Scotland, and Ireland 

Fr = = or (r. 1685-1688) was the second son of Charles I and was the 

$4, D11-D13, D18-D21 ——= . brother of Charles II. Although James distinguished himself as 

ig nS i i a military leader while Prince of Wales, he became one of 

I ie Gis i SS | Britain’s least popular monarchs. By the early 1670s he had 

7 aM or ne) converted to Catholicism, and in May 1670 he signed a secret 

F & e tr B S SS treaty aimed at returning Protestant England to Rome. Two 

i Ss a years after the demise (1671) of Anne Hyde, James’s Protestant 

4 re! (ay A first wife, who professed Catholicism before her death, James 

[es [Mie took the politically unpopular step of marrying the Italian 

Catholic Mary Beatrice. Also known as Mary of Modena (1658-1718), the new 

queen was the sister of Francis II. 

James commanded the Royal Navy with honor from 1660 until the Test Act 

of 1673, aimed at excluding Catholics from high office, forced him to resign as 

Lord High Admiral and brought to the forefront issues regarding his suitability 

as future king. In the late 1670s James was implicated in the fictitious Popish 

Plot (see preceding entry), and he followed suggestions to remove himself, at 

least temporarily, from Court. Several times Parliament attempted to block 

James’s succession, but his coronation in 1685 at age fifty-one appears to have 

been relatively uneventful. The same year James’s superior forces easily put 

down an invasion by James Scott, Duke of Monmouth, who attempted to claim 

the throne for himself. James’s pro-Catholic policies, aggressive personality, and 

resistance to compromising with Parliament, however, gained him no friends. 

The king angered his subjects by accelerating his policy of granting military 

and other important appointments to Catholics and dismissing six judges who 

opposed him. In 1688 he issued a second Declaration of Indulgence along with 

the order that it be read in all churches. Bishops who asked him to reconsider 

were charged with seditious libel. In the same year Mary of Modena finally gave 

birth to an heir, an event that drove Protestants, who had anticipated a non- 

Catholic succession, to desperation. Soon afterward James II’s reign was cut 

The Longridge Collection 13
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short by the bloodless “Glorious Revolution” (1688; see next entry), which set his 

Protestant daughter Mary II and her Dutch Protestant husband, William III, on 

the British throne. James went into exile in France; the deposed king’s attempts 

to regain the throne (see below) were followed later and equally unsuccessfully 

by those of his son, James Edward. 

3 “<S The 1688 “Glorious Revolution” brought to an end the brief 

<7 a x reign of the Catholic, pro-French James II and Mary of Mode- 

es €@} D & | na. In 1689 Mary, James’s Protestant daughter by his first wife, 
3h) : a 24 J Anne Hyde, began joint rule as Mary II (r. 1689-1694) with her 

in 3 = ee Dutch husband, William of Orange (1650-1702), who became 

i : C4 4 William III (r. 1689-1702) of England, Scotland, and Ireland. 

ip . WV tA y’ William was the posthumous son of William II, Prince of 

rf ra He A ~s Orange (Holland), and Mary, the eldest daughter of King 

~ Se ae ie Charles I of Britain. Dutch and international political pressures 

Sal Soar. Cth » during William’s childhood were intense, and much of his 

WILLIAM II AND MARY II early adulthood was spent gaining military experience against the French. En- 

AND THE GLORIOUS REVOLUTION glish popular support for William began early in the 1670s. During that time 

Charles II arranged for his brother’s daughter to wed William, not only to 

$6, D11-D13, D20-D29, D246 cement an alliance between England and Holland after the Anglo-Dutch Wars 

but also to demonstrate a nominal pro-Protestant stance. William’s genealogical 

links to the British throne were strengthened by his 1677 marriage to Mary, who 

was his first cousin as well as the daughter of England’s future king James II. 

The early years of William and Mary’s reign were punctuated in part with 

James’s attempts, supported by Ireland and France, to retake the British throne. 

Battles in Ireland, including the famous and decisive Battle of the Boyne, led by 

William himself, were well supported in England and resulted in the eventual 

defeat of James’s Catholic forces and his departure once again for France. 

(William’s military ferocity is illustrated by his almost undoubted support for 

the horrible massacre of the Macdonald clan in Scotland in 1692.) 

To secure their position further, the recently crowned monarchs passed a 

new Bill of Rights that detailed James’s misdeeds and declared that no Catholic 

nor any person wedded to a Catholic could succeed to the throne. Parliament’s 

power increased under William and Mary, partly because of a 1688 declaration 

that the British legislature must be called annually and partly because William 

needed money, typically acquired through taxation, and military support 

against France. More than ever before the monarchs were willing to consider 

popular sentiments when reviewing political policy. 

The couple’s joint rule ended with Mary’s death from smallpox in 1694. Her 

demise weakened the monarchy, and anti-Dutch sentiments soon became 

apparent. Though peace with France finally was achieved in 1697, William was 

concerned about Spain and lost popularity by resisting decreased taxation. Two 

of the many frustrations of his later life were the reduction in the size of the 

military in 1698 and the request the following year that he dismiss all foreign 

counselors except Prince George of Denmark (see below). In 1702 William was 

thrown from his horse while riding at Hampton Court. He subsequently died of 

an inflammation of the lungs. 

Life-size effigies made at the deaths of William III and Mary II and now at 

Westminster Abbey illustrate the king’s diminutive size (at five feet six and one- 
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half inches, he stands on a stool). Print and delftware portraits of the couple 

often disguise William’s stature by showing him set slightly back from his five- 

foot, eleven-inch-tall wife so that their crowns appear to be on a level. 

Ge a tan ia | 

evr oe io ee < Anne, Queen of England, Scotland, and Ireland (1665-1714; 

ea : iB ee la (Pass ‘ r. 1702-1714), was the second daughter of James II and the last 

Cc He : . y , Stuart monarch to rise to the throne. In 1683 Anne married 

: : & ee ec ~ Prince George of Denmark (1653-1708), Baron Ockingham, 

; 3 Se 3 CEP a Earl of Kendal, and Duke of Cumberland, K.G. Their marriage 

i aS ee seems to have been a happy one. Although George was natu- 

4 5 RY? ; : a =a ralized by William III in 1689, the king apparently had little 

Me! 7% ] re an ’ confidence in the asthmatic prince’s talents. Even during 

eof . as 7 4 } §  Anne’s reign George had comparatively little political power 

Ore] ole f ETE ‘and served in the military primarily as a figurehead. 

ANNE AND PRINCE GEORGE Unlike her father Anne remained devoted to the Church of England. Before 

OF DENMARK the Glorious Revolution both she and her sister, the future Mary II, were told of 

the plot to depose their father and that they, respectively, were intended to suc- 

D11—D13, D33—D36, D38—D39, D42, D256, ceed him on the throne. Before William and Mary’s coronation, Anne formally 

D258, D419 agreed not to contest the throne and was assured of succession before any of 

her sister’s offspring. 

In 1700 Anne and George’s only child to survive early childhood, eleven-year- 

old William Henry, Duke of Gloucester, died. The following year the Act of 

Settlement introduced the House of Hanover to the line of succession through 

James I's granddaughter, the seventy-year-old Electress Sophia of Hanover. 

Although the succession provisions did not go into effect until after Anne’s 

death, several restrictive aspects became effective immediately upon the act’s 

adoption. One of these measures required monarchs to gain Parliament’s con- 

sent before waging war or leaving the country. Another prohibited foreigners, 

even if naturalized, to hold office or sit in Parliament. 

Anne’s reign saw the passage in 1707 of the Act of Union, which created the 

Kingdom of Great Britain by uniting the parliaments of England (where Welsh 

representatives already sat) and Scotland and declaring Scotland’s acceptance of 

the Hanoverian line of succession. Military successes (see Marlborough, below) 

brought glory to the queen, but the last years of her reign were plagued with 

domestic political strife. Anne died in 1714 as the result of a stroke. 

JOHN CHURCHILL, a SS John Churchill (1650-1722), first Duke of Marlborough, was 

FIRST DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH “——=} married to the ambitious Sarah Jennings, a close friend of 

fi 7 Queen Anne’s since childhood. Sarah’s attempts to forward 

D37-D39, D188 ce . her husband's career increased friction between Anne and her 

| brother-in-law, William III, who, although he respected 

A Churchill's great military skill, mistrusted him for having 

S 1 deserted James II. Early in the 1690s Churchill was accused of 

f 2a (i ab t i ; treason, and William dismissed him from his post as comman- 

f" ] 4 F4 der in chief in the Netherlands. Anne, however, refused to 

A f- dismiss Sarah from her own court. Although Mary II and Anne 

did not communicate again after 1692, William reinstated Churchill in 1698. 
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Following William’s death Anne made John Churchill a Knight of the Garter, 

and he was sent to Holland as captain-general of the army. On his arrival he 

became deputy captain-general of the Dutch forces. Churchill’s military suc- 

cesses soon led to his being named Duke of Marlborough. The duke attained 

considerable popularity and glory for Queen Anne through his victories against 

the French at Blenheim (1704), Ramillies (1706), Oudenarde (1708), and, less 

spectacularly, at Malplaquet (1709) during the War of the Spanish Succession 

(1702-1713). (Marlborough’s contemporary, Prince Eugéne, shared in some of 

these victories; see no. D37.) Lady Marlborough’s apparent greed for wealth and 

power, intrigue by Marlborough’s enemies, and, perhaps, friction between the 

duke and Prince George caused Marlborough to fall from Anne’s favor. He was 

dismissed in 1711/2 but was restored to his position during the early years of the 

reign of George I. 

JAMES BUTLER, = Saeed James Butler, second Duke of Ormonde, K.G. (1665-1745), rose 

SECOND DUKE OF ORMONDE ma to his dukedom and became chancellor of Oxford in 1688, the 

P F ( year of the “Glorious Revolution” (see above and nos. D18, 

D40-D41 ES D22). The following year he acted as lord high constable at the 

: coronation of William III and Mary II. The duke had strong roy- 

f a at alist ties to Ireland and saw military service under both 

A NA) | i\ William Il and Queen Anne. In 1702 he received command of 

oy e ] \Yy the English and Dutch land forces that accompanied Sir 

\ > ¥ George Rooke’s fleet in the expedition against Cadiz. In the 

= 5 ante P/-. same year Ormonde and the Duke of Marlborough (see pre- 

ceding entry and no. D39) received the gratitude of Parliament for their military 

successes, and in 1711 Ormonde succeeded Marlborough as captain-general of 

the English forces. Ormonde remained in this position until 1714. His fairly 

overt support of the Jacobite cause led to forfeiture of his estates, extinguishing 

of his honors, and exile in 1715 and 1716. 

i ia eee ? 
GEORGE | noe een | George Ludwig (1660-1727), Elector of Hanover (r. 1698-1727) 

a at a and George I of England, Scotland, and Ireland (r. 1714-1727), 

D11-D13, D45-D51 hel 4 was the first member of the House of Hanover to sit on the 

ae : ol British throne. Born in Osnabriick, Hanover (now Germany), 

fase Ss be 4 George married his cousin Sophia Dorothea in 1682, and their 

= a © | son, George Augustus, was born the following year. The mar- 

| ee 4 i / riage was an unhappy one, and, after accusations of criminal 

Ny \ _ intrigue, Sophia Dorothea was imprisoned in 1694. She 

: ry NS remained incarcerated until her death in 1726. 

mS , George spent much of the first decade of the eighteenth 

century in military actions on the Continent and was little involved in English 

policy. The British Act of Settlement of 1701, however, had introduced the House 

of Hanover into the monarchy, and George became next in line for the British 

crown upon the death of his mother, the Electress Sophia, in June 1714. He 

became king of Great Britain when Queen Anne died two months later. 

Although James Francis Edward Stuart (1688-1766, the Old Pretender) had long 

agitated for the reinstatement of the Stuart line, he was uncharacteristically 
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Mere a 
passive at the time of the coronation and offered no real opposition to George’s 

ascension to the British throne. 

Anti-Jacobite sentiments in the years immediately following the coronation 

provided George some measure of public support, but in general he was an 

unpopular king. Political and personal differences between George I and George 

Augustus, the Prince of Wales, divided allegiances among British politicians and 

nobility. George I was criticized for his lack of elegance and his poor command 

of English. The public, noting his refusal to give up his native German tongue, 

German friends, and involvement in the politics of that country, feared Ger- 

many would gain power over English interests. (In reality, George was fully 

aware of these political sentiments and opposed a union between the two 

states.) In 1720 the stocks of the South Sea Company (of which George was gov- 

ernor) crashed. The stocks had been introduced to alleviate the national debt; 

the “South Sea Bubble” not only reduced the king’s popularity further but also 

weakened both the British government and economy. The end of the Great 

Northern War on the Continent in 1721 helped mitigate some of the pressures 

on George as he finally became able to focus more on domestic issues. 

George was a patron of the arts and was particularly fond of the work of 

George Frideric Handel. The king donated moneys to the Royal Academy of 

Music and redecorated Kensington Palace extensively. George I died in 1727 

while on a visit to Hanover. 

Pan ee ee = - ag 9 = George Augustus (1683-1760), Elector of Hanover and George II 

‘ Rm a = fe ROE) _ of England, Scotland, and Ireland (r. 1727-1760), was the son 
Se) . fier pe of George I. At the age of forty-four George Augustus became 

fe e é se ee : ( the second Hanoverian to succeed to the British throne. 

=e ; 4 er Ls Throughout his reign the king demonstrated a keen interest in 

q re € ees the army, and he was the last British monarch to appear in per- 

ie ws A Te? son on the battlefield. He fought under Marlborough at 

eS Ks ot yy” f anil. Oudenarde (1708) and, at the age of sixty, led troops at Det- 

a ; a e oe Z tingen (1743). 

—_ a —— George II, unlike George I, was comfortable speaking En- 

GEORGE Il AND CAROLINE glish, but he continued his father’s traditions of tying English policies to 

German interests and spending much time in Hanover. With few exceptions, 
S$9-S10, $14—S15, D49-D50, D52—D53, D313 most of which ended in political defeat, the king was willing (if not happy) to 

follow his counselors’ advice on issues concerning the British government. In 

1744 he stated, “Ministers are the kings in this country.” 

George II's foreign policies and short temper did nothing for his popularity, 

nor did his affairs with a series of foreign paramours and his perceived neglect 

of his wife, Caroline of Ansbach (1683-1737), whom he had wed on Septem- 

ber 2, 1705. George’s grandfather, the Elector Ernest Augustus, had been Caro- 

line’s guardian, and the king’s grandmother, the Electress Sophia, had been 

fond of the girl and promoted the match. Although the ambitious Caroline 

failed to learn English well, she enthusiastically shared her husband’s interest 

in English politics. 

To some extent mirroring his relationship with George I, George II had 

strong personal and political differences with his own son Frederick Louis 

(1707-1751), Prince of Wales, who died before succeeding to the throne. Sup- 

porters of the Jacobite cause of James Francis Edward Stuart (1688-1766, the Old 
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Pretender) and Stuart’s son Charles Edward Stuart (1720-1788, the Young Pre- 

tender) and military actions related to that movement destabilized much of the 

reign of George II. The defeat of the Jacobites at Culloden (see Cumberland, 

below) in 1746, however, virtually ended their political power, and successes 

during the Seven Years’ War (1756-1763) helped George’s reign end on a more 

positive note. 

George and Caroline’s interest in the arts included their patronage of sculp- 

tor Michael Rysbrack. George also supported the founding of the British 

Museum in 1753. Caroline particularly appreciated poetry and took an interest 

in science. The queen died peacefully of a “rupture” in 1737. George II died of a 

heart attack on October 25, 1760. 

WILLIAM AUGUSTUS, _ ~ William Augustus, Duke of Cumberland (1721-1765), was the 

DUKE OF CUMBERLAND A a a third son (the second died in infancy) of George II and Caroline 

ie j eng ‘ of Ansbach and the brother of Frederick Louis (1707-1751), 

D54, D313 9" . 4 fled Prince of Wales. (John Gay’s Fables [1725/6] were composed as 

3 | | , an amusement for the young duke.) Cumberland distin- 

, ‘) i guished himself in several military arenas but perhaps was 

| A A Y) most widely celebrated for his success at Culloden, where, on 

; \) Fi BSS ( April 16, 1746, he led the British army’s defeat of the Scottish 

rN a] by Jacobites supporting Charles Edward Stuart (1720-1788, the 

NSENY il Young Pretender). (Sir Everard Fawkener [1684-1758], the 

duke’s secretary, was at one time the proprietor of the Chelsea porcelain factory 

that produced busts of Cumberland after Culloden.) After the battle of Det- 

tingen in 1743, General James Wolfe wrote that Cumberland “behaved as bravely 

as aman could do. He had a musket-ball through the calf of his leg. . . . [He] gave 

his orders with a great deal of calmness, and seemed quite unconcerned.” When 

offered medical assistance, the duke instructed the surgeon to care instead for 

a nearby French soldier, who was more seriously wounded and more likely to be 

neglected. In 1746 Horace Walpole wrote of the duke, “The soldiers adore him, 

and with reason; he has a lion’s courage... and... great military genius.” 

GEORGE Ill AND CHARLOTTE i “Ee, (C(O'e William Frederick (1738-1820), Electoral-prince of 

a a a »  —S— Brunswick-Ltineburg and George III of England, Scotland, and 

$83-S84, D57 bg 7. ae Ireland (r. 1760-1820), was the eldest son of the Prince and 

- L Princess of Wales, Frederick Louis (1707-1751) and Augusta of 

4 Saxe-Coburg (1719-1772). Although George was the third 

he member of the House of Hanover to ascend to the British 

Vy 7, g throne, he was the first to have been born in England. Taking 

v i his father’s wise political advice, George professed that he 

é xt | associated himself more closely with Britain than Germany. 

At a] George III was, for the most part, more popular than his 

father and grandfather. At the beginning of his reign he enjoyed the advantages 

of youth, no Jacobite threat, bachelorhood, and the lack of an heir to threaten 

political opposition. Although the king’s early life was isolated and mundane 

and his personality tended toward solemnity and self-righteousness, he became 

both competent and industrious in adulthood, albeit a poor negotiator because 

of lack of experience. 
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Among the most politically charged tasks in George’s early career was con- 

cluding the Seven Years’ War (1756-1763), a military action that was draining 

the government’s coffers. Immediately following the war the passage of the 

Stamp Act (1765) sparked protests in America. Although the act was repealed, 

tensions between the British government and the colonists continued during 

the rest of the 1760s and the 1770s. During this same period financial and mil- 

itary concerns in India also plagued the king. In the early 1780s Britain suffered 

the loss of the thirteen American mainland colonies. This blow, however, pre- 

ceded an era of industrial expansion and commercial success in England, and 

George remained comparatively popular throughout much of the rest of the 

eighteenth century. 

George III experienced episodes of physical and mental illness throughout 

his adult life, and the outbreaks occurred more frequently and with more sever- 

ity as he aged. The Regency Bill of February 1811 finally removed the respon- 

sibilities of ruling from him. During the last eight and one-half years of his life, 

a blind George III knew few moments of lucidity. 

Early in his reign George’s need for a Protestant wife made the king and his 

counselors look toward Germany. After considering several young ladies, it was 

settled that George should marry the sensible seventeen-year-old Charlotte 

Sophia of Mecklenburg-Strelitz (1744-1818). The union took place in 1761 and 

resulted in the birth of George IV (1762-1830) and his fourteen siblings. 

George III collected books and enjoyed music. An interest in science led him 

to encourage Sir William Herschel to construct at Windsor what was then the 

world’s largest telescope. 
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Plates of pewter are no go, 

Because you have to scour them so, 

But a plate of porcelain, 

When tis washed is white and clean 

Therefor set on th’ table free 

A plate that finely painted be 

C —J onsecutive lines from this rhyme appear in Dutch on sets of six tin-glazed earthen- 

ware plates made in Holland during the third quarter of the seventeenth century. The use 
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of the term porceleijn (or porcelain) on these pieces and in early documents reflects some 

Western potters’ claims that their ceramics duplicated the fineness and translucency of the 

Chinese and Japanese hard-paste porcelain then being imported into Europe.' In reality, 

these Western imitations were made in opaque, somewhat porous reddish to pale buff-col- 

ored, low-fired earthenware, which was coated with lead glaze that had been opacified and § E 

1. See Scholten, van Drecht, pp. 260-261, no. 224, for a 

plate from such a service. See Archer, V&A, pp. 3, 29-33, 

for Chinese porcelain as a delftware inspiration. 
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whitened with tin oxide—thus the term tin-glazed earthenware. (Several particularly useful 

publications describing delftware materials and production methods are listed below.) 

Rather than being a consistent white, the glaze color varied widely, depending on the 

amount of tin and other ingredients in the glaze and clays. The combination of trace ele- 

ments of chrome in the clay and tin in the glaze could create a pinkish cast; varying 

amounts of cobalt produced a bluish white to dark blue glaze; and lavender or greenish 

casts are not uncommon.’ 

ENGLISH DELFT MANUFACTURE 

Material from British archaeological sites indicates that late sixteenth-century English pot- 

ters were well aware of porcelain being imported from the East and Continental imitations 
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of it A 1570 patent granted to a group of potters in Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire 

allowed them to practice “the arte and science of baken of erthen vessellles] and other 

erthen woorke after the manner of Turkye Italye Spayne and Netherlond.” In 1613 

2. See Archer, V&A, particulaily pp. 13-23; Austin, Delft; 3. Archer, V&A, pp. 19-20 

BO a aa ua are ue Roy Warren 4. Ibid., pp. 3-5. See Hurst, Neal, and van Beuningen, Edwards, London Potters; Britton, London; Britton, i . 
Pottery, pp. 12-116, for Iznik, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese Bristol; Britton, Pickleherring; Britton, Inventories; y 
and French wares and their movement along early trade Museum of London, Excavations; Bloice, Norfolk House i 
routes 
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Southwark merchant Edmund Bradshawe, who traded along the Barbary Coast and at 

Mediterranean ports, was granted a patent that permitted him to manufacture tin-glazed 

earthenware “as is used in Fiansa and other parte beyond the Seas.”° 

Although maiolica from Southern Europe certainly influenced early English tin glaze 

and had formed an important part of the import trade from medieval times,° ultimately 

imports from Holland had the greatest impact on the budding English tin-glazed earthen- 

ware industry. Even the term delft, commonly used for English tin-glazed earthenware by 

the early 1700s, was taken from the name of an important Dutch tin-glazed earthenware 

manufacturing center.’ (Modern scholars and collectors sometimes use capitalization or the 

lack of it to differentiate between discussions of Dutch Delft and English delft.) Among other 

early labels applied to Continental and English tin glaze are galliware or gallyware (in use 

from the late 1500s to the 1700s), probably a reference to the ships that first carried the 

pieces to England; bastard china (dating from the late 1600s); Hollandsware; and white ware.* 

Late seventeenth-century English entrepreneurs fully appreciated the financial potential 

of delftware manufacture. Sir John Lowther was interested in setting up (but never suc- 

cessfully achieved) ceramic production at his Cumberland estate. In 1697/8 he recorded the 

results of his study of the industry in correspondence with his factor, William Gilpen. One 

letter relayed information provided by Fulham potter John Dwight: 

The Gally ware, or Hollandsware, as you call it, made at Lambeth has also 

[their clay] from a particular place belonging to Sir J. Banks not but that 

other places will do, but where they find good they stick to it” 

Another of Lowther’s letters enclosed Dwight’s comments contrasting the quality of and 

production methods used for delft and other earthenware with those used to produce 

stoneware: 

The differences between stone & Earthen Ware are such as these stone 

Pots (not Holland [here, unglazed redware] but cologne Ware) are made of 

Tobacco Pipe Clay wth some fine sand intermixd, & burnt but once. the 

Earthen Gally or White Ware cannot be made of Tobacco Pipe Cley, but of 

other sorts that will not endure a strong fire, & are twice (but soft) burnt, 

& that with wood only, for the glazing of wich White, Tin & Lead calcind 

together are used. The other Earthen country Pots that are glazed wth 

Lead-Oar are also soft burnt, & burnt for ye most part wth ... Coale. . . . 

Great store of white Ware {delft] is made in England, nor is there any want 

of Materialls or people bred up in & about that Manufacture. ... That wich 

is calld bastard China is only the White or gally Ware wrought thin and 

hansomly painted, is rotten within and hath no intrinsick vall.”° 

(Dwight was not a delftware manufacturer and, like any good businessman, preferred to 

show his own products in the best light.) 

Dwight also provided Lowther with a rough recipe, discussed delftware types and clay 

preparation, and offered a rare description of shaping delft pieces on the wheel: 

5. Edwards, London Potters, p. 8; Weatherill and Edwards, __ 8. Britton, Inventories, pp. 61-63; Archer, V&A, pp. 3-4. 

London and Whitehaven, p. 179 (Archer, V&A, p. 4, identi- _ Austin, Delft, p. 15, suggests that the term galleyware is 

fies the 1613 patent recipient as Hugh Cressey). derived from the Saxon for clay. 

6. Archer, V&A, p. 3. 9. Weatherill and Edwards, London and Whithaven, 

7. Valpy, 18th Century Newspapers, pp. 310, 313-316; Pees 

Archer, V&A, p. 4. 10. Ibid., pp. 163-164. Holland ware also sometimes refers 

to unglazed red stoneware made in that country. 
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At Lambeth Gally Ware is made of a Compossion of Clays mixed together, 

one sort is called Red Clay which is very strong, and the other Blue Clay, 

w°h is of a good strength, & the last is White Clay which is y© weakest, 

they are Mixed in this Manner. First they put about three Barrels of Red 

Clay and five of Blue Clay and seven or Eight of white Clay, into a pond or 

sestron [cistern] where it is stired and wrought together till it becomes like 

Thick water, this is call’d washing of Clay, Then its put through a fine 

haire sive and runs into a Shallow place like to a seastron, where it sattles 

into a bed and the water dries from it, after which it is Carried into the 

House and wrought up by treading, till it is of a Certain plyable temper 

fitt for buisness |sic], then it is Carri’d to the Working Roome where it is 

Moulded like fine Paste, after which it is devided into smale parcels accord- 

ing to what worke desined, ther being severall sorts made in one Roome, 

and all is turn’d or Made with a Wheele, . . . for Every sort of Worke has 

some diffrance in the wheele, as for the Wheeles themselues there is noe 

diffrance (but in the head upon which they Worke) it being a Round peece 

of Timber put upon an Axell Tree, or Rather upon an Iron spindle, sett in 

a perpenticular with the Wheele end downwards, and their block on the 

other End upon which they worke, allwayes obseruing to keep their 

wheele mouing with their Right foot while they turn any peece of Ware, 

which is brought to perfection by slight of hand, without any other Toole 

but only a peece of square Iron, with which they smouth over the out sides 

of their Ware." 

Based on the regularity of size and form of many groups of delft plates and dishes, 

domed hump molds must have been in common use for their production. The complete 

lack of survival of such tools among archaeological evidence may indicate that the molds 

were made of wood rather than the pottery or other materials sometimes used for slipware 

dish molds (see also vol. 1, p. 39). 

After shaping and drying, the pieces destined to become delftware were burnt once (bis- 

cuit fired) at from 980° C. to 1000° C. to harden the bodies. Raw tin glaze then was applied 

and any colored decoration was executed before the glaze and ornament were affixed to 

the body in a second glost or gloss firing at temperatures similar to those for biscuit firing. 

This process is commemorated with a sort of humanistic twist on the first of what proba- 

bly originally was a set of six plates: the piece is inscribed “[1]/Thr° many hands/Twice thr® 

the fire/at last/1712.”" (For John Dwight’s description of firing delftware, see vol. 1, p. 32). 

A few potters adopted the Dutch practice of applying a kwaart, or clear lead glaze, over 

the finished tin glaze to increase the translucency and glossiness of the surface and thus 

imitate porcelain more closely. “Muffle” kilns (firing to about 760° C.), used to affix enameled 

ornament and colors that could not withstand glost firing temperatures, also were a Dutch 

innovation. Gilded motifs could be fixed in a very low temperature firing or adhered cold." 

11. Cited ibid., p. 164. There is a lack of 17th- and 18th- decorated mold used for slipware dishes, see Manchester, 

century illustrations, and only a few contemporary Greg Collection, pp. 20-23, no. 24. 
descriptions provide information on English wheels of i 
the period. 13. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 265. 

12. Stephenson comments (September 1998), during a dis- 14. Archer, V&A, pp. Hone For the 1712 plate, see lips 

cussion of delftware-related finds from the London area. Sie eens ae ee 

(Stephenson notes that a ceramic porringer-handle mold Nea 

was found at the Pickleherring site.) For a buff clay, relief- 
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THE TASTE FOR ENGLISH DELFT 

The popularity of English delftware increased dramatically during the seventeenth cen- 

tury, riding on the coattails of public fascination with the Chinese export porcelain that it 

imitated directly or, through imported Continental tin glaze, indirectly. Delftware shapes 
and designs inspired by Continental originals also were popular in England, and domestic 
and immigrant potters competed with the foreign craftsmen who supplied the import mar- 

ket in a time of limited access to fine ceramics. 

In the 1690s this competition resulted in English delftware potters’ agitating for restric- 
tions against imported wares and formally stating their economic concerns. The Company 

of Glass Sellers (who also were responsible for the sale of ceramics) responded by issuing a 

broadsheet on which the potters’ arguments were stated and refuted. Among issues cov- 

ered in the document were: 

I. That the Manufacture of Earthen Ware is of general use in private 

Families of all Conditions and of absolute necessity in divers Trades 

and Professions, sufficient Quantities whereof are, and with ease might 

be made at home, for supply of the whole Nation, in all respects as 

good as any Imported. ... 

Answer [English delftware potters] never did, neither can they make 

such Painted Earthen Ware as is Imported. . . . 

Il. That the said Manufacture is wholy made of English Materials, great 

quantities of Tin, Lead, Clay and Kelpe to a considerable Value being 

therein yearly used; and if the same were duly Encouraged, a much 

greater Consumption would be had, and the said Art be improved, and 

the Exportation and Vent [sales] thereof in Foreign Parts be Promoted. 

Answer Far greater Quantities than there are or could be here Con- 

sumed of the said Materials, are Exported to Holland, Germany, 

Spain, Portugall, Italy, Turkey, Genoa, Persia and the East Indies, to make 

the said Wares so desired to be Prohibited.” 

The Glass Sellers’ Company also included an aesthetic argument: 

the Import of Foreign Earthen Ware has been a great Example to the very 

Pot-makers themselves, by making their Wares after Foreign Patterns to 

their great Interest." 

Individuals who wished to purchase delftware could patronize the shops of members of 

the Glass Sellers’ Company or purchase the pottery directly from factories, many of which 

kept warehouses from which they sold their produce to the general market. (Occasionally, 

customers commissioned special items with particular ornament or inscriptions.) 

Consumers who lacked easy access to delftware potting centers—London; Bristol; Liverpool; 

Glasgow, Scotland; or Dublin, Ireland—often relied on traveling peddlers and stands at mar- 

kets and fairs, and residents of Britain’s coastal towns and colonial or foreign ports 

received their delftware by ship.” 

Early in the second quarter of the eighteenth century, delftware began to lose some of 

its preeminence as English production of a broad range of new ceramic body types 

15. Haselgrove and Murray, Dwight, p. 131. For sources of 16. Haselgrove and Murray, Dwight, p. 132. 

clay used in English delftware manufacture, see Archer, 17. Archer, V&A, pp. 23-27. 
V&A, p. 13. 
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increased. A 1753 Public Advertiser published Nicolas Crisp’s announcement for the opening 

of the Vauxhall porcelain factory. Crisp linked his soft-paste wares to the elegant hard-paste 

porcelain of China and took aim at the problems of delftware: 

the finest of our Manufacture in this kind, is no other than a coarse Earth, 

baked and glazed over with a thin Coat of vitrified Materials, so that the 

earth does neither unite into a solid body, nor admit the Glazing, with 

which it is covered, to adhere firmly to it; by this Means, not only any sud- 

den heat, but even the Moisture of the Air, will cause the Glazing to crack 

and flake off." 

Crisp apparently was not the only person of this period to disparage delftware. One 

satirist writing in the London Connoisseur of January 15, 1756, complained that: 

Iam never allowed to eat from anything better than a delft plate, the econ- 

omy of the beaufait, which is embellished with a variety of china may not 

be disarranged: and indeed my wife prides herself on her ingenious con- 

trivance in this article, having ranged among the rest some old china not 

fit for use, but disposed in such a manner, as to conceal the streaks of 

white paint that cement the broken pieces together. I must drink my beer 

out of an earthen mug, though a great quantity of plate is constantly dis- 

played on the side-boared; while all the furniture, except when we have 

company, is done up in paper, as if the family, to whom it belongs, were 

gone into the country.” 

Although fashionable members of the colonial market closely followed London prefer- 

ences, more traditional consumers in the colonies demonstrated a continued and sizable 

demand for delftware and other ceramics, even after interest in them had begun to wane 

in England. Williamsburg, Virginia, shopkeeper John Greenhow was one supplier of these 

tastes. In an April 11, 1771, advertisement in the Virginia Gazette, he offered for sale “Delft 

Wares of most Sorts.” A June 7, 1773, Boston Gazette advertisement mentioned delftware 

among a broad range of ceramic types: 

John Adams, 

(At his Shop opposite the Old-South Meeting Houfe, BOSTON) 

Hath received from London and Liverpool, 

A Great Variety of the beft India China, confifting of Cups and Saucers, 

Tea Pots, Cream Pots, Sugar Dishes, Coffee Cups and Saucers, large and 

fmall Bowls, Plates, Pudding Difhes, Sauce Boats, Patty Pans, Quart and 

Pint Mugs. 

A fine Affortment of Double and Single Flint Glafs, plain fluted and 

enamel’d cream-coloured Ware, plain white, blue & white, and Enamel’d 

Stone Ware, with all Kinds of Ware ufually imported, fuch as black, brown, 

tortoifefhell, agate, colleflower, blue & white Delph, &c.” 

A few delftware advertisements note the pieces’ place of origin. The Norwich Mercury for 

December 9, 1758, recorded that “GRANTHAM’S Earthen-Warehouse” in Norwich had 

“Superfine Liverpool Delft” available for purchase (see vol. 1, p. 29).” 

18. Emmerson, Teapots, p. 28. Crisp’s observations also 20. Belden, Festive Tradition, p. 201. 

provide an explanation for the rarity of English tin-glazed el a y 
tea and cofiée wares. 21. Smith, Norwich China Dealers, p. 195. 

19. Chalmers, Essayists, vol. 32, pp. 50-51. 
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By late in the century the production of delftware in England virtually had ended, and 

English tin-glazed earthenware had been replaced by creamware, pearlware, and other 

white-bodied ceramics. 
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| 
DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

| Dishes and Plates 

DI. DISH “Palissy-Type” Wares 

Southwark, London 

Montague Close or Pickleherring 

Dated 1633 

his important “fecundity dish” is the first of three in the Longridge collection 

BE IE Sc cei Lee Gis GI) (see nos. D2, D3) and is the earliest of nearly twenty dated examples, the latest 

W.:16 1/8" (40.9 cm) being from 1697.' English versions derive from sixteenth-century, French, lead- 

glazed earthenware dishes, perhaps after metalwork originals, that often 
BODY CLAY: Buff with small red A ‘ : 

display mottled grounds over much of the area outside the central reserve. Tra- 

inclusions. ditionally such pieces have been attributed to Bernard Palissy (d. 1590) 

TIN GLAZE: White. That on exterior —explaining the popular title “Palissy dishes” for English examples—but though 

lower in tin content with greenish areas his factory did produce fine relief-decorated pottery imitated by English delft- 

and touches of manganese purple. ware manufacturers (see nos. D4, D5, D6), there is no evidence of its making 

SHAPE: Molded, Deep-welled dish dishes depicting the fecundity scene. Based on the close similarity between relief 

: motifs, it has been thought, perhaps mistakenly, that molds were taken from the 
with unevenly smoothed exterior. 

; French originals to create the English dishes.’ 
DECORATION: Painted and relief. : 7 . . 

The date on the dish shown here indicates that it was made in Southwark at 
Fecundity scene with Venus and putti in : s ae . : ‘ 

a 0 Montague Close or Pickleherring. Although rim fragments of fecundity dishes 

Interior Ipecrined slo} STEVEN have been unearthed at Rotherhithe, there is no evidence of that factory’s being 

FORTVNE:&:ELIZABETH.” Border com- active before 1636.’ The Longridge dish fits into a distinct group of examples, 

posed of masks, vases of flowers (or all but one of which have in the rim depressions florets alternating with 

fruit baskets?), circular depressions with artemisia leaves. The leaf motif represents one of the Eight Precious Things and 

flowers, and oval depressions with is derived from Chinese export porcelain ornament. All dishes in the group have 
Bieta : 7 hanna 

anemisiaileaves. a distinctive striped edge to the mattress on which the figure is reclining.‘ Some 

examples appear to be from different molds, and the constituents of the group 
Published: Apollo 12 (July—D ber 1935), * 
caecvmren oie geet) represent the produce of more than one factory (see nos. D2, D3). A somewhat 

p. ll; Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
no. 90; Little, Little by Little, p. 78, fig. 97; bizarre cousin to relief-decorated versions is a smooth-surfaced, circular fecun- 

Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware and dity dish dated 1675 and depicting a variation on the central scene within a 
Slipware, pp. 878-879, pl. 4 ae : F s - 

foliate and grotesque border.’ Also perhaps unique is an oval version with the 
Ex colls.: Lord Revelstoke; B. K. . nee . 
Gnd NCE Litre usual raised central scene within a smooth outer border painted with pome- 

granates and grape clusters.’ 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 4. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, collection 

nos. 90-126 passim. (no. 61.1240); Archer, V&A, no. A.61; Peirce, 

2. Burman, Motifs 2, p. 105; Archer, V&A, p. 109: Cocke Corechon: no. 1; Minneapolis Institute 

: : 2 ee collection (no. 96.36.1); Allen Museum collec- 
Britton, Palissy, pp. 172-173. For French exam- " 

. : . tion; Sotheby’s (L), November 15, 1994, lot 112. 
ples, see Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, Pictorial is i i . i" 

a 5 2 For a 1635 fecundity dish with florets and 
History, p. 178, no. 1; Kassebaum Collection, ; ea leave “hag Shik 

no. 109; Archer, V&A, p. 110, fig. 27. Archer ame on ‘y ne i wee ie 

comments (1998): Palissy’s successors did make ApS ad cet, Bates Deli Were me. ai 

fecundity dishes. 5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 137; 

3, Archer, V&A, no: A16, pp. 110) 561. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 96, no. 1408. 

6. Burlington (1914), pl. 38, Case D, no, 57 (then 

in the Manderson collection). 
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DEL TW A Oe oe 
D2, D3. DISHES “Palissy-Type” Wares ; ; 

(D2) Southwark, London 

Probably Richard Newnham, 

Pickleherring W/ 

Dated 1659 ith the previous example, dated 1633, these fecundity dishes illustrate 

(D3) Probably Southwark, London the long-term popularity in English delftware of an originally French form. On 

1675 the 1659 dish (D2) the tiny circular portraits probably represent King Charles I— 

with mustache and pointed beard—and Queen Henrietta Maria and presumably 

(D2) H.: 2" (5.1 cm); L.: 18" (45.7 cm); indicate royalist sympathies on the part of the owners. (Initials matching those 

W::15 3/8" (39 cm) “nRa’l on the dish occur within a shield on a molded, circular dish dated 1660.)' 

(D3) H:1 5/8" (41 cm); L: 18 1/2" (47 cm); Comparable portraits appear on three other fecundity dishes; the 1671 date on 

W:15 3/8" (391 cm) one places its manufacture during the reign of Charles II (r. 1660-1685). 

Although not identical in format, flowers resembling those in the border 

BODY CLAY: Buff, (D2) somewhat depressions on the Longridge dish (D2) are found on another 1659 fecundity 

pinkish, dish and on two undated examples.’ This date appears to be the latest on fecun- 

TIN GLAZE: White, (02) That on exte- dity dishes showing Venus wearing a necklace with a crucifix and may identify 

the beginning of a period of increased antipopish sentiments. 

Fier wit open crating, simall greenish The Longridge dish (D2) and those just discussed are among fourteen with 

Pete es ard BD elazed perches MDe| dates from 1651 to 1671. Although not all painted by the same hand, they share 

unevenly applied, with bluish cast and motifs including figures (possibly portraits), flowers, checkered floors, distinc- 

unglazed patches, some with finger- tive buildings, and small ships. Through its initials, a 1661 dish from the group 

prints in clay. has been shown convincingly to have been made at the Pickleherring factory 

SHAPE: Molded, Deep-welled dishes during Richard Newnham’s time as manager. The “WP” initials on the backs of 

with unevenly smoothed exteriors. two dishes from 1658 and 1671, respectively, may represent William Price or 

DECORATION: Paintedand relief William Pocock, who painted delftware in Saint Saviour’s, Southwark, and pos- 

uni score etivenaetponl sibly worked at Pickleherring.’ The remainder of the group also is likely to have 

been made at that factory. 

daterioy Bol dels ait} composes Cl The second Longridge dish (D3), another undated example, and three from 

masks and vases of flowers (or fruit bas- 1674, 1675, and 1681, respectively, share distinctive painted flowers and fruit in 

kets?). (D2) Border circular depressions their border depressions. The 1675 dish so closely resembles the Longridge dish 

depict a king and queen or are inscribed in the fruit in its oval depressions and flowers on the vine decorating the well 

ae or “1659” Oval depressions depict as to indicate that they are by the same hand and are similar in date. Flowers 

floral motifs. Well decoration com- resembling those on the vines also occur on dated Longridge delftware: a 1669 

peced of aipees and ereducred canes mug, a 1674 posset pot, and a 1675 scroll salt (nos. D240, D275, D208). Given the 

(es) Borer depressions cepeerrart long tradition of fecundity dish production in Southwark, it is likely the undat- 

ed Longridge dish also was made there. 
sometimes in baskets, and, in two oval 

depressions, Chinese figures in land- 

scapes. Well decoration composed of 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 107. 4. Archer, V&A, p. 110 (all three dishes); 

flowering vine. 2. Ibid., no. 118 (1671 dish); Christie's (L), usin Velie ne eeyicet dish 

May 30, 1977, lot 41; Sotheby’s (L), March 6, 5. Taggart, Burnap, no. 99 (undated). Lipski and 

Published: (D2) Noppen, Ceramics, p. 210; 1968, lot 238. Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 199 (1674); 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 106. 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 105 120 (1675); 121 (1681). 

Ex coll.: (D2) T. G. Burn, Rous Lench (1659 dish); Nottingham Castle collection 

(no. 54-30); Sotheby's (L), March 3, 1964, lot 87. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D4. BOWL “Palissy-Type” Wares 

Southwark, London 

Possibly Pickleherring 

c. 1650 

his bowl, like two other dishes in this collection (nos. D5, D6), derives from 

Hie2 7/8 1(73 em); Es'8 18 |(20'6 em), sixteenth-century French examples from Bernard Palissy’s workshop. Similarly 

W.: 51/4" (13.3 cm) shaped bowls from that pottery depict relief “Ceres and Bacchus” and “Mars and Pp pottery dep: 

Venus” subjects that in modeling resemble those on the bowl shown here.' 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. aie A : 3 

a eae Although less distinct modeling makes it not completely obvious who the Long- 

TIN GLAZE: White with open crazing, ridge figures are meant to be, they are most similar to the French Mars and 

much wrinkled within foot and wiped Venus subjects. If pieces after Palissy originals were a specialty of the Pickle- 

off footrim. herring factory (see no. D6), then the bowl may have been made there. The 

SHAPE: Molded with concave foot bowl’s attribution to England is based on its glaze and painting style. The lobe 

applied separately and also apparently and internal borders help to date the piece: similar ornament is found on En- 

molded: glish mugs dated 1645 and 1655.’ The meaning of the unusual motifs (perhaps 

; , embryo coats of arms?) painted on the exterior of the bowl is unknown. 
DECORATION: Painted and relief. 

Interior with seminaked figures, possi- 

bly Mars and Venus. Rim lobes bear 

molded foliate decoration and foliate 

and curvilinear border. Exterior bears a N 

two elaborated squarish motifs. lo ee SS 
a 4) 

| Cg SPAY os 
| Gy } * So | 

# a . rn . @ 

far * ee = ye a 

oo BL YOR = 
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1. For Ceres and Bacchus, see q a Fs . : i Yip io. 
Dauterman, Palissy, p. 191, > i. t 

fig. 12 (Metropolitan Museum . ee / A ‘) 

collection). For Mars and Venus, a i 

see Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, i ji 1% y H 

Pictorial History, p. 176, pl. 2; a) r \ if 
de Rothschild and Grandjean, y ; i i 
Palissy, pl. 36. For a Continental aan . Te \ 4 i : Pee ee 3 goad 

tin-glazed dish with relief Ceres, i ~ ae Baha me t ee! . RI ae Tees 

see Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, fs sais ee ory : 3 fl ‘hs Se . 
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: = at his rare dish, like two others in this collection (nos. D4, D6), was inspired 

| by—and this example perhaps was molded directly from—a sixteenth- or early 

, seventeenth-century version attributable to Bernard Palissy’s factory in Sain- 

ot Mags tonge, France.' (A second relief-decorated dish model attributed to Palissy also 

= pone depicts the Sacrifice but is not known to have been reproduced in English delft- 
+. wP : . . o . : : . 

« f % ware.)’ Other Continental factories also produced dishes showing this popular 

g - Old Testament subject, and the variations on the scene typically are derived 

% \ ps, from Continental prints.’ The same type of source inspired two-dimensional 

~ eS depictions of the Sacrifice appearing on English delftware.’ 

7 
eo 2 » adil |. Morley-Fletcher and Mellroy, Pictorial History, 3. For a Spanish maiolica Sacrifice dish, see 

p. 179, no. 2 Martinez Caviro, Ceramica Espanola, p. 123, 
no. 151 

2. Hurst, Neal, and van Beuningen, Pottery, 

pp. 86-87, 89, fig. 39.116, col. pl. 6 4. For a 1665(?) dated English dish and its print 
source, see Archer, V&A, no. A.58, fig. 26 
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Wares beverwane oneaerelaets 
D6. DISH “Palissy-Type” Wares 

Southwark, London 

Probably Richard Newnham, 

Pickleherring T, 

1645-1665 his important piece, like two others also in this collection (nos. D4, D5), 

derives from late sixteenth-century earthenware confidently attributable to 

H.: 31/4" (8:3 cm); L 17 1/2! (44.5 cm); the Saintonge, France, factory of potter Bernard Palissy.' The same mold used 

W.:14 1/8" (35.9 cm) to shape the Longridge dish was used when creating two other English delft- 

ware dishes, one inscribed on the back “pl ,/1638" over a flourish.’ The 

Lhe CN fe Tate at frogs—two on the 1638 dish and four on the undated examples—were applied 

TIN GLAZE: White. That on exterior after the dishes were molded. The lizard and snake heads may have been 

unevenly applied with a few greenish molded and applied, or perhaps they were heavily undercut while the clay was 

patches and some unglazed areas. still wet. 

SHAPE: Molded, Deep-welled dish Despite possible differences in date, the closeness of the painting style of all 

with unevenly smoothed exterior. three snake dishes may indicate that they are from the same factory, most likely 

DECORATION: Painted andielic® Pickleherring. An oval with wiggly lines radiating from one side forms a border 

motif on the back of the non-Longridge snake dish without an inscription and 
Naturalistic arrangement including . . ‘ ; 

resembles exterior ornament on a molded bow! with a coat of arms and a “bird- 

pepe enelisnvese:atioueahe atl on-rocks” pseudo-kraak dish.’ (The latest dated birds-on-rocks piece is from 

Ex coll: J. P. Kassebaum. 1651.) A 1661 dated fecundity dish confidently attributed to Pickleherring also 

displays the oval/wiggly line motif.' 

If the individuality of that motif means all four so-decorated pieces are from 

one production site, it helps form a link between snake and fecundity dishes. 

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the “pl,” initials seen on the 1638 

snake dish also occur on the back of a fecundity dish with the same date.’ It is 

virtually certain that the two dishes were made for the same clients, and it 

is very likely that they were both ordered from the same pottery. 

1. For French Palissy examples, see Dauterman, 3. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1309 (bowl); 

Palissy, p. 188, no. 8; Morley-Fletcher and Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 36 (bird-on-rock). 

Mellroy,jeictoral History. p 178: n0:2: 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 111 

2. Toledo Museum collection, no, 25.2 (fecundity). For Pickleherring attribution, 

(uninscribed). For the 1638 dish, see Lipski and see Archer, V&A, p. 110. 

Te ee Mss 2 tp and sho Da Dan. 92 
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DELFTWARE | Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D7. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 

Southwark, London 

Possibly Richard Newnham, 

Pickleherring 

1645-1665 he horseman depicted on this impressive dish undoubtedly was of consid- 

erable importance, as evidenced in part by his carrying a baton, indicative of 

H: 3 3/8" (8.6 cm), high military rank. The mustache and pointed beard are consistent with por- 

Diam.: 16 3/8" (41.6 cm) traits of Charles I, but the fashion also was popular among aristocrats and 

leading soldiers of the period. If the dish does indeed depict Charles, it may be 

Cece unique in that it lacks any form of royal identification. Conversely, if Charles is 

inclusions and blow holes. shown and the dish dates to Cromwell’s Protectorate (1649-1660), it may have 

TIN GLAZE: White with much been politic to omit any identifying insignia of the recently executed monarch. 

speckling. Overall on interior. Based on its similarity to some published prints (see no. D17), the delftware 

LEAD GLAZE: Streaky and muddy, portrait also has been associated with General George Monck, Duke of Albe- 

over pale slip. Overall on exterior, marie (d. 1670).' The origins of the design predate Monck commemoratives and 

exclucing oatchescttimandiwnere may be published images of Charles I. The Longridge equestrian group resem- 

bles one in reverse on a 1637 dish showing the baton differently positioned. 
footrim wiped clean. a . . ; 

That portrait, in turn, is said to resemble one on a medal commemorating 
SHAPE: Th hi Id. 4 r F 

4 a ae Prince Charles (later Charles II; see Time Line, pp. 12-13) at the Battle of Edge- 

Shape A with more deeply curving well, hill (1642). Presumably, the design must predate both the medal and the 1637 
virtually no flange, and noneverted rim. dish2 

Footrim pierced with single hole. Although somewhat similar in design, the 1637 dish and this Longridge 

DECORATION: Painted. Equestrian example differ in painting style and date. The building and tree motif and the 

figure carrying baton in landscape with rounded stiles or fence on the Longridge dish have close counterparts on a 1657 

dish showing larger buildings within a leaf border. The latter dish and differ- 
building. Border composed of concen- 

’ ently ornamented examples dated 1657 and 1661 bear “NRE initials linked to 
tric circles and dashes. . a g . : 

Elizabeth and Richard Newnham. Newnham was proprietor of the Pickle- 

Published: Chorley collection, p. 182, pl. I; herring pottery in Southwark from around 1645 to 1684. Stylistically, the dishes 
Archer, Monck, pp. 5, 8, fig. 8. : a b , 

form part of a group including dated examples from 1645 to 1671, with the 
Ex colls.: FL. Dickson; J. and K. Chorley. toe 5 
aa ee as majority being from 1650 to 1660.’ 

1. Archer, Monck, p. 3, fig. 4 (citing British 

Museum Print Room, no. 28-29 in F. 

O'Donoghue, British Portraits). 

2. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 81A, 

no. 1397. 

3. Archer, V&A, no. A.56; Lipski and 

Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 31, 111; 

Austin, Delft, no. 154. 
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| Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 
EEE “ [Pines and Plates 

D8. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 5 

and Events 
Probably London 

Dated 1666 

H.: 21/2" (6.4 ; : eget 
Eos co he monarch depicted on this dish is Charles II (1630-1685) of England, Scot- 

BIR Jen (Gekociay land, and Ireland, who was “restored” to the throne in 1660 (r. 1660-1685) and 

two years later married the Portuguese Catholic Catherine of Braganza (see 
BODY CLAY: Dark buff with a few i . A ‘ 

Time Line, pp. 12-13). The date on the Longridge dish corresponds to the year 
blow holes. F 
eS of the Great Fire of London and the second Anglo-Dutch War (1665-1667), the 

Ue ey ee latter resulting from mercantile competition. Although Britain enjoyed naval 

medium crazing. Overall on interior. successes in 1666, the war ended inconclusively.' 

LEAD GLAZE: Brownish with traces of A checkered floor and columned arch setting appears as early as 1653 on a 

green, over pale slip. Overall on exterior. delftware dish depicting Charles I in armor,’ but vaulted interiors like that 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. shown here are unknown on dated examples made before Charles II’s corona- 

Shapelbl/b with share, narrow ercove tion in 1660. On the dated examples, the king is depicted in pose and costume 

much as he appears on a 1672 dish in this collection (no. D9).’ On the dish 
on upper edge. . R . : 

shown here Charles holds only a scepter and is ornately attired, reflecting his 
DECORATION: Painted. Charles II in . . . : . _ 5 

time in exile at the French court. This particular portrait of Charles is unknown 

eoranat eniearp liee been a as a lone figure on other delftware dishes, but on a 1669 dated dish, he is so 

monogram), 1666," and “CR.” Exterior depicted in the company of his wife, Catherine of Braganza. Speckling resem- 

inscribed “NT” (in monogram). Border bling that ornamenting the vaulting on the Longridge dish extends down the 

composed of circle and dashes. columns of a somewhat similar interior on a 1664 dish showing an exotic 
. 5 ' 4 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated (Ce atoser) oat egbisoLte) cthniey a lia . . 
Delftware, no. 50; Stretton, Rous Lench, The “NT” monogram on the front of the Longridge dish without doubt rep- 

p. 41, fig. 4; Grigsby, Dated Longridge resents the person for whom it was made, rather than the painter. The slightly 
Delft id Slipware, pp. 878-879, pl. 5. a ; : ? : 
EN EI EL: f differing monogram on the back perhaps is a trial version. Another trial mono- 

Bx colletl _Gurn.Rolis Lerche gram is found on the back of the 1638 Adoration dish in this collection (no. D64) 

but is not shown on the front, although the same initials, a” are twice 

repeated there. There is no direct evidence on which to base an attribution for 

the Charles II dish, but, since there were five factories in operation in London 

(four in Southwark and one in Wapping) in 1666, it seems more probable that the 

Charles II dish was made there than at Norwich (active 1567-1698) or Brisling- 

ton (active from 1642).° Slipware dishes also depict Charles II in ceremonial garb 

(see no. S5), and eighteenth-century Jacobite delftware depicts the so-called 

Charles in the Boscobel Oak episode (nos. D43, D44). 

1. “Charles II,” National Biography, vol. 4, 

pp. 84-96. 

2. For Charles I, see Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, nos. 26, 30; Archer, Chargers, pl. 48d. 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 38-42, 48. 

4. Ibid., nos. 56 (1669 dish), 47 (exotic figure 

dish). 

5. Archer, V&A, pp. 560-561, 564. 
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D9. DISH he i ieee 
London or perhaps Brislington ‘ ~ a a ; 

or Bris % : ae ~~ Shee, 

Dated = ng = rn 1 a. 

aa x Ss ‘ AS 

H.: 2 5/8" (6.7 cm); + Rei ‘ ap ’ moe . 

Diam: 12 3/4 (32.4 cm) y Do reaaaeall A A ee \' bs) 
“ : y 

BODY CLAY: Buff. ca ae a | i \ 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall on interior. Mw bleaia oa” i 

LEAD GLAZE: With greenish patches, ¥ Cok 5 be : \¥ | 

over pale slip. Overall on exterior, ig f" ie 4 : 

excluding where footrim wiped clean. \ be ; kf “ y | ) \ 1 Cyan eee nm 
SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. \ & if be | 

ae VW EY Zasss 
DECORATION: Painted. Charles I! in ot < i, a Se, | 

, . net : , ool , Se F A 5 \ 
ceremonial garb in a landscape. on " sage “ f 

Inscribed “pr” and “M_fe72.” Border : a Ea) Bs: ‘2 ; ; ror 

composed of circle and dashes. ay x ’ “ = : =. — a % 

a “=. ie SS See ea eee y 2 y 

eta nerey ae Reese aE Nant SE Se Seem re 

The date on this dish places it at a time when Charles II (r. 1660-1685; see Time 

Line, pp. 12-13), after negotiating secretly for reconciliation with the Church of 

Rome, issued a declaration of indulgence promising religious freedoms to Protes- 

tant nonconformists and Catholics. The year also marked the beginning of the 

third Anglo-Dutch War (1672-1674), which occurred during a period of British 

naval and commercial superiority over Holland and France.' Several delftware 

dishes (see nos. D27, D28) depict closely comparable figures in settings with much 

the same treatment of trees and foreground,’ but, unless identifying initials are 

included, it is difficult to know which king is intended. (Some aid in identifica- 

tion is in the form of facial hair, when accurately depicted: Charles I should wear 

a mustache and beard, Charles II only a mustache, and James II and William III 

should be clean shaven.) A generally similar figure of Charles II sometimes is set 

1. “Charles II,” National Biography, vol. 4, in a vaulted setting resembling that on the previous dish (no. D8): four examples 

PE aeoaeE: with 1661 or 1662 dates show the hem of the king’s costume elaborated with ruf- 

BADE VSB 2G fles, and, on two, lace is a feature of his collar. A 1665 dated “CR” dish lacks the 

So ipsaland irchen Dated eye numeral 2 and depicts the king in a manner stylistically more similar to his 
nos. 39-42 (1661-1662 dishes); no. 48 (1665 

dish). For an undated example, see Austin, appearance on the Longridge example (D9).’ Half-length portraits of Charles II 

Delft, no. 171. beneath columned arches are found on caudle cups dated 1661 and 1662. 

4, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, Although scalelike trees occur on English delftware dishes at least as early as 

na alia i fe 1637, the version on the Longridge dish seems not to have evolved before the 

eit unl ee ee reign of Charles II.° Fences like those flanking the figure first appear as a recur- 

no. 10. ring motif on Pickleherring delftware from around 1650 to 1660.° The initials 

6. Archer, V&A, no. A.56. “oMp” on the dish also are found on a 1676 dated example depicting flowers 

7. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 66. in a vase.’ 
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Dining and Related Wares 
ELFTWAR 

2 E Re and Plates 

D10. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

E 
Brislington 

and Events 

c. 1675-1690 

H.: 2.3/4" (7 cm); Diam.: 11 5/8" (29.5 cm) . . . 
he portraits on this Charles II dish and on dishes portraying James II 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained (nos. D18, D19), and, for both monarchs, Time Line, pp. 12-13) are painted in the 

orange- buff conventional manner associated with Brislington and act as a caution against 

relying too heavily on physical features when identifying uninscribed subjects 
TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white. nue a tain sonny e : 

on delftware. Based on paintings and published images of the monarchs, 
HAPE: Molded. Twenty lobes ri a 

e ° ME SPIYNODES S118 Charles II wore a mustache and James II was clean shaven, but here Charles is 

from slightly convex center. Exterior clean shaven. Luckily, on all three Longridge pieces initials identify the figures. 

follows form of interior, but with slight On one smooth-edged, floral-bordered dish, the portrait is inscribed 

footrim. “CR2/1682." 
DECORATION: Painted, Charles II. The shape of the gadrooned dish shown here is derived from metalwork and 

inccribed Re’ Horal and folate border. matches that of a Longridge dish (no. D103) displaying Chinese figures in land- 

scapes. It is possible that both are from the same mold. A smaller gadrooned 

dish, also attributed to Brislington, has a crown and the date 1683 in the cen- 

, ter and a border of circles and pendant husks comparable to that on the Charles 

Il dish shown here.” 
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1. For Charles II dishes, see Archer, Brislington, 2. Archer, Brislington, p. 158, pl. 14; Lipski 
pp. 153-154, pls. 2, 4, 6 (1682). For the 1682 and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 122 

dish, see also Britton, Bristol, no. 3.40. For an 

unusual punch bowl inscribed “KING JAMES .. . 

1732,” see Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
no. 1087.



Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

se and Plates 

D11, D12, D13. DISHES Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 
London or perhaps Brislington or Bristol 

(D1, D13) 1685-1705 

(D12) 1675-1695 

. Nalson’s Journal for... the Tryal of K. Charles I (1684) includes as its frontispiece 

(DM) He3°(26 cm) Cornelius van Dalen’s print, closely related to the image on these dishes, com- 

Diam.: 16 1/4" (41.2 cm) memorating the entrance of the king into Edinburgh, possibly when he was in 
(D12) H.: 21/2" (6.4 cm); Scotland in 1641.' Other versions of the print probably also were available, 

Diam.: 13 1/2" (34.3 cm) accounting for the numerous delftware variations showing a king on a rearing 

(D13) H: 27/8" (73 cm); horse (occasionally mirroring the groups on these three Longridge dishes) 

Diam 13 1/8" (33cm) flanked by trees with sponged or painted scalelike foliage.’ 

Generally similar portraits occur on dishes initialed “CR” for Charles II 

BODY CLAY: (DIl) Fine-grained pinkish (r. 1660-1685) or “WR” for William III (r. 1689-1702). On uninscribed examples 

buff. (D12, D13) Buff with inclusions that it is almost impossible to tell which monarch is intended. Although Charles II 

wore a mustache and James II (r. 1685-1688) and William III were clean shaven, protrude on exterior. 

on delftware portraits it often is difficult to make out facial features clearly, and 
TIN GLAZE: White, (D12) with speck- ; . A - 

examples are known on which the painter made mistakes when portraying the 
ling, (D13) with medium crazing. (All) eee 

kings’ faces.’ 

neice The elaborate border on the largest of the Longridge dishes (D11) occurs on 

LEAD GLAZE: (DIl) Slightly bluish in three other examples that depict a king on horseback and is found on “chargers” 

cast. (D12) Greenish in cast with traces portraying a standing king identified by initials as William III.‘ A 1686 dated 

of tin. (D13) With greenish patches and plate depicting a seated Chinese figure (no. D106) within a somewhat similar 

traces of tin. (All) Over pale slip. Overall border suggests that some equestrian dishes in this group may commemorate 

on exteriors, with footrims partially James II or his predecessor, Charles II. Later examples with related borders por- 

wisediclean tray Queen Anne (r. 1702-1714) or, based on “GR” initials, probably George I 

(r. 1714-1727). Based on other features that help to date the dishes, the portrait 
SHAPE: Thrown over hump molds. _ . . 

on the two remaining Longridge examples (D12, D13) probably was intended to 
Sh 1/b, (DN, D13) with nie + « epelBlai| J witinrim groove represent William III. (For all of these monarchs, see Time Line, pp. 12-17.) 
Footrims pierced (D12 partially) with 

single holes. (D13) Pierced above figure 

after firing. 1. Britton, Bristol, pp. 50-51, fig. 3; Archer, V&A, 4. Britton, Bristol, nos. 3.37, 3.38; Archer, Charg- 

p. 78, fig. 3. ers, pl. 50a; Sotheby's (L), May 23, 1974, lot 27. 
DECORATION: Painted. Equestrian 3, Archer Chargers pls. 48fS0u; arctien, oe III, see Sotheby's (L), May 21, 1985, 

2 1D. 
figure of a king. Borders composed of V&A, no. A.9. ‘ 

. + Downman: Charcerssplvopero Go Aste 5. For Queen Anne, see Britton, Bristol, 
circles and dashes, (DN1) with band of a ae See nos. 3.51, 10.8, 10.9; Archer, V&A, no. B.4. 
interlocking semicircles and other ha For other motifs, see Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, nos. 221, 242. 
curvilinear motifs. 

Published: (D12, D13) Horne, Collection, pt. 8, 

nos. 193-194. 

Ex colls.: (DMl) L. L. Lipski; Mr. and 
Mrs. R. Billington. 
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DELFTWARE | Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

| 
D14. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 
Brislington or possibly Bristol 

Dated 1681 

H.: 27/8" (73 cm); Diam.: 13 1/2" (34.3 cm) -o.. : : . . 
he date on this dish, 1681, places its manufacture to a period of resurgent 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained dark support for Charles II and Catherine of Braganza (1638-1705; see Time Line, 
ddish buff pp. 12-13) following the “Popish Plot,” or “Titus Oates Conspiracy” (see nos. D16, re 1s UTT. 

D417, D418).' The dish’s initials represent Katherine Regina, and the image, with TIN GLAZE: Grayish white. Overall : eae pe : 5 c iam c its distinctive hatlike quiff of hair, probably derives from a William Faithorne 
Sprlatetion (1616-1691) engraving after a painting by Dirk Stoop. Shallow bowls and dishes 
LEAD GLAZE: Blue-green cast with with this portrait (but different borders) include two dated 1682 and initialed 
some tin content and crawling orange- “KR,” in one case with a superscript 2, presumably a carryover from the king's 

peel texture, over pale slip. Overall on designation” 

exterior, excluding where footrim The unusual grape cluster(?) border on the dish shown here matches frag- 
wiped clean. ments excavated at sites associated with Bristol’s Temple Back and Limekiln 
SHAPE: Thrown ovechumprnelal Lane potteries. These discoveries are unexpected, since the Longridge dish is 

dated 1681 and Temple Back is believed not to have opened until 1682/3 and Shape A with deeper well, more evert- . . . 
Limekiln Lane until around 1694.’ Perhaps the fragments postdate the Long- 

ed rim, wider flange, and prono d : fe P ' 2 Bae ee OS ridge dish, the potteries opened earlier than hitherto thought, or the fragments 
throwing or turning rings. Footrim have been muddled with some from elsewhere in Bristol. One differently bor- 
pierced with single hole. dered dish depicts the same Catherine portrait and is associated with 
DECORATION: Painted. Catherine of Brislington based partly on excavated fragments of dishes of similar shape." 

Braganza. Inscribed “KR 1681.” Border Considering that painters often moved from one pottery to another, virtually 
composed of concentric circles and identical pieces easily could have been made at more than one factory. 

plants with grape clusters(?). 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, no. 73. 

Ex colls.:. W. Cowther; T. G. Burn, Rous — i 
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Weenie ye) ad eg < / Pe tenet ae : E C Cea oe 1. “Catherine of Braganza,” National oe fa <F PA ¢ q , ve 
Biography, vol. 3, pp. 1226-1227; “Charles Il,” Gm ) oe | aD i 
ibid., vol. 4, pp. 93-94. \ : \ VA Es r/ ¢ 7 @ f, { 
2. Archer, V&A, no. A.5, col. pl. 3 (dish, 4 \ Fi rr ' tg € os 
painting). Lipski and Archer, Dated r \ - 7 i) i 

ss i 7 Delftware, nos. 75, 150 (1682 dishes). en: |) ans. ‘ 4 gs 
For others, see Archer, Brislington, p. 156, ) a bs hg ad Y b 
pl. 7; Sotheby's (L), March 10, 1981, lot 48; ee 6 —— 44 f February 24, 1987, lot 17 (border like Ra ee ri om 
Longridge no. D18); November 15, 1994, : é a Ps Kee ee . ae” lot 104. Nee KE "oie uoestiia eg  » ee eS B . . iano 
3. Archer, V&A, p. 564. The fragments are i “a See, sy us @ pe ae $ 
in the Bristol Museum collection. Se oa A a ie i Bellis F —— ae Ale 4, Archer, V&A, no. A.5; Archer, Brisling- ‘sa : ne ae en mee Ge es eer ya ene de 5 2 
ton, pp. 154-155, pl. 7. Tigo teteeese Sarame nM Ip SOOM Seer ee PRE ge eee apes 2 
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D15. DISH 

Probably English: London, Brislington, /\ - ye . . 
aa se Ca Ithough this dish was excavated in Holland, has very white glaze (a Dutch 

SUES Ol characteristic), and an unusual shape, there is evidence for its having been 

1662-1685 made in England. First, in the inscription Q for Queen has been used rather than 

the Dutch K for konigin.' Second, the “CR” is very similar in style to the same ini- 
H.: 2 3/8" (6 ; Diam.: 15 1/4" (38.8 : = A x : Bae ay 

PENS ED ietn 15/8 B5Ec) tials on English delftware bottles (see no. D222).’ Third, the depiction of Charles 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff Il in armor with martial trophies is somewhat sae to that on an English 

mug dated 1660 and without trophies on bottles: one from the 1660s was exca- 
TIN GLAZE: White with some pitting — ae . S Peis 

vated in England and is inscribed “ChARL°? THE 2™” (no. D225).* 

ate A very similar but somewhat smaller dish has a history of being in Horace 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape D with wider Walpole’s collection as early as 1784, and another shows a solitary Charles II in 

border and thicker footrim armor within a border of “grotesque” ornament.’ All three dishes are so dis- 

DECORATION: Painted. Catherine of tinctive in style that they must be by the same hand. A 1662 dated Longridge 

Braganza holding a rose; Charles II hold- jug (no. D296) showing Catherine with a very different Charles Il in a robe and 

ing orb and scepter within border of armor presumably commemorates their marriage in that year. 

martial trophies. Inscribed “QeK CR.” 

Border composed of grotesque beasts, 1. Granted, a Dutch piece for the English market 4. See Archer, V&A, no. B.1, pl. 44, for Walpole 

also might incorporate English spelling. dish and grotesque motifs (for the latter, 

masks, foliate motifs, and concentric — Seceesti Min Wetton see also no. A.50). For the Charles II dish, see 

eau Sccauery au tCneH Phillips (L), December 11, 1996, lot 220. 
circles, Dated Delftware, no. 1351. 

: 3. Britton, London, pls. 75a~75b. Archer, V&A, 
Excoil: B.van Drectit no. E.12. For a 1660 dated mug showing a 

different view of Charles in armor, see Lipski 

and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 748 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

Dishes and Plates 

D16. PLATE Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 
and Events 

London 

Possibly the factory of Jan Ariens 

van Hamme R 

1678 or slightly later laying cards with engravings by Francis Barlow (1626-1704) illustrate the fic- 

titious “Horrid Hellish Popish Plot,” or “Titus Oates Conspiracy” (see nos. D14, 

H.:13/8" (3.4 cm); Diam. 8 1/4" (21. cm) D417, D418 and Time Line, pp. 12-13), of 1678. Titus Oates (1649-1705) was a 

poor scholar whose tutor, hired in an attempt to help him take a degree at 

Oe at Cambridge, recorded, “He was a great dunce, ran into debt; and, being sent 

TIN GLAZE: White, more pitted away for want of money, never took a degree.” Somehow, though, Oates even- 

on reverse. tually gained employment as a vicar and began a rocky career, punctuated in 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape G, but deeper. the early years by imprisonment for libel, an escape to the sea, and, somewhat 

DECORATION: Painted. Men around surprisingly, a chaplaincy to Protestants in the household of the Duke of 

table in interior Inseribedi" The Norfolk. Around 1676 or 1677, Oates—supported by anti-Catholic vicar Israel 

eonfaletore fencing yire/olse for Tonge and seeing financial potential—pretended a reconciliation to the 

; e Catholic Church in order to infiltrate and spy on leaders of the Jesuits. He 
killing the/king.” Border composed of oe F 

wrote a paper (1678) that presented to Charles II fictitious findings of an elab- 
floral band and concentric circles. ae. ee é 

orate plot instigated by Pope Innocent XI: the king’s life was to be taken in one 

Published: Ray, Warren, p. 123; Ray, Tiles, of three preplanned methods; his councillors then would die; Ireland would be 

Cee a Cae invaded by the French; Protestants would be massacred; the Duke of York 

Extcoll. it Eps would be crowned; and England would be returned to the Church of Rome. 

Oates was brought before the Privy Council, where he further elaborated the 

lie. Word of his accusations leaked out, and Oates became a popular figure. 

Arrests of the accused began—several ending in execution—and the public’s 

antipopish sentiments, already strong, increased. When Sir Edmund Berry 

Godfrey was found dead (perhaps assassinated at Oates’s instigation), the 

: Catholics were accused of murdering him because he deposed Oates. 

Eventually, after a series of interrogations and participation in trials, Oates 

Pere aeaeee| began to lose credibility, though he did gain some support based on rumored 

assassination plots against him. His words and actions finally led to his impris- 

onment. Later in life he was released and continued in his unpleasant career.’ 

The conspiracy inspired designs on this plate and a set of nine floral-cornered 

tiles inscribed: 1) “The plot first hatcht at Rome by the Pope and Cardinalls 

&ct.”; 2) “The Conspirators Signeing ye Resolve for killing the King.” (referring 

to Charles Il); 3) “Father Conyers Preaching against ye Oathes of Alejance and 

October 1678 pamphlet titled Supremacy,” with “Extirpate Heriticks root & branch” coming from Conyers’s 

“A SERMON AT THE FUNERAL OF mouth; 4) “Dr. Oates discouereth ye Plot to ye King and Councell.”; 5) “Ct bed- 
S' EDMUND-BURY GODEREY... Who was ; : ee ; , 
Barbaroufly Murthered” low discoverer of the plott.”; 6) “Capt bedlow examind by ye secret Comitee of 

the house of Commons”; 7) “Picherin attempts to kill ye K. in St. lames Park.”; 

8) “Pickerin executed”; and 9) “Sr William waller burning Popish books, 

Images, and Reliques.” The second tile matches the Longridge plate, the only 

1. “Titus Oates” (1649-1705), National plate known with a related subject. A rare group of twenty-one uninscribed 

Biography. vol: 4 pal 9/28. tiles also bears images derived from Popish-Plot-card designs, and at least four 

Bote miles ald Catds see Orehen VE. other sets of tiles depict variations on the scenes.’ 
nos. N.10-N.18 (the nine inscribed tiles); ! . . 

Ray, Tiles, pp. 61, 114-115, nos. 8-19, In 1676 immigrant potter Jan Ariens van Hamme (d. 1680) was granted 

figs. 36a~36c; Britton, London, p. 176, permission to produce tiles and porcelain “after the way practiced in Holland” 
nos. 199-201, fig. 22; Sotheby’s (L), Lipski . E . 

sale (3), March 1, 1983, lots 505-506; and at his London (possibly Copthall or Vauxhall in Lambeth) factory. It appears 

for the 21 tiles and cards, March 15, 1971, that little or no tile production took place in London earlier in the 1670s. 
lot 21; Horne, Tiles, p. 17, no. 12. . : . ; ' ) 
° se Evidence for van Hamme’s making this Longridge dish (see also no. D68) and 

3. Archer, V&A, nos. N.10-N.18, pp. 40-41; y « + . nee 
Ray, Tiles, pp. 34-35; Britton, London, the closely related tiles is provided by the Dutch style of the painting of the 

p. 59. scenes and, on the plate, the floral border.’ 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D17. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 
and Events 

London or perhaps Brislington or Bristol 

c. 1680-1685 

H.: 2 5/8" (6.7 cm); A : ne é Bene 
he figure on the Longridge and related dishes is without identifying initials, 

in but the same subject—also with the baton, indicative of high military rank—is 

depicted on a 1680 dated dish initialed “~P yy” and thought to represent George 
BODY CLAY: Pinkish buff with P : GM Bee 8 
trelent Monck (or Monk), first Duke of Albemarle (1608-1670; see Time Line, pp. 15~16).' 
inctusions. és ¥ x a s ae 

After his death, Monck’s body lay in state at Somerset House before his funeral 

Coe on Cl was held with great ceremony at Westminster Abbey. An effigy (partially sur- 

LEAD GLAZE: Streaky, over pale slip. viving there) made at his death portrayed him “in Compleate Armour azured 

Overall on exterior. with guilt [gilt] Nayles .. . this Representation to hold [a] Guilt Baston [baton] of 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. Copper in the Right hand.” Although by this period armor rarely appeared on 

Shape Bl/b with slightly convex center the battlefield, Monck and some other important military leaders still were por- 

to interior and pronounced turning trayed wearing it (see nos. D38, D39, D50). (Sashes were colored to indicate 

: which side the officer was on and often were large enough to use as a litter to 
grooves on exterior. - i‘ . . 

carry him off the field if he was wounded in battle.)’ In 1680 public anxiety 
DECORATION: Painted. Equestrian . _ . 

about the succession to the throne led to renewed expressions of enthusiasm 
figure, probably Ger | George A , Ee A 4 n 

Bue P ese for Monck’s memory, and it would have been entirely appropriate for potters to 

Monck, first Duke of Albemarle. Border have produced dishes with his portrait at that time. (For a diminutive horseman 

composed of circle and dashes. with a baton and trailing sash on a 1680 dated plate, see no. D88.) 

Poblshed Matleretcnenand veliay, An engraving of Monck, probably after one for an earlier military hero (see 

Pictorial History, p. 242, no. 7; Horne, no. D207), inspired the decoration on the dish shown here and at least six other 

CCT Dias ia examples so similar in coloring and style that they probably are by the same 

hand.’ Trees with scalelike foliage and “paths” in the foreground occur on many 

other late seventeenth-century dishes, but here and on another Longridge 

equestrian dish (no. D12), they have tufts of strokes added to the trees. This 

unusual treatment also occurs on a 1685 dated double portrait dish inscribed 

“MsH” and “MRH,” providing an approximate date for the Longridge dishes.’ 

1. Archer, V&A, no. A.59, col. pl. 39; Archer, 4. Archer, Monck, p. 7, fig. 10; Lipski and Archer, 

Monk, fig. 1, p. 2. Dated Delftware, no. 77. See Archer, V&A, 

2. Harvey and Mortimer, Effigies, pp. 72-78, oe ao a 7 cee wat 
no. 7; Horne comments (September 1998). See ea 

3. For Monck engravings, see Archer, Monck, 

p. 3, figs. 4-5; and for similar dishes, p. 6, fig. 9 

(Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, collection, 

no, 62,1212); Ray, Warren, no. 10; Bonham’s 

(Knightsbridge), October 23, 1996, lot 133. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D18. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 
Brislington 

1685-1688 

H.: 2 1/4" (5.8 cm); Diam.: 13" (33 cm) : 5 A 
ased on their glaze, painted ornament, and other features, nearly every 

example of delftware depicting the (for the most part) unpopular King James II 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. amp I 8 ( P )peeeuetehe) a J 

(r. 1685-1688; see Time Line, pp. 13-14) is attributable to Brislington.' The 
TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise. Overall 2 . i a i . 

reason for the localized manufacture of this delftware subject, however, 
on interior. : r S . c. 

remains unknown. The border on the Longridge dish and at least five others 

BEAD GLAZE: Greenichicast with with the same James II portrait’ is among the types most commonly found on : Pp Ss YP y 

some tin content, over pale slip. Overall dishes from the pottery and also edges portraits of Charles II, Catherine of Bra- 

on exterior, excluding where footrim ganza, an unknown man (see nos. D20, D21), and Mary II or Mary of Modena. A 

wiped clean. 1686 and a 1687 dated dish in the group depict crowns.’ The same portrait as 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. on the Longridge dish, but differing slightly in details, represents Charles II 

Sherer cael evened tint (with “CR” initials) on a differently floral-bordered dish dated 1682 and a scroll 

. - bordered example with a fluted rim (no. D10); and it represents James II on a 
Footrim pierced with single hole. a . 2 . 

saucer-shaped dish inscribed “JR.” 
DECORATION: Painted. James II in 

ceremonial garb. Inscribed “R2” 

Border composed of flowers and : 

concentric circles. i ne ‘ Pi. 
ss an PR. OD ee 

Ee Aa b> ays -~——~<E e ~ 

A = Vea .e° Ga \ QIN 
Mbe* “@, . *@' i fe © oN ‘ 

q ry Pose: — Nan. Sg SS an 
ead r of aa (1 i ee m\ fee | ea ce a OT "el Ne BS \ 

Ke ie, a ie ale ~ Se ~~~, 6 
Bese // eter’ 2 ~*~ OQ*ee\ 
eP €f Y/Y , ee Xd ae, \ we “~“W/ 1 Fe CP \ EB. 
me, WY / f- Cf Me T\>>\ eRe a 

eae, rf of. OC A Cae ee We: 
eee fi | ~~ we Py °° »&« \ De 

fe o/ el linc: oe AN ED | gr . ai | GR EN oF | 
ho 4 P / Bi EST Rave ee: TPN ee at ro | 
0 AQ 6lUt™té«‘(S SC 

Bd le Seen as rik ‘waa SYS I Ee 
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| Rags ee ~ | Sepredi — (aes o> =| Leay? 
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1. For James II's pro-Catholic and other — ay 3 a 
policies, see “James II,” National Biogra- ; ; oO Sy 
phy, vol. 10, pp. 619-630. For a possibly ie NS 4 _— ans b p 

London porringer depicting the king ' Mi | F 4 

(“{2R”) See Lipski and Archer, Dated é d p / 
Delftware, no. 1236. 3 pF 
2. Archer, V&A, no. A.7, col. pl. 5 (James Il). 9 1) 
For one with a slightly different border, \ ra) fo 

Sotheby's (L), February 24, 1987, lot 15 eS e 

3. Archer, Brislington, pls. 2, 3 (Charles Il, . K i) S 
Mary). Sotheby's (L), February 24, 1987, a i ae G2 ake hie ge 
lots 16-18 (Charles II, Catherine[?}, SS Saale . g y p| : aaa 
unknown man). Lipski and Archer, Dated ee — 5 —: 
Delftware, nos. 79-80 (crowns). : F . 

4. For Charles II, see Lipski and Archer, 

Dated Delftware, no. 74; Archer, V&A, 

no. A.4, For James II, see Sotheby’s (1), Lipski 
sale (1), March 10, 1981, lot 47. 
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D19. DISH 

Brislington ae 7 « 6 ; Pare 
he glaze color, palette, and idiosyncratic style in which this shallow dish is 

eee decorated indicate a Brislington origin.' An almost identical example differs in 

, minor details and has a plain border rather than one with Chinese figures in 
H.:1" (2.5 cm); W. (between points): 9 3/8" en 2 

landscapes.’ Three other examples of this elaborate molded form are known, 
23.8 ee : 3 s 
(38cm) one of which shows a plowing scene and is dated 1688.’ The other two are paint- 

ed, respectively, with a fruit surrounded by blossoms and a bird seated on three 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. I ” _— : a : 

round flowers.* Another Brislington dish (no. D18) portrays James II clean 
TIN GLAZE: Pale greenish blue, ‘ z A Pane . 

shaven, as he typically is depicted in paintings and prints. 

SUE aps parent UG eUtegicn The colors of this dish and the painting style of the chinoiserie border are 

middle of exterior. so like those of a lobed dish in this collection (no. D103) as to make it likely 

SHAPE: Molded. Octagonal well. that both are from the same factory, if not decorated by the same hand. On the 

DECORATION: Painted and relief. lobed dish, the central reserve is filled with a Chinese figure seated among rocks 

James Il. Inscribed “IR.” Border composed and plants. 

of Chinese figures in landscapes over 1. Archer, Brislington, p. 158 

relief scallop shells and oval motifs. 2. Country Life, November 12, 1981, p. 1646. 

3. Manchester, Greg Collection, no. 78; Lipski 
Published: Archer, Rijksmuseum, p. 75, no. 60; and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 124 

Archer, Brislington, p. 159. 
4. For fruit, see Archer, Brislington, pl. 17; 

Exhibited: British Antique Dealers Associa- Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 

tion Golden Jubilee Exhibition, V&A, 1968, lot 23. For bird and flowers, see Metropolitan 
no. 92. Museum collection (no. 38.73.5). 

Ex coll.: L. L. Lipski. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

| Dishes and Plates 

D20, D21. DISHES Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 

Brislington 

(D20) 1685-1694 

(D21) c. 1680-1696 

he woman portrayed here (D20) equally may represent Mary of Modena, 

(ze 2a Sec) James II’s second wife (m. 1673), or his daughter Mary Il, the wife of William III 

Diam: 13 1/4" (33.7 cm) (see Time Line, pp. 13-15). If the former, comparatively unpopular lady (see no. 

(D21) H.: 2 1/2" (6.4 cm); D18) is depicted, the dish dates to James II's brief reign (1685-1688). If, as is 

Diam.: 13 1/2" (34.3 cm) more likely, the Protestant Mary II is shown, the piece probably dates to her 

reign as queen (1689-1694). 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pinkish buff. Contemporary prints portray Mary of Modena and Mary II with their hair 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise. Overall dressed in a similar manner. (As each lady would have been referred to as 

on interiors. “Queen Mary,” the initials on the Longridge dish |D20] are of little aid in her y: gridg 

LEAD GLAZE: (D20) Greenish cast identification.)’ The portrait and inscription also occur on a dish with a gener- 

with some tin’ content. (D2) Muddy and ally similar border, on one edged by a simple circle, and on one bordered with 

a wreath.’ One uninscribed example shows a variation on the portrait enclosed 
of crawling orange-peel texture. (Both) : . . : 

en in a border like that on the Longridge James II dish (no. D18).' 
Over pale slip. Overall on exteriors, eas ‘ 5 ? 

y F Male portraits like that on dish number D21 and a matching dish recur on 

See ee two with floral borders (see no. D18) and on a shallow bowl without a border? 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump molds. As yet, the gentleman has not convincingly been identified, but it has been sug- 

Shape A, (D20) with barely everted rim. gested that the portrait represents Charles II's eldest illegitimate son, James 

(Both) Footrims pierced with single Scott (1649-1685), Duke of Monmouth.’ The portrait shares design and stylistic 

holes. features with a crowned image of William III seen on another Longridge dish 

DECORATION: Painted. (D20) Mary of (no. D29) and is somewhat less close to views of James II (no. D18). Considering 

“QM” dish in this e depicts one of Marys with ModerslonQueen ary iiineerised that the “QI this entry (D20) dep: ce the Queen Mary: out 

. a crown and the same portrait is known without initials, William III or James II 
“QM.” (D21) Unknown man. (Both) Bor- . P " , 

cannot be ruled out as possible subjects for the male portrait. 
di d of floral motifs, insects, eer - A i nae 
EPS COMDOSES: OF HOTRRERO HIS IOSESTS The distinctive border on the dishes shown here is attributable to Brislington 

andiconcentric circles, through excavated fragments and is found on a 1691 dated dish depicting a 

Ex colls.: (020) L. L. Lipski: J. P Kassebaum. crown and on two examples with portraits of William III (r. 1689-1702).’ The 

portraits match that on a differently bordered Longridge dish (no. D29). 

1. “James II,” National Biography, vol. 10, p. 622. 6. An armored man portrait dish inscribed 

BU ATCHeR V&A, 1OA8. “Put696" may be pee (gee Archer, 

Brislington, p. 157, pl. 12; Lipski and Archer, 

3. Ibid. Britton, Bristol, no, 3.42; Ginsburg and Dated Delftware, no. 86). 

Levy advertisement, Connoisseur 167, no. 673 vee Va&A, Bri Brigtol 
(March 1968), p. LXXX. E us her, ve , no. A.8; Britton, eto 

no. 3.41; Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

4. Archer, Brislington, p. 153, pl. 3 (Museum no. 83. 

Boymans van Beuningen, Rotterdam collection). 

5. Phillips (L), January 30, 1980, lot 61; Sotheby's 

(L), March 4, 1975, lot 5; July 27, 1982, lot 193; 

February 24, 1987, lot 18. See also Allen, Dolz 

Collection, p. 861, pl. 5. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

Dishes and Plates 

D22, D23, D24. DISH and PLATES Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 
and Events 

(D22) Probably London 

1689-1694 

(D23, D24) London WY 

(D23) Dated 1691 illiam II] and Mary II reigned together from 1689 until Mary’s death in 

(D24) 1689-1694 1694, and William continued as king until 1702 (see Time Line, pp. 14-15). Life- 

size effigies made at their deaths illustrate William’s diminutive size (at five feet 

(D22) H.: 2 3/8" (6 cm); six and one-half inches [168.9 cm], he stands on a stool), which in prints and on 

Diam.: 12 5/8" (32.2 cm) delftware portraits of the couple often is disguised by the king’s being shown 

(023) H.: 11/4" (3.2 em); slightly set back from his five-foot, eleven-inch (180.3 cm) wife so that their 

Diam: 8 5/8" (219 cm) crowns appear on a level.' The “blue dash” bordered Longridge dish (D22) is one 

. of a few similar examples that probably came from the same workshop.’ Oth- (B24) H: 11/8" (2.8 cm); P a P yes Pp.’ 
ers display sponged trees with bold multiple trunks and portray Mary in a Play spong Pp P y/ yi 

Diam.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) . File . . . 
somewhat less flamboyant hairdo or show the couple in interiors with curtains 

- 3 The setti “i SACRE eas BODY CLAY: Buff, (023, D24) fine- and tiled floors.’ The setting on the Longridge dish recurs, often with a low 

fence, in portraits of William III standing alone or riding a rearing horse. A dish 
grained, (D23) more pale. P 8 8 8 

fragment of the former type was excavated in Lambeth, and sherds of the lat- 
TIN GLAZE: (D22) White. Overall on , i . 

ter have been found in Lambeth, Rotherhithe, and elsewhere in London.' 
interior, J h white. : : ok aghiae 5 5 
ee eee. Dated plates with half-length views of William III and Mary II identified by 

Overall. (D24) Greenish white, some- the initials “WMR’ are relatively uncommon. Three in addition to the Longridge 

what pitted on exterior. Overall. plate (D23) are dated 1691; two have plain borders and, respectively, the initials 

LEAD GLAZE: (D22) Muddy and of “MW” and FR a scroll-bordered version has the initials “My” One plain- 

greenish cast, over pale slip. Overall bordered plate is inscribed “C1694,” the year of Mary’s death and the latest 

on exterior, excluding where footrim date found on delftware commemorating the couple.’ The dated plates differ in 

Mined clean painting style and, to some extent, in shape, indicating that they are from dif- 

ferent factories. 
SHAPE: (D22) Thrown over hump . = . 

Fragments with decoration similar to that on the undated Longridge plate 
mold. Shape B1/b. (D23, D24) Molded. ; = : 

a ) (D24) shown here were unearthed in Lambeth.’ (A fragment matching the 

See eee se Longridge plate and showing the left side of William’s wig and a portion of the 

narrower rim, and slightly convex bot- W was found at a Liverpool pottery site but predates the beginning of manu- 

tom. facture there.)’ Another plate fragment with the design in the same format, if 

DECORATION: (D22) Painted and by a different hand, was unearthed from the seventeenth-century William 

sponged. (D23, D24) Painted. (All) Drummond plantation site, Governor’s Land, in James City County, Virginia.’ 

William tll and Mary Il, (D22) Inscribed A similar portrait appears on an octagonal plate with a border matching that 

. on a lobed dish in this collection (no. D104.) 
“WMR.” Border composed of concen- ( } 

tric circles and dashes. (D23) Inscribed 

“IWi1691wMR” Border composed of 

classic Chinese scrolls and quatrefoil 1. For Westminster Abbey collection effigies, 5. Sotheby’s (L), October 22, 1985, lot 77; 
; ‘ Nees see Harvey and Mortimer, Effigies, pp. 109-120, Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, Pictorial History, 

motifs. (D24) Inscribed Wa age Border col. pls. 11-12. (This material provided courtesy p. 234, no, 2; Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

composed of concentric circles. of Jonathan Horne.) nos, 190-191, 200. 

; 2. Ray, Warren, no. 3; Sotheby’s (L), May 15, 6. Archer, V&A, no. B.2, showing a similar plate; 

Published: (D23) Lipski and Archer, Dated 1979, lot 58. for another “WMR" plate, no. B.3. For a plate 
Delftware, no. 192. 5 ing a wariall é DOTIESIE OC 5 3 Garnerand Archer Delitware moro: aoe a ene ey oe eae 

Ex colls.: (D2) H. E. Ward, J. V. Vizcarra. Downman, Chargers, opp. p. 76; Austin, Delft, ond saa vi ee eid a as | 
(024) J. V. Vizcarra, no. 173. Aldgate (consumer) site, see Thompson, Grew, 

and Schofield, Aldgate Excavations, p. 60, fig. 29, 

4. For king standing, see Smithsonian collec- no. 137. 

tion, no. 65.36 (dish); Birmingham Museum 7G Li aR 

collection, no. M.177'81 (fragment). For equestrian, » Garner. iTiver peal ph 77: 

see Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, col. pl. 13, 8. Austin, Delft, p. 19, fig. 19; for other undated 

no. 1631 (dish); Archer, V&A, no. A.9 (dish and examples portraying the couple, nos. 174-177. 

Bees) 9. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 27. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D25. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures ; 

and Events 
Brislington 

1689-1694 

H.: 15/8" (4.1 cm); Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm eens yeas eas 5 ee 
re" } ( ) he attribution of this dish to Brislington rests on its glaze color, painting 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained style, and shape. Although it sometimes is difficult to determine if “QM” ini- 

tialed portraits represent Mary of Modena or Mary II (see no. D20), there is 
medium buff. : P : 

little doubt that the latter queen is commemorated on this example. Nearly 
TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise with . , , neue 

identical portraits appear on two dishes that have encircling wreaths resem- 

pitting on exterior and|in blue:painted bling that on a William III dish in this collection (no. D29).' Such wreaths are 

areas of interior. only known around portraits inscribed “QM” or “KW.” Somewhat similar por- 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. traits of Mary, perhaps after different design sources, also appear on delftware 

Shape C with lower footrim. with “QM” initials and, in at least one case, show the queen with William III 

DECORATION: Painted. Mary ll. and the initials “WMR.”* 

Inscribed “QM.” Circle border. 
| 

Ex coll: H. E. Ward. ; 
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1. Sotheby’s (L), June 3, 1980, lot 26; Christie’s 

(L), February 27, 1989, lot 135. 

2. Archer, Brislington, p. 158, pl. 13; Manchester 

City Art Gallery collection (no. 1923-226); Wad- 

desdon Manor, Buckinghamshire, collection 

(“WMR" dish). 
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D26. DISH 

Probably London : aed ets an 
he painted ornament on this dish is very similar to that on an example that 

1689- He 7 ; : P - . vane 
Beales differs only in the inclusion of small plants in the foreground. A third dish in 

. 7 the group depicts William III standing in ceremonial garb between the same 
H.: 3" (7.6 cm); Diam: 13 5/8" (34.6 cm) — . . i" . 

trees, this time without cross-hatching of the bases of the tree trunks.' The por- 

BODY CLAY: Buff. trait of Mary II was reused later on “QA” initialed examples that commemorate 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall on interior. Queen Anne and seems not to have been used to portray any other person. Dish 

fragments showing Queen Anne ina setting also used for Prince George of Den- 
LEAD GLAZE: Slightly turquoise in - . 

mark and the Duke of Marlborough (nos. D33, D38, D39) have been unearthed 
cast with some tin content, over pale - 5 

in Lambeth.’ 
slip. Overall on exterior. 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. 

Shape B1/a. 1. Britton, Bristol, no. 3.49; Archer, V&A, no. A.11. 

DECORATION: Painted. Mary Il. Pe aa = 

Inscribed “MR.” Border composed of 

circle and dashes. 

Ex coll.: J. P. Kassebaum. 
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| DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D27, D28. DISHES Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 
London or perhaps Brislington or Bristol 

(D27) 1689-1702 

(D28) Probably 1689-1702 

he initials on the first of these dishes (D27) identify William III (r. 1689- 

(O22) SHB 72cm) 1702; see Time Line, pp. 14-15), and it is likely that the second example (D28) 

Diam.:13 3/4" (34.9 cm) commemorates the same king. (Both William III and James II were clean shaven, 

(D28) H.: 2 7/8" (73 cm); but all known delftware with clearly identifiable portrayals of the latter 

Diam.: 13 5/8" (34.6 cm) monarch |see no. D18] are very different in style and can be attributed to Bris- 

lington.)' The figures on both of the dishes shown here and on a 1672 dated 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. Charles II dish (no. D9), which has trees much like those on the uninscribed exam- 

TIN GLAZE: White, (D28) with medium ple (D28), are standard images after one or more published illustrations.’ Settings 

crazing. (Both) Overall on interiors. on “WR” initialed examples vary: one 1694 dated dish, with the portrait after 

LEAD GLAZE: (D27) Blue-green cast the same design source, shows the king among trees with fernlike foliage com- 

, ; 7 osed of curved slashes of color; on another, a differently dressed and posed with blue spattering. (D28) Slight blue P y 2 

illia ith “WR” initials) stands between sketchily painted trees s rte peers (Berh| Over paleclip William (with “WR” initials) stands betwe 2 ly p rees supported 

on a crosshatched foreground.’ The reverse of the second dish is incised with 
Overall on exteriors, excluding where _ . a" uae a 

the date 1695. Differences in the painting styles of William III (full-length) por- 
footrims wiped clean. oy: ae : 

trait dishes indicate that more than one factory manufactured them. 
SHAPE: Thrown over hump molds. 

(D27) Shape BI. (D28) Shape B1/b with 

footrim pierced with single hole. ~ P 8! a 

DECORATION: Painted. King in on . TT. 

ceremonial garb. (D27) William III, ‘So . ee ae aR 
8 - “YS etn eisai b 

inscribed “WR.” (D28) William III or J |: ae OS eee 7 sa 
2 a = Pe ee Se Oe s 

perhaps James II. (Both) Borders of FI ee ee 

composed of circles and blue dashes. * ee ee . y ¥ y : ‘ y -m oY 
Ex colls.: (D27) Admiral Sir L. Preston; } Reese. er 1% oy] ys : , 4 
Mrs, PA. Robinson. (D28) L. L. Lipski; 3 \% a t 

Mr. and Mrs. R. Billington. f 2 2 : . 

i VG ek 

1. Archer, V&A, no. A.6. / < : 
peace tc « \ 

2. For delftware portraits of Charles I, : i Ue | fa Vy 
see Austin, Delft, no. 171; Lipski and Gute sj 
Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 38-42, 48 j : 
(1661-1665 dated versions) s Z i 

; ae 6G Se 
3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, e F a \" ay \" > 7 

no. 84 (1694 dish); Goldweitz, Collection, . " ——) CR | a | 
eas = : pee 78 * ‘ 

pls. c-d (1695 dish). For one in a different ’ , | ; 
style, see Archer, Chargers, pl. 49f. “ f 

3 . 3 ig - F , =, ALAN, i 
pain — j << oy, : 
baie. \ co Ss S ee ey, = f van 
PA TN ee : | Se Ye cae 

ae Nw . . Ae 
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D29. DISH 

Brislington Z : Les : see Ts : 
he decoration and inscription on this William III (see Time Line, pp. 14-15) 

1689-1702 : = 7 ee 
dish are reproduced almost exactly on two other examples.' The figure stylisti- 

cally resembles the unidentified man shown within an insect and flower border 
H.: 2 3/4" (7 cm); Diam.: 13 5/8" (34.6 cm) y . : ; . ; 

on another Longridge dish (no. D21), and, indeed, the “KW” portrait also is 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff known within that border type. The same general approach to portraiture 

TINIGHAZEs Fale carquoise withidense (with different details) is demonstrated on Brislington dishes that depict 

Charles II and James II (no. D18).’ Wreaths, classical references to honors con- 
pitting. Overall on interior. i © - | 

ferred on political leaders, military figures, and other notables, also encircle 
LEAD GLAZE: Slightly blue in cast and . . . . 

delftware portraits of Mary II (see no. D25).' 
of crawling orange-peel texture, over 

pale slip. Overall on exterior, excluding 

where footrim wiped clean. 1. Archer, Brislington, p. 158, pl. 10; Christie's 

(L), March 29, 1971, lot 56 (Morley-Fletcher and 
SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold Mellroy, Pictorial History, p. 242, no. 4). 

Shape B2 with wider, flat rim. 2. For the “KW” dish, see Britton, Bristol, 

3.41; Archer, Brislington, p. 154, pl. 8. 
DECORATION: Painted. William III ue SENSE ESTE OD Danze P 

. 3. Garner and Archer, Delftware, pl. 20 
Inscribed “KW.” Border composed of (Charles 1) 

wreath and circle. 4. Sotheby's (L), June 3, 1980, lot 26; Christie’s 

(L), February 27, 1989, lot 135. 
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D30. DISH 

London or perhaps Brislington or Bristol . . ips z < . 
he equestrian figure on this dish shares several design features with a more 

1690-1710 : : * : ° 7 ne 
elaborately painted mirror image, possibly representing Charles II (see Time 

Line, pp. 12-13), on a 1669 dated dish initialed “MH” and attributed to South- 
H.: 2.1/2" (6.4 cm); ae . Z 5 : Sys : 

wark or Rotherhithe.' The riders’ wearing of hats, the positioning of the batons 
Diam.: 12 7/8" (32.7 cm) ae Mhe... sa: a : en 

(indicative of high military rank), and the postures of the horses differ from 

BODY CLAY© Buff with edwarefrag- those on most other delftware equestrian dishes. 

This enigmatic dish is surprisingly light in weight and has a highly unusu- 
ments adhering to back. 5 an . : | ally bright turquoise back. The whiteness of the glaze and overall appearance of 
TIN GLAZE: White, slightly pitted. — is s 

the painting indicate a late seventeenth- or early eighteenth-century date, 

eye Non Interior toward the end of the “charger” tradition. 

LEAD GLAZE: Brilliant turquoise with 

tin content. Overall on interior, exclud- 

cher. A 2. ta O72 ine where (oetamn wiped clean, 1. Archer, V&A, no. A.2, col. pl 2. For a 1672 
dish portraying a somewhat similar but hatless 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. figure, see Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

no. 61. For a 1749 delft bow! depicting General 
Shape Bi/b. Monck in armor and a hat, see Austin, Delft, 
DECORATION: Painted. Equestrian fig- NOs: 

ure. Border composed of concentric 

circles and dashes. 

Ex coll.: J. PR Kassebaum. 
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| 
DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D31. DISH os Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 

Possibly London 

1700-1710 

H.: 3" (7.6 ; Diam.: 13 5/8" (34.6 : oe : r 
elecy) Bien pe Sma} wo other dishes are closely similar to this example and also depict a mounted 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff figure wearing a breastplate(?), tunic, and breeches and holding a baton, the 

SCE orenl sign of high military rank. One of the dishes is uninscribed, and the other is 
: ite. Overall on interior. 

initialed “CKS,” perhaps standing for King Charles Second. (“C.R.S.” on the 
LE LAZE: With h cast, : : 5 - 3 c 

apse ala Longridge dish may abbreviate the Latin Carolus Rex Secundus.) A third related dish 

over pale'slip: Overall on’exterior, is initialed “P.G.” and presumably portrays Prince George of Denmark (see also 

excluding where footrim wiped clean. no. D38), the husband of Queen Anne.' Trees painted similarly to those on the 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. dishes under discussion also appear on a 1704 dated example depicting a wind- 

Shape A with deeper well and more mill and houses.’ That date combined with that of Prince George’s death (1708) 

vertical curving flange. help to indicate the period of production of the whole group. 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged Although evidence indicates that the Longridge dish was produced in 

perenne iecbedvener London,’ it shows resemblances in painting style, palette, and trees to a series 
ques rian figure. Inscri et ARO. . - 5 Be ss Bs e . 

. : of dishes, some of which depict figures initialed “WR” or couples identified by 
Border composed of concentric circles ei 

a “\M..” None of the latter dishes, however, have blue dash borders, and the 

d dash ie . 
Oa are sufficiently unlike the generality of English “chargers” to suggest that they 

Published: Downman, Chargers, pp. 77-78. are from an individualistic workshop in England or are of Continental origin 

Ex coll B Harland, (perhaps for the English market).* 
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1. Sotheby’s (L), May 23, 1974, lot 28 et ae, \S ae ado (wk we fy 

(uninscribed and “PG” dishes); Sua e eQ. : a a ae a Z 

May 27, 1986, lot 5 (“CKS” dish). a “ . a , F 

2. Austin, Delft, no. 164. ape side ee, es ~e en ba 
jeter abe ct Site eh, re as 4 sel 

3. Archer, V&A, nos, A.11, A.12. ‘ese Te ~=E- = ‘ r 

4, Britton, Bristol, nos. 3.46, 3.48 pear, nis nna 7 y/ 
(“WR" dishes). Archer, Rijksmuseum, = a” S po 

no. 67; Archer and Morgan, no. 29 4 c re » 2 Le 
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D32. DISH ao : . eo 

Bristol or perhaps London yay * ¥ 
yy» - ¢ yyy) Ba ae 

1695-1720 7 elo A) s 
/? * — ql - ME S 

. y A ee N % ye 
H.: 21/2" (6.4 cm); Diam.: 13 3/8" (34 cm) i : > &- _ 

Fa 7 Nae x 

: ce xs eee 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. a ews ha © gt e i fo le ' 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall on interior. i aS x “ SS JO cae ten a 
a ke ~ AY a 

LEAD GLAZE: Streaky and muddy @ fed ea AN ae 
4 ao aK 

. “2 y ( a RS }) olive in cast with greenish and unglazed : i, A > Y i LANE 

patches near rim, over pale slip. Overall i j “e fi . : S: a 

on exterior, excluding where footrim : 4 tea yx 7 7 | ae 

wiped clean. es Se ; i}! 9 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. , Y—~ : Vor é ‘ — 
endl la } 

Shape B1/b with slightly raised center to ) \ ‘ “ee ~ 

interior and straighter sides to exterior. \ » Vs 7 if IS es 

DECORATION: Painted. Equestrian R Aone : aN, B Y f Le ae 

fi ike h japamueanet oN eee ae igure in crownlike headgear, baton, icine Ba iN oS re SS 4 a y eee 

cape, short-skirted costume, and bare i Ue i dn! at Prewie a Se. ; 

See errs laa Pe cn LZ JS i— Zt 
feet. Border composed of concentric = = eee c is a y ia, i 9 

circles and dashes. fan a= 2 ce 

i. pe 
Ex coll.: H. E. Ward. i - = Ce se RE ee Perea 

i Ghee ree Kilian Lane RECS NCRER ER 

Ine bare feet and unusual costume of the figure portrayed on this dish are 

difficult to explain. Possibly the rider is a painter’s fantasy intended to portray 

a contemporary king in the style of portraits from classical antiquity. The horse 

on the dish is unusual in that it is shown in a posture much less common than 

the rocking horse image habitually found on dishes showing kings (see nos. 

D11, D12, D13) and the galloping version shown on some other examples (see 

no. D17). A horse mirroring this one in pose but bearing an armored rider 

appears on an earlier dish in the Longridge collection (no. D7). A somewhat 

similar figure also is portrayed on an important dish dated 1680 thought to 

depict General Monck and on prints that commemorate him.! 

The trees on the Longridge dish have no close parallels, but those on two 

William III dishes, one dated 1695, and on an unusual Queen Anne dish have 

vaguely similar characteristics and point to a late seventeenth- or early eigh- 

teenth-century date of manufacture.’ The sketchy painting style and formulaic 

treatment of the foreground “paths” reinforce this late dating, a period when 

manufacture of such dishes seems increasingly to have been limited to potteries 

in and near Bristol. 

1, Archer, Monck, figs. 1, 4, 5; Archer, V&A, 
no. A.59. 

2. For William III, see Lipski and Archer, 
Dated Delftware, no. 85; Downman, Chargers, 

pl. opp. p. 66. For Queen Anne, see Christie's (L), 

May 6, 1974, lot 10. 
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pevrrwane Suede 
D33, D34. DISHES Royal, Martial, ad Other Historical Figures 

and Events 

(D33) London 

Possibly Norfolk House 

1702-1714 

(D34) Probably Brislington or ueen Anne (r. 1702-1714; see Time Line, p. 15), James II’s second daugh- 

possibly Bristol ter, who in 1683 married Prince George of Denmark (see no. D38), appears to 

15 have been a comparatively popular monarch! She typically is portrayed on delft- 

ware in one of two ways: she stands between sponged trees with small clumps 

(D33) H.: 2 7/8" (7 cm); of grass painted at her feet with short, straight strokes, as on one dish shown 

Diam. 13 3/4" (34.9 cm) here (D33); or she sits between similarly rendered trees with larger tussocks of 

(034) H: 27/8" (73 cm); grass or small bushes, painted with longer, curving lines.’ The second setting 

Diam: 13/8" (333 cm) was reused for Prince George of Denmark, Anne’s generals (see nos. D39, D37, 

D45), George I, and George II. 

BODY CLAY: (D33) Fine-grained buff. Among dishes closely resembling the second Longridge dish (D34) are some 

(Baa) surawmen inclusions with sponged foregrounds. A fragment (not a waster) unearthed at the Brisling- 

RIN GLATERWitelovenll ton pottery site shows part of the crown, the tip of the scepter, and the letter 

ae “A.” The trees on this dish (D34) resemble types on George I and II portrait dish- 

se man es (see nos. D49, D50), indicating a date late in Anne’s reign or perhaps 
LEAD GLAZE: (D33) Slightly greenish identifying the piece as a rare example of a posthumous commemorative of a 

in cast. (D34) With some tin content. monarch on delftware. (For a barrel-shaped mug inscribed “To The Pious Mem- 

(Both) Overall on exteriors, over pale ory of Queen Anne 1720” and also postdating the queen’s death, see no. D258). 

slip. Footrims partially wiped clean. For commemoration of Charles II, showing him in the Boscobel Oak, on eigh- 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump molds. teenth-century plates, see nos. D43, D44.) 

(033) Shape A with more concave rim Although a number of dated blue dash chargers depict full-length, standing 

Border (34) shape Bila with deeper figures of kings—from Charles I (1653) to William III (1695)—examples bearing 

views of similiarly posed queens are extremely rare.‘ Perhaps the only example 

— is a 1669 dated dish on which Queen Catherine accompanies her husband, 

Se ee a Charles II, who, unlike her, is in full regalia.° 
Queen Anne in ceremonial garb. 

Inscribed “AR.” Borders composed of 

concentric circles and dashes. 1. “Anne,” National Biography, vol. 1, 
pp. 441-457. 

Ex coll.: (034) Mr. and Mrs. R. Billington 2. Austin, Delft, no. 181; Britton, Bristol, 

no. 3.50; Archer, V&A, no. A.12. For a dish with 

Anne standing as in the first group near the 

tussocks/bushes of the second group, see Sothe- 

by’s (L), June 14, 1988, lot 281 (ex Warren coll.). 

3. Garner and Archer, Delftware, pl. 24; Britton, 

Bristol, no. 3.52; Archer, Chargers, pl. 50.c.; 

Pountney, Bristol, pp. 41-42; pls. 1, 10 (fragment). 

4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 26-85 
passim (kings). 

5. Ibid., no, 56. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

Dishes and Plates 

D35, D36. PLATES Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 
(D35) London 

(D36) Bristol 

1702-1714 IN 

o dated plates with overlapping wavy-line borders (D35) have been iden- 
(D35) H.: 11/8" (2.9 cm); ors : eee be tt Picea |e See ath Cette tified, but examples exist showing the English rose and Scottish thistle com- 

Diam.: 8 3/8" (21.3 cm) memorating the 1707 Act of Union. (A similar central motif occurs on a waster 

(D36) H.: 11/4" (3.2 cm); initialed “GR” excavated at Vauxhall.) Variations on the border, sometimes with 

Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) somewhat more heavily drawn pairs of circles, occur on otherwise patterned 

plates including one with a crown surmounting “GR” (see nos. D71, D174), prob- 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ably for George I.' The attribution of the first Longridge plate (D35) to London 

TIN GLAZE: White, (D35) bluish. (Both) is based on its shape. The second plate (D36) is of a shape associated with 

With pitting, especially on exteriors. Bristol and has a border similar to that on a 1711 dated plate with a pastoral 

SHAPE: Molded. (D35) Shape J. scene and plates commemorating George I, George II, and the latter’s wife, 

(036) Shape H. Caroline of Ansbach.’ Fragments of plates with borders matching both types 

on the Longridge plates have been excavated in Virginia, and a Queen Anne DECORATION: Painted. Queen Anne. ene aac cee oa use ante 
. bust portrait plate was unearthed at the Bostonian Hotel site in Boston, 

Inscribed “AR.” Borders composed of 
Massachusetts.* 

concentric circles and (D35) overlapping 

wavy lines. 

Ex coll.: (D35) Warren. 

Gee — 
ELS SS x 

scion . & n 
‘ 

Ye a ue tees. ; — oN N / i FH Ny 
\ / Z 

- iy \ : f YU 4 ad 
fe h fe \ ‘ \ 

af A \\ eG | if eo x) | R 4 | : 
] | a A | ] { H 

| ’ ; : } é . 
5 | Bg a 

wy | . i) ‘x 
| | q Rs | f Ea | 

es ee ce ee) ih, an i= WW) 

ae 5 ew, aah SS \\\3/c8 
x a \\ i e te), tj Ba \X A YZ) 
a Oy i fl 2 erm =, eal : p : é ae NO N Sa y Lm, Amelie ee ’ 

», XN — IF Ea tee, — fa Sas = erie Ie cm so “ Q — De Pe yest a, Pf ct 255 aie : Pe 

ian i Se pi call a ain ae (ea oN pitta a ee " yet ae le . i $ pat Seagal Fe — | . 

D35. «36 

1. Austin, Delft, no, 184 (union); no. 188 

(George I); nos. 182-183, and Britton, London, 

nos. 10.7-10.9 (Queen Anne plates). See Britton, 

London, p. 70, fig. I, no. 119, for Vauxhall 

waster; Britton, Bristol, no. 10.15, for ¢. 1705 

Princess Caroline plate. 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 261 

(1711). For portrait plates, see Austin, Delft, 

nos. 187, 189; Britton, London, no. 10.16. 

3. Britton, London, no. 184, pp. 142-143. 

Unearthing New England’s Past, no. 337. 
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D37. DISH 

London P . , . ‘ 
rince Eugéne of Savoy (1663-1736), exiled by Louis XIV, became a marshal in 

eel Norfolic iouse the Austrian Army. He gained popularity in England after sharing with the 

e1704=6.1710 Duke of Marlborough (no. D39) in victories against the French at Blenheim 

(1704), Oudenarde (1708), and Malplaquet (1709) in the War of the Spanish Suc- 
H.: 2 3/4" (7 cm); Diam.: 13 1/8” (33.3 cm . x in . i as 

ey ) cession (1702-1713). The figure on the dish shown here is identifiable as the 

BODY CLAY: Pinkish buff with prince based on its similarity to one on a (probably somewhat later) dish 
3 INKL UIT WI i . 

\ inscribed “Prince Eugine” portraying an equestrian figure in an identical pose 
inclusions. : 4 . » 4: 

but dressed in contemporary clothes.' The “Prince Eugine” dish and the Long- 
TIN GLAZE: Wh i t A : 5 : q 

ite. Overall on interior, ridge dish appear to have the only equestrian representations of the prince on 

LE : " AD GLAZE: With some tin content delftware. 

Overall on exterior, excluding where The setting on this dish recurs on examples portraying George I, the Duke of 

footrim partly wiped clean. Marlborough (nos. D45, D39), Prince George of Denmark (see no. D38), and other 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold eminent men, many of whom stand in armor and hold batons (see no. D17).’ The 

Shape A with deeper, narrower, convex setting recurs on a stag dish in this collection (no. D141). 

flange and high, flaring footrim. 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. 1, Archer comments (1998); Manchester City Art 

Gallery, Greg Collection (no. 205). 

Equestrian f ¥ 
Bowed pies nce 2, For dishes with comparable portraits, 

Eugene. Border composed of concen- see Austin, Delft, no. 191; Ray, Warren, pl. 2 

tric circles and dashes. 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 13, no. 362 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE | 

| Dishes and Plates 

D38, D39. DISHES Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 
and Events 

London or Bristol 

(D38) 1702~c. 1708 

(D39) 1704-1711 P 

rince George of Denmark (1653-1708), Baron Ockingham, Earl of Kendal and 
(D38) H.: 3" (7.6 cm); Duke of Cumberland, K.G. (see Time Line, p. 15), identified as “PG” on the first 

Diam.: 13 1/2" (34.3 cm) dish shown here (D38), married the future Queen Anne (r. 1702-1714) in 1683. 

(D39) H.: 21/4" (5.8 cm); Although he is shown here in the outdated armor and holding the baton typi- 

Diam.: 13 3/4" (34.9 cm) cally used on delftware as a symbol of military power and rank, he appears to 

have served in that capacity primarily as a figurehead. In contrast, John 

BODY CLAY: Buff. Churchill (1650-1722), first Duke of Marlborough (identifiable on D39) via the 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall initials “DM”), attained considerable fame through his military successes. 

on interiors. He remained quite popular until he fell from favor with Queen Anne and was 

LEAD GLAZE: (D38) With turquoise dismissed in 1711." 
streaks, (D39) Of a greenish cast. (Both) Both men as they appear on these dishes stand in one of the two settings 

s ly used fi a ¢ portrayals , her gen- Wy theome tin conten foverpalenlia most commonly used from around 1700 for portrayals of Queen Anne, her gen 

erals, and other eminent individuals (see nos. D33, D45): a dish inscribed “GR2” 
Overall on exteriors, excluding where i . Y ‘ 4 

depicts the same armored figure holding a baton, proving that the setting was 
foot tl d clean. F : z , 2 a 
ceca ie ca wae in use at least as late as the 1727 accession of George II.’ A virtually identical fig- 

SHAPE STiownover UIP melds ure also was used to depict, respectively, Prince Eugéne (“PE”), the Duke of 

(D38) Shape B2 but deeper and groove- Ormonde (“DO”), and George I (“GR”).’ Another example is unusual for its “PM” 

less at rim. (D39) Shape A initials and, perhaps, like Longridge number D39, was intended to commemo- 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. rate the Duke of Marlborough. A large fragment showing one of these figures 

Martial figures holding batons. was excavated in Lambeth at Norfolk House.’ Although not itself a waster, it 

(Dse\rince Cecreeler Dermat accompanied kiln furniture, making attribution virtually certain. Based on its 

oe shape, the Prince George dish (D38) may have been made in Bristol. 
Inscribed “PG.” (D39) Duke of Marlbor- 

ough. Inscribed “DM.” (Both) Borders 

composed of concentric circles and 1. “George, Prince of Denmark,” National 4. Austin, Delft, no. 191, citing Christie’s (L), 

Biography, vol. 7, pp. 1083-1086. “Churchill, December 8, 1980, lot 189. 
dashes. : ns 

John, first Duke of Marlborough,” ibid., vol. 4, . : 5 : 5 
aoa 5. Found by F. H. Garner (fragment now in the 

Ex coll.: (Both) J. P. Kassebaum. PR ees V&A collection). 
2. Ray, Warren, pl. 2, no. 7. 

3. Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, Pictorial History, 

p. 243 (Prince Eugene); Austin, Delft, no. 191 

(Ormonde); Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 122C, 

no. 1637 (George I). 
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D40. DISH 

Probably London ; . = 4 
ames Butler (1665-1745), second Duke of Ormonde, K.G. (see Time Line, 

c. 1705-1714 f x ‘ . ae ; s . 
p. 16), who is depicted on this dish, was a military hero during the reigns of 

, me William III and Queen Anne: he was honored by Parliament in 1702 and from 
H.: 2 3/8" (6 cm); Diam.: 12 1/8" (30.8 cm) 7a p . 

1711 to 1714 was captain-general of the English forces. His Jacobite sympathies, 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff however, led to his falling from royal favor in 1716.' That Ormonde’s populari- 

TIN GLAZE: White. ty was particularly evident in London suggests that this dish probably was made 

there. Closely comparable dishes depict the figure in settings with painted 
LEAD GLAZE: With some tin content, ‘ : : ae ee . . 

rather than sponged foregrounds,’ and the same portrait is differently identi- 
over pale slip. Overall on exterior, 2 7 s ? , 

fied on some examples: “PW” on one dish may refer to Queen Anne’s son, 
exclud. here fi d cl , ae = WPS a . : . 
Se ee eee Prince William, Duke of Gloucester; “PG” identifies Prince George of Denmark; 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. “DM,” the Duke of Marlborough.’ One unusual uninscribed example shows the 

Shape A with more vertical flange. figure in opposite pose between different trees.‘ Ormonde also occasionally is 

Footrim pierced with two holes depicted in armor (see nos. D38, D39). 

after firing 1. “James Butler, second Duke of Ormonde,” 3. Austin, Delft, no. 192. 
DECORATION: Painted and sponged National Biography, vol. 3, pp. 512-517. Meri rennTceTaitercieos 

Duke of Ormonde in contemporary 2. Britton, Bristol, a 3.58; Christie’ 2 (L), 

March 1, 1993, lot 340; Downman, Chargers, 

dress. Inscribed “DO.” Border composed opp. p. 80. 

of concentric circles and dashes. 

Ex coll: Mr. and Mrs. R. Billington. 
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| 
DELFTWARE {Pinins and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D41. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 
Bristol and Events 

Number “20” on exterior 

¢. 1705-1715 

his type of depiction of James Butler, sec e of Ormonde, K.G H:15/8" (41 cm); Diam. 11 1/8" (28.3 cm) oe dames pote aS 
(1665-1745), is less common than versions on similarly initialed blue dash 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. “chargers” in which he stands in armor (see nos. D38, D39). The portrait seen 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white, here was used on differently bordered dishes and plates to depict other promi- 

nent men, including the Duke of Marlborough and George I;' one Longridge 
somewhat pitted on exterior. i i i 

plate (no. D46) that portrays the king has a number 4 on the exterior. The cres- 
HAPE: Molded. Shape E with foot! : - ae i . . 

: Pr ' nm cented background of the portrait is known on delft portrait plates and dishes 

more like that of Shape D dating to both Anne’s and George I’s reign (nos. D35, D36, D46).? Somewhat sim- 

DECORATION: Painted. James Butler, ilar floral elements form part of the border on a 1698 dated plate, and 

second Duke of Ormonde. Inscribed fragments showing this kind of decoration have been found in London, Belfast, 

“DO” Borders composed of flower-and- and Bristol.’ The decoration on the back may identify Bristol as the source of 

dot and hatched bands. Exterior bears this dish. 

number “20” and circle and star under- 

rim markings. as = aoe __ 
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fe tie cea V 1. For Marlborough, see Britton, Bristol, 2, Dishes portraying Queen Anne and the future 

“ WE a eeeeng |e no. 10.12. For George I, see Sotheby's (L), Lipski George I resemble the Longridge dish in format 
S WN eee IE. 0 sale (3), March 1, 1983, lot 401; Rackham, (Horne, Collection, pt. 17, no. 487, in reference 

AW ey fee Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 102b, no. 1663; Archer, V&A, to Christie's [L], February 18, 1980, lot 17, now 

Rc Oe = no. B.7; Ray, Warren, pl. 7, no. 23, and (probably Bristol Museum collection [nos, NA 989-990)) 
ue fv) Efe tuice exign source) 0. 24 8 pall ee) 

, 7 [—. ae 
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| 
DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D42. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures i 

and Events 
London 

¢.1710 

H.: 11/8" (2.8 cm); Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm " . . . 
ea } as ) he High Church clergyman Dr. Henry Sacheverell (16742-1724) protested 

against the government's tolerance of dissenters and in the early 1700s became 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. Se eet y 

the focus of competition between the Whigs, in power and supported by Queen 
TIN GLAZE: White. . . : : p 

Anne (see Time Line, p. 15), and the Tories. In 1710 his pamphlets and inflam- 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape J. , vee 5 : P 

pe matory sermons led to a highly publicized trial at Westminster. The mild 

DECORATION Siaimeg Dent sentence of three years’ suspension of preaching (followed by his assignment to 

Sacheverell. Inscribed “DS.” Border the wealthy parish of Saint Andrew’s, Holborn) reflected an awareness of strong 

composed of concentric circles. public support for the preacher and was a blow to the ruling Whigs, who soon 

were replaced by the Tory party.' 

At least fifteen engraved portraits of Sacheverell were circulated; the source 

of the Longridge plate’s image probably was one by M. V. de Gucht after the 

Thomas Gibson portrait at Magdalen College, Oxford.’ Two relevant bird and 

flower-bordered dishes include: one (fluted) inscribed “Dr. Henry Sacheverell” 

and showing him in church flanked by a curtain and the Tablets of the Law; the 

other (smooth) inscribed “D! S” with a waist-length view nearly mirroring the 

Longridge portrait.’ Potter Markham Eeles (d. 1731) of Hackney is said to have 

“made his fortune at the time when Sacheverell’s noted trial took place by mak- 

ing crockery were on which the Rev. Doctor’s likeness was depicted.”* Other 

commemoratives of the doctor include several salt-glazed stoneware and at 

least one lead-glazed earthenware standing figure models.’ Based on its shape, 

the Longridge plate is attributable to London. 

———— A 

l - p = § § \\ 2 _ ( \\.\ ' 

) | \ \\ 
| , ‘ \| 

| I 
| ‘ i | i 

1. Grigsby, Weldon, no. 176; National Biography, \ / 
vol. 12, pp. 569-572. : \ j 

2. O'Donoghue, Portraits, vol. 4, pp. 1-2 (Archer \4 2 y y/ 
comments [1998]}). \ MN jo 

3. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1357; Rackham Ss YO. 

and Read, English Pottery, fig. 104 (Brighton i 

Museum, Willett collection). ee re a 

4. In R. L. Hobson’s review of Rackham and Read, a 
English Pottery (Burlington Magazine, August “a 

1924, p. 91). ac 7 

5. For salt-glazed, see Grigsby, Weldon, no. 176; oc ith ater ae ee 
Mountford, Salt-glazed Stoneware, pl. 218 
(Stoke-on-Trent collection); Rackham, Stafford- 

shire, pl. 45; Read, Figures, pl. 2 (Metropolitan 
Museum collection, no. 34.165.22). For earthenware, 

see Taggart, Burnap, p. 91. 
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D43 b44 

D43, D44. PLATES 

(D43) London © " . . 
n these two plates the future Charles II (see Time Line, pp. 12-13) peers 

1715-1725 P a 
out from the branches of an oak tree hung with the crowns of England, 

(D44) Liverpool Scotland, and Ireland. The image commemorates an event following the Battle 

MES) of Worcester (1651), when Charles took refuge with the Penderell family at 

Boscobel House in Shropshire. When Cromwell's troops came searching for 
(D43) H.: 11/8" (2.8 cm); iii Mee ee aesd . ar ee cee eee 

him, Charles and his companion, Colonel William Carlos, hid for a day in the 

Diam: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) oak tree. (This escapade came to be celebrated annually on May 29 as “Oak-apple 

(D44) H.:1" (2.5 cm); Day.”) Somewhat similar scenes occur on several seventeenth-century delftware 

Diam.: 9 1/8" (23.2 cm) dishes; a plaque showing the king alone and a dish portraying heads of both 

Charles and Carlos are labeled “The Royal Oak.”! A fine Dutch delft dish depicts 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff, Charles’s head in a plumed hat under the title “PURSU’D BY MEN, PRESERV’D 

(D44) paler. BY GOD” and illustrates Boscobel House (labeled). Figures below the tree 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. declare, “The price is 1000 pound,” “Dead or alive,” and “No qvarter.” (A 1650 

SHAPE: Molded. (D43) Shape J. dated bottle in the Longridge collection [no. D223]) bears the name of John 

es, who also sheltered the king during this period. (044) Shape M. Tomes, who alsc e ig ing P ) 

The plates shown here and other eighteenth-century delft examples illus- 
DECORATION: Painted and (D43) i . a 

trate long-term support for the Jacobite cause (see no. D54).’ (The same theme 
Ch I with t in z ees : : 

FE ee ee ere also appears on seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Staffordshire slipware 

Mee cobe| Oaks Bas) wtp nersna dishes.)' The “CR” plate (D43), with its profile associated with London, is a more 

below. Border composed of diaper common type than the noninscribed plate (D44) and probably commemorates 

band with floral reserves. (D43) the 1715 Jacobite rebellion. The profile of the second plate (D44) derives from 

Inscribed “CR.” Border composed of Yongzheng-period (1723-1735) Chinese export porcelain and was not adopted 

concentric circles by English delftware potters until around 1730. The profile thus indicates that 

the plate commemorates the 1745 Jacobite rebellion (see also no. D55). Based 

eblshed (248) Garnerand ArHEr on its painting style, border decoration, and glaze, the plate probably was 
Delftware, pl. 79A ee . 

made in Liverpool. 
Ex colls.: (D43) T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. 

(044) A. F. Allbrook 1. Archer, V&A, no. M.1 (history, plaque); 2. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 192A, no. 2470: 
iCarlos, Carles, or Careless, ham enonal 3. For plates, see Austin, Delft, no. 196; Taggart, 

Biography, vol. 3..p. 1014; Rackham, Glaisher, Burnap, no. 87; British Museum collection 
Valea, Bl 4Cr aio: 1425 (dish) See Museu of (no, 1939, 6-7, 1); Brighton Museum collection 
London, Recent Finds, pp. 150-151, fig. 7, no. 3, (Willett); Sotheby's (L), September 15, 1992, 
for polychrome, 17th-century plate fragment lot 180. Ray, Warren, p. 115, notes several inns 
showing Charles’s head against trunk Sees eeere named “The Reval Gak* 

with inscription “[R|OYA[L|” excavated at Vauxhall 
Bridgefoot (Vauxhall pottery). For c. 1670 print 4. Cooper, Slipware Dishes, nos. 86-89, and 

of Charles and Carlos under the royal oak with Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 114 (17th century); 

the three crowns in its branches, see Pepys, Grigsby, Slipware, p. 45, fig. 52 (18th century). 

Exhibition, no. 38.
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D45. DISH 

London 58 = ‘ : : ‘ ° 
his is the first of several dishes in the Longridge collection that depict 

ibly Norfolk H é 3 
Bossip y Nostolic House George I (r. 1714-1727; see Time Line, pp. 16-17), the somewhat unpopular first 

el (27 Hanoverian king of Britain. His wife, Sophia Dorothea (m. 1682), appears not to 

have been depicted on delftware.' The dish shown here may be unique in por- 
H.: 2.5/8" (6.7 cm); Diam.: 13 7/8" (35.2 cm) ; A , . . 

traying George I in contemporary dress with the coronation regalia but lacking 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff other symbols of royalty. (The baton symbolizes military rank.) Two other dish- 

es do show him (differently posed) in contemporary dress with the crown and 
TIN GLAZE: White, much pitted on . ( ee ) i i P J ‘ 

orb, but in both cases he wears an ermine-lined cloak.’ The setting used on the 
exterior and with poorly adhered H a . . 4 — 

Longridge dish reappears on one depicting George II (inscribed “GyR”) in the 
hes. ; : ‘ 2 = 

Batches. Overall cxeiuding Were armor and posture used earlier for commemorations of the Duke of Marlbor- 

wiped clean on and within footrim. ough and other eminent persons (see nos. D38, D140) and also is found on a 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. stag dish in this collection (no. D141). Not surprisingly, although “GRII” does 

Shape A with more concave flange. appear, no delftware is known with the initials “GRI,” and lacking numerals, 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged “GR” is assumed typically to refer to George I. 

King George |. Inscribed “GR.” Border 1. “George I,” National Biography, vol. 7, 

, pp. 1025-1035 
composed of concentric circles 

2. Royal Scottish Museum collection (no. 1953- 
and dashes 286); Taggart, Burnap, no. 144. 

3. For George II, see Ray, Warren, pl. 2, no. 7. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D46. DISH Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

Bristol 
and Events 

Number “4” on exterior 

1714-c. 1720 1 [ 

he portrait on this dish reappears wi ifferences in details “GR” ini- 
H.: 2 1/2" (6.4 cm); Diam.: 13" (33 cm) ; Dp ; ppears with differences in details on “GR” ini 

tialed delftware dishes, plates, and bowls. One dish, by the same painter or 

BODYACLAY Aline wained burt workshop as the example shown here, includes a very similar portrait with 

looped-up curtains within a differ rder2 The nearly i ‘cal back has TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, possibly Pe p t ns within a different border.” The nearly identical back has a 4 

within the footrim. The motifs on the back appear to be more common on 
with a kwaart. Footrim partly ; . q 

pieces made in the Bristol area than elsewhere. 
wiped clean. ala ee Sena 5 F a ee P ee, . 

Similar portraits are found on dishes with initials identifying the Duke of 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape D, but with Marlborough and the Duke of Ormonde (no. D41), both of whom were popular 

somewhat concave border. Footrim during the reign of Queen Anne (1702-1714).’ Based on this similarity, the Long- 

with two closely spaced holes. ridge dish is likely to date to the years soon after George I’s coronation. 

DECORATION: Painted. George |. 

Inscribed “GR.” Border composed of 
a ee 

foliate and scroll motifs, diaper- e EGS SACs = 
LOS SEAS 

patterned panels, and concentric Ata DS) . 

dye Vai 2 ORION circles. Exterior bears number “4” and ya SHINS 
eel pO UE, 

cross and double-stroke under-rim eed he : S li 
Tal :  NGibsHS 

markings. A (po MET, 
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ie ; 1, For “GR” dishes with different borders, 

“a Ne 4: 2 see Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (3), March 1, 1983, 

1 Wee ait : lot 401; Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 102b, 

ON : ali no, 1663; Archer, V&A, no. B.7; Ray, Warren, 

a ia. 3 4 4 pl. 7, nos. 23, 24. 
: eS Ze ei a 

, er Z Gey 2. Sotheby’s (L), March 1, 1983, lot 401 

; A ee ite 3. For Marlborough, see Britton, Bristol, 
4 ba dj : no. 10.12. 
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D47. DISH 

Probably Bristol ee 5 
: a he figure on this dish is more likely to represent George I (r. 1714-1727) than 

Seana George II (r. 1727-1760), partly because the very distinctive border is found with 

W4-1727 a portrait of Queen Anne and on a dish dated 1714.' The same border also occurs 

on a dish depicting a European lady walking among sponged trees (no. D91) and 
H.: 3 1/8" (79 cm); Diam.: 13 7/8" (35.3 cm) : aes = 5 5 

on one with an armed Chinese figure with a bamboo spear standing between 

arge flying insects.’ s of the border ha excavated i BODY CLAY: Medium-grained pale large flying insects.’ Fragments of the border have been excavated in London and 

Dearie in Bristol from the Limekiln Lane pottery.’ The painting style of the Longridge 
PINKIs! UT. 

o . : . 
plate’s trees resembles that used on plates attributed to Bristol, including one 

TIN GLAZE: Whit ith speck- : “ 
Teepe ae dated 1733 and thought possibly to have been made at Limekiln Lane.‘ 

ling. Densely pitted dull gray glaze 

(overfired) on exterior. 

SHAPE: Shape A but deeper with more 

widely flaring footrim and less distinct 

edge to well. 

DECORATION: Painted. George | 

between trees. Inscribed “GR.” Border 1. Sotheby's (L), November 17, 1981, lot 263 3. London fragments were unearthed by 

r 7 (Queen Anne). For 1714, see Ray, Warren, no. 49; Garner, Bristol fragments by L. L. Lipski (Archer 

composed of zigzag line, curvilinear Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 273. comments [1998}). 

motifs, and concentric circles 2. Horne, Collection, pt. 7, no. 168. Another with _ 4. Ray, Warren, nos. 145-146; Archer, V&A, 
this border is in the Liverpool Museum no. B.201 (dated 1733). 

collection (no. 1071). 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

ee and Plates 

D48. PLATE Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

London and Events 

1714-1727 

H.:13/8" (3.5 cm); Diam.: 8 5/8" (21.8 cm) . 
he fact that no numeral is attached to the “GR” on this plate indicates that 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. the image represents George I rather than George II (see no. D45). The portrait 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. resembles a print of George I inscribed “Gunst sculpsit. M. Harrebeeck excud- 

it,” which is sai e after iging eller.' Borders of the 2S SHAPE: Press-molded shape) but d to be after an original by Kneller.' Borders of the type shown 

here also occur on Longridge portrait plates depicting Queen Anne, Dr. Henr 
deeper with slightly wider rim and less ve P e BQ v 

Sacheverell, and Queen Caroline (nos. D36, D42, D53). They also appear on 
curved exterior. ae . : . as 2 

examples portraying Caroline’s husband, George II, and on a fragment exca- 

DECORATION: Painted. George |. vated at Vauxhall that depicts an unknown king.’ (The similarly bordered 
Inscribed “GR.” Border composed of Charles II in the Oak plate [no. D43], unlike the other portrait plates that are 

concentric circles contemporary with the figures depicted on them, greatly postdates his reign 

[1660-1685].) One “GR” plate with a different halflength view ofa king in armor 

has a border like that on a Longridge collection plate depicting Ceres (no. D75).’ 

The profile of the plate shown here indicates that it was made in London. 
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1. National Portrait Gallery collection, London 

(print). 

2. Austin, Delft, no. 189 (George II and Charlotte 

plates); Britton, London, p. 70, fig. G. 

3, Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 

lot 128. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
D ug 
UN As Dishes and Plates 

D49, D50. DISHES Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 
Bristol or perhaps Brislington 

If Bristol, Josiah Bundy or James 

Gaynard of Limekiln Lane IN 

(D49) Probably 1714-1727 umerous dishes are closely related in design to the two shown here. On 

(D50) 1727-c. 1735 uninscribed versions it often is difficult to determine if the monarch repre- 

sented is George I or George II (see no. D45 and Time Line, pp. 17~18).' George 

(D49) H.: 3’ (76 cm); Diam: 13 1/8" (33.3 cm) II (r. 1727-1760), depicted on the second dish (D50), is identifiable via the 

(D50) H.: 3" (7.6 cm); Diam. 13 7/8" (35.2 cm) numeral and block capitals, the most common lettering on inscribed examples. 

(Calligraphic initials also occasionally occur.)’ The dish (D50) depicts the latest 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. monarch and most common portrait of George II found on “blue dash charg- 

TIN GLAZE: White on interiors. Bluish ers,” with at least seven others differing in minor details and showing some 

white, unevenly applied, pitted, and variations of color. Based on its shape and decoration, the piece (D50) probably 

speckled on exteriors. Footrims wiped dates to the first part of the king’s reign.’ For a 1746 dated anti-Jacobite punch 

mostly clean. bowl depicting (probably) George II’s head in a wreath, see number D321, and 

SHAPE? Thrown over Hump molds: for a slipware dish with a relief portrait of George II, number $10). George II's 

wife, Caroline of Ansbach, appears less often than her husband on delftware 
Shape B2, (D49) with flatter upper edge 

(see no. D53.) 
and (D50) markedly convex on upper 

edge. 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. 

(D49) Probably George |. (D50) George g@. ee 

Il. Inscribed “CLR (Both) Borders com- oe —e 

posed of concentric circles and dashes. i af Se > Fae Co 
\ le age oe q ‘ou - B ~ ~ 

@ ae Se RAL ‘ > @ 
Published: (D49) Horne, Collection, pt. 2, hints yg as SR heat RS é 
no. 35, Vee eae rey ee ate ae 3 aN ‘ 
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D49 

1. Austin, Delft, no. 185; Ray, Warren, pl. 1, 

no. 6; Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 122, no. 1639. 

2. Britton, Bristol, no. 3.57. 

3. Archer comments (1998). 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D51. PLATE Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

and Events 

Probably Bristol 

1714-1727 

H.: 11/8" (2.9 cm); Diam.: 7 3/4" (19.7 cm ( : cs 5 ; Pays 
fer fa ) rowns in conjunction with royal initials occur as early as the 1640s on 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. dated London delftware bottles bearing “CR” initials for Charles I (see no. D30). 

' , The earliest dated plate displaying such an ornamental combination may be 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, more pitted . a ; ie . . 

one from 1681, this time with “CR” for Charles II (see Time Line, pp. 12-13). That 
on exterior. : ae A é 

dish and uninitialed examples with dates later in the 1680s and 1690s are 

See attributable to Brislington.' A polychrome crown and “AR,” for Queen Anne, 

straight sides. appear on a plate with the border shown here, and examples inscribed “A” and 

DECORATION: Painted. Crown with “AR 1712,” respectively, bear crowns more like the Longridge type.’ 

“GR’ initials. Borders composed of Although one somewhat crudely painted plate is dated 1740 and presumably 

curvilinear and foliate motifs, overlap- commemorates George II (r. 1727-1760),’ crown-and-“GR” dishes typically are 

ping wavy lines, and concentric circles. undated and, based on their shape and decoration, probably were made during 

the reign of George I (1714-1727).* One small crown-and-“GR” dish is molded 

with twenty flutes, and a 1716 dated plate with a border like that on the example 

shown here is inscribed “God Save King George.”® Based on its shape and 

excavated material, the Longridge dish is likely to have been made at Bristol. 

A 
, Mt) \—s ~\= 

! Aa SS 
ft ce ; Ba 

y Z ms . . oe 

Ef NA 
Kg J AN ; a. LN ¢ 4 >: at - . MB 

Af / ce [F a : =\ \ 
Kt) if a \ ay 

Mg || 4 WY WY 
Ht \ f 

if | ; \)} ; f ; . a 

. rh | | 5 aest| VU 
1. For 1681 dish, see Austin, Delft, aka (3 i . | ~ 

no, 172; Lipski and Archer, Dated A | fi \ ] | / HH ) 

Delftware, no. 72. For uninitialed ; ae //, || RX 
oaG : \ \ ko SZ, | C] 

dishes, Lipski and Archer, Dated x i (fo ; Saat 
Delftware, nos. 78-80, 83, 187; Archer, a . aa <Q */ j 
Brislington, p. 157, no. 14 rt cy. j y , 

D SJ / a 
2. Christie’s (NY), Barrett sale, June 17, \ Vow —~ | 5 4 
1997, lot 75; Museum of Fine Arts, Ar NI , 4 BA 4 

Boston, collection (no. 65.483); \ aS “f a 

Bonham’s (L), October 13, 1992, lot 25. AS / as 

: ars ld 3. Britton, Bristol, no. 10.14 (fluted); N wv 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, A = <a et fi 

no. 470 (1716). . La Ss So see Lge 
— . ‘ > See To 

4, For “GR,” see Austin, Delft, no. 187. <2 = raw! 5 or see Austin, Delft, no. Se fa 

5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, S os 

no. 284. " . 

6. Archer comments (1998). — ae 
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D52. DISH 

Bristol or perhaps Brislington IN| . Pais . : . . 
eee o other delftware dish is known to match this one in design format, and 

If Bristol, Josiah Bundy or James no other equestrian “charger” portrays a figure plausibly identifiable as George 

Gaynard of Limekiln Lane Il, or indeed as George I. The manufacture of chargers died out during George 

c. 1727-c. 1735 Il’s reign (1727-1760), and the dish shown here probably was made at much 

the same time and place as another dish in this collection (no. D50), on which 

Hs 2.3/4" (7m); Diam. 12 3/4" (32.4 cm) the king is shown standing in coronation garb. Both examples share charac- 

teristics of color, painting style, and glaze.’ Somewhat similar trees are found 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. : : : 

on blue-dash-bordered Queen Anne dishes (see no. D34) dating to later in her 
Tl : a . 5 ; N GLAZE: White on interior. Bluish reign (r. 1702-1714). 

in cast (pinkish where body shows 

through) on exterior. Footrim wiped 

clean 1. For a discussion of late chargers, see Archer, 

Chargers, pp. 117-118. 

SDE aibiewacver ump mold 2. For more distantly related trees, see a 1741 

Shape Bi/a but with rim not concave. dated Adam and Eve dish with edge motifs 

derived from Chinese porcelain (Archer, V&A, 
DECORATION: Painted and sponged no. A.18). 

Equestrian figure of George II. Inscribed 

K y© 2G” Border composed of 

concentric circles. 
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D53. PLATE 

London | . a : a 
n theory, the queen represented here could be either Caroline of Ansbach, wife 

Probably 1727-c. 1737 4 7 , re : 
of George II (see Time Line, pp. 17-18), or Charlotte Sophia of Mecklenburg-Stre- 

litz, wife of Georg U centric circle borders, er, Wer 1 T in use H: 11/8" (29 cm}; Diam: 8 5/8" (219 cm) itz. ue of George III. Concentric circle bo. 's, however, were no ones us 

on delft plates (see no. D48) when George III came to the throne in 1760, and 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff Charlotte wore her hair shorter and dressed upwards. Two plates with 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. concentric circle borders and closely related polychrome portraits are 

initialed “CR” for Caroline Regina; one is paired with a “GR” inscribed plate SHAPE: Molded. Shape J with slightly i : ao P ee gee 
ere depicting Caroline’s husband, George II.' One plate inscribed “To y® Pious Mem- 

wider rim. ° : 
ory of Queen Caroline 1738” postdates her death by one year,’ but posthumous 

DEO RATION: Tamed cba references to royalty on delftware are rare. The profile of the Longridge plate 

Queen Caroline. Inscribed “QC:" shown here indicates that it was made in London. 

Border composed of concentric circles. 

1. Britton, Bristol, no. 10.16 (Caroline); Austin, 

Delft, no. 189 (Caroline and George Il). 

2. Britton, London, no, 131. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

| Dishes and Plates 

D54. PLATE Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 

Possibly Liverpool og as 

Dated 1746 

H.:1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 3/8" (21.3 cm) i . . 
he Jacobite rebellion of 1745 inspired the production of numerous ceram- 

BODY CLAY: Fine-prained pale burr ics depicting themes in support of the Jacobites (see no. D44) or the Loyalists 

TINICHAT ENDS eC arene who opposed them (see no. D313).' The plate shown here fits into the latter 

group and depicts William Augustus, Duke of C erla 21> who SHAPE: Molded. Shape M Pp yi g e of Cumberland (1721-1765), 

was George II’s third son. Cumberland led the British army to defeat the Scots 
DECORATION: Painted. Equestrian . se , ee f at Culloden, resulting in the production of many ceramic pieces specifically 
figure of Duke of Cumberland holding relating to him 

baton. Inscribed “1746/Duke Williarn/ The image on the Longridge plate probably derives from a print and appears 

for Ever.” to be unique. Two nonfigural plates bear similar inscriptions, and three proba- 

bly Bristol plates nearly identical to one another depict Cumberland on a 

walking horse within a border inscribed “God save y® Duke of Cumberland: 

Remember y fight of Cullodon.”’ The Longridge plate has no decisive diagnos- 

tic features but in shape and glaze color is consistent with Liverpool wares. 
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1. For anti-Jacobite delftware, see V4 P & fey ib ir 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, YY NS pil 
nos. 496, 1115. pie ‘ (/ ‘ >); 

2. For delftware, see Archer, V&A, a { , 
no. F.26 (punch bowl); Lipski and Pi. ONES ALI i, / 

Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 828 i —— a — 
(mug); Sotheby’s (L), June 6, 1989, i : =~ ND . 
lot 195 (plate). For creamware and \ 
porcelain figures, see Grigsby, ; ee 7 - ee 

Weldon, nos. 262, 263. NL ee ae ee OUST oe ae 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 
ware, nos. 498A~498B (nonfigural); 

Ray, Warren, pp. 117, 125, no. 29, 
pl. 11; Hobson, British Museum, 
no, E134; Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale, 

December 6, 1983, lot 678. For an 
undated “Duke William For Ever" 
plate, see Austin, Delft, no. 193 
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LE= WOE : 
: RON D55. DISH bee ORE 

Probably Liverpool : “ i rect ( \ 

Number “11/7” on exterior Sie : DEIN 
d @ Rea ‘i = = ‘ @ x 

c. 1747 4 ‘ > > : : N 

Ad : « ace \ 
H.: 2" (5.1 cm); Diam: 13" (33 cm) co» : d ~) Seren e/ 

OXY Y nay NG . US) 

G} moe vy 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. x “ : ae * xy 

RY r) cms eee ENTS) TIN GLAZE: White Oe BNF, Sa <i = SSA 
eS EC AG SO vue NN 

SHAPE: Molded, Shape D. ; SY <a eS Ry poe): 
ONY Zr SS es eK 

DECORATION: Painted, Probably NZ Mf Ay 4 eae? oO 

Simon Fraser, Lord Lovat, with puppies Ly 2 (s y i . \" : ‘ oe) 
fa 4 ee s e Ry 

and cat. Borders composed of concen- a 3 )) NS key 
NS wy C* . ny XG 

tric octagons, trellis-and-dot panels, “i Ua KO, i AIL CY Ke) 

and flower-and-scroll motifs. Exterior , Ua Ke | ke} y 

i | l ASS ey i by 

bears number “11/7” and frond border. , ~ A Y 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 13, no. 364 Sis , fo A 

ON. oS p 

‘ ZI SUIS i 
CK SISE “AG BILD, OEE 

‘ OOK KS 

a mnie seine eee es 

his figure is associated with the pro-Jacobite Simon Fraser, Lord Lovat 

(c. 1667-1747), of Scotland, partly based on the tradition that in 1746 he brought 

along his pets when he was condemned of high treason and sent to the Tower 

of London. Fraser’s somewhat bizarre career included his gaining the title 

twelfth baron Lovat by capturing and forcing the baroness to become his wife 

after he failed to make her daughter marry him. For this act he was condemned 

er — as an outlaw in 1701, having in 1698 received his first condemnation of high 

Ee Se treason. He helped raise French support for the Jacobites and was imprisoned 

pac je eg after the rebellion. Fraser’s death by the axe in 1747 was the last execution of 
Senet A a fees : : pt ee 

0 tse jo its type in England.' True to character to the last, when at his trial Lovat was 

=: oe Y offered the chance to put questions to the Duke of Cumberland’s secretary, Sir 

aN : Be Everard Fawkener (1684-1758), who was appearing as a witness against him, 

“AY scot 7 _ Lovat instead wished him joy of his young wife.’ 

Hogarth’s 1746 print of Lovat has been said to be the inspiration for this dish 

but is an interior view showing a hatless figure somewhat differently posi- 

tioned, without animals, and seated on a different chair.’ One of the prints 
1. Horne, Collection, pt. 13, no. 364; - cee . nat 7 A 7 pea . 
National Biography, vol. 7, pp. 656-662. produced in response to the great popular interest in Lovat’s trial is a more like- 

FESR ra ene ES ly design source. Patterned ogee panels, some with floral motifs and scrolls 

Biography, vol. 6, p. 1127. resembling those on the Longridge dish, also border 1720s and 1730s dated 

3. Burke and Caldwell, Hogarth, pl. 201; plates.* Herbal sprigs like those on the back of the dish often are associated with 

peroneal Oerebay voli peeel, Liverpool, an attribution supported by the nature and color of the glaze. 
4, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
nos. 330, 330A, 333, 427, 428. 

5. Britton, Bristol, pp. 312-313; Archer 

comments (1998). 
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| Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE — 

Dishes and Plates 

D56. PLATE Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 
and Events 

Probably Bristol 

c. 1760 

H.:11/8" (2.8 cm); Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) = ; 
rederick the Great, King of Prussia, attained considerable popularity in En- 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. gland as the ally of the British against the French during the Seven Years’ War 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. (1756-1763) and appears on English pottery and porcelain made for domestic 

and export markets.' The Longridge plate is one of at least six similar examples,’ 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape H with wider rim o ‘ . 8 ge pie “ ‘ . P 

and a more detailed version of the same portrait is above a ribbon on a plate 
and more irregular exterior wall. ‘ . « . ma Jer . . . 

inscribed “The King of Prufsia” with military trophies. Like the portrait after an 
: Painted. F rick Il, cane 3 ‘ = 2 De AOL rederick Il engraving by Robert Hancock, the trophies derive from Worcester porcelain 

King of Prussia, in armor. Inscribed “KP.” transfer prints.’ Other delftware is known with a different portrait of Frederick 
Border composed of a circle. after another Hancock image printed on Worcester.‘ Based on its profile, the 

Longridge e was in Bris 
Ex colls.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench; gridge plate was made in Bristol. 

J. P. Kassebaum. 
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1. For salt-glazed stoneware, see Grigsby, Wel- 2. Manchester City Art Gallery collection, 3. Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale, December 6, 1983, 

don, no, 14; Grigsby, Chipstone, nos. 204, 226; no. 1923-275 (Archer comments [1998}); lot 677 (delft plate); Bene Collechon: 

excavated plate sherds (Colonial Williamsburg, Christie's (L), March 29, 1971, lot 58; April 19, nos 1.5" 1.7 A orestet For a delft baal 

Department of Archaeological Research collec- 1982, lot 139; Sotheby's (L), April 14, 1992, with @ Hrederick portrait. see sotheny’s)(L)) 
tion, nos. 3571a-er 1011b, 1030D 9n). “White lot 191; Sotheby's (NY), October 20, 1993, lot 62 June 5, 1990, lot 326, 

Stone, Prussian & Basket work’d Plates and 4. Handley, Collection, nos. 1.5~1.6 (Worcester); 
Dishes” are advertised for sale in the Novem- Archer, V&A, no. £40 (delft bowl). 

ber 13, 1758, Boston Gazette 
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D57. PLATE 

London : : - F A 
he portrait on this plate represents George III (1738-1820; see Time Line, 

ee pp. 18-19) and, like images on matching plates depicting his wife, Queen Char- 

, . lotte,' derives from painted or published images. (These English monarchs are 
H.: 11/4" (3.2 cm); Diam.: 8 7/8" (22.5 cm) i . . . i 

the last to be depicted on delftware from that country.) A possible source for the 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. king’s portrait is W. Wollett’s engraving after Allan Ramsay’s painting 

2-765 a esign for new coinage.’ t imag res S TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. (1762-1763) used a5 a desig new coinage.’ The delft image also resembles 

printed views of George III (shown in an embroidered coat) adapted from 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape J. . ; i a hi \ 

engravings after Jeremiah Meyer’s 1761 painting and known in printed form on 
DECORATION: Painted. George Ill. 5 : 

creamware and Worcester porcelain.’ At least two delft plates with the same 
“gill” F : 5 : 

inscribed Gi image of George III as the example shown here are painted only in blue.‘ Based 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 5, no. 112. on their profiles, the plates in the group were made in London. 

Ex coll.: H. E. Ward, 

1. For Charlotte plates, see Britton, London, 3. Drakard, Printed Pottery, pp. 146-149, 

no. 144; Mint Museum, Denholm Gallery, no. 21; nos. 394, 397, col. pl. I; Handley, Collection, 

Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (3), March 1, 1983, lot nos. 1.2-1.4. 
572 n. . e : x 

4. For blue-painted examples, see Austin, Delft, 

2. Smart, Ramsay, p. 166. no. 190; Tryon Palace collection. Sotheby’s (L), 

Lipski sale (3), March 1, 1983, lot 572 (blue and 
manganese). 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D58. PLATE Royal, Martial, and Other Historical Figures 
and Events 

London 

c.1779 

H.: 1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm sg : 5 : - 
( } ( ) he distinguished military career of Augustus, Viscount Keppel (1725-1786), 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff made him a popular subject on delftware and other commemoratives. He 

; entered the navy as a child and in 1778, following France’s declaration of war, was 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white with : : f . 

promoted to admiral and commander in chief of the grand fleet. After a battle 
reen tinge. 5 - é 

s 5 against the French at Brest (July 1778), he was falsely accused of misconduct and 

Se Od ohare wih neglect of duty but, with the public’s enthusiastic and sometimes riotous support, 

wider rim. was found innocent at his early 1779 trial. It is likely that the Longridge plate 

DECORATION: Painted and sgraffito. dates to about this time.' The portrait on this and other delft plates (some with 

Admiral Augustus, Viscount Keppel. different borders but with inscriptions consistently matching the Longridge 

Inscribed “ADMIRAL KEPPEL FOR EVER.” type) and on creamware is derived from an engraved image published in 1779 

Borders composed of foliage and by T. Cook after an original by D. Dodd.’ At least two historical medals issued at 

, - , about this time also depict this view of Keppel.’ 
concentric circles, one with sgraffito 

wavy line. 
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1, Drakard, Printed Pottery, p. 154; ; 
Archer, V&A, no, B.14. D / ANS d / 
2. For the print and differently 7. 
bordered plates, see Archer, V&A, ‘ . = Ya 
no. B.14; Britton, Bristol, no. 10.21 NN VA v, : 

For delft plates matching the i : we / ier 
Longridge example, see Britton, eee y CO < 

Bristol, no. 10.22; Britton, London, mk a 
no. 161. For a creamware jug, me 
see Drakard, Printed Pottery, 5 
p. 154, no. 414. 

3. Brown, Historical Medals, : i cE Ai re i 
nos. 214, 220. = a neaere —————————————— 
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peurrwane onesie 
D59. PLATE Electioneering : a J 

Bristol 

c. 1734-1735 

ANE cm Die: € 2/4 (222 cn) “Ths plate was made on the occasion of an election that took place in Bristol 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff in 1734. “The Tory candidate, Thomas Coster, standing on an anti-court plat- 

TINIGUATE Tinea onite form, defeated the Treasury onic. Mr. Scrope. The ay sonporaiiens who bed 

supported Scrope, presented a petition to parliament claiming that many of the 

SUA BES Moldedsohape Ni vit siehtly voters were not qualified, as well as other irregularities, but after the Commons 

Briley rr: had heard considerable evidence, the petition was withdrawn, and Coster later 

DECORATION: Painted. Justice tri- entered the city in triumph. The whole incident was accompanied with much 

umphing over Envy. Inscribed “TC,” propaganda on both sides, including the publication of the pollbooks, the peti- 

“LIBERTAS POPULI,” and, on paper at tion and the cases on both sides. Engraved prints of Coster were produced and 

lower right, “The Petition.” Border sold. There is therefore every reason to expect the local delftware potters to cash 

connosed oft lorlpsnelilowerence in on the market, particularly since Coster was associated with Cornish mining 

scroll motifs, and concentric circles. aes” 
At least eleven plates depict variations on this design, all evidently based on 

Exterior bears concentric circles. : 
the same print. The most complex, Type A, have the central scene common to 

all the plates flanked by columns supporting an arch inscribed “LIBERTAS POP- 

ULI” (the Liberty of the People).? Above these words is an elaborate cartouche 

initialed “T.C.,” for Thomas Coster, with trumpeting putti at either side. Outside 

on the columns are emblematic figures (possibly Fame and Bounty) on plinths. 

A tablet below is inscribed: “Let Justice in each/Honest Heart abide,/And over 

Envey/Let Her always Ride.” The cumbent figure (Envy) holds a torch and a 

scroll, the latter inscribed “The Petitions.” Type A plates have a more elaborate 

border than Types B and C (discussed below) and are evidently closest to the 

original print source. 

Type B, which includes the plate shown here and at least three others, is sim- 

_ pler in design. The scroll on one reads, “The Polinn” (perhaps for the “The 

eal pe 7 Polling”) rather than “The Petition” or “Petitions,” and its back has a crescent- 

like mark and alternating X and II motifs. The two other non-Longridge plates 

/ \ Fe, \ bear “WP 4” marks.’ 

. a Type C differs most dramatically from A and B in having a blue-painted flo- 

| |. e : j ral design on the border in reserve against a manganese, purple powdered 

an . et ff. ground.‘ The scenes are generally similar in composition to type B, but they 

ye have more elaborately worked central figures. They lack curtains and “TC” ini- 

tials (the latter perhaps indicating they were made for some other election) but 

have two flying putti and the word “Placemen” on the scroll. 

” The “TC” initialed Type A and B plates celebrate Coster’s victory, differing 

from typical election wares, which have inscriptions indicating that they were 

made during or in anticipation of elections (see nos. D60—D62).° Hitherto, it was 

thought that the earliest election for which plates or bowls were made was the 

Bristol one of 1739,° but it is now apparent that the “TC” “Libertas Populi” plates 

antedate these by some five years. Based on its date, one unusual plate from 

1734 depicts a seated man smoking a pipe and is initialed “TC.”’ 
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1, Michael Archer is deeply indebted to Anthony _ 4. For Type C plates, see Ray, Warren, pl. 9, 
Ray, who provided him with the information no. 32, col. pl. F; Britton, Bristol, no. 15.18; 

about this election, which he in turn obtained Sotheby’s (L), March 2, 1965, lot 58; another, 

from Dr. Jonathan Barry. whereabouts unknown (photo V&A archive). 

2. The plates include Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 56 5. For election wares, see Ray, Warren, 

its “pair” (Tilley advertisement, Apollo 83, no.47 pp. 127-129; Archer, V&A, nos. B.72, B.80 
(January 1966], p. xxii); Nelson-Atkins collection 

6. Britton, Bristol, no. 10.23. 
(F85-15). 

7. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 396 
3, For Type B plates, see Ray, Warren, pl. 9, 
no. 31 (“Polinn”), pl. 8 (British Museum collec- 
tion, no. 1910, 12-19, 1); Phillips (L), March 1, 

1989, lot 183. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

Dishes and Plates 

D60, D61, D62. PLATES Electioneering 

Bristol 

(D60) Dated 1754 

(D61) c. 1754 

(D62) Probably 1768 he first electioneering plate (D60) shown here is dated and was intended to 

support the candidacy of John Fortescue and John Harris for the May 31, 1754, 
(D60) H.: 11/8" (2.9 cm); election for the Barnstaple constituency in Devon: the results were Harris (217 P. ‘y 

Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm) votes), George Amgard (206 votes), Fortescue (154 votes).' Fortescue had stood for 

(D61) H.: 11/8" (2.9 cm); Devonshire the year before, when a nearly identical plate, but without Harris’s 

Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) name, was produced dated 1753.* The date 1754 appears to be the latest and 

(B62) H.:1" (2.5 em); 1711 the earliest on plates with simple wreaths and enclosing inscriptions (see 

r Nos. , D82).* Diam. 9" (22.9 em) under nos. D81, D82) a 

The first of the undated Longridge plates (D61) differs in design from the sev- 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. eral known to have been made in support of Sir John Pole’s candidature in the 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white 1754 by-election for the constituency of Taunton, Somerset. Another plate with 

the same lettering, scrolls, and squiggle motifs has three quite different con- SHAPE: Molded, (D60) Shape N with a a iS anes q ‘ 
centric bands of ornament.‘ Plates commemorating Pole’s campaign typically 

wider rim. (D61) Shape H with wider rim . . | 
bear an inscribed central panel and four blue-painted border reserves set 

i l fF fF : k ne 2 
SHEED UE CTEM ELE against a powdered blue ground; the border panels of one type has Chinese fig- 

Peg marksianiexterior of rim: ures fishing, and another has floral sprays.’ (Uninscribed plates with these 
(D62) Shape M. designs are attributed to Bristol’s Temple Back or Redcliff Back potteries.)° A set 
DECORATION: Painted. (D60) of six powdered-blue-bordered plates is inscribed “Sir Jno Pole for Ever 1754” 

Inscribed “Fortescue.& Harris./For and, based on so-far unsupportable family tradition, was made for an election 

Ever/J754 [1754]” Border composed of banquet. Other electioneering plates appear to have been handed out for free 

a wreath, (D61) Inscribed “Sf. John or sold.’ 
. The third Longridge plate (D62) was made in support of Thomas E. Cresswell, 

Pole/for ever.” Border composed of . . . f ai 
who was elected for the constituency of Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire, in 1754, 

foliate lobing. (D62) Inscribed “Crefwell i ae — ee 8 (062) f 1761, and 1768. The dating of this plate and one similar example’ is aided by the 
re 7 

eo FOE Ye seer ds compesed oi cracked ice border decoration, derived from Chinese porcelain motifs, which 

cracked ice pattern with floral reserves. appears on English delftware plates dated 1768 to 1774.’ This date range 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 16, suggests that the plates were made for the 1768 election. The color and nature 

nos. 457-459; (D60) Burlington (1914), of the Longridge plate’s glaze support a Bristol attribution, as does the fact that 
30 ibl late). - a . : : 

cece B 20: S27 ssiely.saergiate) Wootton Bassett is eighty-five miles from London but only forty miles from 

Boss Por colle (BaD) Es Roberts Chiauten Bristol, making it more likely that those commissioning this plate would have 

turned to the potters there. Also, the making of election plates seems to have 

been limited to Bristol. 

1. Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no, 458. 7. For Pole and other electioneering plates, 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 563 See They. Warren. p. 128 (auritonieolleeton)) 
‘ oe Archer, V&A, no. B.72. 

(Stoke-on-Trent collection). 

3. Ibid., nos, 262A-262E. 8. For history and a eae ad plate, now 

destroyed, see Britton, Bristol, p. 141. 

4. Grovesnor House Fair (1976) catalog, p. 65. ne z 
9. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 656, 

5. For 1754 dated plates, see Lipski and Archer, 669, 671, 676. For a cracked ice-bordered plate 
Dated Delftware, nos. 577a-577c, 578a-578b, excavated at Williamsburg, Va., see Austin, 
one of latter illustrated as 577c. Delft, p. 185. 

6. Archer, V&A, nos. B.72-B.75. 
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Dining and Related Wares TWARE | 
DELE i|Pisnes and Plates 

D63. “CLAPMASH” DISH Religious and Mythological Subjects ia 

Southwark, London 

Possibly Montague Close 

Exterior inscribed “IK/16[3]7” 

(within footrim), “IK” or “HK” his important dish illustrates the enthusiasm for Saint George, the patron 

over “IL” “*” and “W” or interlocked saint of England, that ranged across the whole social spectrum, from the dedi- 

“Ls” all perhaps painters’ marks cation of the premier order of chivalry to his appearance on inn signs and in 

Been every aspect of fine and decorative arts (see slipware dishes nos. $14, $15). A par- 
ate: 

ticularly well-known painting of Saint George is one by Raphael that was in the 

H.:4 1/2" (11.4 cm); Diam: 15" (381 cm) Earl of Pembroke’s collection by the early 1600s and in 1627 was engraved by 

Flemish artist Lucas Vorsterman the Elder (1595-1675).' The Longridge dish, 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained reddish dated ten years later, follows this print closely but in reverse, perhaps indicat- 

buff with inclusions. ing that the painter used a print after Vorsterman’s original. 

TIN GLAZE: Off-white with The name John Ayres may refer to a man (b. 1588) by that name who was 

finere(cine’leray to brawniencel ine apprenticed to the Drapers’ Company in 1604 and became free in 1614. Until 

—— 1636 he flourished as a tailor, took nine apprentices, and paid quarterage to the 
Overall on interior. . 

eesti Drapers. He was unable to pay the 1641 poll tax, however, suggesting that he 
LEAD GLAZE: Uneven, with slightl : < ee . : 

cial had fallen on hard times, and in 1642 he died intestate. His estate was admin- 

CeO istered by his creditors.’ Ayers’s first wife died in 1625, and in 1627 he married 
with manganese speckling. Overall on Margaret Wooldham of Saint Olave’s parish, Southwark, where the Pickle- 

exterior, excluding where footrim herring factory was active. If the same Ayers commissioned the dish, it may 

wiped clean. Traces of tin glaze, have been made to mark his tenth wedding anniversary. 

perhaps from another dish. The inscriptions and markings on the Longridge dish’s exterior are likely to 

SHAPE: Thrown or shaped over hump be painters’ marks, as is borne out by a dish that depicts a different armored 

malde nearly Hermissnerealvitn lines: eqhesties figure with a Palen: That aitiadennesl in painting style to the Long- 

Fee Cer een eect ridge dish, also shows diminutive curtains or clouds at the top of the scene; 
at border. Footrim like shape B, but pan . * 

[ distinctive rows of dots on the horse's body; flat starlike plants; dwarf trees; the 

withiFlat bottonvand iil picts licle date, also 1637; and, on the back, “IL” initials The date and pair of initials 

DECORATION: Painted: saint George match the Longridge versions. Since both dishes share the “IL” initials and the 
and the dragon. Inscribed “IOHN 

AYERS/1637.” Borders composed of ss 

bands of scrolling foliage and flowers, Fe rae a 
FS er. 

pseudofluting with dot clusters, and y te eee ee 

concentric circles, the outermost with Vee oo = he Co ee a 
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second example is borderless, “IL” may relate to the central scenes’ painter, and 

Wie painting ar onetime was in “IK” on the Longridge dish to the border painter. A division of labor of this kind 
. The pa ga 2 ie wa 

the Royal Collection and now is in in a workshop seems very likely. There is no obvious potter known with the lat- 

re a oo ter initials. A John Kirby was assessed for rates at the Montague Close pottery 

- as ae ae eae te in 1637 and 1638, but the reference suggests that he was a part-owner rather 
rank Britton for this information 

(Archer comments [1998}). See also than a humble painter of borders. The only potters with the initials “LL.” who 

Sotheby’s (L), February 21, 1995, were active around the right period are John Loytrop, whose daughter was bap- 
lot 23. 

tized in 1647, and James Leake, whose son and daughter were baptized in 1660 
3. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, no. 1397 ; Bae See a i 7 i 
(see also Lipski and Archer, Dated and 1665.’ Both lived in Saint Saviour’s parish, Southwark, and therefore more 

\ Delftware, no. 10). likely worked at Montague Close than at Pickleherring. 

4. Edwards, London Potters, pp. 80, The unusual, deep shape of the Longridge piece probably identifies it as a 

eases clapmash, anglicized from the Dutch Klapmuts, that resembled “a kind of sailor’s 

: ai dp Bitton. Hekdeher ing: hat with upturned brim: hence a similarly shaped deep dish or shallow bowl 
85 “ 

6 Lipsid and Archer, Datea Deth with rounded walls and flattened rim.”® The 1669 inventory of the Pickleherring 6. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- : 
ware, nos. 14, 30. pothouse, made on the death of manager John Robins, includes entries for 

3,300 clapmashes, the eighth most numerous of forty-three different forms. 

Considering that they were a significant part of the pottery’s production, it is 

surprising that more clapmashes do not survive. Pseudofluted borders resem- 

bling this one occur on dishes dated 1640 and 1657,’ and a large drug or storage 

jar (no. D393). 
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Dining and Related Wares 
LFTWARE 

DE ae and Plates 

D64. DISH Religious and Mythological Subjects _ 

Southwark, London 

Pickleherring or Montague Close 

Initialed “RI,” perhaps for Richard Irons O 

Dated 1638 n this unique and extremely important dish, three of the four figures 

who stand in adoration of Christ are more likely to represent the Magi than 

Hi: 3 3/4" (95 crn); Diam: 16 1/2" (41.9 cm) shepherds, although they are not carrying gifts. This inference is based on the 

manner in which the figures are dressed and the fact that they do not carry 
BODY CLAY: Dark pinkish buff with 6 a 

aspen crooks. The lamb in the foreground perhaps is a reference to the Lamb of God, 

CoP INGIUIED a symbol of Christ, frequently shown in Renaissance art in representations of 

TIN GLAZE: White with brown speck- the Holy Family, or the combination of a lamb and child may represent Saint 

ling. Overall on interior. John the Baptist. 

LEAD GLAZE: Slightly greenish cast The design source for the scene on the dish is likely to have been a Bible illus- 

with brown speckling, over pale slip. tration.' Among the dishes on the shelf in the scene is one with decoration 

, : resembling that on Chinese export porcelain. The latticed window, candlestick 
Overall on exterior, excluding where 

——— (at the left, on the floor), and furniture also indicate fairly contemporary design 
footrim wiped clean. . 

‘ a influences. 
SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. See < 

a The dish’s elaborate border of grotesques and other figures is in the style of 

Stra pe a) ur deter wit ste Helieides: patterns on Italian maiolica.’In color palette and painting style, the Longridge 

less everted edge, and narrower flange. figures are so close to those on an ovoid mug inscribed “ANN CHAPMAN ANNO 

Footrim pierced with two closely 1642” as to indicate that they are by the same hand.’ Somewhat similiar 

spaced holes. grotesques also occur in the border on a 1659 dated dish depicting a Prodigal 

DECORATION: Painted. The Adora- Son scene, and less similiar ones appear on a dish dated 1660 with a scene of 

tion. Interior inscribed ae and the Dream of Jacob (Gen. 28:11). 

‘ e initial: he bi a « Mef1638° Berle conneres oe Th als on the front and the monogram on the back represent the name of 

the couple for whom the dish was made and may refer to Aaron Witt and Frances 
wreath; band with plants, animals, birds, 2 Sua : : 

Allen, who married on July 9, 1638, at Saint George the Martyr in Southwark. On 
ts, ah , and  CON- «py 4 8 ‘ : 7 

insects-a liumar ana siatesqiesico) the back, “RI” probably identifies the potter or painter of the dish, perhaps Richard 

centric circles; and dashes. Exterior Irons, who was buried at Southwark in 1664.’ At this date there were three pot- 

inscribed “RI” and “AFW" (monogram). teries active in the area: Pickleherring, Montague Close, and Rotherhithe. 

Pablshedsenesby Dated loners A 1637 dated dish depicting Mary Salome shares certain features with the 

Delftware and Slipware, pp. 878-879, pl. 3. Longridge Adoration dish: her face, like Mary’s and Joseph’s, is angular and 

schematic in style; the figures’ hands are sketchily shown; and their draperies 

have very simple folds and shading. The Mary Salome dish can be shown to have 

been made at either Pickleherring or Montague Close, more probably the 

former.’ If the dishes’ stylistic links can be sustained, they probably share the 

same attribution. 

The Adoration dish at one time hung on the wall of a house in South London, 

where it survived the Blitz (1940-1945).* 

1. Horne comments (January 1998) state 3. Archer, V&A, col. pl. 168, no. C.4. 

< that Frank Britton (now deceased) & Lipsla and Archer Dated Betfows 

<a informed Mr. Horne that he had found + ae neher nate ee ears 

$i the design for this and other early delft- aa 
\ ware in a Bible in the British Museum 5. Research provided to Michael Archer 

\ Library. Sadly, his record is now lost. courtesy of Frank Britton. 

2. A fragment of an Italian bowl with 6. Archer, V&A, no. A.53. 

related grotesques was excavated at a 7. Ibid. 

consumer site on Magdalen Street, . : 

Southwark (Pearce comments [September, 8. Horne comments (April 1998). 

1998).
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D65. DISH Religious and Mythological Subjects a 

Southwark, London 

Pickleherring or Rotherhithe 

Dated 1650 /\ 

part from seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century dishes depicting the 

Ha 718 (7eicmn) farms 14 1/4)(35:2 an) Temptation, religious subjects rarely appear on English delftware (see nos. D5, 

D64, D68, D335). Only two Temptation or Adam and Eve dishes, respectively 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pinkish buff. . : 

from 1635 and 1640, bear dates earlier than that on the dish shown here.' The 
: White with - 5 e : 5 

TIN GEAZE fre lth brown spc designs on these and many other examples derive from Netherlandish print 

ling. Overall on interior. sources, such as published images by Crispin van de Passe and Hendrik Goltz- 

LEAD GLAZE: With bluish and ius (see also nos. D66, D67).’ Other designs inspired the decoration on some 

greenish areas, possibly over pale slip. undated examples, a 1663 Adam and Eve dish that may be the only other dated 

Overall on exterior, excluding where version with a blue dash border, and a panel on a 1668 dated posset pot.’ Adam 

footrim wiped clean. and Eve chargers sometimes have been associated with the Fruiterers’ Com- 
apie ‘chs 4 SHAPE Town over ntnp raat pany, the arms of which include the same theme. 

Two unusual features of the Longridge dish are the blue feathery bands edg- 
Shape B1/b with more rounded flange. . . 2 2 7 e 

ing the sides of the trees and the fringe of short blue grasses at the top of the 
Footrim pierced with single hole. aoe ; 

foreground. These characteristics also occur on four Adam and Eve dishes 

Ce ee uce attributable to Rotherhithe based on their similarity to wasters from that pot- 

tion of Adam and Eve. Interior inscribed tery. The “I*H” initials on the back of the Longridge dish are likely to stand for 

“TM/1650." Exterior inscribed “I*H/1650.” the Christian name and surname of the painter. (The back of a 1652 dated Nativ- 

Border composed of concentric circles ity dish with stylistically different painting also bears “IH” initials.)° Since I and 

and dashes. J were interchangeable in the seventeenth century, a number of names qualify 

as potential candidates. John Heath (d. 1658) of Saint Saviour’s parish in South- 
Published: Mactaggart, Chargers; Archer, e 4 é : . c ae 
Ghareers iy ol sic lipskiand Archer wark baptized children in 1646, 1654, and 1658; Isaac Hickson died in the same 

Dated Delftware, no. 22. parish in 1665; John Holby was living in Saint Olave’s parish, also in Southwark, 

Ex colls.: M. Mactaggart; L. L. Lipski. in 1678; John Hood was married in Saint Alphage, Greenwich, in 1663. Other 

potters or painters with I or JH initials can be associated with earlier and later 

dates, and there may well have been some of whom no record survives.’ None 

of the above names can be associated with particular factories or skills, but it is 

very likely that anyone calling himself a potter in Saint Saviour’s parish in 1650 

would have been employed at Pickleherring. Since Heath and Hickson were 

both in the parish at the time, there is the possibility that one or the other was 

the “I*H” of the Longridge dish. 
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1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 6, 13. 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1698 

2. Archer, Chargers, pp. 116-118; Archer, V&A, 5. Sotheby’s (L), December 6, 1983, lot 593; 
no. A.13, fig. 24; Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- Noél Hume, London and Virginia, pl. 29; Horne, 

ware, nos. 6, 13. For early Adam and Eve dishes, Collection, pt. 6, no. 134; Royal Ontario Museum 

Netherlandish design sources, and Goltzius, see collection (no. 931.10.49). 

actaggart, Chargers, p. 59, pl. 5, pp. 61-63. Mac seer Charsetenbr S22) up: Gtae 6. Taggart, Burnap, no. 79, pp. 34, 58. 
3. Archer, Chargers, pls. 51a—52f; Britton, 
e, Aachen, Chatgers.;Dis.21a mee 7. Edwards, London, pp. 73-74 
Bristol, p. 50, figs. 1-2; Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, nos. 44 (1663), 897 (1668), and, for 

color view, Allen, Dolz Collection, p. 859, pl. 4 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D66, D67. DISHES Religious and Mythological Subjects 

(D66) Probably London 

1655-1680 

(D67) London, Brislington, or Bristol 

1675-1695 he treatment of the trees and foreground on the first Adam and Eve dish 

shown here (D66) in many respects corresponds with that on a 1672 dated 

(B66) H.: 3 1/4" (8.3 cm); Charles II dish (no. D9) also in this collection. The painting of the figures, how- 

Diam.: 16" (40.6 cm) ever, has much in common with an Adam and Eve dish dated 1635, 

(D67) H.: 21/4" (5.8 cm); perhaps indicating that the Longridge example was made somewhat earlier 

Diam.: 13 1/4" (33.7 cm) than the 1670s. The figures on the Longridge and 1635 dishes are after those in 

an engraving of Adam and Eve by Crispin van de Passe.' 

BODY CLAY: (D66) Fine-grained Foreground “paths” and scalelike trees (but with tufting) similar to those on 

pinkish buff with small inclusions. the second Longridge dish (D67) are found on one that possibly depicts Gen- 

(D67) Fine-grained buff. eral Monck (no. D17), and it is likely that both share the same date and 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall attribution. Generally similar trees (again with tufts) also occur on a blue dash- 

bordered dish dated 1685 that depicts a couple identified as Mr. and Mrs. H.* 
on interiors. 

LEAD GLAZE: Bluish in cast and 

somewhat muddy, (D66) of orange-peel 

texture, (D67) probably overfired. (Both) 

Over pale slip. Overall on exteriors, 

excluding where footrims wiped clean. j y / = ‘ 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. x ‘ Leh ae F 
PS) 4 

Shape B1/b, (D66) with slightly convex Ny a 

center to interior. (D67) Footrim pierced 4 3 é 2 =, 

with single hole Za a 2 if e 

DECORATION: Painted. The Tempta- ae : : —s. Ne 
i ia : z PA . 4 

tion. Borders composed of circles ; =) (TK 1 & ea 
ae a Y . ) re 

d dashes. Pee 7 4 4 a and dashes. ae 4 A ae -] \ : N . : 

ee . Eee es Zr» 7 S i me } 

gs es aa: » : 
pe Oey O63 J 

os. Abdel /Z Me eS a 
* TBA RSS f ae 8 

a BOS la Yet) : a 
\ . bp, Vee - 

1 ee : 
"i , 7a ‘e MY i] > 

Ueno ft Di Ve 
.{ Zs O) Us LS a — 

NM / : Ye ’ a 

—— o _ 

i a ane 
al i + Pa. pes Basi 

D67 

1. Archer, V&A, p. 81, fig. 24; nos. A.13, A.14. 

2. Ibid., no. A.15; Archer, Chargers, pl. 49d 

(Bayou Bend collection). 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D68. PLATE Religious and Mythological Subjects 

Probably London 

Dated 1692 

H.: 11/8" (2.8 ; Diam.: 8 1/2" (21.6 Syria 5 : ' 
He h8 cro): Bian 2/2402) 2c) his biblical scene of Balaam, the Ass, and the Angel is taken from Num. 22:27 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff and also appears on two later (c. 1725-1750) London tiles.' All three pieces share 

a common design source, probably a seventeenth-century print. The plate’s 
TIN GLAZE: White. = " : 

landscape and foliage resemble types on contemporary Dutch wares that were 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape J with less : . = ; : - soos 

imported into England in the late seventeenth century despite efforts by English 

Coe Leo potters to prohibit the trade. The Longridge plate is by an English potter influ- 

DECORATION: Painted. Balaam, the enced by Dutch wares or a Dutchman in London, perhaps one of those brought 

Ass, and the Angel. Initialed “IH/1692.” over by potter Jan Ariens van Hamme (see also no. D16).’ The border pattern on 

Borders composed of band of wavy line this plate also occurs on two 1687 plates that depict vases of flowers and a bird? 

and (ule enc-tiower mous. and cone Biblical scenes, excepting those of Adam and Eve, are very unusual on English 

, delftware (see no. D335). 
centric circles 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 14, no. 388. 

aes — war ae 

: we 5 

SSF a oN \ 
ee Mi. NR 

4 i a $ i aN } " 

/ Sam e = a 
Js 2G OD ey Ng A os \ 

j = ; . a 4 (2 * en 

_ || Sa AR 7 By hay, | , WIP NTE) SS Me My ys | oe © SA 

ae ) Vj 7 4 \j 

“FES a Bet 
\ J ape 2 at sm i M6 TS) Be 7 

pee ie ele 
< ee 

— itecirh ie s ORD ie ag ee a a eer eae a 

Eds s ASN — a & 

1. Horne, Tiles, no. 492; Ray, Tiles, no. 41. 

2. Archer, V&A, pp. 40-42. 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
nos. 168-169 
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D69. DISH 

London or Bristol /\ ‘ ; oe 
t least three blue dash-bordered dishes depict this figure, who on the 

Lore 20) others faces in the opposite direction between different trees.’ (He sometimes 

a , has been identified as Hercules, but that hero normally wears the Nemean 
H.: 2 1/4" (5.7 cm); Diam.: 14" (35.6 cm) ae . : i. : 

Lion’s skin rather than a tutu of leaves.) The figure may represent the Wild Man, 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff to apparently conceived of in the Middle Ages, who, like “wild women,” was 

thought to be clothed in a thick coat of his own hair or a suit of leaves and to 
orange-buff with inclusions. ; J 

inhabit the woods and mountains.’ Although distinct, the Wild Man has obvi- 
TIN GLAZE: White with some speck- ‘ F : . , . 

ous connections with the Green Man, Jack-in-the-Green, and the Lord of the 
ling, pooling to green (from painted 5 ee 

eu ee ( P May, who presided over May Day festivities. By the seventeenth century the 

omnament): Overallion'interior Wild Man survived only as a part of folk festivities, as heraldic supporters, or on 

LEAD GLAZE: Strong green to blue- inn signs.’ The sketchy painting of the foreground and foliage on this dish indi- 

green with patches of blue speckling, cates a comparatively late date, as does the low bush or clump of grasses that 

over pale slip. Overall on exterior, also occurs on a dish showing Queen Anne (r. 1702-1714) standing and anoth- 

excluding where footrim wiped clean. er depicting a shepherd.’ Somewhat similar trees appear on an odd “blue dash 

SHARES nowncvernumpinold charger” showing a boar up on its hind legs, holding a halberd. 

Shape Bi/a. 

DECORATION: Painted. So-called 1. Ray, Warren, pl. 4, no. 12; Sotheby’s (L), G. F. 3. Husband, Wild Man, p. 1; Ray, Warren, 
Wild Man with club between fruit Glenny sale, July 24, 1956, lot 24 (possibly same pp. 110-111, no. 12; Archer comments (1998). 

piece as Sotheby's [L], May 27, 1975, lot 15). . . oe 
freeetaarcder composed Br CORCEntrIc 4. Archer comments (1998), citing Christie’s (L), 

. 2. See Grigsby, Weldon, no. 25, for such a figure May 6, 1974, lot 10; Sotheby's (L), May 16, 1978, 
circles and dashes. on a scratch-blue, salt-glazed stoneware jug lot 19. 

5, Jellinek, Animal Decoration, p. 86, fig. 8 
Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 18, no. 518. (Saffron Walden Museum). 

Ex coll: G. F. Glenny.
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D70. PLATE 

Probably London ( . - 
upids with trumpets or other ornaments among flowers are a popular 

pated 08) motif on early eighteenth-century delftware. In combination with the initials 

, P on this and a virtually identical plate, they may celebrate a marriage or 
H.: 13/8" (3.5 cm); Diam.: 8 7/8" (22.5 cm) ieee i i 

betrothal.' The floral motifs in the plate’s borders resemble some on an impor- 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. tant punch or wassail bowl (no. D306) also inscribed «,K/1708," and likely to 

TIN GLAZE: White. have been owned by the same persons. Related flowers also occur on a 1704 

Merryman plate, and plate fragments excavated in London show equally elabo- 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape E with tapering a" . ; 

rate (though not identical) borders.’ Although, based on their shape, the 1708 
foot and more upturned flange. 5 e : gee 

plates reasonably could be associated with Bristol or Brislington, the pattern on 

DECORATION: Painted, Cupids with the exterior is not typical of examples from those areas. 

wind instruments and flowers. Inscribed 
1. For dated delft with cupids, see Lipski and 

“eK- 1708” Exterior bordered by Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 248, 943, 
1548; for the plate matching the Longridge : 

Se ee example, see Austin, Delft, no. 204. ! 
Paes. ] — 

Published: Garner, Lambeth, p. 54; Garner 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 3 Fy Oui 9 = ere 

and Archer, Delftware, pl. 53.8; Horne, no. 238 (plate); Garner, Lambeth, pl. 13e, 7 (Lm 
hj 

Collection, pt. 13, no. 358. p. 54. e te 

| a 
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D71. PLATE 

London or Bristol . . P f 7 
his plate and at least two others depict the same flying Cupid clutching two 

Hee res) leafy sprigs. The other two, however, differ somewhat in painting style and have 

: z different borders; one has arcs and crescents, and the other has a design derived 
H.: 1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) . fips . . . 

from Chinese scroll patterns.' The first of these and the intersecting arcs on the 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. Longridge plate are border patterns most commonly found on pieces that can 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white. be dated to Queen Anne’s reign (1702-1714), although the latter type also 

appears on plates dating to the reign of George I (no. D51).’ Plates in this shape 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape G with slightly ss 7 . . a 

were made at potteries in both London and Bristol. The same Cupid motif also 
convex back er 5 

was used to ornament Continental delftware. 
DECORATION: Painted. Cupid 

holding leaf sprigs. Border composed 

of concentric circles and overlapping 1. Garner and Archer, Delftware, pl. 66.B (private 
collection, England); Britton, Bristol, no. 14.53. 

weg 2. For Queen Anne-theme plates with both 
border types, see Austin, Delft, nos. 182-184 
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D72, D73. PLATES 

London . . ‘4 ; “ 
he manner in which the mermaid and waves are painted on the first Long- 

(E72) 7008 171 ridge plate (D72) resembles that used on some circa 1700 Dutch tiles depicting 

(D73) 1710-1720 sea creatures and ships.' Similar images also appear on English and Dutch 

plates. At least two of the former show the distinctive waves supporting ships; 
(D72) H.: 11/4" (3.2 cm); . ar aa 

one was excavated at the Brush-Everard House site in Williamsburg, Virginia. 

Diam 6 3i#(222 em) Two mermaid plates virtually identical to the first shown here (D72) were exca- I ) 

(B73) H.: 11/8" (2.9 cm); vated in Norwich, and fragments of three others were found in a 1710 to 1735 

Diam.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) disposal level at Edward Rumney’s Tavern in London Town, near Annapolis, 

Maryland.’ (The “Mermaid” was a popular name for taverns.) The first Longridge 

BODY CLAY: Fine: grained pale /Dutr plate’s (D72) decoration and profile indicate a date of around 1700 to 1710 and 

TIN GLAZE: Grayish white an attribution to London. The second plate (D73) is of a profile also associated 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape J with slightly with London, but significant differences in design, such as the treatment of the 

wider rim, (D73) with flatter bottom sky, indicate that the piece postdates the first example (D72). 

having two parallel indentations near The mirror and comb held by the mermaid on the second plate (D73) are her 

traditional attributes and, as well as being a reference to Vanity, emphasize her 
center, perhaps indicating plate was : 

role as a siren of great beauty capable of luring sailors to a watery grave. Besides 
placed on two long supports to allow . . . . i ‘ 

being dangerous to know, mermaids were said to have the power of prophecy, 
glaze to dry before second firing : 5 : : : . 

and an extensive mythology is associated with both the ones who lived in the 

Ce eed, sea and those who inhabited lakes and freshwater rivers. 

(B73) with comb and mirror. (Both) Bor- Although mermaids frequently appear in medieval artwork and occur in her- 

ders composed of concentric circles. aldry (see no. D170), they are relatively rare on English delftware. Mermaids with 

Published: (073) Atkins, Exhibition (1993), combs and mirrors accompany Arion on one Longridge plate (see no. D76). Two 

no. 12. are painted on a 1683 dated delftware rosewater bowl shaped like a scallop shell, 

Ex coll.: T. Jellinek. and another appears between cliffs on a dish.‘ Others are found on some seven- 

teenth-century slipware dishes.’ 

1. Schaap, Tiles, pp. 145, 151; de Jonge, 3. Jennings, Norwich, p. 210, no. 1486 (Norwich 
Dutch Tiles, pl. 70c; Sotheby’s (Amsterdam), fragments). For London Town fragments, 

March 24-25, 1997, lots 46, 48. For a dolphin Luchenback comments (July 1999) and Horne 
supported on basically similar waves in an early comments (October 1998). 

18th-century English delft bowl Ae atan A eRackham (Glaisher vole tno aes iso 

Aldgate, London, consumer site, see Thompson, 2 es 
. . . Archer, Rijksmuseum, no. 49); vol. 2, pl. 122B, 

Grew, and Schofield, Aldgate Excavations, p. 59, 
z no. 1657. 
fig. 27a. 

; 5. Cooper, Slipware Dishes, pls. 202-206. 
2. Mundy, Delft, pl. 4; Austin, Delft, p. 149. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWAR 

Gee Dishes and Plates 

D74. PLATE Religious and Mythological Subjects 

Bristol or Brislington 

If Bristol, possibly Temple Back 

c. 1740 

his unusual plate fits into the “Stamped Circle Group” of delftware that usu- 
H.: 13/8" (3.5 cm); Diam.: 9 3/4" (24.8 cm) ally bears ornament all in blue or manganese, or in a combination of the two.' 

In addition to the patterns of sponged (or stamped) circles that the name 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. . . i . me * 

implies, several pieces in the group include narrowly spaced, radiating lines as 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly blue-grayish AA : eo . : 

ay oa border motifs. On one comparable dish a differently detailed central reserve is 

white. Overall, excluding footrim edge. laid out much like the one shown here, but a Chinese figure is included rather 

A kwaart covers front, runs slightly than Cupid? The dating of the group is based on three matching 1737 dated 

over edge, and is visible in partial plates that lack sponged motifs but are related through the “feel” and format of 

handprint(?) within footrim. their designs and a 1741 dated plate with sponged circles and rim ornament 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape E but with much like those of the example shown here.’ Sponged decoration of this gen- 

Peer ae Nae carer areas itt eral type also is known on fragments from Temple Back (Bristol) and 

; Brislington.‘ A punch bowl with sponged circles and dots forming a floral bor- 
within footrim. . . . ee A ae ; 

der was unearthed at Shields Tavern in Williamsburg, Virginia, and flowers of 
DECORATION: Painted and sponged 

the same general type occur on a 1750 dated plate.’ 
(or stamped). Cupid on fence near wall 

Borders composed of concentric 

circles, band of circles and dots with ane “= 

filler motifs, outer band with “~< AT 

cr el differently arranged circles and dots, Cy J YEP] eet aS Ae “2 

ON OO IRQ 
filler motifs, radiating lines, and Kars ee pe —— wall ep~ ve Ln 

Ce cer Pre, OE Ne) 
calligraphic strokes. Exterior bears circle ales 34 BXi 2 pS 4 3 p> 

and three-stroke under-rim markings Nes. e AI NB at ota m gh. 
rey CL 8 gp SP OP ae lt PSN SO GeNX eZ = TUE OG EVES LG ENS ATT SuksN -\\ 

fa yy fe ag p Si Nees %, Cees JZ ' 

Sa hs ee Miro GS 
ha RS, ; ‘ Gi wear’ \ Se REE, gato a ZY UV LG BG JES Ope an INS). & Ss 
ee Pus Ty PO] Vash! are 

me tea Nar yD eet ee 5 Coe! (Qaetttagt by On) See! | || 
eta) Wee o 4 () / b A ie | 
a AE | wt 4) Ga § Rey} a 

Fe TTT TS Bey Oe aS EO Nes yas sot Wa eo 
Sy IN 7, NOSE hs es} 

4 BA 8 go ee ne 4 ie A : : Bwe : Rh Ey ch AO ame. pe ae aw § 

4 , PRR GaeneMat. NCD GE —~ ee aT a Os RY ABN gen Saar esiom 
oN. -S Fee art 2. ae fi ie en a RNY 

eB ip = i gS EN : oy Hy a _ ' he eee fase, 

a 0ltt(<té«w Sak ee ey bn ot li 
of Ae oes fg os YT | => ‘es | Crew i oa 

& SS ae es ——————————— = a 

%, ft ¥ 1. Ray, Delftware Diversions, pp. 154-155, 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
s of pls. 77-78; Archer, V&A, no. B.203; Sotheby's (L), nos, 413a~-413c¢, 476 

Kassebaum sale (1), October 1, 1991, lot 116; for 4. Archer, V&A, no. B.203 

a bowl, see Britton, Bristol, no. 8.8 

Peay pel eDiver legac ene 5. Austin, Delft, p. 85 (punch bowl); Lipski and 

2 Bay Dew ae e Ons Bade oe), Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 543 (plate). For a 
V&A, no. B.203, mentions a stamped circle dish 

a plate with these flowers and a squirrel, see 
showing the Chinese figure holding a severed . 

Taggart, Burnap, no. 147 
head 
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D75. PLATE ot) eed + be 
London or Bristol re, i : mn 

Z-shaped slash or number “2” on y SD PF 

exterior y a : 

1715-1745 y  \\ 

H.:1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm) i, day i Oe a 6} pe. ' 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained light ie) : 4 an i , 

pinkish buff. \ | iN A | ? a 
TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white, slightly ia ( y h S) € ¢ =~ 

y Si @e. e transparent, with brown and blue « KS : < 

i e/ som vf speckling. Overall ar. Sa. ‘ 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape G with outer i \ ( 4 \ oes 
“ae Ye 

profile of wall more like Shape |. oe en 7 4 ie /® 
set = ‘: i , 

DECORATION: Painted. Ceres with en ; : eo WA - 

cornucopia superimposed against floral \ mI 4 ne ( ee 
: v pStack tert 

spray. Borders composed of band of " oe fe ag He 

floral, foliate, and scroll motifs and % = ss oe ; 
Ww. Be ~¢ 

concentric circles. Exterior bears off- se Poms is s “ ‘a » 

center Z-shaped slash or number “2 Aa z 

oN ; Na ieee 9) a's 
Published: Atkins, Exhibition (1998), no. 30. ‘ij eee : - in: Bites 3 

aa ; Beet 
caret . RSS ea 

Ct (Flora or Plenty) appears on several other delftware pieces in much 

the same format, but differently painted and not against flowers: a 1709 dated 

“ posset pot; 1730 to 1750 octagonal and circular plates, probably from Bristol, 

ea with Cupid’s head and floral borders; and in a different pose on a 1725 to 1750 

Bristol tile with a powdered manganese border.' Yellow flowers resembling 

: * those on the Longridge plate ornament a 1690 to 1710 posset pot,’ and the 

plate’s border is somewhat like that on a dish with a central, dancing oriental 

figure, also in the collection (no. D116). Related edge motifs also occur on a 

George I (r. 1714-1727) portrait plate and on floral-patterned plates dated 1722 

and 1724. 

1, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 948 
(posset pot); Archer, V&A, no. B.199 (plate); 

Britton, Bristol, no. 19.22 (plate); Horne, Tiles, 

fig. 2 (plate), no. 19 (tile); Ray, Tiles, pl. 1, no. 5. 

2. Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 18. 

3. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 
lot 128; Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos, 321, 331 
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D76. PLATE 

Probably London . . . Re : , . ; 
a his plate depicts the Greek musician Arion, son of Poseidon, who jumped 

Waele overboard when threatened with robbery and murder by the crew of the boat 

. on which he sailed. A passing dolphin, attracted by his music, carried him to 
H.:17/8" (4.8 cm); Diam: 13 7/8" (35.2 cm) . . oe. . 

safety.’ Versions of this scene occur on seventeenth-century Dutch tiles and 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff with eighteenth-century English plates, some of the latter with central figure groups 

so similar to this one that they must be after the same design source.’ Different 
several large blow holes. : i s 

ships flank the groups, and other versions of Arion on the dolphin also are 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white with large ; . , . . . —_ 

known, including one in relief on a circa 1760 bronze pass designed by William 
its. Very lumpy and pooling on back. 7 z : : are 

i yy P : Hogarth and used for admittance to the famous Vauxhall Gardens.’ Two other 

SHAPE: Shape D with more rounded, Longridge plates (nos. D73, D170) also depict mermaids holding combs and mir- 

lower rim rors symbolic of Beauty and Vanity. The painting of the tree foliage and behavior 

DECORATION: Painted. Arion holding of the glaze on the back of this dish indicate a London attribution, but archae- 

lyre astride dolphin, with ships, fish, ological fragments link other Arion plates to Bristol.‘ 

and mermaids holding mirrors. Border 1. Sotheby’s (Sussex), September 18, 1996, 3. For plates, see Christie’s (NY), Barrett sale, 
lot 601 June 17, 1997, lot 77; Sotheby’s (L), July 16, 1991, 

composed of a circle. : lot 139. For the bronze pass, see A. H. Baldwin 
2. For Dutch tile and print source, see Schaap, . 

es and Sons Ltd. (London), Commemorative Medals 
Tiles, no, 185, and p. 138, fig. 50. For plates, see toga Gal 1 tot 

Archer, V&A, no. B.224; Allen, Dolz Collection, ize Secs cateene 
p. 857, fig. 4 4. Archer comments (1998); Archer, V&A, 

no. B.224 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D77. PLATE Miscellaneous Inscriptions as Primary Ornament 

London (Dutch decorator) or Holland 

(probably Delft) for English market 

Dated 1661 

his plate belongs to a distinct group with features indicating they possibly 

Helis (2:8 em), were made by Dutch workmen active in England, or, perhaps, are Dutch in ori- 

W. (between flat sides): 7 1/2" (19.1 cm) gin. The group comprises three (or four) plates matching the Longridge 

example;' one (circular) inscribed “You & i are/Earth/1661”;’ plates inscribed “A 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. ae ae ” te “ = 

: p Frindly/Feast,” “Good Wynejand Beere,” and (two) “and Wholson/Cheere”;’ and 

CoE one inscribed “and mery/Gets.”* (Two delft bottles bear probably modern “Weil- 

LEAD GLAZE: Slightly greenish cast com my/Freinds/1661” and “You & i are/Earth/1661” inscriptions.)’ Where it can 

with brown speckling, over pale slip. be ascertained, the plates are of a very flat profile, rare for English delftware. 

Overall on exterior, excluding where Inscription characteristics that indicate that a Dutchman (or Dutchmen) in En- 

footrim wiped clean gland or Holland decorated the group include unusually poor spelling, a dieresis 

SHAPE®| Molded) Low withicetasonal on the y (see also no. D79) and an accent on the u, both commonly used in Hol- 

land, and calligraphy quite different and markedly superior to that on 
well and bottom. . . . 

contemporary inscribed English plates. 
DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed : oa see 7 

Also relevant are two other plates with English inscriptions. One (circular) 

Welleoraipy iretgcs e512] has the rhyme “heer is Lettel cheer/but you are welcom/heer.” The other (octag- 

over paraph. onal) is of second quality and bears the Merryman verse line “(3) to entertayne/ 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated his gefs” (see no. D79).’ Both were excavated from the same privy in Delft and, 

Delftware, no. 1128. considering the enormous quantity of Dutch tin-glazed earthenware exported 

Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench to England and the lack of evidence for equivalent imports, are likely of local 

production. 

yi =e (ine deen pireie c's Nigioai OS. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, y Hs e 
nos. 112, 112A, 112C. fee s a fs ~ , S » 

2. Britton, London, no. 69 (Museum of é e é : : i 7) 

London collection). : é i tis % 

3. For three, see Stoner and Evans adver- : ; 

tisement, The Connoisseur, December 1, EL, Was See 4 
1917, pp. VIII, IX; for the fourth, Hem- / 

ming, Lambeth Delft, p. 195. f an CD giie ; 

4. Private collection. AFF) (} ups , , et 
5. Horne, Collection, pt. 15, no. 415, i Q : i 
remarking upon objects in Lipski and bes ‘ , ' 
Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1488-1489. I ~ wee : 

6. See van Dam, Gedateerd Delfts, no. 17, é 5 an 
for 1683 Dutch plates with pious and = 

humorous verses and the letters W and y i. z 

(with an umlaut) notably similar in style. , { 

van Drecht comments (April 17, 1998): 2 

The use of a paraph is virtually unknown 
on Dutch delftware, and the glaze and o 
shape of the Longridge dish are not Dutch. F, 

7. Scholten, van Drecht, p. 33, F 

nos. 221, 222. . : é 

é * ete Ce eae 
Gave ee aed ‘ 
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seen i ‘ : 

D78. PLATE ae : : : 

London t aaa 

Dated 1664 : : 

Cy 
H.:1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) SS 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. cs od 
: 5 be 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. in| % \ ; 
‘ ‘ * A 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape G with ; ‘S) Lev Af N ))) 

smaller-diameter center and nearly > A NN a 

flat bottom. sire ara eat 
DECORATION: Painted. Crowned Jy 3S Pry é e 

° = we " A SSI Oa 

cartouche inscribed “W,11664 [1664]. = 5 OOP] fs ° # PX i 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Baxts yn \ ih Ul a ( Nem 

Delftware, no. 129; Grigsby, Dated Longridge Vee (\ ry) \ \Y & \ 

Delftware and Slipware, pp. 880-88, pl. 9. : i rfp NY ? 
" 4 1 a ‘ ~ Ly, " ~ a 

Ex colls.: L. L. Lipski; J. P. Kassebaum. ‘ : ft Yj Pyi| \ Pe , 

vas Yen 
eee Be ey Serie ser ah 
Phe ; : y , abi 
pe" = Sint : aon a 

. 7 * ities 
ws = % as 

his plate belongs to a group of objects with dates ranging from 1651 to 1664 

(see also nos. D235, D237) and variations on a cartouche with leafy and strap- 

work elements painted in a loose, sketchy manner.' Evidently executed by more 

than one decorator, the cartouches sometimes incorporate a crown or a human 

mask, and the side scrolls have finials topped with two or three short lines. A 

1659 mug and a 1664 lobed dish in the group share with the Longridge plate 

the two leafy branches and the paraph beneath the letters.’ The dish also has 

the three-pointed appendage at the bottom of the cartouche and stars alternat- 

ing with the letters. The group is attributable to London on grounds of date and 

excavated evidence such as a 1655 dated puzzle jug with a cartouche and bis- 

cuit fragments of a goblet similar in shape to the Longridge 1656 cartouched 

example (no. D237).* 

1. For examples, see Lipski and Archer, Dated 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 741; 

Delftware, nos. 741 (1659 mug), 971 (1658 jug), Christie's (L), December 5, 1994, lot 4 
1565 (flower container); Sotheby's (L), Kassebaum , sete 
dle, October 1, 1951, lor $6 (4661 posset pot) 3. Britton, London, no. 65 (Saint James’s Street, 

ine ‘in a oe I . Pe Piccadilly); Archer, V&A, no. C.8 (Lambeth). 
Britton, London, no. 65 (1665 puzzle jug); 
Christie's (L), December 5, 1994, lot 4 (1664 dish); 
Sotheby’s (1), Moor Wood sale, May 15, 1979, 
lot 7 (1653 dish). 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

Dishes and Plates 

D79. PLATES Miscellaneous Inscriptions as Primary Ornament 

Possibly Brislington 

Dated 1682 

H. (average): 11/8" (2.9 cm); - = . 

{ eh 118 ) hese “Merryman plates” are the earliest dated complete set attributed to 

Diam. (average): 9° (22.8 cm) England and retain several features derived from Continental versions, some of 

; which also have English inscriptions (see under no. D77). A notable Dutch exam- 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. . ; ; ; : Ee f 
ple is a low octagonal plate inscribed “3/to entertayne/his gefs” within a painted 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white, that on - a : ‘ oe 
frame differing only in minor details from that on the plates shown here.' The 

exteriors more pitted and, in some Dutch plate was excavated from a privy in Delft and is of second quality (with a 

casee SUNY firing scar), presumably making it unsuitable for export. The shape of the Long- 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape G with exterior ridge plates is somewhat like Dutch types, but the painting style of the initials 

profiles on several roughly echoing and date and, less conclusively, the primitive quality of the flange motifs indi- 

well shapes. cate Bristlington is a possible source for the plates.’ 

EEE VIITE 5 ane oe : a 
DECORATION: Painted, Central Although the Merryman rhyme appears to have been the most popular on 

. delftware plates, at least six other comparable rhymes are known, and Conti- 
reserves with crowns, winged masks, a, . . 

nental plate series inscribed in German and Dutch also were made.’ Dates on 

animal heads, tasseled swags, and 5 2 é . : 
English Merryman plates with the Longridge type of cartouche range from 1684 

s framing six-part inscription: : 2 : 
Sscrolle framm|ns strane (nse (/Pton to 1704, with most being from the first decade of that period.‘ Merryman 

[1]What is a/merey man”; *2/Let him rhymes appear within wreaths on plates with later dates.’ The cartouche enclos- 

doe/What he kan’, “3/to intertaine/ his es initials on dishes dated 1707 and 1742 and a name on a (possibly Dutch) 1714 

gefts”; “4/With Wine/and mery Jefts’; punch bow! with strong London associations.° 

“Sibut if his/Wife doth frowne’; “6/all 

meryment/goofe downe.” Rims 

inscribed “|,” and “j682 [1682]" within 

scrolls and graduated curvilinear motifs. 
. 1. Scholten, van Drecht, p. 33, no. 222; for the 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 153, 

Borders composed of concentric circles. cartouche around Dutch verses, nos. 223-224. 166-1668, 167, 184, 196-196E, 238. For undated 
For other Dutch plates with similar cartouches, sets, see Sotheby's (L), October 1, 1991, Kasse- 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated see Archer, V&A, nos. M.8-M.10. baum sale (1), lot 34; Walton, Temple Newsam, 

Delftware, nos. 15], 15IA~I5IE. UAustinand Goanes Ceramics 
2. For similar-style lettering and dates, see ee ee Coramicsiip: G7, 

Exhibited: Daily Telegraph Exhibition (1928), Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 73-75 See SD, 

no. 23; Age of Walnut Exhibition (1932), p. 122. (1681 and 1682 dishes). 5. For wreathed Merryman plates dated 1716 to 

Ex colls.: Radford: T. G. Burn, 3. For English, see Ray, Warren, pp. 145-146; 1752, see ae aoe Archer, Dated Delftware, 

. ae nos. 288~-557E passim; and for a “17(?)” dated 

Rous Lench. Horne, Collection, pt. 1, no. 5. For German, see fra t inscribed “(4yWith wine &/M 

Bauer, Frankfurt, p. 37. For Dutch, see Scholten, Tae aoe ( Wat ae : ms : ssiiel excavated an Exete: 
van Drecht, nos. 223-224; van Dam, Gedateerd | eae ies Le eee al 
Delascnoaz an, Exeter, pp. 210, 213, fig. 119, no. 5 

6. Britton, Bristol, no. 19.60; Lipski and Archer, 

Dated Delftware, no. 483; Britton, Bristol, 

nos. 116a~116b. 
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Ri Wi DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D80. PLATE Miscellaneous Inscriptions as Primary Ornament 

Brislington 

Dated 1686 

H.: 11/8" (2.8 cm); : 7 % : - ane 5 
Ie"( } his plate and another, inscribed “MS/1686,” are so similar in style that they 

W. (between flat sides): 8' (203 cm) must be by the same hand.' Based on the usual meaning of triangular arrange- 

ments of initials (the upper initial denotes a couple’s surname and the lower 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. es apr =e 

initials their Christian names),’ both plates share the same surname initial. The 
TIN GLAZE: White. nue : . = ae 

common initial combined with the matching dates may indicate that the plates 

STA eed epee 2 2ut oct2e0, were made for members of the same family. 

nal with wider rim and circular well Another octagonal plate with a comparable central wreath is inscribed 

and bottom. Exterior wall convex at “1W 3/1689.” The plants on the border differ slightly from those on the 1686 

midheight plates but are identical to those on wreathless plates inscribed “16 HOE O11 

DECORATION: Painted. Laurel wreath (under a stag’s head) and “Ayg/1691" (within paraphs), respectively.’ The gen- 

famine inscripreni Sieber Borde eral type of plants bordering the plates are part of a repertoire of motifs 
cue 3 : ae si : : : 

on pieces attributable to Brislington, including 1692 dated large dishes with 
composed of sprigs and concentric . . : . i f 

portraits of Charles Il and Catherine of Braganza (see Time Line, pp. 12-13).* 
octagons and circles. 

ae 

pe : a we 
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1. Archer, Brislington, pp. 158, 160, pl. 18; Lipski 4. Britton, Bristol, no. 3.40, and Archer, Brislington, 

and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 160. p. 156, pl. 6 (Charles II); Rackham, Glaisher, 

2. See Watkins, Three-Initial Cipher, for excep- NOE PL 0 2G eee oone) 
tions to the rule. 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 183 
(1689 plate, traditionally said to have been made 
for William Iles Bayley, member of an old Bris- 
lington family [Archer comments (1998)]), 188 

(stag), 189 (paraphs); no. 159, for “MB/1685” 

octagonal plate with the paraphs and a different 

leafy border. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D81, D82. PLATES Miscellaneous Inscriptions as Primary Ornament 

Probably London 

(D81) Dated 1689 

(D82) Dated 1712 

hese wreaths, composed of two fronds with severed stalks joined at the bot- 
1) H.: 5/8" (1. ; Diam.: (21. . : . : - aes 

Sie Mean) Diab ee 12). cu) tom and intersecting at the top, are of the earliest type found on English 

(D82) H.:1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) delftware. The earliest dated piece with such ornament is a 1650 flower vase,' 

and the nearly thirty dated plates with this type of wreath (variously detailed) are 
BODY CLAY: Buff, (D81) pale and s ; 5 - 

from 1670 to 1727. Most of these plates, including one from the same set as the 

(ee 7 ine ened 1712 example (D82), are borderless (for an exception, see no. D80) and show the 

TIN GLAZE: (D8!) Pale greenish white wreaths encircling initials’ Longer inscriptions occur in similar wreaths inside 

with blue and brown dense speckling, punch bowls dated 1705 and 1727, a 1686 porringer has the wreath around a 

pitting, and, on reverse, small poorly James II portrait, and that on a 1711 example encircles the date and initials.* A 

adhered patches. (D82) Bluish white. more common wreath type, composed of a single continuous double row of 

SHAPE: Molded, (D81) Shape F with leaves, is best known on Merryman plates but also occurs on other shapes (see 

nos. D60, D79, D220, D310).° Excavated evidence indicates wreaths of the latter 
narrower rim. (D82) Shape G with slight- . . . . ; / : 

type were made in London and Bristol.’ The interior of a porringer excavated in 
ly convex bottom. : < 

Southwark at Winchester Palace (near Montague Close) shows a wreath of the 

TI $ F e . eae 5 ee “ Qa» 
See ee eal type shown here (D81, D82) encircling the inscription pe p/1673. 

cling inscriptions, (D81) “RG/1689” with 

dot and graduated linear motifs, (D82) | 
1, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1564. 4. Ibid., nos. 1045, 1077, 1236, 1238. 

MIlji712" under Chinese classic scroll 2. Ibid., nos. 131, 349; see entries between for 5. Ibid., nos. 262A~262E to 563 passim, for 
PEE eGR oren aoa intel andar examples with intermediate dates and no. 793 plates dated 1711-1753; for 1716 and 1742 

Brobablyiaublisied (DES) Kinski alia Archer for a related mug dated 1686. For a plate dated porringers, nos. 1239, 1243. 
Dated Delftware, no. 263A 1699, see Mundy, Delft, pl. 32, no. 2. A 1700-1720 te 

ae J . 6. Archer comments (1998), citing Garner- 
Ex colls.: (D81) B. Harland; Warren. (D82) delft figural tile picture depicts a mug with a excavated fragments at the V&A. 

Carter; B. and M. Morgan. wreath (Horne, Tiles, cover and p. 116). = 
. 7. Goffin comments (September 1998). 

3. For the mate to the 1712 plate, see Mundy, 

Delft, no. 263; for floral borders, nos. 148, 183; 
for one inscribed “MARY/POWDRILL/1688/9,” 
no. 178. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
D 

EE ETWAIRE | Dishes and Plates 

D83. DISH Family Arms, Guild Arms, and Trades a 

Southwark, London 

Richard Newnham, Pickleherring 

Dated 1651 

he Worshipful Company of Grocers derived from a guild that in the 

Be 71 (7 can) Dian) 15/8138 4c) thirteenth century was described as “the mistery of Grossers, Pepperers, and 
Apothecaries.” The company was incorporated in 1428/9 and was granted 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. Z z f . 7 
armorial bearings in 1532 (“Argent a chevron gules between six cloves nine 

1 : Whi i 5 ; z Cee etre cloves sable”). The arms are shown on the dish with the griffin supporters, 

ae camel crest, and (here abbreviated) motto “God Grant Grace.”' With the excep- 
SHAPE: Molded with separate molds tion of one 1661 dated palissy dish, all known dated delftware bearing the 
for front and back. Slightly recessed Grocers’ arms are from either 1649 or 1651.2 The reason for this limited date 

center within footrim. range is not known. Also surprising is the fact that, although London Grocers’ 

DECORATION: Painted, Arms of the arms delftware might be expected to be found only in London contexts, a pair 
Worshipful Company of Grocersiwith of 1649 dated bottles with “p M_ initials associated with Norwich grocer 

, - Edward Woodward (Woodyard?) were found in Norwich in the 1860s.’ motto “GOD:GRANT:GRCE [sic]” and i i Pu 
Delftware molded dishes of the sort shown here are based on silver origi- 

inscription “Hy [1651 [1651}.” . a 
nals, sometimes used to hold rosewater for hand washing at the table,‘ and 

Published: Garner and Archer, Delftware, were made from the second quarter of the seventeenth to the early eighteenth 

Hosea and pls cainer Delityate/ BUTE, centuries. (For other molded dishes after metalwork forms, see nos. D10, D103, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 98. 

D104, D177). The initials on the example shown here are said to be those of Sir Exhibited: Honey, 1948 ECC Exhibition, pl. 1, 
noe. James and Marie Houblon, whose son was the first governor of the Bank of En- 

Ex cols. B. Harland: FH. Garner; Major gland and was master of the Grocers’ Company. 

E. R. W. Robinson; J. P. Kassebaum. Two 1649 dated dishes are similar in size to the Longridge example and may 

be from the same mold. One bears elaborate plant and fantastic figure motifs 

derived from Italian (Urbino) maiolica.° The other bears the arms of the London 

Company of Parish Clerks and the initials “pM ‘A’ and has an elaborate border 

consisting of scenes of sailing ships, buildings, and trees. Such motifs have been 

linked to the Pickleherring factory.’ Based on the closeness in date of the 1649 

and Longridge (1651) dishes and the likelihood of their being from the same 

mold, it is possible that all three were produced at a single factory. A cartouche 

in the center of a larger, plain-bordered dish of this shape is dated 1670 and 

initialed “py. 

: nee oa. 

ro ; . ‘N 
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1. Bromley, Guilds of London, pl. 28, 5. Sotheby’s (L), Garner Sale (1), October 6, 1964, 
pp. 129-132 lot 170. 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 6. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 95. 
nos. 96-96A, 110 (palissy dish), 970, 1370-1370A, , 

7. Ibid., no, 97; Burman, Motifs 2, p. 104. For 
1447; for one with later decoration, no. 1797, a : 

related Pickleherring motifs, see Archer, V&A, 

3, Jennings, Norwich, no. 1530, fig. 98; Lipski no. A.56 
and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1370, 1370A : 

8. Archer, V&A, no. 117. 
4. Archer, V&A, p. 110. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D84. (OVERSIZE) DISH Family Arms, Guild Arms, and Trades 

London 

Dated “1673/MAY THE:21th” 

H.: 3.1/8" (7: ; Diam.: 22 3/8" (56.8 S . a 5 
Se Uae iB \ee.8 cin) he as-yet unidentified arms' and crest on this extremely large dish are 

formally described as “Three Lozenges Upon a Helm with a Wreath of the Col- 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. y : . 8 P 

ors a Cubit Arm sleeved and cuffed holding a Lozenge.” Research has shown the 
TIN GLAZE: White, that on exterior Woes ee 

w.’M’ initials to be those of William Wythe and Mary Judge, who were mar- 
led, b ; ged, : . = 5 3 5 

Sec ried at All Hallows-on-the-Wall in the City of London in 1673, but no connection 

and crawling at rim. between the couple and the arms has been found.’ 

SHAPE: Shape E with wider, more The flowers, leaves, and insects in the border panels on this dish resemble 

upturned flange. Footrim pierced with those on the 1669 dated mug (no. D240) and the 1674 Merchant Taylor’s arms 

four closely spaced holes. puzzle/posset pot (no. D275) also in this collection. Like the Chinese-figure-in- 

DECORATION: Painted, Unidentified landscape panels and the scroll motifs, this ornament is based on designs from 

i ansiti rcelai as q the si ne “e 3 Chinese Conte rannelineenbed a) icra} Ming Transitional porcelain of the last half of the seventeenth century.’ Chinese 

thraa” figural motifs after such inspirations also appear on Longridge collection dishes 
MAY THE:21" [sic].” Inner border . s . . 

from the decades just before 1700 (see nos. D101—D112). Filler designs closely 
composed of scrollwork and clusters of . sea 8nd 

similar to the scale-pattern and textilelike motif painted between the border 

foliate motifs. Outer border composed panels are quite rare on English delftware. 

of reserves, alternating Chinese figures The cloud-scroll motifs that form the well border on the dish shown here are 

in landscapes with floral motifs, paralleled, although not identically, on other delftware in the Longridge collec- 

separated by cross-hatching and tion. The scrollwork on the set of Merryman plates (nos. D79) has, as on this 

scale patterns. dish, tiny slashed elaborations. On the set, the motif is used to frame the 1682 

date and “le initials. Scrolls without the slashed elaborations occur on the 
Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, Merch Taylor's arms eal D . aap 
ol aeareien Monch pn 12 feo: 1674 Merchant Taylor’s arms puzzle/posset pot (no. D275), mentioned above, 

Peraliee Gibureinous larch: and the mantling around the arms and inscription on that pot resembles but is 

J. P. Kassebaum. less elegantly executed than the type shown here. Somewhat similar mantling 

also ornaments a Longridge mug that is dated 1684 and bears the arms of the 

Worshipful Company of Butchers (no. D245). Based on its painting style, the 

dish shown here is likely to be from London. 

1. The arms at one time were thought to be 

those of the Company of Makers of Playing 
Cards (chartered in 1628), but their earliest 

arms are not recorded until 1739 (Lipski and 

Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 134). 

2. Research carried out by Mr. Frank Britton 

(Sotheby’s [{L], Rous Lench sale [1], July 1, 1986, 

lot 29). 

3. Archer, Oriental Influence, pp. 54-58. 
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D85. PLATE 

Probably London /\ ‘ : sia : 
7 Ithough a number of members of the Butchers’ Company of London 

Dee (incorporated 1605)' in 1724 had the initials T. G., the date does not appear to 

H:11/4" (82m) D 9 3/4" (248 om) have any particular significance for any of them.’ The arms also appear on sev- 
“7 .2 CM); VDiam.: cm - i 

eral other dated delftware pieces: a 1684 Longridge mug (no. D245); a 1728 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. mug with a blue-on-white band like the plate’s sgraffito border in pattern; a 

8 sanda punch bowl. Initials or names ese r com- TIN GLAZE: White, slightly transpar- 1732 mug; and a 1749 punch bowl. Initials or names on these and other com 

Dh pany arms pieces typically refer to owners who were members of the company. 
ent and with opening crazing . - . a. . " . 

(For other Longridge armorial delftware, mostly with guild arms, see nos. D83, 
SHAPE: Molded. Sh; E. ae 

Sea D84, D224, D238, D242, D244, D245, D275, D310, D394, D395, D411.) This plate 

DECORATION: sFalnted ahd seratsito) is attributable to London based on its arms, and archaeological material indi- 

Arms of the Worshipful Company of cates that sgraffito-decorated borders typically are from factories in that city. 

Butchers with motto “Omnia subjecifti (Particularly close sgraffito borders occur on bowl fragments excavated at 

sub pedibus oves & boves.” Inscribed Vauxhall in Lambeth.)* Sgraffito scrolls edge a plate with pseudoarms former- 

oe And daredii7o4n Borden ly associated with the Leathersellers’ Company, and borders of this general 

eorppecedicrband chaparral: type also occur on plate fragments excavated at colonial sites and a few 1733 

, and 1734 dated plates.’ 
with ovals having scroll and foliate 

elaborations. 1. For the armorial bearings and discussion of 4. Cockell, Vauxhall Cross, pl. 129b, 130b. 

the enue oss Bromley, Guilds of Tere 5. Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 54, and Tilley, London 
col. pl. 6, pp. 34-36. The accurate spelling of the . i . 

. Arms, pt. 4, pp. 281-282, fig. 7 (Leathersellers). 
motto is “Omnia subiecisti sub pedibus, oves et boves. 5 

For fragments, see Garner, Lambeth, pl. 12a 

2. Archer comments (1998). (London); Austin, Delft, pp. 162-163 (Williamsburg, 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 812, V2 Lipski ene Ee ee ee a! 
. ee . ana nos. 372, 387-387E (dated plates). 820, 1124; for dated pieces depicting the butchers 

trade, nos. 564, 1138; Horne, Collection, pt. 1, 
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DELETWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D86. PLATE Family Arms, Guild Arms, and Trades 

London or Bristol 

Dated 1758 

H.: 1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) 5) . ; . : . 
awyer Charles Cordy’s name appears in Norfolk and Norwich tax and 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff voting records and trade directories from 1755/6 to 1779. It also occurs on a 

late inscribed “Charls,Cordy./Norwich/]760,” like the Longridge example in 
TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise, slightly ed : . iy] ul ene P F 

shape but with a different bianco-sopra-bianco border and a polychrome Chi- 
transparent. a ws < i - 

nese scene of fishermen and a building.' (Neither plate’s date corresponds with 
SHAPE: Molded. Sh N with J 7 Ee : F FE 

a aa known events in the craftsman’s life.) Three other bianco-sopra-bianco plates of 

broader rim of thirty-five flutes and this shape bear the same Chinese scene but are inscribed “Cornelius Dixon/Nor- 

scalloped edge. wich/1760.”* The Longridge plate’s border pattern has been associated with 

DECORATION: Painted. Two men Lambeth and one close to that on the 1760 “Cordy” dish with Bristol.’ No evi- 

cutting wood with pit saw and a third dence proves that either border was exclusive to a single potting center. 

carrying a board, Borders composed With few exceptions, the fashion for depicting craftsmen at work on delft- 

ware appears to have been restricted to the third quarter of the eighteenth 
of bianco-sopra-bianco ornament. Exte- 

; ; century. A different view of men sawing wood occurs on a 1772 dated plate with 
rior inscribed “Charles, Cordy/of . 

a blue-painted border.’ 
norwich/1758.” 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, no. 600. im 2 

Ex coll.: J. A. Hutton, y Pe YF ip Ye 
fa* J Pa f c bes Pp el 

P S Bi, i: ae aN 
fo ee Vad SRR Sahn ae oe 

a ee Wt & eae © Rdg 

A Cae Be Ok ' 
f beg JA P STi RON a 

} “ae oe a cos se Sa , 

i yy 4 ae Be as od _ Ke  — 
) a a Fok ee i x 

! | ee ee 3 a ae 

Sy ie 1 P | a a 
| iia 4 F , ie f a y 

‘ 4 rere fae reed j @ 
\ ea i - = } ' wn 

» Fe oe i : 
ee ———— P 4 

\ ee ou yp 
as } on 7 

: y 
‘ SI —— a ef sot 

a ) — Ae 
‘a ‘ ——— Jee ye aan oe : — 

wi ar a 

e GN ilies asters Meena ad a i=? die oO ater 

pe We . — ae , ee MN at 
WRNE a ne Eee rar agen = 

1, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 600, 4. For dated examples, see Lipski and Archer, 

: 609. Dated Delftware, nos. 649 (1767 brickmakers), 

oy Divides coe cone 656 (1768 bakers), 668 (1772 sawyers), 682 (1777 
, candlemaker), 852 (1782 baker), 1106 (1742 farrier), 

3. Van Oss, English Delft, pls. 204¢ (left), 202a; 1138 (1753 butcher), 1180 (1761 cooper); Britton, 
5 Archer, V&A, nos. B.83, B.85-B.86. London, no. 145 (1763 cooper). 
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DELFT WARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D87. DISH European Landscapes, Some with Figures 

Southwark, London 

Pickleherring or Rotherhithe 

1645-1660 

his dish belongs to a large group that includes mugs, jugs, bowls, and 
H.: 3 3/8" (8.6 cm); Diam.: 15" (38.1 cm) “fecundity dishes.” They all share a distinctive range of landscape scenes with y yi 8 P 

towers and houses, many with shallow, sloping roofs; foliage made up of small, 
BODY CLAY: Buff with small . " ss — : . 

dotted strokes; and often square-rigged ships that sail toward cliffs.' Pieces in 
inclusion: . ; fs R —— the group bear dates ranging from 1645 to 1664. Particularly close in style to the 

TIN GRAZE: Watt withidense brown Longridge example are three mugs from 1645, 1650, and 1660, respectively, and 
speckling. Overall on interior. two jugs dated 1650 and 1660.’ Elaborate fruited and foliate bands border an 

LEAD GLAZE: Brownish with slightly undated dish depicting a yacht near a town crowded with buildings and another 

blue cast, over pale slip. Overall on dated 1657 depicting a scene more closely similar to that on the Longridge dish. 

exterior, excluding where footrim Although all of the pieces under discussion share design elements, differences 
yiped clean in painting styles indicate that a number of individuals were responsible for the 

decoration. Documentary and excavated material indicate that most, if not all, SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. i a . _ 
were employed in Southwark at the Pickleherring factory of Richard Newnham 

Shape B1/b with pronounced F 
or at Rotherhithe.’ 

Broce at tn Two “blue dash chargers” in the Longridge collection are particularly close 

DECORATION: Painted. Buildings in in glaze quality and color palette to the example shown here and have some- 
landscape. Border composed of con- what similar blue-stroked highlighting of the sky. One of the dishes depicts 
centric circles and dashes. Adam and Eve (no. D65) and is dated 1650. The nervous, densely spaced foliage 

, on the groundline is similar in feel to the densely dotted plants shown here, Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 13, no. 354. } A ei . 
and the green and yellow-ocher striped turf is somewhat similarly filled in 

hatched strokes. The grass on an equestrian dish, possibly depicting General 

Monck (no. D7), is painted in basically the same manner. On that example a 

towered, diminutive building, though different in details, has concave sides to 

the roof like the structures shown here. Generally similar buildings also occur 

at much the same time on comparable pieces made in Holland.‘ 

For many years, this dish hung covering a damp spot on the wall of a stu- 

dent’s accommodations in the Midlands. After he eventually put the piece up for 

auction, he was very pleased to discover its true worth. 

1. For discussion of the group, see Archer, V&A, 

no. A.56; Burman, Motifs 1; Burman, Motifs 2. 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 723 

(1645 mug); 728 (1650 mug); 743 (1660 mug); 

969 (1650 jug); 973 (1660 jug). 

3. Britton, Bristol, no. 3.10, col. pl. p. 26 (undated); 

Archer, V&A, no. A.56 (1657 dated). 

4. See Scholten, van Drecht, nos. 46, 129-132, 

135-140; Korf, Majolica 2, pp. 247-251. 

5. Horne comments (April 1998). 
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DELFTWARE. Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D88. PLATE European Landscapes, Some with Figures 

London, Brislington, or Bristol 

Dated 1680 

H.: 13/8" (3.5 cm); Diam.: 9 3/8" (23.8 cm) . Z . 2 
he scene on this plate at first appears simply to depict an anonymous 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. gentleman out for a pleasant ride in the countryside. On closer inspection, 

- however, it is seen that he carries a baton and has the trailing sash (both signs 
TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise with i a a - . 

of rank) apparent on blue dash chargers depicting military figures in armor. 
medium crazing. . 5 : ‘ : . 

The plate’s 1680 date fits the period of some equestrian dishes of that type (see 

SO eer are eee: no. D17). This may be the earliest dated plate bearing this border, a type 

wall slightly less concave. derived from Chinese porcelain (see later variation on no. D253). Comparable 

DECORATION: Painted. Landscape English examples with this feature are a 1690 dated Merryman plate relating 

with horseman wearing sash and to a set in this collection (see no. D79), and a bird and flower plate from 1695.’ 

holding baton, building, and trees. Although this dish shape also was made in Holland, the initials are in the tri- 

inscribed “pF 1680. Borders angular format typical of England.’ 

composed of concentric circles and 

band of wavy lines, scrolls, flowers, 

and fruit(?). 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated P aN ee Se 
a cog oy he 

Delftware, no. 145. a <1 KOE SWAT YT . 

Ex colls.: Possibly Lord Revelstoke; Og aoe — te. 
J. P. Kassebaum. (¢) we 7 o : ae tape a 4 x 
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1. See Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

no, 145. 

2. Ibid., nos. 184, 205. 

3. Archer comments (1998). 
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D89. DISH 

Brislington hee ae I Sbeay!as ee . arm Denes . he combination of shades of blue and very pale manganese purple demon- 

acd strated on this dish was not often used by delftware painters. One directly 

" comparable example is a bowl with a piecrust rim and a central scene in which H.: 2 5/8" (6.6 cm); Diam.: 13 1/4" (33.7 cm) ‘ aie . ' a .. 
a man with a stick in his hand walks away from a (different) building.’ The 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pinkish buff wispy trees flanking the figure and the commalike filler ornament below a line 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise. Overall in the extreme foreground are similar to those on the Longridge dish. Another 

piecrust-rimmed bowl shows the same trees as part of a landscape in which a 
on interior. 

Chinese figure is seated.’ Based on the Longridge dish’s glaze and decorative 
LEAD GLAZE: Shin’ th slightl ie Fs Fi ANSE: motifs, which can be matched to excavated fragments, it and the wavy-edged 

blue-gray cast and some tin content, bowls (see nos. D188, D189) in this group are attributable to Brislington. The 
over pale slip. Overall on exterior, “Union Jack” identifies the building as English. 

excluding where footrim wiped clean. 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. 
1. Horne, Collection, pt. 7, no. 167, 

Shape B2 without groove at rim. 
2, Sotheby's (L), March 1, 1983, lot 394. 

Footrim partially pierced with 

single hole. 

DECORATION: Painted. Building 

flying “Union Jack” in landscape. 

Border composed of concentric circles. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D90. PLATE European Landscapes, Some with Figures 

London or possibly Brislington or 

Bristol 

Dated 1701 

his plate and a virtually identical example are from the same set. Another 
i " ; ie ey fect G . ‘ BEE Steal Ri ie ote) similarly bordered plate very likely by the same hand also is dated 1701 but is 

initialed “y/";.” and, this time, the same lady and gentleman are standing.' (The BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. w I . : i y See a ( 7 
women’s distinctive lace headpiece, after a Dutch fashion, was popular briefly 

TIN GLAZE: White, probably with ae . . ; 
around 1700.) Although the shape, painting style, landscape with a windmill, 

eq aai flower in the border reserves, and glaze (almost certainly with a kwaart, or 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape G but taller glossy lead glaze overcoat) are Dutch in flavor, the initials and date look very 

with slightly less concave exterior wall. English, and similar border motifs (after Chinese originals) occur on English 

DECORATION: Painted. Couple in plates dated 1697.’ The 1701 plates reflect the strong Dutch influence in En- 

landscape with buildings. Primary bor- gland following William III’s accession in 1689. 

der composed of trelliswork with 

foliate(?) reserves and one inscribed 

“C1701.” Other borders composed of 

graduated arcs and concentric circles. as gp COI 

So i 
Published: Possibly Lipski and Archer, Dated LAR | } |Se eM 

; ; AAT FG CLL SDOIO as no. 225A; Horne, Collection, pt. 8, y NF EP: ro oS we CAN 
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1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos, 225-226; Ray, Warren, pl. 18, nos. 54, 55. 

2. Archer comments (1998). For related borders, 

see Van Oss, English Delft, pls. 194a-194b 
(Dutch dishes); Lipski and Archer, Dated 
Delftware, nos. 209-209A (English plates), 
942 (English cup). 
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D192 
D91, D92. DISH and PLATE 

(D91) London or Bristol 

1705-1720 

L se borders resembling the type > first dish s here (D91) occur (D92) London igzag borders resembling the type on the first dish shown here (D91) occu 

PaoeiTeG on a 1714 dated plate, a dish depicting a Chinese figure holding a spear, some 

depicting Queen Anne (r. 1702-1714) and George I (r. 1714-1727, no. D47), 

(D91) H.: 2" (51 cm); respectively, and dish fragments excavated in London and Bristol.' A date before 

the middle of George’s reign is indicated for the dish shown here by the solid Diam.:11" (279 em) e dle of George’s reign i cated for tl sh s n here by lid 

, shading in the right foreground (see also Queen Anne plate [no. D36]) and, more 
(D92) H.: 11/8" (2.9 cm); ; ; : ; o- 

importantly, the fact that the dish has a triangular arrangement of stilt marks 
Diam.: 7 3/8" (18.7 - : z Cae Q = : Suns Rane Hamme 7216 s(16-2.crn) on the center of the interior, indicating that it was fired in a similar fashion to 

seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century “chargers.” BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff, Ys i av _ 
Numerous small plates of simple profile like the small example shown here 

(D92) more pale. = . ; . . 
(D92) were mass-produced in the eighteenth century on a speculative basis at 

TIN : Bluish white, (D91) with Best fe : : EEAZESBluisn white (22)) wi potteries in London and Bristol. They were painted with considerable economy, 

poe PITHUe Ol Exteel. and a sponge was often used to produce the effect of foliage in a quick and effec- 
SHAPE: Molded. (D91) Shape E with tive manner. One closely similar plate differs from this one in that the sponging 
more vertical flange. (D92) Shape J. is in manganese purple, and another in that color range depicts the same lady 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. but without a hat.’ The profile of the Longridge plate indicates that it was made 

Women (D91) wearing hat and carrying in London, and the behavior of the glaze dates it to about 1740 to 1760. 

bundle, (D92) with basket on head, 

both figures in landscapes with trees. 1, Sotheby’s (L), November 17, 1981, lot 263 2. Archer comments (1998). 

(Queen Anne); Horne, Collection, pt. 7, no. 168 Ce nene are moter 
(D91) Borders composed of concentric (man with spear); Ray, Warren, no. 49; Lipski i - , . —- 
Giclesibendiof lobe cuniilinear and and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 273 (1714); 

no. 1050, a 1711 bowl with hatched zigzag 
dot motifs; band of zigzag and curvilin- border. London fragments unearthed by Garner 

tifs and Bristol fragments by L. L. Lipski (Archer 

eam: comments [1998}), For a related border on an 
fe oT i ; unusual Merryman plate, see Atkins, Exhibition 

Published: (D91) Horne, Collection, pt. 16, (1994), no. 15 

no. 451, 

Ex coll.: (092) Warren. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D93. PLATE European Landscapes, Some with Figures 

Bristol or London 

Dated 1727 

H.: 1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 1/4" (21 cm) Z r ; : s 
he ornament on this unusual dish likely derives from a printed source and 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff is somewhat similar in decorative style to a landscape and horse-drawn wagon 

TINIGUATE RSTn et cnr scene on a 1723 dated plate.' Although the original intent of the person who 
: ‘uish white wi jense 

commissioned the plate shown here is unknown, the poem and scene are so 
speckling. - 
l : melancholy that, to the modern eye, they verge on the humorous. No very sim- 

SHARES Molded Shape hi Wy tiileticl ilar sentiment has been discovered on delftware. Examples with other 

interior to well sheepherders include a 1714 dated plate with a seaside scene, two 1754 punch 

DECORATION: Painted. Shepherd and bowls inscribed “Prosperity to the Flock,” a 1760 plate (with floral sprays on the 

sheep in landscape with buildings, reverse) showing a shepherdess with two sheep, and two (shepherdless) plates 

trees, and bird. Inscribed “HL 1727" and dated 1771 depicting single sheep.’ Based on its shape and glaze color, the 

Longridge plate more likely is from Bristol than London. 

O, woe is me! my only Flock is gone, 

Which oft | uf'd to fold & feed alone; 

But yet my care for thee, poor Pi - nea Cs ” 

Ewe, behold! a HL: 7225 
“ a Pye ine feast Ce ESS > ‘ 

Cou’ not preferve thy Lamb Po ee sain aa Rs 

from bleakest Cold, fo oa ae ae oan ri, * “ s 

‘ is mel pFiochitgune, °c -- ON 
Nor save thy Life, which | with é og 4 we gd fet en, a ee PS . 

Sorrow moan, lf As i mT prefer frog re aS 
No Grief like mine, hath ! 4. Nor save thy! sah a with Sorr aw oe Pe 2S 

tt ae No Grief ike mine, th Shepherds ever known, 
Shepherds ever known. E ) : ; weg et one aie a 

/ : = 3 AeA Re ue 4 eh aS 

Border composed of a circle. Exterior : Pe UES PINS TOR eet aca Cane Sf Nee 
wy AW eal as ret fet’ eee th 

bears central flower. yr pes - : ie ts) ae Af so < 

Published: Morley-Fletcher and Mellroy, ee an ae I | Pane ee 
Pictorial History, p. 241, no. 19; Horne, we ee 4 CGA a wey 
Collection, pt. 12, no. 329. ee e a i 4 rae . Pa | bi i 

, Naa CS an a ae wit - 

ta KS wee ens fii . 
-2 ——— al ( ™ 

an et ee ES | Bet 
Piss Ss) Ss i) ks 

c Le? ‘cal Poe = — Go f 

\ uae = af 4 
E Toe 3 a oe S25 es ae. pa fo Zi ao r 

: ears "i 8 ae : f — | 
7 = . ee SS 

‘ eee le an SN “ SS s — a / 

. t= 

i \y/ ; 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
no. 326. 

: 
. e] 3 2. Ibid., nos. 274, 1142, 606, 665-665A.



D94. SOUP PLATE 

London 
i 

— ©. 1745 — a 
af a a = 

H.:13/4" (4.4 cm); Diam. 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) . - Oo =—_am “" On 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ¢ Se nae : . 
4 _ . SG ie P * TIN GLAZE: Bluish white with pooling A p va Se , 

Ya Bo pe -. Nee ce BY % on exterior. Pits from burst bubbles : rae J + . 
indicate overfirin; Ya : at : : oN fo! Sere N A SHAPE: Molded. Shape E with much i i a »- oe ep jf Va) : Sg j Soon a ‘ a Ties aan 
deeper well and more tapering foot. eee a 7 Niger’ L wf Westen. r i ; sy a ea ; ; Pca = a j - DECORATION: Painted, sponged, f j , ; ~_ | b Fi | h / “ 

}* i ’ : Bees: i Ae and powdered. Man with a basket in i ; } , . # ss, \ % a oH y, ee “eas 1 8\\ | p ay fae FS age | Ra. landscape with bridge, buildings, and " | aN A Ay Wi, 4 a vf } Bl ; ae (Vest PP (‘ Pah | | a trees within lobed reserve against Cee i de Le 7 4 ree Wy i) l Ber ‘Saea A @ ns ied oe eef powdered ground, with fish in reserve rete r t ‘ / 3 Fo Ps 4 ey l oth | 
Soe) a s A Mee AP forming border. ea 4 Lig Sie GaN Pe han) Se BE WS NOR ga hs al a ee aw MAW MS Ex coll.: E, Pitts Curtis Oe ‘ N 3 ai BOM As a. emesiy/ 

\ Spates % . oe ade cee Pad 
og oe 3 Sis a ae zs ae Se dete) 

tr Be I acs pane age < s LOWS — gee se " Cece. a ad JEP 
ne a "Wiser ee 4 Ae 

RSL er 
Le Se <2. yt Fe 

SATO eee 

his and other manganese purple “powdered ground” pieces in this collec- 

tion, including a punch bowl with fish on the interior (see nos. D128, D319, 

D327), represent one of the most common colors (along with blue) used for such 

grounds.' A few other plates painted with the same scene and fish have unusu- 

al powdered yellow grounds that, like rare green and brown versions, appear to 
be restricted to London delftware.’ Perhaps the only dated powdered ground 

plate with a fish is one from 1747 depicting the Crucifixion.’ Punch bowl frag- 

ments with fish against manganese purple powdered grounds have been 

excavated at Williamsburg, Virginia, and Portsmouth, New Hampshire.’ 

1. For 1759-1762 Bow porcelain with a powdered _3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 513 

a, eae AE mae Ge cast one: BOW. 4, Austin, Delft, p. 82, no. 45; Unearthing New 
Pere EOl 8 England's Past, p. 77, no. 215 (Hart-Shortridge 
2. Austin, Delft, no. 258; for other fish-bordered House site). 

examples, nos. 259, 263, 265, 275; Peirce, Cocke 
Collection, no. 16. For fish on plates showing a 
Chinese figure near a fence and flowering tree 

and attributed to London based on excavated 

material, see Archer, V&A, nos. B.56-B.57; Sothe- 
by’s (L), July 27, 1982, lot 276; Britton, Bristol, 
no. 15.43. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
RE 

DEUPEWA Dishes and Plates 

D95, D96. DISHES European Landscapes, Some with Figures — 

Lambeth, London 

c. 1785 

95) H.: 13/4" (4.4 k : : 
(Be) Si (sci) Vi cena Lunardi (1759-1806), secretary to the Neapolitan ambassador to 

SIRE TEM Es (Es Gia) England, is said to have been the “first aerial traveler in the English atmosphere.” 8 g P. 
(D96) H.: 21/4" (5.8 cm); He earned this reputation when, on September 15, 1784, observed by a stunned 
Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) audience of nearly two hundred thousand (the king and Prince of Wales among 

them), he rose above Armoury House, Moorfields, in a hydrogen balloon and 

BODY CLAY: fine-grained buff: sailed over London to land at Ware. The flight postdated the first ascension by 
TIN GLAZE: (D95) Greenish white. Pilatre de Rozier by only one year. Jean-Pierre-Francois Blanchard and his Amer- 
(D96) Bluish white, pooling slightly on ican patron, Dr. John Jeffries, ascended from English soil on January 7, 1785, and 

exterior. sailed across the English Channel to France.' 

SHAPE: (D95) Molded. Shape M but Lunardi’s and later Blanchard’s balloon ascents fascinated the English pub- 

decpeend wiietaiene cides lic, and published images that commemorated the events acted as delftware 

. design sources.’ The shape of the balloon’s gondola on the first dish shown here 
(D96) Thrown. Bowl with flat-edged, rhe a . 

(D95) helps to associate it with the Lunardi flight, and the border motifs and 
short, tapering footrim. : F ae eons 

style of the foliage in the reserve aid in attributing it to London, where frag- 

Stee teucad ments have been excavated. Variations on this particular dish type also are 
(D96) sgraffito. (D95) Commemoration known? 

of Vincenzo Lunardi’ balloon ascent. The shallow bowl (D96) commemorates Blanchard’s flight and depicts a 

Border composed of concentric circles, gondola-shaped craft differing significantly from that on the other balloon plate 

sprigs, swags, and pseudoshell edge. (D95). Some of Blanchard’s flights originated in London from Stockwell Road, a 

(096) Commemoration of Blancharc’s mile south of the Vauxhall pottery, and potters there may well have witnessed 

; these ascents. Closely comparable plates and shallow bowls also are painted in 
ascent. Border composed of concentric 

the dark blue characteristic of late eighteenth-century Lambeth potteries, and 
circles, band of trelliswork reserves, and . , . 

some have the orange-brown rim of which traces survive on the bowl shown 
incised curvilinear motifs. 4 

here. 

; eee ses 

CU i, 
‘anni is ceili 

ae a ger 

D96 

1. “Vincenzo Lunardi,” National Biography, 

vol. 12, p. 278; Archer, V&A, no, E.15. 

2. For delft and prints, see Archer, V&A, no. E.15: | 
Britton, London, nos. 163-164, figs. 20-21; Brit- . 

ton, Bristol, nos. 10.50-10.52. 

3. Archer, V&A, nos. B.15~B.16, E.15; Hunter and 

Miller, Shell-Edge, p. 434, pl. 3. 

4. Britton, London, no. 164; Britton, Bristol, 

no. 10.50; Ray, Warren, no. 34; Poole, Glaisher, 

p. 161, no. 2. 
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D97. DISH 

Bristol on 
. , ¥ ef: { a 

Number “10” on exterior 5 « 
ion (ae: * aN 

else ; “s eT . = 
yy a * y ae a ¢ 

Ion 7 , ? 2 s é q S 4 

H.: 17/8" (4.8 cm); Diam.: 13 1/8" (33.3 cm) 35 ibe A C : : ¥ 

aes (rm : * Renae vy 5 
eto Ci ee po ‘ a, 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. . of me 3 2 4 hed = * \ 

TIN GLAZE: Light bluish white with : ——— eo % 

ee ih. 2a: ae 
brown speckling and tiny blow holes nt so ' s | load ‘Wy . 

i ar ry mo An ee eS 
Somewhat runny and uneven on exterior. f i > ae aN 88) ace wovceces SM ates ae ea y 

Overall, excluding portion of footrim ya Fa end DNs 

SS q et <a 

edge. am ieee wh ok , Ws 

Ided, Shape b == “iy = oe to if 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape between D | eS nen ps gs 9 —— Se SS 
and E. ae \“ = ee 

is —— . Ny a Se SEE = ——— 3 — 
DECORATION: Painted. Castle or fort = => es —— Be = , —- = 

a == = he ng! Sa = 
on island with ships and figure-filled > ee — ’ = 

SS == aaa es = 
rowboat. Land in foreground with 4 ~~ ee —— 4, ; 

‘ q = —~ / 
fence. Border composed of circle and AX ‘t ~~ : ¥, <== } 

sli a a | brown edge. Exterior bears number “10” sete ry re conti = =, J i = 
ee aes ZS _ ey yeas 

and double-stroke and leaf under-rim Hee shaliag : LM ! : == a Red ric, ae bee Kg re 
meg Relies eS s Ci Magik ‘ — chee aries “h 

markings. SE ao eee eas G7 SN ORE eS i ee Sh a ' ae . and SS > 
Ex coll: Printed sticker “HHW| number] 104,” ake oes 4 

with “104” written in ink. a ae - Pere een ey o 

| his scene appears to be a simplified version of one in an elaborate 1740 

— . engraving titled An exact Account of Vice Admiral Vernon’s taking the Castle & Town of 
Se ees . . . . : " 

EES ete NN Chagre in ye West-Indies. One of the ships in the engraving closely matches the 

J ANF «eae large vessel near the right on the dish. Also in the engraving is an exploding- 

; Ss ats \: § towered fort with an arched gate, a flag, and, in the foreground, a rowboat with 

a Sy eae : figures differently posed from those on the dish shown here. 
(e at . Le. | a P 2 ae : vd , 5 7 Ps { 
4 i “tape? A | Two impressive delft dishes titled “The taking of CHAGRE in the West Indies 

i Pees / by Admiral VERNON” closely imitate the engraving’s detailed design and are 

; fo re es ee. . attributed to Richard Frank’s Redcliff Back pottery in Bristol. The dishes’ tower 

a : yee” is identified as having the “flag of Truce hung out by Span.” Another delft dish | 

es S depicts “A View of the Hot Well” (after a 1731 engraving) and shows the Chagres 

rae _ engraving’s men-in-a-rowboat motif. That dish, inscribed “Sp over “1741/2,” 

ae has under-rim markings and detailing of the water much like those on the Long- 

1, Admiral Edward Vernon (1684-1757). Ray, ridge dish. Although such initials and other criteria have led a group of often 
Warren, figs. 1-7, pp. 56-63; Archer, V&A, i ee ania ee aes ; : wie tepsa bers 
6, BA, col. pl 48: Britton, Bristol, pp. 159-160) elegantly painted delftware pieces to be attributed to Joseph Flower,' the asso- 

no. 10.46, figs. 15-16. ciation of the dish shown here with the group is tangential enough to preclude 

2. Atkins, Exhibition (1993), no. 17. confident attribution. \ 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 465 Another “10”-marked dish shows a different version of the exploding-tower 

a Ray, warner PleaS ines G8) G4 Austins Chagres scene,’ and several 1740 dated “powdered ground” plates, like a flower 
elft, no. 61. 

brick in this collection (no. D374), depict towered forts, somewhat similar in 
4. Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 59; Ray, Warren, . : : . . : | 
pl. 10, no. 27, pp. 130-131. The corner ornament design to the structure on the Longridge dish, with flags and sailing ships.’ 

of a 1740 London map of The Harbour Town and Scenes on some dishes depicting Vernon’s victory at Portobello, Panama, have 
Fort of Porto-Bello taken by Admiral Vernon Nov. 224. . ene . ; 
1739 includes four battleships matching those been confused with views relating to Chagres. 
from the Fort Chagres engraving (Colonial 

Williamsburg collection, no. 1968-126). 
|
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

| Dishes and Plates 

D98. PLATE European Nautical Scenes 

Probably Bristol 

Dated 1752 

H::1" (2.5 cm); Diam: 8 3/4" (22.2 crn) A a eles =, oe — 
s yet the identity of “Francis Gott,” probably the original owner of this 

HODY/CHAY | inererained pale burt and a virtually identical plate, remains unknown, nor is there a record of a Diadem 

in the British Royal Navy until 1782. The 1764 Lloyd’s register does include a 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, slightly . y y Jal : y is va 

reference to a Diadem that was built in France in 1750 and armed with fourteen 
translucent. : j , i 

guns. Possibly the two vessels are one and the same, with the French ship per- 

SAE Mielged) ape Seis ieutly haps having been captured by the British.’ (One of the flags may be a Union 

more rounded exterior of rim and well Jack.) Alternatively, the plates could have been made in England for the owner 

DECORATION: Painted. Fully rigged of a foreign ship (see nos. D99, D100). Ships sailing to the right on delftware are 

ship with lion(?) figurehead and seven less common than ships sailing in the opposite direction (see nos. D99, D100, 

guns. Inscribed “Diadem” under foliate D314, D318). A punch bowl in the Longridge collection (no. D318) also shows its 

ecrolle Border composed ofatcicle (interior) ship scene nested on scrollwork. 

Center of exterior inscribed “Francis 

Gott/1752.” 

Published: Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, = ~ oS 

Pictorial History, p. 234, no. 4; Horne —— 
Collection, pt. 17, no. 489, : 

Ex coll.: W. A. H. Harding. i s 

fo 

: Mi ; yy : 
XZ } a 

ee N / 
: ; = \\ 13 

Stig He NI eer 

‘ es —— 
\ : @ Da, 

Se 

ie 1. Archer, V&A, no. B.237, stating the central 

mast’s pennant probably indicates the ship was 

4 7 a privateer; also Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 
rancis 7 ware, no. 556. Horne comments (September 

1998): If this were a French ship, considering 

the hostilities between the two countries, it is 

2 , more likely to have been taken as a prize than 
A purchased 
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7 5 ES, SS 

abet \Zn pee: 

Bristol y y ay ALLS | a 2  — 
ig f \N 

Probably Richard Frank of Redcliff Back ail io a) \ 

be) vw 
Dated 1764 ww, a 

H.:1" (2.5 cm); Diam. 8 7/8" (22.5 cm) rl 
~{ 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white to lavender. | C J ea 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape M with slightly «9 & ‘ NN A 

wider upturned rim. Q : — ; ; 6 ay 

DECORATION: Painted. Fully rigged k E | > | a Ph j 

ship flying the Danzig flag, under To ; iN e 

which is a man's profile, presumably the Pay A : ty a / 

rudderhead. Inscribed “DE JUNGE ‘ ? Vv ‘ - e y 4 | 

GOTTFRIED EN JUNGE CHRISTIAN. ve me. oo 
. . ¥ LN ea > ee " 

1764.’ Border composed of bianco- Ne yy Se ” \\ 7 

sopra-bianco floral motifs. Noe a % FZ v 4a oi « } 

eae i > Paco “wat 2 oy ay Prof : s 

So 6 OS Ls
 

OT ad eae Hime 
eee i / 3 

IR een research has provided much useful information on eighteenth- 

century delftware and porcelain bearing more or less accurate depictions of 

ships, many of which appear to have been derived from published prints.’ An 

entry in the Bristol wharfage books under August 30, 1764, refers to the paying 

of port dues of 16s 8d for the Young Gotfried, a ship of two hundred tons regis- 

tered in Danzig (now Gdansk, a port in northern Poland).’ Doubtless, it was 

during this time at port that this and a nearly identical plate were ordered.’ One 

Bristol plate depicting a Danzig ship is dated 1755; three others showing dif- 

ferent types of vessels flying the Danzig flag were made in Liverpool. The latter 

share the rudderhead carved like a man’s head seen on the Longridge plate. 

The pinecone bianco-sopra-bianc
o 

(white-on-white) border on this plate occurs 

on differently decorated examples dated 1761 to 1765 and on a number of 

punch bowls and plates, many of them with ships, bearing Swedish inscrip- 

tions.’ (Documentary evidence proves that Magnus Lundberg, a Swede who 

formerly was a painter at a Rérstrand faience factory, was master painter at a 

Bristol factory in the mid-1660s.)° 

1. Watney and Roberts, Liverpool Ship Bowls; 5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 622, 

Watney, Jackson; Goldweitz, Devonshire. 626, 629, 631, 639, 1194, 1196; Charleston, 

2. Charleston, Bristol and Sweden, p. 224. Biastoliand SWeceni Pisa 12 5216; sclera 
nos. B.87-B.88; for bianco-sopra-bianc

o 
decora- 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 632 tion, pp. 155-156. 
(Museum fiir Kunst and Gewerbe collection, 6 Ghaees BYE alenn owed 7 eeDOG 
Hamberg, no. 1905.51). . Charleston, Bristol and Sweden, pp. se 

4. Britton, Bristol, no. 16.32 (Bristol). Archer 

comments (1998), citing Liverpool examples 

inscribed “De Hoffnung” (National Maritime 

Museum collection, no. W79-56), “La Vertu 

Hier,” and “De Fumff Brayder” (Danzig Maritime 

Museum collection), respectively. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
WARE 

aad i and Plates 

D100. PLATE European Nautical Scenes : 

Liverpool 

c. 1765 

H.: 1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 9" (22.2 cm) /\ ; . f ; 
ccording to the Lloyd’s register of 1764, the Lemuel, a ship of two hundred 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. tons built in Sweden _ 1755, had “Jsa Behrman” as master and traded from 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white. Liverpool to “Westerw*.”' The painting style of the plate is so similar to contem: 

SHARES ont porary Liverpool ship bowls as to indicate that the plate was ordered by Captain 
panape ae . a ; 

Bekrman on a visit to that port city. Large numbers of ships from the Baltic area 
DECORATION: Painted. Brig (or, if . Se i 3 : 3 

and Scandinavia traded to Liverpool and Bristol, and it was not unusual for mas- 

Se ost aot le soy)ypg ters to commission plates or bowls during their visits (see no. D99). The Longridge 

Swedish flag. Inscribed “Succefs to y®. plate’s two-masted ship, with its distinctive figurehead and billowing sails, is in 

Lamuel/Cap". lacob Bekrman.” Border painting style much like three-masted ones on other delftware, some with 1760s 

composed of Chinese fretwork band. dates, with ships apparently after a single or similar published image.’ 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 17, no. 490. 

Ex coll.: M. and C. Baron. 
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1. Archer comments (1998); Horne, Collection, 

pt. 17, no. 490. 

2. For a 1780 William Jackson painting and a 
1766 punch bowl, see Watney, Jackson, pp. 123, 
125, figs. 1, 11. See also Archer, V&A, nos. £42 
£43; Austin, Delft, no. 286. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

Dishes and Plates 

D101. PLATE Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

Probably Brislington 

1675-1690 

Hs 1" (2.5 cm); : : : : q : ; ; 
he decoration on this and the following dishes derives from Eastern 

10 3/8" , zm bow peel 5 
Wy (between Tlatsides): Oia (22cm prototypes and is of a sort used at potteries in London, Brislington, and Bristol. 

Although it is difficult to differentiate between these factories on the basis of 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. , . . . 

style, the greenish tint of the glaze and schematic ornament on the plate sup- 
TIN GLAZE: Green-bluish white. Hien . ae 2 aes ' 

port an association with Brislington. Also probably from Brislington is a 1683 
HAPE: Mol hi é ik ae 

> Bleed ape but dated punch bowl that shares with the Longridge plate similar clusters of trian- 

octagonal with circular well and bot- gular leaves, vertical trees with tiny comma-shaped foliage, pancakelike cloud 

tom and more convex exterior wall. layering near the cliffs, and dotted filler ornament (see also nos. D276, D280).' 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese figure A 1672 dated caudle cup shares the clusters of triangular leaves, asterisklike 

in landscape. Border composed of leaves, and oval-cluster leaves with the Longridge dish. Dates on octagonal 

simple outlines. plates, many of them depicting Chinese figures in landscapes, are restricted to 

a range of the very late 1670s to the very early 1690s (see nos. D80, D107). 
Ex coll.: J. P Kassebaum. 
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1. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, no. 1339. 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 782 
(cup); for octagonal plates, nos. 143A-143C, 
159-160, 162, 165, 183, 188-189 
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D102. DISH 

Brislington 
: os figures in landscapes, very roughly based on oriental porcelain 

1695 F : ee 5 
tome prototypes, became a popular subject with English pot painters between about 

z ; 1670 and 1700. Based on dated examples, the height of this fashion appears to 
H.: 2 7/8" (7.3 cm); Diam.: 13" (33 cm) 

have been in the 1680s.’ 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. The dish shown here and two others also in this collection (nos. D103, D132) 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall on interior. are admirable examples of the exuberant painting style, use of manganese out- 

, lines, two tones of blue and yellow, and duck-egg-blue glaze that differentiate 
LEAD GLAZE: Olive-gray in cast and ne . I . . 

Brislington products from those of London factories.’ Fragments relating to the 
coarse orange-peel textured, over pale . = z : cecil 

aa iH Chinese figures and the orange and blue stripes have been found at Brisling- 

ean ose lcli ek ding ton.’ A dish fragment painted in a similar style was unearthed at a domestic site 

where footrim wiped clean. in Williamsburg, Virginia.‘ 

SHAPE: Tt t t 
nreynrover nump meld 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 3. Archer comments (1998), citing fragments in 

Shape B2 without groove at rim nos. 135-218 passim the V&A collection 

Footrim pierced with single hole 2. For a related Chinese figure in a landscape 4. Austin, Delft, p. 146. 

dish, see Britton, Bristol, no. 3.7. 
DECORATION: Painted. Chinese figure 

in landscape. Border composed of 

concentric circles 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 12, no. 323 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D103. DISH Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 5 

Probably Brislington 

1675-1690 

H.: 2.3/4" (7 cm); Diam. 11 5/8" (29.5 cm) /\ . . , 
Ithough fragments of basically similarly shaped dishes have been 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained dark unearthed at at least one London site,' the glaze color, formalized painting 

buff style, and palette of this dish indicate that it was produced in Brislington. Some- 
UT. 

what similar mounds in dark blue and yellow with purple grasses and outlines 
TIN GLAZE: Light turquoise. : : . : ' - 

are found on a Longridge collection saucer-shaped dish (no. D102) and on a dish 

SMe eee coy lobe) 0e depicting James II (no. D19), the latter with the mounds in shades of blue. In 

from slightly convex center. Shape of shape and size the dish shown here matches one depicting Charles II (no. D10), 

back follows form of interior but with and both may be from the same mold. The dates of Charles’s reign (1660-1685; 

slight footrim. see Time Line, pp. 12-13) and the 1683 below a crown centered on another 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese example of nearly this shape (with a somewhat larger, flat central reserve) aid 

figures in landscapes. in dating the Longridge Chinese figures in landscapes dish.* This piece was pat- 

terned after lobed metalwork shapes; for other delftware and slipware 

examples, see numbers $31, D10, D83, D104, D135. 
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i “A b ro : on 1. For differently decorated lobed dishes 

a vy eat” _ ie excavated at the Aldgate (consumer) site, 

. Pa ~~ Of \ 4 ( see Thompson, Grew, and Schofield, Aldgate 

Fi “ / Excavations, p. 59, fig. 28, no. 127. 

ee N y i 2. For the 1683 dish, see Archer, Brislington, 

a ual p. 157, no. 14; Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 

. = ware, no. 122.



Dining and Related Wares 
DE ARE 

ce oe and Plates 

D104. DISH Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

London or Brislington 

1680-1695 

H.: 11/4" (3.2 cm); Diam.: 8 1/4" (21 cm) Pay : : : . 
his dish, like the previous example, takes its shape from English metalwork 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. and its painted ornament from Chinese export porcelain.’ Lobed delftware dishes 

have been excavated in London at the Pickleherring pottery site, in Rotherhithe, 
TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise. . sP y ; F 

and in Lambeth, including Norfolk House,’ as well as at Brislington. Chinese 
SHAPE: Molded. Slightly concave well . . ; . i 

landscapes, sometimes with figures, are fairly common on multilobed dishes 
isi -fi i s 3 ‘ ‘ rising to twenty-five lobes. Shape of (see no. D103),’ and other subjects, including royal portraits (no. D10), also are 
back follows form of interior, with bot- found on them. 

tom slightly concave. Dish borders resembling that on the dish shown here have been excavated 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese figure in London and at Brislington.‘ Related ornament occurs on octagonal plates (see 

in landscape. Border composed of no. D165) variously with Chinese figures in landscapes or portraits of William 

faccels folate motifs and circles. and Mary. So-patterned rim fragments were excavated at Saint Mary’s City in 

Maryland.’ The border motif also is found on some Dutch tin glaze. 
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" 1. For export porcelain ornament as a design 4. Archer, Brislington, p. 160, no. 20; 

} source, see Archer, V&A, no. D.4. Garner, Lambeth, pl. 13c. 

i 2. Museum of London, Southwark and Lambeth, 5. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 27 

fig. 144, no. 1342; Archer, V&A, no. A.64; Bloice, (William and Mary); Austin, Delft, no. 199 

Norfolk House, fig. 53, nos. 32-33 (fragments). 

d ; / 3. Archer, V&A, no. A.64. 
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D105. PLATE 

London or perhaps Brislington or Bristol | a - 
ee ¥ 

Dated 1684 F x —~ 
as a p \\ 

y oF : 
H.: 11/8" (2.8 cm); Diam.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) y G X : 

“SI . e/a ae, 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. y ‘ " 

TIN GLAZE: White. f . ie \ 
/ : “a SS 3 ‘ 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape G with nar- ré : Je )) ; Ss NS } ' 

/ : 4 \ 
rower flange and more convex exterior s y) cj a 'f \ 

f well fy / i 
of we se / | 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese fig- / =e | b 

» : 
ure in landscape. Inscribed “RC/1684. ; } f ] a) I + ‘ 

f i ‘ 

Border composed of figural and land- . } d ne | ig WY, | 
: x \ i | 

scape motifs and concentric circles. ‘ay . 0 . , ( | aa | 

a Ns Zo 
Published: Gautier, English Delft, p. 5, pl. 8 P é / ZZ 
Garner, Delftware, pl. 26b; Garner and a a . / ‘ig 
Archer, Delftware, pl. 43B, pp. 15, 25; Lipski ’ Wy : NS ; W : } 
and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 158. v, Up y/ : 

q } 
Ex colls.: H. Griffiths; F. H. Garner; Major mn Q a ‘ if 

E.R. W. Robinson; J. P. Kassebaum, cierik aN =, \ 3 = oA Z f 
Ricotitines) ee re f q J 

Sy tif Re Be ‘ : A 
¢ a : as i ean — r Uy i ‘ 

ARS Ne Sie ees el ae ‘ Juan 
Sse pee ie ai 4 y ; aie ey Ne a : 

— ‘a Sw Na 

mr n stu eeree ls a 

In origin of “Chinese-figure-in-grasses” motifs is sixteenth-century Ming 

Transitional Chinese porcelain that in later years may have been known to 

European potters, or perhaps they worked from simpler, less elegantly drawn 

Japanese copies exported to the West from around 1660 to 1680.' Dates on 

English delftware Chinese-figure-in-grasses plates and dishes range from 1674 

to 1687,’ and fragments without dates have been excavated in London, Bris- 

lington, Bristol, and Belfast.’ Based on its glaze color and painting style, the 

example shown here probably is from the first of these manufacturing areas. 

Exported English Chinese-figure-in-grasses dishes have been excavated at 

Williamsburg, Virginia, and Saint Mary’s City, Maryland.‘ Dutch delftware ver- 

sions of closely related patterns also were produced, some of them for export.’ 

1. Archer, V&A, no. D.4. For further discussion 4. Austin, Delft, p. 146, nos. 199-200. 
of Chinese motifs on delftware, see Archer, ‘ fs 

5. For a Dutch example found in Haarlem, see 
Oriental Influence. 

van Dam, Geleyersgoet, pl. 145. 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
nos. 135-165 passim. 

3. Museum of London, Southwark and Lambeth, 

p. 326, fig. 139, nos. 1382-1383; pp. 331-332, 
figs. 142-143, nos. 1314, 1316, 1400, 1402-1404. 
Garner, Lambeth, pls. 12b, 13a. Archer, V&A, 
no. D.4. 
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DELFTWARE ining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D106. PLATE Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

Brislington or London 

Dated 1686 

H.: 3/4" (1.9 cm); Diam.: 8 5/8" (21.9 cm) . A r 
his plate appears to be the earliest dated example bearing an arcs-and- 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff, crescents border (for a variant, see no. D11), an edge motif that continued in use 

TINtGER Ente into the early eighteenth century.' The flat cloud motifs, dot clusters, depth of 

the color, and, to a lesser extent, rounded foliage on this plate show similarities 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape F with shorter to ec . ae . 

to motifs on a probably Brislington octagonal plate with Chinese figures, also 

pe DacS  ouee OnLCrT) in this collection (no. D101). Also, the plant to the left of the figure is very sim- 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese figure ilar to one on the back of a polychrome posset pot (no. D276). Though the loose, 

in landscape. Inscribed “SB/1686." Border conventional design and painting style of the central reserve may indicate that 

composed of concentric circles and the plate shown here was made in Brislington, borders of the type shown here 

curvilinear motifs. are found fairly often among archaeological evidence from London. 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 
ware, no. 161. 

Ex colls.: L. L. Lipski; J. P. Kassebaum. 
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1. For dated plates with related borders, see 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 186, 
221, 242. 

2. Stephenson comments (September 1998), 

Pearce comments (September 1998), and 

fragments found in London. 
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D107, D108, D109. PLATES : == = > i, 
Li Pee ee as) * oN 

Probably London y : 3 oo e € rc, 

(D107, D108) Possibly Pickleherring yy 4 * iia vert Z a x 

(D107) Dated 1687 : « es eee . WS 

(D108, D109) 1680-1690 De Y S ae ee : 

D107) H. 7/8" (2.2 cm); : 1 r aay i (D107) H: 7/8" (2.2 em) ¢ S) 46 87 ‘ ae 
W. (between flat sides): 8" (20.3 cm) §8 : 4 C q \ iG ; 

(D108) H::1" (2.5 cm); rs a %. \ 

W. (between flat sides): 7 3/4" (19.7 cm) | \ 2 : 
Noes 

(D109) H:11/8" (2.9 cm): MZ san 16 
; * \ [eens F : ' 

Diam.: 8 3/8" (21.3 cm) 6 X Gg qf { 
p 5 ‘ 

BODY CLAY: (D107) Fine-grained buff. xX ‘ ddd te wD j 
“ 

(D108, D109) Medium- to fine-grained > $ ~ QS Wh /, : ; 0 ‘ 

reddish buff. st SX ¢ oe. fs 

TIN GLAZE: (D107) Greenish-bluish aaa NS So } 

white. (D108, D109) Dark blue, (D109) Tega eae g y ) a 
HCpigeaney aed oe Ja | aie eg 

somewhat dry in appearance. 3 eee ’ e &, = i ey ? =. or 

SHAPE: Molded. (D107) Shape F. ae i ieee alee =e , a r weg aa 

(D108) Shape G with slightly convex eo sats . ‘ \ iy 
eos : 
ica, : : 

exterior of wall. (D109) Shape G with an st = . si 

= es En ee oe eee 
wider rim and slightly concave exterior Shee reainaeeeee ane those Ae ee ae ee ohn 

D107 
of wall. 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese 

figures in landecapess(D107) Inscribed order decoration similar to that on the 1687 plate shown here (D107) edges 

. a “Chinese-figure-in-grasses” bowl excavated (Mark Brown’s Wharf site) among 
“EH/1687.” Borders composed of . : . P : . . 

kiln waste from the Pickleherring factory,' and other factories may well have 
concentric circles and vegetable motifs, a 5 

produced similar edge ornament. The border also is known around a flowers and 

eee ea lee een table reserve, quite different Chinese-figure-in-grasses scene,’ and it occurs on 

Published: (D107) Lipski and Archer, Dated the bleu persan or bleu de Nevers plate (D108) shown here. Vertically oriented cen- 

Delftware, no. 162 tral shrubs, resembling those centered on the dated (D107) and circular (D109) 

Ex colls.: (D107) M. L. Clarke; F. H. Garner; J. V. plates shown here, appear on 1679 and 1680 dated plates, originally after the 
Vizcarra; J. P. Kassebaum. (D108) L. L. Lipski; . 5 z 5 
ip cascbaurn same design source as the latter Longridge example.’ Border decoration like 

that on the circular bleu persan plate shown here (D109) occurs on a bleu persan 

cistern attributed to Lambeth based on archaeological material.‘ 

In addition to being manufactured on the Continent, from whence the appel- 

lation bleu de Nevers originates, dark blue tin-glazed delftware was made in 

England at several London factories and at Brislington.® It appears on a broad 

range of shapes (see nos. D177, D180, D252, D278, D279), and, in some cases, 

the decoration basically is a dark-to-light reversal (D108, D109) of typical delft- 

ware motifs. 

1. Museum of London, Southwark and London, 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 143, 
p. 326, fig. 139, no. 1383. 143A-B, 144. 

2. Peirce, Cocke Collection, no. 5; Mundy, Delft, 4. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 19. 

pls: 5. Archer, V&A, no. C.13; Grigsby, Chipstone, 

no. 32. 
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D110, D111, D112. PLATES : ¢ ‘ © , . 

London, Brislington, or Bristol —/ € UN Z 

1675-1695 ) SS eis YAS 
ri re os —Ze . 

7% : a x a Yj) 
(DN10) H.: 5/8" (1.6 cm); Fs ee (ce SS ~ 4, f 

: ? Pa I . . Al 
W. (between flat sides): 7 7/8" (20 cm) i La ) LS oS ; 

/ | 

(DM) H:1" (2.5 cm); iv i y f | 

: Y 4 ‘ ea W. (between flat sides): 7 7/8" (20 cm) i } / qf ~ <a ‘ NS 
. : i. a oe E Fass , 

(D112) H.: 1" (2.5 cm); I } | rc \ A 

W. (between flat sides): 7 7/8" (20 cm) | Y ~~ 3 ie 3s 

BODY CLAY: (D110, Dill) Fine-grained q )) \\( (aa % . ee, |). ( q 

and (D112) medium-grained buff. Be : ‘ > we é 

TIN GLAZE: (D110) Slightly greenish " N — Bia,’ ; 
* . _— , _— 

blue. (DIN, D112) White, (DIN) slightly oe : ay / \ Pir 

lumpy on exterior. »S S, A iy 
Y WN a 0. 

SHAPE: Molded. Flattened version of KS : \ if : WS 4 

(DMO) Shape F and (DIN, D112) Shape G — ‘ 7 4 | 
Soe yi 3 y } 

with slightly convex octagonal bottom; oe : ) NS A 

(D112) slightly upturned at rim. (D110, ee te sh ~— al, a 

D112) Triangular arrangement of small . : : Xe ye 
. Se 

unglazed marks centered on exterior. oN isn — a> : | 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese Oe ey fee een ee cece 

figures in landscapes. Borders De 

composed of similar motifs, concentric 

Oiegerdecaeere he unusual color combination—purple and green—on the first plate shown 

here (D110) derives from ornament on Dutch delftware. English delft displaying 
A an oe Archer and Morgan, China similar colors and themes includes two octagonal plates and one circular exam- 

ishes, no. 
ple. The non-Longridge octagonal plates differ from one another in pattern; one 

Ex colls.: (All) L. L. Lipski. (DIMI) B. and , . . ; R J a . 
M. Morgans). B Kassebaurn (D112) JIB Kasse- ultimately is after the same Chinese porcelain design as the first Longridge 

baum plate (D110); the other similarly links to the purple and yellow plate (D112).' 

The border of the rare blue and yellow plate (D111) is found on circular blue- 

and-white examples inscribed “pCy/1675" and “7B 4/1680,” respectively, and on 

a set of octagonal plates inscribed “wPp/1679." Two circular plates display the 

unusual purple and yellow combination seen on the third Longridge plate 

(D112).’ One of the purple and green examples mentioned above’ is very differ- 

ent in painting style but has central reserve and border ornament after the 

same oriental prototype used for this plate (D112). A fragment of a circular plate 

excavated among waste from the Pickleherring factory (Mark Brown’s Wharf 

site) displays a figure, vertical trees, and horizontally striped landscape some- 

what similar to those on the last Longridge plate (D112).° 

1. For octagonal plates, see Grigsby, Chipstone, 3. Sotheby's (L), November 17, 1981, lot 242; 
no. 46; Horne, Collection, pt. 13, no. 356. Alton Museum collection. 
For the circular plate, see Archer and Morgan, ? - . P 

= 4, Horne, Collection, pt. 13, no. 356. 
China Dishes, no. 16. 

pee . 5. Museum of London, Southwark and Lambeth, 
2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 138, " z . 

: Se p. 331, fig. 142, no. 1316. 
143-144. For an example similar to the Long- 

ridge plate in color and pattern, see Sotheby’s 

(L), Lipski sale, March 10, 1981, lot 22. 
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Diu3 «D114 
D113, D114. PLATES 

(D113) Probably Bristol 

1710-1730 

(D114) Bristol or London he first plate shown here (D113) is one of a small group notable for its un- 

an usual figural subject.’ Other aspects of the decoration—specifically the green 

mounds in the foreground, sponged plants and trees, and border—are much 

(DN) H.1" (2.5 cm); like motifs on the Longridge peacock plates (nos. D136, D137), and presumably 

Diam: 8 5/8" (219 cm) all of these are of about the same date. 
| : 

eng 8 (28 cm) On the second plate (D114), the color combination used to create the very 
D114) H.: 11/8" (2.8 cm); n : Seen 3 ; i 

unusual image—red with details of the face and the wreath’s stalk painted in 
D 8 3/4" (22.2 . a P 
ee ie ee manganese purple—is a rare one. Rhomboidal brushstrokes much like those 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. used to paint the details first appear with dates on delftware plates around 1720 
: i er UU 

GLK arte? and evidently continued in popularity into the 1740s. Hatching at the base of 
Ti ZE: Bluish white. Hae . 

the strokes is found on dated examples from as early as 1728. 
SHAPE: Molded. (D113) Shape H with 

slightly flaring exterior profile. 

(D114) Shape K. 1. Britton, Bristol, no. 19.28, also noting a 

(similar?) example at Reading Museum 

DECORATION: (D113) Painted and (no, 241.6117); Atkins, Exhibition (1998), no. 27. 

sponged. (D114) Painted. (D113) Chinese 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

ah nos. 312-505 passim; for 1724-1744 punch 
See eae bowls with rhomboidal strokes, nos. 1069-1133 

plants, and trees. Border composed of a passim 

circle. (D114) Human head with necklace 

set on leafy arms(?). Borders composed 

of narrow, checkered band with dots 

and concentric circles. 

Ex coll.: (D114) J. P. Kassebaum. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D115. PLATE Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

London 

Possibly Norfolk House 

Dated 1721 P 

late fragments excavated in Lambeth display curving plants resembling the 
H.:11/8" (2.8 ; Diam.: 8 1/4" (21 - = ; 7 - p 7 

Hea\z 6 ern), Dian Bs (21 cin} one growing from behind the Chinese fretwork fence on this plate. Somewhat 

similar plants occur wi ird and flower ifs or English delftware BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff - s occur with bird er motifs on other Englis 

made from around 1720 to the 1740s,' and differently patterned lappets and 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. . . . . 

ogee panels (see also no. D59) form border motifs on a few dated plates from 
HAPE: Mol . Shi ‘5 F 7 a : : 

: folded otiapel bub more the 1720s.’ Though some examples in these groups are painted only in blue, 

shallowly indented on exterior of wall others share with the Longridge plate a brilliant color palette. 

DECORATION: Painted. Landscape 

with fence, plants, rock, and flying bird. 

Inscribed “Pg [t721.” Border composed 

of foliate and floral motifs, scrollwork, 

lappets, and concentric circles. 
Pf ar 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated at i, \ eo 

Delftware, no. 311 yp (e?) a py p> i) 
ff, a 

Ex coll. E, Pitts Curtis A Pe NW, Se VF 
); S 

, ow an’ 3 
, CI Ap SS) 

y aR — primers. a \ 
OD) oF _ap ars. aw 

pone fe > “<n. =, rN 

a! “a * 
oy lf F a ( Bx 

% = =n 

[tar ¥ D 9 
> > 5 —— .} 

se Fe cet) A oi Ss ) i fy " 

ay s RS eg 5 vy G Bs 
Be) S SIZI » * \@an. ) 3 

Py <3 € N ea. 
Ss —~ y CoN 

¥ - NA bs 
<q in oe | Ke 

oa ye gy, x es PZ \ esc 
f 1Q\ Ai m 6 9N 

e Lj) es Bp 
U, "a 3 Cty J F 

y la ya f ¥ é 

\ = (®, eS iw 
Si} ee 3 f ¢ 

wy L\ ey SS Py ge 
: "a Ly _ as 4 4 

eee gee. ee | 4 
ie ee zi oe wie ~/ LS RY jessie ae a NaS aie en = VOI oD i sega 

Gare aah ee = 4s i Fras ee 
sf ea 5 TS ee — * ‘ Re 

4 J Car . & Lie are 
ans ey ORE. G oS oe Ss 

2 E52). 

ce eee rs ica eee ee ‘tea 

1. Archer, V&A, nos. B.111, B. 113; Lipski and 
Archer, Dated Delfiware, no. 373 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 330, 

330A 
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D116. PLATE 

Probably Brislington or Bristol N . , . ae 
he pattern bordering the dancing Chinese figure on this dish relates to that 

Number “1” teri i . f qi 2 a - . ‘ 
Seuge the ecg: ona pair of plates with central reserves inscribed “TA/1709.”' A version of the pat- 

Tse tern also occurs on a dish resembling one in the Longridge collection (no. D119) 

in its fluted rim and edge decoration and, like it, dates from around 1730 to 
H.: 2.1/8" (5.4 cm); Diam.: 12 7/8" (32.7 cm) . ii lls 

17352 “Three-brick” border motifs seem not to have been used, and outer bor- 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff ders of this type were uncommon (see also no. D75) until the 1720s, indicating 

that the Longridge dish also dates to that decade.’ The three-brick motif and dec- 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. : ¥ . . . 

oration on the back of the dish can be associated with Brislington and Bristol.’ 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape D with 

flatter rim. 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese figure nee ait Re cne ? 

in front of fence. Borders composed of eee A— 6 RE | Christie's (1), Rous Lench sale, May 29, 
er , Seen ae 1990, lot 18 

flowering plants with dots and aster- y 6 “Wipes 
aP y ‘ . 5 NN 2. Britton, Bristol, no. 8.29. 

isks, three-brick motifs with arcs and y, a eee ee 
y ; y , Y 3. For three-brick motif, see Britton, 

scrolls; flowers and leaves with scroll- fe Sie PET _* Bristol, no. 12.78; Lipski and Archer, 

| O. 3/6 ; bee oa Dated Delftware, no, 1076. For the outer 
work; and concentric circles. Exterior bye act \ ere na a } ‘. d. border, see Lipski and Archer, Dated 
Beare central cimand enivelland dig \ tae is cg); | Delftware, nos. 321, 331, 339; Britton, 

\ a Se i LZ ae Bristol, nos. 13.9-13.11, 13.19-13.20, 
flange, open crosses and oval to Q- S a sy ees, a 13.24; Ray, Warren, pl. 68 

NS lee. / 
shaped motifs (perhaps representing <e pee) RG y 4, Garner and Archer, Delftware, p. 39. 

ware aan Ho ‘ eer Siiy 

leaves?). 4 - a ae et 

Ex coll.: Byard. ”



D117. PLATE 

Bristol or possibly London 

1710-1725 aE a 

wy S 
H.: 3/4" (1.9 cm); Diam.: 8 3/8" (21.3 cm) pr ») Mr, \ 

WS <n? AROS 
Sy ¥ S 0) C2 S @ 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained medium a = Re _ 
QE) fa SND buff. veel = 5 % 

ate “4 A 5 
TIN GLAZE: White, slightly transpar- ( y CM - iT} i, 

ey /Gi'| f v NAN 7 
ent and with gray speckling. Overall. wae = & ee NS i 

ON [= — SHAPE: Molded. Shape H but flatter Oy == =-— vg FA ) = 
9 Sey A: te Lt 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese = y= yy wee es Ss ») e Sa 7 <a] ™ < 
waterscape with plants, boat, fisher- oh = iis i) \ i RO iF ‘p aS! an = YA SS3: . i Bi) Pod 
man, and building. Borders composed ' ‘ a1 EN Y fr ( yi, = », 

of concentric circles and band of ' tw QA b ——————— y Y 
aa 4 } —— e 

flowers and foliage with scrolls. Exterior Cf Y yy Cz “<a ER 5 
NS) ‘ y Vy, a eS y 

inscribed “7p.” @ ¥} ACW Fy (TS te 
; f} WAN TAS Y XY GaSe aA SS Ex coll.: Printed sticker ‘HHW/number/95," a a ee ye’ 

“95” a a Sh 2 FF oe i with “95” written in ink. = oer OR Co % covey Say) Cone ae 
eee ak AOS ar a , cee oe 
i a zg XS 2- Bae 

= Seed oe 3 <= ly 

oe a oe ee  eiegles ore ee 
A ae SIE oe zu Ta Se ena ene 

he scene on this cheerfully decorated plate appears to have been moderately 

popular. It occurs in a fairly similar style on two saucer dishes with rim orna- 

ment relating to that on a dish in this collection (no. D119),' and it is painted in 

a quite different manner on a Longridge mug (no. D262). Such views also occur 

on a three-footed blue and white stand, two cylindrical polychrome bowls (one 

retaining its cover), and, apparently, on Dutch tin glaze.’ For floral borders elab- 

orated with scrollwork, see numbers D116, D189, and for trees formed of sets of 

vertical lines with slashes at the tops, see numbers D168, D343. No names have 

yet been associated with the “Re initials on the plate. 

b 1. Britton, Bristol, no. 8.28; Garner and Archer, 

Delftware, no. 53A. 

2. Taggart, Burnap, no. 136; Archer and Morgan, 
i China Dishes, no. 49 (covered bowl); Rackham, 

* — Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 124b, no. 1696 (bow!) 

* . ove 

e 
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‘ —— Pe el 
¢ Se SNM 2 LEVYS Im 

; ne WSK — 
D118. DISH Mim Wo 7 wu < YN AS 6 0a, . SS 
Bristol or Brislington iS AYA eS! 

hy Se a t AY e ees SS 
If Bristol, possibly Limekiln Lane VA ) i me PRY ; LEV " 

sigs) (XZ iS ” ix at NDA p> 

1720-1735 YG Z3 a ; PE B Qe Es 
{ et; i TEAR OMA ‘> » * Na Mt et ENS TLE Ne ON To: 

.: 2.5/8" (6.7 cm); Diam.: 14 1/2" (36.8 cm) Kye hs eff fae, 4  . ee " CIN NOG 
(Si! fl Sage” - A tf mre TS 4 Veo 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. Em 4 $f 4 dd ven Ve) 
Sa sa r A, \ aves RG 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, orange- NS r c> 7% a2 i y \ (ir 
“N , i ae " WS 

peel-textured on exterior. Van) ! i\ es ye) BEER, om ’ le ON cae 
ae 4 nvr 77 ie i A 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape D. rT ay Np. \ + ) WE (| | q y n 

: WY \ H AM 
DECORATION: Painted. Chinese figure ae ot BY a Ss J! z , as hE 

seated near screens and table with wee, 7 Rae \ = Ss = . i y/ a SS j 

 \etSeea Y V nye Mi 
vases in garden. Border primarily % ae aN th ‘ Oe 7 / we YS ee | 

AN \\ ie i_* . \ W We ae 
composed of floral panels and foliate ie oa lai WY SY Ni y rs Ky) te ie 

: ce Y / we ay fj 
motifs. Exterior bordered with “Q” and UE s ‘  — 4 <. at ore Vi a 

ed Sey Se é |. 2, vi 

double-stroke motifs YY son ii VE = SSS Os 4G [Fal 

XN “BX Aer eS (gs Published: Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, \ mS fel ir.) ZF a 4 
no. 47; Horne, Collection, pt. 12, no. 330 ‘ CFS iy Senn Fa & a ~ i ae 6) PSS Sy 7. 
Ex coll.: B. and M. Morgan. S Lie SIX ; 7 

= «3 GLSV ae RIX SEF ts 
wae aces laa SEA LA —<l iii 

| nea —— a es é 
ME a Oe ae a EES ER ee ae 

vos 2 Raa ales sete : si 

Ine decoration on this piece derives from Kangxi porcelain designs, perhaps 

via Japanese imitations, and the identical lady is found in a different garden 

scene with a dancing boy on at least one other delftware dish.' The flower paint- 

ing style and brilliant palette occur on delftware dating from around 1695 to 

the 1730s (see no. D255).’ Somewhat similar-style oval panels, with flowers 

rather than leaves dividing them, ornament a 1709 dated Carpenters’ arms 

bowl; buildings within circles ornament the exterior of a 1726 bowl inscribed 

“Drink:Fair/Dont:Swear”; and floral oval-border panels with leaf dividers form a 

double ring on one 1734 dated dish.’ The back of the Longridge dish bears dec- 

\ a oration, derived from oriental porcelain patterns,’ that indicates it was made in 

\ / Brislington or Bristol, rather than London. Identical exterior motifs occur on a 

“yf 1733 dated dish that, based on archaeological fragments, is attributed to John 

e ee > : and Hester Weaver of Bristol’s Limekiln Lane pottery.” 

ee } | Q 

= arian: ae ' Fe: 
hae ‘ eee J oN eee 

Sf ca IN ieee 

zs a: aoe i. pea 1. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 47; 3. For the bowl, see Britton, Bristol, col. pl. p. 31, 

a = Bi i Ray, Warren, no. 131, col. pl. D (dish). no. 10.27, and (different side) Pountney, Bristol, 

a cod 2. Archer, V&A, col. pl. 43, no. A.65. For related eee an Ee ee Se pee 

po ie floral designs, see Ray, Warren, col. pl. C; ee ae BEA Date NIG! 
sane Austin, Delft, no. 611. noe OSS 2e) 

4. For under-rim markings, see Britton, Bristol, 

pp. 309-317. For Chinese and Japanese dishes, 

see Carswell, Chinese Porcelain, nos. 61, 88. 

5. Archer, V&A, no. B.201. 
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oe Dining and Related Wares 
ARE 

EEE [pete and Plates 

D119. DISH Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

Bristol 

Possibly Limekiln Lane 

Number “7” on exterior A 

1720-1735 s on the previous dish (no. D118), the ornament on both sides of this 

example derives from oriental prototypes. The identical central reserve 

H:2" (5.1. cm); Diam. 13" (33 cm) from the example shown here occurs within a very different border on a dish 

with the back having the same circle and double-stroke motifs, this time 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. i . 

around a 5 rather than a 7.' Somewhat different seated Chinese ladies also are 

WU OL SI pathy EE aS depicted near fences on plates solidly attributed through archaeological 

blue-gray speckling, evidence to Bristol’s Limekiln Lane pottery.’ The color range and painting style 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape D with longer (especially the trees) of the Longridge piece also occur on a 1733 dated delftware 

flange curving outwards, forty-eight dish. 

flutes, and edge with scars, the last sug- Fragments of differently painted dishes of approximately this shape have 

gesting dish was fired upside down. been excavated at consumer sites in London and Williamsburg, Virginia; one 

DECORATION: Painted, Chinese figure from the latter location has a closely related border motif.‘ A 1722 dated dish of 

this type, also with a somewhat similar painted border, depicts a bird and 
seated near screens in garden. Borders c ' , 

flower motif in the central reserve. Two others depict, respectively, landscape 
d of ti | id ee ; 

came se80 and floral motifs.’ It appears that a narrow tool was used to push (from behind) 

ialnjandl pattermed stripes, Exterior the edges of these dishes into the fluting of the dish molds. 
bears central “7” and border with circles 

and double strokes. 

pa 

Te oh ize. 

t UU j DP 

< i . Ip 
- if oe 

Ala 
y AN pe ee ae y) if Y a 

Ce | pie 8 
con eo Sy as. Up». Pe Kee me ecg =e) “ ee A _ \ rT} Secs Se! \e34 a <P 

. Ve a o Rr 
‘s - « f' 7 Sy = v >” . . Ase o sa i . “9 
© 4 - > 0 ee / ay. \\"\S hs =x as 

ae / 7 : XQ / “a Ne YY ae NC * : f \ . / a ae f a) aes ee 
: IRs \ / zie Rr ( ae \ ee 

et = i tT 4 ok =i i = 

oe i = 7 > ip ey | OM ALE // AO Ps es i mx IS ae | ee aay / deere ay \ i“ ; Wc tas ff = / Ree ie) - me. Maas ae ‘ ti, sits = | Sere / | oe . 

a Ca hy oe or || BT 54 ie aie Att fl . Soe, Ry aa Vie. eee ary | 
, F ree We is a = ee 7.) y 2 ———~ | 

Be e 7 2 a meas, ys 3 ot i emt i 
; Per eee oe Ri Ve 7 

\ " . Sea - ) i in 
. ee Se ae a mae 2, | 

1. Ray, Warren, no. 146; for a scene differ- , \— ‘ - eS , yj . ~~ f 

ing only in details on a dish with a4 mark . = ba } So Sy 
and dash and circle under-rim markings, » att So N beet es a Oa y, The - 

see Christie's (L), June 12, 1995, lot 13. NS nw SVG ee ae t py AN 4 
Ss a z y S y 

2. Britton, Bristol, no. 12.5; Ray, Warren, TS Lig i es 
pl. 75, no. 145 4 A s$ \ if 

i £4 (fo ¢ J \ y 
3. Britton, Bristol, col. pl. p. 33, no. 12.14. bf ‘hain “\\ Os j 

. - hi fh BO) can Ge 
4. Pearce comments (September 1998 \ l, a) ae I me | ky Be \. (Ser , ~ Z ot | a By 
London; Austin, Delft, pp. 146-147, a y | oes eet! a a 
Williamsburg. cage st om ‘4! ia ‘alt ae oo eee i 

5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, iia a —e"- 
no, 317; Britton, Bristol, nos. 8.28-8.29. 
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D120. DISH 

Bristol ae E ; ass 
he trees on this dish, with their clusters of asterisklike needles, and the 

ae bushes with parallel stems and horizontal strokes for foliage, respectively, have Pp Ss P Ys 

H.:2 (51.em} Diam: 13 1/2" (343 em) parallels on other Longridge examples (nos. D119,,D123) and represent popular 
a Cm); Diam.: 3 cM, 

motifs of their time. The fretwork fence has counterparts on dishes, one of 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. them dated 1733, that are attributed to Limekiln Lane in Bristol based on 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white archaeological material.' The apparently wide-ranging popularity of such deco- 

SThEO Ie cere rative elements on delftware, however, cautions against confident attributions 
: Molded. Shape E. _ : : ‘ 

based on less than identical matching of motifs.’ 
DECORATION: Painted. Chinese fig- 

ure waving flag in landscape with fence. 

Border composed of a circle. 1. Ray, Warren, no. 145; Britton, Bristol, p. 33, 

col. pl. 12.14 (1733, formerly associated with 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 14, no. 394. Niglett). 

2. For other use of related fretwork fences, 

see Britton, Bristol, nos. 19.17, 19.20. 
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D121. DISH 

Bristol or Brislington _ ' . 
orders with elongated oval (usually floral) reserves against variously 

If Bristol, probably Limekiln L 2 P : or oe ristol, probably Limekiln Lane patterned, comparatively narrow bands were inspired by edge motifs on Chinese 

UO ES export porcelain and are found on fragments excavated in Bristol and London’ 

and on dishes attributed to Liverpool. Delftware dishes with borders of this gen- 
H.:1 7/8" (4.8 cm); Diam.: 13 3/8" (34 cm) . . 5 . 

eral pattern bear dates from the 1720s through the mid-1760s, with the greatest 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff concentration being from the 1730s.’ One 1752 dated example is by a different 

TINTGUAT ECE NG orne? hand but shares many design features with another Chinese landscape dish in 
: uish white, that on 

this collection (no. D124).’ That Longridge dish and the example shown here 
exterior somewhat runny with pitting. . E . oe P , . P 

have under-rim markings, a feature that aids in attributing dishes to Bristol or 

See eee ar ven Brislington.‘ A trellis-bordered dish showing different central reserve motifs 

ee ae laid out in a similar manner to those on this plate is initialed “WP” on the back 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese fig- and has been matched to fragments from the Limekiln Lane site.’ 

ures, one with flag, in landscape with 
as 1. Archer, V&A, nos. B.119, B.121. 

bridge, rocks, trees, plants, and another =e : 
" 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 351 

figure in window. Borders composed of x 352, 373, 405-405A, 410, 421, 436, 438, 445, 
mK ys = 511-511A (less oval), 535, 558, 644; for 1730s 

concentric circles and trellised band A >» mugs, nos. 821, 822; for 1680s wider versions of 
\ : 

with flower and scroll reserves. Exterior \ such Bands, nos. 690692 
f > | ; 

of well bears double strokes alternating 2 |] gee ae oe 

f 4 / 4. Britton, Bristol, pp. 309-317. 
with crosses. e' 

a — . x 4 5. Horne comments (September 1998), citing 

fragments he has seen 
Kw SPF’



oo : “eS 

D122, D123. DISHES : " 

Bristol er ae z ~ N 

oS ae > N 
(D122) Possibly Limekiln Lane or 4 - ~ N 

Temple Back z 5 STi ITT V7, > 

fj] * 
(D123) Possibly Temple Back y ‘ | nce 

c. 1730-1755 : SZ 

(D122) H.: 13/4" (4.4 cm); \ = 3 
. : Var : 

Diam.: 13 1/4" (33.7 cm) a = ‘ ; 

(D123) H.: 13/4" (4.4 cm); se y : ‘ I ~ 5 
Diam.: 11 1/2" (29.2 cm) | : > 

} ( ;. ie : 

re 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. , | . wwe rf 
ih h oy Se mite —z 8 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, | } x,t 1 (Sy IMS f 

(D122) somewhat pooled / i Z i 

SHAPE: Molded. (D122) Shape E. eee EN Ca “Sipe Mh 
oe oN a Z | ° ‘ / 

(D123) Shape D with wider, upturned rim cae Ste XN " j \ 4 4 es 

4 . 7 i 
and peg marks on upper edge, the So eae \ LY é Y eas 

; or) LPL ee 
latter perhaps resulting from firing plate ey. ei es Pines 

face-down. HZ - yO i. 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese figure Se er ae y aii a 
ae ous se abi a _ P sie ae 

in tiered landscape with fences. ieee Re 

- SBE i en er eRe Sree ee Pe oe: 
Published: (D122) Archer, Rijksmuseum, no. 103. ERE A aE Rs ne ae <eES 2 SER = 

D122 

Ex colls.: (D122) L. L. Lipski. (D123) K. Hammitt. 

hese two dishes share with the previous example (no. D121) a similar color 

range and landscape motifs, including the willow trees and, especially on the 

first dish shown here (D122), trees or bushes with parallel trunks having green, 

dashlike, horizontal strokes. Similar bushes occur on fragments excavated at the 

Limekiln Lane and Temple Back sites in Bristol. Some from the latter site depict 

the peculiar plant composed of ovals superimposed on parallel uprights seen 

on the second Longridge dish (D123).' The multitrunked bushes and double-oval 

plants also occur on dishes showing three-tiered landscapes in which a Chinese 

boy(?) skips rope and on examples depicting an acrobat. Such circus-related 

scenes may derive from popular images published in England, some of which 

depict performers’ assistants in much the same pose as on the first dish shown 

here (D122). (For another circus performer, see no. D425.) 

1. Ray, Warren, pl. 75, no. 145 (Limekiln Lane); 
Archer, V&A, no. B.218 (Temple Back). 

5 2. For skipping rope, see Britton, Bristol, 

no. 11.45; for related motifs, nos. 11.42-11.44, 
11.48. For the acrobat and circus scenes titled 

i 2 “Representations of the several Surprizing Perfor- 
: . : mances of the famous POLANDER, as they are 

= Perform’d every evening at Sadlers Wells,” see Horne, 
n ‘ Collection, pt. 11, no. 297. 

" . \\\ ( 

Vaal tT \ iS i 7 . \N Wy a ST Fi 
“i \ af 2 ‘ 

zh aaa . Lis ei ‘ < ee 
ee a —_— 

ON. : Me D123 

Biss 3 iG fate 
(cee ae ie a ihe 

+ eer nS Oe Crea -



Dining and Related Wares 

DELO ARE Dishes and Plates 

D124. DISH Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

Bristol or Brislington 

Number “1” on exterior 

1730-1755 /\ 

mong the Chinese-porcelain-inspired motifs broadly interpreted on En- 
H.: 21/4" (5.8 ; Diam.: 12 3/4" (32.4 5 3 Boe! oe, 4 

Bec}: Diemn lees) glish delftware are scenes depicting buildings shoved up against or perched 

recariously on cliffs (see als s. D125, D126).' Trellis and floral reserve bor- BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff p sly on cliffs (see also nos 5, D126).' Trellis and floral reserve 

ders like that on this dish are discussed in entry number D121. A stylistically 
TIN GLAZE: White, that on exterior —_ . 

similar border and a birdless but closely related central reserve appear on a 
d pitted. : A 5 = - F eis 

tele tuntiviend pirted plate inscribed “SH/1752,” and uninscribed variations appear on other exam- 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape D. Footrim ples.’ The ornament on the exterior of the Longridge dish is typical of pieces 

pierced with two holes before firing. made at Brislington or Bristol. A very similar dish with a few differences in 

DECORATION: Painted. Bird, flowering details is numbered 2, rather than 1, on the bottom. 

plants, and Chinese pavilion beneath 

cliff. Borders composed of concentric . 

"emma SN circles and trellised band with flower <i CP eB = 

and scroll reserves. Exterior bears. a 

© SME), S 
number “1” and double-stroke and 

naught under-rim markings 6 i = a 

on 3% )» & 
ea ® > TR) 

A ng 8 A? () Cry) ), 

A) ° aie ~ a Py 
iy ¥ Py ‘ ; WN) V ia 
Be \y : y SS iy 8 Ay SAA 

MAG AR SN ee EX 1 ey | ye 4 Sa 1) a : \ 

i he) eee OM) t 
| SS PA ™ 3 : \ a 

7 : A we) ‘ . 

ei ATTA 
Mes WSs 7 er | 

> — CN wee ” ¥ oS oS Ami (es 
\ an Leese ) 2 @’\ “ere? |W \ \ al 7 ‘ \ : Birr A foie y J 

nn SB iA 
\ ) o- @ J ; 

: \ i) a 4 i MB 

ha, ee A [3 ’ de 
Mice wenn NG RE L-S Sena — 2 —— Ze aT Ty (srt ae 

a Sores Si co Ws = DT i _——— 
( = ay -= — ne a) Se 

v Ss \G ae AS\ ew , 
0 el ak oo) & 

: —_—<~ AM )i— A “a Ko pes IE 

U eR, aed 
a al ees ; A’ er ilies oe z 

oe gl 
NG Singers ik 1. See Britton, Bristol, nos. 19.18-19.19; Garner 
Ren ee, and Archer, Delftware, nos. 60A, 70B; for dated 

ad a Sa Se examples, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
c ry nos. 419 (1737), 425 (1738), 461-462 (1740). 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 558 

3. Ray, Warren, no. 62A; Garner and Archer, 

Delftware, pl. 62A 

4. Christie's (L), October 18, 1988, lot 497. 
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44 wet 4 
XS \\. Vee 
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/ iy : ae ae SQ 
a lL ey e oo Kee, oe 

ae fer ; & ; \T lee 
SME he ae ' fe. » i Ss J 
Eee, y Aan TTT os dS ga a \ 

ea | fi erie? \p_7* \ 
eee ¥ » 7 a Ly ( 

aaa y/ 6 \ = i oe a , | Jee ee s ee oath - 4 re OSE er 
a. Gejesecegen ey mh = ie e. 54 D-< @ 4 r@® 7 uy on 2 yy eee 
“nv Tin a a ae 

; HL for See ‘1 
ry \\ OX p | 

Vi Ho Pri : | ’ Ze \ He iy na | 
fi COLL nt (ane 4 \ LiL A ry i) , 

9 RSs! BEX HH Th 4 5 f 
pecs J anni COE f/ aie CODOO / \ pe ME BR sets U7 

—Aa x ba = We 

| — age Be = NS y 

x 2 > 
“ay | p A. ; z as : 

i un 

D125. DISH 

Bristol : oe ‘ 
his dish illustrates one of several Chinese-export-porcelain-inspired land- 

Se scapes with buildings and cliffs on English delftware (see nos. D124, D126). At 

H.:13/4" (4.4 em} Diam: 13 1/4" (337 em) least three others, including one decorated in blue only, are so similar to this 
. 5 , VI PA ./ CM 

example that they are likely to be from the same pottery.' Another dish with the 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff same under-rim markings as the Longridge dish has different ornament on the 

TINIGUAZE: Gravichiwnitenntaymlich front, linked through excavated fragments to Bristol’s Temple Back pottery. A 

He ae fragment with a bird similar to that near the top of the dish shown here was 
pitting xterior. : i i : an . : . 

even ; excavated at Limekiln Lane, also in Bristol.’ Variations on this bird motif also 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape E wit! “ 

e occur on many other dishes.’ 
wider rim. 

DECORATION: Painted. Buildings and 

fences in landscape with rock, trees, 1. Britton, Bristol, no. 19.19; The Antique Dealer & z — v 

Collector's Guide 39, no. 7 (February 1986), Wain SS 
and birds. Border composed of a circle. Antiques advertisement; Rackham, Glaisher, —— 

E vol. 1, no. 2535 (blue painted). a Y 4 — >» xterior of well and flange bears alter- LS ke ae 
; 2. Archer, V&A, no, B.218; Britton, Bristol, SL 

nating double strokes and crosses. corona i / Se ee .\ 
ea . cet ay ON 

; . & He eee! 3. Ray, Warren, pl. 76, no. 147; pl. 77, no. 150. = 2 { eae am 

i i BS he Se ane Sal 

“5 Sag ea : 5 j 

We ee ae 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELET WARE Dishes and Plates 

Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

Le a we 
Zr, = as . ye df 

y ae. se as aie Fs eee ~ et: WN at ' j EY 

y 5 4 atime ON = hy 
A a LOR FY a aa dtm gay, iL be 

f } yi He Sore aye $ ——————— 
y y Pos, eit ee ae ee Re EZR 

fv. Ree eee - ‘eae a ae ®_ Ma it | 
I See ee \\ fa > owl @ 
ee ee Ns ae ae =, Vi SS a ® My 5 “A 

» 3 . , ao ry 

| UF ~~ Ps 42 of i 4 a 
SE! AVES aS Ss ay /) ry 4 

yg TAD we ES 7 yy Ail) TY oy CAL YG: a mit oe 
< I A m2 . x 4 . / = lg aR a 

aa = & 7 a pay \ = | IDS : = J ¥, Gh i TT 

‘ TSAI res / me a. ‘ \ SELEY, ; 

M3 pall thy. \ a tg 4 Ci 

ek ees. ih ey Si ies oa ae 
Ml, ea 

D126 D127 
D126, D127. PLATES 

(D126) Probably Liverpool 

Dated 1742 

(Diejlendenter liverpool he noticeably bluish tint of the glaze as well as the fine potting, shape, and 

Ome delicate painting style of the dated plate shown here (D126) help to attribute it 

to Liverpool. The shape, glaze, and ornament of the piece are similar enough to 

-2" ’ those on an undated example as to indicate that both may be from a single fac- (D126) H.: 1/2" (13 cm); Pp y g 
Diam: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) tory. On the undated piece the figure is different in costume and the dressing 

[ of her hair, and a bird replaces the initials.' The painted ornament on the un- 
(D127) H.: 1" (2.5 cm); 7 

dated, polychrome example (D127) also is very unusual and in style seems more 
Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) hs : 

typical of London wares. A London plate with a powdered manganese border 

and a Chinese sce f a bird with flowers and rocks (no. D128) is ornamente BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff and a Chinese scene of a bird with flowers and rocks (no. D128) is ornamented 

(0126) pal in the same (if more boldly applied) colors as the undated plate shown here. To 
ale. 3 : . 

y some extent, it also shares the style of its flowers and leaves. The brown rim on 

TUNIGEAZE: Blush white; Overall the dated dish (D126), like the primary designs on both examples, is an emula- 

excluding edges of footrims. tion of Chinese export porcelain. 

SHAPE: Molded. (D126) Shape M with 
1. Winterthur collection, no. 1974.74. 

shallower well and more rounded 

exterior profile. (D127) Shape N. 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese 

gardens with women and buildings 

(D126) Inscribed “p"-/1742.” Border 

composed of circle and brown edge. 

(D127) Borderless (glaze worn 

away at edge). 

Published: (D127) Atkins, Exhibition (1999), 

no. 34. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D128. PLATE Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

London 

c. 1750 

H.: 5/8" (1.6 cm); Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm ss , 
18"( } 14" ) owdered-ground borders, most often composed of purple or blue ornament 

BODY CLAY: Buff with scattered applied in any of several ways to create a densely mottled ground, are found 

rel on delftware plates with dates ranging from 1738 to 1764. Dated examples 
inclusions. 

with sgraffito floral patterns, such as one from 1748 depicting a Chinese fig- 
TIN GLAZE: Pale blue, that on exteri- : e 

ure in a landscape, are less common than those with fish (see no. D94) or 

Se eee ee patterned reserves.’ Fragments with floral-incised powdered borders includ- 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape N with wider, ing white blooms on the foliate vine have been unearthed in Lambeth and aid 

less concave rim. in attributing such ornament to London.’ Although no match for the Long- 

DECORATION: Painted, powdered, ridge plate’s central motif has been found on a similarly bordered example, 

and sgraffito. Bird on flowering plant related borders do occur on many examples with oriental motifs.’ One excep- 

with nearby rocks and insect. Border tion with a related border bears a playing-card motif like that on a dish in this 

collection (no. D179). 
powdered with incised floral motifs. ( } 

s ‘ /, we a. aye 
i‘ 86=l oe SS ’ a b 

t Pg) * 

We . : COU 
Os ee Pete rots Io Ses Wy)! cK 

vp i mS © S CN! ale Le 
une \ SS ce C i Ee 

is i . Abe x OG 
ETN (7 ' (ares 
Nan. pee) NES < ie 

NEES ay sa ef 

as oS 
eas A eT Cy 

ie SES SS Sor 2) iE —f i See 

eae en 
SINS Ores” 

Picea : S e) De ae e SECIS Sepa lee 
7 viii — eaeiee 

oS eae eee ee ae Re é ; 
rr aeea, Serine ON, 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 3. Austin, Delft, nos. 268, 272-274; for a 

426-635 passim; for 1748 example, no. 524. related border fragment excavated in Williams- 

rg, Va., p. 163; Ra arre: P . ASS5, 
2. Archer, V&A, col. pl. 75, nos. B.64-B.65; Bure: Vaee BGS Ray Watteud ul 2 ngetes 

: Britton, London, nos. 139-140; Britton, Bristol, 
Garner, Lambeth, pl. 15b. nos. 15.5-15.7; 15.20-15.25. 

4. Britton, Bristol, no, 15.9. 
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D129. DISH 

Probably London | : . . rere — 
z n the 1750s to 1770s English delftware made as direct imitations of oriental 

e720 export hard-paste porcelain typically was in blue and white and not uncom- 

. 7 monly was made in sets.' The dish shown here is a very rare example of 
H.: 13/8" (3.5 cm); Diam. 11 3/4" (29.8 cm) ; ‘ . . . : — : 

delftware displaying designs directly after the red, blue, and gilt of Imari porce- 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. lain, which originated in Japan.’ (On the delftware, a dark yellow is substituted 

for the gold.) The dish perhaps was made to replace a damaged piece from a porce- 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish to blue: oe) p I I Beet I 

lain set. Evidence that an enormous quantity of Imari ware and other porcelain 
greenish white. . a, . . . 

was imported to the West is found among archaeological material from the 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape E. = “ 4 : 5 < : 

P Geldermalsen, a Dutch East Indiaman that sank in 1752,’ and from many colonial 

DECORATION: Painted. Pseudo-Imari sites. Based on its pale, delicate palette, the origins of this particular plate’s 

land- and waterscape with buildings, ornament is a circa 1739 Chinese imitation of Japanese Imari.’ Tin-glazed 

trees, plants, and fisherman in boat pseudo-Imari wares also were made at some Continental factories.” 

Borders composed of floral and scrolling 
- 1. Austin, Delft, nos. 349-350, 361 3. For Imari and other porcelain with 

foliate motifs and concentric circles reserve scenes somewhat like that on the 
2. English pseudo-Imari soft-paste porcelain 

. Longridge plate, see Jirg, Geldermalsen, 
Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 18, no. 520, ware was made in some quantity. For Bow oe 

pls. 38, 50, 62, 63. 
examples, see Gabszewicz and Freeman, Bow, 
nos. 68~74. For a 1756 Italian maiolica plate 4. Horne comments (September 1998) 

ating an Imari floral patte 2e Klesse, es ae " — Dial Bauer se eyes 5. For an Italian plate with a Pasquale 
a ee Rubati mark, see Klesse, Majolika, no. 344 
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| DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
|Dishes and Plates 

D130. PLATE or DISH Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

Probably Bristol or Liverpool 

GA/55 

H.: 7/8" (2.2 cm); : e Fis 
his plate or dish closely compares to another in size, shape, and glaze but 

Diam’ (greatest): 9 3/8" (23.6 cm} displays quite different painted designs; on the other piece, the border is 

derived from French faience designs, and the center displays a Western-style 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale pinkish . e i ie P ys : y 

aie basket of flowers.’ Some dishes with differently proportioned wide- and 

notched-lobe rims bear other decorative motifs, and at least one is attributed to 

TIN|GEAZE: Mignabiuish nite Liverpool based on ornament and under-rim motifs. Examples somewhat closer 

Overall. to the Longridge dish in rim shape bear designs associated with Bristol. Some 

SHAPE: Molded, with rim cut to shape. flowers, scrollwork, and leaves from the unusual border on the Longridge dish 

Shape F with slightly deeper well. resemble motifs ornamenting a rare, possibly London or Mortlake delft clock 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowering case dated 1768.’ 

plants, fence, and insects. Borders com- 

posed of circle, outlining of rim, and 

scroll, berry(?), floral, and foliate motifs. 

ee (Ce 
* ND rh 

gp ees %)) ~ OS gy LON 
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Mime 104 7 SS 
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ea Se OW . ee , ae, a a” 
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asl pine oo esa ~ kc 5 / 

i i soe oie = @ © 

awe eNO OF 
i yal oF a 

ae a SS ee 

1. Archer, V&A, no. B.140. 

2. Britton, Bristol, nos. 12.1, 16.17, 18.14-18.15. 

3. Ibid., no. 9.2. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE | 

Dishes and Plates 

D131. PLATE Oriental Landscapes, Gardens, and Figures 

Liverpool 
| 

Probably decorated in Staffordshire 

1750-1765 

he pseudo famille rose enameled decoration on this plate and on two similar 
H.: 1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm’ F s F 7 ( ) len ) examples is much like that more typically found on Staffordshire salt-glazed 

stoneware, and it is not unlikely that, after gloss firing in Liverpool, the blank | BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ‘ y 3 e ro 1 
plates were sent to Staffordshire for low-temperature enamel decoration.’ Simeon 

TIN GLAZE: Light bluish white. : . . 
Shaw writes early in the nineteenth century that two Dutchmen set up an 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape M with . : eae tae P enameling shop in Staffordshire in the 1750s and soon were joined by enamel- 
| wider rim. ers from Liverpool.’ (This information also opens the possibility that at least 

DECORATION: Painted in low- some enameling of this type could have originated from that city.) The tree on 
| temperature enamels. Chinese woman the Longridge dish resembles one on another plate of this shape, which, like the 

and child on horseback in landscape other delftware with ornament like that on salt-glazed stoneware, is attributable 
: 5 3 

with flowering plants and rocks. Border to Liverpool partly by its shape. 

composed of flowers and scroll- 

bordered panels. 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 15, no. 433. 

Fa? i Yn i 
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iN . » bE Ne Ete See OND rR y eee 3 Sone 
» Ss ) Me 

Aiea’ RL 9 
ee r q a3. one 

iy ‘ y 2 YS, 

et Se ates y Tes “\ Shs RX ata : 

G6 HAE LS 3 Z » dee! pp or, 

ee 0 7 tee areas A 
Ve Ne ype MRAM ire se wl eae <6) Sa eee Sy SA ok 2 7 \s oy. sf —— WV) gm Kae Ol. Ye 
SONS ey oe A ios 325 000 Tg 

we A j ag Her ee Vj 

Vo CR ON’ eh We Mer, VY een Ne, Pes [ify 
VERN Se) ne (Coe) oo SS 22 yes 7 2 | ae BE a DNs |g ete sete Nile RS “Sete Ze LON 5 bul ectorss Ae ieee NARS Parone 3 ftneeey at 

NGG eT ESAS 0 et ee 

aN i ) as 5 Riek, eet tiee : vee Say \\ ae iy p AS Fz peal a at aces 4 1) re = or, ; . 
SS} nae 9 Caples ealie ate oS SS sss 

a sea ae ase : nee " teint. io 4 rest eee on ie SOE ee Pee uae} 
aie err ieee ve Sc es i ap ia ah, 
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1, For similar plates, see Austin, Delft, no. 310 2. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 86. See 

(mistakenly stating one is at the V&A); Archer also Garner and Archer, Delftware, col. pl. H; for 
and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 86 (now Dolz enameled salt-glaze, Horne, Collection, pt. 15, 
collection). For other delftware with “salt-glaze- no. 434; Mountford, Salt-Glazed Stoneware, 

type” enameling, see Archer, V&A, no. 1.14 nos. 191, 198, 200-201, 207. 
(flower brick); Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, 3 Archean V&A tos -B 145, oa, 

nos. 1727-1728 (bottle, chamber pot). 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

elle and Plates 

D132. DISH Birds, Animals, and Fish 

Brislington 

c. 1680 

H.: 21/8" (5.4 cm); Diam.: 13" (33 cm) eS 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. le P_——_ > == 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise. Overall on i ae (ite | a, / ie : Bi, 

interior. A % a / oo . ea By ‘ 

LEAD GLAZE: Slightly bluish in cast, y ks \ 

over pale slip. Overall on exterior, by AES é ‘ HES AX. 

excluding where footrim wiped clean. ad : " SEL s\ 
he \ d } El 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. Pe ~ = a ee \\ 
AE _— b a \ 

Shape B2, but slightly shallower and ee SY ae : y @A. (i \ 

without groove at rim. Footrim pierced OS \ }) Fr VY | Y DP a) | \ = (\\' 

tiiea/ =e AS Wen’ : om — \ Wl) 
with single hole. TES “4/2 ] A we a» ; 

WU, ae hh ~- | Reed \ BSy 1 

DECORATION: Painted. Bird (possibly E i it L— eM : ¥ : a ‘ f r ye 4 
| Ba a } . | , = / 

Be — } Sa, <= ! “Se eo / 
goose or swan), butterflies, other ae AR Pes NYY é es , wer / OH 

1 \t we ACU, yo \ ea. @ i” [Frm | 
insects, and plants. Border composed of 5 \\0 2e a\ i= KG 2 ® Bp: @ | if ah iy 

mA\\Ys | F&F SF WY oe, Ni 
concentric circles. \\ 2 =/ } Cee eae , -: =e NN S) i EB 

\\ ee / ea bt ae Soe \ Ne // 
* = GF, ff 6 Po ~ = @ Bae Pie ee aa /} a 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 450. \\ Na at ~ | ee at a o -f ie fh , ae \ Wh A 

XY Ww. =e lhl YY 
\\™ ae. an CS \\ I} gi ANS // \A =n) - ee NVC fake =) MN f/f 

\\, © SS 0s SM \\ he a\ NBd// / 
\ Ss _ me, 2FD\/ CF) ey. 
\ =A _. / a BER) CO St 

OI eS rn Vine. - 5 Pe 
. NS“ KZ) Ce! [ Wy 5 ol 

A. least three other versions of this dish are known, two of them nearly 

identical to the Longridge example.' The third dish differs slightly in painting 

style, the posing of the central bird, and the proportions of the insects and 

plants. Unlike the others, it is coated in a brown lead glaze on the exterior.’ Even 

with these differences, it fits into the group that, based on dish shapes, glaze 

color, palette, and painting style, is associated with Brislington. The designs on 

the dishes derive from ornament on export porcelain. 

1. Archer, V&A, no. A.60; Sotheby's (L), April 17, 

1973, lot 178. 

2. Britton, Bristol, no. 3.8. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D133. PLATE Birds, Animals, and Fish 

London 

1705-1720 

H.:1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm . ‘ 
( i ) he leaves and flowers on this plate resemble some on examples with roses 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. and thistles commemorating Queen Anne and the Act of Union between En- 

; gland and Scotland (1707), and the same border appears on a “GR” initialed 
TIN GLAZE: Grayish white. . . : — 

plate with related motifs.' Although ornament in the same style is found both 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape J. : : 2 ‘ <i - 

on pieces made in London and on examples from Bristol, the profile of the 

PBC OR ATION a amid bid co Longridge plate indicates that it was made in the former manufacturing area. 
flowering branch with insect. Border 

composed of concentric circles. 

Ex coll. T. Jelinek. 

as am a aren = 

fa as a. 

oy sma SS . 

- ‘4 ‘ ‘ 
: 

| We, | Ke Wa\ | 

f | Bi 4) | ' 
iy oO : \ 

“, tx i 
: La { 

i . 

| Te (Ra? Ne 
\ C Cd & ae 3 i 

Ss S ie y E ¥ ; 
.@ / 

" ~~ ¥ dj 

Po FAs . jf 
Pons Se Zé 
Saag @ sores Seater 

Wipe Pct ae m— 

oo P —— nel 

Tree ae aoe ater Pree aeer ety A ae 

1. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 

lot 82; Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, 
no. 52. . 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D134, D135. PLATES Birds, Animals, and Fish 

Probably London 

1710-1725 

D134) H.: 1" (2.5 cm); . , . 
Coy } he first plate shown here (D134) and several other delftware pieces depict a 

PROBIISS) (CHE a) lion in a landscape flanked by trees or standing on a pavement beside a build- 

(D135) H.: 11/4" (3.2 cm); ing.' Of these, the Longridge plate may be the only one to show the beast’s face 

Diam. 8 5/8" (21.9 cm) in animal form. The others show human-faced lions, and one persuasive argu- 

ment states such animals are symbolic representations of William III as the Lion 

BODY) CLAY: Fine:grained buff: of Holland.’ The Longridge lion, although without a human face, may originally 

TIN GLAZE: (D134) White. (D135) Slight- have retained some symbolic association with William III. Alternatively, the 

ly bluish white with medium crazing. faces may simply indicate a lack of knowledge of the animal’s anatomy. A 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape J, (D134) shal- concentric-circle-bordered plate with a different lion between sponged trees was 

lower, (D135) with slightly wider rim. excavated in Williamsburg, Virginia.’ 

r voroarallellindentarieneliaielacelnest The profiles of both plates shown here indicate that they were made in 

London. The painting of the clouds and sponging of the trees support a date of 
center of back perhaps indicate plate P 8 P mic & PP . 

_— 1 around 1710 to 1725, and border decoration composed of concentric circles 
was placed on supports to allow glaze . A. _ 

a me : appears to have been used only during the first half of the eighteenth century 

go (ot eeu on plates of simple profile. 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. 

Lion and (D135) hare among trees and 

plants. Borders composed of concentric 

circles. 

Ex coll.: (D135) T. Jelinek. 1. Ray, Delftware Diversions, p. 154, pls. 75d (see 

also Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 66), 75e; Austin, 

Delft, nos. 194, 195; Sotheby’s (L), March 25, 

1980, lot 69. See Longridge nos. $19-S21 for slip- 
ware versions of the subject. 

2. Ray, Delftware Diversions, p. 154. A 1641 

Wenzel Hollar print shows the lions of Holland 

and England supporting an orange tree and 

celebrates William of Orange’s marriage to 

James II's daughter Mary (Austin, Delft, no. 194). 

3. Austin, Delft, p. 142. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D136, D137. PLATES Birds, Animals, and Fish 

Probably Bristol 

1710-1730 

D136) H.: 11/8" (2.9 cm); IN| : a si 
pie} fe" } umerous Bristol plates depicting cocks, peacocks, and other birds walk- 

Diam:'8:7/8" (22.5 cm) ing between sponged trees are ornamented in blue, yellow, red, and a pale 

(D137) Hs 11/4" (3.2 cm); manganese purple. Based on their profile, they date from around 1720 to 1750.' 

Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm) A category of broadly similar plates have, additionally, a dull green and much 

darker manganese purple like that on the example shown here. Some in this 

BODY CLAY. shine: grained pale ult group have a border of arcs and crescents,’ a motif that was most commonly 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. used between about 1700 and 1720. Evidence for the depiction of peacocks 

SHAPE: Molded. (D136) Shape N. between sponged trees at an early date is a ginger jar from the first decade of 

(D137) Shape H but taller. the century.’ Some rare plates (see no. D113) depict a man seated in a landscape 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. with similar sponged trees and a circle border like those on the Longridge pea- 

Peacock perched in tree. Border com- cock plate. 

posed of a circle. 

Ro pM ee ers 

ES SR ORD Se 
Bee eee amr eta cote Sot Ba ee , 
ee RR eet TT ENN i PENS 

_ Ses Reece RCRD 
SSPE eee RGR UI CES UOR IRN Reena, 

arenas Ber sete semen pee poe bs Beg Bere 

Beamon RSS OO Race ERP SS 

: ae Reo Beane 2 We ae 
ee? , OSS eas 86 ieee 
See . SOA ee 
i aa J Se Ree 
a : DP . See gee 

CRE 
: PRN OS 

gi aT WD 
Fe 

= * Neb gai Sateen re NIE ok 

; oe PS PRE N OTM RT PEO Fs Sa ed OES <a Re / 
Cy ee NS \ peso 8 WS ae Bihageah\ Ci ie aoe ae eae) 
Ar ee TEP \ a ee eee ee AZ jae | 
tas Meee | ; fit EN ais . Ee Se Sey my / ; 

ie ais a Pale S ae : cme ene acct owe OU! is Sie: 
vas = Se y : a H 

Ses ; 
s ame : 

a 4 Pe, 

a —_ : 
wae a A, Sra easy Metals a ote * nee mmm conte 

SR i Sem ae ae D136 
‘ aN us as 1. Britton, Bristol, nos. 14.1-14.4, 14.8-14.10; 

nee Le Austin, Delft, nos. 215-216. For examples exca- 

eS vated at Williamsburg, Virginia, see Austin, 
a Delft, p. 150; Noél Hume, Pottery and Porcelain, 

iil eT ee p. 13, fig. 4 

D137 2, Austin, Delft, p. 150 (Williamsburg excavated 
fragment). 

3. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 44. 
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D138, D139, D140. PLATES y oO - \ 

London P 3 z 
Ci g : 

1725-1740 ee 

) (D138) H:1" (2.5 cm); Diam. 6 7/8" (174 cm) f° : Way) q 

(D139) H.: 11/2" (3.8 cm); Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm) i A i y 

(D140) H:1 3/8" (3.5 cm); Diam: 9" (22.9 cm) fe: 4 (7) { 
teen i Sf U/ f 

«@ a || | , 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. i an y pS bi See 

' \ ‘a 8 | 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. (D140) Left- 5 : a F 

‘i: q } i 
hand side discolored and deeply pitted Y Mf 4 d f 

A 4 

from localized overfiring ea % : q 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape J, (D138) with 4 * j 

shallower well and flat bottom. _ Ss a = Y 
% eevee - 

DECORATION: Painted. Cockerel with XS si i cts es y 

plants, (D138) with floating abstract —— ‘3 — 
i <i 

rather than foliate motif. as Seer 

D138 

1. Britton, Bristol, nos. 14.5-14.7 (with 

Borders]jeptheby » \E), October 20) 1281. hese three plates probably are from a single workshop and possibly were 
lot 42; Christie’s (NY), January 25, 1993; . * . 

Royal Scottish Museum collection painted by the same hand. Seven others share the same highly distinctive style 

fond93 75908) but variously have the addition of other flowers, flying insects, leaves, and, on 

a ae Waeae Ve meeode nen) six, any of three different border patterns.' The whole group is securely attrib- 
excavated by Garner. : : 

utable to London on the basis of fragments unearthed there.’ Closely similar 
3. Archer, V&A, no. E13; Grigsby, Chip- . tome 
BtOne. 0/28) Rackham, Claisher. volo) cocks appear on four punch bowls that also share other characteristics, includ- 

pl. 124A, no. 1473; Advertisement, Antiques ing the unusual interlinked zigzag motif seen on the first of the plates shown 
49, no. 3 (March 1956), p. 207. ' a . - . 

here (D138).* The zigzag and plant motifs on the plates and bowls appear with 

other ornament, including ducks rather than cockerels, on a Longridge punch 

bowl (no. D311). 

D139: D140 
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D141. DISH 

Lambeth, London . . . aul : ie 
esides the Longridge dish, at least three similar pieces depicting stags are 

eae known.' Sponged trees and large, wiry plants (foreground) of the type seen here 

2" 7 113/4" (298 cm) first appear on dishes portraying Queen Anne (r. 1702-1714) and also are found on 
H.: 2 1/2" (6.4 cm); Diam. 4" (29.8 cm i issn e s ies _ 

examples with martial figures identifiable as the Dukes of Marlborough (see 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. no. D39) and Ormonde, Prince Eugéne, and Anne’s husband, Prince George 

TINIGUAZE Whitelovenllon intercon of Denmark. Marlborough, Ormonde, and Eugéne became popular heroes dur- 
2 ite, Ovi fe 

Pe AS CUAy Es lnc, a ing the War of the Spanish Succession (1702-1713). The setting also appears on 
: Bluish in cast wit! ‘ ees + “16 

dishes depicting George I (no. D45)’ and George II. A substantial fragment of one 
some tin content and heavy orange- : = > 3 ee 

Z 8 of these armored-figure dishes was unearthed at the Norfolk House site in Lam- 

peel texture exposing small patches of beth, and, although not a waster, its association with kiln waste supports an 

body, over pale slip. Overall on exterior, attribution to one of the Lambeth factories.’ The same landscape setting also 

excluding where footrim wiped clean. was used when depicting a cockerel and Cupid shooting an arrow.’ 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. 

Shape A with narrower flange. 1. Austin, Delft, no. 169; Art Institute of Chicago 3. Fragment unearthed by Garner and now in 
DECORATION: Painted and sponged collection (no. 44.706); Rackham, Glaisher, the V&A collection. 

. Be EE vol. 1, no. 1656. For a dotted unicorn in a differ- i . . 

St land: Borders composed of ent setting with sponged trees, see Britton ae roe oureDyis tect 
BU) Nandecape sBetce(: Corp! Bestel Pen aoe i i ber 15, 1992, lot 182. 

ristol, no. 3.60. 
concentric circles and dashes. 

2. See Archer, V&A, no. A. 12. 

Ex coll: Mr. and Mrs. R. Billington. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

ae and Plates 

D142. DISH Birds, Animals, and Fish 

Bristol 

Probably Limekiln Lane 

Number “4” on exterior 

¢. 1730-1735 he designs on the front of this dish are loosely based on Ming Transitional and 

Kangxi porcelain originals and have counterparts on both Continental and En- 

Hi: 2" (5.1 cm); Diam.: 10 7/8" (27.6 cm) glish delftware.' The Longridge example is likely to be contemporary with a 

1733 dated dish depicting somewhat similar long figures also wearing unusual 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 2 : = : 2 re: 

hats with turned-up brims.’ Other decorative elements on that dish link it 

Cee nie. through archaeological material to the Limekiln Lane pottery in Bristol.’ The 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape D. repeating cross and double-stroke motifs on the reverse of the Longridge dish 

DECORATION: Painted. Stag in land- further strengthen the Bristol attribution. Several slightly later well-painted 

scape with rocks, plants, and fence. plates in blue and white show similarly posed deer within Chinese-figured bor- 

Border composed of different Chinese ders, and a dish with removable sections depicts such a deer on its tray.’ 

figures among rocks, plants, and fences. 

Exterior bears number “4” and double- 
eee 

stroke and cross under-rim markings. - 7 Be 
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‘ 1. For Northern European delftware, see 3. See Ray, Warren, no. 145. 

\ ? er) Scholten, van Drecht, nos. 108 (border); 118 
s q “ a Ha ; 4, Ibid., pl. 77, pp. 208-209, nos. 154a-154b; . " (deer and border); Carswell, Chinese Porcelain, 

5 so AA . e Ho: 161 (borden), Britton, Bristol, no. 11.10; Garner, Lambeth, Bris- 

| . tol or Liverpool, pls. 83a-83b. Archer comments 
7 Be 2. Britton, Bristol, col. pl. p. 33, no. 12.14. For a (1998): “All of these [plates] are of Bristol origin.” 
‘ — a 1703 dish displaying earlier versions of land- 

scape elements on the Longridge dish, see Lipski 
and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 236 
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D143. DISH 

Lambeth, London : : : ie . he tin-glazed (rather than lead-glazed) back of the dish shown here as well 

eae as the color range of its decoration, known on dishes depicting Queen Anne 

H:2.3/8" (6 em): D 13 3/8" (34 em) and her generals (see nos. D33, D37, D39), support a date of about 1720 to 1740. 
q cm); Diam.: cm . i : . ; 

The swan dish is part of a group that includes some of the latest dishes with 

BODY CLAY: Pale buff with small blue dash borders (see also nos. D144-D146). Characteristic of the group are 

Baltaions humans, birds, or animals with prominent, round, dotted eyes; flanking flow- 
' 

PINRO UAC Ee eMerrre ce ers and leaves or sponged trees; low-placed, straight lines defining plain 
N GLAZE: Bluish white, that on : : ‘ r . 

khaki-green foregrounds, sometimes with clumps of grass; skies with washes 
l t tent and with ae - es 3, . See ee of pigment denoting clouds; and flocks of simple V-shaped flying birds. Many 

bluish dribbles. of these elements are found on the closest parallel to the Longridge swan dish, 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. which depicts a polka-dotted swimming duck with the foreground having a 
Shape A with deep well, pared away on row of crosshatched clumps of grass rather than a horizontal band.' The attri- 

exterior to produce more vertical bution to Lambeth rests on excavated fragments relating to the Longridge fox 

flange. dish (no. D145). Another plate, in blue and white, depicts a swan that shows 

DECORATION: Painted. Swimming several similarities to this one, but the bird swims in a different setting.’ 

swan with plants and birds. Borders 

composed of concentric circles and 

blue dashes. 1. Sotheby’s (L), November 25, 1980, lot 41. 

Beeeiieretalinek 2. Peirce, Cocke Collection, no. 12. 
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D144. DISH 

Lambeth, London ID) 5 ‘ Bae 5 Faas é 5 ‘ 
—~esign features this dish shares with similarly attributed bird and animal 

Lea dishes (see nos. D143, D145, D146) include round, dotted eyes to figures; 

, V-shaped flying birds; straight lines defining foregrounds; and tin-glazed exte- 
H. (average): 2" (5.1 cm); . . 

riors. The sponged trees are particularly close to those on the Longridge bird 
Diam.: 13 3/4" (34.9 cm) s 5 . 

and fox dishes (nos. D145, D146) and on three other dishes depicting, respec- 

tively, a standing woman with a lute(?); a night watchman with a spear, 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff y ‘ (?) © Bet 

lantern, and handbell; and an exotically dressed man playing a violin like that 
TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white with . 

on the cat dish. 
blue speckling on interior 2 < > 

F . Although the “Hey Diddle Diddle” nursery rhyme dates to 1756 and thus 

SHAPE: Molded. Nearest to Shape A postdates this dish, “The Cat and the Fiddle” has been popular as a public house 

but with everted edge, no footrim, and name since at least 1501, when there was “Le Catte cum Le Fydell” in Bucklersburg 

irregular cleaning of back in the City of London.’ The name may derive from the French Le Chat fidéle, but 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged in this particular case, the scene alludes to a quite different tradition. The mice 

Cat playing fiddle for mice, flanked by dancing toward their doom bring to mind the Pied Piper of Hamlin and a 

Reynard the Fox episode, in which the fox, disguised as a preacher, gulls his con- 
trees. Border composed of concentric : ‘ 

gregation of geese and chickens into a false feeling of security. 
circles and dashes. [ 

1. Taggart, Burnap, no. 145; Saffron Walden 2. Sotheby's (L), April 15, 1997, lot 158 
Museum collection; Sotheby’s (L), May 23, 1974 

3. Archer comments (1998). For a Deruta (Italy) 
lot 29. For a delft bowl with a stylistically differ 

i 16th-century dish depicting a Reynard the Fox 
ent violinist scene, see Mundy, Delft, pl 

scene, see Caiger-Smith, Tin-Glazed Pottery, no. 64 
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DELFTWARE | Dining and Related Wares 

| Dishes and Plates 

D145, D146. DISHES Birds, Animals, and Fish 

Probably Lambeth, London 

1720-1740 

D145) H.: 11/2" (3.8 ; : ‘ 3 is reat 
pi) Je 28cm) hese dishes display bold, naive qualities similar to those seen on the Long- 

Dien WIE EES) ridge swan dish (no. D143). The closest parallel to the fox dish (D145) is one 8 Pp 

(D146) H.:11/2" (3.8 cm); depicting a somewhat similarly posed spotted stag between trees, some match- 

Diam.: 10 3/8" (26.3 cm) ing those at the right on the dishes shown here.' Closely related trees also 

appear on a dish that portrays a lady holding a fan and one showing a cat and 

BODYaCT AY: Finegtihed butt mice (no. D144)? The parallel-line approach is echoed in the pond water on the I PP’ I 
(D145) pale. Longridge swan dish (no. D143). 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, thick and An excavated fragment depicting the raised foot of an animal who walks to the 

pooling on exteriors, (D146) with right is comparable in painting style to the Longridge fox (D145) and shows the 

stronger blue areas. characteristic plain foreground, clumps of grass, and sponged trees (see no. D143). 

SHAPE TIpronnevernumprnold Somewhat similar trees also are found on a fragment that shows the body, head, 

: and forelegs of a leopard.’ Although not wasters, the fragments were found in the 
(D145) Shape N with proportionally a —— . . 

context of kiln waste material in Lambeth. These fragments and the shape of the 
larger recessed area to bottom. 7 . 

dish support a London attribution. 
(D146) Nearest to shape K but with The bird dish (D146) is small and unusual in shape and, like variations that 

everted rim, show polka-dotted birds with folded wings,’ has a blue dash border reminiscent 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged of those on “chargers.” Based on its glaze, use of color, and several design 

(D145) Fox. (D146) Parrot(?) and insect. features, however, it, like the Longridge swan and cat-and-mice fiddle dishes 

Borders composed of concentric circles (nos. D143, D144), was produced well after the bulk of those dishes. 

and (D146) dashes. 

Ex colls.: (D145) T. Jellinek. (D146) L. L. Lipski. 
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DE 1, Jellinek, Animal Decoration, pp. 85-87, fig. 10, 4. Morley-Fletcher and Mellroy, Pictorial History, 
- p. 241, no. 8 (standing bird with similar trees). 2. Taggart, Burnap, no. 145. 

For a swimming polka-dotted duck between plants 
3. Archer comments (1998), citing fragments much like those on the swan dish (no. D143), see 

found by Garner and now in the V&A collection; Sotheby’s (L), November 25, 1980, lot 41 

Birmingham Museum collection (no. M195‘81), 
respectively 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D147. PLATE Birds, Animals, and Fish 

Probably London 

1720-1740 

H.: 1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm : - : mae 
( } ( ) C lusters of three rhomboidal strokes, like those on the border of this plate, 

ere a particular revale e of decorative element on delftware made BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. were a particularly prevalent type of decorative element on delftware e 

from around 1720 to 1740, and leaping stags, sometimes pursued by hunters 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. t 

and hounds, are not uncommon on late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape ) with flatter ; . 5 , ; 

ree delftware.! The shape of the plate shown here is associated with London, and 

pare nd sale wel Well among early eighteenth-century fragments excavated there is the better part of 

DECORATION: Painted. Stag with another plate with a leaping stag very similar to this one.’ 

fence and trees. Border composed of 

concentric circles and foliage. 

+ a a S : 

| 

to — ‘ 
eat A S << ; 

B , = : 

glk a 
Nel) Neel N \ / ot = 

\ a 6 

mp\ Sa, 
XX » E bp A 

SN oe y 

Pages is > = 3 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 312, 2. Archer comments (1998) regarding fragments 

329-330A, 351-352, 357, 367, 393-394, 404-406, unearthed by Garner. 
410, 438, 440-441 (rhomboidal leaves). For stags, 

ibid., no. 139; Ray, Tiles, pl. 33, no. 321. 
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DELFTWARE [Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D148. PLATE Birds, Animals, and Fish 

Bristol or London 

c. 1740 

H.: 11/4" (3.2 cm); Diam.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) : i i ' 
orders of the type seen on this dish appear most often to have been paint- 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. ed around floral, faunal, and avian motifs.' Based on dated plates and dishes, 

the fashion for calligraphic folie ants appears for the most part to have TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise, slightly hion for calligraphic foliage on plants appears for the most part tc e 

died out by the mid-1740s.’ For an excellent example of calligraphic brush- 
transparent on exterior, with patches of ; ee . . 

strokes forming foliate arms on a figure, painted on a 1720 to 1740 plate, see 
d b kling. IL pe . . . 
ens DreWispeckiing:Oyera number D114. The border of a circa 1757 electioneering plate illustrates a later 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape H. example of the style (no. D61). 
DECORATION: Painted. Parrot(?) on 

calligraphic-leaved spray. Border 

composed of wavy line with pointed, 

radiating slashes and clusters of pee ae 

calligraphic leaves. ie = <a 

& 4 

: as a . Fe 

—_ \ 
: — We 

| : vi : 

a ual eee ae Bis 

1. Britton, Bristol, no. 14.29. 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, particu- 
larly nos. 312-504A passim. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D149, D150. PLATES Birds, Animals, and Fish 

Bristol 

(D149) 1720-1750 

(D150) 1730-1760 

he sponging and positioning of the foliage on the trees as well as the gait 

(Both) H: "(2.5 em): Diam: 7 7/8" (20 em) and general characteristics of the bird on the first plate shown here (D149) link 

it to types with (often polychrome) “farm series” peacocks and cockerels. Farm 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. . . . . 

series pieces were made at Bristol and London between around 1720 and 1750 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white - . P a 

a (see nos. D136-D140),' and the profile of the Longridge plate supports a similar 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape H. attribution. 

DECORATION: (D149) Painted and The closest parallel to the second Longridge plate (D150) may be one painted 
sponged. (D150) Painted. (D149) Bird in blue, red, yellow, and green with a quite similar bird (excepting the beak and 

with worm in beak near trees and fence. legs) and a fence with similar narrowly spaced uprights. It also features a vertical, 

Border composed of a circle. (D150) Bird twiggy plant with leaves in alternating placement, as on this example.’ The pro- 

with fence, plants, and flying birds. file of the second Longridge example indicates that it was produced in Bristol. 

1. Britton, Bristol, nos. 14.1-14.4, 14.8-14.10; 
Austin, Delft, nos. 214-216. For a different 

type of bird, see Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale, 
March 10, 1981, lot 88. 

2. Peirce, Cocke Collection, no. 9. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
E 

DEL HTWAR ie and Plates 

D151. PLATE Birds, Animals, and Fish 

London 

1750-1775 

H.: 1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) 

i . Pe ee 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. RG ea Oe eins 

CO ie asd — 
TIN GLAZE: Grayish white, lumpy on ae a 

Cape aa _ =o 
exterior. aii ptt SAWN 

y a A SN 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape J but shallow- y Ye “i ee SNA 

y f —T— “ANN 
er. Three indentations near center of SP we we ; . \ ae) 

back perhaps indicate plate was placed y ‘ A , ‘a ai . \ N 

on a trivet to allow glaze to dry before / i VN oN AN 
P . : ‘A y 

second firing. y : ; : 

DECORATION: Painted. Cockpit with ! a ae ; ; : 

two cocks and chandelier. Border oe ‘ Rs q : 

composed of concentric circles. y g | 
* . 4 

Ex coll.: T. Jellinek. a 

f ee | 3, Z Rs i ij 

NOE \: 

y a * 

eee PS Se ; : eee he 
Ta eared A Uae ce jee Bdateaee 
Reties ON ‘ OS Fis ee 

pa See sada aN S, J Bera iS 
oe lt lS A / Serge 

8 — i 

he scene on this extremely unusual plate probably derives from one of the 

numerous eighteenth-century prints illustrating the various stages in a cock- 

fight.' The lack of an inscription perhaps indicates that the plate does not 

celebrate any particular fight but instead refers to the sport in general. Based 

on its profile and glaze characteristics, the plate was produced in London 

around 1750 to 1775. 

1. For a chinoiserie delft plate with a different 

cockfight(?) scene, see Kinghorn and Quail, 

Delftfield, p. 37. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

ane and Plates 

D152. PLATE Birds, Animals, and Fish 

London 

c. 1745 

H.:1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 7/8" (22.5 cm) 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. ~~ 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white é . 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape J. : e & 
DECORATION: Painted. Spouting 4 c <\e 

dolphin or whale flanked by ships. a @ “e ee Bs: : 3 f 

Border composed of cross-and-dot and é cy eee : YA ‘ 

artemisia leaf motifs. : : Aen : : i 

Ex coll.: E. Pitts Curtis. ; i : 

as v\e _ fe ae 
ga bok ON : hats “ ac ean ~~ Ces ‘ a a\9 ‘ ' 

ee A ont ee a) eee ao 

ST aS EAR ene a3 = Pr aie ‘ : " eee eee 

(Cocre of the type depicted on this plate generally have been identified 

as dolphins, although some versions more closely resemble whales.' (The Long- 

ridge plate depicting Arion on a dolphin [see no. D76] shows a different 

spouting sea creature near the primary figures.) The enigmatic rim motifs 

alternating with the crosses and dots are almost certainly highly schematic 

renderings of artemisia leaves (see also border of no. D1), one of the Chinese 

Eight Precious Things. Ships resembling those that flank the dolphin can be 

seen on circa 1740 to 1750 plates that probably portray Admiral Vernon.’ Based 

on their profile, the Longridge and similar dolphin plates were made in Lon- 

don.’ Some other types appear to have been produced in Bristol.‘ 

1. For a c. 1640-1660 Haarlem or Delft plate 4. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 103F, no. 1467. 
with a simiar type of creature identified as a For similar and Bristol plates, see Britton, Bristol, 
whale, see Scholten, van Drecht, no. 198. nos. 14.24-14.25; Austin, Delft, nos. 218-220. 

2. Archer, V&A, nos. B.12-B.13. 

3. For a 1700-1710 (different) spouting dolphin 

in a delft bowl excavated at a consumer site at 

Aldgate (London), see Thompson, Grew, and 

Schofield, Aldgate Excavations, p. 59, fig. 27a. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
LFTWARE 

BE Dishes and Plates 

D153. PLATE Birds, Animals, and Fish 

Bristol 

c. 1774 

H.: 11/4" (3.2 cm); Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm) <a 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. a a) a: > ae a 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white g Oye = FOR e ° EN 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape H. 6 7 = - —* 

| ae ae oP DECORATION: Painted. Fish. , p » Ke G2 le 

Border composed of trelliswork with  ¢ I \e o ~d| be i a am 

fish reserves and concentric circles. et 4 ro MLSS CEG Age ae lb ak 
\ Vy MCLE AON 7; ZA PTS SAS OEY 2 Se, % mE A> Wee) 
\ tre _s 

Ss eo = | aN ON Ta Th 
\\ ir i Vee 

ay 6 A Re ea Rs v/ 
is -@) + Nae SAAA AY ie Pr ) 

L S/o) eR 2 LA ns 

a. CS) PSM YP Po Pp= | } ; 
: \ 0) 

i? \ "| 

Me ‘ —S Pi 
ha : ROS OEE f TF 
ye) cee AC CC GEG / oe) WG , OH Ge 4 y 
MoT -~ Oe eg 
NE AY fe SD : 
‘EE a Ay 

Nites < woe 
<> yo mee Ly I\ Yay WS 

SA oe oe , 

WKS eR” roe . 

| wo dated dishes are close enough to this one to provide a fairly solid date 

for it. One, from 1774, is very similar to the Longridge plate in color and format 

but has “cracked ice” rather than trelliswork filling the area of the border 

between the fish reserves. The dated plate is associated with Bristol based on 

cracked-ice delftware fragments excavated there. The second dated example, in 

manganese and red, is from 1772 and depicts a swirl of sixteen fish painted in 

avery similar style to the Longridge fish.' One unusual plate dating to the 1740s 

or 1750s is somewhat similar in the arrangement of its fish but shows them set 

against a “powdered manganese” ground with a Cupid joining the three fish on 

the rim. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 666, 
671; Ray, Warren, pl. 54, no. 105; p. 180 

2. Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, Pictorial History, 
p. 239, no. 16 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Dishes and Plates 

D154, D155. DISHES Horticultural Designs 

(D154) Possibly Southwark, London 

c. 1640 

(D155) London or possibly Brislington 

or Bristol he designs on the dishes shown here derive from types on fifteenth- to gs YE 

i seventeenth-century Italian maiolica, particularly that exported to Northern 1670-1690 vy Pi ry P 

Europe from Venice and Montelupo.' Illustrative of circa 1600 imitations made 

(D154) H.: 2 3/4" (7 cm); in the Netherlands (perhaps Haarlem) is the dish at lower left. It is made in 

Diam.: 14 5/8" (37.2 cm’ medium-grained reddish buff clay with inclusions, and the tin glaze is grayish 8 y 8 gray: 

(D155) H: 25/8" (6.7 cm); white with extensive crazing. The greenish lead glaze on the exterior is sandy in 

"i texture and is applied over pale slip. The very regular, narrow dashes on the rim, Diam.: 13 1/2" (34.3 cm) PP. P 2 ry TES 
recise open foliage, and central leaf have numerous parallels on Dutch tin glaze, Pp Pp S Pp & 

BODY CLAY: Buff, (D154) with red- In its painted color range, the first of the Longridge dishes shown here 

brown inclusions, (D154) resembles the Continental example at lower left. Although it can be dif- 

TIN GLAZE: White, (D154) with fine ficult to differentiate between English and Netherlandish products, the 

5 eckling, (Both) Overall Longridge dish is somewhat similar to dated examples from 1634, 1639, and 
rOWN spi & veratt on - . 3 

1640, which, based on design and clay or glaze features, have been attributed 
interiors = é ; 

to England.’ Fragments of comparable wasters have been found in Southwark 

DEA DAGUAZE (Ole. | cometinicontent at Rotherhithe and Pickleherring.* 

with greenish patches near footrim. A later date for the second English Longridge dish (D155) and for another 

(D155) Shiny, of greenish cast. (Both) and a bowl with similar ornament’ is indicated by the greater simplicity of the 

Over pale slip. Overall on exteriors. design and the use of turquoise green, prevalent in the third quarter of the cen- 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump molds. tury, rather than a softer grass green (see no. D154). Turquoise also is found on 

Shape BI, (D154) with sharp rim groove a Longridge vase-of-flowers dish with a pomegranate and leaf border (no. D159). 

relicen rounded imteac teat A 1647 dated dish fragment with fruit and leaves was excavated in the Pithay 

ere in Bristol and is painted in blue with the leaves a yellowish green.’ A leaf on the 
pierced with single hole. " A s 

dish resembles the type on the second Longridge dish (D155), but the fragment 
DECORATION: Painted. Leaves, ee a aves . 

otherwise is dissimilar and is not a waster, precluding its use as a basis for dat- 

Polmegtanates OF apples, and ing or attribution. It does, however, open the possibility that fruit-patterned 

(D154) grapes. (Both) Borders composed dishes were made at Brislington and Bristol potteries. 

of concentric circles and (D155) dashes. 

Netherlands, c. 1600 

(APR 
f Ch am B yD) \— 1. For Montelupo exports, see Hurst, Neal, and 

LV A ‘ J 5 van Beuningen, Pottery, pp. 12, 14. 

4 ly ~< = > ’ NS \ 2. Scholten, van Drecht, nos. 49-62; Korf, 
\ 4 lee Py fi Majolica 2, figs. 372, 405, 431. 

! tr +. \y 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 5, 
as 7 12, 14. 

| A ‘ 4. Britton, London, no. 29; Noél Hume, London \7 <<“ \> c 
{ele S a r/ and Virginia, pp. 74-75, fig. 8, no. 3. London con- 

4 ees ma L “py at } sumer sites such as Chaucer House, Southwark 
eo "Te. S f Ne "3 be CH) (site CH75), and others also have yielded related 

\ g dishes (Stephenson comments [September 1998}). C 2 | 
a XC s For Continental or English pomegranate dishes 

— -. YY V e a ae excavated at Norwich, see Jennings, Norwich, 

= oy. van : p. 193, fig. 84, no. 1377; p. 197, fig. 87, no. 1401. 

<—> ~ SF | ; __5. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 93C, no. 1413; 
SPI77TII Ray, Warren, no. 14. 

ee 6. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 17. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

Dishes and Plates 

Horticultural Designs 
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D156 = D157 

D156, D157. DISHES 

Southwark, London 

c. 1655 
hese dishes derive directly from a type made at Montelupo in Tuscany and 

(D156) H.: 13/4" (4.4 cm); exported to Northern Europe during the first half of the seventeenth century. 

Diam.: 9 5/8" (24.5 cm) Large leaf patterns are most commonly found on tazze but also occur on dishes, 

(D157) H: 2.5/8" (67 cm) and both shapes have been excavated in Holland and England.' 

. 7 Several English examples resemble the Longridge dishes,’ and related frag- Diam. 13 3/8" (34 cm) & t Bees 8 
ments in association with factory waste have been excavated in London. A 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. broad range of variations on this design were also made, indicating that such 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall on patterns were reasonably popular.’ No dated dish exactly matching the type 

' shown here is known, but somewhat similar fleshy leaves form part of the 
interiors. 

decoration of two pieces dated 1655 and 1657 and the slightly later (undated) 
LEAD GLAZE: Slightly greenish in cast, | . ie 

Longridge dish depicting a vase of flowers (no. D159).* 
over pale slip. Overall on exteriors, 

excluding where footrims wiped clean. 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. 1. Hurst, Neal, and van Beuningen, Pottery, 

pp. 18-21; Hurst, ed., Wilson, Italian Pottery, 

Shape Bl/a. p. 214, figs, 4a-4b. 

DECORATION: Painted. Leaves with 2. See Sotheby’s (L), June 3, 1980, lot 13; Octo- 

bert ber 18, 1988, lot 490. Phillips (L), December 1-2, 

DUES OF Derr lees 1993, lots 168, 182a. For other variations, see 
Taggart, Burnap, nos. 93-95; Rackham, Glaisher, 

vol. 2, pls. 95A-95B. 

3. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pls. 95A-95B; 
Fisher, St. Louis Collection, p. 626, pl. 1. 

4, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 28, 
32: 
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Dining and Related Wares 

DECRIWARE Dishes and Plates 

D158. DISH Horticultural Designs are _ 

Southwark, London 

Possibly Rotherhithe 

c. 1660 

mglish delftware dishes depicting tulips and other flowers reflect the tulip 

ee eile eu are) ea (229.emn) mania that swept through Holland and the rest of Europe in the late sixteenth 

and earl turies. Tulips initia i ted from Turkey, YOY GUNA Redtleniivauiiineeen y pevertecuths centuries. Tulips initially were imported fr y; 

and Turkish dishes made at Iznik also found their way north and were proba- 
of darker red inclusions. . x 7" ' 

bly a source of design for pot painters.' One English example dated 1628 

MUNG AZ Es Yelowisi waite vith displays the curvilinear asymmetry typical of its Turkish prototypes, but most 

medium crazing. show more or less bilaterally symmetrical floral arrangements. Typically such 

LEAD GLAZE: Muddy areas and dishes are uninscribed, but a few bear dates ranging from 1661 to 1676.’ 

greenish patches, possibly over pale The small oval leaves of the Longridge dish indicate a circa 1655 to 1665 

slip. On exterior. date, and the striating of its flower petals is comparable to that on examples 

SHARES Thro wnevenhump meld with flowers growing from different fenced mounds (see no. D160).’ The daisy- 

ehane Blot heavily warpedlia inne like flowers at the upper left and Hight on the Longridge dish occur on one with 

a complex border of leaves and ogival shapes enclosing small fruit.‘ Fragments 
Footrim pierced with single hole. xd . F < sys 

of similar dishes found on the site of the Rotherhithe pottery indicate the prob- 
DECORATION: Painted. Flowers able source of these pieces: 

growing from mound. Border composed 

of a circle and dashes. : 

Ex coll.: H. M. Beaumont. I @tta 

eo 7, Cn eat 
Ve v Vg : Oe EEN = 

# A | \ } N Y a 
. VI hi . 7 \ 

y, \ 4 , \ 
i wwe Va AS 

1 / — Py 

ee’ + Ze ml (a re 
yy) 

Sas ~ \ 

ye) a Fz mR Se 

Ve.FAX ae \ é ° y > = J 

Wes 5) 
4 oy > ’ —_ Sy a) 

\3 ¢ / i We — ae) NN ?, } ; ! yl 
N =: > 7) a en rh men 

Teena Nt Z —~—> J , Y (| 7 Stee isle Se 

SON ZaZIN Y ter 2 aie! 
aoe S YW Uf a ee, scien Lp il ie 

Sperteieper asa me \ 1 i pam aes uh ae eae laa can D ant ue eet SDN % 3 3 tii SS >< py : 

sa = » > , ya zs a 

1. Archer, V&A, p. 33, figs. 16-17; Archer, Charg- 4. Saffron Walden Museum collection 

ers, pp. 118-119. (no. W. M.T. 153). 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 4, 37, 5. Archer, V&A, no. A. 23; Archer, Chargers, 

45, 53, 66. pl. 53b. 

3. Archer, V&A, no. A.23. 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

[Dishes and Plates 

D159. DISH Horticultural Designs 

London 

1665-1680 

H.: 2.1/4" (5.8 cm); Diam.: 16 1/8" (40.9 cm : - - 
el } les ) ess common than “tulip chargers,” on which flowers grow from a mound 

BODY CLAY: Buff (see nos. D158, D160—-D162), are those depicting them emerging from ornate | 

two-handled vases. The earliest dated English dish depicting a vase of tulips is 
TIN GLAZE: White. Overall on interior. . . 

an elegantly painted one from 1661 that shows a flower container set on a 
LEAD GLAZE: Heavily crazed with a 

y checkerboard floor. As on the unusually flat dish shown here, the elaborate bor- | 

manganese purple speckling and der is composed of panels containing pomegranates (symbolic of fertility), 

greenish cast, over pale slip. Overall on leaves, and trelliswork, but the panels are different both in arrangement and 

exterior, excluding where footrim details. (Two dishes that display vases of flowers within simple blue dash and cir- 

wiped clean. cle borders are dated, respectively, 1668 and 1676.)' Variations on the complex Pp Pp ry: Pp 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. border, sometimes with other fruit in place of pomegranates, also occur on vase- 
=F aes pe oe are imilar 7 ish2 (For Shape A but flatter with more everted of-flower dishes that stylistically are more similar to the Longridge dish.’ (For 

apples or pomegranates painted in much the same style as the pear on the bor- 
rim. Footrim pierced with single hole. PP . P . 8 P y P 

der of the dish shown here, see nos. D154, D155.) 
DECORATION: Painted. Flowers in 7 : ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Borders composed of trelliswork alternating with horticultural motifs also 

tee occur on dated dishes with different types of central reserve motifs: one 1669 

diaper, leaf, and fruit motifs, concentric equestrian dish has leaf-filled border reserves; a 1670 armorial dish has floral 

circles, and dashes. motifs alternating with the trelliswork; and one 1671 dish has fruit and leaves.’ 

Although Italian maiolica, some of it inspired by Iznik wares, ultimately 

inspired pieces of the type shown here, two-handled vases of flowers are found 

in some numbers on early Dutch Delft dishes.‘ These northern wares were 

imported into England on a large scale and likely aided in the transport of the 

fashion to potters there. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 37 (1661), 53 (1668), 66 (1676). 

2. Britton, Bristol, no. 3.14; Rackham and Read, 

English Pottery, pl. 60, fig. 105; Archer, Charg- 

ers, pls. 54d, 55b. 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 55 (1669), 57 (1670), 59 (1671). 

4. For 16th- and 17th-century examples, see 

Scholten, van Drecht, nos. 8, 38, 39. 
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| 
Dining and Related Wares 

DELFTWARE | 
| Dishes and Plates 
| 

D160, D161, D162. DISHES Horticultural Designs 

London 

1670-1685 

D160) H.: 3 1/4" (8.3 cm); Diam.: 16" (40.6 see é ec gohan Fs 
uPie0) las \ESet0) Pia occ) he painting of the flowers on these dishes is similar in many respects to that 

ASI 213.168 oh Diarm61/3 102.) on another large dish in the Longridge collection, which bears an elaborate bor- 

(D162) H.:1 5/8" (4.2 cm); Diam. 9" (22.9 cm) der around a vase of flowers (no. D159). Archaeological evidence for more or less 

similar tulip chargers is scarce, and what does exist was unearthed at London 
BODY CLAY: Fine- d buff, 5 A 7 ces 

ee ensce sites.’ A process of evolution is detectable in London tulip dishes (datable as a 

(D161) darkish. whole from around 1670 to 1710), and, based on their ornamental motifs, 

TIN GLAZE: White, (D161) with fine shape, and glaze, the examples under discussion likely fit into the circa 1670 to 

crazing. (All) Overall on interiors. 1685 period.’ 

LEAD GLAZE: (D160, D161) Greenish in Zigzag borders of leaves enclosing small fruit are found on Italian maiolica 

cast, (D161) heavily crazed, over pale made at Deruta in the early sixteenth century and may have been introduced 

slips (D162) Slightly greenish In cast with into England on Dutch Delftware. Approximate dating of the border on one of 

' ; the English dishes shown here (D160) is arrived at through comparison with the 
considerable tin content, heavily pitted . . ; 

borders on a 1669 dated dish depicting Charles II (much as on no. D8) with 
and speckled, over pale slip. (All) : 3 Be ; 

Catherine of Braganza and a much simplified version on a 1673 example show- 

OveraWonicxteniorssexcluding where ing Charles alone.’ Undated dishes with similar border patterns include two 

footrims wiped clean. others with tulips and one depicting a ship near a shore with buildings.’ 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump molds. One of the dishes shown here (D162) is unusually small. The lesser bright- 

(D160) Shape A with flatter flange. ness of the yellow on this example in comparison to the two others (D160, D161) 

(D161) Shape B1/b with shallow rim colored with the same pigment results from variations in the firing conditions.’ 

groove, footrim with two partially 

pierced holes. (D162) Shape Bl/a with 

shallower profile and more convex rim. 

Footrim pierced with single hole, bro- 

ken before firing. 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowers oo i a 

growing from mound. Borders com- zz A ee 

posed of concentric circles and blue Vp — SY 
4 3 ie 

dashes, (D160) with fruited foliate band. R #} Ny (D160) //) & [—\) nd 

Published: (D162) Horne, Collection, pt. 4 cs ee \ ublished: lorne, Collection, pt. 4, j i > Sa , 

no. 79, ” (XS r\ a \] A ee Ny 
" N 1 \ ' 

Ex coll.: (D160) F. L. Dickson. (D162) B. and M. \Z y , < ¢ > x Va s % 

Morgan. sy 4, is ENS, t. J N\A 4 4 
Le] 6 i—N “4 Pah S i 

»\ Ss 5 > NSS fa 
1. Archer, V&A, no. A.25; for related ff [g \c / i , 

I ip charger: x > i ~~ London tulip chargers, nos. A.23, N ‘, be LY ¢ i 

A.26-A.32, A34. yA Yy 4 

2. Archer, Chargers, p. 120; Archer, V&A, ara ial 4 N Sa) V/ 
no. A.25. For an early example resembling Persie ines % x ZZ 4 ,v 

Longridge no. D158, see Sotheby’s (L), Lip- ip d auieaitla “Ne = a: fi 

ski sale, March 10, 1981, lot 53. 4 GA 

3. Archer comments (1998); Lipski and , ee Pyare ee ene = = 

Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 56, 62. Pigs uc tieb bor utes ty He Si aa ee re ye be pee SPS or 

4. Archer, Chargers, p. 119, pl. 54.e; D162) 

Phillips, Pottery, pl. 10; Britton, Bristol, 

no. 3.10. 

5. Archer comments (1998). 
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ccurrwane Soren 
D163, D164. DISHES Horticultural Designs —— 

Bristol or Brislington 

(D163) Painted mark resembling “)” 

on exterior /\ 

¢. 1725 Ithough superficially quite different, these two dishes share several 

(D164) ¢. 1740 design elements. The borders display more (D163) or less (D164) robust versions 

of the same design, prototypes for which are found on 1657 and 1663 dated 

(D163) H.: 2 3/4" (7 cm); dishes with coats of arms and a 1668 example depicting a ship.' The glaze color, 

Diam.: 13 1/2" (34.3 cm) greater simplification, and formalization of the borders and flowers on the 

(D164) H: 2" (51. cm); Longridge dishes indicate much later dates. Supporting this conclusion is the 

Diam: 13 1/4" (337 cm) shape of the second Longridge dish (D164), which is based on Chinese export 

plates of the Yongzheng period (1723-1735). 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff, (D164) By the early eighteenth century, leaves on tulip dishes typically are flatter, 

pinkish. straighter, and arranged somewhat like a palisade,’ as is demonstrated on the 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall on second dish shown here (D164). This tendency is also apparent on circa 1730 to 

meters 1740 dishes with fruit and leaf borders like that on the first dish (D163), but with 

blue dashes, sponging, or curvilinear motifs at the edge. Fragments with the 

LEAD GLAZE: (D163) With green last edge type have been found at Brislington.’ The organization of the central 

atcnies ea rim.and wi inifoot i) medallion into an upright tulip flanked by leaves and droopy, oval, crosshatched 

(see below), over pale slip. Overall on flowers is common to all of the dishes discussed here. 
exterior, excluding where footrim Six regularly placed, approximately triangular, greenish patches near the rim 

wiped clean. and another at the center on the exterior of the first dish shown here (D163) 

SHAPE: Thrown over hump molds. probably correspond with green half-leaves of similar design to those on the inte- 

(D163) Shape B2 without groove. (D164) rior but were painted on a dish fired above it in the kiln. During firing the 
shane) pigment must have volatilized and deposited itself on the back of the dish below. 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowering 

plants. Borders composed of leaves and 

fruit. (D163) Exterior bears mark resem- 

bling a letter “)” within footrim. 

4 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 29, 

P 43, 54. 

es 2. Archer, Chargers, p. 120. 

a 3. Archer, V&A, nos. A.40-A.41; Britton, Bristol, 
‘ nos. 3.15-3.17. 

Detail of bottom of D163 
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D165. PLATE > \ 

London or Brislington P , % 

c. 1690 ‘ A ‘ 

H.: 11/8" (2.8 cm); Orb . : kh — : 
W. (between flat sides): 8" (20.3 cm) fs a ee . 

5 et ; ». 

be ; co i ri a 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. re : Se A 

TIN GLAZE: Pale greenish blue. ; < 3 \ é , 
\ 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape F with steeper \ \ 

flange and octagonal bottom } | 
| 

DECORATION: Painted. Cluster of fy 3 

pears. Border composed of tassels; foli- r I: 

ate, drapelike motifs; concentric circles; ¥ f 
es ; 

and octagon. 8 , ‘ JD a! 
Ex colli: L. L. Lipski ~ Vs 

i > — = 7 vs y 

oe ee oe ao a 

SMM 257 

: Resale ciate eg ; 
ae iaty De a EST aeanie pea re 4 ee 

he border on this plate and on an example showing grapes with the pears' 

occurs in more elegant form on a Longridge collection gadrooned dish (no. D104) 

with a Chinese landscape scene. Related borders also occur on some Dutch tin 

glaze and on excavated English delft from London, Brislington,? and colonial 

contexts such as Saint Mary’s City, Maryland. These, like other octagonal plates 

with the border, depict scenes other than the fruit.’ Dates on delftware octago- 

nal dishes range from as early as 1661 to 1691,‘ and several dishes of this shape 

are in the Longridge collection (nos. D77, D80, D101, D107, D108, D110, D111, 

Dit?) 

1. Archer, V&A, no. B.105. 3. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no, 27 

2. Archer, Brislington, p. 160, no. 20; Garner, oe a oa 
Lambeth, pl. 13; Archer, V&A, no. B05. For a (Gagments). 
late 17th-century octagonal dish with a related 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

border that was excavated in London at the nos. 112-189 passim 

Aldgate (consumer) site, see Thompson, Grew, 
and Schofield, Aldgate Excavations, p. 59, 
fig. 28, no. 127. 
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Dining and Related Wares 

DECEUM ARE Dishes and Plates 

D166. PLATE Horticultural Designs 

Probably Brislington 

Dated 1697 

H.:1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 1/4" (21 cm) ey Sra ; 
ased on the loose and somewhat sketchy style of painting on this plate, 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. related dishes (see no. D101), and archaeological fragments, such pieces are 
attri 5 esa a ral a Tuit(?) painti j > reserve O > TIN GLAZE: White. attributed to Brislington. The floral and fruit(?) painting in the reserve on oe 

molded dish (similar to a Longridge James II portrait dish in shape [no. D19}) dif- 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape G. aitin . an ‘ a 

fers in format but is very similar in style to the central motifs on the plate 
DECORATION: Painted. Flowers, . A . F 

shown here.' Its border has a close counterpart on a plate with a central Chi- 

leaves, and insects. Inscribed “AT/1697” nese figural scene, like the Longridge plate dated 1697 but initialed “KT.”? The 
Borders composed of concentric circles coincidence of similar dates and border decoration suggests that the two plates 

and band with hillocks and plants. were made at the same factory, and the shared second initial possibly indicates 

familial ties between the owners of the pieces. A less delicately painted plate 

inscribed “SH 1704” displays a simpler floral pattern in a somewhat similar for- 

mat to the central reserve motifs on this Longridge plate.’ 

yee ee — 
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1. Archer, Brislington, pp. 152, no. 17; Sotheby's 

(L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, lot 23 (now 

Metropolitan Museum collection, no. 38.73.5). 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 212 

3. Ibid., no. 242 
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D167. PLATE 

London 

1700-1725 ? os Sn, 

CA FM > 
H.:13/8" (3.5 em); Diam. 9" (22.9 cm) (EE e" TEEN . SN 

Wy ae 
L. f, i ~~ Sek 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. . ‘ x ~ 

TIN GLAZE: White. : 9 . ook. 
: } / : " 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape J. iO 7 -_X NY Dy \) 
: \ ® 

DECORATION: Painted. Tulip plant 1] \ ; F : A A 

Border composed of arcs, some / NY) ae y) ) : 

graduated, and concentric circles. , 4 we ~ ‘ +4 * 

a, Z SS f , ys 

( ww ; eA 

\ , \ " : 
" CA \ ; \ ; j / 

Sar nee \ : 4 , 
Se age eeraN » | SS i es 

a : i ¢ sg (ae 
i \ — : : Y 7 - 

eel : - a, 3 t 
rere. NN 8 2 i yaa 

nah ele eee. a ae =sf, - eee oa 
~ Psi) 

i a er 

A\ Ithough the leaves and blooms on this plate are reminiscent of those on 

larger tulip dishes of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the 

simplicity of the floral composition has more in common with designs on 

“primitive” plates made later in the eighteenth century.' This evidence indicates 

a date range of around 1700 to 1725, which also is supported by the border dec- 

oration. A variant of the border edges a small bowl with a portrait of the Duke 

of Marlborough and a plate dated 1712? and has been found on fragments exca- 

vated in London.’ 

1, For 1724 and 1734 dated floral plates (the lat- 
ter perhaps Continental), see Lipski and Archer, 

Dated Delftware, nos. 328, 392. For parallels on 

17th-century Dutch tiles, see Schaap, Tiles, 

pl. 19. 

2. Bonham’s (L), October 13, 1992, lot 25. For 

1699 dated plates with related borders, see 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 217 

218; for a plate rim fragment excavated at 

Williamsburg, Va., see Austin, Delft, p. 149. 

3. Archer comments (1998). 
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D168. DISH 

London, probably Lambeth a - . . ; 
mae ania ae his dish is among the latest of the delftware in the Longridge collection. Its 

Weon)750) pseudofluted border, rather than fitting into the usual pool of tin-glaze motifs, 

is more similar to the wide bands of radiating motifs found on English and Con- 
H.: 11/2" (3.8 cm); Diam.: 13 5/8" (34.6 cm) . . . " . 

tinental porcelain, which by the 1760s were quite fashionable.’ Flat, circular 

BODY CLAY: Slightly pinkish buff. flowers superimposed against patterned grounds in the “Japanese taste” also are 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise, that on a feature of porcelain of the period.’ The attribution for the dish is based on its 

pinwheel or overlapping apple-slice flowers, which are roughly similar to floral 
exterior with a few poorly adhered lal n . . 

motifs on plates linked to London through archaeological material’ 
patches and transparent turquoise drips. 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape N with 

wider rim. 1. For floral cups and saucers with radiating 2. Ayers, Impey, and Mallet, Palaces, nos. 254, 

panels, see Spero, Worcester, no. 153 (1772-1775); 257-258 (flowers on Chinese porcelain after 
DECORATION: Painted. Double- with narrowly spaced, slightly spiraling lines Imari ware). Spero, Worcester, nos. 79-80 (plate 
flowered sprigs, some superimposed on eee 8 see Bradley, Derby, nos. 78, 88 and basket). 

. ; 3. Archer, V&A, .35-B.: 
pseudofluted border. Other borders gestern anes 222 E27 

composed of concentric circles. 

Ex coll.: K. Hammitt. 
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Zw DEE ANOS D169. PLATE p a "4 kad =~ 

Bristol f a EH (i, at a Oh WN 
1750-1770 pe) ae be J) 

H.:1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm) y a " \ = 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained light buff. y ae 8 8 y fe \d 

TIN GLAZE: Blue-grayish to lavender r he y 

with gray speckling. Overall, excluding tl 4 Fj 5 : | 
‘ ’ Y f . 

bottom edge of footrim. i 4 € ay! lB ae "ee 4 oe ] ) 
SHAPE: Thrown over hump mold. * : fe 4 ~ i . 

ae ne : } a > Shape N with wider rim. ban t 3 Digs -) 4 
Sires aie eee = LK om a 

DECORATION: Painted. Bouquet of areas ‘ yw Es ha ‘3 
Ae ree a ei Peay ‘hug 

flowers tied with string. Bianco- wee Peak a he or ‘e 
Ne Ee cee Gee 

sopra-bianco border composed of \ ( Pe ine ee ey 

flowers and foliage. t \ /, Pee ie OF yp f 
: ag eee eS } sxenegy 

Mo he gt |) ee 
Ns (CE =~ \7> i | yy fle: 

ee i a 4 i a} eg 

al . a a 

his plate is illustrative of a fairly large group bearing more or less similar 

floral bouquets gathered with ribbons and set within the same bianco-sopra- 

bianco border.' Details of the patterns, leaf and flower painting styles, and sizes 

differ enough to indicate that the dishes were not made as a set and that they 

were decorated by more than one hand, perhaps at different factories. Fazack- 

erley-type floral ornament appears to have been made on the largest scale in 

Liverpool (see nos. D328-D331). There is support, however, for attributing the 

bouquet-of-flowers-with-a-ribbon group to Bristol. The same motif occurs on 

“pinecone” bianco-sopra-bianco bordered plates firmly attributed to that center. 

At least one of the Longridge-type plates has under-rim markings matching 

those on pinecone bordered plates, and the same colors and glaze occur on Bris- 

tol tiles and other shapes.’ 

1. See Archer, V&A, no. B.90 (for color, see 3. Archer, V&A, no. B.90; also, for under-rim. 

Archer, Rijksmuseum, cover); Austin, Delft, col. markings, compare that example to Britton, 

pl. 25, no. 344; Ray, Warren, pl. 57, nos. 111-112; Bristol, no. 16.35 (marking illustrated p. 311, 

Britton, Bristol, nos. 16.26-16.28. fig. 23|iii]). For pinecone borders and Bristol, 

2. For a related Fazackerley painting style on a ae ey vee ae a 

Liverpool flower brick, see Brown and Lockett, Ce eee a eee 

Liverpool, no. 17; for excavated Liverpool frag- 

ments, see Garner, Liverpool, pl. 64. 
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| pining and Related Wares 
LFTWARE 

an |Dishes and Plates 

D170. PLATE Horticultural Designs 

Glasgow, Scotland 

Delftfield 

c.1765 [P 

lates, rectangular dishes with chamfered corners, and tureens (the last of a 
H.: 13/8" (3.5 cm); Diam.: 9 1/4" (23.5 cm) e : g : z % 

form sometimes associated with Liverpool): from the same service as this exam- 

le are attribute slas *s Delftfi ‘factory (acti 1823), pa BODVICUAY. Fnerersinedinale burt ple are ues to Glasgow’s Delftfield factory (active 1748-1823), partly 

because of decorative similarities with a 1761 dated bowl dedicated to (Henry) 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. - i . an . . i 

Robert Gilchrist, who held the post of sheriff substitute at the Sheriff Court in 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape M. . ; en x sh peo ae 

P Hamilton (near Glasgow), Lancashire. Several English and Scottish families used 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowering mermaid crests, but the period of the service helps associate it with the Murray 
plants with rocks surmounted by crest of Polmaise family of Stirling? 

with mermaid holding mirror and comb, An April 1749 Delftfield pottery advertisement stated that commissions 

possibly representing Murray of would be taken from “Such Noblemen or Gentlemen as incline to have full Setts 

Polmaise. Border motifs composed of for their Tables, and their Coats of Arms paonted upon them,” and 1788 adver- 

tisements for their Edinburgh “Ware room” state, “Sets or particular pieces [will further flowers. 

be] made to any pattern . . . [including] coats of arms, crests, or other devices.”* 
Ex coll.: J. P. Kassebaum. 

a ; 0 

Fe ~ 

7 f i a > 

; \ en ae 3 y i Pe ’ 
{i ja . 

ve ; 
Nalgen oda @ ’ 

\& é = 
3 <a Se A ile aR. 4 

aw” OE , ro a te f fe 

i), XS S ad ‘Nester 
(Me Ey Be TEN, of L.) 
: B) ES IAL. ae. 

\ A NSE: \¢ /, (OY 5 \ 
yA —_ . Wey. ) | 
oe Ne WAAL By 

NY Cae WM Bf, \Z yy) 
Wye, OO RAM AE Wye ge ST yf 

eee 4 Oh Zig > \R 

i eager yy NDE 
oe a SE LS SEAR 

ane NS is = see “yh S) nee ON os — PR 

Mer avtisn, , 
as N é 22. DG La 

Mie eam ATREEL EON: B : iba tes 2 
<patmecmaigee tis NS AS ae ao Ay SS ai en ee é 
2 , : WS Gps” |] ae 

J te js " 
_ art 7 a: 

1. Kinghorn and Quail, Delftfield, p. 35; Austin, 2. Archer, V&A, nos. E35, B.163; Kinghorn and 
Delft, no. 314; Archer, V&A, no. B.163; Liverpool Quail, Delftfield, pp. 32-34; Britton, Bristol, 
Museum (nos. 50.60.52, 50.45.17); Christie's (L), no. 9.28; Garner and Archer, Delftware, 

Rous Lench sale, May 29-30, 1990, lot 68; pp. 76-77, nos. 133a-133b 

June as oe cen ve eae Baas 3. Kinghorn and Quail, Delftfield, pp. 31, 23. 
Oe etc eee cna See also Denholm, Delfifield. 
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neo 
: as = at a 

ww E. ay Rs 
D171, D172, D173. DISHES fe . << t >, 

o et ‘ ~~ FumN% . é ‘ 
Southwark or Rotherhithe, London f Ka : © 

ue? rene ‘ 
(D171) c. 1640 ae iF ‘ ~i\ 

ff e y i & F (D172, D173) 1630-1650 ; i; a 3 ae NAS r |e é es 

(D171) H: 2 1/2" (6.4 cm) is 7 WV, ‘2 o ‘ \ 

Diam.: 13" (33 cm) 5 ZF, <i : A i) & , 

(D172) H.:1 7/8" (4.8 cm); 4, v j SSS om cf See 
" i a y, i Diam.: 9 1/2" (24.1 cm) E 4) AN S ™~AL ea. | ] . oe : D173) H.: 21/2" (6.4 cm); | i 3 : cod e (D173) He 21/2" (64 cm) i) Pie te |} v4 

* " . + @ i‘ Diam.: 12 1/2" (3.8 cm) AY . ¥ Z 2 ' 

: i “i S67 le i 
BODY CLAY: Buff, (D171) with large } YY] NS & ‘i | ae Be 

inclusions, (D172) fine-grained, (D173) , of a | aa y ee & ep 

medium-grained and reddish. ‘ t ) i’, “A F 

TIN GLAZE: White, (D171) slightly ‘ i Ss . PN EF C a y ; 

transparent, (D172) with medium craz- “iN (? . ne A. j i. é 

ing, (D173) with a few | its. (All SS ae SS AA : a a ing, (D173) with a few large pits. (All) eae eS : ~ a a od ge —— 

Overall on interiors. pea aR i ieee $ » ere OO am, ie verall on interiors. Pes me be: 4 é Vey e ‘ yy ee ie 
LEAD GLAZE: (D171) Somewhat SEN : Fae @ Lo aa 

. ; , ‘ Sa es muddy. (D172) Greenish in cast. : sa I gt ei. |! ia 
(D173) Bright green. (All) Over pale slip. eel si 5 Oa : en sa " 

~ RR ee i ere ato 
Overall on exteriors, excluding where ’ Tite eee Se: | 

D171 
footrims wiped clean. 

SHAPE: (D171) Molded. Shape A with © 

. nly one example closely similar in decoration to the embossed-rim dish 
floral rim bosses deeply pushed out : . 

(D171) has been identified.’ Aids to dating these dishes include polychrome 
from behind. (D172, D173) Thrown over Ah ; be . . 

examples of generally similar shape but with differently painted rims and edges: 
. Shi 1/b. (DT : 7 pare zi e p mee : 

Be ao ase eee Uo (O75) Coote a Temptation dish is inscribed “pty [1635 ; a dish depicting Mary Salome is 

pierced with single (broken) hole. inscribed “Car and dated 1637” Dutch dishes with similar rim and edge treat- 

DECORATION: Painted. Geometric ments are known from around 1600 and include one with a pomegranate and 

patterns. (D171) Border composed of grapes motif somewhat like that on one Longridge dish (no. D154).' 

curvilinear motifs, raised bosses, and The borders on Longridge dishes (D172, D173) derive from Chinese export 

concentric circles. (D172, D173) Borders kraak porcelain. The highly simplified motifs possibly represent the lotus and 

; the artemisia leaf, taken, respectively, from the Eight Buddhist Emblems and the composed of pseudo-kraak motifs and 
as Eight Precious Things. Judging by the number of fairly similar dishes that sur- 

concentric circles. i i : i 
vive, such designs were quite popular in England and were produced at more 

Ex colls.: (D173) L. L. Lipski; J. P Kassebaum. than one factory. Fragments of related dish borders and centers have been exca- 

vated at London sites.‘ As is true of Longridge examples (D172, D173), others in 

this group typically are solidly colored at the edges, but at least one example has 

this region ornamented with dash-filled arcs.’ The central motif on the three 

Longridge dishes also is found on Dutch dishes and on 1640 to 1660 Anglo- 

Detail ofrim ofno.D171_—_ Netherlands dish fragments, the latter unearthed in England at Norwich.’ 
at ee Te 

1. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 6. 4. Archer, V&A, no. A.45. Noél Hume, London 

2. Archer, V&A, no. A.13, col. pl. 10; no. A.53, col. cae ia a ee 
pl. 32. For an undated, embossed Adam and Eve ieee — “P a ona Be ee Muse mao 
dish: see Austin’ Delt nov se. an lon, Southwark and Lambeth, p. 324, 

fig. 137, no. 1368. 

3. van Gangelen, Kersloot, and Venhuis, 3 in, Delf 

Slibaardewerk, p. 81, fig. 101a (checkerboard). aA Sab RN See He 

Scholten, van Drecht, nos. 13-15, 18-19, 37, 58 6. Korf, Majolica 2, figs. 148, 149; Jennings, 

ip (various centers). Korf, Majolica 1, no. 23 (pome- Norwich, p. 196, fig. 86, no. 1392. 

granate and grapes).
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D174, D175, D176. DISHES ov G Of. ‘ 

(D174) London or Brislington 7 [laced _—\ 
> -_ 

1645-1680 CG i 
| 

(D175) Southwark, London G 

1665-1695 G  ) 

(D176) Probably Brislington > 7 
- r y ; : 

1655-1685 

A et ©) hy 
(D174) H.: 2 3/4" (7 cm); | 4oe c " , 

i 4 \ it d : 
Diam. 13 1/2" (34.3 cm) % eX a = 

nv 
(D175) H.: 2 7/8" (73 cm); & X > 

7 
i ~ 

f Pi 

Diam.: 12 7/8" (32.7 cm) ~~ fo. Yi 

(D176) H.: 17/8" (4.8 cm); ere be : - d Vy Lia 

Diam: 8 1/8" (20.7 cm) Np Ls: ~S OO hehe iam.: .7 cm, a a . / , ern i i 

2. ae _ PO a 
eS: i i yO - 5 

BODY CLAY: (D174, D176) Fine-grained cad ee 

buff, (D176) pinkish. (D175) Medium- We Pern ee en F . vi rae 

grained dark buff. 

TIN GLAZE: White. 
he ornamental motifs on these and many other geometric dishes are also 

LEAD GLAZE: (D174) Brown, orange- : . . . 
found on Continental pieces and make appearances on early drug jars or storage 

peel texture. (D175) Slightly bluish with f ; une s 
pots (no. D392).' Patterns illustrating the combination of a range of related orna- 

ele spec ecg alee ra contey ment are known through archaeological material: a border like that on one of 

(D176) Slightly greenish with purple the Longridge dishes (D174) appears on a fragment unearthed at Brislington and 

specks. (All, perhaps excepting D175) ona dish with central decoration that matches sherds from Rotherhithe.’ Other 

Over pale slip. (All) On exteriors, geometric dishes with pinwheel centers have been excavated elsewhere in Lon- 

excluding where footrims partially don.‘ The frond and graduated curve border on another of the Longridge dishes 

wiped clean (D175) resembles that on a dish with a central motif linked archaeologically to 

Brislington. Excavated evidence for the border has been found at Southwark 
SHAPE: Thrown over hump molds. 

sites.* 
(D174, D175) Shape Bl/b. (D176) Shape A ue - ; . i 

The remaining Longridge dish (D176) has a diamond-shaped central motif, 
ith wider fl . (D175, D176) Pi d r ro oe P 

SMELL ee is unusually small, and differs partly from other geometric dishes in that the 

with single hole through footrim center is wide in relation to the flange and the wall is particularly deep. The 

before firing and (D176) through flange motif of a thin, wavy line within broadly spaced, large dashes is found on an 

after firing intact English delft geometric dish, in various forms on rim fragments 

DECORATION: Painted. Geometric unearthed at Brislington and Bristol, and on Dutch delftware.° Other design 

pattern, Borders composed of components of the Longridge dish (D176) are found on fragments excavated at 

: kiln sites in London, Brislington, and Bristol and on pieces made around 1600 
geometric motifs, concentric circles, 

in the Netherlands and Liguria (northwest Italy). Much of the central ornament 
and (D175, D176) dashes. . ‘ : 

on the Longridge dish also appears on a 1640 to 1660 Anglo-Netherlands dish 

unearthed at Norwich.’ The unusual combination of blue, pale turquoise, and 

manganese purple appears on sherds found in Brislington. Given the uncon- 

ventional nature of many large dishes made there, it is possible that this 

example should be attributed to that factory. 

1. Korf, Majolica 1, nos. 42, 43, 54; Scholten, van 5. For the dish, see Atkins, Exhibition (1992), 

Drecht, no. 29. no. 20. For fragments, see Downman, Chargers, 

QuAtcher VEAOUAay: pls opp. pp. 32, 34. For a Dutch example, see 

Scholten, van Drecht, no. 64. 

3. Ibid., nos. A.46, A.48; Museum of London, 6-Baare ed Wil rtalian' Pi 1 o. 

Southwark and Lambeth, fig. 136, nos. 1364, s ae ae ok. BOULeryEDs Ze 
1304; fig. 142, no. 1401; fig. 144, no. 1410; ae pelle ce eo HORNS 
Britton, London, p. 69, fig. 10C. OR WL 2 APOE.) ROsTe 

4. Archer, V&A, no. A.48; Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 

38 (see also Horne, Collection, pt. 12, no. 318). 
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Dining and Related Wares 
DELFTWARE 

Dishes and Plates 

D177. DISH Geometric, Abstract, and Other Designs 

London or Brislington 

1675-1695 

H.: 11/4" (3.2 cm); Diam.: 8 3/4" (22.2 cm) 7 i 
his dish shape seems to be contemporary with more narrowly gadrooned 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained dark types made in delftware and slipware (see nos. D10, D103, D104, S31). Frag- 

buft ments of molded dishes of the type shown here have been excavated at London 
UT, 

sites, and sherds with related ornament have been unearthed at London and 
TIN GLAZE: Dark blue. a 7 : Brislington.' Bleu de Nevers (or bleu persan) grounds are found on a broad range of 

SHAPE: Molded: Iya Outst oes 1680 to 1690 shapes (nos. D108, D109, D180, D252, D278, D279) and, although 

encircle twelve inner bosses and circu- oriental figures in landscapes are common motifs, flowers and splashed deco- 

lar center. Scar on reverse of rim may ration also were popular (see no. D180). English, white-splashed bleu de Nevers 

indicate dish was fired while supported was exported to America, where examples have been passed down in families, 

by pegs. and fragments have been excavated in Charleston, South Carolina, and else- 

DECORATION: Spattered or splashed where.’ Similar ornament also is found on some Dutch tin glaze. 

on interior only. 

Ex coll.: J. P Kassebaum. 

ee ir, 4 yy. — 

A Py wy = stom > 
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e f  - Pe we i eS 
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ey Se @ % A 
OO at 4 ; a 

fies vs ote >} Pan a) oF 
A wr Ce) A ‘e) > > eh 

oy = A / i -_ ey & Eo 2 > @ cs > i 

(La S_ aa: }s Oo a ra 

[e08:\ « °O.% Seas. | | naw S PC P ( 3 r A , r 

re 5" a ae 

Yee , a a a : fiat 

aded Gwen Prvtaela iY 
ep « Pad a 

\ = ' y — <= n 2 2 “a Bu 

bg PAS ee) Dae ; we a St Oe 
" Fy dae 

S ee ’ ‘eh ‘ Ch oe oe 

“a © yw xp 

el ~ ey Rd Ss Bees: 
ae te ee = Rens PEC Og) i 

) ’ 5 ee 1. Archer, V&A, no. A.63; Britton, London, 
“ Md * no, 99. For dishes like the Longridge example, 

see Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1391; Sothe- 
by’s (L), Rous Lench sale (1), July 1, 1986, lot 33; 

_ Sotheby’s (L), July 24, 1984, lot 12; Sotheby’s (L), 

—— << October 15, 1959, lot 23 

2. See Horne, Tiles, no. 429, for a splashed tile. 

3. Charleston Museum collection; Austin, Delft, 
pp. 18, 105 
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Dining and Related Wares DELFTWARE |nI"S 
Dishes and Plates 

D178. DISH Geometric, Abstract, and Other Designs 

Probably London 

1680-1700 

H.: 13/4" (4.4 cm); Diam.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) . : - . 
his deep dish, a porringer, and a globular mug (nos. D183, D248) also in the 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. collection are similarly patterned in irregular purple and blue blotches, some- 

times with the color applied in broader strokes. Several aspects of the TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise with dark- the color applied in broader bold strokes. Several aspects of th 

, porringer (no. D183) shape help link it to London production sites.' Other pieces 
er turquoise specks. . . . i : . ji 

in this color scheme include bowl fragments excavated from the Pickleherring 
SHAPE: Molded. Shape B1/b but deep- 5 ‘ i 

factory site (Southwark), a late seventeenth-century pear-shaped mug from the 

er (more of a bowl shape) and with Aldgate (consumer) site, and pieces excavated at other consumer sites.’ Varia- 

more tapering bottom to footrim. tions have blotches (some of them more circular in shape) in blue, green, and 

DECORATION: Painted. Abstract yellow, sometimes with manganese purple-brown.’ 

pattern of irregular blotches. 

Ex coll.: L. L. Lipski. 

ri ea bs 

I * i , \ 

ey ‘ a : ZT ; Bey 

Nees : . F j 

SHS . fre 

af > Sy * 5 . ge?” Yan ee ae 
> Sg Se bese 

+i : SS : st Oo ' oe 

Bs ere " eer 

1, Commenting on a similar porringer (Grigsby, 3. For posset pots, see Grigsby, Chipstone, 

Chipstone, no. 64), Michael Archer favored a no. 17 (also Sotheby's [L], Lipski sale [1], 
London attribution for it but noted that March 10, 1981, lot 20); Mundy, Delft, pl. 14, 

fragments with this color scheme also have fig. 2; Sotheby’s (L), October 17-18, 1992, lot 486 

been unearthed in Belfast (Archer comments (circular blotches). For a dish, see Grigsby, 

[September 1992 and June 1995}). Chipstone, no. 34. 

2. Stephenson comments (September 1998); 

Pearce comments (September 1998), citing 

Thompson, Grew, and Schofield, Aldgate 
Excavations, pp. 57-58, fig. 26, no. 124 
(Aldgate fragment). 
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Dinin lated Wi DELFTWARE ining and Related Wares 

Dishes and Plates 

D179. DISH Geometric, Abstract, and Other Designs Fr 

London 

Possibly Lambeth High Street 

“Bowcock” on exterior, possibly a 

maker's mark his plate is unusual in that playing cards form the sole decoration; 

c. 1748 several other English playing-card plates have borders of four circular flower 

heads in reserve on sgraffito leafy floral vines.’ Such borders also appear on 

H.1" (2.5 cm); Diam.: 8 7/8" (22.5 cm) plates with central reserve scenes of a Chinese figure with a bamboo over his 

shoulder or one holding a spear and two birdcages. The former type is known 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. F . “ : eralnes with 1748 dates, and fragments showing the sgraffito border decoration and 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white dense blue ornament have been found in Lambeth. No record can be found of 

SHAPE: Molded. Shape M “Bowcock,” who may have been the manufacturer of the Longridge plate. The 

DECORATION: Painted and probably Pope Joan game tray (no. D386) also has playing-card motifs, as does an English 

powdered. Playing cards in reserve delftware bowl with a man in a landscape on the exterior; probably Dutch 

against dense ground. (Thickly applied bowls with green grounds and playing cards inside and out; and several Dutch 

plates, two dated 1731 and 1733, respectively.’ A triangular and two basket- 
color cracks where it draws together, . 

shaped counter trays in enameled Staffordshire salt-glazed stoneware also 
making method of color application i : i 

display playing-card motifs.’ 
difficult to determine.) Center of exte- 

rior inscribed “Bowcock.” 

Ex coll: B. K. and N. F. Little. 
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= 1, Private collection, Williamsburg; Sotheby's (L), 3. Christie’s (L), October 14, 1985, lot 14 (land- 
May 15, 1979, lot 50; Britton, Bristol, no. 15.9; scape bowl). For Dutch(?) bowls, Horne, Collec- 
Mundy, Delft, pl. 38, no. 2 (sold Sotheby’s [L], tion, pt. 14, no. 393; Little, Little by Little, p. 73, 

5 C : June 22, 1976, lot 63); Sotheby's (L), Moor Wood fig. 91, and Sotheby's (NY), Little sale, October 21 
' OWCOL. sale, May 15, 1979, lot 50. 22, 1994, lot 471. For Dutch plates, see Fourest, 

salWate he des Acts decors 
“< 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 524 ae a a Ne SESS Ratt eonetiisy 

524A (dated plates); Garner, Lambeth, p. 55, Musees royaux d'Art et d'Histoire collections). 

pl. 15B (plate and rim fragment). 4, Mountford, Salt-glazed Stoneware, pl. 193: 
V&A collection, nos. 670-1868, 671-1868 (Archer 
comments [1998}).
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

D180. PORRINGER VAS 

Probably London 

1640-1670 

H.: 2 7/8" (7.3 cm); Sate : ‘ : 
et he profile of this porringer (for discussion of the term, see nos. D181, D182) 

Diam (bed y}ey//2\(\75 <1) derives from metalwork and indicates that it probably dates to the mid- 
Diam. (with handle): 8 3/8" (21.3 cm) seventeenth century, a time when English delftware manufacturers also were 

strongly influenced by imports of Continental pottery and, indeed, potters. Two 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. . ' P Z 3 

English or Continental porringers excavated in London (unknown sites) resem- 

UG Eee Oe yey ble this one in their nearly hemispherical profiles but are without flaring rims. 

interior and top and sides of handle. The unevenly lobed handle on one has a pierced circle and two pierced cres- 

LEAD GLAZE: With blue-green cast cents, and the exterior has a yellow lead glaze. The greenish gray exterior glaze 

and traces of tin. On handle bottom on the other contrasts with the slightly bluish white glaze on its interior.’ Both 

and overall on exterior, excluding of the bowls bear painted Northern European motifs, but white-splashed bleu 

footrim edge. persan ornament does occur on some Continental delftware. 

SHAPE: Thrown Flathanclecutto Among English splashed bleu persan postdating the piece shown here is a 

porringer that resembles Longridge number D183 in profile and was unearthed 
shape and pierced. Slightly convex _. F i" . 

from a cesspit in Black Swan Yard in Southwark (near the Pickleherring facto- 
bott ith flaring footrim havi : Ae 7 : ‘ P 
nae es ry), and one with straightish, flaring sides was found in Lambeth. (Sherds with 

leteee splashed decoration also were found at Brislington.)’ Another splashed por- 
DECORATION: Splashed. Bleu persan. ringer has a reputed history of early ownership in a Plymouth, Massachusetts, 

Ereoiee Wanllinse: jie Kassebaunn family.’ For other bleu persan wares in the Longridge collection, see numbers 

D108, D109, D177, D252, D278, D279. 

om; —— a ek (5 EIN ASSURE eo See ee eT TS 

> a % 

Reg Nie 
, : es 

’ aa 

ae 

1. Noél Hume, London and Virginia, 

pp. 89-91, fig. 14, nos. 1-2. 

2. Ibid., pp. 92-94, fig. 15, no. 2 (near 

Pickleherring. ¢. 1680-1700); Archer, V&A, 

no. F.1, porringer found (Lambeth) by 

Garner; and no. A.63, citing Brislington 

fragments at V&A and British Museum. 

For another blotched bleu persan 

porringer, see Burlington (1914), pl. 31, 

Case E, no. 83. 

3. Austin, Delft, p. 18, fig. 14. 
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. as Re ’ Be Nes ie. Jah a 

D181, D182 
D181, D182. PORRINGERS 

London ‘ é S 
he term porringer was in common usage by the mid-seventeenth century. A 

Dated 1673 May 29, 1661, entry in Pepys’s diary states, “[I] rose earley; ...and put six spoons 

and a porringer of Silver in my pocket to give away to-day.” In 1679, a London 
(D181) H.: 2 3/8" (6 cm); . ; ; ne 2 ; . Gazette notice of “lost [silver] plate” included “3 Porringers (one with the ear 

Dict tee ea SE NUE), off).”' Twenty years later, in 1699, the Pickleherring pottery inventory had 

Diam. (with handle): 7 3/8" (18.7 cm) entries for 7,748 porringers variously identified as “Spanish” (perhaps for their 

(D182) H.: 2 5/8" (6.7 cm); shape); “blood” (perhaps indicating use); by size, including “half pinte,” “pinte,” 

Diam. (body): 5 5/8" (14.3 cm); “slight,” “toy”; by color, such as “white”; and by quality, such as “faulty.” Gally 

Diam. (with handle): 7 3/8" (18.7 cm) porrengers may refer to decoration or differentiate some vessels from the 

stoneware ones also made at the factory.’ Although most of the pottery from 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. the factory probably was intended for domestic consumption, some conceivably 

TIN GLAZE: White, (D182) slightly may have been wares for the export market.’ 

transparent. Overall, excluding footrim The border motifs on the Longridge porringers and on an example virtually 

edges identical to the “AH” example (D182) include sets of graduated lines alternating 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handles shaped in with foliage. The borders appear to have been inspired by decoration edging 

inscriptions found primarily on drinking vessels dating from the 1640s to the 
mold and pierced. Flat bottoms with : 7 i ‘ 

1660s.‘ (See also a 1667 dated button in this collection [no. D384].) Chinese 

Meepebed toot ims ivith fat eae. scrolls resembling that bordering the “AH” porringer (68), but typically without 

DECORATION: Painted: (D18))/In= dots, are not uncommon on 1670s and 1680s delftware, and dotted versions 

scribed “MS/1673.” (D182) Inscribed occur on the 1682 dated “Merryman plates” and a 1695 dated two-handled cup 

“AH/1673.” Borders composed of in the Longridge collection (nos. D79, D284).° 

concentric circles edged with sets Much like the illustrated porringers in profile and handle type (but with a 

of graduated lines and foliate motifs, wider oval hole) is one inscribed “7 R,[1673” that was unearthed at the 

(ble) withadaltionaltwelll borders Winchester Palace site (Southwark) near Montague Close. The wreath encircling 

the inscription resembles those on two Longridge plates (nos. D81, D82).’ Re- 
composed of scrolls and asterisks. . i . . 

lated porringers and handles also were excavated at the Pickleherring site.’ 
(D182) Handle bears scrollwork. : : F 

A handle of the type under discussion also occurs on a 1686 dated porringer 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated depicting a James II portrait. 
Delftware, no. 1234 (D181); no. 1235A (D182). 

(D182) Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware — 

and Slipware, pp. 882-885, pl. 16. ean | 

Ex colls. (D181) E. Pitts Curtis, (D182) L. L ) @ 
Lipski; T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. _&* 

by by, 

_ re : welt } P + lacs , ies ; * 
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D181, D182 

1. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 23. 5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 900- 

912 passim; and no. 2, for ed scrolls a 
2. Britton, Inventories, p. 64; Britton, Pickle- a no poiZ tor dotted scrolls ova 

2 - ie 1677 dated puzzle jug. 
herring, pp. 61, 68-79; Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 64. . 

- ae x 5 6. Museum of London, Southwark and Lambeth, 
3. An entry for “2 doz. white Porringers . _ 

Bt sw Bee pp. 311, 488; Goffin comments (September 
appears in a 1692 invoice “for goods and z 

: ‘ 1998); Stephenson comments (November 1998). 
merchandise laden by President and Society of 

Merchants of London Trading in West New 7. Museum of London, Southwark and Lambeth, 

Jersey,” and one for “1 Doz. white porringers” is pp. 310-311, fig. 131, nos. 1280 and 1283, similar 

in a 1694 invoice of goods shipped to New York handles; no. 1282, similar handle; no. 1275, 

by the “West New Jersey Society” (Springsted, similar body shape, different handle; p. 326, 
New Jersey Delftware, pp. 43-44). For a bleu fig. 139, no. 1380, similar handle with striated 

persan porringer with a Massachusetts history painted ornament. For a similar handle from an 

and an all-white example excavated at the unrecorded site, see Noél Hume, London and 

Public Gaol in Williamsburg, Va., see Austin, Virginia, pp. 90-92, fig. 14, no. 7. 

o1ft 18,196. & : . Desc 8. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no, 1236. 
4. Britton, London, nos. 70~71; Lipski and Archer, 

Dated Delftware, nos. 714-759 passim, 1286. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

D183. PORRINGER ponte 

London 

1680-1710 

H.: 3" (7.6 cm); 5 : : 
orringers are the most common shape displaying randomly arranged blue 

Blam ocy miele sr). and purple blotches, but a few other shapes—primarily drinking vessels—also 

Diam. (with handle): 71/4" (18.4 cm) display the motif (see nos. D178, D248).' Delftware with blotch decoration has 

been excavated at London sites, including a nonproduction site at Aldgate. (A 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. : F 

: E few fragments also were found in Belfast, Ireland; if those pots were made 

CE Ree ya there, they date to around 1700.) 

brown speckling and some patches of Dated porringers with handles showing similar piercing are known from 

wrinkling on exterior. Overall, excluding 1662, 1698, 1727 (see no. D184), and 1730.’ A mold for making five-lobed han- 

footrim edge. dles was excavated at the Pickleherring site but is too worn to determine if it 

SHAPE: Thrown, Handle shaped in was for this type of heart-and-circle-holed handle.* The Norfolk House site (Lam- 

fold and pierced. Flay batram with beth) yielded a seven- rather than nine-lobed handle with such piercing in 

; association with a straight-sided bowl waster,° and lobed porringer handles 
deep, nearly cylindrical footrim. ‘ . i 

with related piercing were excavated at the 2-5 Moreley Street site (1680s context) 
DECORATION: Painted. Irregularly 5 5 P : 

in Lambeth, and in Southwark at the Pickleherring, Tooley Street, New Hibernia 

hi ; euharad : 
Siiapee blotches tbe On erterion Wall Wharf, and Saint Saviour’s sites.” Dates on porringers of rounded profile range 

in two uneven rows, those on handle from 1686 to 1765 (see nos. D184-D186).’ 

top in random pattern of dots. 

Ex colls.:J. V. Vizcarra; J. P. Kassebaum. 

Pa 
a a oS 

> See anrtn ae : 

Aa a ieee, © 

-_~_ — 7 Sn sr" ( 
, ea i. 
Si " pero sat: 

PG ee 

= a = apr 4 y ae 

wd Ban a" a 

ed de 

al PT Fis: a . 1. For porringers (unless noted), see Grigsby, 4. Stephenson comments (September 1998). 

»* coil n Chipstone, no. 64; Lothian, Apothecary Vessels, . : 
z : 5. Bloice, Norfolk House, pp. 99, 119, 124-125, 

p. 3, no. 13b; Britton, London, nos. 104, 105 5 & 
F 5 oe anes fig. 54, nos. 54A-60B. Round-profiled porringers 

(ointment pot); Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), a aileheR aD bane 1 aetna 

March 10, 1981, lots 15 (cylindrical mug), 16. For ee ES 

blotches in other colors, see Grigsby, Chipstone, 6. Museum of London, Southwark and Lambeth, 

no. 17 (posset pot). p. 310, fig. 131, no. 1275; p. 312, fig. 132, 

5 : nos. 1285-1286 (Mark Brown's Wharf]Pickle- 
am 2. For London evidence, Stephenson comments hareaee 361-362. fig. 160, 1641 (Morel 

a? f (September 1998); Pearce comments (September B) Bee pee eae (Moreley 
~ SS aa . 7 =e Street). Noél Hume, London and Virginia, p. 90, 

Se re he a 1998), citing Thompson, Grew, and Schofield, e : 
an — " . fig. 14; pp. 92-94, fig. 15 (Pickleherring). Bloice, 

es ica : Aldgate Excavations, pp. 57-58, fig. 26, no. 124 Saualenans scien Raleaceatieqeien 
| , rere past -___ (Aldgate fragment). For London and Belfast, see iSonthvwark > PP. ad 

z YON‘) ri cee [Ra a Bein Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 64, citing Archer com- ) 

ssc EO s y ments regarding a similar blotched porringer. 7. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
ne aac Perec = 

—— a = 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1232, nes 186 tae 

| 1237, 1241.



f4 D184. PORRINGER RR 8 
—- NOH zy 

Probably London RY cy 
NI 

Dated 1727 Sy 

cS 
H.: 3" (7.6 cm); ye 4 aN 

Diam. (body): 5 1/2" (14 cm); ! A SS 
‘ Sao 

Diam. (with handle): 7 3/8" (18.7 cm) A ayn i 
. | 
ees he 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pinkish buff. Ss. yy X 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, somewhat 4 of, : 3 NI y { NY 

runny on exterior, with gray to blue Y , : i aN speckling. Overall, excluding footrim ld 5 q 
fi ° 

edge. fi . . a | 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle molded to 4 ‘ - J Lo a , 
i t 

shape and pierced. Slightly convex bot- ) \ Z 7 

tom with nearly cylindrical footrim with 5 4 /z 

flat edge. e) E LJ 
») A 

DECORATION: Painted. Birds and S ; Zp 

flowering plant. Borders composed of y i ~ 
ee << ; 

concentric circles, foliate and triple-line NTC Ne os A 
Da v eS 

motifs, and band of scrollwork. SS ———— < EY 

Inscribed “Mary Miller/1727.” Handle ~~ <= 

top bears foliage and scrolls; sides bear 

band of dots. 

Published: Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, 

Pictorial History, p. 249, no. Il Lipski and his elegantly decorated porringer probably is by the same hand as one of the 
Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1240; Grigsby, 1 1 a ibed “B RIS/1730" dst thi 1esi 
Dated Lonaridge Delfeware and Slioware, same shape that is inscribe [or R|S/ and shares with it reserve design 

pp. 883-885, pl. 16. elements, the reserve border, the placement and style of its inscription, and 

Ex colls.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench; handle ornament (much of it now flaked away).' Scrolls and foliage of the type 

J.P. Kassebaum. on the two pieces’ handles were in vogue from around 1715 to 1730 and appear 

on a wide variety of shapes (see nos. D259, D364). The popularity of porringers 

around this time is evidenced by entries in the Gravel Lane stoneware and delft- 

ware manufactory (Southwark) inventory taken in 1726/7 at the death of 

Nathaniel Oade: “In the Long Room . . . 10355 [raw ware] viz Porringers 

Chamber Pots, Butter Ware & c”; in “the loft... 2270 [bisket ware] viz Chamber 

Potts and Porringer Sluggs [another term for saggars, in which pots were fired]”; 

among delft(?) in “the Warehouse up one pair of Stairs ... 149 dozen of [perfect 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no, 1241. ware| viz Mustard Pots and Salts, small painted Pattys, small Porringers”; and in 

2. Britton, Inventories, p. 63; see also Britton, “the Garret in the Dwelling House/Item 265 dozen of China Porringers.”” 

London, pp. 48-49, 190-192. 

| ' is 

a eon



DELFTWARE | Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

D185. PORRINGER poms 

London or Liverpool 
| 

Dated 1731 

H.: 2 5/8" (6.7 cm); 2 - : 
18° ( } obed rim borders and the general type of handle decorated with the radia- 

Diam (pouyy 4/2 (21cm) ting-line patterns shown here appear to have been a popular combination on 

Diam. (with handle): 6" (15.2 cm) circa 1730 delft porringers.' (For a late example of the border, see no. D186.) The 

border also occurs on other delftware: a mug attributed to Liverpool based on 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. : a eae 

excavated fragments; plates (some of London shape) with initials and dates, 

Cee eee pechs respectively, of 1731, 1734, and 1736, in central reserves resembling that of the 

ling, especially on interior. Overall, porringer;? and the interiors of punch bowls dated, respectively, 1724 and 1727.’ 

excluding footrim edge. A 1730 dated plate initialed “EE” is stylistically similar to the porringer in its 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle molded to central reserve and (to some extent) flowers. A 1730 dated floral-patterned jug 

shape and pierced, Flat bottom with inscribed “THOMAS AND ELIZABETH SHEARMAN” resembles the porringer in 

narrow-edeed, V-shaped footrim, its deep-blue-painted grassy mounds and numbering style (see also no. D302), 

and grassy elements of the same general type occur on a floral dish fragment 
DECORATION: Painted. Central 

. found at Vauxhall. 
reserve inscribed “Cen73r” with 

graduated-line and dot-cluster filler 

motifs. Borders composed of concen- 

tric circles and lobing. Handle top bears ae 

radiating lines. Exterior of wall bears i , 

two near-repeats of flowering vine ar 3 

with insect. > st : 5 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated = : _ 

Delftware, no. 1242; Grigsby, Dated Longridge la * 

Delftware and Slipware, pp. 883-885, pl. 16 y : ‘ ie 

Ex colls.: F. A. Crisp; E. Pitts Curtis. ‘ 5 KN 

j Se Y 
Ee ob q as A 

: ; % i 
| iy q 

— ; a i ; : , ~~ i 
: —_ = | ¥ 1 

eo il (% TK 
a(t Ne’Y \ | E -_ CY P sy 7 : of 

SOT Wee " 5 ae ¥ : 

=e —* ' * 7 a TJY e 
; | _ peat rj 

— , p 

1. For otherwise differently decorated porringers, 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1068 

see Britton, Bristol, no. 5.15; Austin, Delft, (1724), 1077 (1727). 

nos. 396-398, and for a mug with the border, . . 
4. Ibid., nos. 363 (plate), 986 (jug). 

no. 98 

2. Archer, V&A, no. C.18; Austin, Delft, no, 396; paren So eas ee a t poly: ae 
Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 366, ‘ ee aa 1 a fice ee 
389-390, 407-409. no. in shape, with grassy mounds and dif- 

ferent flowers with birds, see Sotheby’s (L), 

Kassebaum sale (1), October 1, 1991, lot 44. 
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Other 

D186. PORRINGER Porringers 

London, Liverpool, or Bristol 

Dated 1765 

H.: 3" (7.6 cm); tae : 5 
his is an unusually late example of the lobe-bordered porringer type dis- 

Diam. (body): 5 1/8" (13 ; E 5 
fara (aody) 2/8 (2 tn}; cussed in the previous entry (no. D185), and both vessels also resemble each 

Diam. (with handle): 6 1/2" (16.5 cm) other in body and handle shape. The ornament on the piece, less than stellar in 

quality, illustrates a mid-eighteenth-century fashion for simplified buildings of 
BODY CLAY: Buff. ‘ P . < Be 

roughly the same outline set in (typically oriental) landscapes.’ The odd motifs 
: Pal p : z 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white with (a squiggle and a face) on the handle bottom perhaps were tests of the decora- 

brown speckling on interior; runny with tor’s brush. 

much pitting on exterior, with some 

crawling on top of handle. Overall, 

excluding footrim edge. ” 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle molded to é > 

shape and pierced. Flat bottom with ; En 
_ 

deep footrim with narrow edge. \ 

DECORATION: Painted. Interior bears > 

building with fence and tree. Slightly i 

altered building (alone) repeated five ; 

times on exterior. Bottom inscribed a , 
| 

“EE[in monogram, or |]B/1765.” Upper or yy! | / 

border composed of scalelike lobing. : 

Handle solidly colored on top with X ; 
r\ rorire) ~ 

scribbled (test?) motifs on bottom. \) eS ji 
ré 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated : te “ 

Delftware, no. 1244. “ ie | 
A SS 

Ex colls.: L. L. Lipski (printed sticker: ‘ } 4 , - 

“L. L. L.|Collection|No.” with “1214” written : 5 g 

in blue): K. and R. Barrett. 8 oa aso) lue); K. an jarre’ — \ ae 
| BS me 

ae - ie ae re or 

ee 

eo” tl om \ 

é 65 \ yy 

pe" or 
" , <p ee ee 

1. See Britton, Bristol, nos. 14.46, 14.48. For 
1770s dated delft with striated-roofed buildings, 

see Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
nos, 1534-1535. For the fashion on delftware 
excavated in America, see Austin, Delft, 

pp. 20-22, figs. 25-27, 30, 32 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

D187. BUTTER DISH Other Bowls and Pierced Dishes 

Probably London 

1700-1720 

H.: 4 3/8" (111 ; eee ‘ 2 fs 
ie Lem} owls of this type—covered and with an internal spike—are thought to have 

Danese een) been used for serving butter. Four circa 1715 examples that resemble this one 

in profile but have different painted (and no sponged) decoration were excava- 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. . — a 

ted at the Vauxhall pottery site, and another example of slightly different 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly blue- t - : : : ‘ 

Bu profile was found elsewhere in Lambeth. The spikes on all of these pieces are 

PUTQUS Ses Whiter Ubeveny/appliedcy triangular, rather than conical, in section.! 

lid interior and bottom of bowl Although the term butter dish was in use by the end of the seventeenth cen- 

Overall, excluding bottom edges of lid tury, it may not always have referred to dishes of this type; the 1699 

and footrim. Pickleherring inventory has entries for 4,125 delft butter dishes, with butter in 

SHAPES Thrown! Bowl interior has this case perhaps referring to size.’ Densely sponged trees and Dutch-inspired 

Conicalepike Nearly eyvlindreal footrin figures occur on a 1708 dated punch bowl (see also no. D286). 

with narrow edge. 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. 

Trees and bushes with, on bowl, a man 

walking and buildings. Finial top bears 3 

central dot, radiating lines, and rl 

concentric circles. Other borders — 

composed of concentric circles and = 
Paes SN 

horizontal lines. — ae 

ee 

— — hb ig HH) oe — il 
= ves, Sets ey pited 

eae | hey ve “Faagienaaay ot ape lee eo : eA 

, i. f 7 
: * ye Ee 

<i 

1. For Vauxhall, see Britton, London, 

pp. 66, 71, pl. J. For others with triangular 

spikes, see col. pl. M, no. 121 (floral); 
Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1695 (figur- 

al); Britton, Bristol, no. 8.47 (grapevine). 

For a Lambeth example (Lambeth High 

Street or Norfolk House), found by 
Garner, see Archer, V&A, no. F.51. 

2. Britton, Inventories, p. 64; Archer, V&A, 

p. 71. 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
no. 1047. 
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Other 

D188. BOWL Other Bowls and Pierced Dishes 

Bristol or London 

c. 1704-1711 

H.: 2 3/8" (6 cm); [P y ope 3 : ortrait bowls of this piecrust-rimmed, or wavy-edged, type commemorating 
Diam.: 6 3/8" (16.2 cm) . . . 

the Duke of Marlborough (see Time Line, pp. 15-16, and no. D38) are rare. On 

one, Marlborough’s rtrait is initia & * 9 e edina similar BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff gh’s portrait is initialed “DM” and presented in a format similar 

to George I (“GR”) and the Duke of Ormonde (“DO”) on Longridge dishes D46 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly transparent : ' i 

and D41.' Another piecrust-rimmed bowl has a script “AR” and matches 

White withpriring\omteverse? Overall the one shown here in rim and reserve borders but depicts a glaring Queen 

excluding where footrim edge partly Anne (r. 1702-1714)? (Marlborough served as one of her generals.) Anne’s 

wiped clean. husband, Prince George of Denmark (see no. D38), occasionally is portrayed 

SHAPE: Thrown, with undulating rim with “PG” initials in bowls of this type,’ as is George I (r. 1714-1727) with 

Nearly cylindrical footrim with narrow “GR” initials.‘ The reserve border on the Longridge bowl has much in common 

edge. with that near the base of a Bristol or London mug also in this collection 

DECORATION: Painted. Duke of ee) 

Marlborough with pulled-back curtains. 

Inscribed “DM.” Borders composed of an 

geometric motifs, V-shaped elements, 4 "7 ~ 

and concentric circles. es h 72 

Ex colls.: L. L. Lipski (printed sticker: > SS 

“LL. L.[Collection|No.” with “641” LJEZ=— LS f 

written in blue); black-painted collection os _ 
no. “EURCER|I243]/A” ~ ee (Fa / =X) D \ 

? F . - ‘= -?* 
_— aN) 

} y PN A 7 r \ \ | 
| 

(7 Ant . a .\ : 
eh ( hi \) 

— aad ae ) | sl \ Pe s { 
\ \ 4 ie F, ) |e 
\ - Ps 

= 4 KNS g | ‘, / | 
Y \\ a Nae ae 7 \ a A 

NS N | ys Lay Ne 
~~. 

W. SS 74 eN 
=> a ge Q 

z ut Gv 

[OY we SiS ~Y anna iis : it ar ohecke Saas ao aes . ' 

1, Britton, Bristol, no. 10.12, with border resem- 
" i ‘ bling that of Longridge dish no. D118. 

ey = 2. Ibid., no. 10.6 

3. Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (2), November 17, 
1981, lot 258 

4. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 102B, no. 1663, 

portrait of type on “DM” dish listed above in 

n. 1. For another, see Sotheby's (L), May 15, 1979, 
lot 84 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Other 

D189. BOWL Other Bowls and Pierced Dishes 

Probably Bristol 

Number “4” on bottom 

1710-1730 

loral motifs are much more common on piecrust-rimmed bowls than are 

neti 73 cm) portraits (see no. D188).! The painted flower-and-scroll border on this example 

Diams7 1/8" (18:1 ern) matches that on a plate depicting Ceres at its center (no. D75).’ The painting 

style of the central reserve is very like that of a large dish with a three-fish motif 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ; ‘ ee . 

: (see also no. D214) and under-rim markings that help to associate it with Bris- 

MUNEGE AZ Ele ly sratispare mes tol; related floral and foliate motifs are found on plates dated 1722 and 1724.’ 

cially on exterior) bluish white. Overall, (For another plate painted in this style, see no. D124.) Fragments of piecrust 

excluding majority of footrim edge rims were found at Brislington, and piecrust-rimmed bowls have been excava- 

SHAPE: Thrown, with undulating rim. ted at colonial sites.‘ Some bowls with this rim type may have been employed 

Nearly cylindrical footrim with narrow as washbasins.° 

edge. 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowering 

plant with bird and insect. Borders 

NAD AA composed of concentric circles; VS . i / 

band of floral, foliate, scrolled, and \S ) > 
\ Cog > 

other curvilinear motifs; and, at rim, *. 7 oj 

V-shaped elements. Bottom bears ’ ae ee ww < 
the : 

number “4” at center. é N WA 
‘, / \ (a & 

Y \ % 
<4 . 

i Y ‘ ~ Ne yy \f 

~ : /, > \\ 3 —— ¢ \) 

“y i % y Sq e 
tf om VF 

: Vd (and LE - 

: : ee, igi pe -_= a ee) 

: S We ks mel), Wall 
Af Ow Ws OF f U © y 

a i — Te 2 « N ‘ mp Ss yf fj 

: : ASS = 
‘ 4 Ar phir A aN 

_ — — 

: “\ é oy 
Ow / 

OSS CBS 
- = alii < a3 i 

LOA NE Neer SS VS 2 f ’ Y \ A eee 
eh Laeeact': 

ape : 

Wate Gt > ab ane * —_ - Ce arse en ee 

ao ‘ Arete PEE halen: r Sea as ‘ ST eae ee ae 

a 7 7 1. See Ray, Warren, pl. 55, nos. 106-108; Britton, 3. Ibid., col. pl. 34, no. 13.8, and pp. 209-210 
S | Bristol, nos. 8.43, 8.44 (fruit), 8.45; Austin, Delft, (dish); Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 588, 596, 597 (Chinese scene); Archer and nos. 317, 331 (dated plates). See also Austin, 

Morgan, China Dishes, no. 37 (Chinese scene); Delft, no. 211. 

Ss ’s (L), Lipski sale (3), March 1, 1983, 
Te . ee ae See eee le 4, Ray, Warren, p. 183, no. 106 (Brislington); 

Boa (Guiness scene): Austin, Delft, p. 239 (fragments excavated at 

2. For the border around a water scene in a Williamsburg, Va.). 

flat-rimmed bowl, see Britton, Bristol, no. 8.30. Sy archer aniorean Gnirs Dienes ora 
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a oa ~~ 
x af 3 a a 

D190. BOWL ‘AZ -_— SN 
GS 9 SS. 

Probably Bristol v7 FZ —_> < 

(f go > oY SES ~ ~ , ‘ 
1710-1730 y 1) 3 ey - SRN \ 

iV f° si SS 
ad Da 

i oy 2 @ SSAA IN 
H. 21/8" (5.4 cm); dt ; Oo ONS . 

. i Ws J SONY y 

Diam: 6 5/8" (16.8 cm) Ke p : ARK \N \ ry 
} Kec ae. \ SA 

UG) £ ae. \\\ 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 4 iG | P ~~ SE \ 

vi | ) Pee ‘ 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise with some { ; 22 . os f ; 

Hi | LOG ae Yi 
pitting on reverse. Overall, excluding f\ } . } oe ’ — vy } % | ee . j } 

footrim edge 4 \ K\ : + 2 Zé fi I 

\ ‘i g oy j j 

SHAPE: Thrown. Short, tapering NY é —— ake , # Ih / 4 

footrim with narrow bottom edge. + DAS , // Ys ff an) / 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. S N Se ; 3 - J y) Ny VU 

‘ S Of! fy 
Chinese scene with fence, mountains, AQ SS . ee . a, 

hill, and plants. Rd SSeS Gy i 
Wiest eo = y 4 

SO SS OF 4 
SS ae ie 

SSS SZ 
PS 

eer . ee Se ee a ae 

| he landscape on this piece differs in some details but is very similar to one 

painted in blue and white inside a piecrust-rimmed bowl (for general form, see 

nos. D188, D189).' On the latter painted, rather than sponged, bushes are at the 

right, and a Chinese figure sits at the center of the scene. (The piecrust bowl’s 

scene recurs in polychrome and without the figure on the interior of one por- 

ringer.) Another bowl that resembles the Longridge example in shape, both 

border motifs, painting style, and palette probably is from the same factory.’ 

The comparable vessel’s central reserve depicts a house in a landscape with 

sponged plants. For a mug with a blue and white version of the outer border 

shown here, see number D262. 

1. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 37. 

2. Britton, Bristol, no. 5.16 

3. Christie’s (NY), Chorley sale, January 25, 

1993, lot 11. 

< a re aT 

‘ae 
iain, ea 

ei 4s dale amma Cr, = 
elec ret: ‘ ” a a. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

D191. DISH Other Bowls and Pierced Dishes 

London 

1740-1755 

H.: 11/2" (3.8 cm); 

Diam.: 7 3/4" (19.7 cm) 7 Re, 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. iS = <S, 4 
i 2 == ®: 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white. Overall, 9} zy == eo FC 

excluding footrim edge. a ?' : ) 

SHAPE: Thrown or molded, with of  gXpro bs Sm, e) ® S 
> é Bil Ss € 4] ite ua 

pierced border. Piecrust rim shaped by © “e( Cr S) Pp © , & y = cé 

impressing with rounded tool. Flat f we e) yo ae @ bz 

< Oo @_ePD C? bottom with short, slightly tapering = > RS <S OP) S) Q fe 
v S <x pe e 

footrim, nearly cylindrical on interior = @ » * es KOs ; QQ ‘s 
aye} ©) <— — - e SS wall. 5 0 eS So | ee tee BAS: ¥ 

DECORATION: Painted and sgraffito. > Nan Eee) Bef: Biss = 
a Pz , Soe Nog |i 3 : 

Chinese vignette with vase, flowers, My (Oe A oa z] 
< . we 4 Rit OR a tc 

and leaf. Piercing outlined on interior. IT Do 3 - 3 \ \ \ ¢ Py 

/ . y > DVL = 
Piecrust-rim border composed of 3 ah , ep, Ro i fl 

SS pS, , a clusters of short, parallel lines and %, i = a % 7 O° ay : 2 9 2 

concentric lozenges. 4 » ae. ‘ ee a 

&% NS ok OQ =f 
Y @ @ ae 
wh ae @® e o S 

UZ are SMe ‘ ss 

fal} 

he pattern of the piercing of this dish matches that of at least one other 

piecrust-rimmed example.’ On that one, a circular central reserve depicts a 

chinoiserie landscape with buildings and figures, and the piercing again is out- 

lined. The pattern of the outer border differs from the type shown here. The 

glaze on both dishes is typical of London delftware, as is the use of sgraffito 

detailing demonstrated on the Longridge dish.’ Sgraffito-detailed leaves of 

approximately this type occur on dated pieces from 1749 to 1756. 

1. Austin, Delft, no. 292. 

res ere 2. Archer, V&A, no. B.83; Cockell, Vauxhall 

6k FP DF as 0 ao i i RO Cross, pls. 129-130. For sgraffito on Dublin 
= delftware, see Archer and Hickey, Irish . a , ‘Ys 

a, aW An < we & ad f Y ie ft = BQ Af, Delftware, no. 78. 

NA Ne? i ee a. ZZ 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 530, 
> SS ae —= a 5951, 581, 581A, 1150, 1163. 

etic 
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«a @ni@ ins 
D192. BOWL f [~—) al >> aa Pe VOD 
Probably Liverpool P MLE} A a ct \ > 

1750-1770 Lmny Jf - pee toe 

| + 26 om Jha : ae Cay Sed | H: 3" (7.6 cm); Ln) : Ses ge: 

Diam.: 7 5/8" (19.4 cm) / )) : : eee ee > = 
| ; 4 Cae ee - 
| . Sea rye ot 
| BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff aoe : ee et 

with scattered, small blow holes. » : 5 r : (®) i 

: : = EE > S > TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white with xt ~ Se - Pome BS 

blue and brown speckling and occa- eg Fue At {tte Jy § } peckling OW ee" =a oO 
sional pitting. Overall, excluding . t es Na" — ea y ee xa es = : ve 
footrim edge. 7 ees a , 

f Dodd Serie eile eZ oe filha Ie 
SHAPE: Thrown or shaped over mold, L a s A hha t 5 

with pierced rim. Flat bottom with tall, eg Waly \ . 
\ : S\Nee Nh eile y nbd. 

nearly cylindrical footrim, tapering a ’ Bye o ¢,, he fe YJ SS ae: / 
inward on interior wall. f . <€. Geet 

DECORATION: Painted. Recumbent \ fi 5 al @) 

: sheep landscape with hillocks, trees, \ ) @) o> 

and plants. Piercing outlined. 

Ex coll.: A. S. Miller. 

Dasnwar bowls with pierced sides, identified as fruit bowls in eighteenth- 

century references, were made in London, Bristol, Liverpool, and Dublin.' Those 

in which the piercing takes the form of intersecting circles can be very similar 

and cannot always be attributed with certainty. In this case, the painting style 

has a strong Liverpool flavor. The design, after an engraving by Nicolaes 

Berchem (1620-1683), is one of a series showing sheep, which also appear on 

tiles made in Liverpool between 1750 and 1770.’ The particular image on this 

bowl is taken in reverse from The Set of the Sheep, known as the “Woman’s Book.” 

It is likely that the original print, or a tracing from it, had the outlines pricked 

out so that the design could be pounced through the holes onto the tile or bowl, 

in which case it could easily have been reversed. A number of tiles with subjects 

after Berchem are also in reverse.* 

1. Archer, V&A, no. G.15 (Mr. Archer is responsi- 
ble for much of the information in this entry); 

= : = Austin, Delft, no. 371 n. 1; Cockell, Baskets, 
k \y KK . s pp. 29-32; Cockell, Vauxhall Cross, pl. 134. For 

WwW . c. 1755 Staffordshire creamware and salt-glazed 
" | stoneware examples and piercing outlines from 

\ \ } iy molds, see Grigsby, Weldon, nos. 127a~127b. 

, i» y __¥y Ss 2. Ray, Tiles, pl. 35, nos. 349 and 350. 
3 . = "sl 

& CE leet. ein ee 3. Hollstein, Etchings, no. 42 

a sea ips : 4. Ray, De animalia, pp. 802-810. 
Lo ; 
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ee: Fa 5 ee ir ? 

D193. BOWL ja; Fo: aN cae 

Dublin, Ireland Ee . ea Sb 

Probably David Davis and Co. 4 Le Ne ce 

or Henry Delamain J fee » 4 . 
fe Y 

. i 

6} \ 
c. 1749-1760 De nya 4 

Lom 3 KGa 
[ 4 f » 

H. 2.3/8" (6 cm); 6 HA y i 
v P WA 

Diam.: 6 1/2" (16.5 cm) 4 a . , ii 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff with Pe a4 “ Mm. ©) 
‘ " j y 

scattered, small blow holes or cracks ; &’ : “ td r P 

on exterior. Daw A . i / y 
} ‘ es le AV. 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly transparent NS e = = et 

bluish white with occasional pitting. oy a = meine 3 AV 
“SF SIA ee fle 

Overall, excluding footrim edge. = as . Ay A 
\ pme\ ip yy 

SHAPE: Thrown or shaped over mold, ee SITTERS Ke $ 

with pierced rim. Flat bottom with tall, » SS Re _ tee £ | ers 
Ty SAC a ere Ep: 

nearly cylindrical footrim, tapering es =< Se we: Nee, 
. x = = 3< = 

inward on interior wall. Two holes a “<< - 

pierced in footrim. 

DECORATION: Painted (trees possibly a: : 

cut-sponged). Landscape with tree- 

covered mound, broken tree, and dis- AN 

number of pierced bowls in several sizes are of exactly the same shape 
tant walls or hedgerows. On interior, . . . 

as this example and show the same decoration around their borders.' They all 
iercing outlined with crosshatched Sod 5 ee Sas 

B e share very similarly painted landscape scenes, some with figures and buildings. 

age ocho) So At least three of the bowls have on the underside within the footrim a crowned 

outlined in dots. harp and the painted word Dublin.’ These vessels are said to have been pre- 

sented to either the Duke of Dorset or to Lord George Sackville in Ireland about 

1753. The date recurs on a bowl with a landscape in the same style; the under- 

side (within the footrim) is inscribed “Clay got over the Primate’s Coals—Dublin 

1753." 

In 1752 Captain Henry Delamain took over Dublin’s only active pottery, on 

the North Strand at “the World’s End,” from Davis and Company. (After his 

death in 1757, Delamain’s wife took over the factory, running it until 1760.) It 

is known that Davis made “fruit baskets” and that a Mrs. Delaney purchased a 

dozen of them for a friend in 1750. If, as seems likely, pierced bowls can be iden- 

tified as fruit baskets, it is possible that the Longridge example and those like 

it may have been made by both Davis and Delamain (see no. D192). 

1. For examples, see Archer and Hickey, 

sli Irish Delftware, nos. 25-27; Austin, Delft, 
Keg ate “in “Gu ee oes OO a. gorey oy es a ele fehl Png age he 08 Sse. Sra 0 9 90° M0999) *8, oe Sap My nos. 371-372. For a plate with similar 
% y \ WORF SOF, nS . ef er fe decoration and pseudo-Chinese mark, 

VM BS : MH "4 ts 3% sf of iG see Archer, V&A, pl. 152, no. B.238. 
NAS Ue Wits ees sas Rs ad if 
Ny Ms Pape. oo Se eae fo gt is 2. Museum of Ireland, Collection, pp. 24-25. 
Nee Ne EN OPS Se ae o Fae 4 
\ SS resets Se oT i Saal 3. Archer and Hickey, Irish Delftware, 

Se sist eae p. 38, no. 5 (British Museum collection). 

a ee 4. Archer, V&A, no. B.238, p. 568; Archer 
ae | comments (1998). Mr. Archer is responsi- 

‘ ble for much of the information included 

in this entry. 
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ini We DELFTWARE ining and Related Wares 
Other 

D194. DRAINER or STRAINER Drainers or Strainers 

Probably Liverpool 

1750-1770 

H.: 11/4" (3.2 cm); : 
he October 24, 1770, inventory of Lord Botetourt’s personal property at the 

Diam.: 14 3/4" (37.4 cm A Z eae a 
: I ) Governor’s Palace in Williamsburg, Virginia, records “6 round & 6 oval fish 

strainers” among ceramics i “ . .”' Williamsburg archaeologi- BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 8 cs in the “Servant’s Hall.” Williamsburg 2) 

cal sites have yielded fragments of pierced delft strainers. Such pieces were 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall. 7 ; . . . i ff 

inserted into compatibly shaped dishes. (One fish-bordered, circular dish with 
HAPE: Molded or shaped on th : : - 

: ierreia-lay went pes an attached, pierced, shallow-domed top forms a possible visual parallel.)’ Delft 

Wheel and pierced. Smoothly concave drainers or strainers of this type were a mid-eighteenth-century innovation and 

reverse, occur in a wide variety of painted patterns and shapes; circular, oval, and cham- 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowers and fered rectangular ones are most common (see nos. D195, D196).’ Creamware 

dot clusters. Border composed of trellis and other pale earthenware versions are flattopped, rather than domed, and 

baneiethifive (lorallresenvse: were made well into the nineteenth century.‘ Like delftware ones, they have 

large, central holes, presumably used when lifting the unit from a dish. (It has 
Ex coll.: L. L. Lipski (printed sticker: “L. L. L.] . re : 
Collection|No” with “1102" written in blue) been suggested that some delftware examples were inserted into punch bowls 

to convert them to flower containers,* but there is little solid evidence for such 

usage, and it is likely that the inserts would have shifted during the insertion 

of flowers.) 

— 
aI “97, 

LAF, MI 
<ee — om 
Ye *8 D>. 9% és AS ew 5 A A oe SORA, ye CAN 

6/92. © V0}; SEF 0 
Ve WB, 9 iy TR 6 i a. ota 

7 See ve 8 3a @ vr ( ~ — — \) Q V9 9 iS a eth 
1. Hood, Governor's Palace, p. 293; see p. 290 for X57 ce SY, : 4 A @ io Mm Ge @ WER 
“4 tin fish strainers” in the first store room; see Dao 2 ee eS < y) 1° Iw We 

p. 293 for “1 pewter fish Strainer” in the ASS > @\ Wg 7. Si JS ‘2. e ~ @ 

kitchen; see p. 301 for a “Salad Dish and fish KOs x , as 4 pees | ret 4s 5 NG Ss 
Strainer” among ceramics in the “Housekeepers OK V7 ‘te a Se ma S @s~ a 

Room,” in the June 26, 1776, inventory for AR > ie CO 6 bn > d1® < é Qy! 

Robert Eden, governor of Maryland. For yea re 6 :, Ry oo NS ,) @ 

1750-1781 American references to fish drainers = 5 G y a. D eS es bate i @ . 

and fish strainers, see Archer, V&A, no. E60. - 3 « Se 'e \ ’y @ oo 

2. Austin, Delft, p. 199 (fragments from * a os wo a, RU @) S on oe é 

Chiswell-Bucktrout House, Donnegan and wind- 5) NS, e Ose ry C: [S: (e) me : IS 

mill sites), no. 400. me p)) D ¢ Ra e ) e- N Ie [SAG 
¥ DS ( S.C: ¢ / Nn 

3. For other delftware examples, see Archer, i F << ec. & Cas j =< -e/ 

V&A, nos. F.60-E65; Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (2), & @ oo (7 Pea wey % Ay 
November 17, 1981, lots 280-282; Lipski sale (3), Ex eS ) (> (5 G (pe 

March 1, 1983, lot 538. Se Ve o Oe 

4. For 16 examples, see Coysh and Henrywood, ae — ye 

Printed Pottery, pp. 49-391 passim. Such drain- \ af ( e/a) 4 ); 

ers were for serving boiled fish and probably MAS 

meat and typically were made to fit 16" (40.6 

cm) or 18" (45.7 cm) dishes (p. 115). For George 

Washington’s 1769 order for “2 large Fish drain- 

ers” in “ye most fash® kind of Queen’s Ware 

({creamware]” and his 1770 order for “2 large 

Oval Fish strainers” in “Fine Cream col [ware],” 

see Detweiler, Chinaware, p. 204. 

5. Horne comments (January 1998), citing 

Horne, Tiles, nos. 365-366. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

D195. DRAINER or STRAINER Drainers or Strainers 

Probably Liverpool 

1750-1770 

H. 7/8" (2.2 cm); /\ . , . . - 
et ) Ithough this and other drainers or strainers were intended to be fitted 

eo oD) into the large, low dishes that caught the juices of the fish (or other food) served 

W.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) upon them, the drainers apparently were purchased separately. Several other 

shallowly domed inserts in various shapes also depict species of fish; most are 
BODY CLAY: Fine- d buff. : E - . : 4 : alee a 

eae painted in blue and white.' (For another dish associated with and depicting fish, 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall see no. D206.) One circular dish with an attached low-domed strainer or drainer 

SHAPE: Molded and pierced. Smoothly has small depictions of fish as a border.’ 

concave reverse. 

DECORATION: Painted. Fish 

= — ——” ae — = : Ti cs hed Li Cig tema 
hae am BEG hee PR Roda 5+ ac aaa 

=" <e ‘ele oP Cae ‘ ca . 
ie (ge Py vat cattn f Ve " . rn nat, Pont OLS @ areO. * 

AO Se ae 
on e <a i - 4, 

yy _geeeain ~\ hw Ze=™ oy e » 

ao G YY eth, es: ee 
Zi oe eo a ~ F ae 

¥ i > te ~ Fs e I ® - re’) 

‘Se @ J =e »oe «qe ee - G & 7 ; ~ = nae \ 

- o7@oe e or ee: 6 @» a ee ae y ( oC @ ¥ & G2 e e . 6 oo, v 
Me S/ <i oex-_86° a er pe al 
Ht = Z = 6 ee } Se ae | hy —o i | fas ; Z re @ ee. 3 lig 9-0 e 0% E 

S a we ees 
Py ie, ee 5 Set =. ks We @he oe Oe — "fC i —@ € a & ~ “= a { }= & SE” é\ po) 

& Se. ¢ Ze op a. e@ & & _ =<@¢e =f 4 J Ww 
oe ® \@O- e oY ee 

x OL oe. @ se r\® ae eee a. ~& a OE eg 
‘ € (ES eS eae ou. Epi ae One as 

SSstoy aS oe ye eal oO 
BB) i ie bp ambi 
ee => : 

1. Archer, V&A, no. E60 (circular); Horne, 

Collection, pt. 5, no. 114 (oval); Fisher, St. Louis 
Collection, p. 629, fig. 7 (circular); Sotheby’s (L), 

Lipski sale (3), March 1, 1983, lot 409 (circular); 

Britton, Bristol, no. 9.26 (chamfered rectangle), 

and no. 9.25, for a different type of strainer 
depicting fish. 

2. Austin, Delft, no. 400. 
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So 
ewe A sere e~ 

a Ile 
D196. DRAINER or STRAINER 2 S ‘ NS 

Probably London or Liverpool a 4 Ls ¢ r vd = e@ f 
, UR mae : N 

1750-1770 Bis SAV m4 : s . 
: (As . . » eo | H.: 13/4" (4.4 cm); e 7 A ay i, i 

Diam.: 9 5/8" (24.4 cm) Pk : oe yeas oe ; a f e nn 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. @o a » Y 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise-white. ‘ * @ -E DN “ : Ae 5 

s. an 0 Ve - Overall. | Zp “ » : Er 

gE q ; : ath ; 
SHAPE: Molded or shaped on the c sae é )) a 

" sg 4 
wheel and pierced. Smoothly concave ‘ vee a . A /@ — 

f *- a Pe ¥ jivk 

reverse. Possible (not clear) triangular bot : Pl ’; ve : 

arrangement of peg marks on back ‘ : i; I ( f > i) | 

dge ie en S | eee j e bY? Zo) a Z H . Uff ) ED emer SA) yee WE ee “ 
54, dis N - OLD Sete SEG Ma bX 

DECORATION: Painted. “Banded AVR S42 &§& COZ EEY Ue A ii YB. EX 
wie.” SS “7 "i = AT. 4 Ih Wy YY 

hedge” pattern with flowers and . CORTES. 4 yD wy x ‘pS LLG 
GES” \ ZZ Ze Ges) YAW Zi) ij wes 

insects. Borders composed of concen- cA y 4 MY 

F e* if = 2 : 
tric circles. i a= i . ; 

= ih ' ee 3 ta 

his drainer or strainer is one of two Longridge collection pieces bearing 

polychrome “banded hedges” derived from Japanese (kakiemon) porcelain 

designs. The other example, a 1745 dated puzzle jug, is painted in a very differ- 

ent style and shows the more typical inclusion of birds (see no. D300). The 

“banded hedge” pattern shown here is very similar to that on a scallop-edged 

punch bowl (or monteith?), and both may have been painted by the same hand.' 

“Banded hedge” motifs also occur on English soft-paste porcelain (see no. D300) 

and on some Continental porcelain and tin-glazed earthenware.’ 

1. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 124D, no. 1674. 

2. Walcha, Meissen, nos. 56-57 (c. 1728 plates 

with “wheatear” decoration); van Dam, Geda- 

teerd Delfts, pp. 38-39 (1739 dated dish), 41-42 

(1744 dated kettle-on-stand). 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

D197, D198. PICKLE or SWEET- Pickle and Sweetmeat Dishes 

MEAT DISHES 

(D197) Probably London 

¢. 1755 J\ 

(D198) Probably London or Liverpool Ithough comparatively rare in English delftware, multishell pickle or 

1750-1770 sweetmeat dishes were made in large numbers in English soft-paste porcelain, 

and it is extremely likely that most delftware examples were derived from 

(D197) H.: 4 7/8" (12.4 cm); them.' (The most popular formats of such dishes included single shells; single- 

L. (shell point-shell point): 7 1/4" (18.4 cm) level, three-shell clusters; and complex multilevel encrustacions.) Such pieces 

(D198) H: 3” (7.6 cm); reflected society’s growing fascination with naturalistic subjects. Designs were 

i ehell poineshell point):7"a781m) derived from metalwork,’ illustrations in scientific publications, and prints. 

The multilevel dish shown here (D197) is strikingly similar in shape and size 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff, to a 1753 to 1766 Bow (London) soft-paste porcelain example—so much so that 

(D197) pinkish. the two examples conceivably could have been shaped in the same molds. (The 

TIN GLAZE: (D197) White, slightly applied small shells are less similar in modeling.) The Bow shell sweetmeat inte- 

riors depict Chinese landscapes in underglaze blue, and the ribbing of the 
transparent on raised areas. Overall, . . . . nen . 

exteriors bears graduated-line motifs.’ The Bonnin and Morris factory in 
excluding bottoms of feet. (D198) Light : fs e : A : 

Pize) oe Philadelphia had close ties with Bow and in the early 1770s produced soft-paste 

pureolses sligHuy ‘abspatcnt aniialsca porcelain shell sweetmeats of the same general form.' 

areas. Overall, excluding portions of No very close parallels to the second Longridge dish (D198) have been iden- 

bottoms of feet. tified.’ Among other delft examples are a few small, single-shell dishes that 

SHAPE: Press-molded, (D197) on prob- probably are from Liverpool in the 1750s or 1760s and have Chinese pavilion-in- 

ably hand-formed core. (D197) Three landscape scenes on the interiors.’ A few large and elaborate delftware 

flat-bottomed, conical feet (D198) centerpieces composed of multilevel shell clusters have been attributed to the 

Delftfield factory in Glasgow, Scotland, or, sometimes, to Henry Delamain’s 
Three flat-bottomed, scallop-shell- i y ee) y 

Dublin, Ireland, factory.’ 
shaped feet. 

DECORATION: Painted. (D197) Bowl 

interiors bear floral sprays and simple —_— P 

7 S NS) ee 
line borders. Dish exteriors bear “shell- ¢ Bes $ 5 

haa 4 + a h creer t 
edge” borders and lower shells with Nase tah 3) 

J . OO Bet Pe 
graduated-line filler ornament. Smaller , wy aN SF 

— zo — ~ pe ‘ed > 
Pathe , sy f D 2 ait + Sa ) shells also highlighted. (D198) Details of ; ! 5 rac SS en =, “ae a ‘ $ \ 4 ‘ smen90 pe 

shell interiors and small shells. } lesa Jas ) er ce ae y 
( ge) - , | RC ee z oe" “in @ 

m oe é Aer eo" “2. ay 
Ex coll.: (D198) Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Knauer, | R r ial ; Ewe SPN 
“Man Full of Trouble” Tavern. ) . eyes y We SN 

D197: D197 

ce 1. Adams and Redstone, Bow, col. pl. C. (opp. 4. Levin, American Ceramics, p. 32, fig. 21 

sé or) p. 64), p. 87, fig. 15, p. 129, figs. 53-54; Tait, Bow, (Brooklyn Museum collection); Adams and Red- 

ae pls. 187-192; Gabszewicz and Freeman, Bow, stone, Bow, pp. 78-79. 

nos. 2-6, 15-16, 41-42; Austin, Chelsea, nos. a See ea we 
& 7-10; Rice, Derby, nos, 37, 129: Bradley, Derby, 5. Fora as sauceboat supported on a aoe Il 

ian . resembling the three shells on the Longridge 
no. 121; Spero, Worcester, nos. 57, 68 (col. pl. s ‘ 
e : % dish, see Horne, Collection, pt. 9, no. 230. 

4 22); Handley, Collection, no. 2.3 (Worcester); 

; : Leen Northern Ceramic Society, Liverpool, no. 61 6. Austin, Delft, no. 387; Archer, V&A, no. G.12. 
ae FE ‘ fet (Samuel Gilbody). William Littler at Longton For a 1683 dated shell dish, see Lipski and 

kik i Hall and at West Pans, near Edinburgh, also Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1229 (also Archer, 

i \ produced shell-shaped dishes. Rijksmuseum, no. 49). 

2. For a silver gilt salt and a matching Chelsea 7. Archer, V&A, no. G.13; Kinghorn and Quail, 

D198 one, see Austin, Chelsea, no. 7. Delftfield, p. 35, col. pl.; Horne, Collection, pt. 1, 

3. Adams and Redstone, Bow, p. 87, fig. 15. noel 
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DELFT WARE [Dining and Related Wares 
Other 

D199. PICKLE or SWEETMEAT Pickle and Sweetmeat Dishes 

DISH 

Probably Bristol 

Painted blue number“1” on bottom 

1720-1735 - 

“ 4 

H.:1" (2.6 em); Li: 5 3/8" (13:7 cm); hi Ag 

& 
W. 3 3/8" (8.6 cm) Q uy I A Gs ; , 

NS . on) BODY CLAY: Medium- d buff. £ a) ine ty’ uinzgtene’ es f ts a Pn" By 2 iS Ae 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, slightly we (a Uy as ie Bate AN ‘ 

i Bn} f \ WE oa on 3 YS yy. transparent on raised areas (especially a bY pg mS v * x 

| anal Jee be gr “) ) on exterior). Overall, excluding bottom. ' A Ca cs (ee } 

SHAPE: Press-molded. Flat bottom. Nt 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowering ys 
Z i vine with border of stripes and wavy iF 

SA " 

lines highlighting fluting. Number “1” on ~ F Gi 

bottom. " 4 ss 

Published: Atkins, Exhibition (1993), no. 20. 

ie spoon trays (see nos. D333, D334), a type of tea equipage, this dish is 

small and oblong. Its walls are comparatively high, however, and may indicate 

that the piece was intended to serve pickles or sweetmeats at the dining table. 

Some dated delftware, primarily from the 1720s, displays related flowers and 

leaves amid other motifs. The “feel” of the decoration on the Longridge dish per- 

haps is most like that of a probably Bristol 1722 dated bird-and-flowers plate 

that also shares with it a fluted rim painted in narrow, radiating panels. (The 

rim also occurs on an undated Longridge plate with a Chinese scene [no. D119] 

and on one with a flower-and-dot cluster pattern.)! The “1” on the underside of 

the pickle or sweetmeat dish probably is a painter’s mark. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 317 (1722 plate), 

1017, 1059, 1066-1067, 1070-1072, 1078, 1095. Britton, Bris- 
x tol, no. 8.29 (flower-and-dot cluster plate). For related flowers 

and leaves on a Bristol polychrome dish, see Britton, Bristol, 

col. pl. p. 34, no. 13.8. 

Bug ee 
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DELFTWARE Ding and Related Wares 
Other 

D200, D201. PICKLE or SWEET- Pickle and Sweetmeat Dishes 

MEAT DISHES 

Probably Liverpool 

1750-1770 

he 1710 inventory of Dyrham Park in Gloucestershire includes, under the 
D200, both) H.:1" (2.5 cm); _ . : - : err aii ( etn Coa Delf” subheading of “Act. of the China etc.,” a listing for “Triangular blew and 

L. (point to point, average): 5’ (12.7 cm) white Saweers For Pickles.”' Triangular and heart-shaped delftware dishes, how- 
(D201) H.: 1" (2.5 cm); ever, are far outnumbered by Staffordshire salt-glazed stoneware examples 
L 41/2" (11.4. cm that, like the tin-glazed ones, were intended to hold pickles or sweetmeats.’ P 

Thomas and John Wedgwood of the Big House factory in Burslem, Staffordshire, 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained pale probably were referring to lead-glazed earthenware versions in a 1764 account- s 8 
buff. book entry for pieces sold to potter Humphrey Palmer: “6 Green Heart Stand 9 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, (D201 Green Triangular Stands 84” Hexagonal, one-piece salt-glazed dishes with clus- is 8 P & 
slightly transparent on exterior. Overall, ters of radiating, triangular wells may illustrate how sets of individual triangles 

excllcing fourm edees or hearts were arranged on the dining table. (Perhaps the “3 Doz Bundles Heart 

SHAPE: Molded, (0200) Shallow, flat- 3:0” sold in 1770 by the Wedgwoods were multiheart dishes.)* Some wavy-edged, 

i probably Liverpool delftware dishes with clustered wells also illustrate this 
bottomed, triangular ridges form , 

idea? 
footrims. (D201) Shallow, flat-bottomed, 

heart-shaped ridge forms footrim. 

DECORATION: Painted. (D200) Birds 

among grasses. Borders composed of l, e 

bands of concentric lozenges and arcs AN) \ 

with pendant ovals forming corners. ) 7 8 We \ 
ya wn 

(D201) Flowers with oval filler motifs. Y) s N fj a\ 
\ / ad W 

Border composed of concentric hearts, / yy AE \\ ff Fe \ 
i: Ye y, ) WA 

the outer one edged in scrolls with y) YY ge N } yy \ ¢ Yh 

curvilinear elaborations. y // p \ “a ‘i ¢(( ‘\ 
of \ ge ‘ 

My AV LG XY ly . Y \ Ex coll.: Group Captain A. F. Britton. fy 5 y ‘ Nj # > \ E 
on \. 

[SY * Q yy \ 

cL oP ‘3 ONS So 
( BS LSE coS Sree ecg J 

Be ee ee cea 
D200 : i 

1. Archer, V&A, p. 4, citing Karen-M Walton, “An 4. For a salt-glazed stoneware dish, see the Colo- 

Inventory of 1710 from Dyrham Park,” Furniture nial Williamsburg collection (no. 1967-667); 

i History 22 (1986): 91. Grigsby, Weldon, no. 41, citing Mountford, The- 

i 2. For a delftware triangular dish with a differ- stSpOPB 120: 1b; 
fy N ent painted pattern, see Austin, Delft, no. 385. 5. For probably Liverpool examples, see Austin, 

Vy, A ’) For salt-glazed dishes and molds for them, see Delft, nos. 389-390; Britton, Bristol, nos. 9.36~ 

f} oN \ Grigsby, Weldon, nos. 40-41; Mountford, Salt- 9.39; Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 89. 

/Yy} _@ \ (\ glazed Stoneware, nos. 31, 104-105; see no. 193 
L, fe We» ON for a large, triangular tray with enameled play- 

VE, I S ing cards; Christie’s (NY), March 6, 1981, lot 68. 

fy} o. a \ 3. Grigsby, Weldon, no. 40, citing Mountford, 
i Thesis, app. 3, p. 64. 

. My Ss =) ; \ IS, App. 3, P 

se] ° (y 0 WARS 

aS , i = 
ASS Re 

D201 
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DELETWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Other 

D202. PICKLE or SWEETMEAT DISH Pickle and Sweetmeat Dishes 

Liverpool or possibly Dublin, Ireland 

If Dublin, Henry Delamain 

c. 1760 

his general type of piece—composed of a large dish nesting smaller ones— 

[nse (Gein) typically bears Chinese export-porcelain-inspired floral motifs, sometimes with 

Diam. (point to point): 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) large figural scenes ornamenting the trays.' Liverpool appears to have manu- 

factured the greater quantity, but some multipart dishes with numerical marks 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. J ; < 

a (probably for decorators) have been associated with Ireland.’ This category of 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, slightly dish also was made in other ceramics, and Josiah Wedgwood’s 1774 Queen's 

transparent on raised areas. Overall, Ware catalog lists a “Large Dish, which contains five small pieces, a, b, c, for s 8 Pp 

excluding footrim bottoms. Pickles of different kinds.”* A few delftware dishes that in outline resemble the 

SHAPE: Press-molded. All pieces flat- one shown here have basically similarly shaped wells joined to form a single 

bottomed with shallow ridges echoing entity." | 

dish shapes forming footrims. 

DECORATION: Painted. Outer dish 

bears Chinese flower vase on table 5 Ss 

among flowering plants. Border com- SS ‘J ee aa Te i 

posed of horizontal line with pendant aes re ee, eae 
Phi cal wie oe 

foliate motifs and dots. Inner dishes a x ] 7 

bear floral vines and borders composed , P A eo " 

of crosshatched bands with scrolls and ce Gn.’ > j 
, vr Pe ee & ‘ 

interconnected arcs. ee 7 if be 
* » 7 AO iS. 5 i 

Ex coll: K. Hammitt. ) egy ay Ee x Col jammi » e LAN tas See A 

a Y Wes aie. ov " : @ Pax Tae 
7 r )} » ‘ {i 

& C78 ALS de 

Mii b mee é wT . 

fe . oe % 
Mf a) , ep : 

as os - D Maye 
. J ee fo, ~ 

. oa ke ot ey 

2 LL 7 ai oy i 

q { ‘og’ 

3 " 

~\ fake ten 
=~ Wy 

. rN 1. Differences in borders on the Longridge 3. Mankowitz, Wedgwood, p. 64. Also listed are 

La at dishes may indicate that they are contempora- “Pickle Stands of Different kinds.” 

- J neous but were not made as a set. For related ree 7 nina DigheS k 

aa dishes, see Austin, Delft, no. 390 (figures in a i ce Beene oa ee oa af 
. garden); Gamen Lambeth Bristol or Liverpool multiwelled trays attributed to Lambeth, in part 

pl. 83b (deer, somewhat like that on Longridge Pee ee a a 

no. D142); Morley-Fletcher and Mellroy, Pictorial Be Ee 
History, pp. 246-247, no. 6; Sotheby’s (NY), Octo- 

ber 20, 1993, lot 60; Britton, Bristol, no. 9.40 

(missing large tray). 

2. Peirce, Cocke Collection, no. 15, Liverpool or 

Irish dish with “2” mark; Archer and Hickey, 

Irish Delftware, no. 36, Irish dish with “8” or “S” 

mark. For a London one-part, multiwelled dish 

with a “6” mark, see Archer, V&A, no. G.10. 
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DELFTWARE (oining and Related Wares 
Other 

D203. SAUCEBOAT Sauceboats and Other Dishes 

Liverpool, London, or Bristol 

1750-1765 

H.: 27/8" (7.3 cm); L.: 6 1/8" (15.6 cm); 

W:: 2 3/4" (7. cm) 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. RE pt 
—_ > 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, somewhat © GR | - Ta ‘ fi 
ee EOAGS ¢ = Poe NE 

transparent over raised areas. Overall, ro ~ State C t Awa ‘ | 

> en, Ce am iG excluding foot edge. \ oat va e wi \ Saar y re) iY SHAPE: Press-molded. Extruded handle , tata ‘ iia y 

with nearly flat interior, triple-ribbed ‘ Gf ® > aa og oe 
V ae! 

exterior, and curled lower terminal. ( i mee ‘y rs ar A s 

Foot (probably molded) smoothly flar- eee a hn} Ee oe 
Ce 

ing on interior wall. == 

DECORATION: Painted. Exterior bears May 

two similar landscapes with buildings, ; 

fence, and trees. Underside of lip bears 

panels of scales flanking scrollwork 

band. Interior bears central flower and S 

border composed of band of solid tri- auceboats appear to have been little used in England before about 1715. 

Pnsee . Like examples in other ceramics, delftware sauceboats typically take their form angles with triple-arc filler. 

from metalwork examples.’ By mid-century sauceboats could be ordered as 

EOI FRSC ts part of a service. A 1763 invoice records a London purchase of Chinese export 
porcelain for George Washington: 

1 Compleat sett Table China fine blue & white consisting of 

Sod: 

— 11 long dishes 

a -™. 24 plates—12 soop plates 

: 1 Tureen Cov & Dish 

4 4 , 4 Sauce boats 4 salts 127 

~~ The painted scene on the boat shown here has much in common with Bris- 

tol wares of the mid-century, but somewhat similar landscapes also are known 

on London delft. The glaze is not unlike that found on some Liverpool delft.’ The 

interior flower and use of a scale diaper (under the lip) may derive from soft- 

paste porcelain motifs.‘ 

1 ‘a ra 1. Davis, Silver, no. 162. For delftware sauce- 
A Le: boats after metalwork designs, see Horne, 

fof ' *, Collection, pt. 9, nos. 226, 230. 
A 

Po ae F 2. Detweiler, Chinaware, p. 203. 
ee * 

ote, 2) Pe, p 3. For a delft sauceboat with a somewhat similar 

44a a foot and interior border, see Britton, Bristol, 

en a after no. 9.11. 
a P 

a Plea) a Re 4. For Bow with related motifs, see Gabszewicz 

Spay ‘eX and Freeman, Bow, nos. 111, 174. 
A o/ _ ~ 
ae 

i ‘4, » ky oe 

, \ 
aT 

x 
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- 

, Se — te 

D204. SAUCEBOAT Wy ce Se 
. WS yy eee ‘ 

ata S 
Liverpool; Dublin, Ireland; or London ns RY y* cs. 

Seat a TS eae. Seghle. 
1750-1765 ——— = ay i. 

| re 2 mee 
i SS Ne A ~ 
as = s } ‘ 

H: 27/8" (73 cm) a ‘ — 
Sar ) ABQ de ; ¢ ' KS S 

L: 8 5/8" (21.9 cm); . \ M4 J ds ! 
R d 1 

W. (with handles): 7 3/4" (197 cm) BS az —fB_ é 
NAN a) 

. > Saas” BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. tierce Cee IN . Qe erg SOE DS 
\ PE SE, =— AWS a~ 4“ 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly transparent . x » i \ 7 ca 

bluish white. Overall, excluding footrim , ae a RS 
i iy ee NG Bs 

bottom. = : 
"9 

SHAPE: Press-molded body and fox a 

handles. Recessed bottom with low, ” Ps ee 

oval footrim. 

DECORATION: Painted and sgraffito. 

he double-sauceboat form appears to have been introduced early in the 
Interior bears scene of flower vase and 

1700s by Huguenot silversmiths and also was made in Dutch Delftware, Chinese 
box on rock with chrysanthemum plant. . . . ; 

porcelain, and a variety of English ceramics.’ Burslem potters Thomas and John 
Wall exterior bears flowers and foliage , : pe l ‘ 

Wedgwood’s 1770 crate book includes entries for “6 larg two han’. Dyll Sause 
ides; shoulder bordered by trellis- ? 2 : ae 
Sect eae boats [and] 8 less [ditto] one handle .. . 2 midle [Ditto] two hand® with blew... 

work. Pouring lips (interiors and 4 less [Ditto],” probably in salt-glazed stoneware.’ Delftware double sauceboats 

exteriors) bear floral and scrollwork resembling the Longridge one in body shape and handles bear a broad range of 

reserves. Handle spines bear featherlike painted decoration and typically are attributed to Liverpool.’ The sgraffito 

RrOndenMit nh Owens leaves (unusual on the form) and flowers shown here, however, have much in 

common with motifs on tin glaze attributed to Dublin.‘ (Sgraffito ornament 

also occurs on some London delftware.) The flower, rock, and vase motif seen 

1. Davis, Silver, no. 162 (1729/30 hall- on the sauceboat interior is executed in similar and different styles on two bottles.’ 
mark); Ray, Warren, p. 173, no. 93. For 

Worcester porcelain, see Peirce, Cocke 
Collection, no. 161; Spero, Worcester, col. 

pl. 15, no. 42. 

2. Mountford, Salt-glazed Stoneware, a 

pl. 131; Mountford, Thesis, vol. 2, crate " SON 
book, p. 6 (September 20, 1770). . MeN 

Ae 
3. For pastoral scenes, see Horne, Collec- Ws Kor) 
tion, pt. 8, no. 198 (also citing Chinese i NS 
eapork saiea filles tape & / es VE FIN port sauceboats of similar shape from , ee Mf Va Yee 

a. gle A \ 
the Nanking cargo); Ray, Warren, pl. 48, ak Lng ih oan . ely iy » *\ 

no. 93. For a dock scene, see Sotheby’s (L), Sieh or ah } i AW 
Lipsid sale (1), March 10, 1981) lot 143. For : wy ue 2m , “ : 
floral motifs, one with a bird, see Austin, Shs ee ane Re! : a E 

4 re ‘ ; A ] 
Delft, nos. 381-382; Taggart, Burnap, 7 Riise a) Ae - Ds \ 6 ry) ee 
no. 159; Archer, V&A, no. G.19; Rackham, A Spe =: Wf Ke R ¢ So 

; : : roe, Ee eer ) 
Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 112E, no. 1546; r, o er \ We Gs 5 2 

Chorley collection, p. 183, no. 5 (see also \ s a aes Wf 
¢ ti 

Christie’s [NY], Chorley sale, January 25, ia #2 i it yre 
: « RA Sw 7) 1993, lot 20). BO cath. 

\ af Wy, 0 
4, Archer and Hickey, Irish Delftware, AN % —‘d “oy 
no. 78 ‘open = ee Nee 

5. Britton, Bristol, nos. 6.30-6.31. eee 
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DELFT WARE uining and Related Wares 
Other 

D205. “TOY” CAULDRON Sauceboats and Other Dishes 

London, Bristol, or Liverpool 

1710-1730 

H.: 21/4" (5.7 cm); _ 
eden) his tiny and unusual cauldron-shaped vessel may fit into the “toy” category, 

1am.: .4 CM, ‘ 
based on the late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century use of the term for small 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained medium wares (in some cases miniaturized versions of larger ones), at least some of 
oe which were purely ornamental. The pot’s shape is derived from a type of cook- 

| ing vessel with feet that supported it among hot coals or embers. Two blue and 
TIN GLAZE: Somewhat matte bluish F ae a . ee white pots similar in shape to the Longridge example are painted with (differ- 

white with pitting and, on interior, ent) chinoiserie flowers, and possibly a third similar piece was described in a 
wrinkles. Small poorly adhered patches 1960s sale catalog as a “miniature Lambeth cooking pot set on three short feet 

| on bottom. and with loop handles painted with a Chinaman and flowers in underglaze- 

SHAPE: Thrown. Rolled handles of cir- blue.” A biscuit earthenware base showing tripod feet of similar shape to those 

cular section. Three small, nearly on the Longridge example was excavated in London.’ 

conical feet. 

DECORATION: Painted. Central vine 

composed of scrolls with graduated- 

line leaves. Borders composed of 

stylized foliage and horizontal lines. a= es ae 

paisa is eee 

/* 7 rT 1 
i f. ee Pee) ) 

s ): pies o : 

ecg i PS 

é. 

Actual size 

1. Atkins, Exhibition (1994), no, 17 (H: 2 1/8" 
[5.4 cm]); Britton, Bristol, no. 4.12 (H: 2 1/2" 

[6.5 cm]); Sotheby’s (L), Garner sale, pt. 1, 

October 6, 1964, lot 147a (H.: 3 1/2" [8.9 cm)). 

2. Stephenson comments (September 1998). 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Other 

D206. CHAR DISH or CHAR POT Sauceboats and Other Dishes Ta 

Liverpool 

1760-1800 

H.: 13/4" (4.4 cm); ID : . : 
1a } ecorative enough to have been used at the table, this piece probably is 

Blam 7 1/a\(28.5.cmn) representative of dishes used to pot and ship char, a deep freshwater fish native 

to the Lake District.’ In 1698, Celia Fiennes sampled the famous potted char of 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. . 

a Mrs. Rowlandson of the King’s Arms, Kendall, and recorded that the fish was 
TIN GLAZE: S hat ti ie e - ie a F 

S ey ee er in season “between Michaelmas and Christmas. . . . they pott [them] with sweet 

bluish to turquoise white. Overall. spices. ... if they are in season their taste is very Rich and fat tho’ not so strong 

SHAPE: Thrown. or clogging as the lampreys are.” Elizabeth Raffeld’s 1769 char recipe instructs 

DECORATION: Painted. Exterior the cook to “lay them close into broad thin Pots for that purpose.”’ Evidence for 

bears five more or less evenly spaced, the use of such vessels in London at about this time includes a char dish frag- 

similar fish ment from a circa 1770 deposit at the northwest side of Bedford Square that 

probably formed part of a fill for road construction.’ No delft char dishes are 

known to predate the type shown here, and all of those in the group bear poly- 

chrome fish motifs.‘ The shape and decorative motif continued in popularity 

well into the 1800s; examples were produced in creamware and pearlware.’ 

ioe SS TERE ree , 

1. Archer, V&A, no. E56, citing Mayer's History 3. Bimson, 18th Century Deposit, p. 292, 

of the Art of Pottery (1850), which states that pl. 265. 

Soren e aee ae oes a 4. Austin, Delft, no. 404; Taggart, Burnap, 

SS : i a a Pe ae no. 165; Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 
a ae 1981, lot 200; Britton, Bristol, no. 9.27; Archer, 

2. Britton, Bristol, no. 9.27; Archer, V&A, V&A, nos. E.56-F.57; Sotheby's (NY), Koger sale, 

no. E56, citing C. Morris, ed., The Illustrated October 24, 1998, lots 1048, 1050 (the latter of 

Journeys of Celia Fiennes (London, 1982), unusually deep proportions). 

Pp? 165-166: 5. For three pearlware examples in graduated 

sizes, see Sotheby's (L), June 14, 1988, lot 354. 
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-—S.-~_« Waser, ——— Ss «t . ; — —— . =e ee D207. SALT . - y= 
Fea ail Kio io eee “SF 

Southwark, London a 9 poo * ss 

Pickleherring or Montague Close oR - ff 

©. 1635 ss ff be | 
5 ish b z gd . I J ’ ; ye er 

" Fp ~ (aoe) ef ia 
H.: 3.3/4" (9.5 cm); ; ; \ , 

r f ; al i ’ 
L: 45/8" (117 cm); y YF VP [8° (1.7 em} x i ary 

at ‘ ¢ P i ‘ W:: 4" (10.2 cm) | & f) P 

By , E | P q ae 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff | \. | 

with small, rocky inclusions. ~ / rr ' 
’ ae Soh 

TIN GLAZE: Milky white with brown- be a SS Ai 4 f " s 

ish cast, especially on top, and brown bi & ns 

speckling. Overall, excluding bottoms ea ~— 

of feet. — A 
wa ~™ ee 

SHAPE: Molded. Roughly finished feet, pr mal 
pigei: ae eee eae , 

perhaps intended to be in forms of aay ee 
Pde egice eo a BS 

lion's paws. Very uneven finishing of 

(sealed) bottom and bottoms of feet. 

Tiny blow hole on bottom, presumably his salt is one of six known examples in English delftware; based on slight 

resulting from lack of firing hole. differences in sizes, some of them may have been made in different molds. All 

DECORATION: Painted. On two long six salts bear painted shields of the City of London at the narrow ends, leaving 

sides, details of relief winged-angels’ little doubt as to their place of origin. Unlike the Longridge example, the others 

are painted in polychrome: some salts are in several colors and others are paint- 
heads; two short sides, ovals with P . poy P 

ed only in yellow and blue. 
shield of City of London, and corners, ; : ceed 

The shape of this and the closely related salts is thought to derive from Ital- 
leaves. Upper surface bears foliate : Se n 3 

ian maiolica examples, perhaps themselves after early metalwork examples.’ No 

motif in well bordered by concentric exact matches for the vessel shape have been identified yet,* but scrolled floral 

rectangles and band of dot and double- motifs (different in details) inside the wells of some of the English salts do have 

slash motifs. Upper portions of feet fairly close counterparts on sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century Italian tin 

solidly colored. glaze.’ The flowers in the well of one of the polychrome English salts are much 

like those on a 1633 dated Longridge fecundity dish (no. D1), and flowers in 
Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 19, no. 552.' . : : . : 

another of the salts resemble those on a fuddling cup in this collection (no. D292) 

and a 1639 dated bottle.* The stylized flower on the Longridge salt has multi- 

lobed leaves and cross-hatching of the stems like some on one of the other salts 

and another fuddling cup. (Unlike the salt shown here, however, both of the lat- 

gs a) @ 7) ter vessels’ flowers have spiraled tendrils.)’ The edge motifs on the tops of the 

t \ pro lisa salts also differ; some have a row of interlocking scrolls and others, sets of 
a 3 . 

P re } straight or wavy lines with or without dots. 
— = ; e 

¢ ; zm 1. In that reference, the height is misrecorded as 5. Compare Archer, V&A, no. G.1, with Norman, 

| — MBS t 4 1/8" (11.5 cm). Wallace Collection, p. 125, no. C 55 (1534 dated 
¢ 7 ig : oe dish back), and Vydrova, Italian Majolica, no. 50 

t pe 2. Archer, V&A, no. G.1; Hobson, British Muse- 
— Sm, : . (Faenza costrel, c. 1600). 

3 e um, no. E.9 (misrecorded as Bristol Museum in 

4 t = Archer, V&A, no. G.1); Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, 6. Compare Christie's (L), October 14, 1985, lot 8 
a & nos. 1418-1419; Christie’s (L), October 14, 1985, (salt) with the 1633 dish (no. D1). (For reference 

e@ yg > lot 8. to a 1635-1640 fecundity dish with related flow- 

Ie jo! e\\ 3. Archer, V&A, no. G.1; Horne, Collection, ots in We Nabe nal irust collection at iihe Vyne 
2 in Hampshire, see Archer, V&A, no. G.1). 

pt. 19, no. 552 
bs 7. For comparable flowers, some with spiral-ten- »e Norman, Wallace Collection, p. 272, ” Ce eee uOe driled motifs, see Archer, V&A, nos. G1 (salt), 

no. C 136, for a mid-16th-century Urbino rectan- Lie . . : . 
mires Gale withifeur lion's paw fet and (painted) D.3 (fuddling cup); Longridge fuddling cup 
eae si seat cee (no. D292); Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
ca s-lea rhers a “lassica scenes 

a aa nos. 1255 (1639 dated bottle). 
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DELFTWARE | Dining and Related Wares 

[Sener 

D208. “SCROLL” or “CURLES” Salts, Casters, and a Jar 

SALT 

London 

Dated 1675 M 

etalwork salts predate delftware versions, and among the earliest 

za seein biarn >) (|27/cin) references to the form are Margaret Urwin of Royston’s complaint in 1630 

regarding the lack of hallmarks on her “Scroll Salt” and a 1632 record for ; 8 g 
BODY CLAY: Buff with small inclusions. : . 

Thomas Borne’s bequest to the Barber-Surgeons Company of funds for com- 
TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding Fas eee ee . : : . a F 

missioning “a faire Salt white [silver], with scroules of the new fashion bought 

wide band edging underside of base and his name ingraven theron.” A 1662 entry in Pepys’s diary describes a met- 

SHAPE: Thrown. Scrolled, double-roll alwork salt with eagles’ heads (instead of scrolls) “to bear up a dish,” and Randle 

handles. Holme’s 1688 Academy of Heraldry states that salts were used “to set another dish 

DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed upon ...to make the feast look full and noble as if there were two tables or one 

“B*W/1675” with asterisks within scroll, dish above another.”' By the 1660s three-scrolled metalwork salts had given way 

flowerand graduated V border. Scrolls to four-scrolled types, but in delftware three appendages consistently were the 

| . , preference. 
(three-dimensional) bear line and dot : it ' : 

The 1699 probate inventory of John Robins, manager of the Pickleherring 
detailing. Base band composed of . ; ; % 

Quay factory, includes (typically listed by the dozen) 375 “small Curles [or curld] 

De eee eS otc ey salts,” “midle curles salts,” and “large curld salts.” The “curles” likely refer to 

horizontal lines. appendages like those topping the example shown here. (Shapes are not iden- 

Published: Tilley, Master-Salt: Morley-Fletcher tified for the salts listed as “new,” “small,” “white plain,” “midle,” “midle plain,” 

and Mellroy, Pictorial History, p. 248, no. 3; “plain,” “painted,” or with no description. Four dozen stoneware salts also are 
Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1538; listed,)? 

Britton, Pickleherring, p. 87, fig. 7 : 

Flat-rimmed salts are known from several production site excavations: bis- 
Ex colls.: Woodcock and (collateral) . : 7 

Wetherell families for several generations cuit wasters were excavated at Platform Wharf in Rotherhithe; probably 

(see Tilley, Master-Salt, p. 80); T. G. Burn, flattopped salt wasters, one with scrolls, were excavated at Norfolk House in 
Rous Lench, S , 

Lambeth; and flattopped and wavy-edged salts were unearthed at Pickleherrin: PP vy-edg' iS 

1. Penzer, Scroll Salts, p. 48: p. 49, fig. 1, for a (see no. D209). Flat-rimmed scroll salts were unearthed from consumer sites “in 

London silver 1638/9 “pulley” salt (“E.C.” marked) the Savoy,” and one was uncovered when “building the new schools at Oxford.”* 
resembling the Longridge delftware one in . . : _ . Ae 
ehape Davie silver ues aeei4eieident Delftware scroll salts also made their way to the colonies. Fragments were 

Festive Tradition, p. 45, citing Holme, “vol. 2, excavated at the Joseph Pettit site (c. 1690 context) in James City County, 
. 3, ch. 14, fig. 2, p. 1; fig. 19, p. 5"; pp. 46-47, ne . a 

Di ech: 142g, 2) D1 Ge 19D 2 PDaG 27, Virginia, and at the Bostonian Hotel site in Boston, Massachusetts. Others 
figs. 2:5, 2:6, for 17th-century Continental depic- 

tions of salts supporting dishes. surviving aboveground have histories of early ownership in New Haven, 

2. Britton, Pickleherring, pp. 68-70, 72, 74-75, Connecticut, as well as Plymouth, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire.’ 

ee Oe yen on Doe saa cre The example shown here is the only recorded dated “scroll” or “curles” salt. 
are totals of 1,921 delft salts and 48 stoneware . . . . ae . 
salts in the Pickleherring inventory. Its floral and insect decoration, derived from Ming Transitional porcelain 

3, Stephenson comments (September 1998), motifs, associates it with other dated pieces in this collection: a 1669 mug, a 

citing Rotherhithe fragments; Bloice, Norfolk 1673 armorial dish, a 1674 posset pot with the London Merchant Taylors’ 
House, pp. 124, 126, fig. 54, nos. 67-68, 74 - 2 ae 
(Nosfolk House) For Pickleherring, see Noel Company arms, and (undated) a “fecundity” dish and vase (nos. D240, D84, 

Hume, London and Virginia, p. 67, fig. 6, no. 14, D275, D3, D365). Similarly inspired decoration also is found on a 1682 cup with 
p. 69; Museum of London, Excavations, p. 312, . 5 fee = . 
fig. 132, nos. 1289-1291 (Mark Brown's Wharf the London Watermen and Lightermen’s arms (no. D244). (For related 

site). For another London-excavated example, floral ornament on delftware, see no. D275.) The flower, scroll, and graduated V 

SSS EI Esa Shep iste motif on the salt’s flange also occurs on delftware excavated in London, and the 

ao Hobsons Bi tisk! MuseumnD: 13020052075 shape of the piece corresponds to fragments unearthed at Platform Wharf in E6; and for a three-scrolled bleu persan salt with . . 
white dots, pl. 11, no. E8. Rotherhithe.’ Other factories also produced delftware salts in the period (see no. 

5. Noél Hume, London and Virginia, p. 70, n. 13 D209). 
(James City County); Unearthing New England’s 

Past, no. 320 (Boston example); Austin, Delft, 

p. 19, fig. 17 (New Haven, Plymouth, and 

New Hampshire examples). 

6. Stephenson comments (September 1998); 

Pearce comments (September 1998). 
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Actual size 

z ie % 
ra \) L 4 4 llr sia =r 

A 1 | aed QE SD A 
Wt | ie Roos - <:. g 
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areas z is ‘ . 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Other 

D209. “SCROLL” or “CURLES” Salts, Casters, and a Jar 

SALT 

London 

1660-1680 

he origins and usage of “scroll” or “curles” salts are discussed in some depth 

Bere i etp) lens 3/8 (3715) in the previous entry (no. D208). Delftware salts of the kind shown here have 

been excavated at several London sites, including Mark Brown’s Wharf (yielding 
BODY CLAY: Pinkish buff with _ . . ‘ 

waste from the Pickleherring complex) in Southwark, where two wavy-rimmed 
inclusions. . . 
oe salts made without scrolls were found as well as flat-rimmed examples.' Exca- 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly grayish white. vated bases and scrolls from salts that no longer retain the upper dishes were 
Overall, excluding portion of underside found at Norfolk House in Lambeth.’ (Some excavated bases and scrolls of this 
of base. general type may be from delftware flower containers |for a slipware version, 

SHAPE: Thrown with ruffled (wavy) see no. S93] or other vessels.) 

edge. Rolled and applied scrolls. 

DECORATION: Wavy edge and scrolls. 

Published: Garner and Archer, Delftware, 

pl. 27B; Garner, Delftware, pl. 8A. 

Ex colls.: F. H. Garner (no. 338); E. Pitts Curtis. i 4 . 
» ; 

# M. Bs ee, 7 ; [ : 5 Bao esa anes 2 re a eae ee ee . i 

ia os 2 aa ae 

A 
| REI 9 AES erate eae Be 
a 

| eae STE SEN A ae ae i By 
"STE Cea aa a 

(Ee Be eae eens Be 
Rea eee : 

ate eee rs eae tess 4 ee 
SRE Ee hee aa aoe ge a 

- ees ve oe “4 SEER Pa ee Scr ita ee 

Cee ieee a eee a 
eee ae 
ela” oa Seetties - a 

Re eeeaee ae eae 

Ss ae ‘ : aes aye 
rem, Cae couraeenn. oo Se | eee ech eee. a 

: 4 eae ae 
re Khas Rae ae 2 

ain gel “ = whl Sede: 5 ‘Se i Jl) a ell oi Ny Po a 

a y : o ; : 

A 1. Museum of London, Excavations, pp. 310-312, 
Vee . . fig. 132, nos. 1289-1291. For a wavy-edged scroll 
ies eae va ag ne salt not from an excavation, see Belden, Festive 
pecs tia _ y " a cue Be Tradition, p. 45, fig. 2:4 (Winterthur collection). 

apes” : ed : ©) 2. Bloice, Norfolk House, pp. 124, 126, fig. 54, 
. Bi gee > nos. 67-68, 74. For a salt(?) base excavated at the 
Ss Sei anaemia Bostonian Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts, see 

ae =) Unearthing New England’s Past, no. 320. 
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i Wi DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 
Other 

D210. SALT(?) Salts, Casters, and a Jar 

Probably London 

1670-1690 

H.: 3 1/4" (8.3 cm); 

Diam. (body): 3 1/4" (8.3 cm); a Hy 4 : 

Diam. (with handle): 3 3/4" (9.5 cm) =~ > ae ‘ 
a 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained a SS Ce : 

dark buff. aS eaten gi 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish to turquoise " po neni 

white. Overall, excluding bottom edge. Seve ie ee - . 

SHAPE: Thrown. Rolled handle. Center — ~~ Vig 

of bottom roughly conical; bottom . ~~ = 4 “a 

quite rough in texture. ane — 

DECORATION: Painted. Winged ; 

angel's head. Handle bears radiating ‘ ee , 

slashes on upper surface. Foot bordered 4 C a Dw 

by horizontal lines. = wet: 4 

aS 
Ex colls.: A. Faulds; T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. e_. 

Actual size 

AA snoues this small vessel displays a winged angel’s head, a motif 

typically peculiar to apothecary wares, the pot’s form—a handled bowl on a tall, 

flaring foot—is not matched by known vessels intended for medicinal uses. It 

has more in common with standing salts (see no. D208, dated 1675) used at the 

dinner table.' Tall waisted-cone feet also appear on wet drug jars, several of 

them with “angel” motifs, and on nozzled and scroll-handled flower containers.’ 

Some salts and flower containers also have broad and narrow horizontal stripes 

on portions of the bases.’ Winged angels’ heads typically are less geometricized 

in style than the one shown here, and they occur on apothecary wares with 

dates from 1660 to 1722 (see also nos. D398-D400), with the vast majority pre- 

dating 1700.* 

1. Britton, London, no. 44, c. 1675 white scroll 3. Grigsby, Chipstone, nos. 71 (salt); 76 (vase). 

ut se se Ses aos oa a 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
perhaps te angel indicates this vessel was use nos. 1599-1667 passim. 

as a stoop for holy water (Horne comments 

[January 1999)). 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1635 

(dated 1674); Grigsby, Chipstone, nos. 95-96. 

For a c. 1700 London flower container, see 

Archer, V&A, no. 1.2. 
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DELFTWARE | Dining and Related Wares 
Other 

D211, D212. SALTS Salts, Casters, and a Jar  - 

London 

(D211) Dated 1676 

(D212) 1655-1680 

he dating of each of these two rare salts may seem surprising, but modeling 
(Both) H.: 7 5/8" (19.4 cm) differences—notably that of the shoes—indicate that they may be as much as 

twenty years apart in date of manufacture. The undated figure at the right 
BODY CLAY: Pinkish buff. - a 

(D212) wears long, flat, square-toed shoes with flowerlike buckles similar to 
TIN GLAZE: (D211) So hat t : : : : ; 5 Hea) Soli hactian those on a matching example, perhaps from the same mold, holding a dish 

Parent white with medium crazing. dated 1657. The shoulders of that figure have attached candle sockets.' A circa 
Overall, excluding footrim edge. (D212) 1680 Chinese figure-in-landscape plate, found placed on the pelvis and abdo- 
White with large, deep pits, especially men of the occupant of a coffin at Saint Martin Vintry (London), has border 

on back. Overall, excluding footrim elements relating to the arabesque in the dish of the undated salt shown here. 

edge and under shoes. Apparently, it “was a custom to place a receptacle of salt on a corpse in the belief 
SHAPE: Molded, concave battens, that it prevented swelling or purging.”’ 

es At least two salts of basically the shape shown here are known in seventeenth- (D2N) lacking firing hole (a small hole . : . . . 
century English delftware,’ and a circa 1600 Flemish tin-glazed one exemplifies 

has been blown between the knees), F : NS) Se ais 
the type that must have inspired the later English imitations.’ Biscuit wasters 

(Bete) tistalUeental fring ole of several seated-man salts of a very different model were excavated at Hibernia 

DECORATION: Painted. Head and fab- Wharf, Southwark (near Montague Close).’ They consist of a man who holds a 
rics of each seated man detailed. Salt dish and is seated on a pillow with a dog’s hindquarters at the back. More dogs 

dishes ornamented, (D211) dated 1676 (or lions?) are near the man’s feet. 

over paraph on dish with insect corners, 

(D212) with arabesque on dish bordered 

by parallel strokes and ovals. (D211) Bot- ; os . 

tom bears sketchily drawn insect. ast yp a cae ‘die =D ‘ 

Published: (D211) Lipski and Archer, Dated 4 =e / { : 3 ? 7 ad m4 
Delftware, col. pl. Il, no. 1539, (D212) Chorley 4 r Be [he ‘a be 
collection, p. 183, pl. 3. f C . é 4 

Ex colls.: (D211) Patch; T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. A 7 
; ~ an p : (D212) F. L. Dickson; J. and K. Chorley. ~— ipo, ¥) iy 4 

fi a es ‘e . oe N 
ALY if. ena® X- Y ; aed Kl oP Rey 
fhe ie oO ’ 7 . =} ght rp RO < 

| (2. | VS % ~ f 

eh \ Os oS ANG 

—¢ ae b> al 

2 R-)) WP. KES 

+ Es 
coe . 

¢ ied fies 
} Fes By aio * Da oe = D211, D212 

+4 “a a Ah, eer a 1. Archer, V&A, no. G.2. For an undated version, 3. Both are undated, made without sockets, and 
ae ee 5 a al also with candle sockets, see Rackham, Glaisher, in private collections (for one, see Some Pottery 

ia . i Tok aaa : vol. 1, no. 14.21. With sockets, both are 8" and Porcelain, p. 46, pl. 43a [Hawes collection]). 
ae Pf ee Rome ae" a (20.3 cm) tall. a ain : a + Re ge 4. Archer, V&A, no. G.2, fig. 42 (private collection). 

Bottomicino Dany | 7 Brtten- London, 1997. 5. Stephenson comments (September 1998). 
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D211, D212 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

D213. SALTS (PAIR) Salts, Casters, and a Jar 

London 

c.1720 

H.: 2.1/2" (6.4 ; Di 23:1/4" (8.3 eas : : : * 
eR OBES a (eS cm) he shape of this pair of salts was inspired by metalwork,’ and the ornament 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff on them probably derives from that on Ming Transitional Chinese export porce- 

PINTCURTE A ret oren terete lain (see no. D340). Flowers like those seen here, but without scrolls, occur in 
: ite. Overall, excluding . . . x . 

the same colors in this collection on a covered sugar pot, possibly from the 
bott d : a : : 
anaes Vauxhall Pottery in Lambeth (no. D340), and a pair of shoes (no. D363) with 

SHAPE: Thrown: Slightly chamfered crosshatched, zigzag borders. For somewhat less closely related flowers in these 

lower edges. colors on a 1722 dated shoe, see number D361. Crosshatched, zigzag borders are 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese found in blue and white with different flowers on other shoes, dated 1713 

flowers and scrolls. Borders composed and 1718, and (with dots) on a 1710 to 1715 Duke of Ormonde dish (no. D41). 

of stylized foliage, filled zigzags, and Related flowers with scrolled elaborations ornament a footed punch bow] dated 

horizontal lines. a 

<> 
E yy ee aw 

Fe. SN 
ee aang os 

~< S ri A a a. oo” ’ = ) 

* ae gO = NA nm = wd 5 
mY’ af = la a ses ey 
G > er * je eh ' \ iN SS Ge o) ghs AY SYS [fe ee WS ee 
YASS C Ver ate wae OU ay hy S Yin IAA eS, A FRE PIL 

‘el ee ord 4 ya - : Con ¥ Ss 
nn SS, a SIG 2 / iS x ow - we 1 a a D VA g 5 

Ine [sa 44 J a NV ted ie 
Ne > ———— Aid \ * EN, (OAD: J : 
[Nias ey <0 Os ay } ‘ Ne ) A 
Pe “Ch. eA Nf , OE 2S NAS e am 9 R 'va't O78 24 

i r (= o/s) \, \ 4 (foul. 

\ S oe ie ae Nd /} \ ‘ wA\S) ag ley | 

Y» A? aaa oe A ; SS : r p~ 
a». £ " a i ef ; mS ; < a 

M55 as Dell || Po See KMOO ser eT — 

1. Horne notes that, unlike the earlier salts (see 

nos. D208, D209, D211, D212), the examples 
shown here are from a period when such dishes 
sometimes were produced in sets. Sets of four 

salts are not uncommon in metalwork (Horne 

comments [October 1998}). 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
nos. 1725-1726 (shoes), 1054 (bowl). 
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D214. SALT Salts, Casters, and a Jar 

Bristol or London 

¢.1725 

H.: 2.1/2" (6.4 cm); Diam.: 3 1/2" (8.9 cm) /\ Mi. , . : 
n approach similar to that used on this salt to depict colored birds and flow- 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff ers is apparent on an unusually large posset pot also in this collection (no. D289). 

In its colors and shap salt i i i ing flo- TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white. pe the also has much in common with one displaying 

ral, rather than bird-on-rock, motifs.’ The overlapping fish motif is painted in blue 
Overall, excluding where wiped clean 7 ape ee and green on a delft dish(?) fragment excavated at Williamsburg, Virginia? The 

pet edgar toer same fish motif also is found on a ceiling boss in Bristol Cathedral and in small 
SHAPE: Thrown. circular reserves on a (probably Bristol) punch bowl dated 1724.’ The upper bor- 
DECORATION: Painted. Chinese birds, der of this salt matches that of a small teapot painted in the same colors with 

rocks, and flowering plants with, in top different birds, rocks, and flowers.* 

well, three interlaced fish. Borders 

composed of filled arcs, overlapping Vs, 

and horizontal lines. 

Ex coll.: E. Pitts Curtis. iy a . ay 

. ee i = oe ~ 

ee ay he — { ~ C - 

Fpl, AS \ aia | V 7 Yin \ i geen usaigialaade | 
| f WIGS eS : o 
ey q Ws)” : ‘ a\ \ fq | \ \ 3 ey 

> 28 5 } | x a . eG : ie = oe _ & 
Nba \ . f B \) 7 at Bon se sae \\ 

RAN Yy py! ae Ye ¢ f\\ i hE 
"Al aD, ATA ‘ , ~ IE, 7a * OF Vas 

} > Me * i 
x : aes 7 

Actual size 

1. Britton, Bristol, no. 9.24. 

2. Austin, Delft, p. 82, fragment from 

a Orlando Jones House (no. 10CA.0092). 

Ss 3. Britton, Bristol, pp. 209-210, fig. 19, 

\ mf no. 13.1, 
i] ate i" at 

h 4 ~ SI pA 4. Austin, Delft, col. pl. 6, no. 118. 
~ SERS we P i. 

is . 

aN et — 2 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

Salts, Casters, and a Jar 

APES ES cP SI aaa ‘ [ae eee een eae ESA a eae B aS ene, Ve) age anager ECR ae 
ae Ae ES Ne eee LISS 5) | aces see d Sete eee a eta 

Le hen Mare: ee = 
2 SPeee srw Cerne | 

Gea oe ‘ G.a)e' pan DRE O58 bad 4 0g OLe > - GORE) m eee e 

< ee ee ae fj ~ 
4 \ 3 \ “ t Tap re paere a5 ee” 27) Wena .——— 

« ’ a ) : ; We oo. , om ‘. Pe! " 
‘] a | : : ka | x { 

n ae 8 , v } ergs Se | ee YEH @ 0% ut | i | | Ve ay’ p ¢ ve ee 4 \ i he 
7 ° *, f . ‘ eS | ' ,, 4 \lieeeee ae es 7 

(oy ee tof " = . a ——— —| 
Cd er ‘ a ie { 

’ gar \\\\\ as e J as % apt 2. 
A - WER aa ! at o® c: " ie va ie 1” ek oii’ Ne | \ 
oe: f- \s si See eets Ny SY cafe 2 b ay “UB ) ei Low | 

et ie Ait Es hase < 
As le Se Sh i 

D215. CASTER 

London a ae 5 - P - , eh 
his hitherto unpublished caster derives its decoration from Chinese porce- 

Pissel RISB Meneallcelcy Ce lain and its shape from metalwork. (From Charles II's reign [1660-1685] on, 

“December the 16 Day” metalwork casters typically were made in sets of three.)' The dense, dark blue 

and the use of sgraffito decoration aid in attributing the delftware example to 
H.: 4 5/8" (11.7 cm); Diam.: 2 7/8" (7.3 cm : ‘ : ‘ ; 

18( } 8 ) London. Beside a 1700 dated caster, also in this collection (no. D216), there is 

I > or recorded dated exa >—one fr at is shaped like a BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff only one other recorded dated example—one from 1691 that is shaped like a 

square tower.’ Later delftware casters typically are of baluster shape.’ 
TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding . . 

bottom. 

SHAPE: Thrown and pierced, Slightly A ay a 1. Davis, Silver, no. 152 (1685/6 London 

concave bottom with large central hole. Zo ems ye ad ® aes ae ae “ ee ee J bi ae oe Bet Virginia for a London silver “Sett of Castors 

DECORATION: Painted and sgraffito. Pe ache to < eeekcy that is to say for Mustard, Pepper & Sugar.” 
Go a. ene Ai 

Upper panels include trelliswork, dot ge . ee sa (Naa 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
oe ol he ae no. 1544. 

clusters, and one is inscribed (painted) Bi] ee 25 eee . 
wan 8 La Sao ea ee 3. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 

“December 16” over (sgraffito) 4 Rk eg a ee "as ey Pe se lot 147; Archer and Hickey, Irish Delftware 
, Conn ERT ec. As an (irish or French), no. 21. 

“EH/1696.” Lower panel (continuous) RS ck Se hs AAG 
Wea us) ENN Seaie cieee 

depicts birds and flowers set against a Ne a A - ; 

ground of dot clusters and cross motifs. “ 7 e 
Bottom 

Unglazed bottom inscribed (painted) 

“December the 16 Day” with circles. 
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DELFTWARE Dining and Related Wares 

Other 

D216. CASTER Salts, Casters, and a Jar 

London or Bristol 

Dated 1700 

H.: 5" (12.7 cm); Diam: 2 1/2" (6.4 cm) . . . . i 
he combination of somewhat inelegantly painted, circular flowers, dot- 

BODY! CLAY! Fine-erained yellow butt cluster and asterisk grounds, and, often, trefoil leaves, derives from Chinese 

orcelain motifs and was popular inglish are fr a Os into TIN GLAZE: White, Overall, excluding p pop on English delftware from the late 169 

the 1730s.' One version of the decoration appears within a bowl excavated at 
chamfered lower edge and wide band i : i. 

Vauxhall; others occur on further fragments found in London and Bristol.’ Sim- 
id bottom. Glazed id hol . - 5 a. eee Se eee CU NOS ilar motifs also are painted on fragments excavated at Williamsburg, Virginia” 

bottom. 

SHAPE: Thrown and pierced. Shallow 

horizontal band at midheight. Slightly 

concave bottom with large central hole. 

DECORATION: Painted. Birds and 2 P DAK = 

flowers set against ground with dot is “ e : te evs 

clusters, asterisks, and leaves. Inscribed y aA ‘ 
j * (' a ma 

“AW/1700.” A ly ae S 
dil w P 

fs , Cee 
Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated ry ; ue a Bs iar oe 

Delftware, no. 1545. <n snl sapnllatilarie ed 

Ex colls.: F. H. Garner; C. S. Moreton. " , 

ad 5 F “ © ‘ 

zie eed 
4 ‘ 

te oo $i 
» ANS Ot ys 
Nd, a @ ‘el 
te 4 @ ¢ ah 

: eg 1 

peer aeseerey ar rs &% os é een Bae 

TRE Seep ee e eZ eee 
SL eseaS y a { i See een 

§ Py) 6 i 

6 @ I 
\@ @ 
’ “ye 

"9 e eee A 
4 ' \ 

ees ° e 6. _* Gee. 4c ph > jules aaelneaias ] sii i 

2% (ide eaes (digas eee, sie a 

a : ee reine alee ae Meise 
oly Oe V0 pe ohh ss ene Sree Bee ee oad es es ee 
No". oo 4yeee epee hee nega ey ad ots a epee 

‘ "06s 
WS e Actual size 
oe a ' 

Ate os aes Ei 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 242 2. Cockell, Vauxhall Cross, pl. 128b; Archer, hs = ‘a LSS Ait (1704 dated plate); Britton, Bristol, nos. 9.32, V&A, no. D.17 (posset pot, London fragments 
Gare <I ef a 10.36 (jar, 1711 dated bowl); Ray, Warren, found by Garner, and Bristol Museum fragments). 

| ye, , pls. 72a, ¢, no, 141 (1728 dated bowl); Austin, For a possibly Dutch mug, see Britton, Bristol, 
YZ as ‘ Delft, no. 601 (vase); Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (2), no. 6.8. 

~? ‘ nber 7 45 § 252, 344 ase ooo ee at : November 17, 1981, lots 252, 344-345 (posset Taco 
ee pot, jars). 

| — 
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DELFTWARE | Dining and Related Wares 

| Other 

D217. JAR Salts, Casters, and a Jar a 

Bristol or London 

1700-1725 

| | 

H.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm); Diam.: 6 3/4" (17... cm i a re . - f fat t is likely that jars of this type were used to store a variety of materials, 

BODY. CLAY: Fine-grained buff perhaps ranging from spices for food to powders used at the dressing table. The 

. lids that survive for those vessels have specialized, double rims, perhaps to make 
TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white. . aa . 

them more secure or seal tightly. Vessels of this general type include 1690s 
Overall, excluding bottom edges of lid = . ‘ 5 

versions with squat, ogee-shaped bodies on high pedestal bases; early 
f im. P . " . 

anc toot eighteenth-century ones resembling the Longridge one in form; and examples 

SHAPE: Thrown. Rolled and scrolled from the same period with somewhat taller proportions to the lower portion of 

handles. Lower portion of lid has inner the belly. The two opposing handles normally are in the form of scrolls that are 

rim fitting within upper edge of jar drawn out horizontally. Decoration typically imitates Chinese porcelain motifs, 

body. Footrim of medium width. especially flowers, birds, and rocks; humans are depicted less often.' The 2 on the 

DECORATION: Painted. Repeats of bottom of one polychrome bird-on-rocks-with-flowers example may indicate 

; that it was produced in Bristol or Brislington.’ The bird, leaves, asterisk motif, 
similar birds on rocks with flowering 

; and palette on the jar shown here have parallels on a Longridge mug (no. D255) 
plants on either side. Lid bears flowering E ai 

attributed to Bristol or London. 
plants and, on finial, concentric circles. 

Borders composed of horizontal lines 

and, on lid, concentric circles. Handles tin 

bear diagonal slashes. ae i. 

Published: Garner and Archer, Delftware, » € 

pl. 55C; Garner, Delftware, pl. 36A. tS sa TS . 

Ex colls.: P Glover; E. Pitts Curtis Ve “atO AY 

paras é LWA eee 

— 

————— _ 
7 Bie Re 

eee a 
> J < e 

Z NSN 
Vy) NY 

Cc wy . Ss om} e 4 eS \.\ 

v ® Geto 
ge 5 ise o wy BS Bs GN 
Wer 

yk y' . a) hg y 
3 en ae 4, 
Sere eas 

aa eee 
1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, ieraauaeate st a, ANT 
nos. 1546-1549 (dated); Grigsby, Chipstone, Vista ae inant 

no. 75; Austin, Delft, nos. 406-408; Archer, A f 

V&A, nos. G.7-G.9; Archer and Morgan, RR 5 eee 

China Dishes, col. pl. 1, nos. 31, 39, 44-45; _——————— 
Ray, Warren, pls. 64, 66, 67, nos. 128, 130, — a 

132; Britton, Bristol, nos. 9.31-9.32, 13.22; 

Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 

lots 61, 78-79; Lipski sale (2), November 17, PS a) 

1981, lots 344-346. 

2. Britton, Bristol, no. 13.18. 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

D218, D219. WINE BOTTLES Boriewanda cistern 
Southwark, London 

Probably Pickleherring 

Dated 1628 /\ 

1628 dated bottle, which matches the examples shown here in shape and 

(Both) H.: 7 3/8" (18.7 cm); several floral, bird-on-rock, insect, and border motifs, was caught as it fell from 

Diam. (body): 5" (12.7 cm); the ceiling during the London Underground’s recent excavation of a tunnel | 
Diam. (with handle): 5 5/8" (14.3 cm) forming part of the new Jubilee Line extension (Westminster to London Bridge).' 

The bottle joins other 1628 dated examples, including those shown here, in 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff, being among the earliest of dated English delftware. (Very differently orna- 
(D218) pinkish. mented bottles roughly of this shape were made in some numbers into the 
TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding 1670s; the latest dated example is from 1719 [no. D229].)’ 

lower edges (some running of glaze) This type of “bird-on-rock” motif derives from ornament on late Ming porce- 

and (D219) bottom; (D218) bottom bears lain, much of it associated with the reign of Emperor Wanli (1573-1619). The 

seme laze eplaches motif occurs on several English delftware shapes (see nos. D232-D234, D272, 

SHARES Thrown eile nandleetiaeen D292), some with dates from 1628 to 1651, and on early seventeenth-century 

. : Dutch tin-glazed kraakporselein.’ Much early bird-on-rock delftware is attributed 

eo to Christian Wilhelm, who in 1604 leased a property in Pickleherring, 

apes pe |\Gye Felina) aacr having Southwark. Dates on baluster-shaped bottles like those shown here predate 

thumb-sized depression. Slightly Wilhelm’s demise (1630). In 1604 he is recorded as making smalt (ground cobalt 

concave, rough-textured bottoms with oxide glass, used as a pigment), and potters are known to have joined the fac- 

flattened edges. tory in 1616 and 1618.‘ Wilhelm’s January 22, 1627/8, petition for renewal of his 

DECORATION: Painted, Primary deco- smalt monopoly states that he had employed workers in “Gallipottmaking |i.e., 

ravonine (decor ecmece ince tin-glazed earthenware]” for sixteen years (which he increased to twenty in his 

Momennemiendend tne cidmert July 1628 warrant for a fourteen-year patent).? A patent was granted and 

allowed him the: 
Borders composed of scrolls, trellis- 

Ne eS ene elo sole makinge of all such gallyware and other ware as heretofore 

(0219 running in glaze) under handles. he hath been accustomed to make (himselfe beinge the inventor 

Published: (D218) Archer and Morgan, China thereof within this Kingdome). . . . And all kinde or sort|s] of bot- 

Dishes, no. 4; Lipski and Archer, Dated tell|s] of all Colo[rs] basons & ewers salt|s| dishes of all sort{s] 

ae eee ei drinkinge pott|s] pavinge tyles Apothecaries & Comfittmakers 

Ex coll: (D218) &. and M. Morgan. pott|s] of all sort|s] & all kinde of earthen worke. 

Wilhelm also was permitted to search locations suspected to hold wares made 

in infringement of the patent.° 

Some shapes ornamented similarly to the Longridge bottles bear dates dur- 

ing the 1630 to 1645 managership of Pickleherring by Wilhelm’s son-in-law, 

Thomas Townsend, and at least one in the group was made under Townsend’s 

successor (c. 1645-1684), Richard Newnham.’ A dish or bowl fragment with 

bird-on-rock ornament much like that found at the Pickleherring site was exca- 

vated in Lee Hall, Virginia, and related floral motifs occur on Dutch fragments 

excavated at Fort Orange, New York.* 

The English delftware bottle form is known in Northern European salt- 

glazed stoneware, but the shape seems not to have been made there in 

tin-glazed earthenware. Bottles of this type probably were used to decant and 

serve liquor, rather than to store it, which typically took place in casks. 

Although some bottles may have had tied-on covers, there is evidence of corks 

being used to seal bottles as early as 1605. 
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D218, D219 
1. Stephenson comments (September 1998); 3. For English examples, see Archer, V&A, 5, Edwards, London Potters, p. 121. 
Pearce comments (September 1998). Roy p. 29, fig. 12, no. A.51; Lipski and Archer, Dated 

. : ; ' . 6. Ibid., pp. 10, 121 Stephenson kindly spoke to Hazel Forsyth, Cura- _Delftware, nos. 706-708, 711-713, 886-888, 
tor, Museum of London, who confirmed that the 1511; Christie's (L), February 15, 1988, lot 23; 7. Britton, London, p. 35. For undated fragments 
bottle’s somewhat runny date is 1628. (The date Noél Hume, London and Virginia, pls. 34, from Pickleherring and related pieces, see Noél 
is misrecorded as 1627 on p. 14 of the small 38A-38B, pp. 83-84, fig. 12, no. 1. For Dutch Hume, London and Virginia, col. pl. opp. p. 37, 
pamphlet The Big Dig, Archaeology and the Jubilee examples, see Scholten, van Drecht, nos. 68-69, pp. 38-43. 

e Extensi ° Muse r rchae- 73-76, 96-96b, 100, 102, , 108. ; i es i sae of ban Archae- 73-76, 96-96b, 100, 102, 105-107, 108 Noel Huse, London anavinginia oa: 

° ae Pi ee eee ts Oech, 4. Edwards, London Potters, p. 120; Grigsby, pl. 39; fig. 76, fig. 8a: Wilcoxen, Dutch Trade, 
June Ih Chipstone, no. 23. For a map and detailed col. pl. 7, p. 83, fig. 29 
2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, discussion of the factory, see Britton, London. 9. Archer, V&A, p. 266 

nos. 1250-1252 (dated bird-on-rock bottles); pp. 34-36. 
nos. 1254-1502 (other dated bottles). For an 

undated bird-on-tock bottle, see Grigsby, Chip- 
stone, no. 23. 
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DELFTWAR E Beverage Wares 

D220. WINE BOTTLE Bottles and a Cistern _ 

London, probably Southwark 

Dated 1640(?) 

H.: 6" (15.2 cm); IN P . ae 
o other bottle with decoration of this type—an animal centered within a 

iam. : "(1 ; : : 
Diampibocy) =e (laze wreath—has yet been found. The doglike creature presumably is symbolic of the 

Diam. (with handle): 4 1/2" (114 cm) family referred to by the uppermost initial, D. (The lower initials probably refer 

to the first names of a husband and wife.) The inscription “WHEN THIS YOV SE 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. 

REMEMBER ME” was very popular and reappears 150 years later as part of a 

BUNGEE Es VV Tre Witiepen crazing. longer sentiment on a dated slipware puzzle jug in this collection (no. $89).' See 

Overall, excluding bottom and edge that entry for further discussion of the phrase. Biscuit delftware bottles of this 

of foot. shape (see also nos. D221-D223) have been excavated at Platform Wharf, 

SHAPE: Thrown. Pulled handle, flat on Rotherhithe, in Southwark.’ The Rotherhithe factory was active from around 

interior, rounded on exterior, with 1636 to around 1663.’ 

tapering lower terminal. Very slightly 

concave bottom. 

DECORATION: Painted, Dog(?) in PNainligi SS 

laurel wreath topped by inscription Q ot 3 

“DP a/1640[2]" (running in glaze). Also ‘7 ae sp a 

inscribed “WHEN THIS YOV SE [wreath] El b 

REMEMBER ME.” aa 5 
Bi i 

Published: Howard, Lambeth, opp. p. 8, pl. 2; C os “SED : a) 

Howard, Drug Jars, pl. 21, no. 76. 5 eee ee oh, 4 

Exhibited: Loan Exhibition of Drinking Vessels, eee nee See ~ 4 Rae neh = A 
Vintners Hall, June 1933 (Catalog, pl. 19C). ae ety QA ¥" ome cee OE ine Te eens pam 

Ex colls.: G. E. Howard; Taylor; T. G. Burn, Aa 7 aA FSi “ee 

Rous Lench. oY ae \ oni ee * =a 

3 - a sad ee Z. a ne ie e = 
a. a a f 4 aA ~ “ay oe aes ay Dito ae 

= y | - SN eee _ ae EM a FY SNS 
=: [awit el 

= ae a ae eee amie 

: Jee \ \ 3 SPL | 
ae ) \, " ee $y » hs \ Ko oe Ba’ Ae 

fae eit \ Na Ne ae 
ee : ; { \\ \ Cee Co a 
oe cyl . PM 7 eee ede et 

A : Re Sees ae : 
Boe pa? ee Te et RIP bs ae! aes 

ie le ~ weld or Por —_ | a pene rd 4 ySGs rm ab ye Sl 
RO as F 8: A pi Oe ea a i 

pe eo te * a 

2 — ; 
Oe 

oo Sa a 

Pes. aS eae as eae aa 

tg 1. For a 1774 dated delft tea canister with a 

” Ss _ related rhyme, see Lipski and Archer, Dated 

ails Delftware, no. 1528. 

iN ics 2. Stephenson comments (September 1998). 

i aa 3. Archer, V&A, p. 561. 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

D221. WINE BOTTLE Bottles and a Cistern 

London, probably Southwark 

Dated 1642 

H.: 7 1/4" (18.4 cm); : i i 
he grotesque cartouche, with figures derived from ornament on Italian 

Diam. (body): 5" (12.7 cm); eee & 4 . 
maiolica, is unusual on English delftware and predates most scroll-and-foliate 

Diam. (with handle): 5 1/2" (14 cm) types (see nos. D78, D235, D237). A closely comparable but multicolored car- 

touche ornaments one 1641 dated bottle inscribed “pop” and “RENISH WINE.”! 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. i, . — 

This beverage from the Rhineland was drunk for pleasure or for medicinal 
TIN GLAZE: White with ing. : 5 5 ‘ é 

N es sew) nine reasons: the 1607 Englishman’s Doctor informs us that “New Rhennish-wine stirs 

Overall, excluding bottom and edge vrine [urine],” and a posset recipe in the 1669 Closet of the Eminently Learned Sir 

of foot. Kenelme Digbie, Kt. Opened includes Rhenish wine among other ingredients.’ The 
SHAPE: Thrown. Pulled handle, flat- Longridge bottle may also have been intended for this type of wine, but other 

tened on interior and exterior, with alcoholic drink names, such as sack, white (“WHIT”) wine, and claret occur on 

tapering lower terminal having some- more or less contemporary examples (see nos. D226-D228). 

what angular depression. Slightly 

concave bottom, flattened near (cham- 

ui , fered) outer edge. ‘Cane 5 

DECORATION: Painted. Cartouche : 3 ae ee 

formed of grotesques and loop motif. Sa summsgaee Jo a \ 

Inscribed “pP 4/1642” over flourish. ae 4 an 

a a 
Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated ae eG one Bo 
Delftware, no. 1272. ‘ Saeee eA z 

Ex cols: C. J. Lomax: Blyth; T. G. Burn, ae is 
Rous Lench. é a 

= . : 

A is s' eee 
Uff JP a KS s we 
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1, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1270 
(British Museum collection, no. E.18). The ini- 

tials are misrecorded as “|S,” in Hodgkin and 
Hodgkin, Dated Pottery, no. 235. 

2. “Rhenish,” Oxford English Dictionary, vol. 8, 

p. 625; Charleston, English Glass, p. 119. 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

D222. WINE BOTTLE Bottles and a Cistern a 

London, probably Southwark 

Dated 1644 

Hi6 (152 ; Sasa Bat é 2 
(ez) IR ane than indicating ownership in royal households, the inclusion of 

Diam. (body): 4 1/2" (11.4 cm); crowns (with or without royal initials) on delftware bottles probably demon- 

Diam. (with handle): 4 1/2" (11.4 cm) strated support for the monarchy. The bottle shown here is one of at least eight 

with crowns and dates from Charles I’s reign (1625-1649; see Time Line, p. 10). 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pinkish buff. A a ane 2 

eee The 1644 date places it during the Civil War (begun in 1642) and predates 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding Charles’s confinement (1646) and eventual beheading (1649). The bottle is the 

bottom. earliest of three generally similar examples: one is dated 1648, and the other is 

SHAPE: Thrown. Pulled handle, flat on inscribed “CLARET/1649.” (For somewhat similar “CR” initials on a portrait dish 

interior, rounded on exterior, with and a 1664 dated apothecary tile, see nos. D15, D410.) One 1649 crown-over- 

tapering lower terminal having some- “CR” bottle is quite different in painting style,’ and crowns surmount the words 

hac angular deoression, Sliently “SACK” and “CLARET” on 1648 dated bottles without “CR” initials. Bottles dated 

, 1642, 1643, and 1645 show crowns centered on the beverage names “WHIT 
concave, rough-textured bottom with : . 
ey WINE” or “SACK” (see nos. D226-D228).’ The second-latest dated bottles of this 

chamfered e 5 ie 
& type (for latest, see no. D229) is a 1676 dated crown-over-“CR” example manufac- 

DECORATION sf ipteq etoyp over tured during Charles II’s reign (1660-1685; see also Time Line, pp. 12-13, and 

inscription “CR/Wh:WINE/1644.” no. D225). Also from this period is an undated bottle with metal mounts and 

Published: Grigsby, Dated Longridge the inscription “SACK/ Clcrown|R2.” 

Delftware and Slipware, p. 879, pl. 6. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 1351, 1391, 1368. 

2. Ibid., nos. 1355, 1365, 1276, 1279, 1305 . ci 
(also Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 24). me vw 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1501; x 

Hodgkin and Hodgkin, Dated Pottery, no. 411 4 

(British Museum collection). 4 

1&8 
eee Rss 
ae A poe 

(Ae * ; ee ae ee. c 

we Be See 
es ae 

: a ie 
ay Bee. SES 

Sa ‘heieieee eae ie Seer hcaree neagtiiy! 

" a Fi ee i ae ; 
oe q er 2h ae aii 

ae ‘iis 9 Sea ee 
a, ce ; , “Au eat ao 

. SS 
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D223. WINE BOTTLE 

London, probably Southwark = "aaa 

Dated 1650 a. ll 

H.: 7 3/4" (19.7 cm); al 

Diam. (body): 5 1/4" (13.3 cm); Bi 

Diam. (with handle): 5 3/8" (13.7 cm) ea 4 
<P a 
coe 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained oe 

dark buff. : oe nd 

TIN GLAZE: Grayish white, of slightly : a 

orange-peel texture with crazing. ; . % a ; Z ; 3 
Overall, excluding lower edge and ie. 4 2 oa 

: bye : q “ay an 
bottom. A if i Ez - aia age \ 

SHAPE: Thrown. Pulled handle, round- P le oO EMEA \ 

ed on interior, concave on exterior, If ong : sta pa oe eo 

ith pointed lower terminal. Slight } k ang a Sie gemma MNS oleae with pointed lower terminal. Slightly es pe Ty Bat, A t 

concave bottom with chamfered edge. we a a ; ga y 
hae OS, — <-sneyiniisiitelaleae i 

DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed Cees a ! 

“IOHN* TOMES” in panel under catce: i / eee, See 7 
“WHIT/1650." Re ceaeoeget “5S eee j Aigo eae, ; - a ee 

a LL ee 
Published: Howard, Lambeth, opp. p. 8, pl. 2; eee * eee ee Z 
Howard, Drug Jars, pl. 21, no. 75; Lipski and eae Gs Seema es Oe Te agers 
Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1417; Stretton, ae oe es is 
Rous Lench, p. 40, fig. 1; Davis, Scepter and ea 7 ae fe 
Spit, p. 680, fig. 2; Grigsby, Dated Longridge antago J a 
Delftware and Slipware, p. 879, pl. 6. z Be 4 4 

Exhibited: Loan Exhibition of Drinking oS z iy: 

Vessels, Vintners Hall, June 1933 (Catalog, ee ee a i 
pl. 198); Charles Il Loan Exhibition, January : 
1932 (Catalog, no. 724). 

Ex colls.: G. E. Howard; Pharmaceutical 

Society of Great Britain; T. G. Burn, his bottle long has been associated with John Tomes of Long Marston, who 

ee is credited with disguising Charles II as a servant in his kitchen to hide him 

from Cromwell’s men after the 1651 Battle of Worcester (see the Boscobel Oak 

incident discussed under nos. D43, D44).' Following the battle, Jane Lane 

(d. 1689), a member of the Tomes family, is said to have aided Charles by 

= disguising him as her manservant and having him accompany her first to the 

£4 a, Long Marston home of a Mr. “Tombs” and then on to Sherbourne, from whence 

j ° Charles escaped to France. (A royalist and Baptist divine named John Tombes 

2 [1603-1676], not associated with the events following Worcester, was appoint- 

ed in 1654 as one of Cromwell’s “triers.” The inscription “Whit” (i.e., white 

ees (i wine; see no. D226) on the bottle identifies the beverage intended to be con- 

3 ie tained in it.’ 

ee  —_ 1. Howard, Lambeth, p. 7. 
tS shea 

eee, = — © 2. ‘Sir John Tomes,” National Biography, vol. 19, 
¥ p. 933, states Lane was a member of the Tomes 

8 family. In the entry on “Jane Lane” (ibid., vol. 11, 

pp. 515-516), Tombs is identified as a Lane 
family friend. See also “John Tombs,” ibid., 

vol. 19, pp. 929-930. 

3. See Archer, V&A, pp. 266-267, for bottles 

probably used for carrying wine from storage 

casks to the table. 
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ee 
D224. WINE BOTTLE _— re 

London a 4 eP " ‘ 

Dated 1650 y 4 

H:: 6 3/8" (16.2 cm); a 
Diam. (body): 4 7/8" (12.4 cm); 4 2 

ios 
Diam. (with handle): 5" (12.7 cm) - oN 

SAE . 
= > Bs, 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ; / WY : 
, 46 tp , 

TIN GLAZE: White, more thinly ? > 2 ‘ 
(3 Py a 

applied in interior, with crazing. Overall, Ate > Gi s ‘. 
. =. Be \ 

excluding bottom and portions of /, —* . ; VS a 
\ otf : . : “a 

lower edge. i) ) p a 5 ‘ ie 
W(, Ed Ss, l4, jj : ne 

SHAPE: Thrown. Pulled handle, flat on })/ i f 4 5 <A aaa 
J — Xe D ciWix da eee eet 

interior, rounded on exterior, with 1 NE Vs ro) oo Eee Nees 2 > 
\ / ee | PETS TAUIND) 

tapering lower terminal. Slightly con- iy, ‘\ G 7 VY Temas! 1 SOA f i: NPN a Ce ere cee eect | 
cave bottom (outer portion somewhat \ A fe pie TS —y 

8 S PY) # ( LOEB 
flattened) with chamfered edge. y ws. id 

DECORATION: Painted. Arms of the é One oe : 

London Worshipful Company of Parish er: 
Lead 

Clerks. Dated 1650 above arms and eee 

inscribed “THOMAS WIBRON” over u 

paraphs. a 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 

ware, no. 1396; Grigsby, Dated Longridge 

Delftware and Slipware, pp. 880-881, pl. 11. T, 

he armorial bearings (granted 1582) of the Worshipful Company of Parish 

Clerks as they are shown on this bottle lack the motto “Unitas societatis stabilitas.”" 

Thomas Wibron may have commissioned the painting of the London Parish 

Clerks’ arms on this bottle to celebrate his becoming a freeman of the company 

or to commemorate some other important event. Among the few delftware 

pieces displaying the same arms is a 1649 dated molded dish with an elaborate 

land- and seascape border.’ For unknown reasons, dates on other delftware 

bottles with company arms also are very close to those on the Longridge bottle: 

~ a a pair of Grocers’ Company arms bottles are dated 1649, and one is from 1652; 

= a Pewterers’ Company arms bottle is dated 1650, as is one showing the Cooks’ 

Company arms.’ (For other delftware bearing company arms, see nos. D83-D85, 

N D238, D242, D244, D245, D275, D310, D394, D395, D411.) 

. eee she rl 

a 5 1. Bromley, Guilds of London, col. pl. 40 (arms), 

. = and, for discussion of the company, pp. 189-192. 

a 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 97; 
— see no. 1777 for the arms on a 1644 dated 

17th-century ointment pot thought to have 

been decorated much later. 

3. Ibid., nos. 1370, 1370A, 1394, 1395, 1447. 
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D225. WINE BOTTLE as 

London, probably Southwark * ia ee 

Probably 1660 < a 

¥ es 7" ae 
H.: 6 1/4" (15.9 cm); ee Tsar 

e Seg 
Diam. (body): 5 3/4" (14.6); 4 ae: ; 

Diam. (with handle): 5 3/4" (14.6 cm) oy = 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. a (F, So 7S 

TIN GLAZE: White with gray to tan ae AR > a 

speckling. Overall, excluding large p : 
; : Ay ’ 

portion of bottom. ; Bs » ) mie 
‘ A @ : aie. ee 

SHAPE: Thrown. Pulled handle, flat on ® & ee | 

interior, rounded on exterior, with ; %. oe tei i % 4 yy . e a 4 
os ~o i Ns oe 

tapering lower terminal having an ae ACE 4 es gy a | 
ries i be . a 

angular depression. Slightly concave Use uanae \ ap ee , a ig es 

: a eo 
bottom with flattened edge. Ses ee ea : 

GAG aaa - = r (es 

DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed ee a as . 
: ON RE ee oS oe RR lace Sen aegis 8 

“ChARLS THE 20” with a portrait of the ESS eRe epee 

king in armor under a crown. Sus to RS eae 
A ee 

Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. " ee 

A, least four bottles have decoration clearly referring to Charles II (see 

Time Line, pp. 12-13); one, said to have been excavated in Northamptonshire, 

is quite like the Longridge bottle in ornament and inscription but shows 

Charles’s head without the appropriate mustache and turned in the opposite 

direction.' A generally similar portrait initialed “CR” ornaments an elaborately 

painted puzzle jug.’ High military rank is symbolized by the figures’ (outdated) 

armor and batons. These features, rather than the usual coronation attire with 

the orb and scepter, and the fact that a crown hovers above Charles's head on 

= ae the bottles may indicate that the vessels were made after he was declared king 

‘f > oe (1660) but before his coronation (1661).* On one “CR2” inscribed porringer, 

a . mn Charles is in armor, holds a sword, and, this time, wears his crown. (Compara- 

1 - Coes ble in shape to 1660s dated examples, the porringer may have been made soon 

“i after the coronation.)* The king again appears in three-quarter length wearing 

Noeetaa \ a crown and armor and, this time, holding a staff on a “caudle cup” inscribed 

* oseceatca RF “CHARLES The 2).”> Also associated with Charles II’s monarchy are two other 
cf i f . mie . ” “ 7 s a 3 bottles; one with metalwork mounts is inscribed “SACK” and “CR2” and displays 

tee 4 2a f _ a large crown; on another a crown surmounts the inscription “CR/1676.”° 

4 by 1. Archer, V&A, no. E.12. 5. Winterthur collection, no. 1954.536, of a 

2. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 82A, no. 1327. shape match, ke Tenemaee nds 22410242: 

: : 6. Hodgkin and Hodgkin, Dated Pottery, no. 411; re comments (5 b , 
8 Horne conuments)(Sept=mier 1228) Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1501. 
4. Archer, V&A, no. E.12, citing a piece in the 

Detroit Institute of Arts collection. 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

D226, D227, D228. WINE BOTTLES Be anaes 
London, probably Southwark 

(D226) Dated 1647 

(D227) Dated 1660 ID 

(D228) Dated 1650 elftware bottles left in the white or decorated with alcoholic beverage 

names and dates over flourishes or paraphs are much more common than more 

(D226) H.: 6 3/8" (16.2 cm); elaborately ornamented examples. (By the 1670s, the fashion for delft bottles 

Diam. (body): 4 5/8" (11.7 cm); seems virtually to have died out, as glass bottle production had increased 

Diam. (with handle): 4 3/4" (12.1 cm) dramatically.) The dates of the vessels shown here indicate they were made in 

(0227) H: 4 1/2" (114 cm); Southwark, where factories were active at Montague Close, Pickleherring, and 

Diatn (bedy) 3" (76 em) Rotherhithe, or perhaps at the Hermitage factory at Wapping (also London).' 

ira (with handle} 3 1/2" (89 cm) “WHIT” on the 1647 bottle (D226) refers to white wine (see also nos. D222, 

D223) and is among the most common names found on vessels of this type. It 
(D228) H.: 7 3/8" (18.7 cm); ees ; 4 

appears first on 1641 dated examples—one is inscribed simply “WHIT” and others, 

Jenn lee) Tal eH Viena “WHIT WINE”—and the latest dated “WHIT” bottle may be one from 1658. 

Diam. (with handle): 5 7/8" (14.9 cm) “CLARET” (D228) is less common than “WHIT” or “SACK” and appears on dated 

examples from 1640 to 1662. By around 1600 the term was used to refer to red 
BODY CLAY: (D226, D228) Fine-grained wines in general? 

ene [Deer] meciuire stained Bult “SACK,” seen on the unusually small and latest dated example shown here 

TIN GLAZE: (6226) White, slightly (D227), is the most common beverage name on bottles of this type, leading to 

transparent. (D227) Greenish white. the inappropriate use of sack bottle as a term for many otherwise inscribed 

(D228) White, with open crazing. (All) examples. In the 1600s sack referred to any in a group of wines, including sher- 

Overall, excluding bottoms. ry-sack, rumney-sack, Malaga-sack, Palm-sack, Canary-sack, and Madeira-sack. 

SHAPE. Thrownpulled handles: Several of these names indicate a Southern European origin for the wines. This 

(Daze) lation interlen rounded on evie: hypothesis is supported in the English Housewife (1623), where Markham writes, 

“Your best Sacks are of Seres in Spaine, your smaller of Galicia and Portugal; 
rior, (D227) rounded on interior and . . 

your strong Sacks are of the Iands of the Canaries, and of Malligo.”' Sack some- 

eerie (i228) founded on Neto times was included in recipes: a 1663 entry in Samuel Pepys’s diary mentions a 

concave on exterior. (All) With tapering supper at which he served “a good sack-posset and cold meat and sent my 

lower terminals. Slightly concave bot- guests away about 10 a-clock at night.” (Sack-posset also was recommended for 

toms. grooms on their wedding nights!)’ The Closet of the Eminently Learned Sir Kenelme 

DECORATION: Painted. (D226) Digbie, Kt. Opened (1669) states: 

Inscribed “WHIT/1647” over flourish. 

(0227) Inscribed “SACK/I660” and My Lady Middlefex makes Syllabubs for little Glaffes. . . . 

(0228) “CLARET/I650" over paraphs. Take 3 pints of fweet Cream, one of quick white whine (or Rhenifh) 

and a good wine glafsful ... of Sack: mingle with them about three 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated quarters of a pound of fine Sugar in Powder. Beat all thefe together 

ee ae Aaa eee Sa with a whisk, till all appeareth converted into froth. Then pour it 

eed eo ai Mines (222) into your little Syllabub glaffes, and let them ftand all night. The 

next day the Curd will be thick and firm above.® 

oa a As well as being served at entertainments, sack had medicinal uses. In his 

; f Account of the London Plague in 1665, Dr. Nathaniel Hodges states, “Gratitude oblig- 

‘ es me to do Justice to the vertues of Sack, as it deservedly is ranked amongst the 

~ principal Anitidotes, whether it be drank by it self or impregnated with Worm- 

a wood, Angelica &c. . . . and it is certainly true that during the late fatal Times, 

a Je both the infected and the well found vast Benefit from it.”” 

D226, D227, D228 
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DELFTWARE [Beveles Wares 

Bottles and a Cistern 

ig ee “- 
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eae _ ‘ ie Bee 
at oe ee 
A ill a ee . 

D226, D227, D228 

John Greene of the London Company of Glass Sellers enclosed scale draw- 

ings in a 1668 order for drinking glasses to be made by Venetian glassmaker 

Allesio Morelli. Presumably reflecting consumers’ preferences, the beer glasses 

were to be slightly larger than the claret glasses (“for French wines”), which in 

turn were slightly larger than the sack glasses (“for Spanish wines”). The grad- 

uation of sizes for such drinking vessels is borne out in a 1677 tariff list for 

English glass made by George Ravenscroft.‘ 

1. Archer, V&A, pp. 560-561. 6. “Sir Kenelm Digby” (1603-1665), National 

, Biography, vol. 5, pp. 965-971. Digby was a 
2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, ve °P ay vo PP. : oom u e w ea 

nos. 1266-1269, 1481 author, naval commander, and diplomatist 

See McKearin, Vessels, p. 65, citing The Closet 

3. Ibid., nos. 1261-1492 passim; Archer, V&A, ee oe en ey 
. Lothian, Api ecary Vessels, p. 2, C1 E 

p. 266, nos. E.8, E.10, E.13. Se ee Oe ea 
Nathaniel Hodges, Loimologia (London, 1720). 

4, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, p. 307; , ee 
2 ae a 8. Charleston, English Glass, pp. 104-105, 116. 

for further historical remarks, Grigsby, Chip- 

stone, no. 24; Archer, V&A, pp. 266-267. 

5. Pepys, Diary, January 13-15, 1663, vol. 4, 
p. 14; McKearin, Vessels, pp. 58, 63 n. 22. 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D229. WINE BOTTLE Bottles and a Cistern 

Probably London 

Blue stroke (possibly a number “1”) 

on bottom 

Dated 1719 his appears to be the latest of all the dated single-handled delftware wine 

bottles, postdating the next latest by forty-three years.' The Longridge bottle dif- 

H: 8" (20.3 cm); fers in profile from the earlier dated pieces, which tend to have proportionally 

Diam. (body): 5 5/8" (14.3 cm) smaller, typically waisted bases and a smoother transition from the body to the 

neck. Nothing is known of the William Hollis who ordered this bottle. “SCRWBY” 

aD eeeta ned oat may be a misspelling of or abbreviated name for the town where he lived (for 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding examples, Scawby, in Lincolnshire, and Shrewsbury, in Shropshire).’ 
portion of bottom. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Original handle was 

pulled and probably had a tapering as = 
ae an 

lower terminal. (Now with modern - 2 

a a 
handle and neck.) Concave bottom, a : iy. 

flattened near edge. el sii on ‘ 

DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed & ( = 

“WILLIAM HOLLIS OF SCRWBY,/1719.” ae 5. 

Bottom bears single stroke (possibly a a Sse \ 

number “1”) at center. Se aD, 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated ae is 
Delftware, no. 1502. "le a 

Excalle tard Revelstote, 2 a 

eee 
f | eee 

Detail of bottom - é Pe aoe 
pz See 
IZ 3 Se cage [a eal enon 

a ie Pee - 

Bige i ee { a eee 

, aoe one ees 
& Abe SNS ae aie eee 

: SS ese aa 

is 7 ae 
a Oe 
eee ies NG ean 

a ee oes ae z 

a of 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1501 
" ‘oR ite eee ‘ 

Vs \ SS aay, (1676 bottle inscribed “CR” under a crown). 
+ eae Ue 

a ee 2. Ibid., no. 1502. 
$ faal St 
= ae 
ne 
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ie —* 
eae 

yr = nin gue 
D230. BOTTLE Eo 

Probably Bristol ! | 

¢. 1765 ao 
ae 

ae 
H.: 10 3/8" (26.4); Diam.: 5" (12.7 cm) € ae 

a 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. “oe ‘ 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white with as 

slightly transparent patches. Overall, 

excluding bottom. < 

SHAPE: Thrown. Slightly concave 

bottom. 
. 

DECORATION: Painted. Exterior scene 4 : 
eeegeet eceneer ee i : 

including Chinese lady playing musical itaa eaten Seay , 8 y Playing eee seis iad Se os = ees 
instrument, dancing child, fences (one Bote ce ee ymeateacs Sp tate ares 

ort Fn, ie Gee: /p et eae 
with diminutive man with staff or fish- ee oie nr Ce gee 

ing rod), rocks, plants, and pavilions. as et ens 

Border composed of horizontal line dl 

with pendant curves and dot clusters. ~ a : 

J es 5" 4 a 

Ex coll. H. Sandon. 4 - A ee i } ¥f 
AN) > 7 es i £y = 

\ Si at ; (7 \] 

a Poh ra Ae ye bey 
an ( : hk 

a] Ny o P” Be b 

— i ae ks 
: i et : ; ve ql a ve , { y 5 : 

(ered . Sea ii 

i * 7 | oy BY 
“a +7 a L N i a f P 748 

q (, \ Bear 

ta , a Se : - a pia a : i i _ Z 
“ eae 

LN * Bees 

a Pea ta ips 2 

| tg ae 

{YY Sls i , , ts . 
( = a ae ~~ 

os Ce ae 
= 

ew Re delftware “mallet-shaped” bottles, including this one, take their form 

from glass versions. Two delft bottles of this shape bear European landscapes 

and figures and have grape clusters at the rims, which would seem to support 

i a connection with wine.' Some of the other mallet-shaped examples bear differ- 

ent landscape scenes, some with figures or flowers.’ Conceivably, Norfolk, 

sa He, q wee Virginia, shopkeepers Balfour and Barraud may have been referring to bottles of 

4 4 \, i } me this shape in their advertisement for “delf bottles” in the July 25, 1766, issue of 

x + the Virginia Gazette. 
oe Sh ym 

( << > p< 1, Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 26. For one paired 2. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 
\ is « al ‘i (fr (perhaps inappropriately) since the 1940s with a lot 135; Howard, Drug Jars, pl. 22, no. 84; 

ee — bowl of a type usually associated with hygienic Austin, Delft, no. 585; Archer, V&A, no. E.20; 

( —— y use, see Britton, Bristol, col. pl. p. 40, Britton, Bristol, no. 6.26. 
hal nos. 18.8-18.9 (see also Austin, Delft, no. 585). 

Usually bottles with wash basins are baluster 
rather than “wine-bottle” shaped (see Archer, 

| V&A, p. 274, fig. 35). The Longridge Collection 255



DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

3 ‘ Z Bottles and a Gistern 2" pee 
“~ L ae all 

=< &£ at oi 

Ske ‘De : o other tin-glazed earthenware cistern of this particular form or decora- 

———_ tion has yet been identified, but several other English examples are known in 

(Ome) | % ie Gy other forms and with other motifs. The recorded dated cisterns are much earlier 

GZ ee than the Longridge example: a columned, rectangular one with mythological 

scenes is from 1638; flat-backed cisterns with rounded or chamfered fronts are 

D231. CISTERN from 1641 (with flowers, foliage, and abstract motifs); and one with “CR” ini- 

London or perhaps Liverpool tials, a crown, and a bird-on-rock motif is from 1644.' All three dated vessels 

1710-1730 have different molded lion’s masks pierced to receive spigots. 

At least three undated eighteenth-century delftware cisterns are balus- 

H.: 121/8" (30.8 cm); troidal with flat backs. A 1715 to 1725 example with red A and incised 14 marks 

Diam. (body): 9 1/2" (241 em); has polychrome Chinese flower and bird motifs and a relief, horned mask with 

Diam. (with handles}: 10 3/8" (26.4 cm) a hole fora spigot closely resembling = one on the Longridge cistern. Second 

in the group is a circa 1725 blue and white cistern with different birds and flow- 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff ers and a simple, raised ring around the spigot hole.’ Floral panels differing 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white from the Longridge type in design form the upper border on the body of the ves- 

' sel. The third delftware cistern, probably dating to the 1750s, depicts landscapes 
Overall, excluding where wiped away . . . ‘ a F ‘ 

with fountains and a bridge and is painted in a style attributable to David Davis 
unevenly on bottom. . s ne - 

or Henry Delamain of Dublin.‘ A shell, rather than a mask, is pierced for a spig- 

Sandler ot.‘ (A relief shell also was used on at least one 1790 to 1800 Yorkshire 

from thrown cylinder. Molded satyr’s creamware cistern of flat-backed baluster form.) 

mask pierced for (pewter) spigot. Certain features of the Longridge cistern’s decoration resemble some on a 

Slightly concave bottom. large, covered wassail bowl inscribed “THOMAS BOOTLE/ESQUIRE MEMBER/OF 

DECORATION: Painted, Chinese PARLIAMENT/FOR LIVERPOOLE/1724.”° Both vessels display similar shades of 

figures, building, and fences in land- blue, some of it speckled, and somewhat similar heavy scrolls (compare the 

. cistern base and the bottom edge of one bowl lid). Both also bear Chinese land- 
scape with flowering plants. Upper 

scapes and scroll-and-flower border panels. In the Longridge collection, floral 
borders composed of floral panels and 

panels occur on a probably London mug, a 1716 dated plaque, and a 1727 dated 
llwork. L d of A a 

So ce porringer (nos. D259, D421, D184). The plaque and a pair of shoes (no. D364) 

scrollwork and horizontal lines. Handles have flowers and foliage resembling those in the cistern’s primary scene. 
bear foliate panels 

GEG Dwr LTRS PONS 
Vy SW ‘ Neda Ny 
4 : a AN \" 

( # “ \ 

] Fh A a 
im! \ P a 

b " eo bet Vida © 5 iy N Ae Pr fa We, 

Peas . eee ST AS Brgy 
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DELFTWARE teverage Wares 

Bottles and a Cistern 
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1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 5. For creamware “water-cisterns,” see Walton, 

nos. 1509-1511; Austin, Delft, no. 715. Temple Newsam, nos. 560-564. 

2. Christie's (L), November 2, 1998, lot 58. Fora _ 6. Poole, English Pottery, no. 19, and Rackham, 
pair of shoes in this collection painted in the same Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 127, no. 1716. 
palette (with the addition of yellow) and with the 
same upper border pattern, see no. D363. 

3. Horne, Collection, pt. 12, no. 331. 

4, Archer, V&A, no. E.23, also citing two “from 
the same mould and by the same hand or work- 
shop.” 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D232, D233. MUGS Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Southwark, London 

Probably Pickleherring 

(D232) Dated 1630 

(D233) Dated 1635 hese two mugs are among several early bird-on-rock-patterned delftware 

vessels (see also nos. D218, D219, D234, D272) that, based on their dates, deco- 

(D232) H.: 4 7/8" (12.4 cm); ration, and archaeological material, are associated with Southwark’s 8 
Diam. (body): 3 5/8" (9.2 cm); Pickleherring factory.' In profile, the earlier-dated mug (D232) resembles one 

Diam. (with handle): 4 7/8" (12.4 cm) with bird-on-rock motifs and a band inscribed “MRS. MARY HOOPER 1629.” Two 

(0233) H: § 1/2" (14 cm); others are more like the 1635 mug (D233) in shape: one is inscribed 

“ 7 , “E9-94TH - athe ae Diam. (body): 4 1/8" (10.5 cm); WILLIAM,AND, ELIZABETH, BVRGES;24°** AVGVST:1631”; the other bears the 

. . inscription “IOHN:POTTEN:&:SVSANNA:1633,” with the date repeated beneath 
Diam. (with handle): 5 1/2" (14 cm) . i , 

the handle.’ Another early ovoid mug, inscribed “1628 ELIZABETH BROCKLE- 

BODY CLAY: (0232) Fine-grained pale HURST,” has a speckled blue and purple ground rather than bird-on-rock 
ifs 3 

buff. (D233) Fine-grained pinkish buff. motifs. 

TIN GLAZE: White with brown speck- 

ling. Overall, excluding lower edges so 

worn on D233) and bottoms. a on RY 

! ———— DMVND-PEIPS\ 
SHAPE: Thrown, with raised ribs near ——_—_— AS 5 eae 

| ; = ma WAND AQNND TYAN i i y enbteniun 

rims. Pulled handles, rounded on inte- =— < q KT TK 

rior, more angular on exteriors, with | Sg ee ENS F Pim ‘ vi . 
I Pe 44 we Ley Gi: \ 

pointed lower terminals. Slightly “ )- Wx 7. i \ ou M 
% SS ‘ ‘ Y Pee eft") | concave bottoms. Dt See RS Se ON NY Loa ye’! 

Aaa \" et DECORATION: Painted. Birds- \\® =e ) Qa Sy 
eh (Ry 4 244 

on-rocks with flowering plants and eit WW, trio gi ETE oe. E 
guages eee . i i ae eee ; 

insects, (D232) Dated “1630” below er < (ee => 
= =" a 

handle. (D233) Rim inscribed er 

“EDMVND:PEIRSON:&:ELIZABETH'1635.” 

Borders composed of horizontal lines 

and interlocking S-scrolls. 

Published: (D233) Lipski and Archer, Dated , = ee 

Delftware, no. 715; Grigsby, Dated Longridge OF ae M \ 

Delftware and Slipware, p. 877, pl. 2. Ss = = a 

Ex colls.: (D233) A. E. Blake; T. G. Burn, Rous a> as — Nha 
Lench, ~~, = a / e [ \\ a N} 

; Ti hoe) a Sy 
&p \ NY \ Nate! “| jel ] Su 

ee a a Ne ie ey ay a |) “Sh ee ee? ™ . | ; ON » \s I + ] , 

\ ; SRST | ee a 
wa } cn r 
XS jon ee Vi y 
N} \\ 65 yo Sida! te oa . 4 

eee 

D232, D233 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

Cups (Single Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 
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D232, D233 

1. Excavated fragments with related decoration 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 706 

also are known from Rotherhithe, active by (1629), 711 (1633); Archer, V&A, pl. 167, 

around 1636 (see Archer, V&A, no. A.51). For a no. C.3 (1631). 
Discult mug of about this shape; excavated at 3 Archer, V&A, pl. 166, no. C2. 

Abbot’s Lane, near Tooley Street (Southwark), 

see Noél Hume, London and Virginia, pp. 67-68, 

fig. 6, no. 7. 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

D234. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Southwark, London 

Probably Pickleherring 

Dated 1630 or 1632 | 

n shape, this unusually tall mug has approximate parallels in metalwork 

H. 9 7/8" (25:1 em), (such as some made for the church) and Continental ceramics. A (presumably 

Diam. (body): 4 1/2" (11.4 cm); English) jug, dated 1632, also is quite tall but is somewhat different in profile— 

Diam. (with handle): 5 3/4" (14.6 cm) most notably having a less pronounced foot—and has proportionally much 

wider border ornament.' The decoration on both pieces is after Ming porcelain 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. designs and relates to motifs on several contemporary English delftware vessels 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly grayish white. (see nos. D218, D219, D232—D234, D272) and some in Dutch tin glaze.’ 

Overall, excluding majority of bottom 

and chamfered lower edge. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Pulled handle, slightly a : cme FSS a 

concave on interior, somewhat angular le a rT PTT) nN . , iN ip Wi . 
ee TY La) 

on exterior, with curled lower terminal, — | Ne i 7 a : 
-~ ‘ ‘aoe Vv TES e Te 

Slightly concave bottom with cham- \ dal ¥ i . i Nal \ ne ae ; i 
x oa , sy, \ 

fered exterior edge. si ey | Fil ete ¥ Vl i, 

, Ve NA be a nt S/N | DECORATION: Painted. Birds-on- NAR Y= ee A) t VAN ae ate eZ 
rocks, flying birds, and flowering plants. wal ie fl i al A A 

SAPRG = Mi JD alore y 
Dated “1630” or “1632” below handle. : ‘ a : , iN WE <B)  | Di) 

HN . A Wit a MS 

Borders composed of horizontal lines ” { ] Le tae cise ) 
Ni \ \ f] g a ri 

and bands of more or less diagonal \ \ ’ j \f Ds ss 
a | \ Daeg 

lines with rows of dots. ek Ree a @ a 

Bix Noe: v i yc ae 
Published: Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, all RY hes al it 
Pictorial History, pp. 250-251, no. 1; Lipski 4 C0 g Aes 4 

and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 709; Res igs & a OA ‘ayy le I 

Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware and pony |/ Oo FO 1 Gi { i NY feng | 
Slipware, p. 877, pl. 2. = a ee , PPE gen — Ip’ P: PI paren mares a Ee a geet 

r ae ; Rea a = om j pital ied oo nearer \ 
Ex colls.: P. Brooks; private, England. Fs en ee = are 

Ty ¢ ai, io WEY tes 2 VY t 
. Bl Lo LIL | “es we) te C3 ete 

‘ a_i e Ss a Saar aT) 

ss eae a — 

1. Bedford, Delftware, p. 7, illustrates the jug, 

stating it is in the V&A collection, but the piece 

is not included in Archer, V&A. 

2. For a probably Dutch, tall, ovoid jug with 

somewhat similar bird-on-rock and border 

motifs, see Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 82B. 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

D235, D236. MUGS Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

London, probably Southwark 

(D235) Dated 1653 

(D236) 1650-1660 

hese mugs and a posset pot (no. D274) in this collection exemplify “bossed” 

Apzee) B72 aeny; English delftware, on which the relief ornament was pushed out by the potter's 

Diam. (body): 4 1/2" (11.4 cm); fingertips. The attribution to Southwark for the group is aided by dates of the 

Diam. (with handle): 5 3/4" (14.6 cm) 1653 mug (D235) and a cylindrical posset pot inscribed “KG/1651” in a 

(D236) H.: 7" (17.8 cm); cartouche as well as excavation at the Pickleherring site of biscuit fragments of 

Diam. (body): 4 3/8" (111 cm); bumpy-sided, cylindrical mugs.' (Glazed fragments of such mugs also are known 

Diam. (with handle): 5 5/8" (14.3 cm) from London consumer sites.)’ Stylistic resemblances appear between the 

cartouches on the Longridge mug (D235), the 1651 posset pot, another from 

BODY CLAY: (D235) Medium-grained 1653, a molded dish and mug dated 1654, a 1656 goblet or cup (no. D237), a 

buff. (D236) Fine-grained pinkish buff 1658 jug,’ and a 1664 plate (no. D78). 

with red inclusions The second Longridge mug (D236) is more typical of bossed delftware in that 

- - it is unpainted. Several basically similar examples are known,’ and variations 
TIN GLAZE: (D235) Slightly grayish . . i . ; . 

include a mug with a horizontal relief band at midheight around the body and 
white with open crazing. (D236) White . . . 5 i 

one with a twisted handle.’ Among other bossed, white delftware shapes are 

ee oO 210 perc candlesticks and an urn, the last with twisted handles.° 

ling, open crazing on exterior, finer 

crazing on interior. (Both) Overall, 

excluding majority of bottoms 1. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 85B, no. 1319 4. Walton, Temple Newsam, no. 11; Britton, Lon- 

. (posset pot). Stephenson comments (September don, no. 63; Sotheby's (L), July 12, 1983, lot 112. 

SHAPE: Thrown, (D236) with throwing 1998), regarding fragments. 5. Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 

rings very pronounced on interior. 2. Pearce comments (September 1998). lot 11; Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1283. 

(Both) Handles rounded on interiors, 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 892, 6. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 13; 

971 (posset pot, jug); Britton, London, no. 64 Fisher, St. Louis Collection, p. 627, fig. 1; Garner 

concave on exteriors, (D235) with rolled (dish); Phillips (L), March 12, 1997, lot 247 (mug). and Archer, Delftware, pl. 29A; Sotheby’s (L), Lip- 

lower terminal. (D235) Slightly concave Se ee 

bottom, flattened at edge; (D236) 

recessed and flat bottom with flat 

footrim and pronounced turning rings. 

DECORATION: Relief (pushed out 
| 

from interior) and (D235) painted. 

(D235) Nine and (D236) ten vertical rows 

of five bosses. (D235) Inscribed 

“ob wi)653 [1653]” in masked and 

crowned cartouche. 

Published: (D235) Grigsby, Dated Longridge 

Delftware and Slipware, pp. 880-881, pl. 9. 

Ex coll.: (D235) Sixth Marquess of Bute. 
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DELFTWARE [Beverage Wares 

Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 
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D235, D236 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D237. GOBLET or “CUP” Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

London, probably Southwark 

Possibly Pickleherring 

Dated 1656 

iscuit fragments of a goblet with a base and stem much like those of this 

es der) Seen (Osten) vessel were excavated at the Pickleherring site in Southwark.’ (A biscuit waster 

. , a of a goblet of about this shape also was found in Lambeth but may be later in 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained pinkish . i . . 

date, as no delftware factory is known to have been active there until the 
buff. : me : F 

1670s.)’ The goblet shown here is one of five of about the same shape with 1650s 

Cee ea Dire Sei aan D dates. An example inscribed “HE THAT HATH THIS CUP IN HAND DRINKE UP 
ent and runny with gray to brown THE BEERE LET IT NOT STAND 1656” bears Coopers’ arms and provides one pe- 

speckling and open crazing. Overall, riod title for the shape.‘ (Wine and other strong liquors probably also were 

excluding wide band around edge of served in such vessels.) The Longridge goblet also fits in a group of other delft- 

bottorn ware shapes with similar decoration and dates of 1651 to 1664 (see nos. D78, 

5 
SHAPE: Thrown. Concave bottom, D235). 

echoing shape of exterior profile. Stem 

hollow up to base of bowl. 

DECORATION: Painted. Cartouche 

inscribed “MRi/1656.” 

PMC ay Boe ceesrare ce EE anaes 
Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, : gg SB. 

: al no. 871; Stretton, Rous Lench, p. 40, fig. 2; : = wa - a 

Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware and rl ‘ - - (he 

Slipware, pp. 880-88], pl. 9. ‘ : BC 4 —— Oa) Ke) 

Ex colls.: T. M. Ragg; T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. & 7 Gy f R ’ F a 
\ tS : i a 

a . Es Y 
A; ‘ ee , vad : 

eo \ +2 BA 

eee 
Ly & me 

: rte 

= . 

1. Stephenson comments (September 1998). ~ ‘ 

See Thompson, Grew, and Schofield, Aldgate eae Sau 

Excavations, pp. 56-57, fig. 26, nos. 122-123, for eh 5 
delft bowl (floral decorated) and base fragments . a e 

of goblets of a different shape, excavated in a 
London at the Aldgate (consumer) site. - 

2. Archer, V&A, no. C.8, citing fragments found x P 

by Garner. re 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 869-873. 

4. Austin, Delft, no. 82 (see also Lipski and . 

Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 872). Actual size 

5. See also Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 100, 740, 1565. 
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WS 7 D238. CUP — : a 4h 4 , 
‘ <2 aia mat Se tia ibis , Probably Southwark, London vaca oil a. a Fs Srna 

Dated 165(7?] eo = = ae 

cae eee oan 
H: 31/8" (79 cm) i 
Diam. (body): 4" (10.2 cm); * Actual size 

Diam. (with handle): 5" (12.7 cm) 

his cup and two others—one dated 1645 and dedicated to “JOHN LARTH MAN 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. AND ROSE” and a 1669 dated example initialed “pSyy""—bear versions of the Lon- 
TIN GLAZE: White with small poorly don Bakers’ Company arms (granted 1590) and presumably belonged to freemen 

adhered patches. Overall, excluding of the company. The armorial bearings as they are shown on the Longridge cup 

Paucht of bOrtor reduce the “arm descending [from a cloud] cuffed” to a hand and omit the official 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle of oval flanking anchors. The crest and two bucks that should act as supporters also are 

. . left off, as is the motto “Praise God for All.”’ (The motto [differently spelled] occurs 
section. Slightly concave bottom. . 

only on the 1669 cup.) Based on their dates and London arms, the cups probably 
DECORATION: Painted. Arms of the z r 

were produced in Southwark. Like the example shown here, another Longridge 

I SneoY OrS UDI Meomianyick cup has unusual brushstrokes on the bottom (no. D239). 

Bakers. Inscribed “,'™'R” above and to The latter portion of the inscription on the cup shown here descends from 

left of arms. Dated “165[7?]" to right of medieval origins and, like the rabbit inside it, refers indelicately to a portion of 

arms. Also inscribed the female anatomy. The theme recurs on delft cups with rabbits inside and 

“DRINKE:VP:-YOVR:DRI/NKE & bands inscribed “NO:MONEY:NO:CONNY.1657,” “DRINCK YP yovr DRINK AND 
; mane 2 ; . ” 

SEE:MY:CONNY.” Crouching rabbit on SE MY COJNE,” or “DRINKE AND SEE MY CONY: 

bottom of interior. Bottom of exterior 

bears several swipes made with a 

narrow, blue-paint-filled brush (more aaa 

likely from cleaning the brush than ene “ , ; Speen = 

: 2 hl Ma, 2 from creating a mark). = ew ES : Wr a, ( OR - bs fa = CDRT = z ‘\VW ef a a ’ 
Published: Hodgkin and Hodgkin, Dated ie y a. hit NYP: Ni Bm Ff y DVR \ a. * 
Pottery, no. 294; Chorley collection, p. 182, \ XN a <= . \ eel I ‘ M ; 7. , 
pl. 2; Tilley, London Arms, pt. 3, p. 126, fig. 6; . ARE Oe : Eu f y & iY: - = mee 

Jellinek, Animal Decoration p. 85; Noél ¢ we soe S Loe b ~ . NV CD y) VyiA~ 4 

Hume, London and Virginia, p. 31, pl. 20; &. SS y ree Weer Ter 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 737; a a si ai aay 2 i 2 . i 

Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware and ill aaa Fi. a ie 
Slipware, pp. 880-881, pl. 11 = ee 

in i vas oo cae Voz) 1. Austin, Delft, no. 80; Grigsby, Chipstone, 3. Archer, V&A, no. C.6; Sotheby’s (NY), Little 

Ee fens CisPaJ. andit CROLEY, no. 9. The latter discusses the term caudle cup, sale, pt. 2, October 21-22, 1994, lot 485; 

ee. which is often associated with this form. Jellinek, Animal Decoration, pp. 85-86, 

2. Bromley, Guilds of London, col. pl. 2 Hips Os tovarelatec Coney” rhyme Ona) Vee 
Rowe 5 hall, salt-glazed, brown stoneware mug dated 

(arms), pp. 9-13; Tilley, London Arms, pt. 3, 1724 with a rabbit inside, see Horne. 

pp. 126-127. Austin, Delft, no. 80, states meena Ya a 
5 Stoneware, no, 40. 

the anchorless arms may relate to possibly 

incorrect arms in Stow’s (1633 ed.) Survey 

of London. 
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D239. CUP ite eee TD Gian ame oe 
London Ve ra e 

\ 2 
Dated 1661 . OY” & 

H.: 4 3/8" (11.1 cm); , d “ae 

Diam.: 4 3/8" (11.1 cm); , . i — 

Diam. (with handle): 5 7/8" (14.9 cm) — ° ‘ (i$ ] ? pee 2 
7 be _ pA a “’ 

ie a ey oe we. x = 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. yf Ss cA. Rea Ee \ 

oe. a > ae ae 
TIN GLAZE: White with brown speck- i ot a f ~~, ee es : 

ling and orange-peel texture. Overall, fe ae | a ; 

i oe \: % ! +280 : excluding lower edge and bottom. ee ae. ee fe \ 5 | j 
a. eee a 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle flat on inte- es = \ f is aa > Bee: - (oa; - rior, rounded on exterior. Slightly — 6B a d5 fi \" . Be: eer 
Bet ¥ +e eee 

concave bottom. 2 a ‘a oth ‘ yy, See 

DECORATION: Painted. Charles Il in AWA = so 
coronation garb and holding orb and 5 - f sear Ds j Rei arabia: 

scepter, all within an archway. Inscribed Ss _ a = 2 - ees 

“CR2/1661." Bottom of exterior bears all. 
“ae o . ~ ee 

narrow, dark-paint-filled brushstrokes Bs pe ks 

(more likely from cleaning the brush ee ee i Ba pet! rs ae 
, 4 : Soest ane fae than from creating a mark). : : ss 

Actual size 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, no. 753; Grigsby, Dated Longridge . . 2 . 
Delftware and Slipware, p. 879, pl. 6. everal Longridge delftware pieces portray Charles II in ceremonial attire 

Ex cols: N. Thomas; J. P Kassebaum (nos. D8-D10, D296). The date on this cup is from early in Charles’s reign 

(1660-1685; see also Time Line, pp. 12-13) and commemorates the year of his 

coronation. Similarly inspired portraits and arches ornament at least five other 

more or less baluster-shaped cups (three dated 1661 and two 1662) and a cylin- 

drical mug dated 1660.' (In these portraits, however, the medallions are hung 

on ribbons rather than a chain.) Other types of portraits of Charles in ceremonial 

attire on delft mugs bear dates from 1660 to 1679,’ and some versions portray 

him in armor with a crown and holding a martial baton (see nos. D15, D225). 

aS 8 Cups resembling the Longridge example in shape were unearthed at the Pick- 

= oy i leherring factory site in Southwark.‘ For another Longridge cup with brush- 

BN strokes on the bottom, see number D238. 

ad ginal \ 
Se a 

ee, > Sa a 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 750 
Ge Se a (1661), 755-756 (1662); Britton, London, nos. 72 

x \ 4 EST (1660), 73-74 (1661), col. pl. H. For comparable 

sii a é dated dish and jug portraits, see Lipski and 
ee — Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 38-42, 48, 973. 

eR ers 

eee an ru 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 749, 

760-761, 765, 774, 783; for an undated example, 

Archer, V&A, no. C.9. 

3. For Charles in armor on 1660 dated cups, see 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 746- 

748; for other views, Austin, Delft, no. 83; Brit- 

ton, London, nos, 75a-75b. 

4. Noél Hume, London and Virginia, pp. 66-68, 

fig. 6, nos. 1, 3. 
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; 

VN Cw we g i f 
Probably London ANS { f NX ~ ii te WAN 
Dated 1669 ‘gga sets | 

b Flu (' 
H.: 8 1/2" (21.6 cm); + ) 

Diam. (body): 5 3/4" (14.6 cm); y i \ 

Diam. (with handle): 6 5/8" (16.8 cm) \ ey + | 
LP Ve) 

oe ye / 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. / \ ll i y ; 

TIN GLAZE: White, slightly transpar- 4 ie 4 i ) fA 

ent with medium to open crazing. f ae aati .\ pen crazing. 7 rf) ¥y — 

Overall, excluding bottom. era : i f # 
46 i is Ps f 

SHAPE: Thrown, with shallowly turned ee a (if wr 4 
: 4 ‘BS — <= f 

ribs. Handle nearly flat on interior, ‘ i! | fp. E/ = (ie abe eet NEED 
é ; * OO 

concave on exterior, with curled lower : a Net ’ a ww) i as eas 
eae a gh See reh es 

terminal. es eo Y \ eat AS Sivan nese 
a ||| Ce Te ont oer 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowering (Seo e 4 | bet R . F Braces 
eee We ael 

plants with birds, rocks, butterflies, and HRY ig Bar % i \ 
Sad: r: = vi 

cricket. Dated “1669.” Borders composed F | ( ie 5 hg W y 
eh! 

of bands of trefoil-filled zigzags, i, i ; a 

pendant leaves, and horizontal lines. iY i! ee 

Handle b llwork WA 1\\. = o> \ andle bears scrollwor! 4) { UP Vi, WS 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- @ A : * 
ware, no. 769; Horne, Collection, pt. 4, no. 78. ij at a aoe \ 

j } y <2 a 
Ex coll. B. W. Guest. J }) } ] | ) ' i a NS 

ING SZ-WAW) iia Sta stn ~~ = 
7 ae eee 

f MA pow 

VRE 3 Ns x(n 
( is $ dy he 

5 ONZE bedi ko Le 
fons ln ‘ aN) ee Jie 

iar Os 3 ag ae he floral decoration on this important mug derives from motifs on Ming 

y "oth anette ee Transitional porcelain, available in the West from the 1620s. Closely related 

a floral motifs occur on a 1674 dated posset pot with London Drapers’ Company 
A " eee 
DPE arms, a 1675 scroll salt, a 1682 caudle cup, and an undated “fecundity” dish in 

this collection (no. D275, for further discussion of this type of ornament, and 

nos. D208, D244, D3). The large butterfly appears on a posset pot with arms of 

the Cooks’ Company of London and a 1688 date.' The company arms support an 

INUANSZ2SS) attribution of the group to London. 

pts x Surviving mugs with flaring feet, derived from metalwork, indicate the 
a S ~ , : : 

‘ a he feature was a popular one on delftware made into the eighteenth century. 

ie a « ¥ Somewhat surprisingly, however, pots displaying this type of broadly flaring 

ny A, wh ‘| foot are unknown among delftware from London archaeological sites.’ No other 
amd Db) Pee : : : : 

Oe Ado) dated delftware mug resembles the Longridge one in proportions, but a 1674 oe | VIG AW) ems 2 gridg) proy 

OS oS } dated jug (no. D297) displays a variation on its leafy border. 
Y ee \ a ps $ / 
yw le Ge 1. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 84B, no. 1445 

pa 2. See Davis, Silver, no. 45, for 1650s two-handled 
DIG London silver cups with bodies of approximately 

See this profile. Archaeological remarks derived 
from Stephenson comments (September 1998); 

Pearce comments (September 1998). The Longridge Collection 267



DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D241. CUP Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Probably London 

Dated 1673 

H.: 3 3/4" (9.5 cm); 

Diam. (body): 4 5/8" (11.7 cm); 

Diam. (with handle): 6" (15.2 cm) aE 

A “& BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. i] e . > an | 

TIN GLAZE: White, slightly transpar- hla : 4 

ent, somewhat unevenly applied, and i PP % } A . 

with medium crazing. Overall, excluding / i > ff r | . ; 
a lf a 

majority of bottom. y . 4 

SHAPE: Thrown, with rings quite ie mh i € ' | | 

pronounced on interior. Handle of near- ui ) ¢ e \ \ . 
a AN ‘a ea) 

ly oval section. Slightly concave a te VAS J k ; i Wee ) a a 

bottom with edge irregularly (and pre- ee i : %; - fre a / #! ana B ae 

sumably unintentionally) folded under. " bo : eae 4 
" 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese ‘ 4 ; ee ee 
. pees = Fp ad ats 

figure with tipped vase(?) in landscape Ca Ss Bic eg A) f 

with mounds, trees, and buildings. ca Saal ae iat m Saws oo FG & 

2 i 4  & : Resi: Inscribed “IB” and dated 1673. Borders “eel <p i eg ie 
0 a 

composed of band of horizontal and TIS a =e fd ° po 3 
ae we peri eeN wal 

vertical lines. Handle bears series of . , a - oo 

V-shaped lines. 

Actual size 
Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, no. 772. |p 

Excoll 7G IBlrn Rous Lench, erhaps closest to this cup in its quirky approach to the painting of the 

figures and in certain elements of the plants and landscape is a large blue and 

white jug dated one year later and also in this collection (no. D297). 

Conceivably, both vessels could have been painted by a single decorator. Waster 

cups of approximately this shape (but not with this ornament) were among 

wasters excavated from the Pickleherring factory (Mark Brown’s Wharf site) in 

Southwark and from Norfolk House in Lambeth.' A similarly shaped mug in this 

collection (no. D244) bears the arms of the London Watermen and Lightermen’s 

Company. 

SS > — fl ! SN ee 
~ = a “Thy Pa MM 
Faroe them EE TIN ; HB P \! Cron : “y 

f Lilet Leb we > f° 4 \e SEG if a = P| : a = ie Beek, a) ei fF == Wee Fe pi i iad C mY 4 
A mye ; UA Ni \4' ee 

i. a SAI ee, 2h ae Mate \. NS 1B gee bh) ad , oa L 
SS a st  < oa y a) \ a @ iy) al 1. Museum of London, 

\ aA z PP. omy y N Cen £243 AS Southwark and Lambeth, 
SN = oil NG Lita p. 310, fig. 131, nos. 1272- 

= 7 eS / poe: 1273; Bloice, Norfolk 
- House, p. 124, fig. 54, 

no. 61B. 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

D242. CUP Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

London 

Dated 1674 

H.: 3 5/8" (9.2 cm); 

Diam. (body): 4" (10.2 cm); 

Diam. (with handle): 5 3/8" (13.6 cm) i 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. Re . G - 
K: a CoN 

TIN GLAZE: White with medium to a 09 a 4 GD oY { 
| open crazing. Overall, excluding broad, , Ae | a f 

4 1 
. s : 

irregular band around edge of bottom. ee ool = \ 
1 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle nearly flat j (is ? : | | ) , 
, ‘ Z VF \” 

on interior, convex on exterior. * ae ( Y 

Concave bottom with narrow, flat edge. i a R 7 \ 

DECORATION: Painted. Unidentified | ~ } \ a 
rr ee V fu] | i yee 

arms flanked by Chinese figures in land- ee eal Bey f i Rife 
. pity aca 9 : tf hee fe ae scapes. Inscribed “NPA” and dated 1674. \ y e . j | i 

ra il . v Ne 1 
pes et . 4 Handle bears vertical scroll band ae i) A .. ‘ J ry } i 

i i s | § eC oo y 
flanked by dot and dash motifs. Seiiiaes s . SJ wy eS 4 — 

seat acca et SS 4 ‘eo 
af Sit Se eclaa aie = > aves: Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated wage z nS gf Pr a " Ba SG Delftware, no. 775. i . ~ ie Baa ee 4 

Handwritten Sticker: Inscribed i) as mee = 
“16xy°.474|Nicholas Sparling ands|Abigail, Dee - — 
(née Martin) his wife,|married 28 Apl. 1657 : 

Parish|bk. S“ Albans, Herts. Their|son, Moses 

married Jane Fountain. See Sparling/Elliott, 

and Atkins pedigrees|[in?] present owner| Actual size 
Charles Edward]Atkins, Nov'/1931. O 

n this mug, the unidentified arms—presumably representing the owners’ 

family or trade—include “a Chevron between three Hats each adorned with three 

me 4 Feathers on the sinister side.” It is not known to whom the arms belong, 

a, . * t whether the inscription on the handwritten sticker on the cup’s underside is 

\ \ (( f correct, or what special occasion the date commemorates.' Mugs of approxi- 
y ‘ “¥R : : 

. Ne yi G AF mately this shape were made from around 1655 through the 1680s (see nos. D241, 
G GE AL. % 4 . : oo yt ae 

aN SS | N i LSI a D243, D244) and often are called “caudle cups,” but it is likely that they were 
oe Sri OY ; : : : Sad 

tax ‘|! SHi/ used for consuming a wide variety of alcoholic liquors.’ Another 1674 dated 
SS eS s 7 . 

agg eee SE Gi example shares with the cup shown here some landscape elements and a seat- 

. , ed figure with an identical row of dots across the forehead and downcast eyes.’ 

Fragments of similarly shaped mugs have been excavated in London at 8 yi Pp g 

Pickleherring (Mark Brown’s Wharf site, Southwark) and Norfolk House (Lambeth).‘ 

wah q 
re ey 4h%e 1. Blazon courtesy of . d’O. Duckworth, Assis- 3. Britton, London, no. 77, and, for another view, 

Aus Ae 2s 4 ¢ ‘ tant to Portcullis Pursuivant, College of Arms. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 773. 

mS Lie) POE mateHel Teaune  Deissuche: WSeMPOR. 4 4 eum of London, Southwark and tambeth, 
it i334 = YE see Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 775. a a ™ | 4 ae p. 310, fig. 131, nos. 1272-1273; Bloice, Norfolk 

Ne 4 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, House, p. 124, fig. 54, no. 61B, We ee 4 4 E 
cme ¢ nos. 733-791 passim; Archer, V&A, p. 240. 

aX 0 Pes wh 
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A Res sy ee % 
WS a OO, > v' HT aN ante wAUEW 
Win NY 

\ 

EF: CT ‘ “\., y 
= ad é 

pe ee L6))7 2, : ; i, = gy Deaaiuben enue ce in, : f IES hoses ‘ ee ON , ee | aan $ “ « 4 \ Ae a 

Pe re \ = J Dd iN) AEE LIOR 

Pa AN Zor Or oc, eee 
PB Ae a a ote ee aa eT iis Fy a * Pappas 
ae UO Seca hh eae oe a a aces SN SORT ; < ee > ae 7 sacl ais ic ose a hte 

(ree er eaten Sa 

Actual size 

D243. CUP 

Probably Lond : as é re ae . robably London he inscription on this cup identifies its owners, and, perhaps, its date tells P p pi P' 

Rated 1676 the year of the couple’s marriage. Inscriptions with (often more elegantly 

He 312" (89 em) drawn) sets of graduated lines forming primary border motifs are found on 
. cm); 

delft cups with dates from at least 1647 through 1676, the date on the example 
Diam. (body): 4 3/4" (12.1 h oe x - 

fami (Bocy): 12) \(l2t.em) shown here.' Related motifs also occur on dishes and other delftware vessels, 

Diam. (with handle): 5 7/8" (14.9 cm) including two porringers dated 1673, in this collection (nos. D181, D182, D174, 

D175, D391, D392). Similarly shaped mugs have been excavated among wasters 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained . . - a 2 

from Pickleherring (Mark Brown’s Wharf site, Southwark) and at Norfolk House 
inkish buff. ; 
Rad (Lambeth).’ 

TIN GLAZE: White, slightly transpar- 

ent with blue speckling. Overall, 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
excluding peroneal bettam, nos. 727, 729, 733, 739, 759; Britton, 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle of nearly oval London, nos. 70-71 

section. Deeply concave bottom with 2. Museum of London, Southwark and HN / NY) 
Lambeth, p. 310, fig, 131, nos. 1272 Ne ON) 

flattened edge. 1273; Bloice, Norfolk House, p. 124, = =. = ws) 
-_- 

7 fig. 54, no. 61B. ’ . 
DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed , i) Ty _ | Ovinins cw 
WILLIAM:CHIP:ELIZABETH:CHIP/1676: = <i === = a 

; = —, Ae ; antics \ =~ axe) A) / 
Borders composed of graduated lines. iether WG a4 nots pee TG INNA 
Handle bears single dot on shoulder. si oe 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated 
Delftware, no. 780; Archer, Rijksmuseum, 

p. 25, no. 43. 

Ex colls.: Sinclair; T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. 
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D244. CUP P 

London ert Ar gpa ae sod 
Tes. Soils. ? Dated 1682 Oya CEBR ; | 

_ 4 ba) LOK ) , H.: 3.5/8" (9.2 cm); F i x ¥ , a a) ay. Y "i 

Diam. (body): 4 3/4” (12.1 em; : ote Lae -o \ 
. p qs = it... : , 

Diam. (with handle): 6 1/8" (15.6 cm) fe i aT \ 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff Re : 5 \ f 
: . 

with dark inclusions. wy ’ i hs ; Tr ‘ 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white with open | 4 REET na | 

crazing. Lower edge chipped when en es “| 3 . » Yi Fier: 
Sa  \ ee i ‘ . | ate 

broken away from kiln after firing. Over- Taig te degre yer y iE se 
ee! \ ) rs 

all, excluding bottom. Saec piers, ow A Ht 7) LN f 
ee oa) NAN ag oe Ys 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle nearly flat on ae a AY eh SS poe /J 
cena S) . — tte, oe ‘ — GUI 

interior, convex on exterior, with taper- See * b= Ee «eri fi me. 

ee ae Qo ASE Seton 2 PERSE Tee ing lower terminal. Concave bottom aes et eee . nara = OE a 

with somewhat flattened edge. CPE eat i G —_ A a 

DECORATION: Painted. Arms of ae -supancil 

(London) Worshipful Company of 

Watermen and Lightermen flanked by Actual size 

flowering plants. Inscribed ene and 

“1682.” Handle bears horizontal slashes he armorial bearings of the (London) Worshipful Company of Watermen 

pad ova le within linear borders: and Lightermen were granted in 1585 and show crossed oars between cushions 

over watermen in a boat. They appear in various forms on dated delftware from 
Published: Garner, Delftware, pl. 33A; Garner - : . F - ae on a 

1663 to 1770.' The crest, an arm holding an oar erect, is left off this cup in favor and Archer, Delftware, pl. 32A, p. 13; Lipski 

and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 789. of a shell, and the motto “At commaundement of owre superiors” also is omit- 

Ex colls.: FH. Garner, T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. ted.’ Shield mantling much like that on the cup ornaments a 1672 Carpenters’ 

arms posset pot; and a 1673 dated armorial dish (no. D84), a 1674 Salters’ Com- 

pany arms mug, and a 1674 posset pot with Drapers’ Company arms (no. D275) 

show such mantling along with similarly inspired floral motifs.’ For variations 

on this floral motif, see numbers D3, D208, D240, and D275 (including a fuller 

discussion of the motifs). Wasters of cups of approximately this shape have been 

excavated in London.' 

1. Bromley, Guilds of London, col. pl. 55, 
pp. 256-257. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 

= a ware, nos. 195, 281, 660, 758, 784, 789, 811, 
B ip) 4 $09 ir ag 1184; Archer, V&A, no. B.17. For ac. 1707 

ey >D mr ye! 82: : ’ mug inscribed “Iohn Giles Queenhithe” that 
<a y ‘ \ ( “EA: Px , Bi - depicts a ferryman and is linkable to the 

\ | y WM ACs 7 e |) company via Giles’s name, see Grigsby, I y ? a of a Ong f tee E 
mS AAI AC f i OM ee / ’ é Chipstone, no, 12 — SNe D. «ey Fag PERI OS ee 

RRR a ak =a 2) ; 2. Tilley, London Arms, pt. 2, p. 270 a Sees WRN 
" = ~~ | oe S 3. Austin, Delft, nos. 84, 13 

4, For Mark Brown's Wharf, see Museum of 
London, Southwark and Lambeth, p. 310, fig. 
131, nos. 1272-1273. For Norfolk House, see 
Bloice, Norfolk House, p. 124, fig. 54, no. 61B. 
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i ee aiid = ——~ on we ree per 

D245. MUG “ * ; ; 
a € pin ? 

Probably London 5 ¥ nN f P : : be tr 
: = a 

Dated 1684 oN FS 3 a id em 
ee \ a Ps 4 ox /]) 

H.: 5.1/4" (13.3 cm); Arte ' 
PM; eC ys ee 7 AAT 

Diam. (body): 5 3/8" (13.7 cm); | ae | Mott anf? I hag. , Of Cos Ley al 
Diam. (with handle): 6 5/8" (16.8 cm) \G) e tC Aa A ; rf 

wy ned Caggl VY ——- ~40 SY 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. 5 fa laa | \ f, 

TIN GLAZE: Light turquoise with iy y x { y i 
’ i 

clusters of pits. Overall, excluding / Mt s — f savy 

portion of bottom edge. | Sous neni s Renae 

SHAPE: Thrown, with turned ribs. Han- A ' o 2 CG 
| N 

dle convex on interior, slightly concave \ ¥ Oy lf 4 
r 

on exterior, with curled lower terminal. =) oy) of + é | 

me Y h' 
Concave bottom with flat edge. \) C , P| } 

OG p { ‘ 
DECORATION: Painted. Arms of the eS ¥ J oa 

Worshipful Company of Butchers - 

(repaired at uppermost region of arms). 4 ’ +) “ ‘Missa 

Inscribed a and dated 1684. —_ ew _ . 

Handle bears series of lozenge-shaped 

scrolls. Exterior bottom bears “ID” i -_ 
ae < a eau 

showing faintly through glaze. : ~ ve uiaeseauaaiimaiaa ese 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, no. 790, Achualsize 

Ex coll.: Mr. and Mrs. R. Billington. ID 

ates from 1684 to 1749 appear on this mug, a plate in this collection, and 

other delftware displaying Butchers’ Company arms (see no. D85). The mug’s 

i Cp fi shape derives from metalwork and resembles those of two 1682 dated mugs: 

‘ one bears the London Watermen and Lightermen’s arms; the other, depicting a 

man and his horse in a landscape with a wagon, also resembles this one in the 

: styles of its date and “Wy” initials.' The prominent “Mr on the Longridge 

ji mug probably identifies a company member and his wife. The meaning of the 

faint “ID” on the bottom remains unknown. Although this type of flaring-footed 

r shape is unknown among London-excavated delftware,’ the arms on this pot 

and on the Watermen and Lightermen’s arms mug indicate they were produced 

in London. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

= . aes nos. 784-785. 

yy al pie = q 2. Stephenson comments (September 1998); 

y Re 1s i Pearce comments (September 1998). 

x aN iy, 6 PM 1 ve 
On. f = ¥y Pdi 

tt | yd S 
= ~~ ‘ 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

D246. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Probably London 

1689-1694 

H.: 3 3/4" (9.5 cm); : at , ne 
his mug, two similarly shaped examples with closely related inscriptions 

iam. 3.1/2" (8.9 cm); i alli a ec) and borders,' and other delftware that commemorates both King William III 

Diam. (with handle): 4 3/8° (111 cm) and Queen Mary II probably date from 1689 to 1694, the period of the mon- 

archs’ joint reign (see nos. D22—D24 and Time Line, pp. 14-15).’ Two other mugs 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. é F . s ‘ 

resemble the Longridge one in shape and in the style of their bands, which are 

een baa inscribed “GOD.SENDYE.KING.SAVETO.IRLND,” presumably a reference to 
ent with open crazing, especially on William’s late 1680s military action against the forces of James II.° Earlier 

interior. Overall, excluding nearly entire versions of the inscription border occur on a different cup shape; one example 

bottom. is lewdly inscribed “NO:MONEY:NO:CONNY:1657,” the other, excavated yi 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle nearly flat on from Oxford’s Bodlein tunnel, cautions, “[BEWAR?]E:OF-THE:FOX:” (see nos. 

interior, convex on exterior, with slightly D264-D266).* Glazed cups of approximately the shape shown here are known 

‘om L consumer sites.° 
curled and flattened lower terminal. Doone 

Slightly concave bottom. 

DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed 

“GOD.BLES.KING.WILIAM. & QVEN. Fie tae Sal se a 8 
Sag: eco Hi amen 

MARY.’ within double-line-bordered mea 3 

frame edged with wavy lines and foliate — : 

motifs. Rim border composed of band ) F i 

of single and triple vertical strokes ‘ o 5 | q 

pendant from horizontal line. Handle au : 4 j 

undecorated. ai 7 
YW SS Aa a i 

Published: Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delft- ale = oP 

ware and Slipware, p. 879, pl. 6. _ 

— NR A ETON | 

j ome A wert 
| i RA A | h 

a ot oa) 

y —e " v 4 : 
Se 

pea 

. Ve Ty 
(py 

Voge rn Oa Ee Actual size 
"4 

“OD BLES NN : J 1! A eh 1. Sotheby’s (L), Rous Lench sale (1), July 1, 1986, 3. For mugs, see Howard, Drug Jars, pl. 19, 

‘ — in an lot 27 (with a rim border like but more crisp no. 65; Charleston and Towner, English Ceramics, 

ws “fo Ir rere than that on the Longridge mug); Morley-Fletcher pl. 3, no. 14. William III landed in Carrickfergus 

i SS and Mcllroy, Pictorial History, p. 252, no. 7 (with in June 1690. 

“ ee ees Se Borgen): 4. Archer, V&A, no. C.6; Ashmolean Museum 

2. For a 1694 dated globular mug with William collection (no. 1938.1170). 

and Mary portraits resembling those on a plate 
3 Zi z ‘ = 5. Pearce comments (September 1998); Britton, 

in this collection (no. D23), see Austin, Delft, : 
: London, no. 103 

no. 92. 
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oe : cpt 

ee — on 4 SS 
Se ame: = iS —— nage ? Wee's 

_ 3 = = — i. 
ee aaa a 4 S —— — sa oe g 
—- 3 Ok a e 4 

yp oi Foe ae pea a Gs al = . < i 

i oy es a 4 b | ’ Pod gS 2. 

TAR aT : 2p ay RPE eh a i ] een 

si a " : - 

at ji y 

S 
GF I ee aie 

D247, D248 
D247, D248. MUGS 

Probably London : : : 2 roadly painted decoration of the type on the first of these mugs (D247) is 

HHS extremely unusual. The irregular blotches of blue and purple (D248) are a some- 

7 what more common motif that also occurs on a Longridge dish and porringer (D247) H.: 31/2" (8.9 cm); ; j 
(nos. D178, D183); the shape of the latter piece has been attributed to London 

Diam. (body): 3" (7.6 cm); . G : 5 oer) } based on archaeological evidence.' London sites also have yielded blotched delft- 

ema wuubancle) 4024) ware, and a few so-patterned fragments were found in Belfast, Ireland.’ (If made 

(D248) H.: 4 3/4" (12.1 cm); at Belfast, they date to around 1700.) The profile, ridged neck, and thinness of 

Diam. (body): 4 1/4" (10.8 cm); the potting of the blotched mug (D248) resemble those of salt-glazed stoneware 

Diam. (with handle): 5 1/4" (13.3 cm) vessels by John Dwight of Fulham, near London.’ 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 

TIN GLAZE: (D247) Light turquoise, 1. For related delftware, see Grigsby, Chip- 

stone, no. 64; Britton, London, no. 104; 
slightly transparent with some dry Christie’s (L), December 6, 1982, lot 42; Wess, 

Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, } 
patches over decoration. Overall, lomeby’s (t). Lipsid sale (2), March 10 ; Pe { | lots 15-16. ) = & ; 

fs 
a ) “i = : excluding edge of bottom. (D248) 2. For London evidence, Stephenson com- a or Ni - : ee a = 

White, slightly transparent. Overall, ments (September 1998); Pearce comments r sa ml 3 oe 
(September 1998), citing Thompson, Grew, ¥ (. Wh 

excluding majority of bottom. and Schofield, Aldgate Excavations, pp. 57- se a e 
. 58, fig. 26, no. 124 (Aldgate fragment). For } : va 

SABE: arop aaa) wii yrurged London and Belfast, Grigsby, Chipstone, a \ 4 
neck. (D247) Handle nearly flat on interi- no. 64, citing Archer comments (September x S = 

1992 and June 1995) regarding a blotched os ee ae 
or, convex on exterior, with curled and porringer. — wi 

pinched lower terminal. (0248) Handle 3. See Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 215, and for D247, D248 

aes ; examples by other potters, nos, 185-187. 
convex on interior, concave on exterior, 

with slightly curled lower terminal. (Both) 

Slightly concave bottoms with flat edges. 

DECORATION: Painted. (D247) Long, 

horizontal strokes. (D248) Random 

pattern of irregular blotches. (Both) 

Handles bear horizontal slashes. 

Published: (D247) Little, Little by Little, p. 77, 
fig. 95. (D248) Honey, 1948 ECC Exhibition, 

pl. 1, no. 19 (exhibition catalog). 

Ex colls.: (D247) B. K. and N. F. Little. 

(D248) T. M. Ragg; E. Pitts Curtis.



DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D249. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet _ 

Probably London 

1675-1700 

H.: 4 5/8" (11.7 cm); ; . . : he inclusion of flutes on a tin-glazed mug, as shown here, is extremely 
Diam. (body): 3 1/2" (8. ; e 
a body 2 (ec) unusual. A softly baluster profile is somewhat less rare and is a feature of two 

Diam. (with handle): 4 1/2" (11.4 cm) other Longridge mugs (nos. D251, D253) that depict different Chinese figures in 

landscapes.' Three Longridge pieces resemble the mug in the “feel” of their dec- 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained ‘ r A... _ . 

oration—presumably because of its derivation from contemporary Chinese 

Habe butt export porcelain—but, unlike the example shown here, have neither trek orna- 

TIN GLAZE: White with open crazing ment nor a kwaart (derived from Dutch tin glaze). The first of the three is a 1674 

and, on interior of rim, large pale blue dated cup (no. D242) with speckley filler ornament, somewhat similar plants and 

drips. Perhaps under a kwaart. Overall, a seated figure, much the same handle ornament, and very dark to light blue 

excluding wide patch around shading. The second and third examples include a 1674 dated jug (no. D297) and 

bottom edge. a 1673 dated cup, the latter with a runny rim-border line (no. D241). Both display 

SHAPE: Thrown, with fluting by hand. quirky figures and strong to pale blue painting. 

Handle nearly oval in section with tear- 

shaped impression on tapering lower 

terminal. Bottom fairly deeply concave. 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese figure — EA 

A eg aati 
seated in landscape with rocks, plants, ee > ry 

/ a ca gi 
and flowering tree. Borders composed am | fm Pa a ii " 

of (somewhat runny) horizontal lines. me we 3 

Handle with (somewhat runny) scrolls » oe rae 7 a 

along spine flanked by rows of narrowly » Sy , a f r 

spaced dots. } . / oe Pi i} : | ia) 

fai nm. vA OY Ps ae Og: £) ' 
| ae (Te ' 
Flt, i a 

! " A> ay if 

8 CONGR ri. 
i oe a | i a f 4 Fogeceneme = : ; 

es a = ; 
p ‘ Be = i y es = =m 

V4 * te 2 a 
C4 4 é =< 4 ae 

mm \ pensaiieall 
we N . 

ie) Jt ve ; — a \ . “4 * , ee 
~ re 
“ q ! 1, See one of these mugs (no. D253), dated 1696, D88, D93, D99, D101-D102, D105-D108, D111- 

; oe and a 1697 dated plate (Lipski and Archer, Dated 1112, D114, D118, D160, D170, D177, D230, D232, 
¥y . } Delftware, no. 212) for versions of the long- D246, D250, D252-D253, D257, D261-D262, D276, 

aa leaved plant and other painting derived from D278-D280, D284-D285, D296, D299, D304- 

, . siee d Dutch tin glaze. The 1696 mug, at least, also has D305, D308, D314-D315, D341, D343, D356, 

Se a kwaart. For related decorative themes, see also D358-D359, D373, D376-D378, D390-D391, D421, 

Se nos. D20-D21, D23, D30, D38-D39, D56, D78, D434, 
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D250, D251. MUGS a a _] 

London, Brislington, or Bristol =u ese sis 
, : . 

1680-1700 "oan | DeGRe 
, A . 

(D250) H: 5 1/2" (14 cm); Ce =a 
ey rrereenennanseesmannecen RET wy’ ~ J 

Diam. (body): 4 3/4" (12.1 cm); VY 7 ~ ig \N j { 

Diam. (with handle): 5 7/8" (14.9 cm) Oe ; : JERE a j 

(D251) H.: 4" (10.2 cm); a S he A | , YW A 
acy “_Ge : Y re q aE 

Diam. (body): 3 1/4” (8.3 cm); { si agencies \ 
+ ; Tey a 

Diam. (with handle): 4" (10.2 cm) oa ps ea (an a 
poe Wie r ; 
sees aaa — / | SRC @ 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff, big cilia Ss c= 4 ede — ie @ Ui ig 

(D250) with small inclusions. i i ae 

TIN GLAZE: (D250) Slightly bluish a al es 

white with medium crazing. Overall, Pein fi: ee es 

excluding edge of bottom. (D251) Slightly D250, D251 

transparent light turquoise, perhaps ( 

under a kwaart. Overall, excluding hinese figures in landscapes were popular late seventeenth-century 

uneven band around edge of bottom. motifs that occur on a broad range of delftware shapes (see nos. D101-D112, 

SHAPE: Thrown, (D250) with turned D241, D252, D276, D278-D280). In glaze color and painting style, the smaller 

. Re mug (D251) has much in common with a large, 1682 dated example that also 
ribs, (D250) Handle concave on interior, ii ‘ x 

resembles it in shape and some plant and screen motifs.' These motifs are 
convex on exterior, with curled lower . . . 

found with a figure much like that on the Longridge mug (D251) on a 1684 

Soe ea eeol dated puzzle cup attributable to London based on initials.’ The larger Long- 

interior, convex on exterior, with ridge mug (D250) and a 1686 dated example with a wreath and birds are 

impressed, tapering lower terminal. related in profile, and the latter has a similar rim turning painted in horizon- 

(Both) Concave bottoms, (D250) cham- tal lines.’ The neck border on the mug (D250) compares to that on a mug 

fered on exterior edge commemorating William and Mary (joint reign 1689-1694) and one dated 

DECORATION: Painted. Seated 1698 (nos. D246, D254). 

Chinese figures in landscapes with 

rocks and plants. Borders composed of 1. Taggart, Burnap, no. 119; Lipski and 

horizontal lines, (D250) with band of Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 787. For 

undated variations from the same 
single and triple vertical strokes. (Both) Ly ——— period, see Britton, Bristol, nos. 11.15- 

Handles bear horizontal slashes. a \D | ip au | Uy AESHSh V Gree ao 
i —— oy = 2. Archer, V&A, no. D.4. 

a 6 “Me AS 

Basel: Warmer (fia 12) Ja as 2a) AA ) “ m 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

"ee" AS ‘i Vv 4 no. 793. iO y \ ‘ 

D250, D251 
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DELFTWARE [beverage Wares 

D252. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Probably London 

1680-1700 

H.: 3 1/8" (7.9 cm); : . a : 5 ‘ 
en ) his mug, one of several bleu persan pieces in this collection (see nos. D108, 

Brame (body): 51/4 (82'emn), D109, D177, D180, D278, D279), bears ornament derived from Chinese porce- 

Diam. (with handle): 4 1/8" (10.5 cm) lain. The motifs and shape of the mug and related examples point to a late 

seventeenth-century date.' Comparable scenes also occur on globular bleu persan 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ; . . . z 

c mugs resembling numbers D246-D248, D250 in shape.’ Archaeological mate- 

TINSGEAZE:) Dark blue: Overall, rial indicates that bleu persan was made at several London factories, and 

excluding wide, irregular band around fragments have been found at Brislington as well.’ 

edge of bottom. 

SHAPE: Thrown, with pushed-out rib. 

Handle nearly flat on interior, convex 

on exterior, with impressed lower = 

terminal. Concave bottom. —— . — a 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese man es I ~ 

seated on hill with plants and cliff. . eee . ip e < ’ p> i eae iN - 
aera a & he % 

Borders composed of scroll-and-dot- Se a MJ wee & a te h 
“gee a me ee 

cluster band and horizontal lines. ne 7; 2 een = { eee 

Handle bears horizontal slashes. A . S : } > r i é 
Ta Fy . ’ v é i ‘  V a P 4 
re) Tee i} : : 
hh Aa — 

ty Ve ty me oh A 4 
ul Ay) J . LA g 

NC Ae ae a Ce pm) rita 
Ni nT Gal COE cc eee Pi ee 
a Ls | Pe i, PsA, MS iL 

et f RON A Wo MR ts” RRS ie Cr ~ ‘o seat uses 
One eS .% ar (6 _ iid tae a ® \ a ie a Oe ee 

ioe F eee’ 
‘ee ee Gera, Ola 
= ~ Sx Cie “3 as yx 

i ; s ae ae OE eee = SS 
TRE: STS Se eee 

| ( fA RIS Se IRIS eA 
1 AD oo aA@A -« Cy RRS MONEE STL Salve cel ee 

eit On ee e_ ke ea SER op anes Ot 
a P~ ‘J ‘ chien Actual size 

. H'® ae 1. For a discussion of bleu persan ware, 
CV goa i see Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 32. For related mugs, 
line: uy see Archer, V&A, no. C.13; Austin, Delft, no. 90; 

pi aaa ky Sx a BA Sotheby’s (L), Rous Lench sale (1), July 1, 1986, 
j sss lot 32. 

ee ee ee 2. Archer, V&A, no. C.12; Austin, Delft, no. 89 
- For a plate with very similar ornament, 

see Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, col. pl. 2, 
no. 19. 

3. For wasters, see Archer, V&A, no. C.13; Archer 
and Morgan, China Dishes, p. 41 (Lambeth); 
Britton, London, p. 53 (Norfolk House); Museum 
of London, Southwark and Lambeth, p. 315, 

fig. 144, no. 1333 (Mark Brown's Wharf). 
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DELFTWAR E [Beverage Wares 

D253. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 7 

London or possibly Holland, 

for English market 

Dated 1696 

his vessel is challenging to attribute because of the conflicting clues it pro- 

He7 (\78iem); vides. Traditionally, the mug has been considered of English manufacture,' and 

Diam. (body): 4 3/4 (12.1 cm); the name Herbert is not an uncommon one in England.’ A few English 

Diam. (with handle): 5 7/8" (14.9 cm) vessels of this profile are known, most notably a 1694 dated large mug with a 

flower-and-scroll rim band and the arms of the London Company of Merchant 

BODY CLAY: fine-grained pale buff. Taylors.’ A 1695 dated English posset pot displays stylistically somewhat similar 

TIN GLAZE: White, more bluish or trek ornament, including a Chinese figure in a landscape, half-suns (near the 

blue-greenish with speckling on interior, top), and some plants and tiny-dot filler ornament.’ Trek painting (with 

with open crazing probably under a “penciled,” usually purple outlines) and the use of a kwaart glaze (a clear lead 

kwaart. Overall, excluding bottom. coating over the decorated tin-glazed surface) also sometimes are seen on 

SHAPE: Thrown, with shallow, turned English delft and may indicate that the piece was produced by a Dutchman in 

England.’ 
rib. Handle nearly flat on interior and ee . ; a . 

Conversely, some of the features discussed above typically indicate Conti- 
exterior, with rolled lower terminal. : e ae 

nental manufacture; vessels of this profile, trek painting, and kwaart glaze are 

Seo by far more common on Dutch than English delftware. Though no close parallel 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese man has been found, the high quality of the painting and openness of the landscape 

seated holding tray(?) in landscape with perhaps are more typical of pots made in Holland than in England.‘ Links between 

rocks, mountains, trees, plants, and England and Holland were close around 1700, particularly after William of 

fence. Inscribed “I6:FRA[reversed NJCIS Orange ascended to the English throne in 1689. Considerable quantities of tin- 

HERBERT:96." Borders composed of glazed earthenware, some with inscriptions in English (see no. D77), were 

exported fro: 0. and, and there is a well-known c 
horizontal lines and band with wavy P i SS ere are CoO ee ee 

plates with English names, apparently commemorating marriages.’ 
line, scrolls, and fruit(?). Handle bears 

lengthwise lines edged in diagonal 
1. Sotheby’s (L), October 28, 1968, lot 126; 

slashes and dots. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

no. 800; Sotheby’s (L), Garner sale, 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated i March 2, 1965, lot 149; Kassebaum sale (1), 
Delftware, no. 800. We —s October 1, 1991, lot 50. 

Ex colls.: F. H. Garner; G. B. Slater; PIO , = 2. For English persons surnamed Herbert, 

J. P. Kassebaum. fe . { see National Biography, vol. 9, pp. 617-686. OT q 
ERBERT: f 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

si i no. 796; no. 801, for a 1696 dated vessel of 

= ~ a jy) this shape with birds and flowers. 
: y 

e 4, Ibid., no. 930. 

pes a? d 5. Horne comments (January 1998). 

& a She 6. Archer comments (1998), attributing the \ 
4 ; eH Longridge mug to Holland on grounds of 

= , Bea: ie. both style and technique of manufacture. 
oe : P yle van Drecht comments (April 17, 1998) state 

’ Sn a g that, based on shape and decoration, the 

a, aa ee pot is not Dutch. van Dam comments 

——— , (April 1998), “[The pot] has everything to 
SS make it non Dutch. . . . the pale blue and 

manganese, the combination of these two 

ssi colours as late as 1696, the lettering and 

at last the shape with a slightly flaring 

mouth.” 

7. Archer, V&A, pp. 40-41. Warren, Dutch 

Marriage Plates, pp. 304-307. 
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See, aR “<= : ™ Sere secant 2 4 

ea a a . 

veeg i aS Ak 
Ten VU “ axe 

Lopate er! Pees ee Se es Cisne tia Sap AR eee aES, SS Se ee eee f 
Sahn eae ee eee § . —— E 

ene, UPR eto ad wae | uae Reon cece 4 = a | aa : | ae ; rai ee ee ® ' : i ee ae 

Y . Rene aries fa Bia anes i = AEE LN SSO ot Gr ee een 

. - ‘ See Oana ee 

. Cae 
X Aa ‘ ‘ 

Me (creme Fh \ / ae Ay : Es . 
Ve Os gee ‘ a Me i EA, r ge f ee 2 
ay an 4 . ss % ie S 

i fe Hf. a 3 > 

r yi - cy. ry 4 

ne on = 
: ; Le ‘ 

%S ae |) =) é : 

\ a f ae 
a 

Wer ge y 
e. % agers i” des 

a ilies ie aie i Se se 
smog gi oi Be 

SO ; en eed ees a . Sate a Tn cee eemcecemeiie Pts et 
Pe eI i a —_ es oe 

ee Pe en a 

Actual size 
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oe a = 
bate TOT Sige - : aap eo 

Se x 

Br eee eee — —££.— OE ‘ 
ee G 

ACR yr B Pe : 

me p= / OE a Ree 
y ‘ a . MN °°. ae 

VF ee ly ee 
ae a q > ‘ ) ° ee \ 

if Se » § \ i) a 

ae Y iy rn BG ze A v 
3 ry b) ( j 

oo AT S 7 : % 

V4 s 2 nye. : "kN 

“ae, le % 
. ¥ oy 

D254. MUG 

Probably London /\ z 2 : * 
mong the pieces most closely resembling this one in shape and decora- 

Dated 1698 tive style is another circa 1700 mug with “ID” initials, somewhat similar birds 

; and flowers, and different borders.' The vessel shape derives from metalwork, 
H:: 5 3/8" (13.7 cm); Diam. (body): 6" (15.2 cm); . : 2 = ; i 3 

and Chinese porcelain designs inspired related bird and flower motifs that con- 
Diam. (with handle): 7 3/4" (19.7 , - ae iam. (with handle): 7 3/4" (19.7 cm) tinued in popularity into the next century (see no. D260). The scrollwork border 

and the leaves seen here in the central band have parallels on a 1694 dated 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. P 

plate,’ and the former also occurs on the rims of two teabowls excavated at the 
TIN GLAZE: White, slightly transpar- es els Ee Seo ekel aS re 

John Custis home site in Williamsburg, Virginia.’ For drinking vessels with bor- 
t and bluish te ; : 
ee etic Boot etionand ders resembling that on the base of the mug, see numbers D246, D250, D261. 
bottom. Overall, excluding bottom 

edge and uneven, narrow arc on bottom. 

SHAPE: Thrown, with turnings. Handle es z 5 = 

: 
>, \ convex on interior, slightly concave on G men vg Py \ 

ae ————— TT 1 

exterior, with curled lower terminal. Flat \ Wa 4 77 { yt ies, ay Pl 
inset bottom with flaring sides. ‘* 5 Te poe Al sl veh e FA ; A i, 

1 en. , 24 i 

DECORATION: Painted. Birds, rocks, 3 L, GEL w yp , 
eo VE vies Ne ey 

and flowering plants. Inscribed Ue ter Fae TO CORTES 5 

“698.” Borders composed of scroll rere — - " 

and trefoil band, single and triple . . 
1. See Britton Bristol, no. 6.6, for an undated 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 201. 

Gets eo ae bet ZF nes atacle eee tbis/onc unishe Penne decor: 3. Austin, Delft, p. 122; Noél Hume, Pottery and 
bears wavy line and scrollwork. as = Porcelain, p. 15, fig. 10. 

Ex coll.: J. P Kassebaum.



D255. MUG 
= 

Bristol or London = atte 
si site re . 

1700-1730 mac waa 
aceite a ei 

Roa yw | \ Cae on Fy, 
H.: 6 3/4" (17.1 cm); AY, ieee 3k ee, SY a 

\ D tre ‘he 
. (body): 4 3/4" (21.1 cm); \ ga een ae 4 an Diam. (body): 4 3/4” (21. cm) \ cn iY _— fb ee 

Diam. (with handle): 6 1/4" (15.9 cm) : Ceo \ a 8 8=—S | é 9 a ° i= 
f : wes 4 [2 ee fon 
rs) aay: a - * 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff fee es oF ’ ’ eee 

TIN GLAZE: Creamy white, slightly ee 4 ry be * Te * /\ 

transparent on interior. Overall, exclud- . i VER he 5 1 Poe si 
: if ype. |X i we 
ing bottom edge. } 7, ; 7 YP , j 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle convex on 4 : ¢ | | @ Chas 2 t AG) ag 
interior, slightly concave on exterior, "ee Sa| eee 

By oye Wa) 
with curled lower terminal. Concave , SF — p/, 

bottom with flattened edge. \DA fl USS Se | ev : (| 
i u/ [A 4 , Po iw 

DECORATION: Painted. Panel with op? \ e y 
: i oe a 

vase of flowers on tables with plants, AG) A , ay R ) with p\ if CAG al, SOLA) D / id ’ 
flanked by pair of bird-on-flowers pan- Mi AOS Sods | . F a 

els with abstract filler ornament. ve Se co f 

Bord d of horizontal and VARS M\ orders composed of horizontal an : 4 ey yy Ay qj ‘ 

vertical lines, band of dot-tipped pen- i A é ir IX 

; , ‘tet eee YY Sow j Fos o>, Vd 
dant arcs with triple-arc filler and Sie a Ox ma “4 

clusters of curvilinear motifs. Handle Se omen 
bears horizontal slashes and ovals. Pe eereee e) im ~ = Sate, oF q ee ee ar aa oe. t ee - _ 

a _—_ a Be 

a as x da per oe flowers, asterisks (some with dotted ends), and the same color palette 

= q : loge occur on delftware made from around 1695 through the 1730s (see nos. D118, eo a " ie y) WA 5 

t. A eeap D214, D217, D256) and derive from ornament on oriental porcelain. Typically on 
‘ 7 i 2 : . a * 

.s &. “Ah Ke) yy delftware, such decorative elements are associated with Bristol, but archaeolog- 

3 SM a ical evidence indicates variations also were produced in London.' Striated 
eK Sr pe Pp 

a a flowers occur on a chinoiserie dish in this collection (no. D118) that, like one stag 

dailies WSs plate (no. D147) and the mug shown here, has nervous, green strokes forming 

— tree foliage.’ Similar birds, leaves, and the dotted asterisk motif occur on a cov- 

ered jar in this collection (no. D217). For border motifs relating to those in the 

band on the lower portion of the mug, see numbers D91, D188, D343, a 1714 

dated dish, and a 1727 dated punch bowl. 

1. For London archaeology, see Archer, V&A, col. 2. See also Ray, Warren, pl. 75, no. 146. 

ces ee ea Ca (09! teaser: 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 273, 
isk mug). For related colors and motifs, see 5 a 

. 1076; no. 707 for the dotted asterisk—after a 
Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 250 a: . : 

Chinese floral motif—on a 1630 mug. (1707 plate), 984 (1707 jug); 1048 (1709 bowl 
with vases on tables; for side 2 see Pountney, 

Bristol, frontispiece); Ray, Warren, pl. 55, 

no. 106, pl. 63, no. 124; Austin, Delft, no. 611; 
Britton, Bristol, nos. 4.14, 4.16, 9.24; Archer and 
Morgan, China Dishes, no. 38. 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D256. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Bristol or London 

1707 or slightly later 

H.: 5 5/8" (14.3 cm); : J — : 5 7 
fees) his mug and one with similar ornament (matching fragments unearthed in 

Diam. (body): 3 5/8" (9.2 cm); Bristol and London)! below a different scrolled border commemorate the “Act of 

Diam. (with handle): 5 1/2' (14 cm) Union” that was approved by the House of Commons in July 1706 and ratified 

by the Scottish parliament in January 1707. William III's efforts and portions of 
BODY CLAY: Fine- d pinkish buff. 5 : Setar 5 

eee eee oe the 1703 “Scotch Act of Security” formed the basis for the act by which Great 

TIN GLAZE: slightly bluish white, Britain was created. In the act England guaranteed to Scotland religious and (to 

Overall, excluding most of bottom. some extent) economic independence and a separate legal system in exchange 

SHAPE: Thrown, with base turning for joint government, currency, trade, and, perhaps most importantly, a shared 

Handle rounded on interior, concave on line of succession.’ A blue and white version of the diaper pattern on this mug 

exterior, with slightly scrolled lower ornaments a cup and saucer excavated at the Chiswell-Bucktrout site in 

terminal Goneave bottom with narrow, Williamsburg, Virginia, and the pattern occurs in blue, red, and green on a 

(rounded) cup fragment unearthed at Fort Michilimackinac (Michigan), estab- 
flattened edge. . 

lished by the French around 1715.* 
DECORATION: Painted. Asterisks in 

trelliswork with crosses at intersections 

and reserve inscribed “union.” Borders 

composed of horizontal lines and band : pa . . _ ane 

of double-lobed and scroll motifs. Han- ¥ 3 = 

dle bears broad, irregular, horizontal i oo ae p | 
ating chad ae + voy “ga 40 /)) 

stripes in blue. a afi il po") Q P VS AeOt OR SI Sed OW 
Published: Garner and Archer, Delftware, | EES — . 

pl. 65A; Garner, Delftware, pl. 36A. Ree 

Ex colls.: F H. Garner; J. P. Kassebaum. TGR anton” 

fy ‘4 } 

| ql : ¥ 

f 

' > 

eae tee nee ai e. feertes 

» 

\ 

Nt ak AE ) 

1. For Bristol fragments, see Britton, h I 
Bristol, no. 6.1; Archer comments (1998), y) | 

citing fragments in the Bristol Museum. SS) ] 5 Gio ee 
For teabowl fragment unearthed in ange a ‘ , pe 
Lambeth, see Lipski, Teaware, no. 92. : _aieenisnpeancaceneiaa na i 

2. Ray, Warren, p. 123; Sotheby’s (L), Kas- see moka a - lates ae ee 

sebaum sale (2), October 7, 1992, lot 87. re ik / 
The crowns of England and Scotland were . etd sabialasicnnias oot Yue 

joined in 1603, when James VI of Scotland ~ : : cael eee 
ss . eed a ese re 

was crowned James I of England. ee ea, SUR 

3. Austin, Delft, p. 124; Miller and Stone, ; : = 

Michilimackinac, pp. 34-35, fig. Si. 

Actual size 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

D257. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

London or Bristol 

1710-1730 

Has" (17cm); . . : . 
omewhat surprisingly, simple checkerboard patterns like this one are rela- 

Diam. (body): 3 3/8" (8.6 cm); tively uncommon on English delftware.' Related ornament with the white 

Diam. (with handle): 41/2" (11.4 cm) squares having dashes forming a cross, rather than clusters of dots, occurs on 

blue-painted mug fragments unearthed at Williamsburg, Virginia.’ The circa 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. ee . . . ’ 0h) ! 

sl p 1707 “union” mug discussed in the previous entry (no. D256) also fits into this 
TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding general group. 

bottom edge. 

SHAPE: Thrown, with horizontal base 

moldings. Strap handle, rounded on 

interior, concave on exterior, with 

curled lower terminal. Slightly concave ena oes eae as z : ip * ightly A eee 

bottom with narrow, flat edge. aera. WUT 

DECORATION: Painted. Checkerboard “@ A TY Se Pas 

with four-dot motifs. Borders com- j oe a , na 

posed of horizontal lines. Handle bears i = ,, a e é \ ee 

i ae ee rf 
horizontal lines. : i ee - : 

Ex coll.: J. P. Kassebaum. é . d p a oS 1 sl 

\] oe So aS P a 

: eo; | guar 
- of. /\_ 

Pee Aaeane a ‘ Sr eee 

| ‘os! oe. 

ts i ee Sie j 

‘ay ite : s 

" ai eases ee ib ia Ce ietaee ie ei 

Rang cal 

iy Sa sag open EI 

= : pee - - , Diy, jie me 

* Seer See Cee 

Actual size 

1. See also Sotheby's (L), September 29, 1987, 
lot 1; Christie's (L), February 23, 1987, lot 14. 

2. Austin, Delft, p. 110; no, 23, for a circa 1730 
posset pot with plaid decoration incorporating 

four-dot clusters 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

D258. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Probably London 

Dated 1720 

H.: 6 1/8" (15.6 cm); 2 t 2 3 
Is" ) Que Anne (d. 1714; see Time Line, p. 15) was the last of the Stuart mon- 

Diam. (body): 47/8"(12.4 cm), archs and is one of the few English kings or queens commemorated 

Diam. (with handle): 6 3/8" (16.2 cm) posthumously on delftware; she also is memorialized on post-1714 salt-glazed, 

brown stoneware mugs.' Such references are likely to have Jacobite symbolism. 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff with . - . . 

S (For Queen Anne on delftware, see also nos. D33-D36); for other Jacobite delft- 

pial linel sions: ware, nos. D43, D44.) 

TIN GLAZE: Light blue to turquoise. Another barrel-shaped mug displays the London Carpenters’ arms and is 

Overall, excluding nearly all of bottom. inscribed “THOMAS BILLING/1724.”? These arms and the presence of similar 

SHAPE: Thrown, with narrowly spaced, narrowly spaced, parallel lines on glazed fragments of barrel-shaped mugs 

turned ribs. Handle slightly concave on from London archaeological sites* support a London attribution for the mug 

: aed 
interior and exterior, with curled lower shown here: 

terminal. Slightly concave bottom with 

flat edge. 

DECORATION: Painted. Panel 2 

inscribed “To The Pious Memory of 
0 cet 

Queen Anne 1720” with dots, straight ’ rf ~ af aes ; AY 
R Va OP hall Se tal EA an Ota , =o 

lines, and asterisks. Borders composed \ ~ VOOAe OR Te oO eee Pe = 
: sage ARR aw oan ) . 

of horizontal lines, band of filled and ae a seincticteianaiagn ~ . 

quadruple stacked arcs, and bands of hy 4 5 : , 
Ha Bok Boies 

nested series of arcs. Handle bears r a Per bo ee | 

horizontal slashes. Ss eee 
i Rae (|) 

Published: Lipski, Dated English Delftware, a él 
, 

pl. 153a; Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, Z de 

no. 805; Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware I 

and Slipware, pp. 879-880, pl. 6 y uh 

Ex colls.: J. H. S. Lucas-Scudamore; i y 2g 
J. P. Kassebaum. wlll ants # y o 

& { 4 f . a 
‘ 4 Ti " 

Ny = ua Yar Ww Jee watt 

ran Gace actin ~ ad eee a eo SSRs : Snel 
' SS SS wel Sy 

| == eae Se nyt ie Se aa 

iy ee A ca : —~ essays rms eae sin: 

th Pre ee i 
\ i WUS call em) a aD = —— ciooiiiiish aaa Si 

eee 

== peepee 

~ 
= 7 1, For Queen Anne on post-1714 dated delftware 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 808. 

- mugs, see Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, By Stephenson comments (September 1868 
no. 806 (1722); Archer, V&A, C.23 (1758). For Sea eee aa ee ema: 
dated Queen Anne stoneware, see Horne, 4. For handleless, barrel-shaped delftware ves- 

Stoneware, nos. 39-40 (1740); Grigsby, Chip- sels with circular openings for taps, see Lipski 

stone, no. 190 (1731). and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1506 (dated 

1748); Archer, V&A, no. E.22. 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

D259. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Probably London 

1715-1730 

H.: 5" (12.7 cm); | : , ‘ : . 
t has not yet been possible to determine who is represented by this mug’s 

Diam. (body): 3 3/4" (9. ; “« a > ; tarp: (eeuy 2 )4@>.cmn) crest, “Issuant from a Ducal Coronet a Bull’s head surmounted by a Coronet of 

Diam. (with handle): 5 1/4" (13.3 cm) rank.” Stylistically, the crest has more in common with Continental than English 

heraldry.' Somewhat similar bulls’ heads (lacking necks and coronets) form 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. : ba : A 

elements of the London Butchers’ Company arms on one cylindrical mug dated 
: Whi : ‘ 5 : 2 : 

a ena eeeS 1728. Hatched or “cable” borders, like that near the base of the Longridge mug, 

brown speckling and open crazing. occur on dated punch bowls from the 1720s and 1730s,’ and the border and 

Overall, excluding bottom edge and scrollwork have parallels on fragments unearthed at London sites.‘ The scrolls 

just within it. (see 1727 dated porringer, no. D184), flowers, striated leaves (nos. D184, D364), 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle nearly flat on and circular panels of the mug relate to motifs on dated delftware from around 

interior and exterior, with curled lower 1715 to 1735. 

terminal. Concave bottom with narrow, 

flat edge. , 

DECORATION: Painted. Bull's head 

surmounted by and resting upon coro- = — 

nets. Handle flanked by flowers. Primary Le a ae Ege = Ni j 

borders composed of scrolls, flowers, Sree vi uN “)) ke ; AN 

foliage, and trelliswork. Other borders ¥ oe (®) eo 7) ian } Re 

composed of cable pattern and hori- ay a 6 ») oJ . 900009, 

zontal lines. Handle bears scrollwork. ee a a G SET , 
WD 2 . Ge ‘ 

@ ~ SR ra M3 4 we 7 ; ae ho 

; f be Ba Y f 

\ rk e Ah ‘f 

\e oy Renee ry 

; i Aye) 
“xls Pitenes : 9 PVE "| By 
eRe tras ea ct o a rn pee Sore » ey - 4 Ne ea cli . > Ee y : 5 \ ‘J 6) oe eee A EY ' Wek % ay am Ee a Ps e ( : a se arey 

Was fe: ( aati mesa Soh a <a ; \ ; /) J oe arenes eS ane NM Z c | ; Oe) iat fae 2 Rrra at ORT ri Qy eee 
# Eg 2) raga cana ee ee Crs 

il ow Suen Rigs ocala! PEST IP: 
"@e i ae cfitg Sora eee 
Se le 4 (seam a . ri, 

x . ae > , di 
= a fl sis Pe Cite tel 

> RRA . ey BO ee ° : > 

a 2S eee ee Tee 

1, March 18, 1998, letter from $. D'O. Duckworth, —_3. Ibid., nos. 1066-1067, 1074, 1080-1081, 
Assistant to Portcullis Pursuivant, College of 1089-1090, 1093-1095. 
Arms, to Michael Archer. Duckworth also notes, rere ements (cer eniven (08) 
“The bull's head crest could be European . . 
because the coronet depicted over the head is 5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 275, 
not of standard English pattern.” 304, 333, 427, 810, 956, 1058-1059, 1066-1067, 

F 1070, 1072, 1077, 1087, 1093-1095. 
2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 812. 
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D260. MUG Leal 
Bristol or London Fe SSRIS 
1715-1730 

@ j 
i" 4 / 

H.: 6 3/4" (171 cm); i" = ue 
Diam. (body): 4 1/2" (11.4 cm); i \ imag 

I 4 a 
Diam. (with handle): 6 5/8" (16.8 cm . , ( }:6 5)8" (16.8 cm) \ i % 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. GN fe) f 

TIN GLAZE: White with a few small 1 X / at aa 
poorly adhered patches. Overall, i 7 \ hy a { 

a }— ( | excluding bottom edge. ; b = a , f 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle nearly flat on Rec Dione es WKoneS ¢ b ! ie ares )) NY ei | Meera Np 
interior, slightly concave on exterior, 5 y *% a Y é ‘ ® As 

1 Fe 4 By / with slightly curled lower terminal. | ea xcaroes ry i 
ie PS | : ! 

Shallowly concave bottom with flat \ hah \ i | 
e-¥ edge \) CO | os) 
RS i DECORATION: Painted. Birds, rocks, Se 

- - ; : 
and flowering plants. Borders ‘Vv o Re . 

composed of scrolled band, band of 
re ; 

I Jia. foliate motifs, and horizontal lines. i g a Bie 

Handle bears scrollwork. Bottom : 2 . eee 

depicts figure with hat and scarf in Papp va ene 
basket(?) in landscape. sis a 

Ex coll.: J. P. Kassebaum. 

ICP SPISO OSS nits ornament this mug relates to a 1698 dated example also in this collec- 
7 A we * ¥ tion (no. D254); both mugs look to Chinese porcelain as a design source, The 

by Ne 4 mug shown here, however, is likely to be somewhat later in date, based on its 
e Y Slots St = + > - . FF he (a ET Ben. profile and the proportions of the decorative base band in relation to the rest 
8 wa 38 4 é of the ornament.' Similarly inspired floral and bird motifs are found on a 1716 (ey Sl, : 

} ys Ed dated plate, and fragments bearing related patterns have been unearthed in be RS Trane ce . . F < a Bristol and London.’ A 1728 mug displays somewhat similar but more elegantly 

oe Vip aa painted scrolls on its handle.’ The peculiar figure on the bottom of the mug RRR ROR : 6 ; Naa shown here may refer to some popular story or specific event,‘ and, as it would 

have been visible to the drinker’s companions rather than to the drinker, may 

have had a double meaning. 

1, For relevant 1720-1728 dated mugs, see Lipski 
ae 46 and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 804, 810, 812. 

ez Ss ger 
Vif“, Fs shes any 2. Archer, V&A, no. B.109. 

4 fp e a —— * 

, hy ie Se 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 813. ‘ ‘ 
/ i( } ‘nah 5 ~ 4, For a somewhat similar figure on tiles depict- 

/ 7 -— RV tga ing “Saint Paul [in a basket] escaping from 
| f i ee Ay Damascus” (Acts 9:24), see Horne, Tiles, nos. rere m § ea | (54-656. 

A \\ \> Sim Yess 
win tS - xR -_ = So 

= Se a 
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DELFTWARE teverage Wares 

D261. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

London 

1715-1730 

H.: 5 3/8" (13.7 cm); oe oe ee 
his is one of at least three closely similar mugs that differ from one another 

Diam. (body): 4 3/8" (11.1 cm); = , , = 
(peoy) tee) ) only in handle decoration. The same primary motif and a closely related upper 

Diam. (with handle): 5 7/8" (14.9 cm) border also occur on a bowl and posset pot.' Variations, some with a fisherman 

in a boat, occur on teacups and saucers, including examples excavated at 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ae 2 a So en es 

domestic sites in Williamsburg, Virginia” Another version is found on small, 
TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excludin, 7 z ce . . . 

ee SEEN cylindrical mugs.’ Fragments with decoration like that on the mug shown here 
upper rim (worn) and bottom edge. were excavated in Lambeth and Vauxhall, and vessels of approximately this 

SHAPE: Thrown. Strap handle, convex shape bear dates in the 1720s.‘ For a discussion of rhomboidal brushstrokes, see 

on interior, concave on exterior, with number D114, and for borders relating to that near the base of the mug shown 

tapering lower terminal. Deeply here, numbers D246, D250, D254. 

concave bottom. 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese 

pavilion in landscape with mound 

(or haystack?), trees, and hillocks. 

Borders composed of horizontal lines na 3 ———— el Pp riZe Seaea o => Saag ’ a : 

(one edging rim interior), bands of sw 5 ‘ 
eel 

geometricized flowers and foliage, and % me ‘ 

alternating single squares and triple- 2 5 H ‘ 8 Ld 
Rey i = i] 

square clusters. Handle bears scrolls i a - 4 } 

and graduated lines. 3 : ps 

Ex coll.: . P Kassebaum. ee 

j i ieee, =~ » sf 
me ae Pee ea a OS ; 
SSS SNe ee, aes fp (Masse ee teen od > FEE Gane TV. Bes ee 

) = 2 SCa enn eer J f Bere ae Ty Ser ee eee, oa i. eae co nt 

: ra prea : oy oe aa oe 

TPURT y ga j [= | \ is ae IS 
SS sie | , : == na ae ee 

4 Zz nee, te == ; ig auc $s? ae = ‘ Pane Sa Pe oS oe , SASS \ MS sci be io aie = SY QY : saa 
ay A Soe au autor % = SSS : i a 7. w y eee eo 2 Se eaten te eS 

Ge a A Ps ci 
ieee gs eo 

Ree eS ‘ has 

ee a 

1, For mugs, see Garner and Archer, Delftware, 3. Atkins, Exhibition (1995), no. 24; Christie's (1), 
pl. 56A; Archer, V&A, no. C.17, Archer and Glover sale, June 14, 1988, lot 23 

rgan, Cl a Dishes, . 6 vl entr ing Morgan, China Dishes, no. 61 (bowl entry citing 4, Archer, V&A, no. C17; Lipski and Archer, 

posset pot at Bath). . 
Dated Delftware, nos. 807, 813. 

2. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (3), lot 440; Austin, 
Delft, p. 123, nos. 144-145, the saucer fragment 

with a slightly different rim band and the cup 
(blue and white) with no rim band. For a saucer 

with a “1” mark, see Britton, Bristol, no. 12.84. 
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DELFTWARE teverage Wares 

D262. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Probably Bristol 

1715-1740 

H.: 3 5/8" (9.2 ; a A js A : 
en) Convex flaring feet in combination with thin strap handles occur on mugs 

Diam bady) (1021p) dated 1722 and 1728.' The bright, hard colors and sketchy, somewhat awkward 

Diam. (with handle): 4 1/2" (11.4 cm) approach to the primary decoration on the vessel shown here are typical of that 

general period and support an attribution to Bristol. The scene on the mug 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. : 

ae? Ernie shares several elements—the house and bamboo(?) motif, dot-leaved tree, and a 

TIN) GLAZE: White; poorly adhered (different) fisherman in a boat—with a plate in this collection (no. D117), and the 

to upper and handle edges. Overall, mug’s lower border relates to one edging a small bowl (no. D190). 

excluding bottom edge 

SHAPE: Thrown. Thin strap handle, 

convex on interior, concave on exterior, 

with slightly curled lower terminal. 

Slightly concave bottom with sides ee ee 
echoing shape of flaring base. fe 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese 

building in landscape with plants and SYN Ie Ga 

boatman. Borders composed of f SL {t r] 1} Yi H 
y wv) Ti tin Hi 

horizontal lines and band of lozenges ¥ M = . Tu | } 
es ’ 

with superimposed diamonds. Handl i ZN Pp Pp i e i PZAN ; ia 

bears horizontal slashes. ya | 

Ex coll.: J. P. Kassebaum | ‘ H : \ 

WL sine 

I 2223 4 ) 

or 
oe A SS 8 . >< S me oe ag ~ 2, OO SOSS SEF PO mea ae “ - -_ 

== — = . eT ae . 
oes # pean? ae 

ve i g Actual size 

a ‘ai ve ia 
= So i (| 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 807, 813. 

ae = J a = Ny) : 

= | 
, Z 

8 = cr — nf) 

ESS Spe ses 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

D263. MUG 

Liverpool, London, or Bristol 

Dated 1744 

H.: 6 1/2" (16.5 ; P : : 
[2 M15 emp} his large (2 3/4 pint capacity) mug has brown edges and trellised borders 

Diam. (body): 5 3/4" (14.6 cm); with floral reserves derived from ornament on Chinese porcelain. Its profile, 

Diam. (with handle): 6 7/8" (17.5 cm) more common to delftware from the 1720s,' is based on English metalwork 

forms. The surname Latham does not provide an obvious clue to the mug’s place 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. eae p . f i 

of origin, since prominent persons by that name lived in Ireland and in several 

NAG UN TE See ace a OU) English counties in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.’ 
smudges. Overall, excluding bottom 

edge. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Strap handle, convex 

on interior, concave on exterior, with a — nes —_ — ——— 

slightly folded lower terminal. Deeply po 
eRe 

recessed, flat bottom with sides echo- eat ( ) (y 

ing exterior profile. em - ‘ \ [J 

DECORATION: Painted. Birds on a c 

fence flanked by flowers. Inscribed R (C rol a yah 

“Richard Latham 1744.” Borders Y Ck i 

composed of horizontal lines, band of \ Z i 

trelliswork with floral reserves, and ! \ é , b/s ; 

band of conjoined arcs with dots. } 4 \ 

Handle bears graduated straight and (| c—~ J - ag _— Ay ( 

5 i YA. 
curved lines. he) My we 

\ J ‘ bs fy Ss Nis 
" G 4 Nad 5 eo i 

4) > 2. dD g 

BER CSS Ve NSRP : 
eal WY o+ 3. Se Dp a EEN 

a 4 gee ee Vs, —. wed saa a Es asia 23 

r~ (aie | = ; Se | ela aaa OC IMG Op = a 
9% in? eo y nasal . —_—— x 

_ Ses ; ‘ am y . av . IN NS Dy 
e a ee 

esl all 

z = 

: ax 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

= a nos. 813-814; Austin, Delft, no. 94, For a mug of & ee w/a = closely related shape and handle type (perhaps 
VS g 2 assigned to too late a date), see Britton, Bristol, 
He oe no. 11.37 
i Ace i x oe 2. National Biography, vol. 11, pp. 605-610. 

t 24 

by, arpa: <p 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 
nie = 

D264, D265, D266. MUGS Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Probably Bristol 

If Bristol, Limekiln Lane or 

possibly Temple Back /\ 

(D264) Dated 1731 Ithough delft mugs showing a bounding fox and “Beware the Fox” 

(D265, D266) 1720-1735 inscriptions are not uncommon, dated examples are rare.’ The undated ones 

shown here (D265, D266) may predate the 1731 version (D264), based on a mug 

(D264) H.: 6 5/8" (16.8 cm); of much the same shape dated 1720 and a 1711 dated bowl bearing a fox and 

Diam. (body): 3 5/8" (9.2 cm); the inscription.’ (The bowl may be the earliest dated delft piece with the inscrip- 

Diam. (with handle): 5 1/8" (13 cm) tion.) Excavated material indicates fox mugs were made at one or more 

(0265) H: 4 7/8" (12.4 cm); potteries in Bristol and, perhaps, at Brislington.’ A 1670 to 1700 possibly 

Diam. (body): 3 5/8" (92 cm); London delft caudle cup fragment inscribed “|missing]E:OF-THE:FOX:” was 

, ; a unearthed from Oxford’s Bodleian tunnel, and a “Be Ware of the Fox” mug was 
Diam. (with handle): 4 3/4" (12.1 cm) : il. . 

excavated in York County, Virginia, at the site of a property that belonged to 
(D266) H.: 4 1/8" (10.5 cm); . . 

Quaker merchant John Bates in the eighteenth century.‘ 

Biami(body) 51/5 (2 sem) The unusual inclusion of the words “sly dog” and the exaggerated mas- 

Diam. (with handle): 4 3/8" (11.1 cm) culinity of the creature on the 1731 mug (D264) may have held particular 

significance for the vessel’s owner. It has been suggested that the more typical 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff “ =i oe “ ers se 

Beware the Fox” inscription meant “be careful that your drink is not spoilt,”° 

sential lpel sions) but as early as 1611, the term fox meant “to intoxicate, befuddle,” “to redden 

TIN GLAZE: White, (D265, D266) with (one’s nose) with drinking,” and “to get drunk.” This interpretation, with “the 

brown and blue speckling. (All) Overall, Fox” synonymous with drunkenness,’ is supported by “BEWARE THE DRINK/ 

excluding (D264) nearly entire bottom THE FOX/1672” on a lead-glazed, earthenware, beaker-shaped cup, probably 

and (D265, D266) edges of bottoms. from Wiltshire, and “Good Ale will catch him” inscribed on a circa 1730 delft 

SHAPE: Thrown. (D264) Handle slighly Jug with a fox.’ 
a . The “Good Ale” jug, said to have been bought by Glaisher from a person 

concave on interior and exterior. . 

named Fox, lends credence to the theory that at least some pieces in the group 
(D265) Handle nearly flat on interior, ron: 

relate to Henry Fox, first Baron Holland (1705-1774), who became active in pol- 

ga ASRS OE SHE CPE) itics in the 1730s.‘ The seated fox and “Beware of the Fox” inscription on a circa 

Handle nearly flat on interior, convex 1780 enameled creamware teapot, by William Greatbatch, is thought to refer to 

on exterior. (All) Handles with slightly the baron’s son, Charles James Fox, a reforming member of Parliament.’ 

curled lower terminals. Concave bot- 

toms with narrow, flat edges. 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. 

Fox, (D264, D265) leaping fence and (all) 

flanked by trees and bushes. (D264) 
Sree 

Inscribed “Be ware of the sly/Dog fox a : ae Owe 
oes F 1731." (D265) Inscribed “beware/of the | one ae wi — 

fox.” (All) Borders composed of horizon- oe a e i. @ ~i 
TE ee t ve e 

tal lines. (D264) Handle bears horizontal Q he > Ja | Ae iat. ve 
. A 7) ~ ai » A re N 

slashes. (D266) Handle sponged. 4 yA ogee. es 2. Y ua. 
4 meireal. Cee a ~ # iy 

Published: (D264) Lipski and Archer, Dated ——— =} a8 DOSER, ol - te 
Delftware, no. 819, ———— a —— 
Ex colls.: (0264) L. L. Lipski. (D266) E. Pitts wie ‘ ice 
Curtis. 

D264, D265, D266 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Be of the i | 
“Ws Sox 173/ | ge _ 
‘ ow , 

= eu Leer : ee ae 

' . a A Ek a 
~~  —0ltOM & FOX Ye ee » = 

* a ae (ae j BRE ey eee Re Secor 
SepeE Peas | a oe) RS "i £ 3 So Plea eae ee ~~ y + i RE 
eae {/ - ? 

> Ae | ami 4 &. , A 
MM Di 7 aaa ( 5 § ‘ i 
au y LE eae y on i 4 F BEBE it i ‘Har ri ) Da S t : i co) ae 5 ee ; 

— = \ aes eee 
a P \ § aS i ee ; 

saa Oe i a tg 3 ” cata p 

ars, a a tte eng 
icici. Da 2 ee eS 
feagees og riiiiaiiisauie ae neal Nit aint _ 

D264, D265, D266 

1. For others, see Brighton Pavilion Museum 4. Ashmolean Museum collection (cup fragment, 

(Willett collection, no, 479); Manchester, Greg no. 1938.1170); Austin, Delft, p. 18, fig. 11 (mug). 

‘ollection, no. 77. For a related fe par a flow- svete 
eo S ee - . ei a a a aes 5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 819, 

ering plant on a polychrome Bristol dish, see e es , es 1050 (bowl). The Oxford English Dictionary 
Atkins, Exhibition (1992), no. 37. . on Ser cgnee 

includes for fox a meaning “of beer: To turn sour 
2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 804, in fermenting” (vol. 4, p. 502). 

1050. For a polychrome plate with sponged trees 6. Ibid 
6. { 

and a leaping stag-and-fence motif resembling 

the fox-and-fences on the Longridge mugs, see 7. Private collection in America (cup); Rackham, 

Arkins, Exhibition (1999), no. 27. Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1698 (jug). 

3. Archer, V&A, p. 553. Archer notes, “In 1922, 8. Austin, Delft, p. 18. 
> Byitis Séi eat fron Pe ey frag- the British Museum pause from poe frag: 9, Barker, Greatbatch, pp. 212, 215, pl. 113. 

ments (1922, 10-20, 1) which he said he had 

excavated in Bristol on the Temple Back pottery 

site. Unfortunately, he may have muddled these 

with shards he had found in Brislington. One of 

the fragments has part of a fox, a sponged tree, 

and the word ‘fox.’ A similar fragment was 

found on Brandon Hill in Bristol behind the 

Limekiln Lane pottery site” (Archer comments 

[1998]; Maxwell, Bristol, p. 117, plate XL1,d). 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

D267. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet j 

Probably London 

Dated 1754 

H.: 6 1/2" (16.5 cm); . zl A : 
he elderly(?) woman with a cane shown in the well-painted scene on this 

Dip peg) ae) mug presumably is meant to represent Dame Well (or Wells), for whom the ves- 
Diam. (with handle): 5 3/4" (14.6 cm) sel is inscribed. The mug, a 1743 dated punch bowl, and a similarly dated tray, 

are among early dated English delftware on which architecture is depicted in 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pinkish buff. . Lo. : 

such a comparatively realistic manner. (This style appears to have become more 

MUNG EA Zi pis Wiake witysmpall popular in the 1770s and 1780s.)' The landscape painting style differs markedly 

poorly adhered patches, especially on from types associated with Bristol in the same period (see nos. D318). Dates on 

interior. Overall, excluding bottom edge. broad-footed, baluster-shaped mugs range from around 1745 to 1765 (see also 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle nearly flat on no. D268).’ 

interior, concave on exterior, with 

curled lower terminal. Inset bottom 

with slightly concave center and cham- 

fered inner edge of footrim ainnan = ~ onsen aiiiena ¥ 
a pA eee aor ” 4 

DECORATION: Painted. Lady with Wess =. “id 
ey i ‘. 

cane and dog in landscape with rustic i Baas Fae a 
, We + 

buildings, church, fences, trees, and « P sy Kv , 7 at 

mountains. Border composed of scrolls, \ ” ¢ P 
y", ere / F other curvilinear motifs, and ovals. ) oe A, x 

see bye : 
Handle bears flowers on long stems. | : q i i E 

* 2 fe F 
Bottom inscribed “Dame Well’s/1754.” \ * mt 1B a 

at x eof nn | On| e 

Mg » Sli 
TRS ES a ee - a 

‘ean ‘pe NA ty \ 
i ‘ q iy <2 Se? " * ; : ee i: lh Roel 

v FR tt : pce m. 
: ee ere — 

ahs ve “eS \ at ak = N ane* ij Oe % : : 
fe 4 So rh ‘ A EOE ye Eg her 
Me 4 y i 
MS ee Orn, -5ldapeapttaie nr tree 
yy =. he SPs acini o : 

is rao tees S SAI Ne FEY GIO” Ys 
~~ Ss o=P Ps 0 

iE 2 z sli j 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1109, 

ee ; : 1558 (1743 bowl and tray), and no. 1174, for a 

a is f well-painted church on a 1759 punch bowl. 
Fi : cy “i Archer, V&A, no. C.25 (1785 mug); Britton, Bris- 

2 me r. { tol, no. 18.33 (1771 plate); Austin, Delft, no. 593 
a c (c. 1760 bottle). For probably London flower 

: ‘ bricks with dogs resembling that on the mug, 
i = , see Archer, V&A, no. 1.13; Rackham, Glaisher, 

his " J —_ TA vol. 2, pl. 112A, no. 1543. 

; / 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
\ e nos. 826-847 passim. 

Detail of bottom 
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D268. MUG 

Probably Liverpool : 

Dated 1763 i eu 
4 W a 

H.: 4 1/4" (10.8 cm); s 

Diam. (body): 3 7/8" (9.8 cm); 4 ms oe 6 

Diam. (with handle): 5 1/4" (13.3 cm) ~ 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. eth Spakems \ 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall, Ir t ww ; 3 

| ro 
excluding bottom edge. i 63 -Zs ‘ 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle ( ) Tee i 5 3 own. Handle (restore: SSR ae tne H ag er 

. "RS ae & , 
with slightly curled lower terminal. Senses \ Sete 

ca @) . 
Deeply inset bottom with sides of flat y 

edge echoing exterior profile. 

DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed BE aaa ai ad 
finer ala J Ban, 

“Elizabeth Spakeman/1763” within wavy- De Staal ao i 

, een: Ba (gsipaeminntgeeeines a! 2 een = 
edged cartouche with grape pete wae rae - ‘ ae 

clusters, leaves, mask, winged angels’ ae eee 

heads, and chalice. ok 

Actual size 
Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, no. 844. 

his mug is decorated in much the same manner (perhaps after contempo- 

rary English porcelain motifs) as a delftware jug inscribed “Succefs to/lane 

a a > Pinder/1773.”' Although the two ladies’ places of residence have not yet been 

Hs i Y , identified, the lettering style—especially that on the mug shown here—resem- 
\ a 

# a , bles the type on a small Liverpool jug inscribed “Success to Sir William 

Meredith/And all his Plumpers ElizAbeth [sic] Ormes 1761.” Other Liverpool 

4 " | Fizabeth Spake A eee delftware displays grape clusters somewhat similar to those on the mug: blue 

a ww 63 a ae - and white dishes with the motif form a set with a tray with a Chinese stag motif. 

' ) ae 4 "eben; (resembling that on no. D142); a 1754 dated polychrome punch bowl with a 
. e i ge = 

, sheepherding scene includes the grapes as a border motif; and a tile fragment 
S — ; oe eee . 

. od with grapes was excavated in Liverpool at Smithsfield Street.’ 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 999. 

mn 2. Brown and Lockett, Liverpool, no. 12. 

3. Garner, Lambeth, Bristol or Liverpool, 

i] pl. 83a-83b (dish set and a stag plate attributed 

2G to Liverpool); Archer, Liverpool, pp. 111-112, 
Ag a Ta, nos. 1-2 (punch bowl); Garner, Liverpool, 

B Soaeie ( pl. 75 (tile fragment). “ae 
ape). ‘ Se 

“4 ae. 
So 

tl al y 
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D269. MUG 

Probably London — es eee 
> <3 Sissi a5, = ‘ey a Scones et 1750-1770 a + a j 

H: 61/2" (16.5 cm); Peas og ene 
+ a age — Wr Diam. (body): 4 1/2" (11.4 cm); ee -" 1 

ee Veale ‘ 
. "Pe eee es | Diam. (with handle): 6" (15.2 cm) ee eg 

~ feet a “4, 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. < Se 

TIN GLAZE: Light turquoise with ao: : i 
brown speckling. Overall, excluding - mat 

bottom edge. t ‘ y 
! J SHAPE: Thrown, with turned ribs. ‘ b> ; C 

Handle convex on interior, with faint A : Ws ey ) / 

lengthwise ribs on exterior and folded f : j . x, \ Ne} % ‘ 
f ff i ‘i f- j lower terminal. Concave bottom with Seer eee . ac a : ' - 
—— . LASTS py ie eae 

q tay fir ieee een DECORATION: Painted and sponged. /. |e if 7 he ae 
eee fi On, «ft Couple in landscape with hillocks, \ ” bY j , FE ase 

buildings, low fences, and trees. Borders Same Ai tA Me 

composed of horizontal lines and ocher } a= eo ® , on ae ie 

rim. Handle bears wavy-ended scrolls % d pie 

and floral motifs. eae i om io Sepia oe 
eee : ets oe ; Ex coll: G. A. Rust. Seay nN ee a eee 

=< ; 

be 
~ i 

t Ui : 

\ & ohare : Ae his mug fits into a group of pieces that typically bear scenes reflecting 
oe, 3 ~ ® oe - i . 

Ra ” hee French tastes and depict elegantly drawn European couples in pastoral land- 
irae Pay scapes with buildings and sponged trees. Dates on such pieces indicate that the 

% : fashion was particularly popular in the 1750s and 1760s (see nos. D270, D315).' 

SEF (For the somewhat heavier style fashionable earlier in the century, see nos. D288, 

D307,) 

The glaze color, the strong blue decoration, and the painting style of the 

mug shown here typically are associated with London,’ and related motifs also 

: were used at Bristol.’ Cylindrical cups with flaring bases were produced during 

f WY — : much of the century, but examples with dates from the early 1750s seem closest 

‘ . to this one in proportions.‘ 

. ie 
_ fe 

eb . 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 570, 3. For Bristol delft traditionally attributed to 
A ys e a 841, 842, 847, 1131, 1161, 1167-1168, 1174, 1196, John Bowen of Bristol and related Continental 

ne x 4 . 1200, 1204. For undated delft much like the design inspirations and markets, see Grigsby, 
j ‘Sa q Longridge mug in ornamental style, see Archer, Chipstone, no, 26. See also Archer, V&A, 

i ie V&A, nos. C.20, 1.15-1.16, N.129-N.130; Austin, nos. B.225, B.232. 
—— Delft nes: 617; 612 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 834, 

fees : 2. Horne comments (October 1998); Archer, 836. 

a V&A, no. 1.15. 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

D270. MUG Cups (Single-Handled), Mugs, and a Goblet 

Probably London 

Dated 1766 

H.: 7 3/4" (19.7 cm); 5 a A Ps 
fa ) uropean hunting motifs, also occasionally found on late 1600s tin glaze,' 

Diam (aoe): 1/2) (crn), were especially popular on eighteenth-century delftware. Published prints prob- 

Diam. (with handle): 7 1/2" (191 cm) ably were the inspiration for many examples in the latter group. Dated 

examples from 1736 to 1798 bear scenes that vary surprisingly little in format, 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 58 ‘ é 

depicting horsemen and dogs chasing their quarry across open landscapes.” 
TIN GLAZE: Light turquoise, slightly Painting styles and other features, however, indicate that hunt-scene delftware 

transparent on interior and bottom. was produced at more than one potting center.’ For the same reasons discussed 

Overall, excluding bottom edge. in entry number D269, this mug may have been produced in London. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle nearly flat on 

interior and exterior, with folded lower 

terminal. Recessed bottom with slightly 

concave center and flat footrim. =2 ao * 
Sula aise memeumanene EO 

DECORATION: Painted. Hunt scene ~~ ee Fs a 

with windmill and follies in mountainous pom) Avg a € " a ie : a | 

ae ke CS eee ne 
landscape. Border composed of ; ee Oe st — 

horizontal lines. Handle bears flowering HT - eat: | 

vine. Bottom dated 1766. f () "Sa a z a 
we, a ae ere - 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated a 42 ee : —_ we a Bi 3 
Delftware, no. 849. yl a aN g 4 i 2 

) ‘eS | fs i p 

Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench re A ene | ™ tT beth | 
( at Se ee I 

SS) m ae 
i Egy ti 

hy | <p CRD Ne 
en ; “oldies = Ly J \ tte \ Py | i 

f Ri Yo mh J as ‘ I PON 
§ ? =>, ai ‘he. eee LE RR”) 

, ae ie Wena ' 1 any . Se ee ee 

by ee” tl d soa 

Bi Pe, ‘i : : 

ae sy 1 th a Sc a 

rr = Ye aes, ———————— =ely a PAI 
= Pa e st fe i 

ne A 

c 1. Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 48 (1676 plate); 3. For a 1770 dated Liverpool plow-scene 

i Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 778 punch bowl with related horses and figures, 

(1676 mug). see Brown and Lockett, Liverpool, no. 13. 

etail of bottora 2. For dated pieces with comparable hunt 

scenes, see Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
nos. 571 (1753 plate), 1119, 1123, 1127, 1172 
(respectively, 1748-1758 punch bowls), 1556 
(1736 tray); Archer, V&A, no. C.27 (1793 mug). 
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D271. MUG : ; a 

Probably London or Liverpool b » . i" “ robably London or Liverpoo wide « . re ae Pras 

1760-1790 2 Ry, ; 5 es | 44 
y \ . ‘I 33 f Nai p — | Be 

H: 61/2" (16.5 cm); Sees " 4 Se a. a 
PA IN| . f <— ae : 

Diam. (body): 4 1/4" (10.8 cm); AY _ wr" bu “a 
Perea Any : * COTE 3 “a Diam. (with handle): 6" (15.2 cm) I ae < a. 1 — 

CLAY: Fine-grai ff. i a Meares - iy JERS BODY ine-grained bu iN ‘ame 7 wee: f aa 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise, somewhat ty, or ti { a 4 ne / | pee a, 
e iz al ry hi Sr, 

transparent near base and in patches on , q\" \N TIN Sg A! A sare ia] 
Ph RS UY bir a = 

interior. Overall, excluding bottom edge. NAT Win a - by A ! 

SHAPE: Thrown, with turned base rN a Gs “os ; 

molding. Handle nearly flat on interior og St ee 

and exterior, with folded lower terminal. 4 \ =~ . YZ, . 7 bf oe “ , 
Sa a 

Bottom inset to create footrim. l > Ba tase ccsaieheAeee AA ; 
aN eS 

DECORATION: Painted. Ch hy mt remy, co ainte inese y a i ly ” =a 

| ee Z 
landscape with buildings, trees, and a A a - 

es ‘ . ne 
plants. Handle bears sets of horizontal MAD oct mall 63 guage | i aah ara 

| strokes alternating with crosses super- Mp } os ae y Seren 
We / : m fh 

imposed on concentric circles. WAR < ) <r Ae AM / 
eee (0 ae 2 \ 
Bae on ae ey “*40.@ e hey 

— MM : : 

eee 
emsiiiuaiiaaal oe gs aE Sa cae 

he ornament on this unusual mug clearly is taken from Chinese export 

porcelain. Among the closest delftware counterparts is a circa 1770 baluster- 

shaped bottle with a willow(?) resembling those flanking the mug’s handle and 

a five-branched tree with circle and curvilinear edging, much like that on the 

stacked hillocks central to the mug’s scene.' The fairly bold dots below several 

bh. a ll landscape elements on the mug also occur in Chinese scenes on delftware 
eo a A : : eee : 

5 ? attributed to London and Liverpool and probably are simplifications of wooden 

zs ‘ posts or shore shading from the Chinese originals.’ The pitting and uneven 

f aN bd me glaze are typical of delft attributed to London. The mug’s proportions—tall and 

Sa "narrow with a flaring foot—are similar to those of a hunt-scene mug dated 
3 
ay 1793,‘ but variations on the shape were made from the mid-century on. 3 

Ss 
cae aie 
WE > id 1. Britton, Bristol, no. 6.36. 
ON Ottis ae 

. PN 2. Austin, Delft, no. 648; Brown and Lockett, 
Liverpool, nos. 11, 48 (the latter is tin-glazed 

stoneware). 

3. Horne comments (October 1998). 

4. Archer, V&A, no. C.27. 
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. . 5 a Rar ase Sa 4 

a wa r vinngsin A eee 
go he a eo oe 

teal ON ahd. PP = lS 
iS Ni SCO 7 Aa We 

Nagase AN een 1yi/h | rf Wesel sae Sel Peay tit veete 
VE TAN im RG 

PAR tien i, SP YBGeCiag se ) rata mad |. ay ‘ et ies Ws eb teet on) ‘ || y a , ; iy 

4 iiimeen a NW : 7 i SER 

aN SS k ot ; A y : a ‘ < } é A | ’ “ | i ey. 

S/H e seat i ge 
~ | ut A 4 < Le D ee 

| 4 &, ca ll 
\\ - " is \ ¢ # 

G p a , 

Wy Nl , X db FA. 

ese a en 
. Rw 4 ~rC\ ; 

an ‘i c) SX ODO ww 

=, ea —————— pris 
aes ~ a a ee 

D272. POSSET POT 

Southwark, Lond 5 aa P , , F 
Se ee ose his undated posset pot joins several vessels in this collection with dates 

bea ie SUC Lae from 1628 to 1635 (nos. D218, D219, D232—D234) in bearing closely related 

c. 1630 “pird-on-rock” ornament after Ming porcelain designs. Based on dated examples 

and archaeological evidence, this type of ware is associated with the Pickle- 
H.: 5" (12.7 cm); Diam. (body): 5 1/2" (14 cm); i z 

azar, Diatn Dosy > 12 (sem) herring factory in Southwark (see nos. D218, D219). 
Diam. (with spout): 6 1/2" (16.5 cm); A 1632 dated posset pot, much like this one in shape, retains its low-domed 

Diam. (with handles): 8 1/4" (21 cm) lid and shares several design features with the Longridge example but probably 

was painted by another decorator.' Another bird-on-rock posset pot is of much 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained ss : ae : = 5 . 5 

ea the same shape (with a flatter lid) and is inscribed “STEPHEN GARDNER 1631. 

pinkish buff. At least two other uninscribed examples also are known.’ 

TIN GLAZE: White with a few blow 

holes. Large patch on bottom glazed by 

overrun from walls. Overall, excluding 3 
ear. — 

where footrim wiped clean. he bic tn | senna 7 (Or 

SHAPE: Thrown and probably originally i ANON Os GOON y i) 
So satan ace RN name a) 

with low-domed lid. Pulled handles. Ween “See Sh Cae Cf 2) v } is Gisrcncenae ype 
ieee Agee (CLA < oe er A neers 

(one partially replaced) with raised fs : . x ie I £4 = ’ af. ee W) P ‘ i Pe 

ridge along spines and slightly curled : ie y ‘oy : Yea o 
a Ving e) q ‘|; ie 

lower terminals. Spout (partially Sa | Mae 2 3 e Bl W 
Pte Ne i) fo 

replaced) of circular section. Concave . \ a 4 

bottom with flat rim PP. SS) @ Si, 

DECORATION: Painted. Bird-on-rock Whoa = ie SO 

motifs with plants. Borders composed 

of interlocking S-scrolls and horizontal 

lines. Handles bear mottled ground, 
; 1. Hobson, British Museum, fig. 107, no. E101 2. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 81B, no. 1294; 

slightly running in glaze, and spout (side 1), and Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, Archer, Rijksmuseum, no. 11 (Boymans-van 
bears wavy line elaborated with dashes no. 887 (side 2) ee ee Rotterdam, collection); 

Archer, V&A, no. D.S 

and curvilinear motifs. 

Ex colls.: L. L. Lipski; J. P. Kassebaum. The Longridge Collection 297



DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D273, D274. POSSET POTS Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) a 

London, probably Southwark 

(D274) Perhaps Pickleherring 

©. 1655 O 
f these two rare posset pots, the fluted example (D273) is the most 

(D273) 428° 203'em} unusual. Two others with fluting (and bossed lids) are of squat, globular profile 

Diam. (body and lid): 6 1/2" (16.5 cm); and have handles more like those on the second pot shown here (D274). That Pi 

Diam. (with handles): 9" (22.9 cm) example, several others of much the same shape, and a few squat, globular or 

(D274) H.: 6 3/8" (16.2 cm); baluster-shaped posset pots all have vertical rows of bosses.’ A cylindrical exam- 

Diam. (body and lid); 6" (15.2 cm); ple inscribed “KG/1651” and a bossed mug and fluted candlestick, both dated 
er i 5 

Diam. (lid to spout): 7" (17.8 cm); 1653 (see nos. D235, D380), help indicate a period for the group. 

The bossed posset pot (D274) has close parallels in biscuit lid, knob, spout, 
Diam. (with handles): 8" (20.3 cm) P peu . ) ' P oe P 

and body wasters from the Pickleherring site. Similarly ornamented mugs (see 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. nos. D235, D236) also are known from the Pickleherring site, and other bossed 

ee g 4 TIN GLAZE: (0273) White, slightly delftware has been excavated at consumer sites in London. 

transparent with gray speckling. Overall, 

excluding bottom and footrim of body, 1. Sotheby’s (1), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 3. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 85B, no. 1319 
lid’s bottom edge, and patch on under- lot 10, noting a coverless “somewhat similar (1651 posset pot). 

Z ; Bosseubouy solgisoeh Jaguar yaya ieee 4. Stephenson comments (September 1998); 
side of lid. (D274) White with open February 25, 1986, lot 43. Pearce comments (September 1998): 

crazing. Overall, excluding lower edges 2. Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 16; Archer, V&A, 

. nos. D.10-D.11; Austin, Delft, no, 11; Crellin, 

of lid and body. Wellcome, nos. 362, 363 (with possibly modern 

SHAPE: Thrown, (D273) with distinct a 

throwing rings on interior. (Both) Single 

spout. (D273) Scrolled handles of circular 

section. (D274) Handles flat on interior a 

and concave on exterior. (Both) Triangu- Pia q 

lar arrangement of peg marks on 

underside of lid edges; bottoms of pots : i 

recessed to form footrims. : 
te d : ‘ See 

DECORATION: Relief, pushed out aaa so See = 

from interior. (D273) Body fluted and lid . , . — se 

has eight vertical rows of three bosses. . ae g : 

(D274) Body has eight vertical rows of "" ' 

four bosses and two bosses under each : 

handle. Lid has twelve bosses. ’ : a 4 r 

Published: (D273) Horne, Collection, pt. 18, % % ‘ 3 ¥ 

no. 516. a i = . 4 
: & ; ie 

' 4 ’ * 

‘ a a Coe 

D274 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 

¥ 

© ual 

Se . 
Sw Sie ne oa e 

: 2. ie 

| ; ai & 

Md .- @ 
: 2 ee 4 5 3s e Be 

pees 2 — r 
ei oe ie : a ae Tn. : ; _- i. a get = Fi a ‘ a Pi 

i fae Ae ee 3 age P a pee ih Sa psi : : aye as 
iy eas = Bes 3 Re aj i 

ats 3 4 

a eee Eee ee 3 BY pans 
(ieee reremae 3 : . , 

Be Se » i f 
i ee . sie ate 

is on " " eas. 

hace “ietaeerane a 2 
D273 ee Sime + Se ee ee sn 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D275. PUZZLE/POSSET POT Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 

London 

Dated 1674 

pic EG), Ine armorial bearings of the Worshipful Company of Merchant Taylors have, 

Diam. (body): 6 1/2" (16.5 cm); on this vessel, been simplified almost beyond recognition: the hanging motifs 

Diam. (with spouts): 8 1/8" (20.6 cm); are meant to represent “a pavilion imperial purple garnished or lined ermine 

Diam. (with handles): 10 1/8" (25.7 cm) between two mantles [here robes] also imperial purple lined ermine.” The crest 

composed of a lamb against sunbeams and the camel supporters have been left 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. off, as has the motto “Concordia parvae res crescunt.”' Merchant Taylors’ arms also 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding appear on a caudle cup inscribed “1688/MARRIED APRILY® 29,” a mug or jug 

bottom edge. inscribed “<Bo/1694,” and a 1722 dated tile’ 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handles of oval This unusual vessel probably had a lid originally. Although it appears to have 

section with attached snakes (top of two nearly identical spouts, in reality, only the one on the armorial side opens 

erate oredr (ce norromipioced into the visible interior. The other spout gives access to a hidden lower com- 

; ; partment that could have been left empty or filled with some other liquid 
one-third of way up interior. Spout i ‘ 

through the hole in the bottom. If left empty, sucking the wrong tube would 
between arms and initial panels opens oe . P - ” 

have produced similar results to conventional “puzzle jugs” (see nos. D296— 

Uta i Up pet chatabe) “other <pout ste D303) that frustrated would-be drinkers by producing only air when not 

lower. Slightly concave bottom, flat- approached correctly.’ 

tened near edge, has 3/4" (1.9 cm) tube The floral decoration on the pot shown here derives from circa 1620 to 1680 

rising from center to open into lower Ming Transitional porcelain, and delft fragments with decoration after the 

chamber same source have been found in London.‘ (Such flowers were much copied in 

DECORATION: Painted, One side Holland but were not taken up in England until well after the middle of the sev- 

, enteenth century.)’ Delftware with more or less similar motifs and dates from 
bears arms of Worshipful Company of . 

1669 to 1678 include other posset pots, at least one mug, a scroll salt, and (see 
Merchant Taylors and panel inscribed aanaen . 

* well border) an undated “fecundity” dish and vase or jar (see nos. D3, D208, 

Ce D240, D365).° Flowers and shield mantling much like those on the puzzle/pos- 

less symmetrical bouquets of flowers set pot ornament a 1674 dated mug with the London Salters’ Company arms 

with snails and flying insects. Primary and a 1682 cup with the arms of the London Company of Watermen (no. D244). 

decoration on spouts includes scroll- Related mantling occurs without the flowers on a 1672 Carpenters’ arms posset 

work, Handles bear linear borders, and pot and a large armorial dish dated 1673 (no. D84).’ 

snakes are dotted. 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated - A = = 

Delftware, no. 903; Grigsby, Dated Longridge 5 os saan yy eC 
Delftware and Slipware, pp. 880-881, pl. 11. A ~. & Ay al ore ©. eS fi Ff mh 

PX | ; ES, (OF ee ih r 
Ex coll.: J. P Kassebaum. {=~ at % : Wein) a \ AV 4 ~a ea 

nee Si iy an ee b RS Fw i Fy 
a ee eS SB ites Qe ae Sly SSD) Wy 1 ie ae re aes My a Nin) oh “3 \ ; rs 1 YD «As ah) ip 

ie oS ie ‘3 AOS eo 1 |g THY at Vb 
et ill \ Ya r7 i | ") | (Wa beara I y 

ae te. a NSN ad epee lie, Bee aN A Ga 
oe ie a ad Nh elas 6 »| § ein ee 
Cee , J Py sare Wee) Wate ON. 
oon \ ; D i q Cc ay tg lay! OF @. Coe Vena Won By 

re , a . OS! DO Y By : 

eee eae pees. en RS FE 

Detail of bottom 
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Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 

i # i ae ; > 5 L rs | oe one 
7 ee 3  @ i ‘ : Sse ae 

yA ra iy (4% B : Fe Ee 
if 4 \ pe o . f PIAA . << yes 4 : MS \ Te /, } i i ie 

Ff 4 RON Ax ‘Vs say a! a) oo Be Pe Ms { 4 ‘> oa"), a its Tr ty. lll (~- a ; ih | ‘ ieee 
7: | we |G NANNY owe ’ WF | i hs 

oe | A! Ge Lo whe OY ad q 1g 
ah eee, ] =, rh y “ ay N ( Pi on 
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> ane ee 7 Seat 4a * y ‘ 
a , ee ne ao. o ‘ 4 { 4 a >» se [ 3 i VJ 4 ora é fh, 

. a “as Lethe a F . J . e My if , 
x f af H = y Vi y y ae owe . “ 7 i\ - AR zp jiet oH \ . wi y S 4 Ji ' y “ : rm 

. am, Se \ ff f i rh i 1 | ® VF y 
>». 2 y he - . | f a 

ye Ty ny , i mom A, i j 2 BF al : is \ la | ~ 

4 ; fh ay r ! , \ ik ag 
\t } p ts Jy : 

= WR J 4 m ‘ 
_ ‘ : r J eG ; 

he igre ! BNW Re y a 

if Y ei hs, eg ‘ ’ ae ‘ ¢ ii 

1. Bromley, Guilds of London, col. pl. 38, 6. For 1674-1678 dated posset pots, see Rack- 

pp. 173-177. ham, Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1333; Crellin, 

z Wellcome, fig. 375; Lipski and Archer, Dated 
2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, See teeta ad eas 

. Delftware, nos. 907-908, and no, 905 for a relat- 
nos. 795-796, 1692. - 

ed posset pot lid. For undated posset pots, see 

3. For circulatory systems, see Crossley, Crellin, Wellcome, nos, 375, 386 (latter is 

Puzzle Jugs. Dutch). For an undated delftware dish, see 
4, Archer comments (1998), referring to frag: Horne, nen pt. 10, no. 251. For related 

- butterflies with different flowers on a 1681 
ments found by Garner. : 

7 plate, see Britton, Bristol, no. 10.26. 

5. Archer, Oriental Influence, pp. 54-58; Sheaf Aus Delf wee 

and Kilburn, Hatcher Poreelain, pl. si Forcont. 7 wom Deltt, nos: 6413: 
nental tin glaze, see van Dam, Gedateerd Delfts, 

no. 12; Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pls. 222B, 223, 

224B-224C, 225B 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D276, D277. POSSET POTS Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 

London, Brislington, or Bristol 

1670-1690 

D276) H.: 6 3/4" (17.1 cm); . : A 2 z 
ipz70) Hen } he first posset pot shown here (D276) displays a design inspired by Ming 

Diamne(with lia): 6 3/8" (16.2/em), Transitional porcelain; the undecorated second pot (D277) reflects a more aus- 

Diam. (with lid and spout): 7" (17.8 cm); tere (and probably less costly) fashion. The painted example (D276) is decorated 
Diam. (with handles): 9 1/4" (23.5 cm) in an unusual palette’ in a style sometimes associated with Brislington (see also 

(D277) H.: 7 1/4" (18.4 cm); nos. D101-D103), although other centers also may have produced such wares. 

Diam. (with lid): 7" (17.8 cm); Dated delftware with related ornament is known from the 1670s and 1680s (see 

Diam. (with lid and spout): 7 1/8" (18.1 cm); no. D106)’ 
. 7 White, cylindrical posset pots were made in London (see also nos. D273, 

Diam. (with handles): 9" (22.9 cm) i . 
D274) but also may have been produced at Brislington or Bristol. 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. Evidence of the export of this form is provided by fragments of a mushroom- 

TIN GLAZE: (D276) Greenish white shaped knop and tightly scrolled handles outlined in blue with slashes along 

the spine, probably from posset pots or two-handled cups, excavated in 
and (D277) white with open crazing. P B . y . Pe . B . . P 

fs i : Williamsburg, Virginia. A cylindrical, white posset pot with scrolled handles 
Both) Overall, excluding lower edges o' Bae a 
(Both) : : was unearthed at the Broad Street site in New York City.’ 
lid sockets and bodies. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Single spouts of 

— 
circular section. Handles of nearly i » 2 

circular section, scrolled at either end. 
— 

Bottoms recessed to form flat-edged y Tay 5 
A BY tee = Sa ee 

footrims. Sa p > ‘ = 
i SS — 

DECORATION: (D276) Painted. Chinese ae a gare a 

figures in rocky landscapes with plants. Se a oe i di 
, / +S Se ae , j ee 

Finial bears foliate motif in circle. i F , { eS P df e ’ | (eae, Wf PAYG Handles bear slashes along spines and fe | «8h te Oe oy Ha ae ey ates 
linear borders. Other borders composed a op ae fd 7 at y ny? 

, ey - 4 | a y a 
of horizontal lines and, on lid, circles fi sn = : i “Ne Dp 

es St AS > wy inf ’ ie 
and circle-and-wavy-line band. yy d- Y *¢ re Nighi 

i 4 a ie i fe — fL- 
- 7 |) os 1G ge Va EN 

Ex colls.: (D276) E. Pitts Curtis. (D277) L. Gautier; a7 wee NS NGA ope i Ly 

J. and K. Chorley. ae ee js oy Paso 5 X 4 p 

ASS Is Z. Z So “y CF, 

eo — ere 

7 Os - if “ire om ° 6 

f 4 ae a ae 1%, 1. See Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 33, for a monteith 3. For a white, cylindrical posset pot excavated 

\ a 4 & = \0 bearing closely related ornament in the same in London, see Britton, Bristol, no. 53. | \ = ae 
t ‘A . os ; palettes 4. See Austin, Delft, p. 69 (knop from Governor’s 

” |S; a ue 2. Archer, V&A, no. F.3 (1681 bowl). Lipski and Palace; handles from Wetherburn’s Tavern); 

Ww 4 .. ae r 2 Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1039, and Rack- p. 19, fig. 18 (white posset pot, Archaeological 

Des og ham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 87B, no. 1339 (1683 Collections, South Street Seaport Museum, New 
S55 Mito bowl); pl. 99C, no. 1585 (1677 cup); pl. 106, York, NY.). 

= u no. 1504, and pl. 107B, no. 1506 (1685 and 1687 

D276 Pposset pots, 1686 stand), Noél Hume, London 

and Virginia, p. 30, pl. 17 (Glaisher collection, 

1683 flower container). 
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Ss cd was, V4, yy \ ¥) * Ni ere gee pS ORE Nod t 4 at : ig a 4 BE aS 

4 eit : é 
|» wW / 4 @)) _ + « \ a 

| yl, a) he 7 oi) 2 - AE Wage D as cx ‘“ Qn BR 

: 0. =_— a Oy ~ eo Say, J 
yaa) , » CaN 
See ‘ mS. fs Wy. ; 
LBS 2 ap) £64 ae. 7 Y 

¥ XN “a wl peas Sn ba f 

2... p).! Q eae _ G, 
RE aay -2.. 

A Se yy pf ee 

D276 

= tit - — = fo ait 
Reiter a ao... cae ene 

a a on a) P=. 

X 

= x 

D277 
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3 , i a + 

ieee re n= 

D278, D279. POSSET POTS Sa = 

Probably London oe (na _ oo. 

1670-1695 4 5 = ail 

eee Ue a — ie 
iia Meets ae D278) H.: 10 1/2" (26.7 cm); pe eb: paisa tea (0278) H: 10 1/2" (267 cm) oe AISR ee a 0 ¥ ~~ Diam. (with lid): 6 7/8" (17.4 cm); Core Ty ee ae fy es 

& RSD sak A ae Fab AES : 
Diam. (with spout): 7 5/8" (19.4 cm); al Gi rae ¢ _ mo) seca j 

re, Me apt ae sa, J 

Diam. (with handles): 11 1/2" (29.2 cm) \ ot n Ss rset | at : 
fe ‘| a A ec Oa Py (D279) H.: 4 3/8" (11.1 cm); ry | y 225 fone A aa ao y 

’ a a NO Y e 
Diam. (body): 5 7/8" (149 cm); oe) is eae ATK 

Ney” HP Nere\\ WV? wy a ei Ca 
Diam. (with spout): 6 3/8" (16.2 cm); ~y | |S Ng f ¥Y an 3) es i 

ra rN os 1 a Pi 
Diam. (with handles): 7 5/8" (19.4 cm) oa RN sway | agit eae Pe 

tf SMR AB) Ties Le oe 

| Ct eee eee” 
BODY CLAY: (D278) Fine-grained EES hy eset Pe: Bi 

Meh» S50 Oye - a ge 
pinkish buff. (D279) Fine-grained buff. ee eae Pee 

TIN GLAZE: Dark blue, (D278) some- 

what uneven, (D279) with surface matte fs 7 

from firing. (D278) Overall, excluding 

bottom edges of lid flange and footrim ea = <= 

and large patches on bottom where S 6-7 oe Z SS aa 2 

glaze not adhered. (D279) Overall, ae Poa —— 

excluding footrim edge. D278 ae 

SHAPE: Thrown. (D278) Handles flat 

on interiors, convex on exteriors, with /\ 

scrolled lower terminals; tubular spout Ithough the first of these posset pots (D278) is extremely unusual in 

descendsignlintenone MetoRner shape, in all other respects it and the second example (D279) fit into the cate- 

: gory of English pieces decorated with “Chinese-figures-in-landscapes” painted 
bowl. Foot interior echoes profile of . 

on the cobalt-tinted glaze known as bleu persan or bleu de Nevers (see also 
exterior, ri ito hollow pedestal. s nee 

Se ae 2 nos. D108, D109, D177, D180, D252). The fine painting style has close parallels 

Horizontaliflange of lic. with Oy olna\ ks on other bleu persan pieces, including cisterns; cylindrical mugs (datable by their 

from originally three pegs. (D279) Han- shape to around 1690); an oval potted-meat container; a deep, lobed pot; and 

dles bear scrolled terminals. Spout of several other pieces.' Bleu persan fragments excavated at the Pickleherring pro- 

slightly flattened, circular section. Bot- duction site in Southwark correspond to the oval potting pot in shape and 

tom slightly recessed to form nearly display vertical-line plants with tiny strokes for leaves, as on the footed posset 

flemeceediractinnt pot shown here (D278). A bleu persan spouted vessel was unearthed at the 

Norfolk House, Lambeth, production site,’ and bleu persan fragments also have DECORATION: Painted. Chinese ae ae ou 
been excavated at Brislington. For a two-handled cup much like the second 

figures in landscapes with rocks, plants, i : . A 
posset pot shown here (D279) in body shape but with Chinese ornament in blue 

78) fe ' ; ; A 
eer Oc against a white ground, see number D280. Also like the cup, the posset pot orig- 

body composed of horizontal lines and, inally had a domed lid. 

on foot, scrollwork band and band of = : — A 7 : 
a attr EDN en 1. For a cistern and discussion of bleu persan 

ovals and wavy lines; lid borders ear <= ormament, see Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 32. 
festa de ED ee ie Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 19 

composed of concentric circles and fy pase. B oe: Pp \. Sweeee = (cistern); Archer, V&A, no. C.13 (mug); Austin, 
band of dots handles bearhoneontal fy Yet oh Puce, BEY o Delft, no. 90 (mug); Horne, Collection, pt. 11, 

yo ee: Pe FS me A\ nos. 292 (container), 294 (pot). For a bleu persan, 

slashes bordered by dots. Spout bears Kia ity ~~ iy * globular mug with related plant and border 

| ea AS | ifs, see Austin, Delft, no. 89. 
lengthwise slashes. (D279) Borders on F i { Pape (©) re by Totes Sosa u e 

, , ol % ANS = » ae! 5 | 2. Museum of London, Southwark and Lambeth, 
body composed of horizontal lines. Ke & FT - p. 334, no. 1333 (Pickleherring); Bloice, Norfolk 

Handles bear ovals, horizontal slashes, Wry PASR yyy) HON De hear e 2a ce) 

and linear borders. Spout similarly SRE Ey 
“~ES Nee 

decorated but with dot borders. —_ ey esis 

D278



a i 

| ee eee A Oe eee EN ee ee | Sesemraemeeiece oye oN erento Slo le tee eiaee ie eS ae ye ines 
BART MIA eat eye atid ce ee Se ne E pics Ve BL gel oa ease ere ea ene Cy. e oe eee fe oy (ees pummel ee 

(0 8 Ene ONSEN it” ees pk ce WS eee te Ri ites 
ae RNS | Soe ae tam FS Se epee ner eee ae oe ~ part, oe @ ee iss 

3 —_— pears Gee a 

— & = = a Tan, 7 P an as ‘taper ep tC a “a oe; , i 
G FO a = ae Bin: %: hy 4 ‘ ~2 a he ae Phy : 

aN wg , Pie es le aN nt ig7~ % CfA 3 ; Vem o Np 3 a fh x 
CO o Ns NA “~ yi P ae Sh Le y 

Boke Saale Se el “ G A 5 pe Ro | 1 oe on rt d an Ta a , 

Ya) ) “ Zz Fe. / r 
Ly eo o~ eh f gS ON a AN 4 a UW ee ay; Nk 

( " Ot an ryt r ASS) yd yy 
PIN Can 4) CA ge 1 
~"S pS Oe || a ae 

ae Loe a Bm YP 
. t PRO yA PFI Ps l { BE UNH, N TS ne ee Tet et 

“we S99 SAN ae SS ee 

: i y 

— 

F Z i Reel sn fs . 

wu. aa 
n Ca¥) oo SD 
LO «a 

ee et E 

D278 

TE RE AR se al ais i I ee ee er 

a ee : Bs . s Sy aeta 

\\; ao f 

a = ) j 
i ae fas j ‘ y ; on 

NS A ~~ ONE A y = 
iS et ae 

j WY A h i, ZAC P 
phe nd [Waa «6 e 

i ix Leste Ny Y mast 
a) ee; y ily a Veg 4 IW 

\ 7 ; Set . = P , ob) Ae Sie = 
aH, a) V Fit <a Se Aah of” | We: 5 oe SSeS 

i RY LAG Rnd ar. Ss 9 FO 
WC Ey ile eds Fe LA 

A 7a IPS le y = bt ie (qe SS Eb 

evi . OP ey SAT ee oie g : c ATS Yael\\\| ie ' nt 0 4 wl FRO EY Se VY * 
WON Toms 2 ao ame Posey 4 ; Wine Sp ee oop ete, 

Ne ee 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 

« OR et a | 

hrrsecacm 5 : Se " 

SA ( cI a“ 
~ in ALS Pi ; ‘ " 

NSS WA stor /e \ ‘ y 
NAN p Mh, 

a ii ef Wy 2 
tie di a j ] A 4 

(aeiteet ae ; Uae bent (S A aes i} ne 
ed Ric nye, A S — = Gs oe 

—_ | cl “ . ——"h Poe 

q 4 1 | My } 5 . % i ae bane ical d ae ee! 

pa) BA Ry accel 
a | KI my c F 
ee \ | aw é 7 se 4 

ESO ¢ rey er - 
\ 5 Nw 4 ~ Me j ron 7 Sah t, (si : & . | | “ay Rice? 

_ _ Diino Gar gestive” 
we aN s OSA ee ‘ be gp we 

. y Nga e ee a 

J Y Xx a as Pete | DI y WE aM oe is 
2k = Ne e LS J 

lida — , od rs Ihe 
— a ®. 4 1 

Al i ae aie 

D280. CUP 

London, Brislington, or Bristol 5 ne : és 
E his two-handled cup probably originally had a domed lid with a mushroom- 

orca shaped knop. The vessel’s painted ornament is after designs on Ming Tran- 

He 4 5)8" (17 em) sitional porcelain and is one of several variations on Chinese themes popular 
. 4 5/8" (11.7 cm); ‘ . . 

on English delftware in the late seventeenth century (see also nos. D101—D103, 
Diam. (body): 5 3/4" (14.6 cm); Le 

(Poy ho2iat } D106, D276). Somewhat similar figures also occur on Dutch delftware of the 
Diam. (with handles): 8" (20.3 cm) period.' 

BODY CLAY: Pinkish buff. 

TIN GLAZE: Light turquoise with 1. See Erkelens, Delffs Porcelijn, 

medium crazing. Overall, excluding Drip), tov (Greele actor” 
1678-1686 dish relating 

center of bottom and footrim edge. to fragments from William and 
Mary’s palace at Het Loo. 12 + ior = 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handles nearly flat on lice ne 

interiors, concave on exteriors, with Aa Sat a x Ps 

“pg SRTNOSTS Cy 
curled lower terminals. Short, nearly : Le) mae . y 

cylindrical footrim with flat edge. . 7 @ a “ ee We) Gs I } : 

se Wy. Bae ae DECORATION: Painted. Chinese ee VY F 4 at - 

a) a 28 Lf 3 figures in rocky landscapes with plants. , ad SP aud f > 
ONC) ar 

Borders composed of horizontal lines. . Coe 5 x Bae 

Handles bear horizontal slashes. Ae 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

D281, D282. CUP AND Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 

POSSET POT 

London or Bristol 

(D281) 1675-1700 | i 

(D282) 1690-1710 he date for the undecorated cup (D281), which has a blue splash from some 

other object fired with it in the kiln, reflects the vogue during the third and 

(D281) H.: 4 5/8" (11.7 cm); early fourth quarters of the seventeenth century for delftware left “in the white” 
Diam. (with lid): 3 3/8" (8.6 cm); (see nos. D236, D273, D274). The plant motifs on the blue and white posset pot 

Diam. (with handles): 5" (12.7 cm) derive from seventeenth-century Chinese porcelain designs, and the band of 

(0282) H.: 5" (127 cm); graduated curves is a circa 1700 motif (see no. D167) that continued in popu- 

Diam. (body): 4" (10.2 cm); larity for a decade or so.' Narrowly spaced, horizontal lines form filler ornament 

on a small posset pot with simplified Chinese landscapes and é ated plate 
Diam. (with spout): 4 1/2" (11.4 cm); posset pot with simp! Chinese landscap da 1700 dated pla 

depicting a European lady smoking a pipe.’ 
Diam. (with handles): 5 5/8" (14.3 cm) 2 B " ao 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. 

TIN GLAZE: White, (0281) slightly a 

transparent with brown speckling. Fr 

(Both) Overall, excluding where lid 

sockets and footrim edges wiped clean 

and (D282) unglazed patches within ~ ee g 

footrims. } 

SHAPE: Thrown. Rolled handles. f : i 1. 

(D282) Spout of circular section. La [& 

(Both) Bottoms recessed to form q weg i 

footrims. iar te tow NS i \ ne ; if 

DECORATION: (D282) Painted. Highly : '¢ pias 
A 7 is 

stylized landscapes with vertical and : ie aes ha te 

horizontal lines. Borders composed of és iia ees = ion a ie a see 

graduated arcs, horizontal lines, and, on ie rail 

lid, circles. Handles and spout bear i 7 
D281 7 p oe 

horizontal slashes. (D281) Undecorated. 

—— 

“eer 
ag 

| 

a geet eee 

~~ & E 
~ “4s Se a 

j ee, i . 4 ™ : 
P | sa ; =a - My on yh wT ae Se ~ 2 
jee. =! ae 

1. For 1699 dated similarly bordered parchment. 5 aac i Ww vy WS Sone 
plates, see Lipski and Archer, Dated eo game. ee —— ; ; a 
Delfiware, nos. 217-218. A so-bordered ea ileal ; i 3 as 
early 18th-century plate fragment was aes i atl ~ : 2 i J 

excavated at Williamsburg, Va. (Austin, es 2 | ‘ ee 

Delft, p. 149). fe 3 = 

2. Austin, Delft, no. 16; Lipski and Archer, a > ———_F 
Dated Delftware, no, 219. sf ‘ 

D282 ne eRe oer : , .



DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) a 

D283. CUP 

Probably London 

Dated 1680 

H.: 6 7/8" (17.5 cm); | oe ' 
nitialed cartouches appear on a broad range of delftware shapes (see no. D78). 

Diam: (Body): 21/4 (esc) Perhaps most closely related to this pot in terms of decoration is a (now lidless) 

Diam. (with handles): 8 1/4" (21 cm) inverted-bell-shaped cup with two scroll handles. The cup is inscribed 

. ‘AC 4/1688" in a less clearly heart-shaped reserve.' The reserve’s “mantling” is 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. scsi ae 

generally similar in format to the type shown here and has similar dotted elabo- 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white. rations and painted “finials.” 

Overall, excluding lid socket and footrim 

edges and patches within footrim. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handles and finial 

elements rolled. Bottom recessed to y 5} hy 

form narrow-edged footrim. > 

DECORATION: Painted. Cartouche > 

inscribed “IM/1680.” (Reverse side ) 

undecorated.) Lid bears fleurs-de-lis, Tee < 

finial with blue detailing, and border < 

composed of concentric circles. See ae gant GS 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Rt | 4 y SE A, A f 

Delftware, no. 909. \ y ‘e " 
r ¢ 1 AN 

Ex colls.: A. Golding-Barrett; L. L. Lipski come i ‘i Y dl ~ B a 

(no. 865); J. P. Kassebaum. i) 4 \ ~) e pee S i 

j rV o el | wy 

( EX °° aes » Ye e | , J Yea “at i+ NM 4 a, ae 

*, m > s he A ff 

eo oe 4 
~ » » 0 y ) 

_ eS (4 / Re 

% * @? Pn \\\ 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
< 

$ Sh j no. 922. 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 7 - 

D284. CUP 

London or Bristol 

Dated 1695 

H.: 6 1/2" (16.5 cm); A : : . et ) Ithough the dated side on this pot might be expected to be “primary,” the 

Eom Sedyisdilid) Sie 0>em) more elaborate scene on the initialed side indicates that the original owner con- 
Diam. (with handles): 6" (15.2 cm) sidered it more important. Open patterns of flowers and, often, birds somewhat 

like those seen here occur on dated posset pots and two-handled cups from the 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. 5 ine-grained pale bu 1690s.' The bird below the date panel also appears on other delftware (for later, 

TINUGLAZES White with blueito gray mirror-image bird, see nos. D63, D307)’ and derives from Chinese porcelain 
speckling. Overall, excluding majority motifs or, perhaps, is after an image in a “chinoiserie” design book. Decorative 
of lid socket and footrim edges and rim bands with inscribed reserves similar in shape to those on the Longridge pot 

unglazed patches within footrim. ornament 1690s and early eighteenth-century dated posset pots and two-han- 

SHAPE: Thrown. Rolled handles, dled cups.’ 

ornamented with small balls and 

scrolls. Lid bears turned finial and 

elements resembling the handles. 

Bottom slightly recessed to form as 

narrow-edged footrim. my 

DECORATION: Painted, trek style. os ik = Bt 

Birds and flowers. Rim border composed 2 0X vo \ Mi 

of band of scrollwork with reserves (ce, ; » / 

inscribed “RF” and “1695,” Other body \ 5 a ! 

and lid borders composed of circles a” s Ex & 
and horizontal lines. Handles and finial << we g 

scrolls bear scrollwork, dots, and Bs , Oe. aad ATR 

dashes. Central finial element bears wd nes : ; 

foliate motifs. ~~ ene tne on ——— 
i‘ ee Bae mesa a . p 

Published: Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, Pic- , 2 A if . FS) ap : 
torial History, p. 236, no. 1; Horne, Collection, , co ~ { a 605 A Y, = \ 
pt. 12, no. 328. . . - 8 ; f ) an . 
Ex coll.: Green-painted collection number 5 1 ad ¢ Mm ae fA @ | 

“D8 HD.86" oe! gh ME Ne NG 5 
a ay , ex AN a eae & alt ; 
fs, 3 & 6 eee 

Gq : 7 Jee 

A o NA : ( 
; . : ; & FeO. ss Vy 1, s mi 

, (ea vay, yey as . Ce ‘ Ae (ace eee Raat : “s SS Way yea ae eR a 
Bm || aah - ne N Wa aS est pili i ae ini 
en nega . e : 
9a " Sc i ie ee [Sa = eo 

LASS gl 1 aS Sree = ee 
= Oe 7 a pra ac 

eee re See v 

h te 7 , yg) 1, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 927 

Se eM y ., a ty Wf (1691), 929 (1694), 932 (1696), 936 (1697). 
bee gk git hae eloimayl 
oe we ae” 2. For undated posset pots with this motif, see 

~  — Crellin, Wellcome, no. 372; Austin, Delft, no. 19. 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 938 

(1699), 940 (1700), 942 (1701), 943 (1702). 
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; ft) & eee, Rey 
yi Nas a : es in y P _ 

ra eo fi ALF» ete eN 
D285. POSSET POT ‘ va 5 ; 

as \é N 
Probably Bristol ye SPAY, > i) 

4 Bi ae ce i RES ‘) 
1700-1715 ge Py 2 eye 4 

co ' Nie \ 
er mv pon F 

H.: 10 1/4" (26 cm); z ———— neo ae. 23th __ 

Diam. (body and lid): 7 3/4" (19.7 cm); g ; Fy c 

AZ = - a) as 
Diam. (with spout): 8 5/8" (21.9 cm); hh IS . oo Sh 

oe Mee sai ie he d eek, 
Diam. (with handles): 11 1/2" (29.2 cm) : ban Wiese = es a q 

Te ¢ * ei = Waban’ 
seen : By y ; of {ee 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. fe) AS ’ 4 a> ys Ad os PN en = ‘Vee Orage oe eed NO A) vw } ! 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white. , , p Al puma ee BRR Qh, Beate ve 
. x ee. Sy \ a val 

Overall, excluding lid socket and tes \G F a ne. ta a af Ri ) wi 

footrim edges. ¢, wt 3 a yi c : . is Ei aN j f 

SHAPE: Thrown. Strap handles with oe aN x oct a 4 ge eee 

tQXWN OBS 2 
slightly concave exteriors supporting ae x Ry: OF Bs - ge z 

snakes. Bird finial supported by two it 

joined pairs of rolled scrolls. Spout of ST os ee cama ee 

circular section. Slightly concave 

bottom recessed to form flat footrim. 

Marks from two of originally three pegs . ; i f 
he decoration on this posset pot is taken from ornament on mid- to late 

der lid : E . rlene 5 
Meso seventeenth-century Chinese hard-paste porcelain and, on English delftware, is 

DECORATION: Painted, Seated of a type associated with Bristol.' A figure group much like that on the back of 

Chinese figures by tables, screens, and the Longridge pot ornaments a punch bowl in this collection (no. D305) and a 

kettles and in landscapes with rocks two-handled cup that is twice-dated 1710, and a rare teapot displays plants and 

and plants. Borders on body composed (different) Chinese figures also painted in this style.’ The example shown here, 

ef horeental lines end on lid circles: two other posset pots, and a lone posset pot lid all share closely related decora- 

Handlesand lie nial bear cots end slash tion. All four are unusual in that paired scrolls like those on “scroll salts” (see 

, nos. D208, D209) support bird finials, and straps rather than the more typical 
es; herringbonelike pattern on spout. i . 

pairs of rolled elements form handles and support snakes.’ 

1. For a Continental tin-glazed bottle with a 

seated figure like the right-facing type on this 

a _—— pot, see Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 107A, 

SF oo ac no. 2596. 
fe ae. = . a > 

> es a Sef = ~ 2. For the cup, see Lipski and Archer, Dated 

LY, OG, <i POk Delftware, no. 949; (side two) Sotheby's (L), Lipski / RSG SO LOY as 
y iA . TS sale (1), March 10, 1981, lot 83. For the teapot, 

(" i > cP HN see Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 1. For differently 
ARE eR a ty = detailed figures, see Lipski and Archer, Dated : a ms ‘Soca cy hy ae 

oe |) eam eS a sen oY ay om Delftware, no. 950 (1711 posset pot); and for a Res HEED 4 le pe J q Pp 

; a wf sam + 14 t 4 2 it related jar without red dotting of the clothing, 

Paes ene <A pe - EFAS = Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, col. pl. 1. 
& BP ae >> Saar «kee a See 

ig PZ or eget 3. Taggart, Burnap, no. 114; Crellin, Wellcome, 
) % aie es 3 no. 368; Britton, Bristol, no. 421 (lid). 

‘ pee eS. Fad! | 
>) A > ow ‘t yy 10 ‘ =e ay fs nti HS yy fh 

OS GRA es a) OY 
oe = igi iss SS ay 54 D2 g da 

ee ee ee 

ae Be 
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DELFTWARE everge Wares 

Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 

5 ‘ae aN 
Ny we ae \ 

on fee ere, Lee ig cr i 

ee q ae a : 

a @ | a / OP 2 & ¢ . , ie D, f ated AY | 4 
apes IN a eY 

TIA) BO, OC 
} re sg } ve | cs WN TO” ay Os) OY ; 

yf y “ —_ y , ib Mn & a LBs ; = ' , Pals, oS Ve 
fenca' _ “ra SSS a SJ ee. Z ce = AS ~ ip 

y § : f ws aS 

oe FF Nap ; coe < 

eta i SO lesenaschsechan assent eneeenecenetananen weap parameter. TS pore a fee a 

— : : ee "a i RN oe 

Dye 7 Mee ee ——— i Ne | 

ae ey OM 7 NG Je ae ee a % 

| Soe tk = a 7a ey ed) 
aes 7 a be. 4, : Y j os i ra > \ \ ts f Ss | 

“\F Gag fd : m ) S i) re ka # 
% i ‘ ie p+ Sail a Ve ee fy av JZ? ck XO sag ry; \in 6 

XN ip (@ ee) —— fi ioe ee f 
NN NA p Md “Vom ti A en Cw 
Ne i {Fi Ae Wiwd | ge 

~— “yi 7 e y ; ae i. _ ae ae Ot he 
~~ hi 6 i Wy ie SE) 4 a 

ae A, ih td] j rn hy sont, Mie, | t 

—— \ eS n , (Rey aay, et Vp cy 
i SAO eat ~ ay hc) Jen 

Ss ARE (Ot. = O44 
oS ee sai. TIS | ee. 94” 

«Rah RRR aS SS I= _ aa 
Se na a a > lees o 
ORAS oe et ; ee 

ees ee So 
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D286. POSSET POT - Ce a yy — 

London or perhaps Bristol : a gee oe _ ae a . ee Ss... 

1700-1715 SMES nagsin ee Ser. a YW Mie ae, P LEU Bi or : 
‘ it <i ee SS 

mf. 3 RE 5 ee Ca ene aN thei 
H.: 8 1/8" (20.6 cm); i ee iit aie: Ae Punt _. SSO eae al \ 

; an ae fi Can (2) % @ Need ah: A Ny ces 
Diam. (body): 7 1/8" (181 cm); ae ep 7 ] a ie a ) ae 

Diam. (with spout): 7 5/8" (19.4 cm); Seer aed ads tee ; a Ben 

Diam. (with handles): 9 1/8" (23.2 cm) Beat ee ext: \y . = ! an 
ioe : irk {ee Tam, 7 ENE en 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. we EAA S. ie 3 ehh ie. em << 3w < 
MRS DS) Be: Sey ere ua 

TIN GLAZE: White, possibly under a ‘ os? 1 Pv i ~~ Je Oe: css Hepa i em ? 
Me oy Saami oS ea dake sen  f : pe Sx. sald % Pest et 4 eae we 7 

kwaart, or coating of lead glaze. Over- % f 2 oe Re +S Ped Bee Se ° ‘a J 
VP dies Riot amee me Raed res. Yow \ 

all, excluding lid socket edge, footrim, oe" ieee ‘me Pa iar BEST, a @ 
: eae y ‘or Rees tect ‘wey e/ 

and wide patch immediately within s age < em ee Hey see, ne 
oF 7» nih ae Pe ¥ Re \ Cg 

footrim. q SUE BEE a ere foe a e 
il amy §6=—RBe | = inks JNO 

SHAPE: Thrown. Scrolled handles, ° | oo aS , : Bee CA, i oe | ae a “st , 

flattened on interiors of rolls and NRA BRS SS {aes Pe aaa a4 

convex on exteriors. Spout of circular io. RS , d Tae? © oe | }/ b 
S ee eis we Say Ta i “ A oe aes Leis Ly y 

section. Bottom, slightly concave near aes ay SSH ft RS. Seeds 4 a i, oe 
=e NS 13 a | ea at ee hee a : 

center, recessed to form narrow ae “ ak Ae ? oA aes 28 fee 

Pe —~ ae A nl i 
footrim. Marks from two of originally ae Sh Ss ge Re 

ea z a , ae ee 
three pegs under lid flange. oy — ma ae ee 

pss 2 a iis ge ae 3 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. peeee Stee ee 

Landscape with European men, one See ee caaeaenrrene Sree Pe = - . e ; : 

playing a lute, and a masked or black- 

faced, headdressed figure holding a IN 

bow and arrow and riding an elephant. o close parallels for the cheerfully patterned elephant and exotic rider 

Borders compared of Horizontal lines seen on this pot are known. Other polychrome pieces are possibly related based 

n on sponged trees and the unusual patterning of figural motifs: a jar depicts a 
and, on knop, radiating lines. Slashes ; . i 

lady who wears an asterisk-patterned gown and walks a child by lead strings; a 
ornament spout and handles; latter also : 5 a P 

ea ar nae flower bowl shows a polka-dotted, leaping animal in a landscape with a fort.' 

Bear dot borders: Wavy-trunked, sponged trees and more or less formally painted standing figures 

Ex coll: E. Pitts Curtis (derived from types on Dutch tin glaze) of the same general type as those near 

the spout of the posset pot are not uncommon.’ Differences in elegance of 

design to some extent reflect varied skill levels on the parts of contemporary 

decorators. 

1. For the jar, see Archer and Morgan, China 

n" Dishes, no. 39; (side two) Sotheby’s (L), Morgan 

a} sale (2), March 25, 1980, lot 31. For the flower 
PL = So container, Britton, Bristol, no, 7.23. 

fe ed gees TS Rae ea 2. Archer, V&A, no. G.8; Crellin, Wellcome, 

Ree eS no. 380; and for 1704 dated plates, Lipski and 
oe - ae a Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 239-240. For more 

* Eee formally painted examples, see Ray, Warren, 
iin Pie ee | 1. 19, no. 56; Archer, V&A, nos. B.196, F-4; 
(Oto . Pei aay P ; : . ni BA; 

°s ie ee = ee 3 Oe Austin, Delft, no. 21; Lipski and Archer, Dated 
l e | Cae a : \ eae es aN ee §=—-Delftware, no. 248 (1707 dish), 943 (1702 posset 

a = “ yy Ct ee ig /\ ES tay “ Spot), 1047 (1708 bowl). 

tcf ald eS 
peer A ) oo VR, y 

ne i Jee |\ \ ) Ye 
Fe Tine, | ie Be.) y 4 ee = | al r 
S70 | Be C If geome) ie 

ome tee (\ \ aka Weegee) 4 
BG i 

ee coed Se Re hue 

TURE eer er ene  ne oee roee 
| eee Sa cea cere



DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 

D287. POSSET POT 

Bristol or London 

1700-1720 

H.: 4 7/8" (12.4 i P j i fe (24 on) arsleylike leaves typically are features of delftware from the first decades of 
Diam. (body and lid): 4 1/8" (10.5 cm); the eighteenth century. They are found with hatched triple-leaf motifs set 

Diam. (with spout): 4 5/8" (11.7 cm); against a dotted background on a “NS/1707” inscribed jug painted in the same 

Diam. (with handles): 6" (15.2 cm) colors as this posset pot.' The same features (with asterisks rather than dots as 

filler ornament) occur on a polychrome plate that, because of its border orna- 

Bese aideg Ul: ment, is associated with the end of the seventeenth century. Several other 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white with polychrome posset pots also combine birds and flowers with parsley-leaf and 

pitting (especially on bottom). Overall, scroll motifs. The striated flower petals and color palette on this posset pot are 

excluding lid socket and footrim edges. much like those on a Longridge mug (no. D255) of about the same date. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Strap handles, rounded 

on interior, concave on exterior, with 

slightly curled lower terminals. Spout 

of circular section. Bottom recessed to 

form flat-edged footrim. 5 ; 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowers and = ‘ 

foliage with scrollwork and dot filler td “ge = S< - +3 
lip SA es RON 

ornament. Borders composed of scroll- y —_ —— 8 - san 
CH “ (aa o> : 

work, cross-filled dots, and horizontal QOS, 4 R ‘“ —_ 
St a. —_ : . ae oa ~®. ee 

lines. Handles and spout bear horizontal SST ee Reems cee ~ = 
: ee " 

slashes/lines; spout also bears bordering e ana gene 
* 

vertical dashes. S24 fT os Pe 

Q is ‘ a 

: a 
H . a Las 

MN ¢ - q di Tite Oto et) . | 4 ue nw XM ae “ i ly 
ee 3 

S sp Ae ~ " Ho iy 
co cS ve yo 

NN = A 4 i 

| \ ve fe Ves) SS) 
mw = s 7 

AS @ Saha s RL SA ~ te. Pet My LU 

1, Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 123B, no. 1654 

(see also Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

no. 984). 

2. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 38 

(plate). For posset pots, see Crellin, Wellcome, 

no. 373; Britton, Bristol, no. 4.2. 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

Posset Pots and Cups (Double-Handled) 

D288. CUP 

Bristol or London 

Dated 1716 

H.: 3" (7.6 i i F 
(26'en) his two-handled cup, dated 1716, almost certainly is decorated by the same 

Diam, (body): 3.7/8" (9.8 cm); hand as a 1715 dated punch bow] (no. D307) also in this collection. The vessels 

Diam. (with handles): 5 1/2" (14 cm) closely resemble one another in painting style and share several elements: the 

buildings, a (hatless) female figure, plants, painted filling of the hillocks, a bird 
BODY CLAY: Fine- d buff. ae 7 e ‘ 7 

Nees ian motif (on the back of the cup), and the calligraphic numbering style for the 

TING UATE Bie sreenisin Wale dates. A pair of plates inscribed « .Cp/1715” displays closely related figures; one 

with occasional pitting, especially on also has related buildings and similar floral motifs (see the back of the cup). 

interior and bottom. Overall, excluding Such flowers often are associated with Bristol.' Two cups with undersides 

footrim edge. inscribed, respectively, “EW/1707” and “ML/1727” resemble the one shown here 

SHAPE: Thrown with pushed-out rib in their profiles and unusual handles.’ The figures and trees on the 1707 cup are 

near rim. Handles composed of scrolls somewhat like those on the 1715 punch bowl (no. D307), and the 1727 cup has 

A - , somewhat similar flowers to those on the cup shown here. For fuddling cups 
with applied scrolled tabs. Nearly cylin- . J i . 

displaying related folate motifs and densely sponged handles, see numbers 
drical footrim with narrow, flat edge. 

D294, D295. 
DECORATION: Painted. On side one, 

European ladies in landscape with 

buildings; on side two, bird and flower 

motifs. Borders composed of horizontal a Sy 
ae ass j a 

lines and band of pendant filled arcs om ‘ Ny 5 i ie op £4 7 NURSE DES MRT Oe F , Go” N , x = y 
elaborated with foliate motifs and scrolls. _ o Ny a: | VW] dae THN" 4 RVs <4 7 

Mottled handles. Bottom dated “1716.” , a , f _ ey 
t ~ ie a) 

" ’, Ls = i} 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated ; j , ¥ eA \ 34 

Delftware, no. 955; Grigsby, Dated Longridge | | ‘aan,’ } Eee | 
Delftware and Slipware, pp. 881-882, pl. 12. —_ UG | hy By 

a % AN ti 
Ex colls.: Mrs. Caldwell; D. Cooper; \ ¥ i f] § (As ae p vi ry) 

P. Glover; E. Pitts Curtis. *. e ” sad ip af b 2) BOE et Oe Bae a aCe 
™~ 7 Eo bd pe mae eon ie = ae 

a“ ba en A > ie a 
/ et > : F RK 

—— 

Actual size 

r etl N\ 1. Ray, Warren, p. 157, no. 59; pl. 22, 

ite A z nos. 59-60. 

Y/ hi \ 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
Dee ? F AA \ 947, 957, ssa - : a / s \ nos. 947, 957. 
DWAR RAI é AY 

G Pn e< Eo eS oa | & ¥ 3 
me rey +e 46 IW bf i fe Se te OL | 
Nae ee | Oe I] 
ml os 5 Ader "A a". eS \\ f 

Se Se 
‘i ¥ ar. —— = x a 

Say *~SS . y 

’ ‘ee al f S| 
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[a 
Plas > 

z LE: i <i Abels G se iS ee 

ae tal Grane es WA) Ne . 7 ap: 0 y ae a —,\ i Ses i oy nope A AY 

7 gee: 3° >< me” ke We 
Peale (on Poet gO v} NP ES e y 
a Lye aCe t] Lae TES , ’ i Se 4) Sk > 5! ANS) ee ; 

, yo (ey e aS moO) ANY | 3g 

a RK : (4 » MY iy He Oe ce j erage Ee 
' 4 7) ea ea \ ' hee xc iN Se y, rane Ree 

: RI ba as CHEAP, ip. Pon I. Ws) 3 ee 
Sects 3 Pp “ea e5 AG; i xy \ Ye ; a )), (ie Nyy ay gee 
Lee) BG) e 8 Res y PL) nS N q 
Os vee FDIC RH ,\) ae 
Te ee aA o : ss (OR ey Ae) | ay° wy 

ae ee eS ? NY Ma Oh Sep) Tey es ‘gy VW 
‘ : \ mG Vy “Oy ( Gs i SV" 

RE 07 | \ Ab ii: eae ‘ar Rep corce Wh: ey Y 
; & Dra (x an /, fi A 

a oes  é. sea : ad ba as ey ii 

\ SS -" Dp J lf o. !"bb 7) 
VE any eVAae,, 3” 

= Si Bi awe - ee 

4 SNE AS & 
is : eee Se ee ~~ 

pa ONCE SUSIE 
j Pa tar a NY aad Zena Yee 

aaa i ee 

ica. Loe wer 

D289. POSSET POT 

Bristol or London . : : 
his unusually large posset pot and a somewhat smaller one of approxi- 

dra mately the same shape originally had lids. Like the one shown here, the smaller 

H:10 1/2" (267 cm) pot has twisted snakes on its handles, but it differs in its bird-and-flower 
ES cm); 

motifs.' The painted decoration on both pots indicates that they were made at 
Diam. (body): 10 1/8" (25.7 cm); i é i 
Hamatbocy OE ) Bristol. As early as 1687, domed feet occur on snake-handled posset pots with 

ea cae) I 2a cil) convex neck “moldings”; examples without the neck moldings bear dates into 

Diam. (with handles): 13 3/4" (34.9 cm) the early 1700s.’ Leafy borders resembling that on the spout of the pot shown 

here also occur on a polychrome plate dated 1707, a 1710 dated shoe, and is 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. § - a A 

sees especially close in style to that on a blue and white mug dated 1720.’ For birds 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding and flowers in the same color range on a salt, see number D214. 

edge of foot. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handles are pairs of 

rolls, flattened on interiors, with 1. Britton, Bristol, no. 4.16. 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Scfolleaitel minals| flanked by applied ee ——ae Delftware, nos. 917, 918 (with twist- 
scrolls. Twisted “snakes” on handle Pe | aes a A ed snakes), 933, 940-944, 953 

Pek _ wy) <h ; ; 
eeines Seett or oval eection sorter p / Qc cco Tene <> iT : _ SS 1721; Britton, 

Se = Sem co Ne ristol, no. 6.5. 
echoes exterior profile. iv | ae em 57 : x : Oy ] “A 

, a es SO ‘ae 
DECORATION: Painted. Two pairs of ee) 3 Re ¥; A y —_— 

Wa us ae, ee 
bird-and-flower motifs framed in R ee, ay B ” +S 

Ay g ‘ Wee 
foliate and linear scrollwork. Borders Mae Ei 5 its ae 

Set “oh oe BF 

composed of horizontal lines and RS SSS 

bands with, respectively, floral reserves, RO a 
MT , Wh 

filled arcs and curvilinear motifs, filled i, Ne | | | UL” P 

triangles, and (on foot) pseudofluting eee 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

: —— 
D290, D291. FUDDLING CUPS Fudaling Cups 

London, probably Southwark 

(D290) Dated 1641 

(D291) 1635-1660 

he nine known examples of dated delftware fuddling cups commemorate 

(C220) BiB (Gelciy) years from 1633 to 1649 (no. D293).' None of the other dated examples are very 

Diam.: 5 5/8" (14.3 cm) similar in decorative style to the 1641 example (D290). Its inscription may have 

(D291) H.: 3 1/2" (8.9 cm); been intended to be read as “BROTHER,” and the droopy-centered H has paral- 

Diam.: 5 3/8" (13.7 cm) lels (not conjoined with Ts) on delftware with dates from around 1630 to 1660.’ 

A three-part, seventeenth-century delft fuddling cup inscribed “DRYNCK ALL 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. BOYSE” helps to associate vessels of this type with communal drinking.’ An 
TIN GLAZE: White (D290), slightly early reference to the form dates to 1791, when the Reverend J. Collinson wrote 

transparent, (D291) slightly greenish and of earthenware (some probably slipware) manufacture in Donyatt, Somerset: 

runny, Bottoms unglazed. “The chief productions of the Crock Street potteries would appear to have been 

SHAPE: Thrown, Rolled and twisted Jolly Boys or Fuddling Cups, which were three drinking cups joined in one so 

; ; that they could all three be drunk from at the same time.”* 
handles. Joined bellies of vessels : . 

eg esp Fragments of glazed delftware fuddling cups have been excavated in South- 
ierced to form single, larger vessel. Ps : < 

B 8 cal wark, and biscuit examples were found at Platform Wharf, Rotherhithe.’ 

Bee eager tiles bow omns it) en Clusters of three or four vessels are most common for English tin-glazed fud- 

SOLEMN: dling cups, but slipware versions (see nos. $76, $77) can have up to ten.’ 

DECORATION: Painted. (D290) Continental delftware fuddling cups typically are differentiated from English 

Inscribed “l641 BR OTH [E or FIR.” ones based on shape (with individual vessels often of a somewhat smoother, 

longated baluster profile), decoration, body clay, and glaze characteristics. 
Published: (D290) Lipski and Archer, Dated eons: P } yey gl 

Delftware, no. 882. 

Ex coll.: (Both) E. Pitts Curtis. 

Pn a ae 

5 : ™ ’ ‘ aaa E aye 7 

a ’ 

ees - i F Bo / 
eas 

eS, 

D290 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 877- 4. Coleman-Smith and Pearson, Donyatt, p. 40. 

885. For an example with possibly modern I 7 

inscription (“1644 $:C”), see Sotheby’s (L), Rous Se ye Stephenson SSeeenraen 
Lench sale (1), July 1, 1986, lot 41 (September 1998), noting that the Rotherhithe 

i i ; i" vessels all had lost their necks. 

oe fa a 6. Coleman-Smith and Pearson, Donyatt, 

(1650), 744 (1660); for a posset pot, no. 886 pie2y 2B paebe 2s rae a= 
(1631). 

3. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (2), November 17, 

1981, lot 231. 
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[S22 se een sje [a 

Perea Fada ee 
oe Be eee 
Uae es fe | 
SE ea Pee ee: 
0 OS ae ONE See te Geral See z MSE sen 

STEN rae m We et 
| pe Pe sdpedes Shain 

k qj en . ee aT RT ee EE RY S COMET TE 
D290 Te OA RRR eRe ee : 

Actual size 

Sai a lie son ee saa — he 
j — ets oe Oy 

SS a ly m * “ {iy Pete, - a 

ii ~>_ | <a a te a = 
Pi Pa eh SUSIE 5 aaa ay auslliel & 5: Ee 
= — of a les wk im -s 
Fs 3 “Seeeee ee t eo . «ee 

ma 5 y es SO ae 3 es j eee epee 
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See ae a oS ae es ae i Be _ eS nee 

Bg Sa a 7 ia i F 
' e oa eo “Sie wil ae , 2 

a = a ef oe Sie J "| ) 
3 a aaa 4 a 

; A : a “a. ; 
7 a ee oe a i - a 
. ba ee ge . 7 

, tote? — ai x 

: pier ~o “a ice 
_ Se i i Ya 

pies P Fa des ij aCe 
_ al Bie iss Bee 

a eas laa se. 
ae ae : Be shits 

(ies e 2 ghee eal baat 
eee ae oe Se a 

ee Seu eet a pew? 
rei es » eer 

2 ge sia aes ic eck 
Sea ice een) EA 

= a oa ee aay eee = 
: Ne ' Re ee eed 

: : : Oe Re et coe ee mea 
D291 : : SSSR las SO EE Rena et nase an ar ea 

Actual size : ; 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D292. FUDDLING CUP Raddiibe Cups 
London, probably Southwark 

1630-1650 

H.: 3 1/4" (8.3 cm); B , : See : 1a ) irds very like the type on this cup are known on dated English delftware 

DIETS Ber PWG from the 1630s and occur in slightly different form on examples from a few 

years earlier (for 1628 bottles, see nos. D218, D219).' Scrolled motifs resembling 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. . _ i‘ , 

those near the rims of this cup occur as part of floral motifs on an otherwise 
TIN GLAZE: White with blue and : : z 

tee 2 white, circa 1640 fuddling cup and are not uncommon on Dutch delftware? 

brown speckling. Overall, excluding Another fuddling cup, though it bears neither birds nor arabesques, is virtu- 
majority of bottoms. ally identical to the Longridge example in shape and the painting of its (hori- 

SHAPE: Thrown. Rolled and twisted zontal-line) borders and its line, scroll, and trefoil handle ornament. 

handles. Joined bellies of vessels 

pierced to form single, larger vessel. 

Rough-textured, slightly concave 

bottoms. 

DECORATION: Painted. Each cup . _ - 

bears similar bird on branch under = ee. ‘Se a — t 

curvilinear motifs. Three trefoil elements - Ce 8 
a hess a Cw ( 

centered over conjoined region. Handles \ yee ¥ ~ - . a a WN Ge “um ” — 
bear scrolls, trefoil motifs, and outlines. ie a aa: ns fey! rN : 

Borders composed of horizontal lines. ‘ «= en 1 4 . 

5 @ i! 

a Fe. ey 
. Nee “ da et 

‘@ y 
ee \ cae 

a Bo be” 

bh 

Actual size 

1, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 886-888; for different form, nos. 706-707, 

1250-1253, 1511. 

2. Archer, V&A, no. D.3. 

3. Horne, Collection, pt. 19, no. 553 (also Sothe- 

by’s [NY], Koger sale, October 24, 1998, lot 1001). 
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. 

D293. FUDDLING CUP > 

London, probably Southwark —< In ‘ ~<a : 

a a a Dated 1649 i a ea aa ee a § 
sn ee > _ e 

NES ae seis i? i 5 a 

H.: 3 1/8" (7.9 cm); ae Sayer ats AN ‘ a Se ll eure 

Diam.: 4 5/8" (11.7 cm) ee em yor {Ary . Fn , ee eN 
| = ee ' S.45 aw 2 oe rE, a BODY CLAY: Medium-grained dark ale SY ite ' a 

; e ’ 
buff. * 2 { i 
TIN GLAZE: White, Overall, excluding wm * WP 4 A, (! 7 
bottoms. i i tee” 4 & 

ne ; " _ 
SHAPE: Thrown. Rolled and twisted : A SS ee R Ni 

at a 5 Ly) 4 
handles. Joined bellies of vessels uC ea ie 3 oh @ i.) 

‘ie eaeaneles, g " Mi aR pierced to form single, larger vessel. ie eae _ iS at . 4 t 
ieee ea ; sy oh faa Rough-textured bottoms with slightly, hel ae ae x Ng Oi) ey Bi 

ee “3 P f’ <a concave centers. S an Ke % ik: 3 pee OSes 3 i Byine ss sae sa ai y i Pe 
DECORATION: Painted. Flowers (in Same “a J “ yy Be Ses 

vases?) and insects. Inscribed “AS/I649 “ieee pia ei. ~~ : ame gig tag a . 

[1649].” Handles bear foliate vines and ene ae : 
dots. 

Actual size 
Exhibition and publications: The Wine Trade 

Loan Exhibition (London, 1933; exhibition 

catalog), pl. 17; Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, no. 883. 

Ex colls.: M. Salt; J. H. Taylor; F. Berry. ased on its shape, handle decoration, and date numerals, this fuddling cup 

may be from the same factory as two others with the same date: the first is all 

in white except for “pl )/1649" over a paraph on one vessel; the second bears a 

single digit of the date above matched Chinese flowers on each vessel.' Although 

the cup shown here also includes a few Chinese motifs (notably the dotted flow- 

ers),’ it primarily relies on designs from Dutch tin glaze or perhaps published 

images for its floral elements. 

eg $ Pee eruereege ae 

(SES bp gr D pied pon PM hae Rs A eS ee zi pte NG Rte eS Bree aS . x \ les fi at, y oe ¥ e D @: a ye 

oe vex yy : y , wae Nie WRU ae HM I Sh v Y » SS sa CO ~ WG a he 

Pe ee ) aS 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 884 

885 (Glaisher collection, nos. 1307-1928, 1306- 

1928). 

2. See Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 5, 

for undated example with Chinese flowers. See 

Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 81B, no. 1294, for 

the floating motifs on a 1631 posset pot with 

Chinese designs. 
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DELFTWARE [teverge Wares 

D294, D295. FUDDLING CUPS Fuddling Cups 

London or Bristol 

1700-1730 

D294) H.: 5" (12.7 cm); 2 . : 
(pee) ( } IN| o other fuddling cup of the form of the more complex example (D294)— 

Po) with vessels opening into a tubular ring and accessed through a spout—has 

(D295) H.: 3" (7.6 cm); been discovered among English delftware. The shape has much in common 
Diam.: 5 5/8" (14.3 cm) with spoutless “ring vases” known from antiquity and made on the Continent 

in various ceramic types during the seventeenth century.' The closest English 

BODYACLAY= (D274) Fine=and relative to the example shown here may be a late seventeenth- or early eigh- 
(D295) medium-grained buff. teenth-century vessel in reddish earthenware with a brown slip or glaze. The 
TIN GLAZE: (D294) Bluish white. piece is composed of four slightly waisted, inverted-bell-shaped cups mounted 

Overall, excluding bottom edges of on a tubular ring, and it has a spout and arched twisted-roll handles that, in 

feet. (D295) Very pale turquoise, slightly shape and placement, are much like those of the delftware example (D294) 

transparent, somewhat runny on inte- shown here. 

; , oe. Ornament on the delft fuddling cup relates to types on other dated delft 
rior. Overall, excluding majority of . . . 
" : shapes. Painted scrolls much like those on its base ring and spout are found on 
ottom edges. 2 : 

: circa 1700 dated delftware (see no. D284).' Some flowers and foliage and the ner- 

ea vous quality of the painting resemble design elements on a tea canister dated 

attached to base tube that joins six 1726,‘ and the dense, dark sponging, also seen on the second, simpler cup 
cups with holes in bottoms. (Both) shown here (D295), has parallels on appendages of two-handled cups from, 

Rolled and twisted handles. (D294) Four respectively, 1707, 1716 (no. D288), and 1727. 

feet with concave centers to bottoms. Delft fuddling cups with comparatively wide necks (compare nos. D290- 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. D293) typically are thought to be latish in date. The fashion for delft fuddling 

Different floral morife, birds aed cups died out by the 1730s but continued much later for slipware versions (see 

nos. D218, D219). 
insects on fronts and (D294) backs of 

cups. (D294) Base ring bears Chinese 

cloud-scrolls and flowers. Spout bears 

scroll and flower motifs and, at tip, as ‘ 

dashed border. Sponged handles, and Dis eS . 

(D294) cup rims and feet. ae iy re neat 

= 2 nee PES. 

: Pra hy Gee an ss <a 
re ~< aa a See). ae 

Coe q rs : Sa! NG) 
Te A a Bae 

f ) y! a 
[ os # CO R' j Wi if” Sy 

© + ga HR) v, 
» x Wy . / ¥ my ; 

| Gy / g i 
x r a | &/ 

al . J ’ \ & 
re (aie Gia , ™ Y. 

; Pa eS iy 
- « Ss rt?) oe. oe 

D295 
1, See Coleman-Smith and Pearson, Donyatt, 2. Earle, Collection, pp. 10-11, no. 4. 

p. 281, for non-English Iron Age, Roman English, eee 7 7 18 

late Saxon, and other versions. For 1600-1650 B Tips and irchien Weted De Nivore noise 

Low Countries slipware ring vases, see Hurst, 4, Ibid., no. 1514, and no. 950, for a 1711 posset 

Neal, and van Beuningen, Pottery, p. 169, pl. 28; pot with related flowers and plants in a Chinese 

pp. 172-173, fig. 85, nos. 252, 253. figural landscape. 

5. Ibid., nos. 947, 957. 
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4 RS es ; > e £ : ‘i 
ee me on Wee ty 
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| : . me ; ~— ‘ & li laa Sr ge & Z A x 

—/, &a M Cisne? EP eS y ee meee PRN 
ie , a ae De \ 

te wee 3 a v yw E+ af 
ar “ \ ae a I * . 4 I A ef 

f \f sia a (d : ; 

SS G ._ ~ ey 7 if Ly 3 y Se 

a : ee ay oe, 0 . jf yo 

a SF Se, Poy ee g = - 
“ig a a . is a” & P1 Pas \: a ee Se, : ad e “ett gee 4 <5 Pe 4 ee 

a Me j a ae Se 

2a 3 oy Bi 

oe a Eee ese Mais a 

a sr om " — eee sa eas 

D294 

at ; Oa ae eae meer thE, lo eR age: Be on 4 y 3 a gs 

ae i de os oe q% } Se ” 5 ae 
ed me aN me <<" Pa  t) Pe. . ey 

mee. fe tat bo Py ae BF ae. Bee om Cia! ft Se? a ee 2 re OS ey ee Sc on 2 mf 

eee ee — ia a ' Von <@epsens core” 
Se > Cae iiiiale RS eed . , 14 " “ ; 

— me 22 pes % - = PY i i 

D294 D294 D294 

ee ® a bat = % : “a ease a mie RE, 

ee ME ee Pet pe . te 

wf : a me oof 4 

D294 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D296. JUG Jugs 

Probably Southwark, London 

Dated 1662 

H.: 11 1/2" (29.2 cm); 

Diam. (body): 8 1/2" (21.6 cm); 

Diam. (with handle): 10" (25.4 cm) O 

nly one jug other than the example shown here is known to bear a royal 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained orange-buff. portrait; that one shows a three-quarter-length image of Charles II alone in cer- 

TIN GLAZE: White, slightly transpar- emonial garb (with ermined robe over clothing, rather than armor) and holding 

, sia? an orb and scepter. The 1660 date on that vessel commemorates Charles’s coro- 
ent, flaking in places. Pitting and poorly 

' nation. The 1662 date on the Longridge jug memorializes his marriage to 
adhered patches on interior. Overall, . " i ee oe 

Catherine (see Time Line, pp. 12~-13).' (The D in Catherine’s “Q”K” inscription 
excluding where bottom wiped clean. " : é Dor 

perhaps is an accidental carryover from “CRy”’,” often representing Charles 

Sy ciao “the second.” The reserve border on the 1660 jug is a slightly pear-shaped 

molding at base of neck. Handle flat on version of the type seen here; the reserve is set against ship scenes much like 
interior, grooved on exterior (with those on a 1650 dated Apothecaries’ arms jug that relates closely to the Long- 

fragment of another pot adhered during ridge vessel in shape.’ For stylistically different portraits of Charles II and 

firing), with curled lower terminal. Catherine on other shapes, see numbers D8-D10, D14, D15, D225, D239.4 

Bovtonisligntly concave. Rare parallels for the extraordinary schematic Chinese figures (with small 

heads and perfunctory features) holding flags or baskets of flowers, towerin: DECORATION: Painted. Central ele x ) a 2 
over buildings, and being dwarfed by giant plants and flowers are found on 

reserve with Charles II and Catherine of . i i 
y three large display drug jars. Two of these have pseudogadrooned borders (see 

Bee oI ies coe no. D394) and huge daisylike flowers; one of them is dated 1658 and has Apothe- 

Q'K" set among exterior scenes with caries’ Company arms and tall, standing Chinese figures, one holding a flag: 

Chinese figures, flowers, and buildings. the other has similar standing figures, one of whom holds a basket of flowers. 

Borders composed of horizontal lines On the third jar are giant flowers, buildings with domes, and seated and stand- 

and bands with, respectively, wavy, ing figures, one with a flag.’ 

flowering vine; zigzagged lozenges and Based on their decoration, date, and the quantity of delftware thought to 

aathetodianitinematiinandihiae have been made there, the jars and Longridge jug probably were produced in 

Ieee ' Southwark, perhaps at a single workshop. Trees with dotted outlines resem- 
locking S-scrolls. . a ai ; 

bling one on the jug and comparable, but less sketchily drawn, buildings with 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- towers and domed roofs ornament a 1675 dated dish and one made around 
ware, no. 974; Grigsby, Dated Longridge ae bate 7 e 
Delftware and Slipware, pp. 878-879, pl. 5 1668.* Evidence indicates that both of these dishes are from London. 

Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. 

ee EN ee en 
1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 973. eo : A Vf >) a Cr qs Aa y 

: LIZ 1?) Ava Wri a nos. dss fee ieee) 1668 cups); j eS asst i Ass (¢ 

Manchester, Greg Collection, no. 63 (1666 cup). pi 5 lalla | a 
q SSS. 7 ee 

3. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 83, no. 1311; ? iz a ER ( ae et 
Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 969. Ve) pp 1 BS } Ve Be'de ah % 

Ly re ~S ' Wii » Pe, © 
4. See Burlington (1914), PLEO} aa D, no: 47, ¢ ald A- | Pa GE onl fi i cS “4 ; 

for an unusual portrait of Charles (“CR”) and ee) we A V3 5 Oe 

Catherine (“KR”) painted inside a porringer. , 2, ree PAT X' WA nde “G! 
5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1594. ye = & Gi eee A o Y ys “4 ab i) 

6. Atkins, Exhibition (1997), no. 10. Se ees ee er 
NEES SSS BS 

7. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 2218. — i 

8. Archer, V&A, no. A.56; Britton, Bristol, =a 2 

no. 3.10. 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 
| 

Jugs 

D297. JUG 

Probably London 

Dated 1674 

H.: 9 1/2" (24.1 cm); . . . — ' 
his large jug shares several design elements and stylistic features with a 

iam. iS " (18.4 F : . : r 
Blam (Pod 2 e\)B 2c 1672 goblet bearing London Vintners’ Company arms and a 1673 dated cup 

Diam. (with handle): 8 3/8" (21.3 cm) (no. D241).! These features in combination with the close dates may indicate 

that the vessels are of the same origin. A pierced-rimmed dish inscribed 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained dark «M a : F . 

R. mM/1674” shows a quirky hunched-back and another figure painted in a 

pute style somewhat like that used for figures on the Longridge jug? One undated 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly off-white with puzzle jug (resembling no. D299 in shape) has a leafy border much like that on 

much crazing and some small poorly the jug shown here and, like the other vessels, depicts a Chinese figure hold- 

adhered patches. Overall, excluding ing a baluster-shaped vase.’ The leafy border, derived from designs on Ming 

bottom. Transitional porcelain, also recurs on Dutch tin glaze and on an English 1675 

SHAPES Thrown Handle flacon inter: dated puzzle jug with plants depicted somewhat similarly to those on the jug 

. ' shown here.‘ For a 1669 dated mug with a leafy border, see number D240. 
or with lengthwise, bold rib on exterior 

and tapering lower terminal with inden- 

tation at top. Slightly concave bottom. 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese scene eee pe ee 

with figures, plants, willow and palm F088 = —a ee a 
, vt UPS IeAl ipa 7) ae } 

trees, and rocks. Inscribed “S:G/1674.” oie Jl 1 hie re re if 
» Cae al Cs) Te A 

Borders composed of band with pen- er ‘Y APACS Dwi | rN 

dant, wavy-edged, triangular leaves and " fF ae an St 4 Lo 
* = o Pa ee 

horizontal lines. Handle bears rows of : fo og, ; v a 3 ZN wo ‘ fe 

dots, horizontal slashes, and central ‘NM Bap Ase 44 a VV. ‘( é @ +e, cane A uy a” vertical line. aa , re, me lw oe ‘9. Fe wid 
Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- ee ay AG wee 

ware, no. 978. SS <alltape SE ~. ; 

Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. 

1. For 1672 goblet, see Lipski and Archer, 

Dated Delftware, no. 874 (Glaisher collec- 

tion). 

2. Ibid., no. 135. 

3. Britton, London, no. 91. 

4. See Ayers, Impey, and Mallet, Palaces, 

p. 192, no. 182, for Chinese reference and 

1670-1680 Dutch large jar with leafy lower 

border. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

no. 1011 (1675 dated jug). 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

Puzzle Jugs 

D298. PUZZLE JUG 

Southwark, London 

c. 1644 

D 
H.: 6" (15.2 cm); . “ : ae ms 

J uzzle jugs, popular for use in some drinking games, were produced in virtu- 

Diag ody) S80 sm) ally all English ceramic types from medieval times on (for slipware examples, 

Diam. (with handle): 5" (12.7 cm) see nos. $47, S75, S89-S91).' Two 1644 dated delftware bottles are very similar to 

the rare example shown here in their neck and handle ornament and horizontal- 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained reddish : , F . 

line borders. One of the bottles has identically patterned panels; on the other, 

buff, somewhat different scrollwork forms a wide band.’ (In 1644 factories active in 

TIN GLAZE: Creamy white. Overall, Southwark included Montague Close, Pickleherring, and Rotherhithe.) The 

excluding virtually all of bottom panel motifs on this puzzle jug derive from ornament on Chinese porcelain and 

SHAPE: Thrown. Hollow handle of have parallels on Italian and Dutch tin-glazed earthenware.’ Another puzzle jug, 

circular-to oval section with small hole identical to the example shown here in shape and in neck and handle ornament, 

Under Upper end Siientlyiconcave has “bird-on-rock” motifs (see nos. D218, D219) on the body.’ Dates on English 

he delftware with such motifs range from the 1620s to the early 1650s, and 
ottom. 

fragments decorated in this way have been excavated in Southwark. 
DECORATION: Painted. Four nearly 

circular panels with repeated geometric 

and foliate pattern. Borders on body 

composed of horizontal lines, those on 

neck with superimposed vertical % 
y Ce 6 

straight and wavy lines. Handle and rim q m , - —_ “= we 
: ae : ae = 

bear irregular banding e j Ss o fe! : es ] 

ae : Loe” ie 
Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 17, no. 484, ' 4 , _—— 

Mee 4 i 

fae it oa 
* yo : “aa 

1. See Crossley, Puzzle Jugs, for circulatory rr iy 3 fey 4 lz. 
ie Ris Serra F systems. ‘ee s , ogy ‘ 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, | 7 y ee aa 
; Ay 3 i j 4 nos. 1284-1285 ? ae . se : 

5 Sr Y 
3. For related motifs on an early 17th- y & ie i 
century Dutch dish, see Scholten, van j - ~ , ry hia 
Drecht, no. 42. é * ff ‘aan 

ti ~~ TE ae 
4. Pountney, Bristol, pl. 9, and Rackham, y § ‘ abt ee -aae , A 2 ON al. ieee ie 
Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1297. a ae a ee : . P+” 

Fenn ‘ a a 
4 pl a 5 5 an "<a 7 - 

y 4 Wp, ee A i 
J 4 f Me ae F 4 ‘ 

i ee ie a | , 

ge ih “a iy " | f eS Vas | ~o "oe Ta 
? ve . an . : ih. am ss a F 

/ a eae ae Z * a ak Fees 
eee . 

. - t ‘ n = 

A, ee 
ee ei a 

iy, ‘we hs 
ay tes i. mae ; . 
— = £5 
‘a fn — 

La ee eee aa Pe 
ie 

<< . a 
ai 

Actual size Sil eine



= . ~ 
D299. PUZZLE JUG 2 a A}, bias J ya + -— oe. “se Ne | , 

London or perhaps Brislington aa © alae ’ j | ee i 86f em 
1650-1685 im Ja a ee 

 F en sea 4 : 

ad TD 6p “hs 
H.: 7" (178 cm); ay a TA 4 

y a yi \ Diam. (body): 4 1/4" (10.8 cm); PY), i - : q & 

Diam. (with handle): 5 1/2" (14 cm) 4 a gt d i 
fy A 4 

\ y Ht 'S. Fi BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. a \ A) a 7 Edi 
we: = - bh 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white to a we a | . wr 
aaa 2 By 

turquoise with open crazing. Overall, { ' ‘a ; | ; a 
excluding virtually entire bottom. is Re ee ar ‘' Ware ss ’ ey 

SERRE eae SIME PSEC ese Te I lf VES eee df ae 
SHAPE: Thrown, with pierced neck and Beg aarer earn RT ys \e aes i , | fe oe 

/ 1 VS —e eg RE ee = ( ‘ > NN ps ~ ar cin ny tag three nozzles on hollow rim with raised QS He , : fra ‘fei a, : 
5» or Ss 3 , 

dots. Hollow handle of nearly square SSE =e - ‘2 
; - e ? 

section with raised dots at upper and , LA 

lower extremes. Foot edge trimmed to @ TP - Be ‘i 
BS 

eight lobes alternating with small * an . : ff 

points. Slightly concave bottom. 7 (a : iba } r 
Aa ma Uo 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese danc- { i Ei & ae ’ 
_ Pars t ; mi z 

ing(?) figure by fence in landscape of y "i ‘ - 
% re "4 Be wr 

rocks, bushes, and buildings. Initialed S | [FF Sd a 

wo 
“IP” Handle bears classic oriental scrolls. : : z ad 

+ . (oY | 

Borders composed of horizontal lines ae 

and, on piercings and handles, outlines. EO ee _ 
om 

=a Soe sa i Ex coll: A. S. Miller. ' 2 CO imap ia ea 8 od a / sits see Boos ; (\ — 
1. See Archer, V&A, no. E.3; Lipski and i\\ ‘te Se 
Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1039, and , SNe. eS 4 
Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 87B, 7 git 
no. 1339, i ~ ee 

2. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 83A, “ ‘ fi , ' 
no. 1321. In the 18th century, puzzle jug cis ee g = 

necks typically were of wider proportions Oa ee | ESN MN es ea MOR ees 4 
(see nos. D301-D303), but one 1745 dated : One eT ee ene 

example resembles this one in neck shape 

and piercings (see Crossley, Puzzle Jugs, 

p. 83, no. 3d). s 

3. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, everal aspects of this jug’s ornament, such as the cloud banks resembling 
Mie) : 

" pancake stacks and the dotted and other small filler ornament, typically are 
4. Britton, London, no, 91. : ; a 
eee associated with Brislington.' Based on vessels of related shape, however, London 

perhaps is a more likely place of manufacture for the vessel. One probably Lon- 

ee @ don puzzle jug of approximately this shape is all in white except for the 
‘ \" . , > : ‘a } inscription “wCp/1653” amid small arabesques and a paraph.’ A 1650s white 

I ( iH , candlestick with bossed decoration (see also no. D274) is attributed to London 

. | ( and has two diagonally pierced knops resembling those on the neck of the puz- 

s\) WN zle jug shown here.’ Another undated puzzle jug, much like this one in shape, 

Luxgp ot =" has blue and white Chinese decoration, including a leafy border relating to that 

2 sane ¢| on a 1674 dated jug in this collection (no. D297).‘ 
a 2 os wn 

ee 

it~ o an 
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; . a DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 
= ——— te ———— 

] AV b Puzzle Jugs 

hal P RR 

ACN ; 

luge + aN he brilliant palette, delicacy of painting, and reliance on kakiemon porce- 

¥ ¢ x lain designs evident on this stunning puzzle jug also are demonstrated in the 

‘ 4 Td ’ (different) patterns on a 1740 dated punch bowl in this collection (no. D312).' 
= a) Gy 

‘ ie ae ad “Banded hedge” motifs, an example of which appears on the jug, are more com- aS f : 
~Lig.re) oa mon on Continental and English porcelain’ but do occasionally occur on 

SSS ee = . . fs 
So English delftware (see no. D196). Delft fragments with a banded-hedge motif in 

Ss the same bright colors have been excavated in Lambeth.‘ 

The following note about John Keeling, whose name appears on the jug, was 

supplied by Frank Britton: D300. PUZZLE JUG Pee) ; : / 
— John Keeling was baptized on 21 March 1742, so this charming 
ondon 5 ‘ . : : 

puzzle jug was evidently a christening present. His parents were 
Dated 1742 : 
ae John Keeling of St. James Clerkenwell and Ann Preest of Kingston 

: Surrey, who were married on 3 January 1739 in the private chapel Hz 8 7/8" (22.5 cm); ey) Reser Sepa er P 
of Lincoln’s Inn, one of the Inns of Court in which people were 

Diam. (body): 5 3/8" (13.6 cm); ; 5 es F 
trained for the legal profession. It is likely that this young John 

iam. (with h f " (17. : c ‘ : Diam (wea nandle) 6514 (17 ).e) Keeling was descended from Sir John Keeling, who was Lord High 

ustice of the King’s Bench 1663-1671, for he also lived in St. James 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. J 8 J 

Clerkenwell. 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white with F : ‘ 5 

A salt-glazed brown stoneware puzzle jug, also in this collection (not illus- 

Brey (OPIN pec ng Mes pitas trated), bears a Portobello relief scene and the date 1741. It is quite similar to 

on handle. Overall, excluding irregular this one in overall profile and in its three large mouthpieces and has been 

band around edge of bottom. linked to the Vauxhall pottery through archaeological material.° 

SHAPE: Thrown, with tubular spouts 

(one restored), rim, and handle. Handle 

of circular section with small hole under Pee ee pote lanes voces 
decorated in this way into Europe from 

upper end. Slightly concave bottom. a ee a 1659 onwards. For kakiemon porcelain as a 

inted. Chi “band ~ te design source, see Archer, V&A, pp. 31-32, 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese “band- -. a 3 fig. 15. For 1680-1700 Japanese porcelain 
ed hedge” with birds, fences, flowering s iN fe Wi with banded hedge motifs, see Ayers, Impey, 

e i and Mallet, Palaces, nos. 121, 124, 130, 139; 

plants and trees, and insects. Inscribed ac 5) I no. 136, for related birds; nos. 281, 288, for 
“john Keeling: and “1742! Primary decora- ANA z ray related motifs on Dutch and French tin 

IO oa glaze. 

tion's border composed of floral swags, aT TE 2. For English porcelain, see Spero, Worces- 
ba CS SESS i . . . 

flowers, scrolls, and lappets with (at bot- — _— ter, no. 5, col. pl. 5; Adams and Redstone, 
Gg SSS Bow, col. pl. B, p. 123, fig. 47B; Gabszewicz 

tom) horizontal and zigzag lines. Neck ie £ p< a and Freeman, Bow, nos. 52-54, 55-58, 59; 
% egy en OS Rice, Derby, no. 125. For related motifs on a bears solid bands and bands of trelliswork * re aes ‘ 

x 43 1739 dated Dutch delft dish, see van Dam, 

with two floral reserves. Handle bears ‘ Ap. = ; Gedateerd Delfts, pp. 38-39. 

wavy band of scrolls and foliate motifs. iM 2 a fh 3. For a bowl particularly close to the Long- 
= FE a ge ridge jug in ornament, see Ayers, Impey, 

Published: Garner, Lambeth, Bristol or Liver- i ite and Mallet, Palaces, no. 289. See also Lipski 
pool, pl. 82a; Lipski and Archer, Dated zi = ce and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. aa 

Delftware, no. 1026; Garner and Archer, Delft- RRS GaOD ll ae mae mug) ener SO ae 
ware, pl. 64; Garner, Delftware, pl. 53; Archer, = : pases) Hao (bowls), SE eee 10 (mug): 
Rijksmuseum, pl. 89; Grigsby, Dated Longridge - Chaistie'> (1); Mey 1B. tes doe reneulak 

ed tea kettle); Britton, Bristol, nos. 6.2 Delftware and Slipware, pp. 884-885, pl. 17 - 
(mug), 12.87 (plate); Rackham, Glaisher, 

Ex colls.: FH. Garner; T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. vol. 2, pl. 124D, no. 1674 (bowl). 

4, Archer, V&A, no. F.19. 

5. Archer comments (1998). 

6. See Horne, Collection, pt. 6, no. 142. 
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; ass Sm, 6 iN y" ~~. Xe 

D301, D302, D303. PUZZLE JUGS C \ Leaks ja YZ. \i yd Ad df 
iN SIS \ PBS. (D301, D302) London or Liverpool i ' is \-¢ | \ aS rt ty zr 

\ ] t \ 4 Ww)” Aw (D301) Dated 1732 pr Os ya % RAS : 

302) Dated 1 % Fare, go \ ogee (es (D302) Dated 1733 A Sle att A Ym ite 
(D303) Liverpool or Bristol 1 The yet a \e ft Mee 5 | That yet 

2 i Wilkoul wh \a \: * x ‘qin’ 
Dated 1752 a 5 A Lhe 

S y eS = UC 

(D301) H.: 7 3/8" (187 cm): = wa es 

Diam. (body): 5 1/4" (13.3 cm); 

Diam. (with handle): 7 3/8" (18.7 cm) psounens 

(D302) H.: 7 1/4" (18.4 cm); 

Diam. (body): 5 1/8” (13 ; ID) ‘ @ ‘ - bao 2) 01) ated delft puzzle jugs of approximately this shape are known from as early 

Diam. (handle to spout): 7 1/4” (18.4 cm) as 1721. The 1732 example shown here (D301), however, appears to be the earli- 

(D303) H.: 7 1/4" (18.4 cm); est dated one to display the very popular “Here Gentlemen” drinking rhyme.' 

Diam. (body): 5" (12.7 cm); The latest dated puzzle jug with the rhyme is from 1784 and is also the latest 

Diam. (with handle): 6 5/8" (16.8 cm) recorded dated delft puzzle jug of any type.’ Variations on the rhyme occur on 

dated slipware examples from around 1770 through at least the 1870s;° one 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. from 1774 (no. $91) is without the rhyme, but its inscription, “A/Pusling/Jug,” 
TIN GLAZE: (D301, D302) Slightly provides an early title for the form. 

transparent bluish white. Overall, The pierced pattern on the 1732 and 1733 delftware jugs (D301, D302) tradi- 

excluding most of bottoms. (D303) tionally is associated with Liverpool, but it is not unlikely that more than one 

Bluish white. Overall, excluding footrim center used the same pattern. The glaze of the two vessels is more typical of Lon- 

. . don delftware.* The third jug (D303) is stylistically different from the first two bottom and irregular patches within it. i . x . . 
and is unusual for its painted colors. Its late date, 1752, and the quality of the 

SHAPE: Thrown, with pierced necks ie ee : ae ‘ 
painting may indicate that it was made in Liverpool.’ (Other patterns of pierced 

pos eer ed Doon. circles have been attributed to Bristol.) A few undated, baluster-shaped puzzle 

Hollow handles of circular section with jugs from around 1750 also bear the “Here Gentlemen” rhyme and may have 

holes on undersides near upper ends. been made in Delftfield, near Glasgow, Scotland, or Dublin, Ireland.’ 

(D301, D302) Slightly concave bottoms. 

(D303) Slightly concave bottom 

recessed to form footrim. — , : oor, 

DECORATION: Painted, (D301) Inscribed eNO ce ae 

“Here Gentlemen come try your Skill,/I'le ae - Op 

hold a wager if you will:/That you don't 2 ‘ JP N\ (| 

drink this liquor all;/Without you spill or / iy 

lett some fall./1732” (0302) Inscribed “Here J ‘ a) y , \ 
\ y f?\ | 

Gentlemen come try y": SkillI'le hold a J pf )\ y iAs\ 

wager if you will:/That you don't drink this \ fe 

liquor all/Without you Spill or lett some , y g 

fall./1733.” (D303) Inscribed “Here Gentle- AA r a a \ . 

men come try your skillite hold a wager if > f q ( ea Vout 

f , ae } A || 
you will/That you dont Drink this LiQuor y; a as L-< x N \\o \ 

all/But you will sPill or Lett some fall/1752.” 3h, ( if re a) f fas ) That ‘ 

All three jugs bear floral panels. ¢ \N /i/ Bul my 

Published: (D301) Horne, Collection, pt. 9, 45 4 Os (a Se 
no. 225. (D303) Lipski and Archer, Dated fy \ (BOR ag | Fea 
Delftware, no. 1028 SS Wy i 

Ex colls.: (D303) Dr. C. H. J. Price; J. V. Vizcarra. 

D303 
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D301, D302 

1, See Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
nos. 1016-1018, for 1721-1729 dated examples 
of this shape. Austin, Delft, no. 31, states this 

= =< rhyme occurs on 85 percent of the 50 or so 

Y = N examples bearing pairs of couplets 
ee 

Vey) et 67 2. See Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware ae e 4 2. See Lipski and Arc . 

Ysa SIRNA " A no. 1035 (1784 cylindrical puzzle jug); and 
{Sp ite 0 Py gi nos. 1020-1023, 1032-1033, for other dated 

N "a f 7 puzzle jugs with the rhyme. 
y, ae ‘ f 

4 [ Zz 3. A 1779 one is inscribed, “Gentlemen now try 

. 7 4 your skill./I'll lay you Sixpense if you will/Drink 
> 2 > Z out of this without a/spill” (V&A Museum collec- 

A | ‘~ Cs _\\ fo | tion, no. C339-1919). For 19th-century slipware, 
Mere A é AN: ie eee A Beet see Crossley, Puzzle Jugs, p. 76, fig. 1a (1850); 

fan | 7 Sotheby's (L), June 6, 1989, lots 324 (1876), 326 
= -— @§ 4 (1860); Draper, Dated, pl. 13 (1877), and for an 

a i nm 3 earthenware (not slipware) example, 

Yw . ” 4 pl. 25 (1845). 
ae 

Ja ey ( \ \ 4g 4. Archer, V&A, nos. D.5-D.8. Horne comments 
Wy \ " 4 é (October 1998). For a 1674 dated, probably Lon- 

) ey “| 3 on dish with related pierced flowers, see Lipsk Ol te o\N , don dish with related pierced flowers, see Lipski 

ty if ne fry yous SOA fh and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 135 
Pe ae 3 

ty YOU will ms a) 5. For a “Here Gentlemen” puzzle jug somewhat Ds ih He aah 
i nk tf x onin al “7 similar in proportions, with handle and rim 
Kye ERIS §TQUOL 4 ornament much like that on the Longridge pot 

\ le k 6 fF: tt ae and with a pierced pattern usually associated 
es SOMe Rage Ws, ae with Liverpool, see Archer and Morgan, China 

; 3 1S Gf Bie Dishes, no. 69. 

4 = i Fe 6. Archer, V&A, nos. D.8; Grigsby, Chipstone, 
=— = id no. 22 

7. Grigsby, Chipstone, no, 21. 

D303 
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DELFTWARE severe Wares 

——__—— a ~~ 
D304. PUNCH BOWL Punch Bowls 

London or Brislington 

c. 1680 

H:: 6 5/8" (16.8 cm); A . ee . : 
ee eo) ccording to the Oxford English Dictionary, the earliest English reference to 

Bare el ecn) punch is in a 1632 letter stating, “I am very glad you have so good compani to 

be with... . I] hop you will keep a good house together and drinke punch by no 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. _ _ , . . ae . . 

allowanc.” A 1696 definition for the drink describes it as “a kind of Indian drink 
TIN GLAZE: Palet ith ‘ s r + 2 

pean made of Lime-Juice, Brandy, and other Ingredients,” and two years later it was 

occasional lalge/piis: law holes: end written that “At Nerule” they “make that enervating liquor called Paunch (which 

poorly adhered patches. Overall, is Indostan for Five) from Five Ingredients.” This Hindi origin for the drink’s 

excluding footrim bottom. name was recorded as early as 1672, but there are indications of European 

SHAPE: Thrown. sources for the term as well. (Some recipes also contain more than five ingre- 

DECORATION: Painted Exterior bears dients.) Punch was being drunk from or served in bowls (see no. D315, interior) 

; =a by the late 1650s; a 1658 letter includes the words “Your Company, which wee 
Chinese landscapes with figures, rocks, 

haue often remembered in a bowle of the cleerest punch, hauing noe better 
fences, and plants. Borders composed 7 

" Liquor.”! 
of horizontal lines. Interior central tee 

Somewhat surprisingly, delftware punch bowls are not known to predate 

ON SUIT ESSE IIR 2I DY the early 1680s. Based on its nearly hemispherical profile, the punch bowl 

smaller ones. Borders composed of shown here dates to around that time. Another, dated 1681, is of about this 

concentric circles and band of foliate shape (under a stronger turquoise glaze), has a different Chinese-figure-in-land- 

motifs. scape scene, and, on the interior, displays the Coopers’ Company arms.’ The P play P pany 

turquoise casts to the glazes and quirky painting styles may indicate that the 

bowls are from Brislington, but the arms open the possibility of London as the 

place of manufacture. 

The trek painting style (compare no. D253) of the Longridge bowl’s exterior 

scenes and the particular ship motif are of northern European origin’ A re- 

lated boat appears between two small ships on an English dish with a zigzag 

lozenge border (for a variation, see no. D11); one such vessel is perched on her- 

ringbone-type waves (see no. D72) and again flanked by two diminutive ships 

on an early eighteenth-century plate excavated at the Brush-Everard House in 

Williamsburg, Virginia.‘ 

1, Oxford English Dictionary, vol. 8, p. 1595, also 

including a 1653 reference, “Bolleponge [thought 

to derive from ‘Bowl of Punch’ est vn mot 

Anglois, qui signifie vne boisson dont les Anglois vsent 

E = eae 6 = - ——_a aux indes faite de sucre, suc de limon, eau de vie, fleur 

VG ) 0 ae Pans. "Rs : de muscade, & biscuit rosty”; Grigsby, Chipstone, 
{ Al > p > J Vg ,’ , no. 27. “Kalendarium, 1650-1672,” in Evelyn, 

’ ) Bes raed Gy =4 yy) of Diary, vol. 3, p. 313, records that John Evelyn 
ie og tet, & y % & consumed “spiritous drinks, as Punch &c” on “an 
as os fo Reto Ste BS ee i Gp East India vessel” in 1662 and cites E. Phillips’s 
wy ie? BIE) 2 aS " A ie Fi New World of English words (1658), in which 

4 A ae aS i i; fia punch is defined as “a kind of Indian drink.” 

“ » So | ey We 2. See Archer, V&A, no. E3. 
5 i ee a. Dp cececcee ts MS 

ys y til (bbe 3. For a somewhat similar boat on a c. 1630- 
bo” o aaiole 1650 Delft or Haarlem plate, see Scholten, van 

ces | S y Drecht, no. 199. 

— — 4, Unearthing New England's Past, no. 1 (Gold- 

a: SD a weitz collection); Austin, Delft, p. 149, 

concentric-circles border. 
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DELFTWARE verge Wares 

D305. PUNCH BOWL PunchiBowis 

Probably Bristol 

1700-1715 

H.: 6 3/8" (16.2 ij i F S 5 : 
yester2 cin) ased on its palette and decoration, both of which are derived from 

Diaim: (average): 95/8) (244 cin) Chinese porcelain motifs, this punch bowl and a Longridge collection posset pot 

(no. D285) form part of a group with several pieces of hollowware usually attrib- 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. . 7 ah 

uted to Bristol. Though no other punch bowl bearing ornament of this type has 
TIN GLAZE: Pale blue to light 

Boorse been found, a few posset pots (one dated 1711), a 1710 dated two-handled cup, 

turquoise, that on interior with loosely and an undated teapot do display related figural scenes in the same colors.' 

spaced, large pits. Overall, excluding Seated adults in various poses are the most common figures depicted on such 

edge of and uneven patches within wares, but the teapot and a covered jar (see no. D217 for approximate shape) 

footrim. also portray single “boxing child” figures posed much like the one at the right 

SHAPE: Thrown. Nearly cylindrical on the Longridge bowl.’ The teapot, jar, and some of the other examples also 

footinn withichamfared botorn Tian share with the bowl paired (sometimes crossed) “golf club” motifs. Differences 

in painting styles on the vessels in the group indicate that more than one fac- 
gular arrangement of stilt marks on . 

tory produced them. (For cross-hatching of plants and grasses on a mug, see 
bottom of interior. 5 ; tue 

no. D255, and for a seated woman in a somewhat similar style on a later 
DECORATION: Painted. On side one, Bristol plate, see no. D119.) 

Chinese figures seated in landscape The distortion of the upper portion of the bowl, with the rim ranging from 

with trees, plants, rocks, and fences; on 9 1/4 inches (23.5 cm) to 10 inches (25.4 cm) across, presumably reflects han- 

side two, Chinese boys near flower dling before the clay dried. Stilt marks on the interior of the bowl indicate that 

vase. Interior bears central fishermen(?) another piece was fired within it. 

and grasses motif within border com- 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 949 

: (1710 cup), 950 (1711 posset pot); Grigsby, Chip- 

posed of six curvilinear elements. stone, no. 1, and Horne, Collection, pt. 4, no. 84 

Exterior borders composed of horizon- (teapot). For other posset pots, see Taggart, 

| : Burnap, no. 114; Crellin, Wellcome, no. 368; 

tal lines and, on base, dart motifs. Britton, Bristol, no. 421 (lid only). 

Published: Home) Collection, pe 19 no. 587 2. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, col. pl. 1, 
no. 45. 
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D306. PUNCH or WASSAIL BOWL anal 4 ee 
Probably London a 

Dated 1708 

H.: 24 1/4" (61.6 cm); Diam: 14 1/2" (36.8 cm) his large and imposing bowl is remarkable not only for its superlative paint- 

ing but also for its state of preservation. It is not unlikely that the piece was 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. commissioned by the same persons who owned two plates (see no. D70) with 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white. Overall, the same «K/1708" inscription and similar floral border elements.' 

excluding all lower edges. The bowl is one in an early eighteenth-century group with tall pedestal 

SHAPES Tnronawith serarecinine feet—rather than the much more common low feet. Many also originally had 

: elaborate covers.’ (For a 1752 footed bowl with a christening scene, see 
and, below them, applied relief pears(?), 

; no. D315.) Few of the bowls retain their lids, but where they do, each has a small, 
lozenges, rings, and domed oval-and- . ; 

covered container at the top. The closest parallel to such lids can be found on 
dots motifs. . . 

the large, turned wooden bowls, often made of lignum vitae, that were used for 

DECORATION sain ccs Maluectacn the wassail ceremony. Wassail derives from the Anglo-Saxon wes hasil, meaning 

of bowl exterior depicts hunt scene “health to you,” and over time changed from being a general toast to a distinct 
with buildings, plants, and trees. Bowl Twelfth-Night ceremony (after Christmas), when a bowl of hot spiced ale was 

interior shows Bacchus holding wine brought in for revelers. The normal recipe added nutmeg, sugar, and ginger to 

bottle and goblet and sitting astride a an ale or cider base. Sometimes, when the pulp of roasted apples was added, the 

Barre (Wnuinaerine ineicorced Upper mixture was known as “Lambs wool,” and by the mid-eighteenth century, rum 

. : was often included. Wassail seems always to have been made in some quantity, 
three sections of vessel banded with . . a . . 
A het te " which helps to explain the considerable capacity of wassail bowls.’ 
owers, scrolls, lappets, and dots, wit! . P 

He Another bowl, now lidless, differs from the one shown here only in painted 
h 2 ae % f z 

poe eee oes OS details, and both stylistically resemble a large plaque with a hunting scene in 

foot of the bowl. Interior of spice hold- this collection (no. D419). The ornament on all three pieces undoubtedly derives 

er (the lidded, uppermost level) from prints, perhaps by a single artist.‘ 

inscribed “¢,/1708.” Considering the use of large bowls of this general type, Bacchus and grape 

motifs are surprisingly uncommon. No closely comparable figure one 
Published: Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delft- ie P . By 2 P 8 ue tis 
ware and Slipware, pp. 876-877, pls. 1, IA. inside the Longridge bowl has been found. Inside two other bowls, one dated 

Ex coll.: Beauchamp family. 1697 and the other made around the same time, are views of Bacchus facing to 

the left and sitting astride a barrel.° Those figures share a single design source, 

but the small plants in the 1697 bowl’s scene are replaced in the undated exam- 

Wye . ple with a goblet, low cups(?), and a punch bowl. 

4G yx ip \ A EK \y 
7 a 1. Austin, Delft, no. 204. 4. Archer comments (1998), citing bowl in the 

1) ‘ E-E« ny ok we oe Baltimore Museum of Art, no. 73.76.156. 
[OK] “I708° > 2. For dated punch bowls retaining their lids, see 

q 4 \ Ta z i) Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1042 5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1042 

ANN — Ma Hy (1697), 1045 (1705), 1068 (1724); for 1693-1727 (lidded); Horne, Collection, pt. 14, no. 392. For a 

mh SL a 7 de) lidless examples with tall feet, nos. 1040-1078 somewhat similar Bacchus on a William Great- 

WAS = _ PP Ge) passim; for 1740s lidless examples, nos. 1103, batch creamware teapot (1770-1782), see Barker, 

Ross 7 Spl 1108, 1114. Greatbatch, p. 214, pl. 111b. 

Se pha 3. Archer comments (1998), citing Brears, Was- 

- sail, figs. 2-4; pp. 170-173, 180-181. 
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\ Le GB = ee 
a . a rae 
wate OST DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares ly ae © at to ig a ee | 

QS Ce VAY yn 3 ay Punch Bowls 1 
ANE / NT 7 ai 

Sere DEI Pig Rey 
; ey lee yd 
tt ae fale SLT FE 
bg: ae) eA UIE 4 
eK I ct : Se 
———e — his punch bowl is extremely likely to have been painted by the same hand 

as a 1716 dated cup (no. D288) in this collection, with which it shares several 

decorative features: the approach to painting plants and hillocks; other land- 

De UNCON L scape features, such as the tower with a spire; a female figure; and a very 

Bristol or London similar flying bird. A very large wassail bowl on a high foot displays a very sim- 

Dated 1715 ilar landscape with trees with divided, spreading roots; buildings with spires; 

and standing and sitting men and women.' Two closely related plates dated 

H:7 1/8" (181 cm); 1715 (discussed under no. D288) share with the bowl the same male and female 

Diam.: 11" (27.9 cm) types, the building with a spire, and the tree with spreading roots.’ A 1710 dated 

bowl fragment unearthed in Lambeth displays a similar style of sponging; a 

PODNACIAY: Eine arained putt building with dotting around a central, arched door; and a portion of a male fig- 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise with occa- ure painted in a style not unlike that on the bowl.’ 

sional pitting, especially on interior. It is quite unusual for the interior of a bowl to be painted in polychrome 

Overall, excluding where lower region when the exterior is in blue and white. (The interior’s palette and the dot-pat- 

of footrim wiped clean. terned fabrics are more like those on a posset pot and another punch bowl, both 

SHAPE: Thrown. Intenorof footim with Chinese figures, in the collection [nos. D305, D285].) The interior also is 

: markedly different from the exterior in subject matter and decorative style and 
echoes exterior profile. 

probably was executed by a different hand. The dancing(?) men appear to be on 
DECORATION: Painted and sponged. . . . . ft 

a stage with curtains drawn back at the sides and the fringe of another across 
Exterior b European figures in land- “ 5 

eee i S the top, rather like a pelmet. Both figures hold what may be caps in their low- 

scape with buildings and inscription ered hands, and the artist has given them exaggeratedly high shoulders, 

“GB/I715.’ Exterior borders composed of perhaps identifying them as hunchbacks. If the latter is true, the characters 

horizontal lines and band of stylized may derive from prints by the French artist Jacques Callot (1592-1635), who 

ju-i lappets. Interior reserve bears drink- produced a series of prints entitled Varie Figure Gobbi based on a troupe of 

ing and smoking scene with hunchbacked hunchbacks he had seen performing in Florence in 1612. A number of the fig- 

figures near table. Borders composed of ures in these engravings wear curving, conical caps.‘ Figures of Punch also 

ically are hunchbacked and perhaps were intended here as a play on the use 
circles, ring of scrolls and curvilinear ‘yp y P P Pay 

of the bowl. 
motifs, and ring of dot clusters. 

1. Phillips (L), September 16, 1987, lot 113. 4. Archer comments (1998). 

pemctee Grigsby, ped ere ee 2. Ray, Warren, nos. 59, 60. 5. Horne comments (February 1998). 
ware and Slipware, pp. 881-882, pls. 12, 12A 

3. Archer, V&A, no. ES. 
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D308. PUNCH BOWL 

London i ; 5 5 : 
he deep, straight-sided profile of this large and well-painted bow] dates it to 

ae around 1715, and the close-at-hand, fantastic building complex (compare 

H: 85)8" (219 cm) no. D306) helps to set its landscape apart from more common types that depict 
K .9 cm); . . 

only figures (sometimes on horseback) close up in more or less continuous hilly 
Diam.: 15 7/8" (40.3 cm 5 s Bic F Pie 6 F 

Ie" ) exterior scenes with diminutive buildings.’ The trees, for which some foliage 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff perhaps was executed with a sponge trimmed to shape, and the painting style 

of the bowl’s figures have much in common with motifs on a 1702 dated pos- 
with scattered, small blow holes. . - . 

set pot.’ (For a contrasting style on dated pieces, see nos. D288, D307, a 1715 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white with : 

a punch bowl and a 1716 two-handled cup.) Fragments 1 3/4 inches (4.4 cm) and 

Be 292i pect De ane Gccasiona| 1/2 inch (1.3 cm) in length, adhered to the rim, indicate that the bowl shown 

pits. Overall, excluding footrim edge. here stuck to other objects during firing. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom with tall, 1. See Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nearly cylindrical footrim, slightly con- no. 1056, for a 1718 dated punch bowl with no. 943; no. 248 for a 1707 dish in the same 

another building complex and, on the interior,a style. 
vex on interior wall. swan ringed with oriental motifs. Horne, Collec- 
DECORATION: Painted and sponeed tion, pt. 7, no. 169, states the bowl may have 

7 Oe been made for the White Swan Tavern, which 

Interior bears crane, plant, and insect stood opposite Lambeth Parish Church. For a 

, bowl comparable in decorative style to the Long- 
within border composed of floral ridge example and its linkage to Lambeth through 

sprays and dot clusters. Exterior bears fragments, see Garner, Lambeth, p. 55, pl. 15f. 

landscape with figures, buildings, and 

sponged trees and plants. Borders com- 

posed of horizontal lines. 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 
| = 

D309. PUNCH BOWL Punch Bowls 

Bristol or London 

¢.1715 

D 
H.: 5 1/4" (13.3 em); ey 

—/ased on dated pieces, this unusual punch bowl probably was made around 
Diam.: 10" (25.4 cm a . Z , 5 ( ) 1715. An example very much like this one in shape displays (exterior) Chinese 

figures in a landscape and (interior) Juno in her chari is inscrib BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. 8 E P ( ee Se Be 
“IC/1712”; “p*yy/1714” appears on a footed punch bowl with fluting at the top 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white, slightly . . . 
and a base border that includes floral motifs relating to those shown here.' (For 

transparent (especially on inierioi and BN nets 5 
aca aaa a fluted tea bowl dated 1712, see no. D323.) Somewhat similar border motifs 

within footrim). Overall, excluding also occur on a Longridge dish and plate (nos. D116, D117) and on a 1716 dated 

footrim bottom. bird, rock, and flowering tree dish initialed “Ba perhaps for ship’s carpenter 

SHAPE: Based on what appear to be Thomas Bayley, who married Elizabeth Mathews of Saint Mary Redcliff parish, 

throwing rings, may have been thrown Bristol, in 1715/6. The dated dish and the Longridge example (no. D116) have 

and then fluted. High, nearly cylindrical under-rim markings, a feature typically associated with Bristol. Fluted bowls 

fori of about the same date were excavated in London at the Vauxhall pottery site 

. 4 and at the Old Hall, Temple Balsall, Warwickshire (consumer site).’ 
DECORATION: Painted. Exterior bears 

repeats of floral and scroll motifs form- 

ing primary pattern and border. Interior 

bears water bird among bamboo(?). : ie: & 

; ‘5 x SE OOO 3 2 Interior border composed of alternating a: tC —— = i= t ii me — WX “ 47 o rp : Pm . Zee SN Ke OY, te scroll and four-dash motifs. Os ‘ PS) Ke; FY ae \ HOG Fara ] 

‘ : Jee } ye Oi) 
UNE é 4), 
CRY ay) 

ay ZG. I 

\g us we pL OA 4 

= ea Belg bay 
y nie ? ES 4 [O y i i NS yw x y Ze as ORS 8 «Se 

{ < ae = a * 

es . 

E ey % 

AN aw 
“N =e’ 4 

. a t 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1052 3. Britton, London, p. 70, pl. F, glazed and (vari- 

. os 7 i (Glaisher collection), 1054. For other fluted ous sizes) biscuit delftware fragments; Gooder, 

— areas, bowls, see Britton, London, no. 117 (bird-on-rock Temple Balsall, p. 160, fig. 4, no. 30. For a wide- 
motif); Sotheby's (L), Kassebaum sale (1), Octo- fluted bowl with typically London decoration, 
ber 1, 1991, lot 44 (grassy mounds somewhat see Horne, Collection, pt. 2, no. 32 

like those on Longridge porringer [no. D185}, 
with flowers and birds); Christie's (L). Glover 

sale, June 14, 1988, lot 26 (flowers and birds). 

2. Archer, V&A, no. B.109 (1716 dish), citing 
fragments with related decoration found in 

London by Garner and at Bristol. Under-rim 

markings are rare on fragments excavated in 

London (Stephenson comments [September 

1998]; Pearce comments [September 1998}). 
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D310. PUNCH BOWL Wey cy ata NAN SZ oy. VIE Ce ~ } W/ (Lo FF f 
London Nok SS a SS y So) q CQ Z LY 

Mi is SS A : TPE, 
Dated 1723 ge WES a Syne Z ES oe Oh if 

as we Ra S Ra % ae ek 
\ fs a “ | 

H.: 6 3/8" (16.2 cm); “ = Z ¥ rh, \ Vv 

Diam.: 12" (30.5 cm) \ eo Me . Hl Wf 
ee -/ [ W 

A : ((\ 2: S» ow 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ee MS Xe mS ® vee V SES es oe TS ye a VW 
TIN GLAZE: Somewhat runny white Ne a ee REz FR - 2 

with blue and gray speckling. Overall,  . = SSS SSS . Kee Ei 

excluding footrim edge; some poorly ae os ll 

adhered or missed patches on interior ie ——_——* 

wall of footrim. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom with tall, 

slightly waisted, tapering footrim with ‘TL 

nearly vertical interior wall. he Cordwainers, whose company arms appear in this bowl, derive their name 

DECORATION: Painted. Interior bears from Spanish cordovan leather (once used to make shoes) via the Old French 

Arms of the Worshipful Company of cordoanier, for shoemaker. The company was incorporated in 1439 and in 1579 

Cordwainers and is inscribed “DB/1723” was granted its arms “three goats’ heads erased argent [silver] horned and 

within wreath. Border composed of bearded or |gold]” and the crest, another goat’s head, this one with the horns 

' wreathed “or and azure.”! This bowl omits the motto Corio et arte and is one of at 
wavy lines with scrolls and flowers. . i . i 

least four pieces that display the Cordwainers’ arms and bear dates from 1673 to 
Exterior has five repeats of a pair of ; ' i -_ , i 

1749, The ring-of-dots filler motif is found on dated delftware from at least 1697 
th fl id dot-ring, floral, : z ® < : 5 

Be Ne 2 Oe: to 1733, and a mirror image version of the pair of geese occurs on a circa 1760 

and foliate filler ornament. Borders delft bottle.’ (For a discussion of wreaths, see nos. D81, D82.) 

composed of wavy lines with scrolls Nude males are relatively rare on English delftware, and, excluding Adam 

and male nudes, trelliswork with floral on Temptation dishes, where they do occur, the figures usually have wings (see 

reserves, and horizontal lines. Bottom nos. D70, D71).* The legs of a stylistically similar figure appear on a dish frag- 

bears pair of narrowly spaced, concen- ment excavated at Williamsburg, Virginia.’ 

tric circles (blue). 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 

ware, no. 1065. 

1. Bromley, Guilds of London, col. pl. 13, pp. 59- 
“neraee 61; Tilley, London Arms, pt. 2, p. 270. 

s ~~ 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft 794 y a BESS = ~ . Lipski and Archer, Dates elftware, nos. "I 

EE =I. 977; Austin, Delft, no. 26 (1749). 
Y 2S Sa NY 

4a oe S\ Ny 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 937, 

y, E Yn N 939-940, 953, 1024, 1074; and for the bottle, 
Vy Lo. = : : 3 y FT Ae Sotheby’s (L), November 15, 1994, lot 103. 

/ ( is 4 ; s MY x NY 4. Crellin, Wellcome, nos. 374 (possibly Conti- 

na WA s Ro oe ie : f ‘\ ¥ nental), 381; Lipski and Archer, Dated 

qi yP =( xa ey vA Vy Delftware, no. 1044 (1701 bowl); Britton, Bristol, 
Nia’. OX 4 Z cy 4 aly \ " no. 7.22 (flower bowl). b X AN CEN Yr iy 

{ ~ NX AAs r Vag fiw f 5. Austin, Delft, p. 147, Blair stables site. \ ¢, SQ WY wf 

; \ 4 a f 
SQ : y 

‘ iw 4 
S te age gr 
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DELFTWARE teveraze Wares 

Punch Bowls 

oo he 
De NK . 

4 i q 

Bs 4 ‘ | his bow] fits into a group of examples closely related in shape, painted col- 

{ } * ors, floral ornament (particularly the type flanking the perched bird), and other 

4 F ; motifs. On the other bowls' the ducks are replaced by cockerels, resembling 

3 e A } some on plates in this collection (nos. D138-D140),’ and large, waisted vases 

\ ib near flower baskets.’ Above the cockerels is the overlapping V motif (see also 

>» ‘se oe oe J ME a no. D138), seen here above the standing duck. On the bowl interiors the Vs alter- 

a nate with Chinese elements to border boldly painted flowers. The striated-dot 

flowers and fernlike motifs by the standing duck on the Longridge bowl do not 

= recur on the other examples. 
D311. PUNCH BOWL 

Probably London 

c. 1730 

nei ee cee sine i e \e ee 

H. 3 3/4" (9.5 cm); . \\ Co SR = ; 4° (95 cm) tN a bff 
Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm) N\A sa? X sai V Uy, 

\ ‘ XS Y Wy 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 3 \ - \ WY, 8 \\ VS : | 

TIN GLAZE: Somewhat runny bluish \ S y 

: SS -_— ; “ ; YY See ne. white. Overall, excluding footrim edge. cy e@_ | } Sg - MER RO ees 
ms a Se @eT *} & Be Aan en 

Some thin glaze patches within footrim. E ss) 

er pasireie 
SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom with tall, eee 5 ; g Bi. 

nearly cylindrical footrim, tapering = - pers ee 
isin iniiiiieniisn riences e. 

slightly inward on interior. ——— 

DECORATION: Painted. Exterior bears 

standing duck and its perched mate 

amid flowering plants and grasses. Exte- a Sree es - z 
TS I oe 

rior borders composed of horizontal \. @) ee AY iy 

lines. Interior bears trefoil leaf with A se ip) [ 

Ne Os . Cy, 
leafy appendages, bordered by overlap- WN \-4 : , ey 

= . ‘on 

ping V and wavy-line motifs. ‘ \ RL Ui Z i b y 

SAS » 2 y Se Fi A: ; 

So = a Paces 
Pa " = . | =i Shee 

1. Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 28; Archer, V&A, 3. See Britton, Bristol, nos. 13.13-13.14, for 

no. £13; Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 124A. vases, flower baskets, and cockerels on circa 

2. See Britton, Bristol, nos. 14.5-14.7, for other Ce ee te 

plates of this type. Such plates are attributed to 

London based on shape (Grigsby, Chipstone, 

no. 28). 
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DELFTWARE severe Wares 

D312. PUNCH BOWL Punch Bowls 

London 

Dated 1740 

H.: 6 3/8" (16.2 cm); a 5 3 ‘4 = 
; } he polychrome, kakiemon-inspired ornament on this unusually fine bowl 

Diam12 1/4" Clem) differs in details but is distinctly similar in flavor to that on a 1742 dated puz- 

RORY layin een zle jug also in this collection (no. D300).' This stylistic similarity and the close- 
: Fine-grained pale buff. . ee 

ness of the two vessels in date may indicate that they were made at the same 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly runny bluish : c : 

a factory. The flying bird on the bowl compares to a somewhat less delicately 

white with blue and gray speckling, painted bird with trailing feathers on a “banded-hedge” pattern, cylindrical 

Overall, excluding footrim edge. mug (see also no. D300).’ A bowl inscribed “Confusion to the Pretender/1746” on 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom with tall, the interior (see also no. D313) bears exterior floral motifs after the same tradi- 

slightly flaring footrim echoed in shape tion as those on the bowl shown here.’ The final initial on the bottom of the 

om interior. bowl may be a combination of two letters. 

DECORATION: Painted. Interior bears 

owl at center and rim inscription 

“SINCE DRINKING HAS POWER, TO 

GIVE US RELIEF. COME FILL UP THE 

BOWL, & A POX ON ALL GRIEF. IF THAT TRG Ce 
oe i 

WON'T DO, WE'LL HAVE SUCH ih ep Bieta. ae he SIN : i aed eat 

ANOTHER. & SO WE'LL PROCEED, aN | iO Cee © AM 

FROM ONE BOWL TO [THE] OTHER:.” OER Cai as SER wl 

Exterior bears perched and flying pea- i at a Bf) 
Sek ; : mS 
Sti Aaa meat. | Y K.. 

cocks or phoenixes and an insect amid MOS: : ) 2 

flowering plants. Borders composed of : : = ae ee 

trelliswork band and horizontal lines. Re S| 

Bottom inscribed “wa/l740” within ; ~~ “ 

concentric circles. 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 

ware, no. 1102; Grigsby, Dated Longridge 

Delftware and Slipware, pp. 884-885, pl. 17 

Exhibited: Art Treasures Exhibition, Christie's a rae a oe an 

(1932), no. 821. : * " bese is 

Ex colls.: W. F. Fiske; J. M. Furniss; T, G. Burn, | K ~ ~~ Es Ne 2 ( | 
Rous Lench. wp) NS b= ne Quite : 

ewe) an ti. Daf a ; - | 
‘ i) > : ( nV i awe) J) j 

SE ie, Ws \ ce AOD b G 

Fg LR IN ee, C7 Lf - f i, ip Le “i y By IW? 4 ‘ f 
P LG DS SSS. N Os = ~ oe FE GO AE p-m—a bb Nd Y — e A 

iq bse Le i ‘ SEA eS bist % 

{ ey) " Ses j \ ES , hy SS Rah = 
| LA \ NSE \ Ye : 

(ey \ ey ey: » -_ 

eh : as 

mL \ Wy) Bs 
A Y Ss iy) 

EN hs 1. See Ayers, Impey, and Mallet, Palaces, no. 94, 2. Austin, Delft, no. 101. For English porcelain 

e WAL 8 oa Ay y a ii for a 1670-1690 polychrome bowl with a with related motifs, see Spero, Worcester, no. 5, 
Ex Ss —=—— Hh TAY Og phoenix and long, wavy-branched flowering col. pl. 5; Adams and Redstone, Bow, col. pl. B, 

* RA See Che trees, p. 123, fig. 47B; Gabszewicz and Freeman, Bow, Sie ie 
— y yee nos. 52-54, 55-58, 59; Rice, Derby, no. 125. 

. ‘ Dy 

- @ @ 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1115. 
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D313. PUNCH BOWL 

Liverpool or London : 

Dated 1746 : 

H.: 3 3/4" (9.5 cm); : ee 

Diam.: 8 5/8" (21.9 cm) Mis eg 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. z P ve 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white with scat- \ 
tered pits and, on exterior, large “dry” : Mj 7, i 

brown patch. Overall, excluding portion cM, | ‘ 

of footrim edge. ; a cSretera er 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom with ; 

nearly cylindrical footrim. : 17 4 go. 

DECORATION: Painted. Interior bears ; i 

laurel-wreathed male head and inscrip- : 

tion “No Pretender/1746.” Exterior bears 

three similar scrolling floral motifs 

alternating with repeated reserves of a 

cock mounting a hen, a bug, and plants. Pentre Re ae 

Orange-brown upper rim. 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- ‘Tt 

ware, no. 1116. his is one of two 1746 dated bowls with laurel-wreathed heads centered on 

Ex coll.: L. L. Lipski. the interior; the other shows the head above the inscription “Confusion to the 

Pretender/1746” and has on the exterior ornament somewhat similar to that on 

another bowl in this collection (no. D312).' Based on their dates, both examples 

celebrate the victory over the Jacobite forces at Culloden, as do plates (some of 

them also dated 1746) clearly commemorating the Duke of Cumberland (see 

no. D54).’ Two, rather than three, reserves depict the same cock-mounting-a- 

hen scene separated by flowers on an undated bowl that has on the interior a 

laurel-wreathed head with the inscription “Long Live/The King.”’ This inscrip- 

tion supports the theory that the wreathed heads in all of the bowls represent 

George II (see Time Line, pp. 17-18) rather than Cumberland. Presumably, the 

copulating-birds scenes had some meaning relevant to the uprising. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1115 

(British Museum collection). 

2. Ibid., no. 489, for a plate inscribed 

" 3 ani Seager “5 “(1746)/Duke William/for Ever.” 

e *« “f/ 3, Austin, Delft, no. 46. For a plate inscribed 

“King/George Defender/but no Pretender/1715,” 

: ; lf i ‘dj Peet eS ee see Lip- 

Q ry Z Re REESE . ‘) { Ski an cher, Date elftware, no. = 

SY Nees : ve 

re Se -° 
Seen 
ee 
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DELFTWARE [Beverage Wares 

Punch Bowls 

D314. PUNCH BOWL 

Liverpool 

Dated “27:June 1749” 

H.: 3 3/4" (9.5 cm); Diam.: 9" (22.9 cm) oe cle 7 . wer, . 
his piece, probably commissioned while the ship was at port in Liverpool in 

es 5 al “ Sap + s a BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. June 1749,' is among the earliest dated punch bowls depicting large, more-or 

less realistic ships on their interiors. This is unusual for the simplicity o 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white with : . y P > LS powla pyr 

its exterior decoration.’ The ship’s ensign is of the type used by the East India 
blue and gray speckling. Overall, . uae 

Company from April 17, 1707, to January 1, 1801,’ and it is reasonable to assume 
luding footrim edge. a : P , : nae eee : 

Se eee that Partridge was in their employ. For fairly realistic depictions of ships on 

SHAPE: Thrown; Flat bottom) with tall delftware plates, see numbers D98-D100. 
slightly flaring footrim, nearly cylindri- 

cal on interior. 

DECORATION: Painted. Interior bears aca 
PA Seo 

sailing ship with inscription “W™ ALE IRA 

Partridge +/ Liverpool, 27:June 1749.” Bor- y 4X i : . 

der composed of circle and trelliswork fe Ke 2 AN 
Ly RRS 

band. Exterior bears trelliswork bands, Gy oe - \ a, 
ip : Ba 

one with floral reserves, the other with Py (2 Yh 5 Jj 
ey rf Yd sd 

flower-and-scroll reserves. | Ly MF — ig ~~ : | 

4 Tre \ 
Published: Watney, Jackson, p. 133, fig. 33. we Vif 1 PI} y, Jackson, p. 133, fig. % Liii WY KA\ 

? 4, \ (VAR \ _\ ar yh NS : \ 4 
x (SOP Sass PA \ ! - 

4 MG IE sf =, 
V LD J A OZ a cae Ay 
M = Let a\ 2 \] it XQ tas Pr 
iW Ls ai te ¢) ) HPN NAA My 

I "IB GS HHH Paseo Re 
WA a el a A 
\ a —_ it ae CCK 

i SS _s St ee ¢ mw. 
ES SS ae ” Ra KS 

A Backes i Ss —— ) Q, 2S ee Gj 
ay >s — =—— . ij 

x S La omy ———— i ie ds 

VAS ~Powidy a AG 
\ RS / XPS 

Se oe 
peg Ge 

Ree ease: eae: : ee ae eae 

1. For Liverpool porcelain ship bowls, some with 

motifs relating to those on delftware examples, 

see Watney and Roberts, Liverpool Ship Bowls. 

2. See Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
C ey e SSS _ ed 

" . ae | EERE ILI nos. 1117-1217 passim, for examples with dates 

f ; : from 1747 to 1779; Watney, Jackson, for other 

es a delftware examples. 

3. Archer comments (1998) state the India Office 

Library does not find William Partridge in their 

i Sed current indices. 

es 
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ier -; toi ee, 
D315. PUNCH BOWL ¥ AS ge eee y | : AE he Uy ps" Ney ees | 
Probably London © a a ee me ag r jtiLy iy 
Dated 1752 a 3 . kat pas ee 

NN WO es ie LY) a vO a Z Z PO ~ Wie a EE ale 
H.: 6 1/4" (15.9 cm); Ss. ie 

Diam. 10 1/2" (26.7 cm) . a ee 
ease - 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. -—— — a 
te a oo 

TIN GLAZE: White with slight blue RFT IS Boas SS. 

and gray speckling. Overall, excluding prions ; 

footrim edge. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Bottom roughly 

echoes exterior profile and is hollow up 

to bottom of bowl. he comparatively fluid painting style of the exterior scene on this bowl, like 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. that ornamenting a 1754 dated mug in this collection (no. D267), differentiates 

Interior bears drinking scene of women, it from types typically associated with Bristol (see no. D318). This general style, 

ment fermalecenant with baey, ane dee the strong blue of the decoration, and the glaze quality of this example instead 

are associated more often with London. (For other delftware with related 
and tankard on floor near broken pipe 4 ' 

European landscapes, see nos. D269, D270, D423.) High-footed bowls are less 
fragments. Interior bears borders com- : : : common than low-based ones by this late period. One example that is compar- 
posed off itereonticeted arcs atid atively similar in profile to the Longridge bowl is dated 1746 and bears floral 
meanders. Bowl exterior depicts land- decoration.! 

scape with people, trees, carriage, Although the view on the interior of the bowl shown here superficially 

tavern, and other buildings. Base resembles “Midnight Modern Conversation” scenes,’ and dogs and vessels on 
inscribed “| ,/1752" within cartouche the floor sometimes do bear related symbolism, the figures in this image are 

; : ; “eae : flowers and insects: Stem Walt beats comparatively sedate and well mannered.’ The servant who presents a baby may 

indicate that the scene commemorates a christening, and the inscription “The horizontal lines. . . may) 
Plough” on the tavern sign (see bowl exterior) also may have some significance 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- relating to the vessel’s ownership. (The bowl’s initials have not yet been linked 
ware, no. 113]. - . oui = e 3 

to any particular persons.) The particular painting style of the bowl’s interior 
Ex colls.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench; J. P. Kasse- 4 — bans and exterior scenes are closely paralleled on a 1753 bowl depicting a landscape 

(with different sponging) and, on the interior, a butcher’s yard scene. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

no. 1114, 

2. Manchester, Greg Collection, no. 82; 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, _ — . 
no. 1119. \ : ” ii i ie pee ie 

3. See Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, Ne Sa) ‘4 
no. 1091, for a somewhat similar interior . PD, ac 4 7 . 4 Pe * 
with a drinking scene in a 1734 bowl that AW a... : é. 3 c 2 ™ [ a 4, 
also depicts the Tower of London; see b 95 ae AO yy ¥ 2 h a Mi dj 
no. 1107 for a drinking scene in a 1743 A Ae ah Se ae — . 
dated bowl. WS . pas 5g Se a y 4 

4. Ibid., no. 1138. ae a . ; 
——————a 

wee 

a Ne eee = E> MS ae Se 
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D316. PUNCH BOWL y 4 
Possibly Liverpool y ~e 

c. 1755 j nO . . 

a y Ss . 
H.: 3 1/2" (8.9 cm); f a ~ : _—— \ 

: SS ' 
Diam.: 8 7/8" (22.5 cm) | > _— () st 1 

if S. : : () Ss - : i 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. = i/ : ie rere 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white with E ets aoe | 
See) aN | 

blue and gray speckling. Overall, : a ee 4 I 
mo ii 

excluding footrim edge. \ Ree iC 4 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom with tall, 7 ¢ 

nearly cylindrical footrim, similarly ; yo 

shaped on interior. “ 

DECORATION: Painted. European fig- x ay ee 

ures in landscapes with fences and _— al 

buildings. 

1. For a comparable bowl, see Britton, 

Bristol, no. 8.9. 
ae ere iT ais ee = f 2. Austin, Delft, col. pl. 26, no. 303; ES = 

Archer, V&A, nos. B.245-B.246. ‘ 7 . J ; fi f " 

W oy sa = Be >) 
hs J \ = 4 
ee y ‘cee. es 
A yw? ee LF 7 

s J os eo y 3 

/\ neues relatively uncommon on punch bowls,' figures very much like 

these are painted in the same strong colors on several plates and dishes.’ The 

cut-and-paste approach to such designs is demonstrated on this bowl by the 

lady, who is shown alone on the interior and with a male companion on the 

exterior. Other examples display differences in landscape details, such as the 

ae re hy painting of foliage and the inclusion of distant castlelike structures rather than 

a a Uf ae , the low, concave-roofed buildings seen on the bowl. Ornament of this general 
Be ez = ©) thes color range typically is associated with Liverpool, but the stylistic differences of 
. ox a y . . . 

z p oe the landscapes may indicate that the bowls are from a different potting center. 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 

Punch Bowls 

D317. PUNCH BOWL 

Liverpool 

1765-1770 

H.: 4" (10.2 cm); Diam.: 10" (25.4 cm) . a " . 
his unusual punch bowl fits into a group of five inscribed examples 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. datable from around 1765 to 1770 and, perhaps, made at a single Liverpool 

factory. Three of the five have the pairs of distinctive lobed circles (the other TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white with y Pairs | i ( 
bowls have a single one) seen on the interior of this bowl. All five share the same 

gray and blue speckling. Overall, . i : ae 
quirky lettering style (compare the S, s, and t), and four display variations on the 

l i , 5 : - 5 exc Halng foot imicdae same exterior floral motif. Three of the five bowls also depict unusual figural 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom with tall, scenes; in one, a woman is portrayed in an interior and an inscription identi- 
nearly cylindrical footrim, tapering fies the owner as Ann Couch and provides her 1755 birth date.' (Although 
slightly inward on interior. versions of the Couch bowl’s unusual inner border are found on a 1737 dated 

DECORATION: Painted. Interior plate and a 1754 dated ship bowl, other bowls with it are dated 1770.) Bowls in 

depicts man shoveling dirt into plant the group dated 1766 and 1770 portray ships rather than figures, and the latter 

. . , has a different exterior motif. The final bowl, dated 1767, has an interior scene box (or perhaps making bricks), with 

that shares design features with the Couch view but shows men drinking at a 
well and brick wall nearby. Inscribed . . ' ; 

table. The inner border of that example is very like the type seen here, and its 
“Succefs to lohn Harvey.” Borders : ee . 

exterior flowers are painted in “Fazackerley-type” colors.’ 
composed of lobed concentric circles 

and trelliswork band with floral 

reserves. Exterior bears large and small 

floral sprays. ae a " 

Z Go oS 
2 S 

EY i ee ‘ SS 

> 
; = & 
Le, a® 4 \_ 4 y aan ame 

\ De SRG DO ABE WO 0 | lip fb "ipa SSE ae if = ‘ BiG, (ose 2 Ae : \) oR WS) Zea © i Oe, NSS ES a" Ni y K SSR i) \ 

. yi Ug \ IF i m= gh A | A tie SO”, | 
i) eh ” 
\) S wing, \ — 
\\ #8ig . ae. J : ase 

1. Austin, Delft, no. 68, also illustrated in +} Wane a ste ct ak J fg 
Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, j ‘ ta UZ, aD ros . a oa ; 
no. 1160. \ e aa . 2 Yj 

\ 73 if! 
2. Compare bowl borders in Watney, Jack- \\ = es Yt 
son, p. 124, fig. 7 (1754). Lipski and \ ue : ¥v, gy , 
Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 418 (1737 ce(s to hy Harve? Lif 
plate), 1206, 1208 (bowls, both 1770). \ fo me V “4 

Jb 
. 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, WS Y if 

nos. 1198, 1208, 1202; no. 1210 for a relat- Q Lf 
ed floral pattern on a 1772 dated bowl. “SSS = ZAG x” 
See Archer, V&A, no. £.42, for the use of <U SZ 
other criteria to link the 1766 bowl to a 

| different delftware group. 
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DELFTWARE Beverage Wares 
eee 

Punch Bowls 

D318. PUNCH BOWL 

Bristol 

c. 1765 

H.: 8 1/4" (21 cm); Diam.: 18 1/8" (46 . A B 5 1a" y Bramn: J Ve (te cr) S cer bianco-sopra-bianco bowls of this shape bear related decoration and 

760s. 65) has iling shi ircled by a dis BODY CLAY: Medium-grained pale dates mostly from the 1760s. One (1765) has a sailing ship encir y a Swedish 

we inscription commemorating time spent by the Wigelantia, from Stockholm, at 
UurT. . : . + . port in Bristol. The exterior’s landscape is very similar in style and shares motifs 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white with 5 e A Be et with the scene on the bowl shown here. Another bianco-sopra-bianco example, 

small poorly adhered patches. Overall, dated 1766, has a stylistically similar landscape and, on the interior, the inscrip- 
excluding footrim edge. tion “JOHN and SUSANNA MAYS” and a ship-on-stocks scene over scrollwork. A 
SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom with tall, 1764 dated bowl in the group has a Chinese landscape on the exterior and, on 

slightly tapering footrim, nearly cylin- the interior, a ship floating on water supported by a scrollwork swag. The 

driealen interior inscription again is in Swedish.’ Lacking an identifying inscription and bianco- 

DECORATION: Painted and sconged, sopra-bianco decoration, it is likely the Longridge bowl was made at Bristol for 

; ; ; the English market. For another ship supported on scrollwork, see the Diadem Interior bears ship scene nested in 
plate (no. D98). 

foliate scrollwork with flowers. Border 

composed of trelliswork band with 

floral reserves. Exterior bears landscape 

Denies me ee ae “a with buildings, figures, haystacks, cows, aia ee > a. i 

hills, and sponged trees. , Tee is : Oo Dee eee “4 rn Pie ot 5 «zr 
"i ate 3 a ae la if 
WA Sa a i “NUE ee 

DOL eS Se aa Uy, Oe et ee 2 ® 
ea ~ = el [== — meee # 

——— A 

a 

: . ae 
4 3 
ae se 4 

- ee 2 Fibpy Wea 
» ¢ ve " eo eZ bs, iY 

Ne 4 a bs eee fy = fil 
iS & a = a <a m = s fs 

S 2“ —_— a Ss 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1196 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1194. 
(1765), 1200 (1766); for these and other Swedish- The bianco-sopra-bianco bowls and tiles with 
inscribed pieces, see Charleston, Bristol and related ornament are linked to Richard Frank’s 
Sweden, pls. 212a-213a (1765, 1757, bowls pottery in Bristol through archaeological 
with landscape), 215 (1762, plate with couple in evidence (Horne comments [October 1998)}). 

landscape), 216a (1764 bowl with ship over 

scrollwork). For haystack clusters on a stand 

painted by a different hand, see Sotheby’s (L), 

Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, lot 168. 
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D319. PUNCH BOWL C gg st 

London yl Ze < ae 

1775 ; p ae ; isa hc 

H.: 3 3/4" (9.5 cm); ? ; es} =e ‘ 

Diam: 9 1/2" (241 cm) - Se : Y, 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. poeta ie | x i 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise. Overall, * i ~ a 

excluding footrim edge. gs = ry * } 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom with tall, : a oy, i 

slightly tapering footrim with nearly \ d aS y A 

vertical interior wall. \ li 

DECORATION: Painted and pow- Q\\ : Y 

dered. Interior bears five fish. Exterior . ‘ ‘ \ i A jf 

of walls and footrim in powdered man- . ~*~ Ys 2 ] 

ganese (small amount of speckling \ S > i 

within footrim). <S KS 

Ths punch bowl is one of several examples of powdered manganese delft- 

ware in this collection (see nos. D94, D128, D327), including a soup plate with 

different fish forming the border (see no. D94). Wares of this type not only were 

popular among consumers in Britain but were exported to the colonies in some 

quantity. Fragments of powdered manganese punch bowls with fish motifs 

have been found at home, shop, trade, and tavern sites in Williamsburg, Vir- 

ginia, and at the Hart-Shortridge site in Portsmouth, New Hampshire.’ (Fish on 

punch bowls appear, at least sometimes, to have been a reference to drinking.)’ 

The shallow, open profile of the bowl shown here indicates that it dates to 

around the third quarter of the eighteenth century. 

1. Austin, Delft, pp. 82, 95; Unearthing 2. See Archer, V&A, no. B.78, for a powdered 

New England’s Past, no. 215. bowl with fish and citation of c. 1780 

creamware bowls inscribed, respectively, “Keep 

me swimming” and “A toast to British fisheries.” 
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D320. TEAPOT 

London, probably Lambeth 

Probably Jonathan Chilwell III, Vauxhall ” 

(owner, 1712-1721) e CFS SSS > S 
M5 > NS gee So CZ ae Probably 1712-1720 , Ca £ COE SS ee NS 7s | owe Vee — “ Ny f is * . | 

H:3 1/2" (89 cm); an i + E 
Diam. (body): 4" (10.2 cm); MHI YN g E 

Diam. (handle-spout): 7" (17.8 cm) S q y mi 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. | See ee tg RS 
| TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise-white, N : ae ©, 4 WW — 

(a SM) 
slightly transparent (especially on lid). ( od rs r AX oe 

Overall, excluding bottom edges of lid — a \)’ 

and footrim. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle of circular 

section with curled lower terminal. Tri- 

anstlah alapgemnent of three strainer © f the five basic teapot shapes, this is one of ten recorded tapered exam- 
holes (point up) at base of spout. Steam ples: it and one other one have a loop handle; six have more compressed loops; 
hole (pierced before firing) at base of and two have wishbone handles.’ The tapered pots all have similar flattened 

| finial. Bottom of pot recessed to create tops, but on this and one other example, the mouth rim turns downward slight- 

Perron raatricn! ly,’ so that the edge of the flat cover does not project above shoulder level. The 
DECORATION: Painted. Chinese pavil- others have properly formed rebates. The body shape probably imitates con- 

temporary silver, which itself was influenced by circa 1700 Japanese (Arita ion under cloud and flanked by grasses P ' y y Jap ( } 
4 ie lesveed : porcelain.* 

and asterisk-leaved trees, repeated on ¥ * a A similar type of knop occurs on a Shand Kydd collection teapot, and the 

eee Oecd Wendie apd 5 out hatched cornucopia ornamenting the spout and handle of the Longridge pot 

bear scrollwork; spout also bears gradu- appears in the border of a blue and white plate’ with the same “banner” design 
ated curves. Lid bears pavilion and as the Shand Kydd pot. The double-scroll motif (divided in two on the cover) 

cloud motifs, concentric circles, and, on derives from the carved head of the Chinese scepter in Buddhist art known as 

finial, radiating lines. ruyi (expressing the concept “what one wants” when presented as a gift), and 

the scroll lines rising from it derive from lotus stems and tendrils.° The star 

foliage on the trees appears to be unique to the pot.’ One matching piece is 

known, a sugar pot with a flat cover,® a shape that occurs with motifs used 

< before circa 1720 at Vauxhall pottery,’ then owned by Jonathan Chilwell III. 

Pa A Based on this similarity, it is likely that the Longridge teapot also was made 

Wy i * ey , vr there at around the same time. 
ij eK 

s d | EM gp) AE NP > 

SA \ D>), f 1. Globular, tapered, pear-shape, peach-shape, 4. Hayward, Huguenot Silver, pl. 44B (teapot by 

WAY SS aA and cylindrical teapots (see Macfarlane, Tin- James Smith, London, 1719). See Menzhausen, 
oe held glazed Teaware, p. 261). Zwinger, pl. 46, for c. 1700 “Teekanne.” 

SE 
2. Private collection (loop). For flattened loop, 5. Charleston and Towner, English Ceramics, 

see Emmerson, Teapots, pl. 18, no. 22; Garner pl. 9 (teapot); private collection (plate). 

and Archer, Delftware, pl. 73B; Archer and Mor- . . 
sie . ‘ 6. Eberhard, Symbols, p. 258. 

gan, China Dishes, no. 67 (now Hampshire 

County Council Museums Service collection at 7. Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, p. 659. 

aS en alee ee cobecion: 8. Christie's (NY), Ginsburg sale, October 14-15, 

Sotheby's (L), October 17-18, 1988, lot 504; reesei 
Horne, Collection, pt. 13, no. 361 (see ED 218). 

For wishbone, see Charleston and Towner, En- 9. For related examples, see Austin, Delft, 

glish Ceramics, pl. 9; Austin, Delft, no. 118. no. 126; Edwards, Vauxhall Pottery, pls. 52a, 53e. 

3. Emmerson, Teapots, pl. 18, no. 22; private col- 

lection. 
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DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

D321. TEAPOT Tea- and Coffee Wares @ 

London, probably Lambeth 

Probably Vauxhall 

1725-1730 

his teapot shape, not refined and like a jar, has parallels in Chinese export 

aac), porcelain.' Unlike that of the pot in the previous entry (no. D320), the cover is 
Diam. (body): 4 3/8" (11.1 cm); raised above the curve of the shoulder. The straight, tapered spout, also occur- 

Diam. (handle-spout): 7 7/8" (20 cm) ring on Dutch teapots, is derived from those on Chinese ewers ancestral to the 

export porcelain teaware.’ 

BODY CLAY. fine-grained light: burt: When trying to vary the rhythm of the bold floral decoration, the decorator 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white. reversed the direction of the middle butterfly but forgot to add a saltire to one 
Overall, excluding bottom edges of lid quatrefoil (shown) to match that on the other side of the pot.’ The dual-color 

and footrim. scheme for trellis-diaper borders and the lobes on the knop are unknown on 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flat strap handle other teapots; the borders’ iron-red dashes are an effective lightweight foil to 

(eceres wwithcurledliowentenninal the heavy horizontal emphasis of the dark design between them. A similar com- 

; bination but in reverse—with double red slashes between four blue 
Triangular arrangement of three strainer ; . 

f dashes—occurs on a saucer with flower heads between three blue spots, attrib- 
holes (point up) at base of spout. Steam ace 

(P P) : uted to Vauxhall pottery around 1720 to 1730.‘ Similar spots along the edges of 
hole (pierced before firing) at base of the handle are arranged like the annulets on another teapot,°® but by compari- 

finial. Bottom recessed to create nar- son are large and solid like the dashes on each side of the spout. 
row footrim. 

DECORATION: Painted. Three near- 

repeats of flower and insect motifs. 

Borders composed of crosses, horizon- 

tal lines, and (on lid) circles. Handle and AES, 

spout bear concentric ovals; spout also Ky. ~ > 

“o.> en EO 9 as bears graduated curves. Knop topped G oy 3 Zi ee tS; y /Q. a . 
< aS Se a ay 

with flower. 4, m = ™ le 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 452. i 
fi 

i ‘Yq 

! | 

» rs ee 
Si 2 —— 

‘ WO SAS) 

1. Tokyo, Chinese Ceramics, pt. 2, p. 164, no. 

644, also with prunus blossom decoration. 

2. Phillips (L), June 5-6, 1991, lot 147 (Dutch 

teapot); Lo Collection, Hong Kong, pp. 23-24, 

pls. 4-5 (ewers). 

3. Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 452. 

4. Atkins, Exhibition (1998), pp. 14-15, no. 29. 

5. Garner and Archer, Delftware, pl. 73B (Man- 

chester City Art Gallery, Greg collection). 
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<a = ere r ———— my _ 
D322. TEAPOT er SS SS See Ea 

Probably London i " 
; Re sae Pe eae 0 Se 1745-1750 een mann ~Bo a, oe 
a a , \ : 

H.: 4" (10.2 cm); ; BS 
fi y 

Diam. (body): 4 3/8" (11.2 cm); Bly i : (body): 4 3/8" ( ) - es Faw P 4 
Diam. (handle-spout): 7 1/2" (19.1 cm) = a ay a je = 

Raia AWW weg ; j a? ’ 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 5 eee ee, eee aA. LZ a eo om 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall, ee ae : Sa epee Ei isi os, 

‘eens es Se ao 2 aa ee 
ee — ig Bale 

excluding bottom edges of lid and aa —S— = hoe 
footrim. Serres +S eee ee oe 

Se ee a re ee 
SHAPE: Thrown. Handle of circular $ eae ia 

section with curled lower terminal. Tri- 

angular arrangement of three strainer 

he cover and shoulders of this teapot together form a (nearly) flat plane, 
holes (point down) at base of spout. . . ae P 8 fi ( y) P . 

af Nee demonstrating a close relationship with contemporary silver. The symmetrical 
Steam hole (pierced before firing) at : , : 

P 8) scrolled ornaments near the lid (aligned with the spout and handle) resemble 

ee iL BOM om of Pot recessed some on the handle of a circa 1750 tankard depicting haymakers in a hilly land- 
to create narrow footrim. scape with sponged trees.' A similar outline that uses elaborate acanthus-leaf 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. scrolls to emphasize the loop handle occurs on a 1748 dated tankard.’ 

European figures in landscape with hills, On English delftware figures are often contrasted with front and back views 

trees, plants, and, on one side, fence shown in the same scene;’ here, the cloaked figure seen from the rear is male 

and buildings. Scene borders composed and clearly European. The other male strikes an Oriental attitude, but his knee- 

length smock and pointed hat evoke not so much China as eigh th-centur’ 
of straight and undulating lines. Shoul- eh P > . st poe y 

English laborers.‘ Cloaked figures like these are familiar from tiles, although the 
der bears additional scroll motifs (one = . iene 

accompanying trees are generally rendered in other ways.° A similar type of 
echoed under spout). Handle and spout ce 

farm gate (more crudely drawn) appears in reverse between sponged trees on a 

bear scrollwork bands. Lid bears circle plate attributed to London, and several other pieces display somewhat similar 

border and flower-topped finial. trees, distant buildings, and figures in rolling landscapes.’ These examples are 

Published: Home, Collection, pt 13, no. 361, attributable to London around 1745 to 1750. 

‘ 
y . ~ — —— a GS 

See | ees. "me = ay "I A / ‘ : 

J | Sa ae > 
v laf ia ih alaed y 1 : 

® am —S/ \ | S it eo I 
a ay zi y a Te Ze! é Se ee PN \ a ieee 

eer a) | aN pe SEP c a j 

a , —_—— eis ai eee a 

1. Archer, V&A, no. C.19. 6. Archer, V&A, nos. B.29 (farm gate plate), 

saa 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 830. Se 
* 9 — 
fae y a : 3. Ray, Warren, pl. 21, no. 57. 
parca siete 
Rae” | - (, woolen, oat 4. Britton, Bristol, no. 18.40; Lipski and Archer, 

—6« BQO) a f fh Dated Delftware, no. 943. » ocho {33 53x ©OCW 
A aaa 5. Ray, Tiles, pp. 144-145, pl. 16, nos. 161-162. 

— cf ae aia. For a ginger jar with a bare-headed figure wear- 

"2 , ing a long gown with a V-shaped collar and 

— “ standing between similar trees, see Archer, 
7 V&A, no. G.8 (right). 
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i a , 

D323. TEABOWL diag 
—, —_ rn 

London, probably Lambeth ie ——— | 

Probably Jonathan Chilwell II, Vauxhall . i i 

(owner, 1697-1712) 3 e 

Dated 1712 b ee w y 

H.: 2" (5.1 cm); Diam.: 3" (7.6 cm) \ \ ey: : 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. > ——— 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise-white, 

somewhat transparent. Overall, exclud- 

ing footrim bottom. , 
Actual size 

SHAPE: Molded, or possibly thrown 

id ribbed by hand. Turned, narrow- ( . a & ‘ 
cel Aceh aeeaaacae ompared with the number of surviving plain teabowls, those with mold- 

edged fall ylipcncaWectim ed, vertical flutes are quite scarce:' two have a variation of this asymmetric 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowering floral design; one has a matching saucer with fan-shaped panels enclosing a 

plants and grasses. Interior inscribed symmetrical sprig; and four incomplete bowls, excavated at Southampton, have 

“:5/)7)2 [1712]’ with dot clusters. Bor- alternately reversed sprigs.’ The first three vessels are rendered in blue, red, and 

ders composed of horizontal lines. green, the sherds in blue. 

Fluting is generally associated with silver, but no parallels in English metal- 
Ex coll: K. Hammitt. : 
co “nm work are known for this form of teabowl. Three fluted delftware bowls (H.: 2.3" 

1. Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, {7.2 cm]; Diam.: 4.3" [11 cm]) were excavated from a circa 1715 sealed structure 
pp. 236-243. . 

at the Vauxhall pottery site in Lambeth.’ Probably too large to have been 
2. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (3), March 1, . . . - , 
1983, lot 421/2 and 3 (floral design): Ray, teabowls, these vessels have around their narrower, higher feet a double-line 

Warren, pl. 73, no. 144, p. 204 (paneled); border comparable with that on the 1712 teabowl. (Tin-glazed, fluted teapots, 
Southampton collection, Quilter’s Vault, . . = . 
no. SOU.116-18, 116 53 (bowl fragments). teabowls, and saucers also were made in the Netherlands.) 

a. Hawards, vauxhall Pottery,,p-52; 526. This teabowl, apparently, is one of a pair, or perhaps is from a set, no others 

" Pe . are recorded with both initials and a date, though a small blue, red, and green 
4. See Christie's (Amsterdam), Septem- 

ber 24, 1985, lot 6, for De Griecksche “A” teabowl and matching saucer are inscribed “E, B,” and the bases of a small 

daclory, Delft 1700s) 725 cespowls end teapot and matching cream jug are each inscribed “C $/1772.”° The painted 
saucers; Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, col. uy i . 

pl. 29, no. 2723 (teapot). design on the 1712 teabowl was very popular and exploited with many varia- 

5, For the other example, see Goldweitz, tions until around 1730, e.g., on a fluted bowl (Diam.: 5 1/4" [13.3 cm]), excavated 

Collection, p. 11 (not illus.). Private collec- at Temple Balsall, Warwickshire, from a circa 1728 context, and on sherds of 
tion (“E, B” pieces); Lipski and Archer, . 7 . ss 
Dated Delftware, nos. 1534, 1535 (teapot plain teabowls found at the Southampton site mentioned above, which also 

and jug, each now in a different private yielded fluted sherds.’ Two plain saucers with a (late) version of this design were 
collection). 5 
a“) excavated at the site of a pothouse where John Sanders made delftware, but pro- 
6. Gooder, Temple Balsall, pp. 159-160, 2 2 > 

fig. 4, no. 30 (excavated bowl). For the duction began there only in 1743. 

motif on other examples, see Sotheby’s (L), The teabowl’s date and the fluted ware excavated at the site of the Vauxhall 
October 17-18, 1988, lot 506 (polychrome . « ee 
Berio Gayl secutieric MUN jane eee) pottery, which was owned by the Chilwell family, indicate that the vessel more 

lot 39a (chamber pot); Phillips (L), May 7, likely was made there. The year 1712 was crucial for the Chilwells, because dur- 

geo oule eine yest) Mogmwood ing it Jonathan II (1656-1712) died at the age of fifty-six, leaving two sons, 
sale, May 15, 1979, lot 30 (covered flower —_ 4 

bowl). Jonathan III and the young William I. So Jonathan III, recently free of his 

7, Watney, Vauxhall China Works, pl. 214. apprenticeship, took on the business with Henry Hodgson as his manager until 

8. Britton, London, p. 66 n. 5; p. 65. 1721. The combination of a high foot with molding, an early delftware tech- 

nique associated with Southwark, suggests that the teabowl was among the last 

pieces manufactured by Jonathan Chilwell II, who had probably been appren- 

ticed at Montague Close, Southwark, where his father had been a potter.® 

nea - ou : Detail of interior



DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D324. COFFEE CUP Tea- and Coffee Wares 

London, probably Lambeth 

Probably Norfolk House 

1700-1720 

andled coffee cups can be roughly divided into two groups according to 

2 cin), height, i-e., high or low, and this measurement is generally a good indication of 
Diam. (body): 2 3/8" (6 cm); an early or late date. This particular cup meets the criteria for the early series: 
Diam. (with handle): 3 1/4" (8.3 cm) 2 3/4 inches (7 cm) or more high, gently tapering toward a slightly splayed 

footring, an out-turned rim, and a compressed loop handle flattened against 

BO DYACEAYS nee iained butt the body at its lower end, which is turned up. Pieces in the low series are gen- 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, somewhat erally about 2 1/8 inches (5.4 cm) to 2 1/2 inches (6.4 cm) high with vertical sides 
transparent. Overall, excluding footrim and rims that do not turn out:' their date is later. 

bottom. The complete pattern on the Longridge cup has not been seen on any other 

SHAPE] Thrown Handle somewhat tin-glazed teaware form. The central, crescentic motif, in which the cusped 
Flarened on nt cricerouncedionettes scrolls and outer penciled curve are set high and low alternately in pairs, does, 

. F however, occur on one of the earliest-known carinated beakers (made about rior, with curled and flattened lower . 
ee As 1680),’ and the motif can be traced back to floral scrolls on fifteenth-century Flo- 

terminal. Slightly splayed footrim wit! é meas F z SEI rentine maiolica.’ The hooklike ornaments attached to the top row of scrolls 

Below Cdn. also occur on the feet of a salver (no. D343) in this collection, strongly suggest- 
DECORATION: Painted. Scrollwork ing that the cup also may have been made at Norfolk House pottery in Lambeth, 
with foliate elaborations. Borders com- not later than circa 1720 to 1725.‘ The thin, light brown line painted around the 
posed of horizontal lines. Handle bears rim is a new departure at this time, although it was being used on plates. 

horizontal slashes (running in glaze). 

1. See Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, 

pp. 293-299. 

2. Believed to have been found in Lambeth 

by Garner and acquired by Lipski (Sothe- 

by’s [L], Lipski sale [3], March 1, 1983, hw A 
lot 421/4, now in a private collection). a ae 

{ 4 2 AN 
3. For a two-handled polychrome jar } \\ Ks {| 
(c. 1480-1500), see Watson, Maiolica, K\\ \\ 4, | 
pp. 62-63, no. 20. LY ) R 
4. Bloice, Norfolk House, p. 132, fig. 57, : \ , as 
nos. 39, 53, 71. At this time the pottery " v4 
was owned by Ann Barston. Later it was | 4 " 
owned by her brother-in-law, Jonathan . +s h 

Chilwell III, previously at Vauxhall pottery. , y he / 

i ‘ . fi 

Ke Mle 
| tie eh PS 

Actual size 
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Actual size 

D325. TEABOWL and SAUCER 

Probably London ie ie , 2 
, he palette and combination of a cockerel, a vase, and a basket with flowers 

Ce eu be derive from Kangxi (1662-1722) hard-paste porcelain, and versions of the design 8 Pp Pp 8) 

W15-1725 also occur on other English tin glaze.’ (On Chinese wares, cockerels sometimes 

are emblematic of literary success, but Western consumers probably chose such 
Bowl H.: 1 3/8" (3.5 cm); : 5 5 a F > 

designs for their decorative merit alone.) 

Diam 27/8172 cin) A circa 1715 spiked bowl (see no. D187 for type) excavated at the Vauxhall 

Saucer H.: 3/4" (1.9 cm); (London) production site bears one version of the motifs shown here.’ More like 

Diam.: 4 3/8" (11.1 cm) the Longridge pieces in painting style is a blue and white plate that depicts the 

cockerel-vase-and-basket motif and bears a mark (the number 8) and under-rim 

BODY CLAY: )Fine-gralned butt. markings (naughts and crosses). Such features typically are associated with 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white. Bristol, but under-rim markings also occur on some London delftware. An 

Overall, excluding edges of footrims unmarked polychrome plate without under-rim markings also shows a gener- 

SHAPE: Thrown. Tapering, low, cylin- ally similar approach to the layout of the design.‘ A rare and apparently 

Anicalifearrine: unpublished small stand with three bracket feet (see no. D343) for approximate 

DECORATION: Painted. (Bowl and shape) bears the same motifs in blue with different details.’ The tail feathers of 

: ' the cockerels on these three pieces and the Longridge teabowl and saucer are 
saucer) Single repeats of cockerel with . . . . . —_ 

drawn in a more free-flowing, calligraphic style than those of the similarly 
flowering plants, vase, and basket. Bor- ae ee ‘ : 

posed cockerels on London “farm series” plates (nos. D138—D140) in this collec- 
ders composed of (cup) horizontal lines one 

and (saucer) concentric circles. 
1. Horne, Collection, pt. 19, no. 558. For versions 4. Britton, Bristol, nos. 13.13, 13.14 (marked). 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 19, no. 558. of the motifs on probably London delft punch 5.1 and V: Hawes eollection| 

bowls, see Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 28; Archer, 

V&A, no. F.13, pl. 190, noting a Royal Scottish 6. For a cockerel with swirling tail feathers on a 
Museum dish (no. RSM 1957.563) also with the posset pot sharing the Longridge teaware 

motif; Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 124A, palette, see Allen, Dolz Collection, p. 859, pl. 4. 

no. 1473. 

2. Howard and Ayers, China, vol. 1, pl. 137. 

3. Britton, London, p. 71, fig. 12] (spiked bowl), 
and, for a bowl interior and plates with cock- 

erels, p. 70, fig. 11H; Edwards, Vauxhall Pottery, 

pls. 56c-56d. 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D326. TEABOWL Tea- and Coffee Wares 

London, probably Lambeth 

Probably c. 1733 

H.: 15/8" (4.1 cm); M Ree . : ‘i p ‘ fe" } ost distinctive of the motifs on this teabowl is the device often inaccu- 

Diam: 2272 (cm) rately referred to as a “swastika.” In fact this is an archaic form of the Chinese 
: , character fang, meaning “the four regions of the world” and, later, “ten thou- BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. wer P . . 

sand” (wan), symbolizing infinity. The central lotus bud symbolizes purity and 
TIN GLAZE: Very pale turquoise- 5 i . , Ap a perfection, sacred to Buddhists and Daoists,' and the back-to-back scrolls linked 

USOC ligsnicceti ti by an oval (also on Dutch market poppegoed [toy vases] recovered from the wreck 
bottom. of the Vungtao) occur with similar wan on a tin-glazed sugar pot.’ Although no 
SHAPE: Thrown. Narrow-edged, cylin- other teabowl is known, the design occurs with four different borders and in 

| drical footrim. two distinct palettes on other shapes: it is in blue and white on a saucer frag- 

DECORATION: Painted Exterior bears ment excavated in Lincoln; a teapot with a cash border; a punch bowl (with 
eyized ower) tne and sesiace atypical banner insignia) with a demifloret and crosshatched, four-dot diaper 

. , . border; and a plate with cornucopias in a similar border.’ There is a similar motifs. Interior and exterior borders . “7 . a 
; punch bowl painted in iron-red with blue concentric lines.‘ Sherds of another 

composed of horizontal lines. : . 
blue and white punch bowl and part of a coffee cup and a small mug with a dou- 

Ex coll: A. F. Britton. ble-line border were excavated at Williamsburg, Virginia.” Throughout, the 

decoration is penciled with a fine brush that in Holland is called a trekker 

(Trekken means to draw), and only the lotus leaves are hatched. Based on a dated 
1, Eberhard, Symbols, pp. 280-281 (wan); i : e = e Williams, Symbolism, p. 257 (lotus). plate, this style suggests a date of about 1733.° The teabowl’s blue and white 

2, Christie's (Amsterdam), April 7-8, 1992, design duplicates that on a small mug with rare red decoration found at Lam- 

lot 752, ¢. 1690 (poppegoed); private beth that perhaps is from the High Street pottery, established there in 1732 by 

ecllechon: (sugar pat): Henry Hodgson and Henry Forster of Stamford, Lincolnshire.’ 
3. Coppack, Lincolnshire Archaeology, 

pp. 118, 122, fig. 2, no. 22, c. 1730-1740 

(saucer); Sandon, Coffee Pots and Teapots, 

pp. 12-13, pl. 8 (teapot); Britton, Bristol, 

no. 8.4 (punch bowl); private collection 

(plate). 
— 

4. Atkins, Exhibition (1993), no. 26. , 4 
5. Austin, Delft, p. 125, coffee cup excavat- a a 
ed at the Scrivener Store and Alexander x ——_—— | 
Craig House; small mug at the William \ 3 E/ 
Finnie House. ‘\g ; 

6. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, \\ \) yf 
no. 371. Ww ' y 

MS 7. Sherds found by Garner (V&A collect- ST * GY 

ion); Britton, London, pp. 55, 57. ASS yy (ej 
a CSS SS a 

Actual size 
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DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

a 
D327. TEABOWL Tea- and Coffee Wares ] 

Probably London 

Gl735 

H.: 1 5/8" (4.1 cm); Diam.: 3" (7.6 cm) 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise. Overall, — “ Pes ssl lis, ee . 

RUE 
excluding footrim bottom. NSS Peet 

ABR SHADES ADB EE 
PAN apie ise cates 

SHAPE: Thrown. Narrow-edged, cylin- MY NSERC SS aS 

drical footrim. 

ss < : 
ERED . 

DECORATION: Painted and pow- ISU 

dered. Exterior bears three similar floral 

reserves set against powdered ground. ry ee 
Yellow-brown rim. " 

Actual size 

Ine white reserves on this teabowl were created by placing a template against 

the unfired tin glaze, sprinkling on the manganese, and then removing the tem- 

plate so that the flower sprig and outline could be penciled. (It has been 

suggested that liquid color, flicked from a brush, was used for some speckled 

effects, but the precise appearance of the teabowl indicates that dry oxide was 

sprinkled over the surface.)' The hazy purple at the rim, irregular “tide-line,” 

denser color just above the foot, and uneven color on the footring formed 

. ne because manganese oxide melts at a lower temperature than cobalt,’ and the 
1. Pountney, Bristol, p. 84 (liquid tech- 

nique); Britton, Bristol, p. 234 (three dry fluxing properties of the lead in the glaze dispersed the granules in a downward 
techniques). direction. 

Bae oe Powdered purple grounds (see also nos. D94, D128, D319) with blue outlines 

Bea ee and central decoration frequently are found on tiles made in London, Bristol, 
figs. 26c-26g; pp. 130-131, pl. 10, nos. 103- . 
106; for Bristol, p. 101, figs. 29a, 29c, 29d; and, to a lesser extent, Liverpool’ but are very rare on teaware.‘ There are only 

pl. 50, nos. 494-496, pp. 214-215; for Liver- three comparable examples: a teabowl, its matching saucer, and a saucer frag- 
pool, p. 104, figs. 33h~33i; pp. 160-161, 7 . 7 . 
pl. 24) no. 241, ment unearthed at Wincanton in Somerset.’ All have curved reserves like this 

4\ Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, one, but the sprigs and leaves on them differ. 

pp. 121-123. Tableware in this palette is often attributed to Wincanton or Bristol, but 

5. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, petal-shaped reserves on such pieces have straight or concave lower edges, the 

ee ee ee rims are painted manganese purple or left plain, and tapered, fernlike leaves 
be properly diagnostic) found by Lipski, P 8 Bue P. ‘ Ey i 

see Lipski, Teaware, no. 98. are rare and used only within lozenges.° Convex-sided reserves, however, do 

6. Garner and Archer, Delftware, pls. 93A, occur on powdered plates made in Lambeth at Vauxhall pottery and Griffith’s 

BOLUB) AOR CE SUS eID. ETS EL High Street pottery with lobed flowers like these.” Powdered purple footrings 
no, 15.28 (three plates dated 1739); Garner . 
and Archer, Delftware, pls. 125C-125D are also typical of London,’ and tapered, fernlike leaves occur on Lambeth 

{leaves in lozenges). plates, including one inscribed “7 W 6/1736.” Pale turquoise glaze and yellow- 

7. Archer, V&A, nos. B.54~B.55, B.61. brown rims too are London characteristics.” 

8. Austin, Delft, no. 45; Archer, V&A, 

no. B.52; Garner and Archer, Delftware, 

p. 33. 

9. Austin, Delft, nos. 272, 278; Britton, 

Bristol, no. 10.37 (dated 1736). 

10. Garner and Archer, Delftware, p. 30. 
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D328. TEABOWL and SAUCER 

Probably Liverpool a , . P . 2 
7 # his matching teabowl and saucer are two of six Longridge collection pieces 

Uae c° (or sets of pieces) that bear floral ornament in the so-called Fazackerley style (see 

” also nos. D169, D329-D331, D388). The pattern on the teaware shown here does 
Teabowl H.: 1 5/8" (4.1 cm); . : : . . 

not occur on any other examples in this collection but is very like that on a 
Diam.: 3 1/8" (7.9 cm : : ae 5 a 

lel ) smallish bowl (4 1/2 inches [11.4 cm] in diameter) in another collection.' The 

Solcet 7s (22 a) same style of leaves and a (differently detailed) set of blue flowers, to the right 

Diam. 5! (12.7 cm) of center, also occur on a 1767 dated punch bowl bearing a romantic rhyme and 
the name Joseph Peteru.’ 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. wees 
3 a Decoration in so-called Fazackerley colors also appears on delftware produced 

TIN, GLAZE) \tic-eray ishiwhite, Over= for the export market. Fazackerley flowers (in patterns not matching those on 

all, excluding footrim edges. the teabowl and saucer shown here) occur on punch bowl, plate, and other frag- 
SHAPE: Thrown. Footrims of V-shaped ments excavated at public and domestic sites in Williamsburg, Virginia.’ 

section with narrow, flat edges. 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowers. 
1. Ray, Warren, pl. 57, no. 113. 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1202 
(Liverpool Museum, no. 50.60.24). 

3. For punch bowls, see Austin, Delft, pp. 90 
(James Geddy Workshop and Kitchen), 92 (Public 

Hospital), 94 (Timberlake and Dana site, Chris- 

tiana Campbell's Tavern); for a plate, p. 181 

(Roscow Cole House). 
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D329, D330. COFFEE CUP, Tea- and Coffee Wares . 

TEABOWL, and SAUCERS 

(D329) Liverpool 

1755-1768 ‘I, 

(D330) Possibly Bristol hese four items are standard in shape and size and share a similar type of 

1755-1766 polychrome decoration. Grooved loop handles like that on the coffee cup (D329) 

were introduced around 1750 by Warmstry House porcelain factory at Worces- 

(D329) Cup H.: 2 5/8" (6.7 cm); ter, were copied on Liverpool porcelain coffee cups from around 1755 at 

Diam. (body): 2 1/4” (5.7 cm); William Reid & Co.’s Brownlow Hill works, and, it seems, neighboring delftware 

Diam. (with handle): 3 1/8" (79 cm) factories copied them as well.' 

Steere Oe ern This sort of floral decoration, with black details added over the five oxide col- 

Diam: 4 3/4" (121 em) ors, was a new departure for the delftware industry that first emerged around 

1756, as indicated by a small inkpot inscribed “RW 1756” (no. D388) and deco- 

eae sodlaraleie [alc rated with characteristic flower sprigs.’ On the coffee cup and saucer (D329) 

CD) shown here, the yellow is bright and clear, the red a warm brick tone, the mixed 

Saucer H.: 3/4" (4.4 cm); green opaque olive, as one would expect from a successful firing, whereas the 

Diam.: 4 5/8" (11.7 cm) yellow on the teabowl and its matching saucer (D330) varies from dull gold to 

muddy, the leaves are very somber (with more blue than yellow in their make- 

Beant up), and the small buds have hardly developed any color, clearly indicating that 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish to turquoise- the kiln temperature was not high enough to mature all the oxides. 

white. Overall, excluding bottoms of Of the more than twenty different “Fazackerley”-type floral designs known 

footrims. on tin-glazed teaware (see also nos. D331, D337),’ two are illustrated here: the 

SHAPE: Thrown. (D329, coffee cup) tightly organized horizontal spray on the coffee cup and triangular group on 

Extruded handle: flat onintertorand one saucer (D329); and, treated in a very abstract way, the ornament on the 

Goneave on exterior (All) Narrow flate teabowl and its matching saucer (D330). 

edged, cylindrical footrims. A 1757 and a 1758 cave bee ens ae = sere linked tp Hvetpee! 

since 1854, but there is no explanation for the origin of this beautiful, innova- 

RECO RATION: raiptedaiowets and tive style, which so suddenly emerged fully realized in Liverpool without 

leaves, (D330) with fences apparent experimentation. The concept may have anticipated the polychrome 

Published: (D329) Garner and Archer, Delft- enameling of wood-block tile prints introduced by John Sadler in 1756 and fired 

ware, pl. 1048; Garner, Delftware, pl. 84B. in Samuel Gilbody’s kiln on Shaws Brow.’ Alternatively, the quality of pattern 

Ex colls.: (D329) E. Pitts Curtis. (D330) L. L. Lip- construction, the indented shapes of the leaves and buds, which are overlaid 

ab Sauer with black at their bases, may look to contemporary Chinese Imari export 

porcelain for inspiration, and the palette is a creditable reinterpretation of 

famille verte enamels.‘ 

The exceptional yellow of the coffee cup (D329) perhaps was obtained from 

the color mill of Lawrence Harrison, a partner at Brownlow Hill,’ who was 

renowned for this pigment. Fazackerley-style sherds (not wasters) were found at 

Button Street (known as Lord Street pothouse, founded by Alderman Josiah 

Poole) and Trueman Street, between Alderman Thomas Shaw’s Friendship pot- 

house and Samuel Poole’s pothouse;’ a properly conducted archaeological 

excavation is needed to be certain which enterprise produced the ware. Some 

Bristol decorators combined similar floral sprays and “lobster claw” detached 

buds in darker colors with various under-rim marks. These unusual buds are 

present on this teabowl and saucer, which suggests that they may have been 

made in Bristol.’ The style possibly was tried in Dublin" but was not employed 

in London, and the relatively small amount surviving, especially in teaware, 

indicates that it was not a long-lived fashion. 
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1. Sandon, Worcester, pl. 14; Watney, Liverpool, lot 156; Garner sale (2), March 2, 1965, lot 92 7. Adams, Insurance, p. 95, Sun Company Policy 

p. 64, figs. 246, 247; Atkins, Exhibition (1998), (now Birmingham Museum collection); Garner No. 150228, dated December 31, 1755; Britton, 

no. 19 (coffee cup). sale (3), June 1, 1965, lot 53 (now private collec- Bristol, p. 16. 
P FEN f ion); Archer, V&A, col. pls. 219-220, nos. H.7-H.8 i 

2. Also illustrated in Lipski and Archer, Dated won) m 1 ae ah a . ae 8. Fragments found by Peter Entwistle. See 
‘ (latter with cruciform fence). : p : 

Delftware, no. 1584. Garner, Liverpool, pp. 70-71, pl. 64. 

‘ : 4. Britton, Bristol, p. 269, col. pl. p. 38; Archer, ss 
3. Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, pp. 734-736, V oe a Retain E Eve i 9. Britton, Bristol, nos. 17.6, 17.13, 17.14; Archer, 

/&A, pp. 300-301. 
class 13, lists 14 (now updated to 19) earthen- PE V&A, no. H.7. 
ware designs; p. 751 lists 2 re stoneware. 5. Cf. Ray, Tiles, pp. 70, 77, col. pl. G, no. 612. 2 . : 
, a ae - * . oN ei SEE CP eUSSADE E aa 10. For a pair of small 10-sided plates, see Sothe- 

eee See eeee Were Se 6. Cf. Reichel, Porzellan, p. 150, pl. 58, “1721 by’s (L), December 15, 1964, lot 36 (now private 
Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, = 5 ‘ 

b vorhanden” (Dresden collection); Jorg, Rijksmu- collection). 

seum, nos, 224, 198
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D331. JUG Tea- and Coffee Wares 

Tin-glazed stoneware 

Liverpool 

1755-1768 M 

ore than twenty items of teaware with Fazackerley-style floral designs 

Ha (76 em); have been recorded now, but only three are cream jugs, and this is the only 
Diam. (body): 2 1/8" (5.4 cm); example painted on tin-glazed stoneware (see no. D332). Its baluster-shaped 
Diam. (with handle): 2 5/8" (6.7 cm) body and loop handle are similar to salt-glazed, white stoneware cream jugs 

made in Staffordshire.’ Two others in tin-glazed stoneware are known; both 

BODY CLAY» fine-grained pale/butt are decorated with chinoiserie landscapes painted in cobalt blue, and both 
(stoneware). have a hatched scroll border like the one on this jug.’ The border also occurs 

TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise with on tin-glazed earthenware, including a polychrome cream jug, two blue and 

brown speckling. Overall, excluding white jugs, and a pair of small blue and white vases.‘ Tin-glazed earthenware 

footrim bottom. tiles with Fazackerley-style flowers have been found in Liverpool, and others of 

SHAPE: Thrown. Extruded handle of the type have large central flower heads with yellow centers, like this one, 

; crosshatched in black.’ Tin-glazed stoneware sherds with a geometric tree very flattened oval section. Flaring, flat- . nile . 
like that on one of the blue and white tin-glazed stoneware jugs were found on 

edged footrim. . : 
8 the site of Alderman Thomas Shaw’s pottery, off Trueman Street, where sherds 

BECO RATION: Falnteg: Horal sang. with Fazackerley-style decoration also were discovered.‘ The only other tin- 
Border composed of scrollwork and glazed stoneware items with Fazackerley-style flowers are a teapot with an 
horizontal line. appropriate crabstock handle and spout and a coffee can,’ which make them 
Published: Gamer, Delftware, pl. 648; Garner some of the rarest of English delftware made in Liverpool around 1757 (see 

and Archer, Delftware, pl. 104B. nos. D329, D330). 

Ex coll.: E. Pitts Curtis. 

— i \ 
pe * “1 rece . al 7 ¥ 

See: 

Wee 

a 

fe. 4) 
+ 7 os 

Actual size 

1. Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, app. 3, 5, 6. 5. Ray, Tiles, pp. 204-205, pl. 45, fig. 52, 

2. D. M. & P. Manheim advertisement, The Antique noe oe ce DE 

Collector 33, no. 3 (June 1962), p. lvii. 6. Garner, Liverpool, pp. 70-72, pl. 72. Sherds 

3. Garner, Liverpool, p. 72, pl. 72; Stoke-on- aa 

Trent, Stonewares, p. 51, pl. 42, no. 49b. 7. Sotheby’s (L), Garner sale (2), March 2, 1965, | 

4. Austin, Delft, no. 123 (polychrome jug); Rack- a eri ee oma a peace Pea oe co 

ham, Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1554, and Sotheby’s (Eymou useum colleen): 

(L), Moorwood sale, May 15, 1979, lot 23 (blue 

and white jugs); Atkins, Exhibition (1998), 

no. 20 (vases). 
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D332. COFFEE CUP Tea- and Coffee Wares 

Tin-glazed stoneware 

Liverpool, probably Shaw’s Brow 

Probably Richard Chaffers and Company 

c. 1765 : 
PEE oe tty ; 

+ 
H.: 2 1/2" (6.4 cm); AN 

Diam. (body): 2 1/2" (6.4 cm); j " 

Diam. (with handle): 3’ (7.6 cm) nm 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff \ 
i P | 

(stoneware). La 

TIN GLAZE: Light turquoise, some- Bec 
a a = 

what transparent and runny. Somewhat we cs 

\er 

matt and, in places, finely wrinkled on 

interior and part of upper portion of - ai 
+ ee . 

exterior. Overall, excluding bottom we 

edge of footrim. 

SHAPE: Thrown. Extruded handle peta sige 

(through shaped template) with length- 

wicehiblonterterionand curledand he stoneware body (see also no. D331) of this cup is composed of pipeclay, 

; ; calcined flint, and sand, a mixture that can be thrown and turned to produce a 
pinched lower terminal. . . . . . 

thinner-walled, lighterweight body than its earthenware counterpart and is 
DECORATION: Painted. Classical ruins : F 5 

fired to a higher temperature.’ Although this process should result in a harder, 

Cen seee yp ulidinge: pian more durable piece, the cup’s largish rim chips may indicate that the propor- 

water, and boat. tions of the raw materials or the biscuit-firing temperature (or both) still 

Published and exhibited: Stoke-on-Trent, required adjusting’ 

Stonewares, no. 50; Brown and Lockett, The ribbed cross section of the handle was created with the aid of a template 
i |, no. 47 5 : ae 
MNCONIR inserted in a dod-box (dod means handle), and the lower end of the strip is 

busied: alan smi an Enametied 1a pinched and twisted like many on Staffordshire, salt-glazed, white stoneware 
Glazed Mug at Temple Newsam,” Leeds Arts . . . 
Calendar, 1978, pl. 4. coffee cups.’ This rare technical feature in tin-glazed stoneware teaware other- 

Ex coll.:E. N. Stretton (no. $57). wise is found only on cream jugs (see no. D331), coffee cans, and coffee pots,’ 

and is unknown in tin-glazed earthenware. No matching tin-glazed stoneware 

saucer of this pattern is known. 

~ — The cup’s apparently unique landscape design is at center front and fans out, 
4 

q ; yet leaves wide areas of glaze empty at either side without a recto complementary 

, ; f scene.’ The ruin and distant tower are entirely European, but the bullet-headed 

" F boatman is common in chinoiserie landscapes.’ Other versions of this design are 

ey. used on a phosphatic porcelain mug and a steatitic mug, both attributed to 

i sl Richard Chaffers and Company, Shaws Brow, Liverpool, around 1754/5 to 1765,” 

aa which suggests that the coffee cup could have been made there at the same time. 

1. Burton, Earthenware and Stoneware, pp. 92, 93. 4. Archer, V&A, no. H.10 (cream jug); Wills, Pot- 

. tery and Porcelain, p. 64, fig. 60 (coffee can); 
205 2 er tin-glazed stot are, such as 
2 Some orner Be glazed Sone ane Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 
teapots and coffee pots, have thin bases that lot 202 (coffee pot) 

have cracked, and the glaze has a characteristic cotter pot). 

pattern of very fine crazing due to the impervi- 5. Compare the scene on a tin-glazed earthen- 

ous body and differential cooling coefficient. ware cup (Austin, Delft, no. 139). 

3. For a template used 1796-1828, see Smith, 6. Ibid., nos. 123, 144, 145. 

Herculaneum, p. 42, pl 118; fora ee Wee 7. Watney, Liverpool, p. 12, fig. 6a (with a sailing 
Hamer and Hamer, Dictionary, p. 104. For coffee ene 7 

: i boat); p. 18, fig. 39 (more foliage). 
cup, see Mountford, Salt-glazed Stoneware, pl. 98. 
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D333, D334. SPOON TRAYS ee Gia Gc ea\vaie 
(D333) London 

Possibly Vauxhall | 

©. 1745 S | 

(D334) Probably Liverpool poon trays are an entirely Western invention resulting from the use of | 

. 1760 sugar to sweeten coffee and tea; once it was found that lumps of loaf sugar dis- 

solved more quickly if beverages were stirred, two novel accessories arrived on | 

(D333) H.: 1" (2.5 cm); the tea table.’ One was the teaspoon, which had an oval bowl small enough to | 

L.: 5 3/4" (14.6 cm); go into an average teabowl, coffee cup, or capuchine. The other was a small tray | 
| 

W: 37/8" (9.8 cm) on which the spoons could be laid before and after use, which prevented dam- 
; | 

(0334) H: 3/4" (19 cm); age either to cloth or table. 

L:6"(52.em) In keeping with the costly refreshments they accompanied, the earliest 
“ .2. CM); 

spoon trays were of silver,’ and, when seen with the teaspoons, they were a bril- | 
W.: 31/2" (8.9 cm) An eee : ya liantly satisfying indication of the owner’s wealth and social status. Once cheap | 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff Chinese teawares flooded the London market, however, it became fashionable | 

- , to order porcelain spoon trays en suite with a tea service.’ This practice probably | TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, (D333) more . a. ; . 
accounts for the paucity of surviving tin-glazed examples, none of which, so far, | 

pale. Overall, excluding bottoms of r i 
are known to match any other delft teaware. The Longridge trays illustrate two 

(Bee opi andi(p324)lay fect types produced by English potters, and their size, about 6 inches (15.2 cm) wide, 
SHAPE: Molded. Flat bottoms, also relates to the average length of contemporary teaspoons. | 
(D333) with low, nearly oval footrim, The earlier of the two pieces shown here is the example with pavilion 

(D334) with four crescent-shaped ridges reserves (D333). Its simple, controlled hexagonal shape, pointed at both ends, 

forming feet. closely resembles the Chinese trapezoid porcelain “boats” that it, and Worcester, | 

DECORATION: Painted. (D333) Large copy. The reserved design occurs on two polychrome plates dated 1746 and a 

small blue and white mug.‘ They all have a brown painted edge like the one on | reserves bear pavilions and plants; small | 
this spoon tray, which suggests a London origin, and a sherd with similar feath- 

reserve bears insect. Border composed . 
ery branches was found at the Vauxhall pottery site.* | 

tline, b . (D334) Buildi 5 . * a fo Ocoee (D2) Pulidings On the second Longridge tray (D334), the sinuous, rococo outline betrays its | 

in landscape: with trees: Border com derivation from silver antecedents. Crescentic feet only occur on trays of this 
posed of trelliswork with floral reserves. form.’ Two of them have somewhat similar landscape designs and the same sort 
Ex colli: (D334) Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Knauer, of floret and diaper border on the cavetto that occurs on a water bottle deco- | 
“Man Full of Trouble” Tavern. rated in Fazackerley palette, suggesting that this spoon tray could have been 

made in Liverpool about 1757-1760.’ The shape is also found in white salt-glazed | 
| 

stoneware, solid agateware, and red earthenware with stained lead glazes and | 

cream sprigs.* | 

Din : a 7 : 

- _ & G* ' . " | 
‘ heres, meh: A 

f ern ( bi é » | 
Phas eae A ay € : fice | ; at bbs “ ae | 

re Se aaa y | 
. bo ees ae ae ™, 7 

D333. «D334 
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Actual size 

1. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 165: “the daily use oval utensils pointed at both ends), and the term 7. For two with floret and diaper border, see 

of coffee with sugar as with us in London”; was still in use in 1769 in catalogs of Worcester Austin, Delft, no. 131; Sotheby's (L), July 21, 

[Nahum Tate], Poem, p. 44 (sweetening of tea). porcelain at Christie’s London (see Godden, 1981, lot 23. For water bottle, see Rackham, 

: : Export Porcelain, p. 119; Nightingale, History, Glaisher, vol. 1, p. 214, no. 1724, col. pl. 16. 
2. The earliest example noted was hallmarked at 

5 : pp. 97-98). For, respectively, Chinese export and = oI 
London, 1706/7 (see [Grimwade], Assheton Ben- 2 8. Plain white and polychrome enameled salt 

: Chelsea spoon trays in services, see Howard, 
nett Collection, p. 21, no. 176). glaze, respectively, Mountford, Salt-glazed Stone- 

Armorial, p. 62; Austin, Chelsea, app., p. 12 
on ware, pl. 103; Horne, Collection, pt. 17, no. 503. 3. The form, unknown in domestic market 5 ‘ + ' 

= 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 504, Christie's (NY), Ginsburg sale, October 14, 1983, 
Kangxi porcelain, must have been specially cre- . 

504A (plates); private collection (mug). lot 97 (agateware). Earle, Collection, p. 27, 
ated from a pattern supplied by the East India . 

. . - . no. 33A (red earthenware). 
Company. In 1710, the directors in London 5. Unpublished. 

ordered “12,000 boats for the teaspoons” (the 2 s one mt : i 3 Sons’ (the 6. Five other examples, Macfarlane, Tin-glazed 
-vocative term suggests that the “boats” were 
Se eco ste we: 226 Ete Teaware, pp. 379-380. 
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D335. TEA CANISTER Ss a 0 — 
. === ; * eet _ 

London, probably Lambeth AS = ees . a es os. AV sept ieee 3 = =e Sree 
1735-1740 yy be — pa SS : Yes ma 

iS] om ‘ 

H.: 4 7/8" (12.4 cm); =. e , . Fh : 

WI r ie > : Dd Wai Lies 5 W.: 3 3/4" (9.5 cm); \ 1 2 si Wy S ; 
Depth: 2 1/4" (5.7 cm) he ww. ; en AMY CN | & 

SV pet ¥ : VINE BODY CLAY: Fine-grained light buff. Same. Co , oe eS: 
i oe i Pa 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, slightly AS! », - ~ 1 Oi ne = 
transparent and runny. Overall, exclud- pee 2< {i >», , 

ing where b iped virtually cl . ud ( ing where bottom wiped virtually clean. x one Rest: | 

SHAPE: Press-molded. Flat bottom. x RX \ \ | 

DECORATION: Painted (blue and g % b 
. a, i 

white with detailing in manganese < west t rt 
~ ¢ 

wash). One primary panel depicts Cain 6) ‘ 

and Abel scene; other portrays couple a Px . a & 
with dog. End panels and shoulder bear : 

different floral vines. Curved corners 

bear three different diaper motifs. 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 18, no. 519. 

Of te pleces recorded eo tu 8 chewithe iles and chargers (see nos. D5, D63-D68) apart, biblical scenes are seldom 

Crucifixion, 5 have Old Testament scenes, seen on English tin glaze,' and where teaware is concerned, are confined to tea 

# have New, Testatnent scenes andithas canisters; the only other biblical canister, a plain, rectangular vessel painted in 
an Apocryphal scene (Macfarlane research . 
[1991-1999 (ongoing))). dark blue, combines scenes from the Old Testament “Rachel and Eliezer at the 

2. For Hampshire County Council Muse- well” with the “Three Wise Men” from the New Testament.? On the canister 

ums Service collection (no: DA1980.60) shown here, “Cain slaying his brother Abel,” also from the Old Testament 
canister, see Horne, Tiles, p. 80, fig. 15; * 4 ; . 
p. 95, fig. 17, Gen. 29:10 (Rachel and (Gen. 4:8), is contrasted with a secular subject.’ The pale manganese shading of 
Eliezer); Matt. 2:9 (Wise Men). the sprigs on top of the canister is a rare feature. 

3. For country scene with saintly figure In spite of symbolizing the triumph of evil over good, the murder of Abel is 
and Crucifixion on flower urn, see Brit- : . a es , 4 Me rrictolne 75) perceived as of far less religious significance than the Fall (see nos. D65-D67) 

ee Maclaerare Chater ppt sares! and so is seldom illustrated in art. Consequently, though only a few copies of the 

5 Meriae) leonam Biblicarum, peal) (IN book were printed and the original plate is unlikely to have been available to 

Genes. (ch.) IV; p. 4 (AVB Press introduc- English delftware decorators, Matthias Merian’s engraving of the scene for Icones 
tion), states 3 of perhaps only 300 copies Biblicarum (Frankfurt, 1630)° could be extremely relevant here. A similar image 
originally published survive today. 

of the horrific assault appears in reverse on London and Liverpool tiles (the lat- 
6. Horne, Tiles, no. 443 (London); Ray, i . . . 

Tiles, pp. 116-117, no. 21 (Liverpool). ter with burnt offerings smoking on the two altars, as in the engraving).° Dutch 

7. Pluis, Bijbeltegels, p. 244, no. 315 (Rot- tiles also depict the scene,’ and immigrant Friesland workmen may have 

terdam tiles\with altars, 1725-1750); brought such designs to a London pottery engaged in the manufacture of tiles 
no. 314 (Harlingen [Friesland] tiles with- 

out altars, like this canister, 1650-1675). as well as teaware. 

8, Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, ‘Twelve other canisters of this shape are known (see also nos. D336, D337); 
pp. 348-349. three of them have diapered ornament on their convex corners, and one, dated 

9. Austin, Delft, no. 129 (dated 1757); 1757, has quatrefoil diaper designs relating to one corner panel on the Long- 
Sotheby’s (L), Bryant sale, July 10, 1965, . a 5 i Tor 92; Horne, Collection, pe. 8, no. 201. ridge canister.’ Based on dated examples, this shape was produced from at least 

a ie nee : : nae 10, Lipsid and/Archer, Dated Delware, 1737 to 1757," but the canister’s relationship to London tiles and “Cain and 

nos. 1516-1517; Austin, Delft, no, 129. Abel” baroque garden sculpture sold (1708-1737) by Andries Carpentiére of Por- 

11. Roscoe, Statues, pp. 38, 42. tugal Row" indicates that it probably was made around 1735 to 1740 nearby, in 

Lambeth. 
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D336. TEA CANISTER ot Ue 

Probably Li l < = Pe = roba iverpool é a —= - y Liverp es e. ae BS pee TTT 
Dated 1743 | - Ee y [eg la / a! |) 

} C9 sees eee ii C Tl) gs h hy} al 

Le Rees re My ll) || A 
H.: 41/2" (11.4 cm); er 17 i } mM ff re | | a 

. I ee Na TT sa | G37 /\ jay W::3 7/8" (9.8 cm); f | wt Ce fi |) A MU / pez ) 
RATT) Ate AP NUT Wie’ ! A ( Depth: 2 3/8" (6 cm) (/ | ~ EY > C1 AA | EX, \ 

Aas Viti 6 OMe ihe ps 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. n | (\zZ 5 } Pee c/a ‘al eV Be 

a fA Ea Y tee CPST Cy 
TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise. Overall \ | pee Vie a a <email pe : . , < € \;.|™ Pony a1 : “8 a »| al 

pee Rie ley ——S—S—— 
excluding bottom. (ft ‘ CA ff, ¥ wh.) Bias neni 5. 

PRL IAS | gg] ct) Re aes eae 
SHAPE: Press-molded. Two small holes a} (a es { ME ( a3} 

(3/4" apart) pierced and filled near cen- i vi] / Bl 4 7 Gly Re 
A TVD pal XL | 

ter of flat bottom. k at | it is] oy 0) ny ee | 
. } Ie a We AS A 1 eee 

DECORATION: Painted. Large panels RA eee NO TA | fale Pt 

& Se ‘ V ASOT) 
bear scenes of similar European ladies; 7 LOR : NS, zs 1/5 oh 

RQ REZ ot Cw is one holds teapot, teabowl, and saucer; RES SAL GY I oS 
en a ome f | 

the other a vase(?) and indeterminate aa a Z 

object. Narrow ends bear Chinese fig- 

ures holding vases(?). Curved corners 

bear similar floral vines. Top inscribed 

“ES/1743." Borders composed of straight ere, East and West are neatly juxtaposed. The weeping willows suggest the 

lines and, on top, outline. English gentlewoman is in an oriental landscape, and overhead the oblique lines 

Probably published: Linsti and Archer Dated cut off by the canister’s top edge are Chinese in manner and suggest pendant 

Delftware, no. 1518 (not illustrated, but branches, a device also used on a blue and white tin-glazed slop basin.’ The thin 

description matches). Chinese end figure has a partly shaved head with hair twisted into a pigtail. This 

Probably ex coll: M. L. Clarke (based on is a Manchu, Qing custom among those of lower class? and is contemporary with 
Christie’s [L], April 5, 1934, lot 22). . : ; e z : 

HA? j the date of the canister. The globular teapot’s long bail handle is derived from 

Bi Chinese ewers originally used for boiling water to pour over powdered tea in a % 8) iS Pp P 

Ea . bowl.’ Somewhat similar pots occur on a polychrome, chinoiserie tin-glazed 
Bre Eiri y 
Rare itt Suen teapot of 1695 to 1710 and a circa 1700 posset pot.‘ On the reverse, the woman eee is ieee ols. : . : : : Pe fas ae VC holds two indeterminate objects: one likely is a beaker-shaped vase (see also the s ee ae ) y P' 

(ae Re _ 2 r aye E $ 
Bases z Chinese end figures) with a central band, a form found in Transitional period Chi- ; a ie g gu Pp 

‘Roe ei meme j nese porcelain’ and common enough in English homes at this time. 

Nee, Secs aa Six other canisters of this shape have initials and dates: 1737 (two), 1738, 

essex rt 1750 (a pair), and 1757. The style of decoration varies a great deal within the 

group, which also includes seven undated pieces with chinoiserie landscapes.’ 

ee ee moe CoN Stor (Only the 1757 canister depicts a European figure, and she stands empty-hand- 
lady (right) in somewhat similar dress in ‘ . 

c. 1740 tea-drinking conversation piece ed and differently dressed, without an apron.) The powdered blue ground on the 

RO OES Se Se Caiaese porcelain 1750 canisters and a pair of blue and white plates with the same spear-carrying 
versions, see Kilburn, Transitional Wares, : " : es 
p. 86, pl. 47; p. 100, no. 41. Hampshire Chinaman as on the 1738 canister are linkable to chinoiserie patterned sherds 

County Council Museums Service collec found in Liverpool, suggesting that this 1743 tea canister also was made there.‘ 
tion (no, DA1979.75/33). _ u gone 

a The identity of “ES” is unknown. 
2. Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson, p. 710. 

ee ee ae 6. For 1737, see Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (1), 7. Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (2), November 17, 
SSE ENGI EEG ACE EHTS ee el March 10, 1981, lot 144; and Lipski and Archer, _1981, lot 275; Scholes sale, January 16, 1962, 
woodblock illustrating Yixing ware. Dated Delftware, nos. 1516-1517. For 1738, see lot 4; July 10, 1965, lot 92; Ray, Warren, pl. 81, 
4. Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 1; Bonhams (L), Horne, Collection, pt. 8, no. 201. For 1750, see no. 160; Sotheby’s (NY), October 15, 1982, lot 73; 

September 14, 1990. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, lot April 13, 1984, lot 455; Horne, Collection, pt. 6, P P 
i ae u 114; Austin, Delft, no. 128; Lipski and Archer, no. 138. 

6 el aray Trap siunal Wares Po 22598, Dated Delftware, nos. 1520-15204. For 1757, see 
no. 91. ani, a “ 8. Plates with concentric rings on the backs (in 

Sotheby’s (L), Weston sale, April 15, 1958, lot 17; eg i me 
ee 2 = private collections) match sherds found by Peter 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1522; : 2 = ‘ P 
i . . Entwistle (see Garner, Liverpool, p. 71, pl. 63). 

Austin, Delft, no. 129.
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: R e 7 D337. TEA CANISTE N Ca j*) : & | 

: PS | Liverpool VN cha |] i My 
Y ) 6! 

c. 1760 z \ | 
‘i \ Py 

H.: 5 1/4" (13.3 cm); ) 5 
i 

W.:3 3/4" (9.5 cm); ; - | 

Depth: 2 3/4" (7 cm) 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. " 

IN) 
TIN GLAZE: Very pale turquoise 7) WAS YU 

a? 
Overall, excluding bottom (wiped YY 

clean). 

SHAPE: Press-molded. (Later japanned 

metal lid.) Flat bottom. 

DECORATION: Painted. Pastoral S ’ . = 

urviving toy (meaning small) tea services (no standard size service is known) 
scenes, one with couple by tree, fence rom an . ' i 

indicate that English delft tea canisters were not made en suite. (Chinese export 
to the left, and distant ships to the : as 2 

a porcelain canisters, however, could be ordered as part of English private trade 

right; the other with sleeping lady, armorial tea services.)' This practice may explain why, as is true of ornament on 

building, and tree. Narrow ends and more than ninety recorded delftware tea canisters (dating from about 1705 to 

shoulder bear flowers and leaves. Bor- 1774), the genre subjects on the example shown here do not appear on other 

ders composed of trelliswork. teaware shapes. Tin-glazed tiles, however, decorated in the same painted colors 

; : . within blue-penciled outlines and imitating the doucai technique of Kangxi- and 
1. For toy services, see Austin, Delft, , F . 
no. 149. See also Christie’s (L), October 22, Yongzheng-period Chinese porcelain, do bear closely related motifs (for the same 

bee eat Eel couple and related reclining ladies [in groups], see nos. D428, D429). The tiles are 
no. D10 (part tea service, ¢, 1730). ‘ ‘i . a : . : 

wider than the canister sides, explaining the unusual device of extending the pat- 
2. Macfarlane research (1991-1999 _ ( i 
ongoing). tern onto the rounded corners of the canister. The reclining woman on the 

3. Ray, Tiles, pp. 148-149, pl. 18, no. 185 canister appears with different details on several monochrome tiles: one, painted 

(manganese). For blue, see Horne, Tiles, in dark manganese, shows her within a circle and has corner motifs; three bor- 
no. 173; Archer, V&A, no. N.144-N.145; fee Fuhr 2 dintnt A cori joepicceda 
ectinaDelfnole72. forave7 howl. derless variations are painted in blue; and a similar woman is depicted in reverse 

see Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, on a punch bowl dated 1757.’ The figures on both sides of the canister probably 
. 1167. Se : : 3 4 : 

ai, imitate published images based on French designs (see nos. D428, D429). 
4. Compare Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, = : : Be i : 
Be ee The penciled, leaf-and-line trellis side borders, like the small sprigs on top, 

pl. 111C, no, 1598 (with insects on top). 

For a blue trellis border on a 1774 dated are rare features on tea canisters.‘ The spray of lobed flowers has black details 

sean in See like those on mugs made for Thomas and Catherine Fazackerley of Liverpool in 
elftware, no. 1528. 

1757 and 1758, respectively.’ This characteristic suggests that the canister was 
5. For similar flowers on plates, see ‘ i ; . 
Hampshire County Council Museums also made in that city, possibly by Richard Chaffers and Company at Shaws 

Service collection (no. DA1979.75/58); Brow, around 1757, when the pottery was making the transition from delftware 
Britton, Bristol, no. 17.12, col. pl. p. 38. : es i o . / 

and decorating much of its early porcelain with green “island” landscapes like 
6. Watney, Liverpool, pp. 121-122, col. eee ae (ax ; us \ ' 
pls. 1, 2d, 2 this.’ The black, japanned tin lid on this canister is a typical nineteenth-century 

7/One orieinalldelfiware canister lid has replacement for the missing delftware original.’ No tin-glazed stoneware tea 

survived (see Ray, Warren, pls. 52b, 52d, canisters have been encountered. 
no. 101).



DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D338. TEA CANISTER Tea- and Coffee Wares 

London 

c. 1785 

H.: 5" (12.7 cm); 

W::3 1/2" (8.9 cm); v = e 
Py = pa 

Depth: 2 3/4" (7 cm) Ee acme 
—S : ——___ 

. —€-S=_" a BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. > SS — << 

TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white. Overall, Pc pe oy i. nae ace 

excluding bottom (wiped clean). t a” > t é | 
J ia 7 

SHAPE: Press-molded. Flat bottom. 4 . . # & wd 
i \ 

DECORATION: Painted. Panels bear 4 # ' | 44D LA 
i ® 5 7 

slightly different Chinese scenes of ! ; e f wv ah: 

bridges, willows, and figures. Narrow ; git , 
; hi an j 

ends bear different floral sprays. Cham- \ ee: Pte Prey ; hy ns F * a 

fered corners bear four different fi “s Ay J 4 Im NE d N ‘ trelliswork patterns. Top bears scrolling | fj‘ ip a ~ ¥ | 
} ri. ac 

foliage and flattened, V-shaped “bars.” i : | ed ea My | ihe a oe ‘| j 
Published and exhibited: Lipski, Teaware, | Me OS ) i 

no. 58. | ? 7% | 

Ex coll.: O. Van Oss. ; Rf r OE é 

| j 7 ‘ o 
vty ~ . 

ad x er ‘ ey 
} S . by oy j ——" - OMIT 

ye q ae ‘ 
| | ee" Nine Ave | A \f od Ny 4 . ra 

ti) BR oc NRE, ate | st a , 

Wiha Noes ¢ LAP ERG SA eo 
ey ga wp 

i qT gh) Rain, Ces | 
Actual size ky ke eat | 

(heh ere 
aia -_ Y Mi pe) 

~ = * tod Y Ithough this tea canister is a very rare shape, six other examples (all also 

5 in blue and white) are known, including a pair and one canister that is especially 

deeply concave.' The chinoiserie scenes on the canister shown here appear to be 

” unrecorded and do not occur on any other tin-glazed teaware form. All four dia- 

y = per patterns are different (see also no. D335), which also is unusual;? one, con- y cI eS per | 

y vo ae <r ' sisting of a quatrefoil ornament at the crossing point of the lattice, is also pre- 
& q : 

¥ ss . be) | sent on three other concave canisters.’ 

:y | G | The canister’s acanthus leaf border is clumsily painted, compared with the 

g f ta | eg rest of the decoration, and perhaps is by another hand. Its deliberate, shadowed 

4 \" Poe a i effect, along with the budlike lobes in one floral panel (to the right of the dou- 

Ch — = ‘5 ble-figure Chinese scene), indicate that this is a late piece. Such features also 

occur on Lambeth delftware with the “grass” edge border popular around 1785. 

1. Most recorded canisters are oblong octago- 3. Cecil Higgins Museum collection (no. C. 140); 

nals with canted corners (see Macfarlane, Horne, Collection, pt. 6, no. 137; Sotheby’s (NY), 
Tin-glazed Teaware, p. 354, type IV). For pair, see —_Vizcarra sale, April 13, 1984, lot 443. 
Ray, Warren, no. 160; Sotheby's (NY), Baker sale, . Se ee EI 4. For comparable examples, see Garner and 
oc fee ee A a . Archer, Delftware, pl. 119B (bowl); Sotheby’s (1), 

i Lipski sale (4), December 6, 1983, lot 741]7 
2. Compare Archer, V&A, no. H.11, canister with (plate). 
five different diapers 

The Longridge Collection 373



DELFTWARE | Beverage Wares 

D339. SUGAR POT Tea- and Coffee Wares 

London, probably Lambeth 

1700-1715 

H.: 3" (7.6 cm); Diam.: 4" (10.2 cm) 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ae 4s ¥ - 4 = 
: eee , 

TIN GLAZE: White with gray to blue = SEE rence —— 

speckling. Overall, excluding footrim ae p 

bottom. \ x ' 

SHAPE: Thrown. (Originally with lid.) : yy; 
y : , NAG 

Bottom more concave near center and , : ; a e/ 3 
f nN i7J hf 

recessed to form narrow footrim. (A Os 
pions ar) Wa 

DECORATION: Painted. Dancing ia a ‘igh 
‘ OH) Ny 

Chinese boys with arrows(?), baskets of : 4 N 

flowers, leafy sprigs, and asterisks. 5 : a 7 

Borders composed of horizontal lines. : y ye , 

Ex colls.: F. H. Garner; E. Pitts Curtis. ne a ‘ oe Se 

a al 

Actual size 

1. Private collection: Bee on the only surviving complete toy tea service,’ pots of this general 

2. Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, shape were used as sugar containers. More than forty sugar pots have been record- 

gee ae ed to date,’ and all but two have plain rims and vertical sides.’ This sugar pot 

8 von sere Ghandled, Biibons examples, would have had a disk-shaped, flat cover similar to that of number D340, with a 
see Britton, Bristol, no. 11.22; Atkins, . 

Exhibition (1998), no. 18. For toy exam- tazza-shaped knop and a blue-banded edge to match the mouth of the bowl.’ 

ples, see Christie's (L), October 22, 1979, No comparable strange “arrows” appear to have been recorded, but they are 
lot 17, pl. 2. : a ” (ei : 

akin to the motifs known to delftware collectors as “golf clubs” (sic), which usu- 
4, For the only other known example, see : ‘ . : ee ' a < 
pow ae : ally are found in pairs and often associated with a “jumping Chinaman.”® The ustin, Delft, no. 126. : 

Pe ead 2 ehy ae main components of the sugar pot’s design are reminiscent of those on another 
5. The “arrows” object is more like a shut- 

tlecock. See Archer, V&A, no. B.197, col. pl. four-color example,° on which a differently garbed Chinaman leans forward in 
, for a ish with “golf clubs.” f ; : ? 

se TO ce dis i pol dubs the same relationship to a pedestal urn with a larger, veined central ornament 

Guibide no! Hilo col pli 224. and two looped handles. This urn is also filled with a triangular arrangement of 

7 Baste Deltbu, 126 (sugar pot) Lipskt flowers interspersed with ferns; a small “gridiron” replaces the fringed asterisk. 
and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 232, ‘ : : . 
250, 253 (asterisks on plates dated 1703, A covered, smaller sugar pot of this form is decorated with a blue-banded rim, 

10" A108), large rosettes, cusped and spiral sprigs typical of Vauxhall pottery and Norfolk 

8. Archer, V&A, no. H.15. House in Lambeth, and asterisks, which were a popular early eighteenth-century 

motif (see no. D255).’ This decoration, coupled with the comparable sugar pot 

design already referred to,* which is also known at both these potteries, indicates 

that the Longridge pot was made in Lambeth around 1700 to 1715. 

374 The Longridge Collection



D340. SUGAR POT 

London, probably Lambeth a e Ra 

Probably Vauxhall = 

Number “2” on lid interior <8 = = - " See ~< 

1715-1720 a(G —_ eae == ae), 
S55 en = a=as 

— eS ELF 
.: 23/4" (7 cm); Diam: 3 1/8" (7: : SSS ES, H.: 2 3/4" (7 cm); Diam.: 3 1/8" (79 cm) SS catnnteneememees ee 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. IY, ga 
ao WLAN ee — Tf 

TIN GLAZE: White with gray to blue \ VD c Vand ¢ maf 
: a’ a) ,* 1g of inh 

speckling. Overall, excluding bottom \\ Ft aA pe ; F iy { 
tw : wy Ss ri . ni 

edges of lid and footrim. . s ® ie ul 

v ‘w 7 4, 
SHAPE: Thrown. Bottom recessed to MS es . : » 4 

2 S At gprfiucaa) * : 
form narrow footrim. ‘eg ey a\— > } 

iy  F Wt Act pt DECORATION: Painted. Four repeats Y AG} Me. . Bd \ ve 33 Og im 443 
(three repeats on lid) of two types of ae (XT VRS) ws y) 

3 ce s ¢ 

flowers with dot-cluster filler ornament. A ‘Ne ~ Ti ; oy 

Borders composed of scrollwork, V aad ye ae 

motifs, leaves, horizontal lines, and (on - - 

lid) circles. Lid interior bears number “2.” 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 453. Aetaal size 

his pot, unlike number D339, retains its matching cover, which has a low, 

: : hollow knop on a thick stem. (These pots should not be confused with another 

r a a cylindrical type with a flat base and cover, the latter having an integral cylin- 

Wick. : 4 drical compartment, deeper and wider than this knop, rising vertically and 

i ei : fitted with a small, disk-shaped cover with a button knop.)' There is no evidence 

that the Longridge cover’s knop ever was intended to be a receptacle.’ 

‘ The design on the pot does not appear to have been recorded before. The 

Dae r idan icrice large flower was probably adapted from a Chinese peony as depicted on export 

porcelain, and the upper petal is penciled with horizontal red lines in typical 

1. Sotheby's (L), December 20, 1977, Vauxhall pottery style, also derived from Transitional porcelain.’ (Chinese porce- 
lot 18, pl. 2. . . ‘ , Z 

: lain teabowls were recovered from the pottery site.) The spiral sprigs and their 
2. Austin, Delft, no. 126, comments. oe ; : . 

position at each side of the flower, circles of small dots, and ruyi border are typ- 
3. For 1628-1644 and 1644-1661 Chinese , s . ees x F — 
examples) see Little, Chinese Ceramics, ical of Vauxhall delftware as well, but the tulips with Vandyke points like lace 

PP. 68-69, no. 22 (rolwagen); pp. 92-93, are a new and interesting addition to the published repertoire of its motifs.’ The 
: ish). See Edwards, Vauxha ; 

mp Olgeh) see tay — auxnall wavelike border round the lower edge occurs on a blue-banded tankard dated 
Pottery, pl. 50b, nos. 1-3 (mug). 

20.6 
4. Edwards, Vauxhall Pottery, pl. 54. eM 

' : : Though like number D341, this sugar pot has a blue 2 mark, it may not have 
5. Cockell, Vauxhall Cross, pl. 128; ' 

Edwards, Vauxhall Pottery, pls. 50-56. been decorated by the same man. The two pieces are over a decade apart, and 

6. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, workmen are likely to have moved between various potteries once they were out 

BonsUe of their apprenticeships and had gained experience as journeymen until they 

obtained employment as a chargehand, foreman, or manager. The pot shown 

here probably also was produced by the Vauxhall pottery. 

The Longridge Collection 375
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D341. SUGAR POT ‘ y \ a, ~~ * 
ee * Gi OD 

London, probably Lambeth la 4 au we Q S? et 

Red number “2” on lid interior; blue ams Aer (sWe on - 3 ay 

number “2” on bowl interior; asterisk ag sae P 

on bottom of bowl a . a 

1730-1735 si 

H.: 5" (12.7 cm); Diam.: 3 7/8" (9.8 cm) 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. | 

; ; ; ron-red decoration with blue-line borders is more often found than the red on 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly greenish white. . . 

its own, particularly on teaware. (The latter type of ornament occurs on sherds 
Overall, excluding bottom edges of lid 2 5 e ae 

found at Lambeth High Street.)' Decoration of the type shown here is reminis- 

Br tn (lars appears WomieWay cent of embroidery and penciled, asymmetric flower sprigs with vertically 

on bowl rim.) hatched petals, but fewer obliquely hatched leaves occur, sometimes with other 

SHAPE: Thrown. Cylindrical, narrow- filler motifs, in iron-red on a sugar pot, in blue and white on a saucer, and in 

edged footrim. blue and white on a coffee cup.’ Narrow borders much like those on the pot 

DECORATION: Painted, Three repeats shown here occur on this teaware, a blue and white 1733 dated punch bowl with 

of flower sprays with insects and/aster- closely related primary motifs, and the full border, in red, is on a plate with an 

: . " urn of hatched, red flowers.’ Sherds of a blue and red plate with this style of 
isks. Lid decoration echoes that on . . 

obliquely hatched sprigs were recovered from Vauxhall Cross,‘ which suggests 
body. Borders composed of fretwork . 

that this sugar pot was also made at the Vauxhall pottery, Lambeth. 
bands with floral and foliate reserves, a 3 2 

sy Although decorators’ marks are comparatively rare on English delftware, 

horizontal lines, and (on lid) circles. Red they occur on twelve other sugar pots (see no. D340).° The same type of two- 

number “2” on lid interior, blue number tiered knop as on this pot is found more often on examples with completely 

“2” on bowl interior, and asterisk cen- convex covers (without flaring rims). 

tered on bottom of bowl. 1. For red and blue, see Atkins, Exhibition 4. Cockell, Vauxhall Cross, pl. 124C. 

Ex coll.: J. P Kassebaum een Hor26:Ked sheras yu ViA-/Garner 5. Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, pp. 218-222, 

een ie now updated, including others marked “2” in 

2. For sugar pot, see Austin, Delft, no. 127. Wool- iron-red inside pot and under the cover, and in 

ley and Wallis (Salisbury, Wilts.), June 1985 sale, blue inside pot and under the cover (both in a 

now in a private collection (saucer); Sotheby's private collection). 

Ee eT eee ores uD. 6. Austin, Delft, no. 127; Garner and Archer, 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1089 Delftware, pl. 72B right. 

(bowl); Atkins, Exhibition (1993), no. 28 (plate). 

Detail of lid interior Detail of bottom of bowl Detail of bowl interior 

i i 4 a nae: E a 2 ri 

wil j i > m 4 aN et 
eee Om es | : seri



DELFT WARE | Beverage Wares 

D342. SUGAR POT Tea- and Coffee Wares 

Probably London 

Dated 1736 

H.: 2 3/4" (7 cm); Diam.: 3 7/8" (9.8 cm) 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff to =a 
AEN Ser = 

orange-buff. SD ‘ SYA 

Kes ORIN TIN GLAZE: Light blue-grayish white INW/ANANO/ 4: & PRYING, 

P er SE _ 
with blue speckling on interior. Overall, 

excluding rim (glaze worn away) and 
s 

footrim (see below). 1h 4“ 

SHAPE: Thrown. Low footrim (possibly / p) SS ¥ 7 ie 
f . £ % 3 

slightly ground edge). Bowl bottom 

very slightly concave. - 
4 : LAAN 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese figure SS aa — 

WAS iF in reserve flanked by bird, fence, pavil- 4 SE %, 6 

ion, flower, and insect motifs, all oa ee y N Fm! 
MEUEE EAL _. 

repeated on both sides. Borders com ee sit ann 

posed of horizontal lines and, near rim, Po a : rk 
Fea eR, es) 

trelliswork band with two similar ad ae 
Actual size 

Chinese-symbol reserves alternating 

with insect reserves. Interior bottom . " . . 

Heer his vessel, like those in the immediately preceding entries, originally had a 
ated 1736. 2 . 2 s 

low lid and is among pots sometimes thought to have been used as trinket or 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, wig-powder holders.’ Although such usage cannot be ruled out altogether, a 
no. 1550; Horne, Collection, pt. 19, no. 559. Oe ~ ae - 

a 1744 painting by G. Knapton that portrays Sir Bouchier Wray serving punch 

onboard ship depicts an overturned bowl of this general type spilling out lump 

ae sugar. (Though not identical, the cupped knop on the bowl’s lid is somewhat 

Reais ae aal “| like that of the lid to number D340.) Punch recipes commonly included sugar as 

ate : k z an ingredient, explaining the not unreasonable crossover use of a vessel that 

: ‘ probably more often formed a part of tea equipage.’ 

? : The example shown here is one of only two recorded sugar pots with dates. 

: e The other, inscribed “Sally Taylor 1755,” depicts European figures in a landscape.’ 

The figure on the Longridge vessel perhaps represents an actor, based on the cur- 

ema eter tain at the top of the reserve (see also the interior of punch bowl no. D307). The 

asymmetrical approach toward the design, like the superimposing of a reserve 

against a contrasting scene, probably was inspired by Japanese porcelain 

designs.® 

1. Austin, Delfi, no. 126; Lipski and Archer, 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1551. 
Dated Delftware, nos. 1550-1551. . : 

5. For reserves against more complex ornament 

2. Wray was a member of the Society of Dilet- on a 1690-1720 Japanese porcelain dish, 
tanti. See Archer, V&A, p. 355, fig. 49, for see Ayers, Impey, and Mallet, Palaces, p. 223, 

reproductions of the painting (Society of Dilet- no. 236 

tanti collection); Horne, Collection, pt. 19, 

no. 559, cites Margaret Macfarlane’s discovery 

that the painting depicted such a bowl. 

3. See Brown, Hot Liquors, p. 21 (and detail, 

p. 77), for ac. 1705 painting (unknown English 
artist) of A Gentlemen's Tea-Party, showing a page 
boy taking a lump from a sugar bowl (probably 

Chinese export porcelain) with the lid leaning 

against the rim. 

The Longridge Collection 377
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D343. STAND or SALVER KY f : \) 

Gi] coe > 
London, probably Lambeth } Msn as » >. Ny we f ‘ 

MA\\,,. \ “SON f 
Probably Vauxhall or Norfolk House << ! aN NW cas ; Ys o 4 , WN aaSANS >» 
¢. 1715-1725 ae <I / 7 X : } : 

ie ad ‘ . \ ig 
Ue y\ ‘4 qi p = PS 

" 5 o Sage eee e Shee ) f 
H.:13/4" (4.4 cm); Diam.: 5 7/8" (14.9 cm) 5 aes ae oN aS - fp 

‘ FS RAI LT F————Py — LY ) 
ERA A 7 RTS o) 

SS ie JAN i 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. > —— 4 A’ 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall cS Z) p ee Opa CF mee Z 
excluding bottoms of feet. W ROY ~/ . 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flanges of three feet is — 

cut to shape. 

DECORATION: Painted. Landscape 

with buildings and plants. Borders com- 

posed of (top) filled “leaves,” concentric he first salvers were silver and introduced in England around 1661! to pre- 

circles, and (bottom of saucer edge) vent furniture getting damaged by hot or greasy substances spilled from ale 

horizontal lines. Feet flanges bear pots, tankards, posset pots, and porringers. Some were used as “waiters” to 

ecrollsovele and dere bring glasses of wine to guests at table, and cheaper delftware versions were 

produced from around 1685 onward. 

colle lasarjen):fKasse0qur7 The stand or salver shown here is, in size and foot style, typical of more than 

1. Oman, Silver, p. 40, quoting Thomas forty known stands.’ Several have either a raised, bead edge or a flat rim,* but the 

Sree Se ean majority are like this one, with a narrow, concave rim, and all have three sym- 
new fashioned piece of wrought plate.” . 

. metrically curved bracket feet akin to those on Japanese porcelain chocolate cup 
2. Thornton, Seventeenth Century, pp. 

284-285, pl. 276 (silver). See Lipski and stands made for the Western market (c. 1690-1710),° but the cusped scroll motif 

preber Dated Delivers 0 1652, fon is simpler on bead-edge salvers, and a ruyi is used on the flat-rimmed type. 
1686 dated stand, probably for use with a 7 . . . . 
1685 posset pot and cover (no. 914) with The Longridge stand’s central design and stiff leaf border probably derive from 

the same initials. motifs on blue and white Chinese Transitional porcelain dishes with European 

3. Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, buildings and spiky foliage made at Jingdezhen for the Dutch market (c. 1635 
pp. 444-449, diameter range: 4 1/4" Seen a 5 Ragit i s = = B (10.8 cm)-5 3/4" (14,6 cm), For exceptions, 1645).° It is found with minor variations in four different color combinations’ on a 

see Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (2), Novem- wide variety of Lambeth delftware shapes and is the pattern most frequently 
ber 17, 1981, lot 332 (paw feet); Lipski sale . 7 sa a 
(8), March 1, 1983, lot 480 (continlions encountered on tin-glazed salvers (always on this standard form): currently ten 

pierced foot). salvers are known in this four-color palette and four in blue and white.’ 

4. Austin, Delft, no. 122 (beaded); Sothe- Although no teabowls or saucers patterned like this stand have been record- 

ao Ms a ete (i), Maren 0 222) ct ed, an existing teapot, two sugar pots, one coffee cup and coffee can, all in blue, 
lat rim). 

: red, and yellow, suggest some standard-type salvers could have been used as 
5. Private collection. . 

accompanying teapot stands, too. (Other examples where teapots match salvers 
6. Rinaldi, Kraak, p. 107, pl. 99; Kilburn, . . . F 
Transitional Wares, p. 29, fig. 9. include a bead-rim stand [probably Lambeth, c. 1720], which has a blue and white 

7, Blue, red, mixed green, and yellow; blue, landscape with birds and rocks; and a standard salver with a cockerel and vase 

red, and yellow; blue and white; red, green, pattern [c. 1715-1720], a design excavated at Vauxhall pottery in Lambeth.) The 
and yellow. § a a wu a 

Longridge salver pattern is painted in the same colors on bowls found in Lam- 
8. Macfarlane, Tin-glazed Teaware, =_s , 
By ee soi oct paictesy ror poly: beth at Vauxhall Cross and is in blue, red, and yellow, on circa 1725 fragments 
chrome, see also Horne, Collection, pt. 15, from the Norfolk House pottery site," and the salver is likely to have been made 

. 423; L. and V, Hawes collection; and : ; : ; i Ba car a cas, a ae at one of those factories at about that time." In its color range and border motifs, one other (private collection). For blue 

and white, see Sotheby's (L), Garner sale this piece resembles a mug in this collection (no. D255). 
(2), March 2, 1965, lot 90/3; and two oth- 

ers with dealers in 1997. June 1, 1965, lot 56/1 (sugar pots); Lipski sale (1), 11. Garner mentions finding “part of a teapot 

lot 131 (coffee can); coffee cup; and other stand” (Garner, Lambeth, p. 56) but unfortunate- 
9. Emmerson, Teapots, pl. 18, no. 22 teapots and stands. ly does not describe it, and it does not appear to 
(teapot matching Longridge stand); for a is sherds attri 7 fe 

em eee wares 10. Cockell, Vauxhall Cross, p. 231, pl. 1294; Be amone tus peels atubated 2 eater matching pieces now in private collec- Bloice, Norfolk Hous fic High Street pottery (V&A collection, box no. 153). 
tions, see Sotheby’s (L), Garner sale (3), loice, Norfolk House, p. 132, fig: 57, no. 40 

(Norfolk House).
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DELFT WARE |Figures and Figure-Shaped Vessels 

D344. BOTTLE 

London 

1630-1660 

H.: 4 1/4" (10.8 cm) “i 

Sores 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. Fi ii 
EIA 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white with dense ‘if Hy Wices , . 

black speckling. Overall, excludin: ey ck ee 
P 5 2 (fe 2a a 

footrim bottom. i < > ' ; 

SHAPE: Press-molded. (Mostly new) | | ¢ > a \ 
ik 0 ‘ va J A E 

rolled handle. Unevenly concave bot- bie p P td so 
ra 

Mag 4 
tom with medium-width edge. Bite canes \ 

2 Seal f 
DECORATION: Painted. Head details oe a 

picked out, with flower reserve on fore- : 2 
eS 

head. Borders composed of vertical s oe q 
Tae 

stripes on neck and pseudofluting on la ie 4 

base Se i 

Yue 

‘ ag ( : bs 
¢ at q 

a 46, S 
a nen 

Actual size 

\ ‘i | his extremely rare small bottle or flask, probably intended to hold scent, 

i) “I may have been modeled directly after an ancient Roman vessel, perhaps one 

em ks ks Soa ls made of glass,' or may imitate a Renaissance container in the neoclassical style. 

. Pe si The slightly flaring mouth of the Longridge piece resembles that on a larger, : F AN ; ? 
fz a \ Sy circa 1660 Montelupo (Italy) maiolica bottle in the shape of double hip-length 

> if aN figures of aman and woman.’ Pseudogadrooning, such as that on the Longridge Lifer i, 
} ( He j bottle base, also is a feature of Italian tin glaze (see also nos. D393, D394). The 

NS Y o 4 : painting style and glaze quality of the piece, however, indicate that it was man- 

We 1, ae ufactured in London. 
\e , 4 

8 F 1. For 3rd- to Sth-century molded Roman glass 

Pes oN ee head flasks with narrow necks, see Harden, 

Lh Ne w Glass of the Caesars, pp. 172, no. 93; 174-175, 
@ y Jf i p ah nos. 95 (Janus-type), 96 (most like Longridge 

ae ieee version, with pinched loop handle). 

2. Vydrova, Italian Majolica, no, 56. 
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Actual size 

D345. FIGURES 

Probably London - a : 
Z he two busts shown here at first appear to be an identical pair, but, although 

NS they are from the same mold, they have differences in clothing details. The fig- 

ms ures perhaps were intended to represent a particular, now-unidentified person. 
H. (average): 3 5/8" (9.2 cm) : i - : _ 

(It has been suggested that the S motif on the figures’ jackets refers to clergy- 

BODY CLAY: Light orange-buff to man Dr. Henry Sacheverell, whose life spanned 1674]?| to 1724 [see no. D42], but 

rebar the busts probably are a bit too early in date, and the S scroll is more likely just 

a popular textile motif.) 
TIN GLAZE: White, with much pitting. . . . . z . 

The number of tin-glazed figures produced in northern Europe is much 
O Il, excluding | d. l - beet ; 

dele exe CIN EWE RECECSIaleze larger than in England, but, based partly on the painting style, the Longridge 3 8 partly Pp g Sty! gridg > a : - ve) examples are thought to have originated in London.’ The somewhat rough, 

SHAPE: Press-molded (two-part mold). uneven finishing of the bottom of the figures resembles the bottoms of a Lon- 

Bottoms uneven at edges and covered don seated-man salt (no. D212) and a small “angel” salt or dish (no. D210). The 

with thin slabs, unevenly concave on two latter pieces are unlikely to be much different in date than the figures 

inner portions. There are no firing shown here. 

holes. As a result, small holes opened in 1. An English attribution for the 

ppl oe figures is supported by Michael 
fabric during firing. Lae fees . Archer and Jonathan Horne 
DECORATION: Painted, Details ¥ K ee ae is cy a ere (Horne correspondence to the 

I, 4 AVE U author, January 28, 1999). 

(slightly different on each) of faces, hair, Ye 2 a aN) 
4 i r 7 

and clothing. Blue with manganese i weer i Se 
y é bcd RQ i eat 

detailing. og 3 oy a & Si J 3 Y 

a \\ 3 @ id gr Ex coll.: Mr. and Mrs. C, Aall. <i é : So 
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DELFTWARE | Figures and Figure-Shaped Vessels 

D346, D347. FIGURES 

Probably London 

1670-1685 

D346) H.: 4 5/8" (11.7 cm J : 
{p46} fe hese two figures clearly derive from the same design source—probably a 

DSS exc\ding werden base) print or illustration, perhaps one showing well-known contemporary stage fig- 

51/8" (13 cm) ures—but they differ considerably in detail and were made in different molds. 

The better-modeled coat on one of the men (D347) has buttons down the front, 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. : F : : ; 

3 along the back and side openings, and edging the low, horizontal pockets. This 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, slightly new garment for men, recently (1660s) introduced from France by Charles I, 

transparent. Overall, excluding bottoms. replaced the doublet worn earlier in the century. A waistcoat was normally 
SHAPE: Press-molded in shapes of worn with the coat but was sometimes left off, as seems to be the case in this 

lovers, the women holding fans. Flat figure. The second man (D346) wears a cloak over a buttoned garment. Both 

bottoms, (D347) with glued-on modern men wear typically long and curly hairstyles and shirts with cravats tied at the 

wooden base: neck. The breeches of the man in blue (D347) can be seen; at this date, such gar- 

ments still were fairly full in cut. DECORATION: Painted. y ou A; ae 
The delftware women wear boned bodices with long waists, pointed front 

Ex colls.: (D347) L. L. Lipski; old collection and back. Their petticoats open down the front and, as was usual, are worn 
number painted in white on wooden base, . . . 
“EUR.CER|1244) A.” pulled away and pinned up at the center back. (On textile counterparts, this 

style showed off another, contrasting petticoat underneath.) The woman in blue 

and yellow (D347) most clearly wears a fashionable hairstyle that features a cen- 

ter part from which the hair was swept back and up at the back of the head. 

This hairstyle, like both women’s costumes, dates from the late 1670s to the 

mid-1680s. After about 1685, the skirts of men’s coats become fuller and 

women start to wear the mantua.' 

The purple figure group (D346) appears to be unique in modeling, but an- 

other identical to the better-modeled, blue-painted one (D347) is known in blues 

and purple.’ Two excavated fragments of this model consist of the upper part of 

the figures and are painted in the same colors as the second Longridge example 

(236): one was found “in Southwark”; the other is from a landfill site at the 

Wilkinson Backlot in Boston, Massachusetts.’ The popularity of this group is fur- 

ther confirmed by an example (from another mold) excavated in Greek Street, 

Soho (London), which differs from the others in being glazed only in dark blue. 

Here, as on number D346, the male wears a long cloak over a buttoned coat.’ A 

pipeclay version of the group was found at an unknown site, probably in Exeter, 

and a similar style is illustrated by a figurine (also in pipeclay) of a single man 

with a baton excavated from a domestic site at Aldgate in London. 

1. Michael Archer provided much information 4. Horne, Collection, pt. 1, no. 3 (now Gardner 

for this entry and is deeply indebted to Susan Museum collection, Toronto); Morley-Fletcher 

North of the Textiles and Dress Department of and Mcllroy, Pictorial History, pp. 248-249, 

the Victoria and Albert Museum for the descrip- no, 12. 

tion of the Coes and eunaicd date. Fora 5. Allan, Exeter, p. 291, fig. 162, no. CP.103, 

crudely modeled figure of a man in a related al . . 
: p. 293 (probably Exeter). Thompson, Grew, and 

costume, see Britton, Bristol, no. 9.5. rs : ° _ 
Schofield, Aldgate Excavations, p. 122, fig. 60 

2. Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 449. (Aldgate). See Archer, V&A, p. 399, for late 17th- 

3. Britton, London, no. 112 (London example). Senay: white: Bipeclay Hgures heavalea i 
‘ as London, Exeter, Williamsburg, and Port Royal in 
For Boston example, see Beandry, Figurine, evga 

pp. 21-23; Austin, Delft, pp. 17-18, fig. 10. demic 
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DELFTWARE ures and Figure-Shaped Vessels 

D348. FLOWER CONTAINERS 

Southwark, London 

Perhaps Montague Close 

c. 1685 

hese two heads are not, strictly speaking, a pair, since they were both made 

Blab proximate )u6s/2a(1e 2c) in the same mold. (Pairs of similar-subject figures typically were mirror images.) 

Two other heads from the same mold are inscribed “pC p/1685” on the under- 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. i . . i . 

sides and are decorated in blue, with some facial features and beadlike borders 
TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excludi i eee , 

eae around the bases in ocher.' The same initials appear with a 1684 date on one 

Baia eone puzzle cup and perhaps identify as the owners Thomas Corbett and Elizabeth 

SHAPE: Press-molded and pierced. Allestree, who were married on July 25, 1684, at Saint Mary Overies, not far 

Recessed, flat bottoms with medium- from the Montague Close pottery. The Corbetts’ first child was baptized on 

width lower edges. June 9, 1685, and the pair of children’s heads may mark the event.’ By analogy 

DECORATION: Painted, Details and with flower bricks, the holes in the tops of all of the heads probably indicate 

halt OF boys heads, Border (lower edee] that they were intended for real or artificial flowers.’ The delft heads do not 

Dae identically match the so-called Chelsea Boy’s Head, sculpted by Francois 
composed of tiny irregular arcs and . | lat MP ala in 
: Duquesnoy (“Il Fiammingo,” 1596-1643), but stylistic similarities may indicate 
jorizontal line. ™ = hh 7 : ° 

that some other sculpture of about the same period inspired their design.‘ 

Ex coll.:J. P. Kassebaum. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 1747-17474; see also Sotheby’s (L), 

= October 11, 1977, lots 87-88. 
a 

é eS ‘ 2. See Archer, V&A, no. D.4, for the cup and 

P § Sey Frank Britton’s remarks regarding ownership 

a Fa) and factory attribution. 

A 3. A discussion of flower containers is ibid., 

y y pp. 360-363. 

eae 4, See Hodgson, Chelsea Boy's Head. 
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| DELFTWARE | Figures and Figure-Shaped Vessels 
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eS 

\ q e. * 

SO aes 
D349. CAT JUG = 2% / 

London : a a y | 

Probably c. 1660 5 meee i eee } 

" oeiee Digee e : é 
H.: 6 7/8" (17.5 cm); “SSSR ae eet tear @ ; 

Cisse tea eg? ; fi} : 
L. (paws to back): 4 1/8" (10.5 cm) a, eG a 

\ Bf SNe Sop cece cee : 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. oe = ‘ hd “SSE eae 

: IS eee ea 
TIN GLAZE: White, slightly orange- —=—~€ \’ ae eet One 

eel-textured. Overall, excluding under UM, c aM Pp 8 Via ee " : 

feet and on flat edge of bottom. “ane ant : ri \\y 

SHAPE: Press-molded. Probably hand- i Wipe nr... A) ) ' 

modeled pouring lip. Bottom flattened hes : Pi 
i) } 

at edge and under feet, concave under i ag) “a hel mf 
an a) pn is 

cat's body. yes A « \ ya 7 
\ = ao 

DECORATION: Painted. Features and ‘ aa ZN 

fur details, (diminutive) base mound " \\ Seis) Pe, 
1 eT d if) 

solidly colored. {neh ) ys }) Wy) ht jj A) Ys 
nh WE shy Zz 

} rT MG 

a BH ud) E ha F HN iff i E sae By ia q 
{ : Wy SN NGF 2. 2 

f a SF Ul ee 

' EN ag See / Vee ae 

Garret er i j 

PRS 2 a, 
ha PENI Coa ae : Di 1 ag sag hae tig eA ES es 1 a a ee a Cee ee Pen MUNG: 7 Pas ee ee eee 

A cH i Phen a a s S TEED AS ee ane Re eS NP 

Woe A 

Rnd i ee ID) 

Na lasig ss alt 

re ny Hl elftware cat jugs and one figure (with a sealed head and no pouring lip), dif- 
Z Ay ( . . . : . : 

\ i AN Hd fering comparatively little from this piece in shape, bear dates from 1657 to 1676. 

ie qi « os. Most display initials on their breasts; the cat most like the Longridge example in 

2 ma > By Se modeling and painted face details is inscribed “y/!/1659.” Painted decoration dif 

—— Wie my \ ae fers from one cat to another: horizontal stripes occur on dated examples from 

ee TE 1659 to 1676; two others dated 1657 and 1669, respectively, are left primarily in 

white; a 1674 example is sponged.' Fragments of related cats have been excavated 

in association with Southwark’s Montague Close (Winchester Palace site) and Pick- 

leherring factories and the Vauxhall factory in Lambeth (Vauxhall Bridgefoot site). 

The export of such pieces is evidenced by a cat jug (or figure) from the William 

Drummond plantation site (seventeenth-century context) near Williamsburg, Vir- 

ginia.’ An extremely rare, circa 1700 slipware cat jug with trailed and dotted 

decoration has a T on its breast and, though of different proportions, resembles 

the delftware jugs in pose and pouring lip placement? 

1, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1001— 2. Montague Close and Vauxhall remarks from 

1008 (1657-1676 jugs); Archer, V&A, no. D.1 Museum of London Archaeological Service, 

(1676 jug); Austin, Delft, no. 716 (16[??] jug); when commenting in 1992 on the Chipstone 

Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 82 (1672 figure). Pat figure (Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 82); for Pickle- 

Halfpenny, in 1992 comments on the Chipstone herring, Stephenson comments (September 

figure, stated that an English collection has an 1998); for Williamsburg fragment, see Austin, 

undated delft cat without a pouring lip. For Delft, no. 716, p. 17. 

Ee ee eure: 3. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pl. 20¢, no. 234. 
Collection, pt. 5, no. 116 (also Morley-Fletcher 

and Mcllroy, Pictorial History, p. 248, no. 5); 

Britton, London, no. 79. 
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D350, D351. MONEY BANK 

d FIGURE /\ Sas ; : 
a dog bank from the same mold and with painted decoration very like that i gs Pp Ty 

Meee O) ERS Oe co of the one shown here on the left (D350) is inscribed “ANN:WITTEN 1717” on the 

George Adlum (or Adlam) | collar and, under the base, “Ann Witten was Born y® 14 of w october 1717 JW.” 
Inscribed “GEORGE ADLVM” on collar Presumably, then, Ann was the owner of the bank, and “JW” may refer to some 

c.1717 relative who gave it to her as a gift. Although potters’ signatures are rare on Eng- 

isli i lish delftware, the name on the Longridge bank matches that of Brislington potter (D351) Brislington, Bristol, or London 2) igton pi 

George Adlum (or Adlam) I, who has been documented as being active there from 1715-1725 8 is 
1719/20 to at least 1737, and perhaps died in 1756.’ Although very similar in shape Pp 8 uf P 

(D350) H.: 6 1/4" (15.9 cm) and probably dating to the same period, the white dog (D351) is slightly larger and 

. " must be from a different mold. The painting of the dogs’ faces resembles that of (D351) H.: 6 3/8" (8.6 cm) P g g 
London-made cat jugs from the late 1600s (see no. D349). 

BODY CLAY: (D350) Medium-grained 

light red. (D351) Fine-grained pale buff. 

: . 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, (D351) with = no. 1756. 

occasional deep pits. Overall, excluding mas 2. Jackson, Jackson, and Price, Bristol, 
= \ -52. Willia F George bottom edges. (D351) Glazed on interior. 3G 09) pp. 51-52. William Adlum lGae of George 

e@ Sa k Adlum I) was apprenticed in 1719/20 and 

SHAPE: Press-molded. Hand-formed money | % died in 1729, aged about 23; George 
D's) ae SOE biting eg . Se ae Sen 

{ ty a NN ee ‘ EES Adlum II's documented dates are too late 
(partly new) tails. (D350) Flat bottom. re. bs SHOX ae ens eee for the dogs. 

; a: Ry  & : ! (D351) Hollow interior. Ney 20 Ey ee oe ' Ee 

DECORATION: Painted. (D350) Collar aa PE Mes ay fac m y a \ » 

inscribed “GEORGE ADLVM”" iPod P SCY lO ~ \ 

og J yO 
Published: (D350) Horne, Collection, pt. 1, a ee -* ee See a s 

no. 7 . ° ‘ 
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DELFTWARE Figures and Figure-Shaped _ 

352. FIGURE | 

Bristol, Brislington, or London 

1710-1730 

H.: 4 1/8" (10.5 cm); * jl i (8 } he painted concentric curves on the haunches, the type of base mound, the 

Ee (pawsttoiback):27/8 (73\cm) deep blue painting (slightly cloudy on the base), and the quality of the glaze of 

this piece have close parallels on the blue and white dog (D351) in the previous 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. . . — . 

entry. Conceivably, both pieces may have originated at the same factory. Dot 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish whit. yi : * A 

oe aaa clusters resembling the type shown here also occur in this collection on a 1723 

with occasional deep pits. Bottom edge dated London punch bow] with the Cordwainers’ Company Arms (no. D310) and 

wiped clean. Glazed on interior. are recorded on other dated delftware from at least 1697 to 1733.' Although no 

SHAPE: Press-molded. Hollow interior. other example of this particular cat model has been identified, one crouching 

DECORATION: Painted, Face and ~ animal is inscribed “Cat/i am MS Oliver/1713,” and other delftware seated cats 

other details picked out. Dot-cluster are known.’ 

filler ornament. Base solidly colored. 

Ex coll.: Old collection number painted in 

black on interior, “EUR CER|1220/A.” 

——— 

a 
ee: 

\ " @ ae a ie 

‘VS 
oe g oa 

i é S 3 

a 2 = \ 
i 4 

. 

SS. 
y SA 

« ) a 
sf " | | \ 4 

y a , | \ 
Sa) x Y 

iJ “a 

Actual size 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 937, 

939-940, 953, 1024, 1074. 

2. Ibid., no. 1755 (1713 cat); Horne, Collection, 

pt. 5, no. 118 (also Morley-Fletcher and Mcllroy, 

Pictorial History, p. 248, no. 6); Archer, Rijksmu- 

seum, no. 51; Taggart, Burnap, no. 104. 
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BOO. SHAPED VESSELS 
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O BOOK-SHAPED HAND WARMERS 

pinions about the use of the rarely seen objects in this section have var- 

ied. Starting with Hodgkin in 1891 and followed by Hobson (1903) and Glaisher 

(1914), they were classed as “a flower vase (or flower holder) in the shape of a 

book.” Possibly influenced by Hudig’s (1929) illustration of the Rijksmuseum’s 

example inscribed “ANNO 1651,” which he described as “einem Handwarmer in 

Buchform” (a hand warmer in book form), Rackham (1935) unhesitatingly iden- 

tified the Glaisher pieces as “hand-warmers.”* Ray (1968) mentions a Faenza 

“book” that Dehlinger (1938) calls a “hand-warmer” and the possibility that they 

may have been used as flasks or spill vases, but discounts the Ashmolean exam- 

ple’s having been used as a vase because the inscription would be the wrong way 

up (see also no. D354).’ Assuming delft books were employed as hand warmers, 

they may sometimes have been used as an alternative to muffs that, from about 

1600 to 1800, were carried by Englishmen and -women of most classes.* The 

scarcity of the books, their likelihood to spill, vulnerability to hot water, small 

size, and thick walls, however, throw doubt on their ability to transmit suffi- 

cient heat to warm cold fingers for any length of time. Perhaps, instead, they 

served their most important function as tokens of affection. A circa 1725 small 

(2" [5.1 cm] tall) salt-glazed, white stoneware, book-shaped vessel with a thread- 

ed hole for a stopper may have been filled with perfume or, alternatively, with 

wool soaked in aromatic vinegar to ward off fevers or to revive one who felt 

faint.° 

Dates on the twelve known dated English delft books range from 1658 to 

1710,° from the Commonwealth to the reign of Queen Anne, and at least ten 

more are uninscribed.’ England was neither the earliest nor the only producer 

of delft books, however, and those made there and on the Continent vary wide- 

: ly in shape, decoration, and size. The “ANNO 1651” example is 9 5/8 inches 

(24.4 cm) high and undoubtedly is Dutch, as it is decorated with Amsterdam’s 

city arms.‘ The Longridge pieces are English and range in size from 3 3/4 inches 

(9.5 cm) for number D354, the smallest delft book known, to 6 1/16 inches 

(15.4 cm) for number D355, the largest. (These sizes are roughly half that of a 

Crown Octavo and a Royal Quarto bound book.) Whilst these are all demon- 

strably English, the existence of an Italian book and the fact that the Dutch item 

predates them by seven years does suggest that the idea originated from the 

Continent through migrant workers. 

1. Hodgkin and Hodgkin, Dated Pottery, 5. Horne, Collection, pt. 4, no. 90. 

p12 no Ep 1 Busing (914) nes bo7,_& LOR o.DASS ps Lipski and Arche, 
D40, D67, D69. a a , 

Ce a aman eens, ongie ms D564 DSPs 
3. Dehlinger, Faenza, pl. 22; Ray, Warren, p. 147, Sues Havens: BB. BY, 10s 82B) 72 ata 
moe seum collection). 

4. Cunnington, Seventeenth Century, pp. 78, 168 

and pp. 191-192, citing Dr. James Smith, “Pene- 

lope & Ulysses, the Burse of Reformation” 

(c. 1655): “Here is an English conny furr/Rushia 

hath no such stuffe/Which for to keep your fin- 

gers warme/Excells your sable muffe.” 
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D353. BOOK geo” ee a ' 
4% Neo ry e a » 

Probably Southwark, London Ms — =” 

Dated 1665 SS ee 77 J 

\ ‘ a 

H.: 5" (12.7 cm); 

‘ y 
L. (clasp-spine): 3 5/8" (9.2 cm); volt 

W. (cover-cover): 15/8" (4.1 cm) ‘ B > yD 7 ; “ a 
‘ Wn % 

: ate 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. co : be . 

; eB TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding \\\ SS BU f" 
V2 NS ’ 

bottom edge and interior edge of small y a s A j 

circular hole. A a ), 

SHAPE: Molded and slab-constructed 4 ‘ 
= iS 

Book with applied double clasp. Large (\ iS | 
BN 

hole at top of spine gives access to \“ ‘S ) 

smaller opening (near opposite end) ; a a f J 
J 5 WW 

through septum wall. Small hole in one “ Ge w, 
» * 

cover, pierced after firing. (Area around 4 y, ) \? — bhai 
; 7 fa 4 ir om A Bet thas es 

hole indented; presumably before 4 A i U4 i. ‘ 

firing.) 4 \s i :- eo J : 
# ‘ ‘ a 

DECORATION: Painted. Book details ‘, 4 aa Ea 
2 = . as “a Re) 
r es , ee Sameer 

On side one, vine-bordered panel FA y ; ne oO sap e 

inscribed “IBE/I665”; on side two, scene of = 4 See Penne oh a 

— eee en eae. 
man with cart, horse, two dogs, and hare. ’ es Ren cs 

" — ee ee ie fae 
Spine bears concentric diamonds and Pease 

dots. “Page edges” indicated by parallel 
Actual size 

lines. 

eee ere an Ae Oe his is the earliest of the book-shaped vessels in the Longridge collection. The 
ware, no. 1766 (mistakenly shows different . ie) . . 
object as side one) yellow-painted imitation clasps, like those on number D354, probably represent 

Ex coll E. Pitts Curtis gilt brass and are narrow with indented edges. Shaped clasps also occur on a 1663 

dated delft book that, although differently decorated, is in the same colors as are 
eR EET RTE . z ‘ ” . 

= ee shown here.' Uniquely, on this example the blue “page” edges are overpainted 

eee od green, and the front cover has a mitered border, each section of which contains a 

Ars Bg 7 ! laurel leaf sprig that on a leather binding would have been tooled in gold leaf. The 
t 

any corner ornaments in the cover’s central panel resemble motifs on some tiles and 

oN i ; i flank typical seventeenth-century paraphs. The central diamond-shaped reserve 

\, g of with fleur-de-lis points top and bottom resembles types on 1672 and 1693 dated 
a oe. : . . 

C AG Ls delft books and an undated Longridge example (no. D354).’ Needlework and tapes- 

a" . - | try scenes relating to the design on the backboard of the book shown here were 

i C: . “Si 4 popular from about 1650 to 1700 and may have inspired this, the only known pic- 
a” 6 os ae : s . = Fi «sade > i ary a” a torial design on a delft book.’ The unusual geometric pattern on the spine is likely 

Nee to be based on blind-stamping or gilding on a real book. 

The inclusion of so many colors on the delft book would have been expen- 
1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1764. , / . _ : 

sive, and the triangular arrangement of the initials suggests that this example 
2. Ibid., nos. 1768, 1771; and no. 1769, for a 1688 % si A . 

: ' was specially created as a present for a married couple. The particular palette example similar to the Longridge book in the : 
layout of its date. of copper green smudged over blue penciled outlines is reminiscent of that on 

3. For somewhat similar scenes on delftware, see some blue dash chargers (see nos. D65, D66). The tree resembles those on a large 

Bena ees Dep umewet cee 16(65?) dated dish that depicts the Sacrifice of Isaac and, based in part on its 
flower brick and tile). For textiles, see Arthur, . . 

Burrell Collection, p. 103, pl. 77. initials, may have been made in Southwark.‘ 

4. Archer, V&A, no. A.58, col. pl. 38.



DELFTWARE [Roksabes Vessels 

D354. BOOK 

London 

1660-1675 

H.: 3 3/4" (9.5 ; Ae i i 
de? 5.er) his is the smallest of the five book-shaped vessels in the Longridge collec- 

Pledge sping) > (7 Gem} tion. Like number D353 it has imitation gilt brass clasps; the spots on the exam- 

W. (cover-cover): 1 3/4" (4.4 cm) ple shown here probably represent pierced decoration.' The yellow ornament 

elsewhere on the book probably represents gilt leather. Lozenge motifs relating 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. Le . . 

ae to those on the front and back boards also imitate designs on “real” books, and 

TIN GLAZE: White with dense speck- related ornament occurs on a 1665 dated Longridge book (no. D353) and on 

ling. Overall, excluding bottom edge. examples dated, respectively, 1663, 1672 (with the motif most like the Long- 

SHAPE: Molded and slab-constructed. ridge type), and 1693.’ Borders of partly filled semicircles also occur on a blue 

Book. Large hole at bottom(?) of spine and white book with a relief diamond-shaped panel on the front and back covers.’ 

gives access to smaller opening (near Inscriptions on delft books rarely occur on the edge of the “pages,”* and no 

Boner reend| qreteneencimma | comparable rhyme to the Longridge type is so-located. The ligaturing of letters 

aeons ari i in the words “HART” and “WITHAL” does, however, have a parallel in the word 
mall hole pierced in exterior wa f . i ' 

“HEAD” on a mid-seventeenth-century boot in this collection (no. D358). The 
before firing. t * : . 

B “RS” on the book’s covers is upside down on both boards in relation to the 

DECORATION: fainted => (lank D-shaped hole but is upright when the book is inverted after it has been filled. 

scrolled lozenges on either cover, with A color palette similar to that on the Longridge book is frequently used on 

further scrollwork and dots on spine. caudle cups commemorating King Charles II, whose reign lasted from 1660 to 

Edge inscribed “EXSEPT OF THIS MY 1685 (see no. D239 and Time Line, pp. 12-13). 

HART WITHAL|MY LOVE IS GREAT TNE CRU REE ra 
ERE Ens a Lane ee! edo Ne Re ee " 

THOE THIS BE SMAL’ with inscription TERESINA Tr Meme SFY. oo ce Sat UT fa ee er nee ee ? i be NE mere oT ae Sie ee en ote 
; See me ea eee 

interrupted by two pseudoclasps. rte = : Lie 

— SS oe ! 
<= ~*~ “ASS 2 =e 

ile eae ac 7 Se EE 

a Lo gas yee 
Lo Sg at ata ie al O}F . 

ne i” SS ae agi r 7 A e ects 
(ca eA Coe oe 

"cease g (gy ase” <4) eS’ ae La, D2 
LA} Oa ; g = 7 fy) 4 e 

\ aS C a ’ WS Nte Wy eo 
ete 6 zt VB tS Oe By 

Kh Vv, By) oi. et a | <2 (oe ge oz Ve * . ye i / , on il Lie 

‘te eae 6 H , Ny fh oy nt 
20 Base & haa yi 

i : jor VO yh ’ ~ a d , 
oes op Og ASitn ; <2 tes 

ASS oe i iy ‘Ss ga d ais 
Cee | ti Se Y 
‘er eRe SS A sy a 

“ a 6 or Sw al? j Rese ey mis Fag! “ ba we, a oN 4 \ oe cae 
 ogaazeaatiag ¢ 2 , tari | ’ a 

a <a E a oy | Ae bs “ if 

. oS Vegi Bees 
— Pe oe 

See TR Pie en ae re ere 

1. Of 11 books in Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 3. Phillips (L), June 3-4, 1998, lot 326, col. pl. 15. 
ware, only 2 (nos. 1762, 1770) show no signs of ‘ 5 Se 

! 4. For exceptions with initials and dates (respec- 
having had clasps. . oe 

tively, 1659 and 1710) on the edges, see Lipski 

2. Ibid., nos. 1765, 1768, 1771; nos. 1763, 1769, and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1763, 1772. 
and Longridge no. D355, for dark blue, rather 

than yellow, edged boards. 
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DELFTWARE took-shaped Vessels 

D355. BOOK 

London 

Dated 1693 

H.: 4 3/4" (12.1 cm); 

L. (edge-spine): 2 7/8" (7.3 cm); te —— 
a= — = 

W. (cover-cover): 17/8" (4.8 cm) 7a en. ‘i 
~ : SS 
“edi ee, em . 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ( igre age ee ~e —— 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding tae ¥ * oe pe. ee F 
i \ es oS 

bottom edge and interior edge of small 138 oa “ee at aan j 

circular hole. ' 4 | ~ : | a : } 

SHAPE: Molded and slab-constructed. nit 4 & * P a / 

i. eo LA 1 Book. Large hole at top of spine gives mit © i j 
@ ii bs : ‘f 5 

access to smaller opening near oppo- a i . § SS c 4 f 

site end through septum wall. Small i g { 4 * os s oY y 
{ BR re ‘| - 

hole in one cover, pierced after firing. d i ws SS ai <f | 

(Area around hole indented, presum- ‘ PA I | 
es a: | + AS 1 oe ie ably before firing.) f 

Hg & Te I 
DECORATION: Painted. Book details ‘1: AS 3 Hw Sed ZS 

i ai ; 
with insects(?) on spine. Slightly differ- KY x ¥ ‘. 

ently spelled, similar rhyme on either = @ + wk { * s , 

cover, “The Gift Is small/Good will Is ; 4 | wv 3 ; ; 
f i | 

All/1693.” “Page edges” indicated by par- tM. | fs ba @ / 

allel lines. q, | ler a a 
ie. 3 he 4 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 14, no. 389. es a SD eS “4 dy 

_— = e 

Actual size 

1. See Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, Ie paneled decoration outlined on the front and back boards of this delft- 

ub) 1768) fur a 1672 dated booksyath pan: ware book is very like that of a real, leather-bound example.’ The Longridge 
eled borders on the covers — . 

ce — book shown here most resembles a blue and yellow one that in its side panels 
. bid., No. ff 

; bears the same rhyme in a similar calligraphic style.’ (Similarly worded inscrip- 
3. For similar sentiments on dated slip- . . 

ware, see Hodgkin and Hodgkin, Dated tions also occur on 1650 to 1792 dated slipware [see no. $87],’ and much the 

Pottery, nos. 25 (Metropolitan jar dated same sentiment is recorded on another delft book in this collection [no. D354].) 
1650), 215 (Somerset sgraffito fuddling cup rn _ by . " Bel 
dated 1730); V&A collection, no. 575-1898 Large fleurs-de-lis, rather than diamonds, form the decorative motifs in the 

(Metropolitan jug dated 1666); Hobson, compared book’s border, which is further inscribed “16/SS/88."' Like the Long- 
British Museum, p. 123, no. D118 (sgraffito 5 a eee = 
fuddling cup dated 1790}; Rackham, ridge book, the spine of the 1688 example has four raised bands painted dark 

Glaisher, vol. 1, p. 28, no. 167 (sgraffito blue and a version of the insectlike motif. Unlike the book shown here, how- 

Auddling ‘cup dated 1792). ever, the 1688 example has yellow pseudoclasps. Although the early dates 

= as ene eh Date Vere, indicate that both books probably were made in London, no obvious features 
no. A 

_ a allow either example to be attributed confidently to a specific pottery. 
5. For related motifs on the spine of a 

1651 dated Dutch book at the Rijksmu- 

seum, see Hudig, Fayence, pp. 87, 170, 

abb. 74 (also Korf, Majolica 1, pl. 32). 
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PO ee a —— 

i oe he ae) | ~ = -- Nl ry t 
D356, D357. BOOKS . 5 a — ; 

| ie a \ 
Probably London b } 4 } peers 7 A 

| i | aa ie ir 
1675-1700 ’ ii * Sie 

| “al Hh —— 

| Roe ai 
(D356) H.: 6" (15.2 cm): \ , | a 

L. (edge-spine): 3 7/8" (9.8 cm); ; = hi \ aie Ps } 

W. (cover-cover): 2 3/4" (7. cm) y fi VAG , 
| : - 

6! , | ere ) Ti ‘(Ge { J (D357) H.: 6" (15.2 cm); i ; ae | aaa 

L. (edge-spine): 3 7/8" (9.8 cm); \ i _ s Sa | 

W. (cover-cover): 2 5/8” (6.7 cm) | . i JR se ies 
- i -_ 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ad Ww Ne, Laon 
% —— es 7. 7 uf li te 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, Overall, ee Shas saa 
(D357) excluding lower edge. 

SHAPE: Molded and slab-constructed. aa 
356, Ds 

Books. (D356) Large holes at top and 

bottom of spine give access to two 5 . a 
pine “ hese two pieces are virtually the same in size and are the largest of the five 

Ms oe Wes Weeued als books in the Longridge collection. Unlike on the others, here the book spines are 

(D357) Large hole at top of spine gives blank rather than bearing ornaments based on usually gilded motifs on leather- 

access to smaller opening near oppo- bound books. The first example shown here (D356) is the only known single book 

site end through septum wall. that has two tanks. (Two rare double books have a hole in each component.,)' 

DECORATION: Painted, Book details, On the second book (D357), the tufted corner ornaments of the covers 

(VA winekel weed oncaas resemble the “ox heads” found on tin-glazed earthenware tiles.’ (Like the bor- 

ders and central rose,’ they are partly penciled [trekked] in black.)* The ox heads 
and painted flowers and birds on edges, y pam | } 

suggest that the book may have been made at a pottery that also manufactured 
(D357) with flowers and leafy arabesques , . , . . 

tiles and, based on the likely period of the piece, that factory probably was in 

Ce ce aaa London. The best contender on stylistic grounds would be the Copthall (Lam- 

edges, more or less parallel lines. beth) factory, where Dutch immigrant Jan Ariens van Hamme’ was granted a 

Ex colls.: (D356) J. P. Kassebaum. patent in 1676 to “exercise his art of makeing tiles and porcelane and other 

(D357). R. H. Boone. earthenwares after the way practised in Holland.”® The ornament on such wares 

would have included both “trek” and “ossenkop” (ox-head) motifs. 

The large, black-outlined, variegated tulips on the fore edge of the other 

book (D356) also look to Holland for inspiration. The flowers on the top and bot- 

tom probably represent a carnation and a rose and resemble motifs on blue 

ae 4 Pat “344 dash chargers with dates from 1663 to 1676 and on undated examples until 

‘eee igA ] Ps , (Y, perhaps about 1685.’ Although that dating agrees with the blue tone of the 

ly { ~ | De a 4 ou glaze, which was popular around 1680, tumbling birds of this kind are gener- 
] cee Same oes ; 

| Mh, Man } oul oh ally found on various delft tablewares and drinking vessels from about 1690 to 
| Nagle mn Dill a) eae : : 
its j Ni Ae h ial 1697.' The flattopped, rectangular borders molded in relief on both covers are 

eee 4 HE he e aD y 7 
ERR i Balk, nN not found on real books of the period. 
= i] ee i 

\ 4 i a a Ota a 

ON a HA He al 3 sil 
me o ao i li WN 1. Burlington (1914), pl. 30; Horne, Collection, 5. van Hamme was a member of the Guild of 

pt. 15, no. 414 (also Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 72). Saint Lucas, which regulated the tin-glazed ware 

Dy For ltenexamnplestseetionne: Hieemos 72 ee in Delft, See his eas home, and 

D356, D357 74 (London tiles, about 1720-1750). to which all TEMAS ce decorators were obliged 

to belong (Montias, Artists, pp. 359-363). 
3. Probably sweetbrier (eglantine), which has 6. Ray, Tile 23 

5 heart-shaped petals, not 8 as depicted Ee 
(Hutchinson, Wild Flowers, vol. 1, p. 35 [Rosa 7. Archer, Chargers, pls. 53f, 55a, 55d. 

el eee 8. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 185, 
4. A touch of cobalt added to manganese will 209 (plates); nos. 796, 802 (mug, tankard); nos. 

produce black when fired. It was used to pro- 929, 932 (posset pots); no. 1040 (wassail bowl). 

duce fine lines like a drawing but rarely occurs 

after 1700 on English delftware. 
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DELFT WARE | Boot and Shoes 

D358. BOOT 

Southwark, London 

Possibly Rotherhithe 

If Rotherhithe, c. 1650-c. 1663 

his vessel is quite close to the typically wide shape of a seventeenth- or eigh- 

pais (75cm), teenth-century postilion’s jackboot, which was made in black leather with a 
L. (toe-spur): 4 3/4" (12.1 cm); thick sole.' Such boots were very heavy and stiff to protect the legs of postil- 
W.: 2 3/8" (6 cm) ions,’ who spent long hours in the saddle controlling the four or six horses used 

to pull a coach or carriage. A short spur was attached to the jackboot with a 

Beby CLAY a MediUin stained butt buckled strap, which also had a band of thicker material to protect the ankle 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish-white, somewhat from the stirrup. The buckle tang on the Longridge “boot” points to the right, 
transparent. Overall, excluding footrim indicating that it is for the right leg. 

bottom The inscription on the boot provides two interesting examples of ligatured Pp P Ss 8 
SHAPE: Melded. Recessed bottom: (conjoined) lettering’ and probably refers to the danger of overindulgence in 
DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed strong liquor, an ironic reference to the boot’s purpose as a drinking vessel. 

- 7 - " Ceramic jugs and drinking vessels in the form of footwear are known from very OH.MY.HEAD." Details of boot picked . . a ; fl . 
early times, and a circa 1700 maiolica version, probably from Faenza, Italy, also 

out. Straight and curvilinear ornament ' ‘ - F , 
is recorded.‘ Vessels in the form of boots are more common in glass: some calf: 

OHMPPETS: high and other knee-high and leg-shaped examples were made at glasshouses 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 12, no. 322: in Germany, the Netherlands, and Italy in the seventeenth century and in En- 

Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware and Slip- gland in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries” 
ware, pp. 882-883, pl. 13. : Z : ; ; 5 

The dating and (tentative) attribution of the Longridge delftware boot is 

aided by a recent find of fragments of another delftware example during exca- 

1, Much of the information in this entry vations at the Platform Wharf site at Rotherhithe (Southwark).° Though perhaps 
was provided by Michael Archer. not from the same mold, the boot has at the ankle a very similar concentric Vs 

2. Two 18th-century postilion boots with motif with striated edging and similar small scrolls forming one of its border 
two thicknesses of leather and platform . : 
LC) eee eae eae patterns. The geometric decoration on the fronts and backs of the legs of the soles were sold at Christie's (SK), July 2, 

1997, lot 68. See also Cunnington, Seven- boots probably was inspired by the embroidery on the stockings worn below 
eenth Century, p. 155, pls. 74a, 74c, : ae Bee ene B 1oo ls: aa, ac real boots. On the Longridge example, the motifs are closely comparable to Cromwellian riding boots. 

; ! repeating, concentric semicircles alternating with groups of three strokes on 3. As on classical Roman monuments and 

in printing. Cf. shoe inscribed “17 MB 18” two mugs dated, respectively, 1647 and 1650.’ 
with ligatured initials, Lipski and Archer, 

Dated Delftware, no, 1726, and Longridge 

book-shaped hand warmer no. D354. 

4. See Rasmussen, Italienische Majolika, 

no. 171, pp. 256-257, for ancient Greek ‘a, 
example and the maiolica boot, both in ae y »); 
the Museum fiir Kunst und Gewerbe col- A OH \ 
lection, Hamburg. { « ct f 

5. Honey, Glass, pp. 74-124. Y € iS 
‘ \ 

6. Nailer comments (September 1998). y t 

7. Cunnington, Seventeenth Century, } fe at i 
pls. 22a, 22c; pp. 82, 83 (boot stockings). « Fyio: oi 
Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, es Ry ; 
nos. 727, 729 (cups). i x 5) ts (Gs Ye Y SAG” vA 

it . y /\ > Ak . \ ‘ eye 
SS Ki ) 

. RS e 
on f, We) 4 ’ lf “Re 
Geel Namen Me , 
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O DELFTWARE SHOES 

Id shoes have long been regarded as having magic power to bestow good 

luck and were sometimes placed in chimneys as amulets to ward off evil.' The 

gift of a model ceramic shoe was also judged to convey good fortune on the 

recipient. More than sixty English delftware shoes are known: two-thirds of 

these are inscribed with a date and initials,’ confirming that the custom was 

popular from about 1654 to 1768. (The superstition lingers on,’ and, even today, 

shoes are tied to the car bearing a bride and groom off on their honeymoon.) 

Inscriptions with three initials almost certainly represent a husband and wife; 

those with only two initials, presumably, are for a single individual. 

From 1625 until after the English Civil War (1642-1649), women’s shoe fash- 

ions did not change, largely because their feet were hidden by long skirts. 

as Breats; Folk Art pp 103107, Square-toed shoes with high, sloping heels were introduced in the 1650s, and 

2: Lipsid andl Archer, Dated Delftware, pp. 405- the earliest dated tin-glazed shoes (see no. D359) copied this shape at about the 

414, records 35 items. That number has been same time. In the 1680s, when pointed toes and high Louis heels became the 

Updated to 4212 soainons Gated 1683 1760 plus rage, perceptive potters responded, and ceramic-shoe shapes were changed 
17 not dated, totalling 61 shoes) (Macfarlane . . 

research [November 1998]). Of these, 30 have two again.* Square-toed delftware shoes are known bearing dates from 1654 to 1707, 

anitals| anciwere probally Made /touals ele Det. and examples with pointed toes (a shape twice as commonly surviving as 
son and 11 have a triangular group of three 
initials, as on 17th-century trade tokens, and square-toed types) bear 1686 to 1768 dates. (Salt-glazed stoneware shoes are 

were probably given to a married couple as a rare but include both pointed and square-toed types, and one very pointed, 
wedding or betrothal present. The stoneware . ea nee 
shodiare Honineerbed: short-toed, solid agateware shoe is known.)’ From the onset blue—often in sev- 

@\ for many examples oFemall porcelain ehoes eral tones—was the most popular color for decorating delftware shoes, and 

with explicit good-luck mottoes and symbols, some have dark, trekked outlines. Polychrome shoes are much rarer, though 
see Andrews, Crested China. ‘ A 
— examples in two, three, or even four colors are known, and one is in the Fa- 
4.C ington, Seventeenth Century, p. 187, 7 . . 
i a RY Seema ae zackerley palette.’ Floral designs on delft shoes are often in the same style as 

. ; a motifs on other delftware shapes of much the same date," but their comparative 
5. Some 19 single shoes plus 3 pairs have square 

toes; 30 single shoes plus 9 pairs have pointed rarity today suggests that the shoes formed only a small part of decorators’ nor- 

roe mal output. Although under French and Italian influences, wearable shoe 

Orion snc yere sco Hera colecion vie, fashions in England multiplied rapidly after 1770,’ the dearth of ceramic exam- 
no. 463; Grigsby, Weldon, no. 64; Sotheby’s (L), ae . 
September 15, 1992, lot 188. For agateware, see ples made after 1750/1 indicates that there were few purchasers from that time 

Goldweitz, Collection, p. 18, pl. 25(b). on. Would-be patrons, no doubt, had switched to English porcelain, so the cost 

7. Coloring as follows: blue, 39 items (two are of creating new molds for earthenware presumably was unjustified. This devel- 
trekked); blue and yellow, 10; blue and red, 2; Jai - io 
Bide andmmenennese purpleet pine round opment may explain why there are no recorded delft shoes dated after 1768. 

green, 4; blue, red, mixed green, and yellow, 4. Delftware shoes, made in relatively small numbers, apparently are not 
No powdered ground has been seen. The com- is ; b 

Loe ee oes : os ; recorded in seventeenth- or eighteenth-century documents. Evidence for them 
bined technical limitations of the oxides used as 

pigments, tin-glazed medium, and molded form also is extremely rare among archaeological material, all of which seems to be 
2g at cus ers were unable to c is- 

eS aeons from London: a probably seventeenth-century shoe was excavated on the north 
sion a replica of a particular fashion shoe that 

had sentimental significance for the recipient. side of the Thames, near Saint Paul’s; boot fragments were found in Southwark 

8. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1721 at Platform Wharf, Rotherhithe (see also nos. D358, D359)." 
(dated 1710), has leaves reserved on a central 

strip that also occur on no. 804, a tankard dated 

1720, and a cream jug (not dated, private collec- 

tion). 

9. Cunnington, Eighteenth Century, pp. 391-393, 

pls. 146, 147(a), showing high French and 

narrow, waisted Italian heels. 

10. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 1735, 1738, 1738A. 

11. Goffin comments (September 1998); Nailer 

comments (September 1998).



D359. SHOE ie HM 
/ 4 Phys i 3 

Probably Southwark, London Be rahe | BS e AY 3 Be 
Me ea | ‘Senate Dated 1654 ee gees aie oe A . » RS 

ge ee ee eee \ & my ee 

H. 3 3/8" (8.6 cm); : oe, ~~ oir 
B ee ee aN ’ y L. (toe-heel): 6 5/8" (16.8 em) i ee, > w, 4 ae : Be, 

BODY CLAY: Buff. por ae eae Beet nse tas . 
Pemba NE ince ager ih Liat eee feat i Feiner pe eee eee Ae eh ei sy TIN GLAZE: White with open crazing. Sites Saeed el oe TRE aay ce ie 
deena ie i Pe f Overall, excluding flat bottoms of heel eae 2 eee aia r A ; | » La é 

and sole. i ; ke ee ; ls fs 
' ee : Fi i" 

SHAPE: Molded. ae ; : } d 

DECORATION: Painted and (bow) a se = ee Be 
eS GP p _ ye 

relief. Uppers bear floral motifs com- <= “ ~*~ eee 
aS a ese 

posed of concentric rings of dots and, P oF: & i aaa 

on toe, inscription “MeH/1654.” Bottom ge 2 P y eee : 

undecorated. a — sg é i me ; 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 12, no. 321; , © fd ie er nee ys : 

Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware and Slip- s “s 3 Mee : 
ware, pp. 882-883, pl. 13. i F a es ae 

Patera Shoe . = i 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, Bee et SS pe 3 
no. 1704; Mundy, Delft, p. 88, pl. 36, no. 1. RENE MT se : ce 2 

Actual size 
2. Goffin comments (September 1998). 

3. Cunnington, Seventeenth Century, 

Be Ley diate toed delitwake'shoes|have hree intact single shoes of this early shape are known: the Longridge shoe 
dates from 1654 to 1707. ae, H roe 

and one initialed “/',” are very similar to one another overall, and both are 
4. Ibid., pp. 54, 56; p. 188, pl. 86a, for . 
lady’s square-toed shoe with open sides, dated 1654; a differently modeled, undated example has another type of rosette 
very high heel, and two ribbon bows. ornamenting the area above the heel.' Polychrome-painted shoe fragments exca- 

5. See c. 1613 portrait of Richard Sackville, vated from Number 1 Poultry site (City of London) are from a low-heeled shoe 
3rd Earl of Dorset, by(?) William Lakin a acison stops Treasure Houses Gl 94) of yet another model, but, based on the large, striped bow and (more modest) 

dashed rosette above the heel, the piece may date similarly to the 1654 exam- 

ples.’ This mid-century date implies that such shoes are likely to have been 

, UR made in Southwark at Pickleherring, Montague Close, or Rotherhithe. (Regard- 

On a Eee rey AY Yes ing a delftware boot excavated at Rotherhithe, see no. D358.) 

aaa ~~ | The importance of the 1654 shoes rests in their documented, mid-century date 
Sam i > i \ and the transitional nature of their styling that, Januslike, looks both backward 

an i DbMhVWra and forward. By about 1635 the square toe was the characteristic shoe shape for “i boo, Se y q Pp 
{ 4 < Ww . : e . M : oS ) men and women, and it would remain so until about 1700. The tongue of the 

~ 

3a? ic delft shoes is the round-arched Elizabethan type, and the heels’ lack of height, 

oo ‘ F acute-angled and low, sloping profile as well as the bulging upper all belong to the 

ee: early seventeenth century. Also the triangular patches of blue (above the arches) 
ere : | eR Ok, demonstrate that they copy real shoes of that period that had open sides over EMA Rasen 

which the narrow latchets were fastened with strings. (The example shown here 

probably represents a man’s shoe, unlike the other Longridge shoes, which imi- 

tate women’s fashions.) Such shoes, worn by the well-to-do when in full dress, 

originally had uppers in silk or satin bound round the top edge with silk braid that 

matched the multiple bows (common on shoes from the 1640s), tassels, as on this 

shoe, and, sometimes, a rosette around a central diamond.‘ The daisylike rings of 

dots on the delft shoes represent embroidered flower heads, which were some- 

times carried out in colored silks or thread wrapped with gold tinsel.’ 
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DELFTWARE | Boot and Shoes. 

D360, D361. SHOES 

Probably Lambeth, London 

(D360) Dated 1712 

(D361) Dated 1722 

hese two shoes are exactly the same in form, height, and length, although 

Both) es V2.(cm) they are ten years apart in date. Though both shoes have relief-molded imi- 

L. (toe-heel): 6 1/2" (16.5 cm) tation oval' buckles set with red stones, the earlier example (D360) has a 

round-ended strap with no visible bar nor tang; the later one (D361) has a point- 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff, Bo ae : ; ine-grai lu ended strap, and the bar and tang are indicated. Both straps face outwards,’ 

(D361) possibly more pale. indicating that each shoe is for the right foot. Although similar in coloration, 

TIN GLAZE: White, (D360) with a the decoration of the shoes is quite different in style. On the 1712 shoe (D360), 
kwaart, (D361) possibly with a kwaart. the overall pattern is similar to those on English domestic embroideries of this 

Overall, excluding majority of flat period.’ The 1722 shoe (D361) is much more elaborate, with a richly decorated, 

bottoms of heels and toes. uniquely broad T-shaped panel, borders and heel motifs (the latter imitating 

SHAPE: Molded long- and short-stitch embroidery) composed of overlapped leaves, and floral- 

- and-insect uppers probably influenced by embroidered fabrics imported from 
DECORATION: Painted. Flowers, shoe , . . 

India,’ based on printed and dyed floral chintzes. 
details, including buckles, (D360) band Piel : 5 

E ) The attribution of the Longridge shoes is based on decoration. The band of 

yoy isa vee (ze ieay) flowers, stems, and leaves reserved against dark blue ground on the 1722 shoe 
bands and heel. (D360) Inscribed (D361) are in a general style associated with Lambeth delftware.’ The blue out- 

“IW/I712.” (D361) Inscribed “-Ap/1722” lines of the sprigs partially filled with color on both shoes and the leaves 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- resembling bulrushes® indicate that both probably were made at the Vauxhall 

ware, nos. 1723 (D360), 1727 (D361). (Both) pottery (Lambeth). 

Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware and 

Slipware,pp. 882-883, pl. 13 

Ex coll.: (Both) E. Pitts Curtis. 1, For shoes with rectangular buckles, see Long- pl. 141 (embroidered palampore, Cambay, India, 
ridge nos. D362, D363; Horne, Collection, pt. 9, c. 1725). 

Ore (dated 1708} Disdits 207296 (date 711) Te cackelll Vural cree tre earner 
2. For other examples (all left shoes), see Long- right, pl. 126, no, 4a. Cf. Lipski and Archer, Dated 

ridge no. D362 (pointed end); Horne, Collection, Delftware, no. 1070 (punch bowl dated 1725). 

a a es Coe AN pee eden; 6. See Edwards, Vauxhall Pottery, pls. 52f-52h, 

Br eee Nate ety 56a-56b; Christie’s (I), October 10, 1983, lot 36, 
3. English Embroideries, pls. 19, 20 (Queen Anne for an oval plaque inscribed “aly 1716” that 

bedspread and curtain). has much in common with Longridge 

: ; ae no, D421. 
4. Guy and Shallow, eds., Arts of India, p. 164, 
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DELFT WARE |Boot and Shoes 
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D362. SHOE ee eI ei tere eR Te | Oe \ Way \\ y W aa 
ae eer ere ame oes ee eT AM \ N FZ d\ a 

Probably Lambeth, London é ‘ Pia \\ \ Wi \\ s : ’ y 
1710-1720 Rr. a ) 

ie " , X \ 

H.: 4 3/8" (11.1 cm); “ th A \ A\S aon NY 3 
p ag 7 a & 7  \\ 

L. (toe-heel): 6 1/2" (16.5 cm) re =~ W \% 1 is \\ 
a) \ . ’ ) i | 

i lj WS) 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. A! \ \ } i y | }) a 

TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, excluding hy ) \ \ | re ce 

flat bottoms of heel and toe. IW fa? N \ 9 My 
a \ \) fy g 

SHAPE: Molded. fi ue - \\ \\ i ¢ 
4 ' \ fy , 

DECORATION: Painted. Stripes with Lj ‘| \ } f 

bands of floral scrollwork. Bottom /y PH) v \ ) ' i \ H H 
Y , i hl 

undecorated. hy DIS nH Wy 

Ls Fi Y | | IE 

laf, id 4 ay 

YE 4) | || 

y ore ee, y is 

fei | i Le MF, Sn 
FM ‘Dy é Nei “ 

44°43 i 4 as 
Me se rf - 7 

Actual size 

his shoe is the same shape as those in the previous entry (nos. D360, D361), 

except that its buckle is rectangular.’ As if it were a real fashion shoe, the exam- 

ple shown here displays simulated stitching to “secure” the edge of the strap to 

the heel covering and around the edges of the pointed sole and heel.’ The direc- 

See tion of the pointed strap end indicates that the piece is a left shoe.’ 

nee 0 The Longridge shoe has broad and narrow stripes representing ticking, or 

| f “ticken,” a heavy, closely woven linen or cotton fabric, usually with this type of 
ee Vy yy 2 e 

iy Vy; bff p stripe, also used for pillowcases and mattress covers (see the mattress on a 1635 
AD y Wh Fi . S : Fabri ig J Vf Md, fecundity dish [no. D1]). From about 1700 to 1750, such fabric also was used 

VY y/ fj 4 Y | for shoe uppers.’ (In contrast a square-toed shoe with a stiff ribbon bow and 
q a a ry . a : “ . Si = - . — . 

. | ~~ the inscription “AH/[16]92” displays blue, evenly striped decoration, probably 

, \ \ imitating a white shoe decorated with applied strips of silk braid.)’ The trailing 
‘a inhw 

a { flowers in the vertical strips on the Longridge shoe’s front and above the heel 

—_ ee resemble types on a pair of blue and white shoes inscribed “MS/1711”° and the 
ee border of a 1716 dated Longridge plaque (no. D421). The “bulrush” leaves are like 

those on the Longridge shoe in number D360, dated 1712. The shoe shown here 

probably is contemporary with that group and was made at Vauxhall pottery 

in Lambeth. 

1. See also Longridge no. D363; Horne, Collec- 4. Cunnington, Eighteenth Century, p. 174. 

MOueD Es noe 2a (dated 1702). Di Lena. 226 5, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1710 (dated 1711). : ve . 
(delft shoes); Cunnington, Seventeenth Century, 

2. Compare the other Longridge shoes and also p. 190, pls. 87a-87b, 1660-1680 (shoes with 

Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1725- applied silk braid). 

1725A. nae ; 
6. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

3. Like ED 309, Horne, Collection, pt. 2, no. 35; nos. 1722~1722A. 
pt. 11, no. 296. 
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D363. SHOES 

Probably Lambeth, London /\ . : fe z 
» Ithough in shape these shoes are very like the one in the previous entry 

T\O=\128 (no. D362) and they also have rectangular, jeweled buckles, the stitching to 

(Both) H: 4 3/8" (11 em} “secure” the straps to the heels is more decorative and consists of a row of small 
fe} ts cm); 

chevrons.' The toes have alternating broad and narrow, straight-edged bands, 
L. (toe-heel): 6 3/8" (16.2 cm; ‘ ae : é 

( Pe ) reflecting a late seventeenth-century tradition of applying horizontal bands of 

i cross the toe: s 2 ri - ands ivi BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. braid across toes of shoes.’ On the Longridge shoes, the bands are divided by 

MINICUATE SHUT Ruhite Guedl| a vertical strip of alternating triangular motifs enclosing a flower head and imi- 
: Bluish white. Overall, . 7 , a . 

tating picot-edged silk braid.’ (A shorter version of the strip is on the back, above 
excluding ed f bott ‘wiped : : 
MCIUCIDg cages of voto (wip the heel.) The tongues of delftware shoes are normally decorated with flower 

off) sprigs, but this pair has a band of alternating, hatched triangles following the 

SHAPE: Molded. angular shape of the tongue. A zigzag pattern also appears on the strips of “rick- gu Pp gu gzag pi PP Pp: 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowers and rack braid” ornamenting a 1713 dated pair of shoes and forms the rim border on 

stripes. Bottoms undecorated. a circa 1725 cistern.* The broad-leaved flowers on the example shown here resem- 

ble those on number D360, dated 1712, and another pair of shoes (no. D364) in the 

same colors with chevrons on the heels, indicating that this pair may also have 

been made in Lambeth. 

AN, > —~ Me 1. See also Horne, Collection, pt. 9, no. 224 3. For a shoe with flower sprays and, on the 

\ f Digi a ir Sea (“ES 1709”); and, for examples having two rows square toe, broad, horizontal, picot-edged 

is ) tp a = i ) of chevrons, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, bands of “braid” in blue, see Sotheby’s (L), June 

8 Sa i ee am nos, 1731-1731A, 1733-1733A (both pairs dated 1989, lot 197. 

6 SESE yi Bue fee 1729 i \ i “a ee J 4 ie, i ) 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1725- 
a iy (ie \ ae r oF WN 2. For earlier dated shoes showing the inspira- 1725A (shoes); Sotheby’s (L), November 2, 1998, 

e \ 4 . si [A tions for such bands, see Lipski and Archer, lot 58 (cistern). 

» a) Dated Delftware, nos. 1705-1709, 1712. 
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D364. SHOES © 

Probably Lambeth, London eee : : 
a n these examples, the decorator closely imitated the construction of real 

ease) shoes and techniques used to solve the problem of covering stiff linings with 

(Both) H: 4 14" 108 em} patterned fabric: the floral motifs are laid out carefully to fit the shapes of the 
ot! : 6 CM); 

uppers, tapered heel straps, tongues, and toes. The vertical strips dividing the 
L. (toe-heel): 6 1/8" (15.6 cm : ‘ . 

( oven ) uppers into two halves—from tongue top to toe and above the heel—simulate 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff lengths of metal openwork braid known as “lace,” and thick yellow bands copy 

the thread that “stitches” the curved lower edges of the straps to the upper for 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall, . . 

additional strength. The red heels imitate scarlet leather-covered heels and red- 
luding bott f heels and soles. ne - 

inn eee ae edged soles on shoes fashionable with full dress worn at court through the end 

SHARE: Molded: of the eighteenth century.' On the delft shoes the refractory iron oxide used for 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowers and the red has not fired well, so this is a rare but good example of art not being 

scrollwork. Bottoms undecorated. able to emulate craft. (The heels of similar delftware shoes normally are paint- 

ed dark blue [see nos. D360, D362].) The chevrons edging the top and sides of 

the Longridge shoe heels may represent pinked fabric or leather and are unusual 

but do occur on a 1729 dated blue and white example with a basically similar 

oval buckle and stylistically related vertical floral strips.’ The shaded leaves and 

groups of tiny dots also appear on a reunited pair of blue shoes dated 1727 and 

suggest a London origin, perhaps the Vauxhall pottery in Lambeth.’ 

1. Cunnington, Eighteenth Century, p. 172, 

, pl. 55c; p. 54. 

” he er -S area 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1732. 

— 27, hc tN, 3. Ibid., nos, 1730-1730A (1729 shoes). See Cock- 
fees Ge i data 8) ell, Vauxhall Cross, pl. 120d, for large Vauxhall 

| ee wr xa 5 Gea dish fragment with blue-painted flowers. 

Ree Na So eee 
Wie: te mi! a 
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DELFT WARE | Flower Containers 

D365. FLOWER VASE or JAR 

Probably London 

¢. 1675 

H.: 12" (30.5 cm); - ‘i E ia 
( ) his unusually large and well-painted flower vase or jar probably originally 

ee) had a domed lid. Its painted ornament is derived from 1620 to 1680 Ming Tran- 

sitional porcelain motifs, and related designs also appear on five other 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. s 5 : _ 

Longridge pieces, some bearing London Company arms and dates from the late 
TIN GLAZE: White, possibly under a ‘ : : aa 1660s to the 1680s (see nos. D3, D84, D208, D240, D244, D275). None of these 
Kwaart. Overall, excluding bottom: pots match the vase exactly in details of flowers, insects, or birds, and it is very 

Chipping of glaze at bottom edge may likely that such ornament was being created at more than one factory. (Perhaps 

indicate piece adhered to kiln during closest to the Longridge vase in ornament among English vessels is a 1678 dated 

firing. posset pot in another collection.)’ Such flowers also occur on some Dutch tin- 

SHAPE: Thrown. Nearly flat bottom glazed earthenware (several examples of which formerly were attributed to 

“eis ; Frankfurt am Main in Germany).’ Vessels of similar shape to the Longridge vase with fine, shallow markings, perhaps i 
. also are known in Northern European tin glaze, and some bear the same “stylized 

from wire used during removal from : . ae 
lotus-petal” upper border.’ Unlike that on the Longridge vase, the Continental 

wheel. : ee : ee 
examples typically bear ornament divided into widish shoulder and base pan- 

2 Pai SE i , . : 4 . CN be els, with even wider central bands bearing Chinese designs. 
and insects. Borders composed of hori- 

zontal lines and, at rim, three-brick 

motifs. 
i A sovay earth 
WuopyAyyD UO y Oty! 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 19, no. 555. = a Ba nN 

Pita Pg “2 23 " Fy a Z, Ra x 

Zo Sealy: - ‘ ik Set ele Bz ~ 
hes J 9 oe \ ee ANE NN a) aN i Ange” if 7% ee ON TN cae appr 
LOSS ) eg ; Rod) ST aT A fi i < ? Wei GIy Sney, et oe £ ay Sy it 
ae cated | ic < ee Oe 

Sy 2 ROM NT Wa NS es YAR ca ee Uy /| Ke RL ZORN?” | 

ROTO, a SS Ag q R i SON Z “ PP iff ve she) : Abi 

NG at) . A 
SSG = Qf 2 

) eo 4 a 
ee iS “Ay 

1. For 1674-1678 dated posset pots with such 4. Ayers, Impey, and Mallet, Palaces, p. 36, fig. 5, 

ornament, see Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, Dutch jar with similar upper border in painting 

no. 1333; Crellin, Wellcome, fig. 375; Lipski and of interior with slave boy and lute(?) by Cornelis 

Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 907, 905 (lid). For de Man (1621-1706); no. 182, Dutch jar (1670- 

undated pieces, see Crellin, Wellcome, no. 375 1680) with Chinese figures in landscape; no. 273, 

(posset pot); Horne, Collection, pt. 10, no. 251 Dutch jar (1670-1680) with closely related upper 

(dish). border and panels with Chinese figures and 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 908. Heyer TRS Last ess and anorn aa 
Chinese figures in a landscape and the upper 

3. See van Dam, Gedateerd Delfts, no. 12; Rack- border (Carswell, Chinese Porcelain, no. 102) 

ham, Glaisher, vol. 2, pls. 222B (Dutch plate with have leafy lower borders resembling that on 

notably similar ornament to that on the Long- Longridge no. D297. See also Rackham, Glaisher, 

ridge vase), 223 (vase), 224B-244C, 225B; Crellin, _ vol. 2, pl. 223. 
Wellcome, no. 386. 
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es Setmen 
F SS 

OP pg : <I 
ze CN Fe SS “Ss 

, C&P fiem KOEN D366. FLOWER BOWL re Si a if Fel), / we 
o “s | WN \\ Ulf 7 iw Probably London f 2 i ‘e \\ Uh eee Ke 

; . JIE Qi" 1695 coe, 7 W rain a AN X 
foe? wv) IND saa | \ ss 

Hz 3 1/2" (8.9 cm)  - les A a Nd 4 \ ae Bs 9 cm); | fi SS a a t Yh ee 

| i |} / > aw Qa \ a, eZ Sa Diam.: 6 1/2" (16.5 cm) 4 if! S Ry mo YP % Na Ka 
+ D ox £ , \ WP a iy i : 
Hi ta ieee { WE | | i BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. 4 |] SN . { i iZw by 
a 3 @ an } <r Bp ih. TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white. Overall, ii ts i“ , 4 eS . 

4 a ae, X ie ES = OM 
excluding footrim edge. h'4 f A 4 4 eg / ” AN “ ; lV 

“i } ~ + . Sa J £3! BG 
SHAPE: Thrown and pierced. Domed } " (ee “oe %, ‘ - c= J ee = yy 

upper portion made as one piece with e ks PS i NN i, Ji 

bowl. Narrow-edged, cylindrical footrim. s \ = ae OU (con y / q 0 
* file TINS Sa DECORATION: Painted. Trek Chinese AR ww MD NS ae me SYN Beals fl f 

rocks, birds, and flowers. Bowl borders Si S ml eased : at SP 6 ee 
~~ * — SY ie 

composed of band of concentric arcs Ae ale Bs Se ee a Bei 
oe 2 ee a and horizontal lines. Top surface bears a serra — . 

concentric bands of arcs, bands of 

foliage with wavy lines, and circles. 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 8, no. 196. 

SS — — eee — = yea re 
1, For dated examples, see Lipski and 4 SE oe Sa SNe — =S ; LL. ~ —— ee eS Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 927, 929, Gn ve * * e Pe i RAN N\ ; 
932, 934, 1040-1041, 1546-1747; Austin, = MA nJari-rL. RE ey ‘TAR ANY oe mn ees EL, A F em Ale WU AME Delft, no. 406; Archer and Morgan, China > SSS ow ~ ie i 

Dishes, nos. 31-32. For an undated SS saas Sey id 
monteith, see Allen, Dolz Collection, Quis ; ee és! 

63, fig. 12; for a vase, see Horne. ‘ S Bate | E 86 ls 12; for a vase, see Horne, ue “i wh 
Collection, pt. 4, no. 81. acd 4 ( E rd 

2. Archer, V&A, no. 1.5; Britton, Bristol, eee s C 7G ee 
no. 7.24. RN i Pe (Z7 
3. See Austin, Delft, nos. 628-631; Archer, i s aan = ee Ni AO Se " 
V&A, nos. 1.4-1.6; Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale «gla << | Pees 
(2), November 17, 1981, lot 255; Kassebaum eae eS —— 4 aa 

sale (1), October 1, 1991, lot 43; Britton, Se : eae eee 
Bristol, no. 7.24, and, for examples with So - es ene Pee 
European motifs, nos. 7.22-7.23. 

he dating of this flower bowl is based on its painted trek decoration, derived 

from a Dutch tin-glaze painting style. Somewhat similar birds and flowers also 

occur on dated posset pots, punch bowls, and jars from the 1690s.' Flower con- 

tainers of this type typically have attached tops, but on a few, separate lids 

create the same general profile.’ (A Longridge collection lid {not illustrated] lacks 

its bowl but is similar in shape and decoration to the top of the pot shown here.) 

Chinese motifs are particularly common on the form and usually include fig- 

L_ ha ures or buildings in landscapes, symbols, flowers, or abstract patterns.’ The = my . . 
SSS majority of flower bowls predate the mid-1700s. (For a covered butter dish of 

Palen ong ay) aS ‘4 PAT an rent oN ' . 
PN ANEN NYS NAVAN ANS "ee approximately the same profile, see no. D187.) 

Sey I” roy 
XS ie i‘ . i 

eee : E ™ ake mers 
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DELFTWARE Foner Containers 

D367. FLOWER VASE or 

CACHEPOT 

London 

1690-1710 ; 

H.:7 1/8" (18.1 cm); oe 
Fs XX 

L: 51/4" (133 cm); i. a , } 
We 5 1/4" (13.3 cm) eae aH zi 

A — Laem Fe ‘ ] = a . a oe: neh “SE f PSS on) Re ee 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. 5 : si 6 Geary eal Peet pices ee 

; 7 . Siaieepeents a A : ’ - [gif TIN GLAZE: Pale greenish white, Veer ye we ag j Pg We is 

slightly transparent with open crazing Es € vr?” 2 Y f ! 
Sime 

and, on interior, gray speckling. Overall, S ry F \ 1” 
Ne 9, W& \ “S) Vy. 

partially excluding bottoms of feet. ~ q ay Sap N“ ‘ % fay 4 
q re ee. am r \ no oy i SHAPE: Slab-constructed body. Press- A) ROY Cag ante A > a \ Aba, rk UA 

Nay AS . of a S Tey, My J / 

molded winged masks on two opposing ~~ ) Ta A » | Te) VAN y Uy) Wh \ OS Wah Wier © phe 
sides. Rope borders shaped by hand.  \ 7 r qT Y i} hf ve 

Ae ; 2 AS 
Thrown finials (replaced) and feet. \ "ay I 3 5 ey} oy YY), J Me 

Ws ae MTN a DECORATION: Painted. Matched pairs ‘ ‘ EN i, ty 444 
aN ae 7 we A | 

of opposing panels, one set with winged ° ~ DS is E e WN, wn “y 

TA DP \ Ser eiAy 
masks among flowers, the other with AG XQ ‘ pe ‘ i ) AVL J) 

Jat Nf 4 SAN, 

flowers and foliage. Roping reliefs picked A N NG “f we 

out. Finials and feet bear solidly colored f 4 vy Ui 4 

ends and runny horizontal lines. \ ma 4 4 / 

sy . Xe at 
i as . \ + * 

We A oN \ yy 

n vee > yf Zi 

ie fis. eS een co Z Boas re 
; ae Seen on 

1, Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, p. 185, his object may have been a flower vase or, more probably, was a cachepot, serv- 

gio vets tase) Gunes (2), ing as a decorative container for a more utilitarian receptacle that held the earth 
February 28, 1994, lot 9 (smaller vase). " . ure . . 

for a growing plant. Painting of the same type and period occurs on one larger and 
2. Ray, Warren, col. pl. C, pl. 63, no. 124 : a, . . . . 
(coffeepot); Austin, Delft, no. 611 (urn); one smaller piece of this shape: the first has similar but not identical molded 

Archer, V&A, no. A.65 (dish, fragments). winged heads of putti on opposing sides and is decorated with floral sprays and 

3. Phillips (L), June 8, 1994, lot 159. birds; the second is without molded heads, and the four sides have painted sim- 

ple flower sprays and dotted leaves.' Based on their similar shapes, rope-twist 

edges, squat feet (missing on the largest vase), and acorn finials (replaced on the 

Longridge vase), all three vessels are likely to have come from the same pottery. 

Fragments of hatched flower heads like those on the Longridge vase were found 

in Lambeth and occur on a coffee pot dated 1705 as well as on a magnificent urn 

and a molded dish from about 1695 to 1705.’ Another container is similar to the 

Longridge example but is squatter in form and is closed with a flat top from which 

a circular nozzle protrudes. Instead of putti heads, all four sides have molded 

masks similar to those on the borders of “fecundity” dishes.’ 
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D368. FLOWER CONTAINERS 

Probably Lond /\ . et L 
ie ot Ithough these two rare flower containers are uninscribed, vessels of 

(ee approximately this form are known with dates of 1650, 1661 (with a cartouche 

. much like that of Longridge goblet no. D237), and 1683.' The Longridge pots and 
H. (both): 5 1/2" (14 cm); 3 : 4 

the 1683 dated example bear horizontal, wide, and narrow lines on the waisted 
Diam. (body, both): 3 1/2" (8.9 ; : . Paes iam. (body, both): 3 1/2" (8.9 cm), portion of the base and have bands of Chinese cloud scrolls around the lower 

Bleu Bere KeIHES oS) WES) edge. Rather than figural and foliate motifs derived from Italian maiolica 

designs, the primary ornament on the 1683 flower container depicts (in blue 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. . a i 

and purple) a Chinese figure in a landscape. 
TIN GLAZE: White. O lL, ludi ro av 5 

pee ee eee Fragments of vessels of this general form have been excavated in London. 

bottoms. Some were found among 1680 to 1690 factory waste excavated at the Pickle- 

SHAPE: Thrown, with wavy edge and herring factory site in Southwark;? others were unearthed from a 1670 to 1700 

nozzles. Hand-rolled and curled scrolls. context at the 129 Lambeth Road site.’ In America a probably originally bleu per- Pp y Org, yi I 

Slightly concave bottom. san decorated vase was excavated at Newington Plantation in North Carolina, 

DECORATION: Painted. On primary and another vase was unearthed in Virginia at Jamestown Island.‘ 

sides, winged heads against grounds of 

scrolling, foliate vines; on secondary i i a 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 
sides, bird and a full-length angel, z : “ee Nos. 1564-1565, 1567. 

fad «Sar ie) ; . eree ely aenreusreunecer <2 i wipe 2. Museum of London, Southwark and 
Yee DSP NY A Sain Lambeth, pp. 314-315, fig. 133, 

scrolling, foliate vines. Scrolls bear wel ae ay nie ies ay) nos. 1319-1321 (Mark Brown’s 
Gre SOR poate Wharf site). 

horizontal slashes; nozzles bear foliate RRS. vetings EZ) 
4 ee 7 N yy Lai" 3. Ibid., p. 170, table 86; p. 353, 

motifs. Upper border composed of 5 SSF fig. 154, no. 1611; p. 355. 

horizontal lines and band of vertical A Poe 4, Austin, Delft, p. 18, fig. 13, no. 599. 
—.—— i — 

slashes. Lower border composed of 

horizontal lines and row of dots above 

wider band with Chinese cloud scrolls.



D369. FLOWER VASE or ee are - —_— a i Sige —— ¥ ~ % é 
FLOWER POT ea - 

London or Bristol = = eer ee" - - 

“) = 1750-1765 7 ) 
= Fi 

H.: 6 1/4" (15.9 cm); 
/ ‘ ' 

Diam. : 4 3/4" (121 ; jam. (body): 4 3/4" (12.1 cm): f ? 4 trp 

Diam. (handles): 4 7/8" (12.4 cm) "ae ai is . 3 : ef 4 
ee ™ hp < ‘ a " 

ER i csi alae ett ae 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ~ a ee eee:  . “3 m ‘ \ 4’ ———T ae | wea 
TIN GLAZE: Pale turquoise, somewhat hie . ‘eer. Pe rr t 

transparent. Overall, excluding lower, me . Se. ; ‘i Ty 

ae ot See ei Nass 2 , » oe chamfered edge. 1 se Pee © Ef oY 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handles (partially — ai ‘ 

new) shaped by hand. Bottom of bowl ees i aE 

interior has hole opening into base. 

Bottom of base has no opening and is 

concave. Upper rim has what may be 

triangular arrangement of peg marks. 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. ‘a : 
li 2 

Landscapes (repeated on either side) hi p< ~ 9 
4 

with mountains, fence, church, trees, Nee a ’ ‘ 

and plants. Handles bear horizontal . a ae 

slashes. Base bears three repeats of a — 
Se 

leaf-and-wavy tendril motif. 7 pa 

ee oe 

f lower containers of this form sometimes are referred to as campana vases, 

from the Italian for bell. The Longridge vase is one of a group of examples that 

vary in size and proportions but typically have flattened, double-scroll pseudo- 

handles, distinctly widened lower portions of the bowls, and domed bases. 

(Trumpet-shaped bases are more common on similarly shaped vases with relief 

masks [see no. D370] and, often, sketchily painted and darkly sponged land- 

scapes.)' Decoration on scroll-handled vases most often includes European or 

Chinese flowers or landscapes, the latter sometimes with figures.’ Eastern and 

Western designs are juxtaposed on the Longridge pot, which displays a dec- 

orative style and dense blue ornament typical of London tin glaze.’ The hole that 

opens the upper region of the Longridge bowl into the hollow base (with a 

sealed bottom) may indicate that the vessel was for potting plants; if this sup- 

position is true, the lower well acted as a container for excess water. 

1, Austin, Delft, no. 616; Archer, V&A, no. 1.17, 3, For a London-excavated vase with lion masks, 
z flowers, and, on the base, different Chinese sym- 

2. Britton, Bristol, nos. 7.4-7.5, 18.21 (flowers, i 
: : . : bols, see Britton, London, no. 142 (Bank of 

Crucifixion, figure in landscape), and, for a : 
. England site). 

slightly different shape, nos. 7.67.8; Austin, 

Delft, nos. 614~615 (flowers, figure in landscape); 
Horne, Collection, pt. 1, no. 6 (pair with figures 

in landscapes); Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 79 (sin- 

gle-scroll handles and Chinese figure in a 
garden); Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 

1981, lot 198. 
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D370. FLOWER VASE 

London or possibly Bristol 

1750-1765 ee ~— 

Pea Be ee y ea < 
H.: 7 1/8" (18.1 cm); S S t 

Diam.: 5 3/4" (14.6 cm) a Ke ee ; 
3 - zg 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 4 - 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, slightly ; ba 

transparent on interior, with occasional v ' i ‘ 
s \ 

pits. Overall, excluding footrim edge. 7 Ca I 

SHAPE: Thrown. Press-molded and 4 : i ¢ 

applied lion masks. Hollow base } shy m4 f 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. ; oe \ | 
, ri 

Landscapes with trees, plants, moun- a ay Ne 

tains, and two differently posed ladies, i 4 eae \/ ~ 
| a 

one (not shown) near small building. | ibs j 

Sponged lion masks. Base border com- \ a A ai 

posed of scrollwork. ; * eT sack 

“3 

Cy a SSID Cae scroll-handled “campana vases” (see no. D369) that in several in- 

. ere stances bear Chinese subjects, the vast majority of lion-masked vases depict 
‘ “a 4 a ‘ Saad 

+ European landscapes with figures and sponged foliage. The ornament on vessels 

! 4 in the group varies somewhat in style, indicating that more than one maker pro- 

‘3 duced them, but most show the dense blue and types of trees and figures 

A ee associated with London.’ Base ornament typically is composed of flowers and 
isa 7 ata : i Pi —_ ae scrollwork, but abbreviated landscapes also occur occasionally.” Fragments of 

ca ; one vase with flowers rather than a landscape and, on the base, Chinese sym- 

bols, were found at the Bank of England site (London), and a lion mask was 

found in Bristol.’ 

ea Zz. = 1. For a probably London tile depicting a similar 3. Britton, London, no. 142. For a biscuit vase 

a woman, see Horne, Tiles, no. 151. with four masks excavated at the 129 Lambeth 

= - pel " " Road site (London), see Museum of London, p 2 Pei sae 2. For examples of vases, see Britton, Bristol, Southwark and Lambeth p 651, ie. 152 
ae a nos. 18.22-18.24; Archer, V&A, nos. 1.15-1.17 ce Sect EIS 

(no. 1.16 with faun, rather than lion masks); No. ‘ 

Austin, Delft, nos. 616-617; Garner and Archer, 

Delftware, no. 97; Allen, Dolz Collection, p. 860, 

fig. 5. 
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D371, D372 
D371, D372. FLOWER BRICK and 

FLOWER VASES : A z 
he type of ornament on these vessels is comparatively rare on English delft- 

Probably Liverpool Bee ess 5 : ; 
ware and is found (differing in details) on only a few other flower containers. 

WSU C5 Included among them are a blue-painted brick with the same pattern of pierc- 

ing; a deeply waisted, cylindrical vase painted in blue and manganese; and a 
(D371) H.: 3 1/2" (8.9 cm); L.: 6 3/8" i ite . : : 

blue-painted baluster vase similar to the Longridge ones in profile.’ The decora- 

Meer Ny 221816 7.cm) tive motifs on all of these are of Chinese origin, but their semi-trek style may 

(D372, both) H. (approximate): indicate that the designs were brought to England on Dutch delft. Some vases 

6 1/4" (15.9 cm); Diam.: 3 1/2" (8.9 cm) resembling the Longridge examples (D372) in profile have European building-in- 

landscape scenes associated with Liverpool.’ 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall, a ail 
SERRRU MEE C eT ET em e i 

excluding (D371, D372 [center]) lower ND see perenne rere, <i te 
ae >see = = = > | 

edge, (D372 [right]) bottom. ie ee = et p ‘ r ; 
= \ i 

SHAPE: (D371) Slab-constructed and : -— a Fi * " 
a 7 _ ‘a 

pierced, Three rows of small holes and Sy AR LSS } 3 os eee ge aa 
ee } a. . .. ee : 

larger central hole in recessed top. Sim- } = \enn, | =e | meee’ 2a Q — - oe | CO ww «CS 
ilarly recessed bottom. (D372) Thrown. ee” : cee | es f 

os Wow. a } % cag i 
Slightly concave bottoms, one vase ee See f 

(center) with narrow, flattened edge. 
Side two of D371 Side two of D372 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese fig- 

ures with plants, rocks, dots, and starlike 1. Based on its pierced pattern, the Longridge 

floral(?) motifs, (D371) with repeated end brick (D371) is more likely to have been intended 

as a flower holder than an inkstand. 

one ne (Bera) Regaeaue| top aoa 2. Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 1981, 

rectangular edge outline and radiating lot 141; Lipski sale (2), November 17, 1981, lot 
278; Lipski sale (3), March 1, 1983, lot 543. 

slashes around central hole. 
3. Archer, V&A, no. 1.19. 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 16, 

nos. 455a & b, 456. 
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DELFT WARE | Flower Containers 

D373. FLOWER BRICK 

London 

Dated 1737 

H.: 3.1/2" (8.9 ; 5 re F f Wit F 
ie (ee cr} his flower container originally was one of an identical pair (for another pair, 

es (eee) see no. D374), and evidence suggests that sets of two vessels of this type were 

W.: 2 3/4"(7.cm) not uncommon.’ The bricks display a type of Chinese trelliswork—composed of 

diagonal lines with superimposed narrow lozenges and sets of four dashes 
BODY CLAY: Fine- d buff. mae : a : 

aad filling the voids—that was popular on English delftware throughout much of the 

TNC AE Bie ae perc eighteenth century (see nos. D335, D338).? No exact match has been found, but 

of bottom discolored and with blow the flower vases on the bricks are somewhat like those on 1735 to 1750 tin- 

holes and pits from overfiring. Overall, glazed tiles attributed to London.’ The floral end panels are somewhat similar 

excluding bottom edge. in shape and painting style (especially the foliage) to reserves on 1739 dated 

SHAPE: Slab-constructed and pierced. plates.‘ No other dated brick of this shape is recorded. 

Three rows of piercings on slightly 

recessed top. Similarly recessed bot- 

tom. 

ee 
DECORATION: Painted. Trelliswork se a 

eh er 
ground with, on long sides, superim- ie S = 5 : a 

ee Se eee 
posed flowers and reserves enclosing We? eS et BK aa ORE ae 

identical vases. One narrow end reserve tye ee oxy SSN nota. me is < RW 

bears small flowering plant; the other is HS Y A a : bs WZ Re Z Bs) 
A OG Lae he He eee TEU 

initialed “E” and dated 1737. Upper sur- ox 4 ‘ a Y A LY de Key] 

BO 4 OA Aa 
face bears holes edged in small, curved ESA a RRA VEZ V2 ay SY Ws 

PANS RN GAG LIN A NES) 
dashes; trelliswork with crosses at inter- S yi WW TOONS al | » Wy S i, Pg Th) 

sections of lines. wis AN \ G4 RD. FR Ay a4 Ly KK 

Published (one of pair): Lipski and Archer, hes eke x8 ON Sah RRs MG 4 AY 

Dated Delftware, no. 1591. Re EA . gos sh ie (\ y Ne KP Fo: 
WK y > gee? cS a4 Pron INE 

Ex coll.: J. P Kassebaum. VA, a . WZ Cy LN Ly By 

es 5 N27 YA AR OX 

Neat A\y J «Ae om! Y , fh Pik 

f r= Sea y 
aa 
Gr Hate nk. 
DR 9: Re 3 Re Dek | 1. The pair is illustrated in Lipski and Archer, 

s Se Sony xi i Dated Delftware, nos. 1591-1591A. For sets and 

be Ci > & | usage of bricks, see Archer and Morgan, China 
eee i fp * aS ij Dishes, no. 64; Archer, V&A, pp. 360-361; Austin, 

Nahe PB Ra KK Delft, no. 634. 

es eS \; wr i 2. For dated pieces, see Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Rex GS ~ RY ey Delftware, nos. 1522, 1528 (1757, 1774 tea canis- 
' yer Z' ered a i ‘> Ca ters); no. 1775 (1768 watch stand). See also 

SC X Py Sr Coy Archer, V&A, no. I.7 (c. 1735 brick); Ray, Warren, 

—s Sey é» C43) 
RSV ES CANVAS pl. 52, no. 100 (c. 1765 tea canister). 

we Me Katt 
SS a 3. Archer, V&A, col. pl. 292, nos. N.259-N.262. 

4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 

447-4474; and, for foliage only, no. 449. 
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DELFT WARE |Flower Containers 

D374. FLOWER BRICK 

Bristol 

c. 1740 

H.: 3 1/2" (8.9 cm); 

L: 61/8" (15.6 cm); 

W.: 2.5/8" (6.7 cm) 

; <—_ a : 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. = —_~ 7 

5 = oe TIN GLAZE: Slightly blue-grayish a —<e ~ a > 
¥ : — — i pele, 2 = 

white. Overall, excluding lower edge. ai a." eee 

SHAPE: Slab-constructed and pierced. ‘ vii iis De arn f Wl 

Joining marks visible along interior — ——s . . & 4 1a fs y y J 
ee (A See NI | ae fy | 

intersections of walls and bottom. Two Sv i mat — Yi} Hale ¥/ 7 

7 sel SLUT 
rows of three circular holes flank large fr song “a ” Sa i \ | ; | 

NA 1? 097 Abe 
square hole in recessed top. Similarly Ss ase ta rm ay | i 4 a fe 

SG , P a 1 aA 
recessed bottom. Sed I A | \ Hl) 1 / y | 

| a ] : \y aN We 
DECORATION: Painted. Long sides | ‘ Fo AB /| /k ny! y Vf { 

hh (ty 1" OL 
bear nearly identical scenes of castle or ie Ad | oo y ) 

>= : N = lA i 

fort on shore, with flying birds and four ——— ; - a / a 

distant ships. Both ends bear similar 3 Weve 

flowering plants and, at corners, raylike > 1@| 
——— i 

motifs. Borders composed of single, te 

large rectangles. Top bears trellis form- 

ing squares with V or X motifs at 

intersections and slashes across sides; 

scrolls run along two sides of square 

Rata: his flower brick, like the one in the previous entry (no. D373), originally 

formed part of a pair.’ A variation on the scene shown here occurs on a Long- 

fasoesrrea (Gis ch pal Arenen and Morgan ridge dish with decoration associating it with Bristol, and, in both cases, the 
China Dishes, no. 63. 

view is likely to represent a battle in the West Indies at which Vice Admiral 
Ex coll.: B. and M. Morgan. . . . 

Vernon took Fort Chagres (see no. D97). The fort scene on the pair of bricks is 

closest in style and details to one recurring in octagonal reserves on 1740 dated 

Bristol plates with initials and manganese powder grounds.’ The octagonal 

reserve also occurs on a manganese powder ground flower brick that is similar 

to the Longridge one in body shape and has similar piercing and painted pat- 

terns on the top.’ (Square holes flanked by rows of round holes also appear on 

tops of other Bristol bricks but probably were not exclusive to that delftware 

center.)* Circular reserves showing the fort and ships are known on manganese 

powder ground tiles.° Flowering plants much like those on the Longridge brick 

ends are found on some plates that also probably are of Bristol origin.’ 

1. Sotheby’s (L), Morgan sale (1), November 20, 4, For Bristol, see Archer, V&A, nos. I.7-1.8, 1.10- 

1979, lot 22. 1.11; for Bristol and other centers, see Austin, 

Pir paicienclarchiem DateniDelrnware ngs AESeMe ae act Geko) 7 ead sty G12, 0m2: 
467A (see also Ray, Warren, pl. 25, nos. 63-64). 5. Ray, Tiles, pp. 158-159, pl. 23, no. 226. 

For undated plates, see Austin, Delft, no. 261; elseauriton ererorno 1426. 
Christie’s (L), Glover sale, June 14, 1988, lot 15 

(pair). 

3. Austin, Delft, no. 634. 
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DELFTWARE Flower Containers 

D375. FLOWER BRICK 

Probably Bristol 

c. 1740 

H.: 3 5/8" (9.2 cm); 

L: 61/4" (15.9 cm); . 
= W: 23/4" (7. cm) Pris <a ee 

| SSP See? _ Ss se f 
Rh 2 SS Saas SS ae 
WG r = —— =~ — Ss 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. hie a, - SS ees SS ———_~ > 
es rt) x wo “NS SS — a — >> 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white with bl exLy a a SS eee SS ae uish white wi jue a>. ® he I en te —S Ss 2 Ss SS Sa 

speckling. Overall, excluding bottom . “TS My Yes : ‘os — = => a 
’ aa ERR er OR pee q 

edge. , 4 vay % ia Vee WG I 

SHAPE: Slab-constructed and pierced. 9 i y é we ) f A. 
A ae 3 ; yy Ds Three rows of piercings in slightly KE 63: y NK ; T4\\ Y 

recessed top. Similarly recessed bottom. . . ey ; A F b Vie RAT 

DECORATION: Painted. Long sides je of 3 he Pf Py /S} Lox || aie \/\\ 
bear similar scenes of interior with ket- Wye s) ; i UN it f | AY XA 

tle heating at hearth, woman drawing Rig la Yy ‘ ail yee Ay \ Ue 
ysis ; wp eae ]/, NBR) eee drape and seated at table with Gites 3 AA. S See \ es ms LY USS EROE See ; ry es NS i PND 

teabowls and saucers, and servant “= = = Kae (hte lle 
SS Sas Bali, ve) 

bringing her wineglass. Short ends Pe ; “3H : . 

depict similar boats. Top bears rectan- ™ 82 8 Y ) i . SS) ee ow 
gle filled with quatrefoil motifs, crosses, — x | 

and holes edged in dots. ~ 

Ex coll. K. Hammitt. 

IN 0 pieces with decoration closely paralleling that on the walls of this 

flower brick are recorded.' Based on the costumes of the figures, the scenes 

probably derive from types on Chinese export porcelain, and the ships on the 

brick ends also are of oriental design. Sunray motifs, one version of which 

appears at the top of the large scene on the Longridge brick, are a not uncom- 

mon feature of mid-eighteenth-century English delftware.’ (The ship on the ends 

perhaps derives from a motif on a Dutch tile.)’ The piercing of the top of this 

piece is similar in pattern and hole-border motifs to no. D373, but crosses and 

quatrefoil motifs have replaced the grid ornament.’ The painting style of the 

brick shown here is, perhaps, closest to that on Bristol delftware. 

1. See Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 191, for somewhat 3. For Dutch examples, see Pluis, Dutch Tile, 

similarly shaped forge forming part of relief p. 125, col. pl. 24; pp. 384-385. 

ae ie ae Be se oe salt: 4. For the same piercing and hole borders (with- 
BA AEE ONES ODEN ETS ae ard out filling of the voids) on a probably London 
2. Ibid., no. 13 (1752 dated mug with Black- brick, see Archer, V&A, no. 1.13. 

smith’s Company arms); Britton, Bristol, no. 7.13 

(wall pocket with Chinese pavilion), bottom of 

p. 84. 
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DELFT WARE |Flower Containers 

D376. FLOWER BRICK 

Bristol or Liverpool 

1750-1770 

H.: 3 1/8" (7.9 cm); 

L.: 6" (15.2 cm); 

W.: 2 5/8" (6.7 cm) <a = 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ee ae = baer on a = 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, somewhat ie ad - fo ae we igo 
ae “oles” wi « we 

runny and transparent. Overall, exclud- ae oS ee : me ope te 

Fiala ; > << ing bottommost edges. ‘ : i . : ete es 
Sus nega 9 ahaa eres sn 

SHAPE: Slab-constructed and pierced. VS , 0! ON YY, aie et Seo Sey ‘a 

Three rows of small piercings and larger oh 7 i 7 a SQN an? ee ae eo 

central hole in recessed top. More RN ' i ih be ee Ws oa 
A acHHiyot i eens: eo Pea | had a Fp eaten ema? 

deeply recessed bottom has cut wavy ot 5. oes eS Rae 

edge. | h a, we «eid Base 

DECORATION: Painted. Long sides } il ae 
_ : Ge A : 

bear similar landscapes of trees, build- a ae BOs. | 
‘ STE § eae 

ings, and fences to either side of hill. _ =" “Meg hk Sete 

Short ends bear similar single houses Pe ; a 

with trees and fences. Voids between Bea f 

holes on top filled with asterisks. 

Published: Honey, 1948 ECC Exhibition, pl. 5, 

no. 32; Garner, Delftware, pl. 63C; Garner and 

Archer, pl. 87C. 

Ex colls.: F. H. Garner; J. P. Kassebaum. S 

cenes of buildings (usually houses without any castlelike structures) flank- 

ing a central hill or cliff in arrangements resembling that of the type shown 

here occur on Bristol bianco-sopra-bianco and other delftware plates, some 

dated 1761 to 1767, and fragments with such ornament have been excavated at 

Williamsburg, Virginia.' Variations on the land- and waterscapes also occur on 

at least three blue and white bricks.’ The painting style and colors shown here, 

like the trimming of the brick’s base to a wavy shape, sometimes are associat- 

ed with Liverpool,’ and similar pierced patterns also occur on some Liverpool 

bricks.* 

1. For plates and fragments, see Austin, Delft, 3. Garner and Archer, Delftware, pp. 32, 43; for 

nos. 304, 345-346, p. 183 (bottom); Lipski and wavy-edged bottoms, see Britton, Bristol, 

Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 620-621, 650; nos. 7.29-7.31, 17.17. For related buildings and 

Archer, V&A, nos. B.92-B.94, B.254-B.256; Brit- fences on a blue and white Liverpool brick 

ton, Bristol, nos. 16.9-16.17; 18.46~18.47. For (c. 1760), see Brown and Lockett, Liverpool, 

tiles, see Horne, Tiles, no. 319; Ray, Tiles, p. 54, no. 9. (See Archer, V&A, col. pl. 89, 

pp. 164-165, pl. 26, no. 259. no. B.103, for somewhat similar colors and 

2. Britton, Bristol, no. 7.28 (probably Liverpool); Coa CL Dace 

no, 7.39 (probably Bristol); Sotheby’s (L), Lipski 4. For this pierced pattern, see Archer, V&A, 

sale (3), March 1, 1983, lot 426. no. 1.14; Austin, Delft, nos. 639, 650, and, for an 

example attributed to Delftfield (Glasgow), 

no. 653. 
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[Re aaa DELFT WARE | Flower Containers 
” 7 Te a —— als see 

4 : 

It [SJ 48% a. ae ee . 7 , , , 
Bi: ee —_— n entry for “1 doz flour horns” appears in a 1757 list of goods shipped to 

ee a Maryland from “Delf House,” i.e., Glasgow’s Delftfield Pottery, and the factory 

os & advertised such vessels in a Glasgow Courant of the same year.' December 18, 

2S . ™ 1770, entries in the crate books of Thomas and John Wedgwood’s Big House, 

D377. FLOWER HORN, Burslem (Staffordshire), factory include: 

CORNUCOPIA, or WALL POCKET 
8 Large Faces 

Probably Liverpool i 
ee 6 Midle 

Dated 48 2/p. pair 1. 4. 0? 

. 2 least 
L.: 8" (20.3 cm); 

8 Flower Horns 
W.: 5 5/8" (14.3 cm); 

Daz 218 (67m) These vessels and those from William Greatbatch’s molds for “1 p’ Cornu 

; - Copias,” created in 1764 for Josiah Wedgwood, were made in creamware or salt- 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. . . ; 

glazed stoneware.’ (Delftware was not produced in Staffordshire.) The “Faces” 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, somewhat i . z 

possibly resembled in form another Longridge wall pocket (no. D378). 

iene ret 8 alse ateay dare Several delftware models of wall pockets with fluting surmounted by a plain 

back near holes. Overall. band with three relief flowers were made. Such vessels seem typically to have 

SHAPE: Press-molded. Relief flowers been made in mirror-image pairs (for an exception, see no. D379), and painted 

(near rim) above fluting. Two hanging ornament on them varies widely.’ Staffordshire salt-glazed stoneware blocks for 

holes pierced in back before firing fluted, cornucopia-shaped wall pockets have relief floral vines near the rims,’ 
: _ tapes 

DECORATION: Painted, Flowers, three and other fluted models were made in Worcester soft-paste porcelain.’ Period 

Tr . ’ . illustrations of wall pockets are rare, but Robert Sayer’s 1762 design book, The 
in relief (near rim). Horn tip solidly . 

Ladies Amusement (London), shows a fluted example filled with flowers.* The 
painted and bearing lines radiating . ' 

delftware pocket illustrated here and the following one (no. D378) are the only 
upward, echoing ribbing pattern. Bor- : 

i S Be recorded examples bearing dates. 

ders composed of hatched band and 

way lines. On reverse, upper portion 

inscribed “17 |©, 48 [1748]’ with scroll 1. Austin, Delft, p. 16, citing “Daybooks of Mary- 5. Austin, Delft, no. 622; Garner and Archer, 

J land Concern,” Scottish Record Office, Currie- Delftware, no. 86C; Sotheby's (L), Lipski sale (3), 

and floral motifs; lower portion bears Dal. Miscellaneous, Bundle 20, Box 2, p. 13. March 1, 1983, lot 451; Atkins, Exhibition 

floral hlikethat tered Kinghorn and Quail, Delftfield, p. 24, “flower- (1993), no. 30 (undecorated); Sotheby's (NY), 

ree er he ee ereiew horns” in advertisement reproduced from April 15, 1996, lots 334 and (salt glaze) 335; 

front. May 2-9, 1757, Courant issue. October 20, 1997, lots 187, 191, (salt glaze) 227. 

2 Mountford Thesis, app. 4p! 21. For one wa human mask substituted for oo 

Published: Tilley, Twiss Posset Pot, p. 181, central relief flower, see Garner, Lambeth, Bris- 

figs. 8-9; Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 3. Barker, Greatbatch, pp. 95, 113, 192, pl. 56. tol or Liverpool, pl. 81d. For other fluted types, 

no: 1568. Mountford, Salt-glazed Stoneware, p. 56, cites see Britton, Bristol, nos. 7.13-7.16. 

Simeon Shaw (History of the Staffordshire Potteries for eed . H 
Ex colls.: L.L. Lipski; J. P. Kassebaum. [1829]), who refers to “cornucopiae” made in the G Mountiord sales lazed stoneware ne: 24) 

: A Luxmoore, Saltglazed Earthenware, pls. 48, 55. 
county in the mid-1700s. See Spero, Worcester, 

no. 201, for “two sizes of Cornucopia” sold whole- 7. Spero, Worcester, no. 201. 

Sale bys Woreesten an Gie lateH/o0s: 8. Reproduced in Archer, V&A, p. 362, fig. 51. 

4. For faces on Staffordshire wall pockets, see 

Mountford, Salt-glazed Stoneware, nos. 153-155; 

Grigsby, Weldon, no. 60; Barker, Greatbatch, p. 95. 
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DELFTWARE | Flower Containers 

D378. WALL POCKET 

Liverpool 

Dated 1769 

PEE BI a) “This flower container is one of only two recorded delftware wall pockets with 

WSS (> ca dates (see no. D149) and also is an extremely rare model in tin glaze. Vessels of 

D. 33/4" (9.5 cm) more or less the same form were, however, made in some quantity in Stafford- 

shire creamware (typically decorated in colored oxides) and salt-glazed 

BODY (CLAY # tine: sralned butt stoneware (most often left in the white). The mold for the Longridge example 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, somewhat possibly was acquired from that region or, alternatively, a mold may have been 

transparent on raised areas and runny. made off of a finished Staffordshire pocket.’ Besides the Longridge delftware 

Overall. pocket, a few other unusual examples of the same general model were made: 

SHAPE: Press-molded front. Flat slab one is composed of a front portion in tortoiseshell creamware set against a red- 

back pierced before firing with two ware slab back with applied relief flowers;’ another is in salt-glazed blackish 

Roles enn aceine’ brown and white agate stoneware with cobalt blotches.’ 

DECORATION: Painted. Detailing of 

primary reliefs (bearded dolphin and 1. Mountford, Salt-glazed Stoneware, nos. 153 

sym rol but etl ee ee 
barely visible relief leaves above satyr creamware examples). 

and scrolls flanking dolphin), floral and 2. Mountford, Salt-glazed Stoneware, no. 154. 

foliate motifs. Center of reverse 3. Taggart, Burnap, no. 418. 

inscribed “PM/1769” in large characters. 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 4 ; i 4 

ware, no. 1570. 2 } 

Ex colls.: W. Edkins; F. H. Garner; T. G. Burn, i 

Rous Lench; J. P. Kassebaum. .t i ’ * i 

i he 

PM 
R . Q 

a 

Detail of reverse 
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% pants 2 

D379. WALL POCKETS Pal Soe 

Liverpool Pak ) Bie \'R 

c. 1765 y gy Se. . eae) Ws 

“J ae weg wot a’ ie 
L. (average): 7 7/8" (20 cm); £3' eee f-) a 

; bs 7 alle = aa ae ) 
W::5" (12.7 cm): 7 yo 

i a ye 
D: 2.5/8" (67 cm) Ban g - -# ie { 

y t hee PL a a. 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. { / (! a y . % y -_ . 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall. 7 i I | e 4 a a \ oe “~. a 
wy Baht te NB a i i 

SHAPE: Press-molded and slab-con- es % ¥ ‘ Se Ne \ a = CAN i) ONS ef eh . os 
structed, Flat backs pierced before eee Pa a ; Ce EN SS we 

firing with two holes for hanging. \ yg aie ae a . a ie Bee g ae Zia ai. eo \ a Ae 
Reverse of each has three peg marks (at ai i an a eee hh A va c 

| Med, See Ng aa 
each lower tip and upper corner). vl a 3 NY 4 hy 

DECORATION: Painted. Details of Ns Se a Pee 

relief fish with seaweed flanking heads. ee Se t 
Be ‘ 

% b+ ‘] Bs 
Published: Chorley collection, p. 184, no. 7 5 bY eee — s 

Ex colls.: F. L. Dickson; J. and K. Chorley. aS iis coe a, \ ex “ 

4 a i. | oe r 

iw 
cA ‘ Wy 

a) Seah 
_ 

r . 

AA \ 
GZ ' fe N 

ae a 

U nlike other asymmetrical delft wall pockets, the fish type appears not to 

have been made with mirror-image mates (see no. D377).! The few recorded 

examples are painted in more or less the same way and perhaps came from a 

single factory. Based on the pockets’ glaze, colors, and painting style, it is likely 

that factory was in Liverpool. With the exception of the model shown here, 

overt references to the sea on delftware wall pockets tend to be limited to the 

inclusion of dolphin masks (see no. D378).’ 

1, For single examples, see Austin, Delft, 

no. 625; for one in the Liverpool Museum collec- 

tion, see Brown and Lockett, Liverpool, p. 59, 
no. 22 (also Archer, Rijksmuseum, no. 150). 

2. For c. 1760 Bow soft-paste porcelain pockets 
in the forms of conch shells, see Gabszewicz 
and Freeman, Bow, no. 147. 
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DELFTWARE |Lighting 

D380. CANDLESTICK 

Southwark, London 

Dated 1653 

H.: 9 3/4" (24.8 ; cas i . os " 5 
nes cr) his important candlestick and others of somewhat similar form, with large 

Ban 71a) drip pans and wide feet, base their designs on seventeenth-century metalwork. 

One delft example has a flat socket flange, drip pan, and domed foot that are 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. . a . 

trimmed in a lobe-and-dart pattern characteristic of metalwork examples. 
TIN GLAZE: Pale greenish white, - . ’ ‘ 5 ce 

ae ' Painted in blue on its foot are the Fishmongers’ arms and the inscription 

slightly transparent and runny. Some “WW /1648” (the earliest date on a delft stick). The initials have been associat- 

open crazing and, on base, large patch ed with William Withers and Elizabeth Snelling of Saint Olave’s parish, 

of rough pits. Glazed inside columnar Southwark, where the Pickleherring factory was active.’ Unlike the 1648 exam- 

portion of base. Much of underside ple and the one shown here, the majority of candlesticks of this general form 

wiped clean. are left in white, often ornamented with raised bosses or fluting (see nos. D235, 

SHAPE: Thrown with socketand D236, D273, D274).’ Candlesticks of somewhat similar form have been exca- 

7 vated in Southwark, as have later examples in Lambeth. 
saucer undulations and base fluting. fi i ‘ : . 

Fluting also occasionally occurs on other primarily white delftware forms 
Hollow base. : m J : a 

of about this date. A nearly cylindrical posset pot in the Longridge collection 

Ce eg aia (no. D273) displays such relief ornament on the walls of the body but has bosses 

ed. Cartouche inscribed *)'7/l653 [1653], forming the lid decoration. A few squat, globular posset pots also bear related 

with dot-cluster filler ornament. ornament.' 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 1. Archer, V&A, no. G.3. 

giana 1260) Greet, Dated lavatidee 2. Garner and Archer, Delftware, pl. 29A; 
Delftware and Slipware, pp. 880-88], pl. 9. Manchester, Greg Collection, no. 46; 
Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. Fisher, St. Louis Collection, p. 627, fig. 1; 

Sotheby's (L), Moor Wood sale, May 15, 
1979, lot 5. 

3. Archer, V&A, no. G.4 

4. Sotheby’s (L), Lipski sale (1), March 10, 

1981, lot 10, noting a coverless “somewhat 

similar posset pot ... Sold 30th January 

1979, lot 8"; February 25, 1986, lot 43. 
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SS 

CGMS 

D381. CANDLESTICK Bae 

London or Holland | { /| 

c. 1675 Y , | 

\ ae ee 
H: 113/8" (28.9 cm); Nee 

re 
L. (sides of base): 6 3/8" (16.2 cm) —l =7 a 

q ie Tin 4 

15) hha Ae 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. i N J 

A Woy a 
TIN GLAZE: White. Overall, including Y im) ‘ V 

column interior and excluding under- \@) 4) § Ltd 

side of well and where bottom edge ear Bae Seay - p 
SHAT Aa Ra AERO a SERA ; fae . EXceh ced eager tans tan rort gee ane aaa Tes ee 

SHAPE: Molded flanges of rim and es RE anes ee ST a $ 
FE At my sea ane peers an a 

column, “clustered column” portion of in ene phar eoaskett on gums a i ! 7 il ec a eae 
a PES yak 

shaft, and base. Thrown shaft of circular A | i a ie ae 

\ Ve oe 
section. ’ Fo Sas ee arte ete 

A Top hd Seah len ncsics 
DECORATION: Painted. Shaft bears \ ay’ alteensen ie oS ane 

s Y DNS GR 
bands of flowering plants and band N\ 43 Se 

> a te 
with circles and pendant pointed = 8 << S ee 

Gy path ASN a 
motifs. Flanges bear linear outlines and G : N\ »— - 

foliate corners. Base ornament com- 6 <_ —e Rh 4 E 

posed of well with flowers and borders 8 ae 
~ a 

composed of circle, winged angel’s- eS Se iam 

head corner motifs, trelliswork, and : ’ . SS . me. fl ui = «ft AD Boe Se Se SS ¥ : $ HG, Me) a a 
concentric squares. cs a a =< / _ Ra aia 3 FN seb), 

\ + Ss Oe eee 
££ > Se oe ¥ ae ~ tig 

LE N <3 SSeS Se ae 

RY 4 aS Ss gu — As i as 

ee ee Se ee ae 

Se ig nent (Sie ee 

1. Phillips (1), June 7, 1989, lot 238 n., Mi etalwork “clustered column” candlesticks were popular on the Conti- 

ee eels eee eran nent and in England before and during the third quarter of the seventeenth 
stick. 

century, and the form undoubtedly was the inspiration for the candlestick 
2. For related flowers on mid-17th-century f ; . 
Ming Transitional porcelain, see Carswell, shown here. Stepping of the base is a feature of some English metalwork ver- 

Chinese Porcelain, no. 63. See Scholten, sions, and, although usually a Continental metalwork feature, sunken circular 
van Drecht, no. 110, for 1660-1680 Dutch * Q F mas : 
jug with related doubledeaved floral wells also are known on English silver.’ The Longridge candlestick’s decorative 

motif; Erkelens, Delffs Porcelijn, pp. 63, motifs, including the double-paired-leaf floral motif derived from Chinese Tran- 
67-68, for the motif on 1685/6 De Griexe ae ‘ - P 7 e 
IA factory marked vases formerly belong: sitional porcelain after Japanese Arita porcelain, are typical of designs on Dutch 

ing to Queen Mary Il. tin glaze.* The somewhat uneven quality and color of the glaze, however, is 

more like that of English delftware. Conceivably, this piece could represent the 

work of a Dutch decorator in London. 
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DELFTWARE [tishting 

D382. CANDLESTICK 

Brislington or London 

1670-1690 

H.: 5 7/8" (14.9 cm); 

Diam.: 5 1/8" (13 cm) ca 

“ el , € 
x 2 rn 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. Valen e 
it ees  / 

‘ \ Ve 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white with blue \ fs avi 

| PN YER 1 \'/ 8 Se 
speckling. Overall, excluding bottom \ Vv a NO 

> (e9 BNF 

cone en 
SHAPE: Thrown, with socket rim undu- a Sa a 

ay 
lations shaped by hand. Hollow base. IN lela ) 

i A\ AZ EB 
DECORATION: Painted. Chinese fig- Oey | 

é Ss | Se778) -- 

ure among plants and grasses on base, ~~ I Mi 2 . 

- / ee <<. |) Al aa 
with similar foliage on saucer section f ae ay /\ ie a 

A ee ’ 7 ea 
Borders composed of graduated Vs and WSS ’ a 

aS =Se s a 
horizontal lines. oe SELLE gee 

Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench +a 
: 

a 
i> ao <3 —— 

OF oY), z Pe pias ess 
ai: i] By 2 RQ S 
ge Oj” a SSS 
ee 2 & a SV = 
— a : Pree ~ wir ¥ dos : A SS bs 

Wars SP ER kn: a x, eR > ie, 7 4 Len| et a a 
ey er gin ie i See NT 
2” GEE LR eee SOP COL ee” peo A 

leg the examples in the two previous entries, this candlestick takes its 

shape from period metalwork. The decoration—pointed motifs pendant from a 

- es, narrow molding—on the shaft resembles similarly placed motifs on a larger 

WW) (9 1/4" [23.5 cm]), blue and white candlestick with a high-domed foot that is 

— wi inscribed “IAM/1685” and also depicts Chinese figures in a landscape.' A some- 

PS what smaller (7 1/2" [19.1 cm]) stick painted in polychrome is more like this one 

| } in shape and shows densely packed Chinese figural scenes that cover the major- 

UN i ity of the surface.’ Although the glaze color and painting style of the Longridge 

sa aan candlestick are of types often associated with Brislington, examples of some- = . 
Bi what similar shapes have been excavated in London.’ 

aa 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1561 lain, p. 47, pl. 6. For a porringer resembling the 
. Ba For a related border on a 1660-1680 Dutch delft Longridge candlestick in glaze color and paint- 

ie BN " : bottle, see Ayers, Impey, and Mallet, Palaces, ing style, see Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 65 
oh: ee 80. See Carswell, Chinese Porcelain, no. 87, 
PS, a eee Gavel Caibese porcelaig) no 3. Noél Hume, London and Virginia, p. 67, fig. 6, 

for a mid- to late 17th-century Japanese (Arita) 
~— no. 16 (biscuit, found near Pickleherring); p. 71, 

porcelain bottle with an upper border of con- ee 
. fig. 7, no. 3 (glazed, unrecorded site); and p. 70 

centric Vs described as “a ring of plantains s 
n. 15 (biscuit, Montague Close site). For other 

2. See Manchester, Greg Collection, no. 47, and (possible) candlestick fragments from Pickle- 
Archer, Rijksmuseum, no. 58. (The candlestick’s herring (Mark Brown’s Wharf site), see Museum 
upper rim perhaps has been damaged and of London, Southwark and Lambeth, p. 314, 
reduced.) For an all-white candlestick of about fig. 133, nos. 1339-1340. 
the same shape, see Wills, Pottery and Porce-



* ii 

~<a E | 
D383. CANDLESTICK ~ 

* tN 

Dublin, Ireland { ibe 

te, Henry Delamain’s factory 

c. 1755-1760 s 4 

H.: 91/4" (23.5 cm); Diam.: 5" (12.7 cm) : y 
ee 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ae 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall, — 

excluding bottom edge. 4 

SHAPE: Thrown. Turned collars and = 

spiral relief of shaft. Hollow base 

pierced at top to open into hollow ec eess 

shaft. 
3 : A 

DECORATION: Painted. Floral sprays. a a | 

os 
toe a | 
Be foo ; 8 : | 
EE Sai ner eee a | 
“8S HD ga eS 
[co nee = aaa 
ee ll 

Oo GES Sate Se nee eet i 
LSE eae ee ae a “eee ‘ 
TERR ee 6 

ERE SES a ee OP ener! ce ares cae ag Re ae eee oe a S 
Coa ae ee —_ i 

lt ee ae 
i apes mei? aa Se shes Sf ae +s mute” SE 

PE a i ; 
§ a Ape fo pS 

: Fn ae ‘ a Ss 
Bey, Fall * im sez | 6 lo 
LS = j s 

@ an 2 ‘ 

| : > ‘al 

RE eS eae 

‘ 7 his candlestick is virtually identical, even in its dimensions, to opaque, 

al ¥ eS white-glass candlesticks, some in pairs, probably made in South Staffordshire.' 
4 . . ' \e ‘ 4 : “% 7 Where the glass examples have spirally twisted stems, the Longridge delftware 

ev dd i candlestick has surface decoration copying this technique and showing that the 

9 former type was the exemplar. A further pair of delftware candlesticks? are of 

« € exactly the same shape and size and have decoration by the same hand. This 

e en we é, ornamentation consists of sprays of flowers and leaves painted in a most 

™ Soa unusual range of colors. Both the painting style and palette are found on a num- st ee . 
%~ ber of pieces that can be shown to have been made in Ireland at the Dublin 

factory of Henry Delamain.’ A bowl dated 1756 has the same distinctive deco- 

ration and colors and the crest of the Vernor family of County Armogh.‘ 

1. Rackham, Schreiber, vol. 3, no, 421 (pair); 2. Archer comments (1998), citing example at 

Charleston, Gilding the Lily, p. 7 and p. 22, no. 1 the Minneapolis Museum of Art, Steiner collec- 

(pair); Colonial Williamsburg collection, tion. Mr. Archer provided much of the 

no. 1955-208 (single, H.: 9" [22.9 cml). For porce- information for this entry. 

a imitating Nomt Staffordshire enameled 3. Anchen Vasa no 1g. 

white glass, see Rice, Derby, no. 130. 

4. Rackham, Glaisher, vol. 1, no. 1752. The bowl 

was sold from an Irish collection in 1921. 
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DELFT WARE | Miscellaneous and 

Writing-Related Objects 
D384. BUTTON 

London 

Dated 1667 

Diam.: 13/4" (4.4 cm) 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly pinkish white. —_ 
* iene e 

Probably overall originally. YW, E NS 

SHAPE: Probably shaped on wheel. hi ) ie 
ite 

Reverse now lacks its shank. oy) = fiw. 
co 

DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed - - ; 

“sT*/j667 [1667]" within octagonal IN 3 “A 

reserve. Border composed of graduated aaa 
: : aN 

curves and foliate motifs. 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 447; 

Grigsby, Dated Longridge Delftware and Slip- 

ware, pp. 882-883, pl. 13. Actual size 

Excavated: Tooley Street, Southwark. ID) 

elftware buttons may have been a less costly alternative to metalwork 

ones and, as they bear dates, perhaps were intended to indicate membership or 

grant the wearer admittance to places or meetings during a particular year. The 

Longridge button (not a waster) was recovered at Tooley Street, near South- 

wark’s Pickleherring factory, and is one of only three recorded in English 

delftware.' Another, painted in polychrome, is inscribed “1651(?)/IH” and displays 

a well-drawn lion rampant.’ The third was excavated to the north of the Tower of 

London (8-11 The Crescent EC3 site) and depicts a crowned queen’s head, perhaps 

in reference to the Mercers’ Company, whose arms include a related motif’ The 

border on the button shown here closely resembles those around inscriptions 

on a goblet dated 1655 and three porringers dated 1673 (see nos. D181, D182), 

all probably from London.‘ 

1. For late 18th-century Liéges tin-glazed but- 3. Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 447. 

POnsrisee Cooks Bubtons Pata, ued: 4. Austin, Delft, p. 54, col. pl. 29, no. 81 (goblet); 

2. Archer, V&A, no. L.7 (also Lipski and Archer, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1235 (a 

Dated Delftware, no. 1773). third porringer), and, for a variation on a 1644 

dated bottle, no. 1286. 
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DELFT WARE |Miscellaneous and 

Writing-Related Objects 
D385. CLOCKFACE — aver —— 

Britain 

c. 1745 

H.: 3/8" (1 cm); , Se 5 
he example shown here is one of only two recorded British delftware dials 

Beales) for working mechanical clocks; this one is for a shelf clock. The fact that the 
; , lower hole was created after the Longridge dial was finished may indicate that 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. : in i. ji 
the piece originally was fitted to a twenty-four- or forty-eight-hour clock (wound 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly purplish white. . , : 
by weights) and later was used with a key-wound eight-day clock. The layout of 

(Spice em hea acts Neves the numbers helps to date the dial fairly precisely to about 1745; later dials typ- 

SHAPE: Shaped (convex) slab with ically are more open in design and have fifteen-minute (rather than five-minute) 

shallow rings on reverse from carving intervals indicated in the outer circle.' Such a format is illustrated on the sec- 

away, on the wheel, of excess material. ond of the recorded delft dials, an arabic-numbered example that probably dates 

DECORATION: Painted. Clockface to around 1800.’ 
with holes (off-center one cut after The closest cousin to these dials may be a square tile that has the features of 

a sundial painted in manganese and is inscribed “For lames Reily of Carrickfer- 
firing) for hands and winding. P 7: i € . . ‘ y i 

gus 1765.” The tile, attributed to Belfast in Ireland, is drilled for the perpendicular 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 454. mounts necessary to make the sundial usable. (Brass sundials of similar char- 

acter also were made in Belfast at around the same date.) A small delftware 

model of a pocket watch is dated 1696, and a Dutch six-tile depiction of a brack- 
1. Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 454; Horne a e A 
comments (January 1999). et clock, painted in manganese with an hourglass, snakes, a bone, and a scythe, 

2. Atkins, Exhibition (1999), no. 24. is inscribed “UTRECHT A: TUREL 1775.” 

3. Francis, Irish Creamware, pp. 404-405, 

no. 2. 

4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, x eee 
no. 1754; de Jonge, Dutch Tiles, pl. 115¢ — an 
(Utrecht, Central Museum). : eae 6 O ——- PA we 

a = 
= \S 

‘eee aan TA, N 

wo re iA i. oe - S ‘ 

Or \ \ f f . \ \ 7 LY, Rees, \ 
E f 3 \S ve \V 

: \ 1 ole \f i 

| : SY \ \q Ls . \ \\ 
- . \ q 
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DELFT WARE | Miscellaneous and 
| Writing-Related Objects 

D386. GAMING DISH = = 

London or Liverpool 

1750-1770 

H.:1" (2.5 cm); - ys a es z 5 
his dish, used to play a game called “Pope Joan,” is one of two delftware 

Cr OMe 20) pieces in this collection that depict playing cards. (The other dish [no. D179] is 

for food service.) Another delftware Pope Joan dish resembles the one shown 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. , . . i ‘ . 

here in shape and depicts in polychrome the same cards—including the “pope 
TIN GLAZE: Light turquoise. Pits and = . a . . f s : e - ae card,” or the nine of diamonds—against a bluish white ground.' Earlier versions 

small poorly adhered patches on of the game were played on circular boards with eight, rather than six, sections; 

reverse, Overall. the extra two were inscribed, respectively, “Intrigue” and “Matrimony.” A card Pp Ys s Y: 
SHAPE: Probably thrown, with slab- deck of fifty-one (with the eight of diamonds removed) was used for the game. 

constructed walls. Flat bottom without The object was to win the most counters or chips.’ English delftware game-relat- 

footrim. Triangular arrangement of ed wares are extremely rare and include a checkerboard inscribed “TS/1723.”" 

small peg marks on upper edge. 

Ce ee cals 1. Hobson, British Museum, p. 146, fig. 110, 

Inscribed “Game.” no. E.145. 

2. Sotheby’s (Summers Place), March 19, 1997, 

lot 603, 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1774. 

For c. 1710 Dutch Delft gaming boards, see 

Pluis, Dutch Tile, p. 622. 
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DELFTWARE | Miscellaneous and 

Writing-Related Objects 
D387. POUNCE POT = SSS] Sa 

London, Liverpool, or Bristol 

1730-1760 

H.: 2 1/2" (6.4 cm); Diam.: 2 7/8" (7.3 cm) 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. 
~ Ks 

TIN GLAZE: Pinkish to bluish white. sy, Sy ; ‘i wa 
. i Ro A Lee y 

Overall, excluding bottom edge. VSS se <r P Eee 
SS 3D. es rie go Jaleo 

SHAPE: Thrown and pierced. Deeply z= ey 
Mar a 

concave bottom. . - 

DECORATION: Painted. Flowers and s oT (_ . 
bird. | ,) 7 

NIA ee NP mY 
NA i e. 

A . ye ) 
Vas ) & 

G Fy! 

| We Ved = ) 
ow \ 

re — i £ \/ yi 
(es 7 7 i} VG ' oN 

1 oe 7 b > “OD ye j é B pF YJ ~¥ e is 

i , ) a wa.) ye . 

GS 
Lf Actual size 

ae — 72 ” 

ounce, composed of ground fish bone, was sprinkled on paper to prepare it 

for smooth writing.' Only two dated delftware pounce pots are recorded: one is 

of deeply waisted form with floral and abstract borders and is inscribed 

ir a, “WARE*HOUSE*1728,” presumably to prevent its removal to other work sites 

iene \ aN (just as the workers’ modern counterparts might abscond with pencils). The 
, oe rit Se wy other example, cylindrical and inscribed “AG/1761,” depicts a Chinese landscape 

\ " 4) Sire: 0 xm uN with buildings.’ The Longridge pounce pot’s ornament derives from earlier (sev- 
Bots; aT | ae 6 E : : - és * ha ie be} 3 a enteenth-century) oriental designs; the top’s symmetrical flowers ultimately are 

ef eg Y ; i after Middle Eastern motifs and relate to types on Chinese and Japanese porce- 
O ox an Wes é 4 5 < poe s o° one. y lain’ The painted ornament, its color, and the vessel’s shape indicate that the 

’ y —_ Longridge pounce pot is early in comparison to examples of similar but more 

narrowly proportioned form.’ 

1. Ray, Warren, p. 174, no. 95. 4. For examples depicting houses in landscapes, 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1579, a ae Meena a es (1), a 

1585. For a probably Liverpool, c. 1750 “Sandbox Fs i ie S| » i , a ie? “ i is a ny 
[Sand Caster],” see Austin, Delft, no. 659. eae ba Sad ea eee kl 2th 

3. Wilcoxen, Tulip Plate, p. 9, fig. 2 (Chinese 

dish); Ayers, Impey, and Mallet, Palaces, nos. 136, 

154 (Japanese vase and jar). 
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DELFTWARE | Miscellaneous and 

Writing-Related Objects 
D388. “INK STAND” 

Probably Liverpool 

Dated 1756 

H.: 23/8" (6 cm); Diam.: 2 3/4" (7 cm) ted 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. 7 3 Ee | 

TIN GLAZE: Pale greenish white with ™ : 
: = 

a few poorly adhered patches. Overall, ese 

excluding wide, uneven band around ts al 

bottom edge. a i i 

SHAPE: Thrown and pierced. Very i ~s a 
f Eo 

slightly concave bottom with flattened 4 x. = , 

edge. . a pS te é | 

DECORATION: Painted. Floral sprays. 5 ‘ as 

Inscribed “RW/J756 [1756],” ee Bee 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 

ware, no. 1584. 

Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. pcualisize 

he decoration on this inkstand places it among “Fazackerley-type” wares, a 

group that is well represented in this collection (see nos. D169, D329-D331). 

Bria Comparatively few Fazackerley-type pieces are dated, and these all bear floral 

” motifs. Two cylindrical mugs are inscribed, respectively, “T,F, 1757” and 

“CE/1758,” and two large baluster jugs, respectively, “9, /1757" and “William 

| a ae Rowland/1763.” Punch bowls with 1757 to 1770 dates bear more elaborate ded- 

| TY ie ications." 

PS | The earliest dated delft vessel resembling the Longridge one in shape (but of 

| A Ae | lower proportions) is in blue and white and is inscribed “M! Gilbert Sale his Ink 

i stand Novem y© 6 1751” in script Among other dated ceramic stands made 

around this time are at least two Bow soft-paste porcelain ones inscribed “MADE 

AT NEW CANTON 1750.” Dated, salt-glazed, white stoneware examples include 

a fluted inkstand with a screw lid and, in scratch-brown, “Alex:Ready/Esq. 
| 

1745”; scratch-blue square and cylindrical stands inscribed, respectively, “S:C 

1760” and “WM 1761”; and an undated (1760s) enameled cylindrical one depict- 

ing a man writing at a table. The bottom of a salt-glazed brown stoneware 

version of tapering cylindrical form is incised “Feb,Y 2thy1761/[G2)B,” and the 

outer wall of a rare, double-walled tortoiseshell creamware example of rounded 

| form has the pierced inscription “April 16 1769.”* 

| 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 839- 3. Palmer, Fisher Collection, pl. 235 (1750 Bow); 

| 840 (mugs); for jugs, nos. 994, 996; for bowls, Tait, Bow, pl. 189b (1750 Bow); Gabszewicz and 

nos. 1165-1166 (one with a lady), 1169, 1181; Freeman, Bow, no. 62 (undated Bow); Honey, 

exterior view misnumbered 1186 probably actu- 1948 ECC Exhibition, pl. 109, nos. 475, 486 (Low- 

ally applies to entry no. 1207 (see also Brown estoft); Brown and Lockett, Liverpool, no. 138 

and Lockett, Liverpool, no. 13). (Seth Penington). 

| 2. Austin, Delft, no. 654. For an undated inkstand 4, Colonial Williamsburg collection, no. 1976-357 

depicting a Chinese fisherman, see Sotheby's (L), (man at writing table); Horne, Collection, pt. 7, 

Lipski sale (2), November 17, 1981, lot 333. no. 175 (1745, salt glaze); pt. 19, no. 564 (1761, 

salt glaze); Grigsby, Weldon, nos. 63 (1760, salt 

glaze), 134 (1769, creamware); Atkins, Exhibition 

(1999), no. 4 (1761 salt glaze [brown]). 
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DELFTWARE Miscellaneous and 
Writing-Related Objects 

D389. “INK STAND” = a rane SS = 

Liverpool or perhaps Lancaster 

Dated 1764 | 

H.: 21/2" (6.4 cm); 

Diam.: 3 1/4" (8.3 cm) 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. . y 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall, ’ S 
eZ, a 

excluding bottom edge. Ate ~~ 
aS on 

SHAPE: Thrown and pierced. Very SE wae 5 SS IE Sal 
n . {pt Pr? ie ; : 3 slightly concave bottom with flattened ey a ue / , 

edge. %, iil f 

DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed , ae ol lee 
ANA; } eS eae 
William Whenett Lancafter J764 “eae Beam Re ats f 

Se ES Slee 
[1764]. Borders composed of trellis and d yi en : 

i a i 1 

isk band with fl d overlap- : ; "a asterisk band wi lowers and over! ap: Ne ~ a : a , y 

ping wavy lines. > io 4 j 

Actual size 

Bc on its glaze and painting style, this piece probably was produced in 

Liverpool, but there also is some evidence for delftware production at Lancaster— 

the placename on the Longridge inkstand—at about this time.' The lettering 

shows some similarity to that on a 1763 dated mug in this collection (no. D268) 

and is especially close to that on a small Liverpool jug.’ The jug is inscribed “Suc- 

cess to Sir William Meredith/And all his Plumpers Elizabeth Ormes 1761” and 

shows the very same type of W, i, and overstruck | in “William.” A heavily painted 

version of the overlapping wavy lines encircles at midheight a differently shaped 

inkstand inscribed “S..B/August/26/1761.”> The Longridge inkstand is the latest 

dated delftware example yet recorded. 

1. Archer, V&A, p. 568. 

2. Brown and Lockett, Liverpool, no. 12. 

a 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1586. 

2 a s 

Gee ~ypr ia 

‘ aa aT se, 

ee | 

—— a ‘ 
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APOTHECARY AND HYGIENE-RELATED WARES 
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 
| yelenerRelated Wares 

D390, D391, D392. STORAGE POTS Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots 

(D390) Probably Netherlands 

1570-1620 

(D391) London or Netherlands S 

1625-1650 torage vessels of the type shown here sometimes were referred to in the sev- 

(D392) London enteenth and eighteenth centuries as gallipots. They have origins traceable to 

1650-1700 medieval Middle Eastern drug pots and have long been associated with apothe- 

cary use, though there is no reason to suppose they did not also do service as 

(D390) H.: 4 3/8" (11.1 cm); containers for other materials.’ Such pots were made in many sizes and appear 

Diam. 3" (7.6 cm) typically to have been sealed with leather, bound and shrunk to shape, or with 

(0391) H. 5 1/8" (13 em): cloth, parchment, or paper coated with wax. 

. ‘ Many early English pots in this group are so like the Netherlandish ones that 
Diam. (approximate): 3 5/8" (9.2 cm), . . wae 7 ; 

inspired them as to make them difficult to attribute (see D390, D391). Waisted 
D392) H.: 5 1/4" (13.3 cm); 3 : - 

( ) Ia versions, like the first example shown here (D390), have been excavated at Lon- 
Diam.: 6 1/2" (16.5 re F - suey. 
lar @ 1/2 {1G.eicm} don consumer sites but are rare at production sites there, perhaps indicating 

: that many jars of this form were imported from the Continent.‘ Tallish, straight- 
BODY CLAY: Buff. (D390, D391) Fine- . ' ' . : 

sided small pots (see D391) often postdate the waisted ones and, like them, display 
grained, (D391) with inclusions, (D392) a : 

a broad range of geometric motifs. Such vessels have been found at several Lon- 

Ce saan don production and consumer sites.’ The bottom of one example from the 

TIN GLAZE: (D390) Grayish white Pickleherring (Southwark) site is initialed “EB.”* Waisted and straight-sided early 

with speckling. (D391) Tannish white pots also occur among archaeological material from colonial sites in America.’ 

with brown-stained cracks and blue The largest vessel shown here (D392) resembles versions illustrated arranged 

speckling: interior has small poorly on shelves in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century apothecary shop views. Such 

adhered patches, especially near rim, pots may represent a type identified as “stall jars” in contemporary documents.* 

In the 1700s, jars somewhat like this one (D392) also occasionally are depicted in 
(D392) White with greenish gray speck- J ( ) ' ' y P 

non-drug-related contexts.’ The same form—widish with a waisted mouth and 
ling. (All) Overall, excluding majorities . . aa 

base—has been widely excavated at production and domestic sites in London." The 
f bott id chamfered ri id exe : + c i So Ee ne eye” motif on the Longridge pot (D392) is a somewhat less common motif than 

bases. the sets of graduated curves and bordering rows of dashes interspersed with hor- 

SHAPE: Thrown. (D390, D391) Bottoms izontal lines. The latter types of ornament are found on seventeenth- and 

with curved, linear indications (more dis- eighteenth-century pots of various profiles excavated in London and the colonies." 

tinct on D390) of removal from wheel 

with a wire. (D392) Clearly identifiable 
1. As per Horne, Collection, pt. 12, nos. 319-320. 4. Stephenson comments (September 1998). For a 

throwing ri interior. Slightl - e biscuit exa ° = : rowing rings on interior. Slightly con: DiGee Cue ay chipstenetrie Ott reyes potaeerey rare biscuit ex: ape (en 1600) from the 

. mo cae . . Aldgate production site, see Noél Hume, London 
cave bottom with roughly finished edge. Jars, pp. 22-23, pls. IC, ID (13th- or 14th-century ce i 

ee Ayes and Virginia, p. 115, fig. XIX, no. 5. For waist dec- 
; Syrian albarelli). For 17th- and 18th-century ations, see Crellin, Welle the Si 

DECORATION: Painted. (D390) Over- English delft apothecary wares, see Crellin, Well- orations: Ree ay © oe Ben 
r 5 ° . come, pp. 7-49; Archer, V&A, pp, 377-360 Austin, Delft, no. 415, for four examples resem- 

lapping zigzags. (D391) Diagonal lines ce ‘i i = : bling Longridge no. 164 but excavated at Farm 

with voids filled with graduated curves. 3. Ray, Warren, p. 11 n. 27, cites A New Collection Street, Aldermanster (London), 

; of the Most Easy and Approved Methods of Preparing Se eS ean eeeieee tae 

(D392) “Eye” motifs and graduated Baths, Essences . . . (London, 1787), p. 63: “cold aa ue e - sitesi ses Nee 
A Hume, London and Virginia, pp. 59-66, 115, cream or pomatum for the collection [should be ON ee 

Chives (6) Borders yates! icon pcsed kept in aj large gallipot tied over with a blad- ig. XIX, nos. 6-7; Archer, V&A, no. J.2; Britton, 
i der.” For (late) creamware or whiteware pots Soe eC oe ee 

of horizontal lines and rows of dots. © a 24 resembling Longridge no. D391 in border 
with paper or parchment covers, see Crellin, 3 5 ‘ é ; 
Welleomiesnio!204 motifs). For other waisted and straight-sided 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 12, ae examples, see Archer, V&A, nos. J.1, J.3-J.5; 

nos. 319-320. Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 91; Austin, Delft, 

Excavated: (D390, D391) “These... were nos. 416-417; Crellin, Wellcome, nos. 3, 186-188. 

found in the vicinity of Little Britain, an area 

just outside the city walls at Aldersgate.” 
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D390, D391, D392 

6. For closest Pickleherring/Mark Brown’s Wharf 10. Britton, London, p. 68, figs. 9A (Vauxhall site, 

site examples, see Museum of London, South- somewhat convex in profile), 22-23 (other London 

wark and Lambeth, p. 325, fig. 138, no. 1370; sites); Bloice, Norfolk House, p. 128, fig. 55, 

p. 334, fig. 144, no. 1254 (initialed “F. B.”) nos. 81-83, and p. 134, fig. 58, no. 75 (Norfolk 

moe House, Lambeth, the last example with the “eye” 
7, Noél Hume, London and Virginia, col. pl. opp. = Seco eee ee 

ae i ee motif); Museum of London, Southwark and Lam- 
p. 21; pp. 26-27, pls. 14-15 (Virginia sites); r = men 

‘ * - . . beth, p. 354, fig. 155, nos. 1612 (129 Lambeth Road 
Austin, Delft, p. 17, fig. 8 (North Carolina site). ni i z a 

site); Thompson, Grew, and Schofield, Aldgate 

8. Britton, Pickleherring, p. 91, in an analysis of Excavations, p. 53, fig. 24, no, 105 (Aldgate |con- 

the 1699 Pickleherring inventory refers to “stall sumer site]). Archer, V&A, nos. J.6-J.7; Noél Hume, 

jar” entries, stating that the name comes from the London and Virginia, p. 60, fig. II; p. 65, fig. V.A 

Dutch stallen, meaning “to put away” or to store. very late biscuit waster fragment with an 

1 (Geese ity stance Pas ny CEM ILS Crone impressed “Fortnum and Mason” mark was exca- 
ee 2 ne . , vated at the Mortlake (near London) kiln site 

tispiece from The Workes of that famous Chirurgion Home 6 ' = 1009) 

Ambrose Parey ... London, 1634}); Archer, V&A, (Horne comments [January 1999)). 

pp. 379-380, figs. 54-55 (c. 1788 painting of 11. For pots from Pickleherring (Mark Brown's 

Thomas Dowland; Johann Zoffany’s 1772 por- Wharf site), see Museum of London, Southwark 

trait of lens maker “John Cuff and an Assistant”). and Lambeth, p. 322, fig. 135, nos. 1360-1361; 

See Burke and Caldwell, Hogarth, no. 195, for a p. 325, fig. 138, nos. 1377-1378. Bloice, Norfolk 

Marriage d la Mode scene (1745) of an apothe- House, p. 134, fig. 58 (Norfolk House, Lambeth). 

cary’s shop with wet and dry delft apothecary For pots excavated in Virginia, see Noé] Hume, 

pots bearing painted simple ribbon labels. London and Virginia, col. pl. opp. p. 21; pp. 26 

27, pls. 13-14; Austin, Delft, col. pl. p. 34; 
pp. 210-211. 
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 

| Hygiene-Related Wares 

D393. STORAGE POT : = 
Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots 

Probably London 

If London, probably Aldgate or 

Southwark 

1600-1640 he scrolling floral vine on this boldly painted pot is derived from motifs on Ital- 

ian tin-glazed earthenware that, in turn, had received decorative inspiration from 

H.:10 1/4" (26 cm); Iznik pottery. Such ornament, sometimes with the addition of pseudofluting, also 

Diam.: 7 1/4" (18.4 cm) occurs on Netherlandish tin-glazed apothecary pots and other vessels.’ A closely 

related vine occurs on a jug that, based on its shape, has been associated with the 

BODYS CLAY] Medien galped butt Aldgate factory. The same bold painting style is demonstrated on a 1644 dated 

TIN GLAZE: White, somewhat trans- cylindrical tankard that was found in Southwark in Borough High Street.’ Pseu- 

parent and with bluish cast on interior. dofluting occurs with a scrolling floral vine on an important “clapmash” dish in 

Overall, excluding upper edge and the Longridge collection (no. D63). On that example the central reserve depicts 

bottom. a boldly and competently painted scene of “Saint George and the Dragon” with 

SHAPE: Thrown. Concave bottom with the inscription “IOHN AYERS/1637.” (For simplified pseudofluting on the base of 

a small, head-shaped flask, see no. D344.) 
narrow, flattened edge. 2 : e 3 2 

More softly colored vines occur with pseudofluting on several slightly later 
DECORATION: Painted. Scrolling vine u = . a d r - 

large pots bearing Society of Apothecaries’ arms, including one dated 1656 in 

eS eoy es EO the Longridge collection (no. D394). Like those vessels, the pot shown here may 

composed of (painted) fluting, horizon- originally have been used to store medicines. 

tal lines, and rows of dots. 

Published: Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, 

no. 3, 

Ex coll.: B. and M. Morgan. 

1. Archer and Morgan, China Dishes, no. 3; Drey, 2. Noél Hume, London and Virginia, p. 113, 
Apothecary Jars, p. 36, pl. 8C (Montelupo, 16th pl. 58 (Glaisher collection, no. 1291). 

century); p. 120, pls. etiaate (Holland, a7 cen- alrite Londenencra 

tury). For Netherlandish examples, see Scholten, 

van Drecht, nos. 21-23; Korf, Majolica 1, p. 49, 

no. 11; Hurst, Neal, and van Beuningen, Pottery, 

p. 125, pl. 20, right (Netherlands pharmaceutical 

jug dated 1579). 
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Apothecary and 
DELFTWARE 

EE | Hygiene-Related Wares 

D394, APOTHECARY POT Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots 3 

London 

Dated 1656 

H.: 14" (35.6 ; /\ - . z ees 
een} 1617 Charter of Incorporation created the “Society of Apothecaries,” one 

ERIE SOS) of only a few London guilds chartered as societies rather than companies, and 

separated the London apothecaries from the Grocers’ Company. The society also 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. . . ‘i ae % : / 

was given the exclusive right (within seven miles of the city) to “make, mix, com- 
TIN GLAZE: White, with scattered : im a 7" 

pound, prepare, give, apply or administer any medicines.” The College of 

pitting and yellowish glaze splashes Heralds granted armorial bearings to the society in 1617, but it was not until 

(from another object during firing); 1620 that the apothecaries actually paid for them. The original grant reads: 

slightly transparent on interior and with 

Ina Shield azure, Apollo, the inventor of phisique, proper, with his 
dense gray speckling. Overall, excluding . Pe —- Pee P a 

heade Radiant, holding in his left hand a bowe and in his right 
upper edge and bottom. . zi 

hande an Arow dor, supplanting a serpent argent, above the Shield 

SHAPED Unrovn Flat pottorn, an Helme theruppon a mantle gules, doubled Argent, and for their 

DECORATION: Painted. Arms of the Creast uppon a Wreath of their Colours, a Rhynoceros [derived 

Worshipful Society of Apothecaries from Albrecht Durer’s 1515 woodcut] proper, supported by too 

with unicorn supporters and motto Unicorns or, armed and ungulated argent, uppon a Compartiment 

(dated) “OPI FER QVE PER ORBEM to make the Atchievement compleat the motto, Opiferque per 

DICOR 1656” in reserve set against orbem dicor.' 

scrolling vine with flowers, fruit, and The motto is drawn from Ovid’s Metamorphosis, in which Apollo describes 
foliage. Borders composed of (painted) himself to Daphne: 

fluting, horizontal lines, and bands with 

The art of medicine is my discovery. I am called Help-Bringer through- 
dot clusters and lozenges. y y i . i ep 8 8 

out the world, and all the potency of herbs is given unto me.’ 
Probably published: Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, no. 1593 (“Ownership unknown’). Large delftware pots with apothecaries’ arms as well as apothecary tiles bear- 
Ex colls.: Mrs. Radford; J. V. Vizcarra; J. P. ing the arms (see no. D411) perhaps were used as shop signs: “2 window potts” 

era are listed with trade-related vessels in a 1666 London apothecary’s shop inven- 

tory.’ The 1699 Pickleherring inventory includes an entry for “7 fine window 

potts” under “White and Painted Perfect Ware.” (Apothecary wares make up 28 

ae percent of the total delftware in the inventory.)' 

EZlLELUIN The vine and pseudofluting on the apothecary pot shown here have Conti- 

Nh 3 R67 Ss y nental origins and are conceptually similar to more boldly painted motifs on an 

2 Be 5 a 1 earlier storage pot also in this collection (see no. D393). Variations on the vine 

A yoy ? 9 i occur on two other ovoid apothecaries’ arms pots: the earliest is dated 1647 and “fe ¥2 Mt) 
oh IN weg 4 y has pseudofluted upper and lower banding but is without any border around the 

a A es : 5; 
——— SS arms; one dated 1663 lacks pseudofluting, but the arms are in a lobed reserve. 

Ye NOEL. The 1656 dated Longridge pot is most like the 1647 apothecaries’ arms pot in 

ee shape and decoration, and one undated pot (without arms) is similar in shape and 

- = displays related flowers, fruit, pseudofluting, and other border motifs.° The 1663 

apothecaries’ arms pot and one dated 1658 (with floral and figural motifs and 

- pseudofluting) are without flaring bases.’ Pseudofluting occurs on a 1632 dated 

eA FetCu NN mug or jug and on dishes with dates from the 1640s to 1660s.* LL E : D, g 
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1. Bromley, Guilds of London, col. pl. 1, pp. 1-4; smaller, For a discussion of size and usage of 7. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1594 
Matthews, Pill Tiles, p. 200. delftware apothecary vessels, see also Crellin, (dated 1658); no. 1669, for a 1724 dated example 

riothisne Aumorial pao Medical Ceramics, pp. 192-196. with the arms but otherwise in white. For 

4. Britton, Pickleherring, p. 70; Britton, Invento- Bndated apo bneca res) atris pot auieren tin 
3. Crellin, Medical Ceramics, p. 194 n. 1; Lothian, . a ab ° , , form and decoration, see Howard, Drug Jars, es, p. 61. 
Armorial, pp. 21-24; Archer, V&A, pp. 377-378 ' frontispiece, no. 7A; Lothian, Armorial, 
See Haselgrove and Murray, Dwight, p. 134, for a 5. For 1647 pot, see Lothian, Pharmaceutical pp. 21-22, nos. 2a~2b, 3. 

1696 excise duty list for English ceramics that Society, pls. 1a-1b (Lipski and Archer, Dated BENE i ' 

specifies under “Fine Painted Ware” (i.e., delft- Delftware, no. 1592, neglects to show the arms), a eee eee cree 
ware), “Large Store [perhaps meaning “storage” ] Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 92 (1663 pot). (bo estbty bate ao, 20 cn 710, Bone pscudc: 

. i fluted plate depicting “Tobias and the Angel,” 
potts for Apothecaries” followed by “Apothecaries . . 

6. Austin, Delft, no. 409. see Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 37. 
Potts,” possibly indicating that the latter were =



Apothecary and 
aT 

DEC OTWARE ees Wares 

D395. APOTHECARY POT Storage, Apothecary, syrup, and Ointment Pots 

Probably London 

1695-1715 

H.: 11 3/4" (29.8 i , 7 z 
ys (2a cin) he cheerfully painted decoration on this large apothecary pot appears to have 

Dia Tees) no close parallels on vessels of this type and was drawn from a broad range of 

seemingly unrelated design sources. Other inverted baluster-shaped pots that bear 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. ; ss ! : 

the arms of the Society of Apothecaries include examples with Chinese figural 
TIN GLAZE: White with slightly bluish 3 ‘ = z 

ea scenes and one that is blank, with the exception of the arms.' Based on its colors | 

cast, more pronounced on interior. the Longridge pot probably dates to the late seventeenth or early eighteenth 

Overall, excluding bottom. (Upper rim century. Although the palette is more typical of Bristol, it also was used in London, 

now glazeless, perhaps from wear.) and the arms (more crudely drawn than usual) are those of a London society.’ 

SHAPE: Thrown. Flat bottom. 

DECORATION: Painted. Arms of the 
, 7 ; 1. Howard, Drug Jars, frontispiece, no. 7A; 

Society of Apothecaries with unicorn Lothian, Armorial, pp. 21-22, nos. 2-3, 5; 

supporters and motto “OPIFER QuE austin Deli ue Pes 
: A 2. Evidence is lacking for apothecaries’ societies 

PER:ORBEM DICOR’ set among dragons, or companies outside London. 

birds, flowering plants, vase of flowers, 

insects, asterisks, arabesques, and other 

curvilinear motifs. Borders composed 

of horizontal lines and decorative 

bands: flowers and leaves with asterisks, 

dots, and curvilinear motifs; scrollwork; 

and asterisks. 
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Apoth DELFTWARE | ~potnecaty and 
Hygiene-Related Wares 

D396. SYRUP POT Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots 

Probably London 

1620-1650 

H.: 6 3/4" (171. cm); A . oy 
pothecary pots of so nearly cylindrical form are much less common 

Diam: (body)i4 5/8 (117 cm) among English seventeenth-century delftware than Dutch tin glaze of the peri- 

Diam. (handle-spout): 7 1/4" (18.4 cm) od. The bearded mask and scrolled cartouche combination also is known on 

Dutch vessels, as is the type of ornament at the ends of the Longridge pot’s 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained medium , F . ee . oo 

: inscribed label.’ The surviving portion of the original handle on the vessel, how- 

Cot ever, is of a fairly typical English form,’ and the pot has a history of excavation 

TIN GLAZE: Pale grayish blue with in England. Possibly it was made in London by one of the many immigrant 

dense speckling, thinner on interior. craftsmen active there. 

Overall, excluding much of bottom A more crudely drawn but related masked cartouche is a feature of a confi- 

(large, off-center glazed patch). dently English apothecary pot of conventional “dry” (unspouted, for ointments 

SHARE seihrown (ecenporions of or dry medicines) form, cylindrical with rounded shoulders and base. That 

vessel is possibly a waster.‘ The group of English pots with the most closel 
nozzle and handle). Original handle P a ee e P 2 

related ornament to the type shown here have “smoker” masks (see no. D397), 
probably was nearly flat with scrolled 5 " 

rather than lobing, at the ends of the cartouches. 
lower terminal. Bottom slightly concave 

and flattened near edge. 

DECORATION: Painted. Inscription 
Ts SLT ht Ra 

“O SAMPSVCHINVM’” in cartouche with ine y 
ie a ' at 

scrolls, ogee and bearded mask motifs, , eis ee —: i A 

and rounded elements. Sa 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 448. “a sae ei #1 me iis aad 

Excavated: “Somewhere in England.” a va aa 
Rist ts a 

"ee gi - vr EN 
\ Ne ae ire TRY 

| ne Ea ya! 
aa aE aren Aa! 

a —— : \ B 

VPRO VE ba by ite) 
wt A] git f 
yo PS 5 LES SI ES ree ane ff r 

freer \ 

muh epee Uh 
ae 

Oy: Pees : 
re ae 

\ Enos eee 
\ ) Se eae 

. See 
epee : 

1. Horne, Collection, pt. 16, no. 448. 3. Horne comments (January 1999); Horne to 
: ; ary 28, 1999 

2. For English cylindrical pots, see Crellin, Well. ‘te author, January 28, 1999. 
come, nos. 27, 39-42 (“Apollo” and “songbird”); 4. Britton, London, no. 82. Horne notes that a 

Lothian, Apothecary Vessels, p. 7, nos. 38a~-39 very similar cartouche to the Britton type 

(‘sun” and “shell-and-cupid”). For Dutch invert- occurs on an apothecary pot with a high-waist- 

ed-baluster and cylindrical pots with bearded ed foot and, probably, originally a spout. The 

masks on scrolled cartouches, see Drey, Apothe- pot, now in the Thackery Medical Museum, 

cary Jars, p. 119, pls. 60C-60D. For late English Leeds, was found near Liverpool Street Station 

cylindrical examples, see Archer, V&A, no. K.11; in London (Horne comments [January 1999)). 

Austin, Delft, no. 303. 
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i " e “wo al 

D397. APOTHECARY POT * RED eee See / 

London : ‘ 
> 

. 1660 i sa 

. a 
H.: 8 3/8" (21.3 cm); ges Beans \ : 

Diam.: 5 1/8" (13. cm) ee : fi oes <a EE oO a fil 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. La css soe meal A 

eee ee Es jf 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly pinkish white Ral cays Oe ; ; wi 
‘ fin ere 

with gray speckling. Overall, exluding 4 23 (wre | 
8 h 

i G ——— Fe 
upper rim and bottom. 2 ip ped i eo 

ae wee 
SHAPE: Thrown. Slightly concave bot- eect ay ase re i y 
ee , et cal 

DECORATION: Painted. “Pipe-smoker 3 — i 

oS é a an ms ae sm fie pattern label. Inscribed “C:CICHOREL.” A q hel a  \S is Oo e \ 9)! 

probably unintentional swipe curves “oa ag Bee 

across a portion of the right side of the ee ae Pe he 

eS ew label. Bae bys ‘ 

Sareea a Published: Atkins, Exhibition (1999), no. 17 s eee ied 

os ia. Oe eeeimenae oa | 

3 ye renege 

ae ae 
e ~ae ea — | 

Se? - 5 > 
s soe Deana a 

he painted “pipe-smoker” motif on this apothecary jar is named for the pipe- 

shaped, protruding tongue of masks of the type seen here at either end of the 

inscribed panel. Versions of the masks also occur on several dated pieces: mugs 

from, respectively, 1634, 1645, 1647, 1650, and 1658; a 1653 posset pot; a 1655 

goblet; and apothecary pots from 1652 and 1665.' Quite a number of undated 

examples also are known, and an apothecary jar fragment with a striped version 

of the pipe-smoker mask was excavated at Rotherhithe.’ Based on its profile, the 

Longridge pot dates to around 1660. A bearded mask and upper and lower 

border motifs comparable to those shown here also edge the inscribed band of 

another Longridge apothecary jar (see no. D396) and are derived from Conti- 

nental tin-glaze designs. 

Conserva Chicorei, also known as confection of chicory, was a mild laxative 

made by mixing the juice of the plant’s leaves and root with sugar.’ 

1. For mugs, see Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 2. Archer, V&A, no. K.1, See also undated 
ware, nos. 714, 724, 727, 729, 739; posset pot, versions in Austin, Delft, nos. 437-439; Crellin, 
no. 892; goblet, no. 870; apothecary pots, Wellcome, nos. 10-12; Drey, Apothecary Jars, 

nos. 1595, 1612. See also Drey, Apothecary Jars, p. 131, pl. 67B; Howard, Drug Jars, pls. 1-2, 

p. 131, pl. 67A; Lothian, Apothecary Vessels, p. 2, nos. 2-3, 5. 

Decne, 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, p. 395. 
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 

Hygiene-Related Wares 

D398, D399, D400. SYRUP POT Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots | 

and APOTHECARY POTS 

Probably London 

(D398) Dated 1666 

(D399) Dated 1675 he “angel” motif—a wigged head between outspread wings, typically above a 

(D400) Dated 1722 double-folded ribbon label—was among the most popular decorations on English 

delft apothecary pots and is known on examples with dates from 1660 to 1726.' 

(D398) H.: 6 5/8" (16.8 cm); (For an unusual, undated angel salt[?], see no. D210.) The motif perhaps derives 

Diam. (body): 5 3/4" (14.6 cm); from types on Italian maiolica that may have reached England on Dutch tin 

Diam. (handle-spout): 7 1/2" (191 cm) glaze.’ Angels on English delft apothecary pots are painted in several very differ- 

(0399) H: 3.5/8" (9.2 em); ent styles, indicating that they were made at more than one factory. Like 

examples bearing other motifs, angel pots were made both for domestic and 
Diam.: 3 1/8" (7.9 cm) . a . 

export markets; a blue and white “dry” pot was excavated in Williamsburg, Vir- 
D400) H.: 8" (20.3 cm); eo . _— 

( ginia, behind the Scrivener Store and Alexander Craig House.’ 
Diam.: 6 3/8" (16.2 cm) HID : a r Pere The 1666 dated pot (D398) is one of four similarly dated and decorated exam- 

les (each bearing a different drug name) that probably originally formed a set. 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. Dies ie on 8 . ) P gies: » 

“S:DE:PRASSIO” is an abbreviation of Syrupus de Prassio, or syrup of horehound, 
TIN GLAZE: (D398) White with large : F : ne , ne 

named for a leaf that was combined with licorice, spices, raisins, honey, and 

Pao ope pa ao) a other ingredients. The mixture was used to medicate sore throats and bronchi- 

and handle tops, small wrinkled patches. tis.‘ This pot is of the same date as a London apothecary inventory that, along 

Overall, excluding upper edge and bot- with entries for glass vessels and storage boxes, includes “severall syr[up| potts 

tom. (D399) White, slightly transparent & juggs ... thirteen syr bottles in the counter . . . twenty oyntmt potts . . . oyle 

with medium crazing. Overall, excluding potts . . . [24] pill pots.”° The author of the 1657 tract Renodeus his dispensatory, con- 

bottom. (D400) White with slight blue taining the whole body of pharmacy, recommends as syrup containers “capruncles 

, all of potters clay white and smooth within, with a handle on one side and a 
and gray speckling and open crazing. ; : 

tube on the other . . . adorned with various colors and shapes.”° 
Patches of pits where glaze poorly . = Ns . : 7 

The small pill pot shown here (D399) is inscribed “T:ALHANDAL,” for a purga- 
dhered. Overall, excluding bott : . os P cee te eee > gape rec Vera Xe luallng BOrLOIn cde tive called Trochisci Alhandalae (or colocynth lozenges). The inscription “u:NERVIN 

SHAPE: Thrown. (D398) Annulated on the 1722 jug (D400) is an abbreviation of Unguentum Nervinum, an ointment 

spout and handle, nearly flat on interior applied to fortify the nerves.’ The inscriptions on these pots support the theo PP P Pp PP Ty 
and concave with shoulder bump on that spouts are included on vessels intended for “wet” medicaments and not on 

exterior. (D398) Wide, nearly flat slab those intended to contain “dry,” or nonliquid, materials. 

on bottom opens into hollow interior Two very rare slipware angel apothecary pots, probably from a single set, are 

of base. (D399) Slightly concave bottom, dated 1692 and show the angel’s head supported on a winged, skinny neck.* The 

7 inscribed panels are in a geometric, rather than a ribbon, format. Unlike the 
(D400) Slightly concave bottom with . . 

slipware angel pots, the existence of a large number of delftware examples 
flattened edge. : _— — : 

painted in different styles indicates that several factories produced them. 
DECORATION: Painted. Angel's head 

with outspread wings over double- 

ioe . 1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1599- 4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1615B, 

folded ribbon with “crab-claw” ends. 1667 passim; Christie's (L), February 10, 1986, p. 309. From ancient times through at least the 

(D398) Inscribed “S:DE:PRASSIO,” “J666 lot 7. For many examples painted in several 17th century, prassio (or prassium) also was 
. ; styles, see Lothian, Angels; Lothian, Apothecary known as marrubium. 

[1666],” over paraph. (D399) Inscribed Vessels, pp. 2-5, nos. 8, 9c, 14~22a, 23-24c. enn 7 i 
5. Crellin, Medical Ceramics, p. 194 n. 1. 

ue DAL,” “EP/J675 [1675].” (D4 2. For winged heads above labels a ecar 
ees Soe ee eDe) ses lel pa i : sp ome ay 6. Lewis and Boorman, Winchester Pharmacy, 

nae id i jars, see Drey, ecary Jars, p. 41, pl. . 

Inscribed “u:NERVIN,” “HMjJ722 [1722] (probably Deruta, dated 1524); pp. 92-93, oa 

Blished (All Cranearen d pls. 44A&C (France, ¢. 1700); pp. 118-119, 7. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

ROE esti acer Dare pls. 60C-60D (probably Holland, 1st and 2nd pp. 401-402. 
Delftware, nos. 1615B, 1636A, 1667 quarters 17th century); Crellin, Wellcome, is aan = (D398) Scott, Apothecary Jars, p. 55, fig. 4 no. 157 (Holland 7th century) 8. Grigsby, Weldon, no, 77 (*:V:NICOTIANA:/1692”), 

(D399) Howard, Drug Jars, pl. 6, no. 17 . aa y) also illustrating one (“V:RVB:DESICC:/1692”) from 

3. Austin, Delft, p. 213 (excavated angel pot); the Horesham Museum Society and the Hore- 
Exhibited: (D400) Leeds Art Galleries, Leeds nos. 441-458 (other angel pots); pp. 209-211, sham Museum, West Sussex. 
(Harding Loan). 213, 218, 227-228 (other Williamsburg-excavated 

Ex colls.: (D399) T. Boynton; G. E. Howard; apothecary pots). 

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain; 

T. G, Burn, Rous Lench. (D400) W. A. H. Hard- 

ing; J. P. Kassebaum.
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 

Hygiene-Related Wares 

D401. APOTHECARY POT Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots 

London 

Dated 1662 

H.: 7 5/8" (19.4 cm); 5 g , ‘ 
18" ) his apothecary pot is the second-earliest dated example in the collection (see 

Bier 235) (127 em) no. D394) and is one of several Longridge pots labeled with the name ofa medicine. 

Early prints indicate that such containers in apothecary shops commonly were 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained pinkish . : . . : . 

marked by pasting paper labels, often diagonally, on otherwise uninscribed ves- 
buff. ie ‘ ‘ 5 

sels.' (Medicine labels painted at an angle on some Continental tin-glazed pots may 

TIN) GLAZE: White with openicrazing: reflect this practice.) In a 1711 edition of the London newspaper The Protestant Boy, 

interior with dense gray speckling. Dur- printer J. How advertised for sale “BLANK Labels for Apothecaries Gallipots, Glasses, 

ing firing, wall lost large glaze patch and and Drawers, curiously Engraven on a Copper-Plate, and printed on Paper imitat- 

acquired large drip. Overall, excluding ing Gold.”’ Some English delft pots have painted, uninscribed, horizontally 

most of timand aller bottom oriented labels that could be filled in by the owner.‘ 

SHAPE: Thrown, Slightly concave The Longridge pot is one of five from a set sharing the same initials and date. 

watt The inscription on this example is an abbreviation of Unguentum Aregon and trans- 
ottom. 

lates as “Aregon Ointment.” (Aregon derives from the Greek for “to help” or “to 
DECORATION: Painted. Twice-folded » ; : Z ‘ A ri 

succor.”) The recipe required a large and complicated list of ingredients, and the 

Seed ea medicine was used as a nerve restorative” The same medicine is named on a 1659 

“HH/1662." Bottom bears blue slashes, dated dry apothecary pot that is one of several jars that bear comparable simple 

perhaps from cleaning brush. ribbon labels with double-folded “crab-claw” ends and dates from 1658 to 1666.° 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- 

ware, no. 1605D. 

Ex colls.: Mrs. Radford: J. V. Vizcarra; J. P. 

/ 
1. Charleston, English Glass, p. 99, pl. b { 

(frontispiece from The Workes of that famous i. 

Chirurgion Ambrose Parey . . . [London, 1634]); 

Lothian, Armorial, p. 26, no. 17 (late 17th- ¢ 

century Italian[?| engraving); Archer, V&A, 

p. 379, fig. 54 (c. 1788 painting of Thomas a 4 b 
Dowland), ; 
2. Drey, Apothecary Jars, p. 119, pls. 60A~ ae 
60B (16th century, Dutch). fi # on ce 

3. Valpy, 18th Century Newspapers, : 
pp. 310-310. N\ i 
4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, | & 

no. 1616 (dated 1666); Crellin, Wellcome, i 

no. 64 (angel); Austin, Delft, no. 497.  ——— . 

5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, = : 
nos. 1605A-E; p. 402; and Lothian, Apothe- a q > 2 
cary Vessels, p. 3, no. 10, for illustration of \ . ¢ 4 

the “V:AGRIPPE” example. Drey, Apothe- & ve CA 

cary Jars, pl. 2, no. 6; pl. 4, no. 11; p. 187. 4 Or Qe SS ‘ 

6. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, I © & 
nos. 1597-1617 passim. For a label with a % , 

unicorn’s head centered at the top, see oS = ‘va 

Britton, London, no. 81. ee ‘ 

2 ae 
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 
Hygiene-Related Wares 

D402. SYRUP POT Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots 

London or perhaps Brislington 

Dated 1670 

H.: 7 1/4" (18.4 cm); 

Diam. (body): 6" (15.2 cm); 
7 - ~- - — ee 

Diam. (handle-spout): 8 1/2" (21.6 cm) ae ae 
y ql 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. Ve : 7 > 4 

TIN GLAZE: Blue-greenish white, 5 arn 
i eae 

somewhat runny with pitting. Overall, ee oa 

; ee 
excluding bottom edge. (Glaze seems : & 

to have been slopped into hollow base i a 

and poured out.) ; 4 ae A 
N tee” anaes f 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle slightly con- \ \ \ ee ee ” a 

vex on interior, concave on exterior, \ \ € . a | aaa y ¢ : Z a! 

with curled lower terminal. Wide, flat N a me 
; wae’ ¢ Mt , i 

slab with open center applied to bot- . NS y 

tom of base. SS <8 mis E 
: ~S Ww 

DECORATION: Painted. Cartouche be ‘4 

with curvilinear border, fleur-de-lis, ‘ 

flowers, swags, and tassels. Inscribed 4 

“S:DE:PILOSEL” and dated “J670 [1670].” 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- , 

ware, no. 1625. eer “4 

Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench. = aia in 

“a y : Ine decoration on this syrup pot derives from Dutch apothecary ware motifs 

a i and is much more uncommon than the angel motif shown previously (see 

, "7 nos. D398-D400).' Of the known dated apothecary pots with related painted orna- 

J. ie ment, the earliest is a fragmentary (excavated?) “dry” pot from 1667. A 1669 syrup 

y A ; pot also predates the Longridge example; two dry pots and two syrup pots bear 

1670s dates; and a set of five pots are dated 1690.’ Undated examples also have 

been documented.’ Fragments with decoration of this general type are said to 

_ have been found in Bristol by Pountney at Temple Back (not in production until 

c. 1683) but possibly were confused with material he found at Brislington (factory 

active c. 1642). 

Syrupus de Pilosel, or syrup made from the mouse-ear plant (Hieracium pilosella) 

mixed with sugar, was used to treat coughs, consumption, and hernias.’ 

1, For Dutch pots with related (not identical) 3. Lothian, Apothecary Vessels, p. 4, no. 22¢ 

ornament, see Crellin, Wellcome, nos. 142-147. (syrup pot, “S. CAP. VEN”); Lothian, Pharmaceuti- 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1618, Society, Di Za [dty apothecary, Bor 
: ; “E:DE:OVO"). 

1624, 1637-1639. Britton, London, no. 83, identi- 
fies the original owner of an “IF” initialed and 4. Archer, V&A, no. K.2, citing fragments in the 

1677 dated syrup pot as apothecary and church- Bristol Museum collection. 

warden qoap es of palemok London (see 5) Lipsld and Archer, Dated Delftware, 095: 

also Austin, Delft, no. 465). For undated pots es 
i ; 4 Drey, Apothecary Jars, p. 222. 

with related decoration, see Lothian, Pharmaceu- 
tical Society, pl. 7a; Crellin, Wellcome, no. 15; 

Howard, Drug Jars, pl. 4, no. 10; Archer, V&A, 

no. K.2. 
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D403. APOTHECARY POTS (SET) 

Probably London q P * e 
2 he small pots in this set are of a shape not uncommon among English tin- 

Toealize glazed apothecary wares but unknown among Dutch examples.' Dates from the 

' last quarter of the seventeenth century occur on differently ornamented English 
H. (average): 3 3/4" (9.5 cm); : : : : 

pots of approximately this profile: a waisted rim surmounts a rounded shoulder 
Diam. (average): 3 3/8" (8.6 cm . Pan . 

(average) 32/5 | ) topping (usually) straightish, tapering walls, and the base of the wall rounds 

;j 1 is 2 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained, slightly Sa 
; Although their shape supports an English attribution, the decoration on the 

yellowish pale buff. “ . . . . 
Longridge pots is purely Dutch in style and is otherwise unknown among En- 

TIN GLAZE: White, somewhat more . . ae : 
glish designs—perhaps indicating that the vessels were painted by a Dutch 

transparent and runny on some exam- decorator newly arrived in London.’ (The elaborations over many letters in the 

ples, with blue speckling. Overall, pots’ inscriptions also are typically Dutch in style.)‘ English “songbird” apothe- 

excluding undersides, most completely cary vessels bear designs of somewhat the same format, but other birds flank 

wiped clean. baskets of fruit that are not supported on masks.° Apollo pots (see nos. D404— 

SHAPE: Thrown. Slightly concave bot- D406) typically depict peacocks and, like songbird pots, have swags but are with- 

varpautinakitencdleden out baskets of fruit. The winged angel’s heads on songbird and Apollo pots have 

- . pendant tassels (if anything) but are unknown with crosses, a common motif on 
DECORATION: Painted. Fruit basket 

rilrt the Dutch pots.° 
over mask flanked by peacocks on ao : - : 

we Among the medicines named on the jars shown here is “T:DECARABE,” or 

ee ea aca trochisci de carabe, also known as amber lozenges, made of amber combined with 

pendant winged heads wearing crosses hartshorn, gum arabic, red coral, tragacanth, acacia juice, hypocystic juice, 

and flanked by fruited swags and tas- pomegranate flowers, mastic, shellac, poppy seeds, olibanum, saffron, opium, 

sels. Inscribed, respectively, and mucilage of psyllium seed. This unappetizing mixture was used as an 

“PLICOCH[AE]JMI[NJO,’ “T:DECARABE,” astringent and a sedative. Perhaps more tasty was “TROCH:ALKEK,” a type of 
a = . “ * ” 7 “TROCH:ALKEK.” “TROCH:CAPPAR,.” lozenge made from wild cherries, or “TROCH:CAPPAR:” made from capers. 

“P RUSSY.” 

Ex coll.: |. and N. Koger. 1. van Drecht comments (February 11, 1999), 4. For markings over letters on Continental ves- 

citing conversations with a specialist in Dutch sels, see Crellin, Wellcome, pls. 82, 89,.91, 97, 

Delft apothecary wares to whom he showed 99, 102, 103, 112, 147; on English pots, most 

photographs of the Longridge set. Horne often over Vs (representing U), see Lipski and 

supports the English attribution, based on Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1623, 1644-1645, 

shape (Horne comments [January 1999). 1653; for other letters, see nos. 1650, 1658, 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, HSE LAG GLC, 1602. 

nos. 1632-1661A passim. 5. For 1672-1763 dated songbird examples, 

3. Crellin, Wellcome, nos. 79-140 (from Hol- ae S i isanenone 

land); Drey, Apothecary Jars, pp. 122-125, ne: . i , 7 

pls. 63A-63C, 64C-64D (probably Belgium and 6. For pendant crosses on Dutch pots, 

Holland). see Crellin, Wellcome, pp. 53, 55, fig. 78, nos. 2, 

7; nos. 79-140 passim. 

7. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, p. 401; 

Drey, Apothecary Jars, pp. 184, 192. 
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 
Hygiene-Related Wares 

D404, D405, D406. APOTHECARY Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots 

POTS and SYRUP POT 

Probably London 

(D404, D406) Dated 1694 ] [,. 

(D405) c. 1695 he pots shown here depict the sun god and patron of medicine, Apollo. The 

vessels at the left and right (D404, D406) bear the same date and show much the 

(D404) H.:7 5/8" (19.4 cm), same decoration as a syrup pot inscribed “S. ROSACEV®: SOL C.A/1694.”' (The 
Diam: 5 3/4" (14.6 cm) Longridge syrup pot [D406] is particularly similar to the last example.) On all 

(D405) H.: 4 1/4" (10.8 cm); three in the 1694 group, a cockerel is substituted for the more common winged 

Diam.: 3 3/8" (8.6 cm) angel’s head (see D405); the three possibly were decorated by different artists at 

(0406) H. 7 3/4" (197 cm); a single factory.’ Like the three Longridge pots, one dated 1679 shows Apollo 

flanked by peacocks and leafy fronds. On a er é i ipti Diam. (body 6 1/8" (15.6 em) ked by peacocks and leafy fronds. On another from that year the inscription 

“IP/1679” is substituted for the god’s head.’ The swags and winged heads 
Diam. (handle-spout): 8 1/4" (21 cm) . 1 

(see D405) on Apollo pots have counterparts on English “songbird” pattern 

BODY CLAY: (D404, D406) Medium- apothecary vessels and, along with the Apollo pots’ peacocks, are derived from 

Continental designs.‘ 
grained light buff. (103) Fine-grained buff. 8 . 

“C:GENISTAE:” (Conserva Genestae, or broom herb), inscribed on the first of the 
TIN GLAZE: (D404, D406) White, ae _ 

1694 dated Longridge jars (D404), was a diuretic made from leaves and stems of 

sltanely Mansparent withimeditim crazing, the broom plant. “S: E: MORIS” on the hitherto unpublished syrup pot (D406) 
somewhat runny on interior, (D406) much perhaps is for medication made from the mulberry tree (Morus nigra). “P:MAS- 

pitted on exterior. (D405) White, slightly TICH” (D405) probably was for a pill made from mastic, a gum resin from the 

runny and transparent with pale greenish bark of the Pistacia lentiscus tree? 

cast. (All) Overall, excluding bottoms. 

SHAPE: Thrown. (D404) Slightly con- 

cave bottom with flattened, neatly 

finished edge. (D405) Concave bottom 

with narrow, flattened edge. (D406) ft % 

Handle convex on interior, concave on ‘i | i a 5 I —_es 4 
ANN : | ‘g PEC Laks Te oe i <ul S Per SZ FEAR" exterior, with curled lower terminal. a. a Pee RY 

Hollow base, rough-textured on interi- j _ GENISTA ) \ MORIS Sy \S 
* ae) Tes / LS 
A aay 2 ati L he * [~ or, with rounded edge. ———— Z 5 See ee 

0 Ck 4 SS Jot) Oa 
DECORATION: Painted. Apollo N we J / ek PR > Te =) et | \& . ; | Feds arse Rae oe r y Xe Ce eRe =e ~ 
flanked by peacocks and leafy branches key 2 ——— ae 

surmounting inscribed bands with pen- tare re > % F ie =f REM b 
“ aapee ts) pee a n 1% ay) shi 

dant swags, masks, and tassels, flankin; eee ee m tee aS \ Oi, Bh A 8 8 NS i gi r a eae 
(D404, D406) a cockerel, (D405) a winged | — » ty 

ree t st 
mask. (D404) Inscribed “C:GENISTAE:” EE ee 7 “ eae % ” 

and dated 1694, (D405) Inscribed “P:MAS- : met ae 
TICH.” (D406) Inscribed “S: E: MORIS” and D404, D405, D406 

dated 1694. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1659. 5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, p. 397, 
Published: (43) Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- / f under “GENISTAE,” where, as under no. 1659A, ware, no. 1659A. 2. For undated pots with angel's heads, see “C2 mistakenly is omitted. Drey, Apothecary 

Austin, Delft, nos. 461-462, 464; Crellin, Well- = a caiincn on 
Ex coll.: (43) T. G. Burn, Rous Lench come, nos. 27-28; Howard, Drug Jars, pl. 12, Ce eC nu On 

ee berries) on an angel syrup pot, see Lewis and 

pee Boorman, Winchester Pharmacy, pp. 144-145, 

3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1645, fig. 8, no. 1. 
1647 (with Apollo head) 

— = 4. For Northern European examples, see Drey, 
Prd se a Apothecary Jars, p. 121, pl. 62E; p. 123, pls. 63A 
“eo a a St 63C; p. 125, pls. 64C-64D. 
Bi z Te 

* | . ae a 
oh. aaa



DELFTWARE Apothecary and 

Hygiene-Related Wares 

D407. SYRUP POT Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots 3 

Probably London 

Dated 1717 

H.: 7 5/8" (19.4 iF A ‘ on 
Bille crn) he unusual form of Apollo decoration shown here occurs with different 

Diam. (body): 5 3/4" (14.6 cm); details on a small (dry) apothecary pot fragment inscribed “P. AGARICO” (a pill 

Diam. (handle-spout): 8 5/8" (21.9 cm) used “to clense the Brest and Lungs of flegm”) excavated at the Vauxhall pro- 

duction site.' Two syrup jars, one inscribed “S. AURANT./MK” and the other 
; -grained pale buff. . . 

BOD ACTAN: Fine: stalned pele ou “DIASCORD/MK,” display a cartouche and Apollo very like those on the the Long- 

TINIGUAZE: 5\/ehtly greenish white: ridge and are dated 1717 in the same location. The “MK” pots’ spouts differ 

Overall, excluding most of bottom. greatly from the Longridge one’s in form, however, and the numerals are paint- 

SHAPE: Thrown. Handle convex on ed in different enough styles to indicate that the vessels are not from a set.’ No 

interior, concave on exterior, with other dated pots with similar decoration are recorded, but two undated tall 

elirled lowerterminall\ Wicertlattened “dry” pots in the dispensary of Saint George’s Hospital, London, are inscribed, 

ckocibatenctiiees respectively, “C:CYNOSB.” and “C.E.CORT:ALI” within the same type of Apollo 

, cartouche.’ “S HEDER T” on the Longridge pot likely refers to a syrup made from 
DECORATION: Painted. Apollo sur- . 

Hedera terrestris, or ground-ivy.* 
mounting cartouche composed of 

foliage, scrolls, and serpent. Inscribed 

“\7)7 [1717]" and “S HEDER T.” 

{ : emg yee 

\ a. 4 
4 a ; A J 

eS : f 

ae » ] 

y " y = oe v 

FI > ae 
x 4 be a Be. 

. Z J a 

‘ lt 7 
\) ; 1. Cockell, Vauxhall Cross, p. 232, citing 2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1666 

{ Culpeper’s Pharmacopoeia Londinensis (1661); (also Howard, Drug Jars, pl. 13, nos. 44, 43, for 

pl. 131d, also illustrating a detail of more similar decoration on an undated dry pot), 

y, i closely matching decoration on an example 1666A. For related ornament on an undated 

. Z } (“u:NICOTI’) sold at Sotheby’s. syrup pot, see Austin, Delft, no. 463. 

nage 3. Lothian, Apothecary Vessels, p. 5, nos. 29a&b. 

4. Drey, Apothecary Jars, p. 205. 
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Actual size 
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D408. APOTHECARY POT eae ieee 

Probably London ai Tees 
Se 

Dated 1723 are | 

H.: 6 7/8" (175 cm); Diam. 5 7/8" (14.9 cm) re ; cla 
OO a) 

aia } 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. Jk ad a ~~ pl 

ee aa | TIN GLAZE: Bluish white, slightly io co bal EE i 

transparent and runny with pitting. ie 4 ‘ss . | qi * uf NEG i F 

Overall, excluding bottom edge. ay ng Le \ ya 4 
ik Soe “MD i ie SHAPE: Thrown. Slightly concave A( ND Sx Oxemeenent) Get y 

bottom, flattened near edge. i 1 77 Fi % _ I ; [ . f ee or \ oe: e Re om 
DECORATION: Painted. Cherubs Rocce . _ > eee 

IAN aco a: zy |e flanking shell surmounting scrolled aha Mags. Pe ae 4 ; ee 
Eins ) ew 3 mY mh © Be label with winged angel’s head and ; NS aS (a coy e ey CE / BS 

floral swags. Inscribed “C:FL:AURANT:” Y F 7 / i es 

(on label), “l:P/J723 [1723].” Ss rs i sped if 
as es a a 7 1 Stet oid 

Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated . SS : J " CM 
Delftware, no. 1668C. ye i "a Cy 

Ex colls.: Dr. A. Murray; Dr. J. F. Wilkinson nee i as y g 2 P ‘= 

See ia . eae 
ae $723 cee ae 

ae f e. Soa 
Usa eh : _ all 

a . ee ss oe a Gi. s SOCEM a eer cert Tm if eat tg) a SESE So Se 

ae 
re T 
Vi pr Reeaetenete*, ae 
Buenas é 

By GR «, > . oi Neen ene SCH 1 he “C:FL:AuRANT:” on the label of this apothecary pot stands for Conserva 

. ie er; ci Flores Aurantiorum, or orange flower conserve, which was admired for its taste 

ey einese waged and scent.' The Longridge pot forms part of a set with six similarly initialed and 
\eailiag ays 5 i dated pots with the labels, respectively, “P:EMMENAGOG,” “P:TARTAR,” “P. COCH 

‘ L is MAJ,” “U. RUB:DESIC,” “CONE. ALKERM,” and “O. HYPERIC.” The “IP” on the jars 

. = perhaps indicates ownership by London apothecaries James Pitson, one-time 

7 master of the Society of Apothecaries, or John Pocklington.’ A blue and white 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, p. 396. part set dated 1738 includes perhaps the only other documented dated exam- 

2. Ibid., nos. 1668, 1668B-1668E. For an undated ples with the cherub-and-shell motif. 

example (C:CORTAUR)) adentical i'siiapey col- Dozens of syrup and dry apothecary pots that bear more or less similar 
ors, and painting style to the “IP” set, see Drey, . ss 1 . i ' 
Apothecary Jars, col. pl. G. motifs painted in various styles survive among the fittings of an eighteenth- 

3. Archer, V&A, no. K.6 (the “P:EMMENAGOG" century Winchester, England, apothecary shop. The pots probably were pur- 

pot), also tentatively associating with the same chased over several years for use in the decades soon after 1700.2 Among 
apothecary a 1741 dated large songbird pot with . 4 . . , ene “ ae i Y . “IP initials (see Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- cherub-and-shell pots exported to the colonies is one inscribed “CONF:DAMOC 

ware, no. 1671). that was excavated at the Nelson-Galt House site in Williamsburg, Virginia.° Two 

4. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1670 rare pearlware(?) syrup pots from late in the 1700s also bear a version of the 
1670C. For somewhat similar shells and a aan 

: . j cherub-and-shell motif.’ 
winged angel’s head with a tassel on a c. 1770 

delft watch stand, see Britton, Bristol, no. 9.2. 

5. Lewis and Boorman, Winchester Pharmacy. 

For other (undated) examples, see Austin, Delft, 

p. 56, col. pl. 33, nos. 505-559, 562-563; Archer, 

V&A, no. K.8-K.9; Britton, Bristol, no. 5.4; 

Howard, Drug Jars, pls. 12-16; Crellin, Well- 
come, nos. 47-73. 

6. Austin, Delft, p. 227. 

7. Crellin, Welcome, no. 211.



Pet ARe eee Wares 

D409. OINTMENT POT Storage, Apothecary, Syrup, and Ointment Pots 

Mortlake (near London) 

Mortlake 

1775-1800 R 

ots from around 1775 to 1800 that closely match this one in shape, inscription, 
ee ec) and writing style have been excavated at Mortlake (see also no. D392, n. 10). The 
Diam.: 2 3/8" (6 cm) label “Pomade Divine” hints at the fragrant scent or, perhaps, the effectiveness of 

the vessels’ contents, which may well have had as an ingredient bear fat or bear 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. : rm a F grease, which was valued for its supposed ability to promote hair growth. A 1765 
IRR EZ Eel furguctee; somewhat Public Advertiser announces that “A Bear [is] to be Slain . . . at R. Sangwine’s, Per- 
runny and transparent. Overall, exclud- fumer at the Sign of the Rose, Number 3, opposite to New Round Court in the 
ing bottom. Strand, where Ladies or Gentlemen may have any quantity of fat they please cut 

SHAPE: Thrown. Rough-textured, near- off the Bear’s Back before their Face at 2s. an ounce . . . after which Time [three 
ly flat bottom. days] it will be melted and put into Pots for Sale.”” 
DECORATION: Painted. Inscribed Small dispensing pots (sometimes referred to as unguent pots) of various 
“Poma[d}e Divine” proportions were made in quantity during the late 1700s and typically were left 

in the white. Inscribed examples name the vessel’s contents (as on the Longridge 

Ex coll: K. Hammitt. pot) less often than the distributer of the product. Well-known examples of the 

latter type include pots inscribed “T Singleton Lambeth Butts” (or, alternatively, 

“W" or “Wm Singleton Lambeth Butts”) for Thomas or his son William Single- 

ton, who provided the very popular Singleton’s Golden Eye Ointment. Wasters 

of such pots have been found at Vauxhall and Mortlake.’ Other examples name 

London shop owners: “DELESCOT” was active at 19 Duke Street, Pall Mall, 

around 1749, the year he patented his Conserve of Myrtle Opiate; Jacob “Hemet,” 

grandson of George II’s “Operator for the Teeth,” patented (1773) Essence of 

Pearl and Pearl Dentifrice and had a premises in Haymarket; “GROVESNOR/HOL- 

BORN” refers to perfumer J. Grovesnor, who kept shop in Holborn from the 

1770s to around 1810.* 

* a ee 

) jae << . 

made Drv! 
4 a a : 

oe 

Actual size 

1. Drey, Apothecary Jars, p. 224; Stephenson 4. For Delescot, see Austin, Delft, no, 425, and 

comments (September 1998). Britton, London, no. 179; for Hemet, no. 177. For 

B Lotiiany Apothecary Vessels, p.9, citing Public Grovesnor, see ee Ncome: Bo: 180. For . 
- these and other inscriptions on 8 “unguent pots 

pavers (London), Janilery)7, 1732, and a history of the form, see Lothian, Apothe- 
3. Archer, V&A, no. J.31; Britton, London, cary Vessels, pp. 7-9, nos. 44a-46b. 

nos, 172-173; Cockell, Vauxhall Cross, pl. 141¢. 
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 

Hygiene-Related Wares 

D410. APOTHECARY TILE Apothecary Tiles 

London 

Dated 1664 

L. (tip-lobes): 9 1/4" (23.5 cm); s @ 2 ‘ ; 
(ap bes) 2 | } he apothecary tile shown here is particularly unusual in that it bears the 

NMS TESTE IEE ein, English royal arms (see also nos. $9, $82, $83) rather than those of the London 

D. 7/8" (2.2. cm) Society of Apothecaries. The tile’s date and “CR” initials (compare nos. D15, 

D222) firmly place its manufacture during the reign of Charles II (1660-1685; 
BODY CLAY: Pinkish buff. F i % ; zt 3 Q 

tr see Time Line, pp. 12-13). “NB” very likely refers to Nathaniel Bateman, who in 

TIN)GLAZE: White withidense gray to April 1653 was admitted as a freeman of the Society of Apothecaries. Bateman 

brown speckling and medium crazing. had been a servant to Edward Cooke, Master of the Society from 1639 to 1641, 

Overall. who had a shop and warehouse in Tower Street, London, and in 1653 provided | 

SHAPE: Rolled out and cut to shape, medicinal materials to the navy." | 

or possibly shaped in a tile mold. The Longridge tile bears the second-earliest date known on a heart-shaped 

pierced with emelnoles before firing, delft example; the earliest dated one is more squat in proportions and more sim- 

ply ornamented in blue and white with the date 1663 under a ribbon inscribed 
Two fragments of other pots or furni- ; : i 4 | 

“EDWARD WIEBB?].” A third dated heart tile, this one in polychrome, bears the 
ture, one 3/4" (1.9 cm) and one 11/2" : > i Be 

fa } ; apothecaries’ society arms and motto (see no. D394) and the inscription “1670/ 

(ccm) lope adhered cebind oneilabe, THOMAS FAVTART.” Heart-shaped apothecaries’ arms tiles without dates were 

two 3/8" (1 cm) fragments adhered to made through the late eighteenth century; a few display the oval shield of Lon- 

one edge. don (see no. D207). The arms seem usually to have been transferred by pouncing 

DECORATION: Painted. Royal arms through published illustrations (see also no. D411), and such pieces probably 

with motto “HONI SOYT QVY MALY typically were made for full members of the society. Most of the tiles are in blue 

PENSI” and “BEATI PASSIFISI” and lion and white; manganese elements sometimes are indicative of a latter date. 

, Heart- or shield-shaped and oval apothecaries’ arms tiles are much less common 
and unicorn supporters. Further . 

: than rectangular ones with deeply chamfered corners (see no. D411).‘ (For a 
inscribed “CR/1664 [1664]/NB’ roe és 

large, heart-shaped tile depicting figures in a landscape, see no. D423.) 

Published: Lothian, Armorial, p. 26, no. 16; The 1699 Pickleherring factory inventory includes under “White and Painted 
Matthews, Pill Tiles, pp. 203-204, 208; 3 ‘ Me ” : 

eS eee. Perfect Ware,” or finished delftware, “5 Apothecary tyles” at a price of ten 
Whittet, Pharmaceutical Journal, p. 111; 

Stretton, Rous Lench, p. 41, fig. 3; Lipski and shillings.’ The entry presumably refers to tiles of this general type, many of which 

Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1677, Grigsby, are pierced for hanging. The holes, usual lack of surface wear, and elaborate armo- 
Dated Longridge Delftware and Slipware, - ee - é 
pp. 880-881, pl. 8. rial ornament perhaps indicate that such tiles commonly were used as shop signs. 

Ex colls: D. Clare: T: G Burn, Rous Lench, Apothecary tile fragments were unearthed at Limekiln Lane in Bristol and late 

examples at Mortlake.° Another fragment was excavated in Williamsburg, Vir- 

ginia, at the Nicolson Store/Pasteur & Galt Apothecary Shop site. No Williamsburg 

apothecary is known to have belonged to an English guild’ 

1. Matthews, Pill Tiles, p. 208, where it is also 4. See Matthews, Pill Tiles, pl. 170c (oval); Lipski 

remarked that the order to the society for mak- and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1679 (oval, 

ing Bateman a freeman was from the Court of dated 1687), 1681 (shield, dated 1703); Archer, 

Aldermen of the City of London in response to V&A, no. K.12 (shield); Lothian, Armorial, p. 23, 

correspondence from “his Excellency The Lord nos. 7-8 (shield); Crellin, Wellcome, nos. 273- 

General Cromwell.” 276 (shield); Britton, London, nos. 126-127 

2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1676 (shield): 

(dated 1663), 1678 (dated 1670); for an elongated 5. Britton, Pickleherring, p. 69. 

apothecary tile dated 165[?], see no. 1675. For WRT ERe Ge A eee ea eee 
“BAVIART” on the 1670 tile, as a London es is Moats evidence WE apothecaries’ soci: 

Huguenot name, see Matthews, Pill Tiles, p. 208. CEE eae ee ee ee aig 
el i “ei aBeate: side London. For Liverpool, see Austin, Delft, 

3. Archer, V&A, nos. K.13 (with London arms), no. 412; for a Bristol fragment, Archer, V&A, 

K.14 (painted in blue with manganese outlines); no. K.12. Fragments of apothecary tiles from 

Matthews, Pill Tiles, pls. 169c, 170b; Palmer and around 1775-1800 were excavated at Mortlake 

Chilton, Gardiner Museum, p. 29 (polychrome); (Stephenson comments [September 1998)}). 

Lothian, Armorial, pp. oa nos. 9 (with Lon- 7. Austin, Delft, p. 206. 

don arms), 10-11; Crellin, Wellcome, nos. 277 

(with London arms), 278; Grigsby, Chipstone, 

no. 89; Lewis and Boorman, Winchester Phar- 

macy, p. 150. All of these tiles are in blue and 

white, unless noted.
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 

Hygiene-Related Wares 

D411, APOTHECARY TILE Apothecary Tiles 

Probably London 

1685-1710 

L212 1/4" (31.1 cm); 

W.: 10 1/8" (25.7 cm); s " cs ~ 

D. (approx.): 1/2" (1.3 cm) ; e@ 6 : 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. S BBP = ~~ Pi JB 4 ave pes = S\ 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white with loose “7 / 2 Sf = \ s 
f 7 ew ey RS eo. . > 

pitting, especially on reverse. Overall oz .) Pi BPW =P. 5 
SV RIO RSA 2 “Sine MAL 

(Mn > SRO) Sa AAS 
SHAPE: Rolled out and cut to shape, pa y te AV ra pt ay AN 

Kel"t= eee 
or possibly shaped in a tile mold. yy ee Zork & ma nah (ASS 

A \ So TT egw . 7 — Pierced with two holes before firing. J N Tor ‘ yy ow 

ae J f 
Three 1/4"—3/8" (0.6 cm—1 cm) long j A ] A. Ih \ 

: DPR wie Gy A 

peg marks on back at upper edge and : nN x y We 9 x 
f 

~ f Sad ; 
two sides. (No mark from a fourth peg f a N { Yeon 

; . CRY ee 
visible). ( Soa 

\ ew 
DECORATION: Painted. Arms of the ; é rr yy? ABE ( 

GS a 
Society of Apothecaries with unicorn 5) ed a 3 a O44 sp! CORN 

: OPIFER RB Pt 
supporters and motto “OPIFER QUEPER QF PERO 

ORBEM DICOR” “2D oa Hy AK ; 

R ectangular apothecary tiles with chamfered corners are the most common 

type found in English delftware (see no. D410) and were produced from at least 

the 1680s through the late 1700s.' They depict the arms of the London Society of 

Apothecaries and display a broad range of decorative details; some also bear the 

shield of London.’ The particular type of framework around the motto on the 

Longridge tile closely resembles that on several examples from the late 1600s. 

Polychrome painting is a feature of many in the group; at least one is heart 

shaped, and at least four are of the chamfered-rectangular form.’ Also appar- 

ently peculiar to tiles in this group is the type of cartouche—characterized by 

a solidly painted border, scrolls, and small jewels(?)—framing Apollo and the 

dragon. Though there are stylistic differences to other features of the painting on 

the tiles, the consistent use of the motto and figure group frames probably indi- 

cates that the ornament was inspired by a single published design. 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 160 col. pl. p. 28, no. 5.1; Britton, London, no. 159; 
(dated 1687), 1682 (dated 1785). Wasters of late Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 90 (also Tilley, London 
18th-century chamfered rectangular tiles with Arms, pt. 2, fig. 1); Drey, Apothecary Jars, p. 137, 

apothecaries’ arms were excavated at Mortlake pls. 70c-70d. 

(amie comments) January: 927): 3. Palmer and Chilton, Gardiner Museum, p. 29 

2. For examples unlike the Longridge tile in dec- (heart). For rectangular tiles, see Matthews, Pill 

oration, see Crellin, Wellcome, nos. 264—272; Tiles, pls. 169a-169b (also Lothian, Armorial, 

Lothian, Armorial, nos. 12-14; Archer, V&A, no, 15; Crellin, Wellcome, col. pl. 3, no. 6); 

no. K.15; Austin, Delft, nos. 413-414; Matthews, Crellin, Wellcome, no. 263; Austin, Delft, col. 

Pill Tiles, pls. 170d-171d, 173c; Britton, Bristol, pl. 31, no. 412 (also Tilley, London Arms, pt. 2, 

fig. 2). 
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 

Hygiene-Related Wares 

D412. BARBER BASIN Barber Basins and a Chamber Pot 

Probably London or Bristol 

1700-1720 

H.: 2" (5.1 cm); Diam.: 10 3/8" (26.4 cm) 

oa ase 
- a : 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. om Pane Le x 

TIN GLAZE: White with a few pits. {_ mw « no Men 

Overall, excluding footrim edge. : Z \s . e 

SHAPE: Thrown, with cut notch, - : a x 

sunken soap well, and two pierced . ee - Re : nd cae a NN 

holes (apparently repierced after firing). “ Se oe > \ 
“a Se id W 

Applied, nearly cylindrical footrim with os) L . ff Ye Sy ? 
D y A oe ENN are A \ 

sharply angled inner wall. Triangular ‘fae ) £ SS \ Ns ne : 

arrangement of peg marks behind rim. A 4 oe is we foe J " 
{ | gf yr. ; ¢ DECORATION: Painted, Barbers’ “ ale \Y 2 : 

° } ; A RN oy b fi 
implements. yO A f ‘ iy 

4 SZ ; oe 7 Ag 

‘ 4 \ a . () gee p 
; » ff ‘ x v jee, 4 ee: ? 

bcs 2 \ d pe oe, *) 

ee \ Zz» \\“" ad sD 
il - es. ef 4 ees ge 

SS) VC oe i £ 

ies io a — 

1. Mountford and Celoria, 17th Century Sources, Ey references to vessels of this general type include an entry for “1: bar- 

Fea ee ee MoS oder yD binge bason” followed by “3: other plaine basons” that appears in the 1664 
fol. 48r.-Sir.” For Sir Kenelm Digby (1603-1665|?}), . ee , » p - 
author, naval commander, and diplomat, see estate inventory taken for “Kenelme Digbyes House,”! and entries for 583 delft 

National Biography, vol. 5, pp. 965-971. barber basins (or “basons”) are found in the 1699 inventory of the Pickleherring 

2. Britton, Inventories, p. 64; Britton, Pickle- factory in Southwark. Some of the latter are identified under “White and Paint- 
herring, pp. 67, 68, 77. See also Grigsby, S rs % = ae A Sj re a re 

ro — pee Ey ed Perfect Ware” as “small” or “small middle” and under “Clay Ware” as “mean 
shipstone, no. 99. 

BY CRIN Welicomernessas7—463: midle” and “small midle [Barbers basons].”’ Barber basins continued to be made 

- , ‘ in England and on the Continent in ceramics and metalwork into the nine- 
4. Archer, Rijksmuseum, no. 92 (Pharmaceutical 

Society of London collection, no. HOW.20); Brit- teenth century.’ 

Be Eee 0 ae usin e008. This barber basin fits into a group of borderless examples that were painted 
5. See Archer, V&A, p. 316, for Marcellus by different decorators and display imaginatively drawn barbers’ implements 
Laroon’s c. 1765 painting (Yale Centre for British pie _ . 
Art, Paul Mellon collection) showing such a spilling over from the central wells onto the rims.‘ The types of tools shown on 

head in use in a barbering scene. the bowls vary widely: the Longridge example stands out for its two wigs (cen- 

6. Britton, London, no. 124; Crellin, Wellcome, ter), wig heads, unusually simple form of scissors, and elaborately edged large 
no. 461 (left). < ; ‘. ‘5 . . 

mirror.’ A smaller circular mirror on another English barber basin and a square 

one on a possibly Dutch example inscribed “[JAN M|AEISOM” show reflected 

men’s heads.’ Rollers, balls of soap, twine, soap-mixing cups, lancets (for bleed- 

ing), perfume or lotion bottles, brushes, and razors are other common motifs. 
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Apothecary and 
DELFTWARE 

Hygiene-Related Wares 

D413, D414. BARBER BASINS Barber Basins and a Chamber Pot 

Probably London or Bristol 

(D413) Dated 1716 

(D414) 1725-1745 

he “Quarter Day Pray Gentlemen Pay” barber basin (D413) is one of at least 

ae aon) six blue and white delft examples bearing basically the same polite reminder to 

Diam.: 10 3/8" (26.4 cm) patrons to make their quarterly payments to their barbers. Three of the basins, 

(D414) H.: 3 1/4" (8.3 cm); possibly originating at a single factory, are inscribed “SIR YOVRE QVARTER IS 

Diam.: 10 1/8" (25.7 cm) VP” in boldly printed letters on the rim and have tools displayed in the central 

reserves.’ A fourth basin is inscribed “SIR YOUR QUARTER’S UP” and, rather 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff, than barbers’ implements, bears a central Chinese garden scene with rocks and 

(D413) pale. insects.’ Of the seven recorded barber basins with dates (1681 to 1763), five 

TIN GLAZE: (D413) Bluish white with depict barbering tools.’ 

small poorly adhered patches on edge The second Longridge basin (D414) has a scissors handle and tool below it 

Oi Welland came preneentererce! that, in the past, sometimes have been interpreted as representing the date 

ae _ “[16]85.” The basin’s profile and some painted implements are much like those 
(D414) White with some pitting on . " 

(Goth) Overall, exclud of the 1716 dated example (D413), however, and, based on its border motifs, the 
reverse. (Bot! verall, excludin, hee 7 3 3 

: bowl is likely to date even slightly later than that. There is no evidence of the 

eee) three-brick motif on delftware made much before 1720 (see no. D116). The inner 

SHAPE: Thrown, with cut notch, border of calligraphic strokes against a narrow-line circle is virtually identical to 

sunken soap well, and two holes the borders on a 1729 dated plate that depicts a pottery kiln and on a 1731 dated 

pierced before firing. Applied, nearly punch bowl.’ Very similar strokes also form an upper border on chamber pot 

cylindrical footrim, (D413) of somewhat fragments said to have been uncovered at Brislington.’ Floral sprays form the 

V-shaped section, (D414) with sharply primary decoration on those pots. 

angled inner wall. (Both) Triangular 1. Hobson, British Museum, pl. 11, no. E43; 4. For related three-brick-and-spiral borders, see 

‘ Horne, Collection, pt. 13, no. 360; Archer, V&A, Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1076 

arrangement of long peg marks behind no. E53, citing a further example (Sotheby's (1727 dated bowl); Horne, Tiles, p. 60, fig. 12 

rims. [Pulborough], November 16, 1983) with slightly (c. 1730 plate); Archer, V&A, no, B.112 (c. 1725- 

different wording, and pp. 316-317, for the bar- 1745 plate); Britton, Bristol, no. 8.20 (mid-centu- 

DECORATION: Painted. (D413) Barbers’ bering trade. ty bowl). 

implements within concentric circles. 2. Britton, Bristol, no. 5.19. 5. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 357, 

ae 1084. 
Inscribed “Quarter Day Pray Gentlemen 3. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, 

nos. 1218-1224; Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 99 6. British Museum collection (Pountney, 

Pay 1716.” (D414) Barbers’ implements (dated 1706), For undated barber basins depict- no. 1914, 5-7, 1). Pountney fragments from 
within borders composed of concentric ane tools, oo Archer, eo no. 92; some sites may inadvertantly have been mixed. 

Britton, Bristol, no. 5.18; Britton, London, 

circles, band of calligraphic strokes, and no. 124; Austin, Delft, nos. 574-578; Howard, 
- 7 | . Drug Jars, pl. 18, no. 63A; Crellin, Wellcome, 

band of “three-brick” and spiral motifs. no. 461 (left, perhaps English but with Dutch 
inscription). 

Published: (D413) Lipski and Archer, Dated 

Delftware, no. 1220. 

Ex colls.: (D413) Mr. and Mrs. R. Billington. 

(D414) T. G. Burn, Rous Lench (no. 283). 

= ies . ce " a = ap —- oe 3 ee i a = > n 

ee a ’ ie 

a q 3 F 

D413 D414 
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DELFTWARE Apothecary and 

Hygiene-Related Wares 

D415. CHAMBER POT Barber Basins and a Chamber Pot 

London or Bristol 

1710-1725, 

H.: 3 3/8" (8.6 cm); 

W. (body): 4 1/4" (10.8 cm); 

i, = => om - = 
L. (with handle): 5 5/8" (14.3 cm) — or = 

ee “S a sae 

BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. . — ee 
= . TIN GLAZE: Pale bluish white. Overall, = — 

SRS areas ie: ea y 
excluding bottom of footrim. ® cae Saas ae = 

SHAPE: Thrown, with upper portion f \ ‘ = 25 N 

then pushed to oval shape. Pulled, nearly ’ x e ‘ ; a 

flat strap handle with curled lower ‘ to % « q a / 

terminal * 4 ~ - - , 
‘ ” > . 

DECORATION: Painted. Mounds with \ @ - + i ge 
? . e. 

Chinese flowers and leaves and insects. \ ae : ‘ a = 
‘ ; 

Borders composed of horizontal lines fi “fi, aed 

and meander. Rim bears clusters of four / 

oval dots on top and solid-line edge. 

Handle bears sets of horizontal slashes Lane 2 

alternating with dash-filled oval or sat gi ital 

Chinese leaf motifs. 

Actual size 

1. Britton, Pickleherring, pp. 67-79. he 1699 inventory of the Pickleherring factory (Southwark) lists, in addition 

2. Britton, Inventories, p. 64; Austin, Delft, to “stool panns,” “chair panns,” and “Childrens Chair panns,” 8,675 “Chamber 

Des otts” (including chamber pot slugs) variously in “White and Painted Perfect Pp gs Pp 8 y 
Bas ie Obl edo you yarl aad Ware,” “Ware Given White,” “Biskett Ware,” and “Clay Ware.”'! The 1726/7 inven- 
Lambeth, pp. 309-310, fig. 131, no. 1265 . . 
(Pickleherring/Mark Brown’s Wharf site); tory of the Gravel Lane factory, also in Southwark, records “In the Lower 

Austin, Delft, p. 290, no. 725 (decorated Ware-House . . . best ware . . . 222 dozen of second Ware viz small patty, spitting 
and white examples excavated at . - 
Williamnebure) Virginia), Noel Hume, Pots, best Chamber and second Chamber Pots &c some faulty,” and an entry for 

London and Virginia, p. 102, fig. XVIII; “1 doz Chamberpots” appears in a 1757 shipping list for goods shipped to Mary- 
Thompson, Grew, and Schofield, Aldgate = e 7 
Excavations, p. 53. fig. 24, no. 95 (Aldgate land from the Delftfield Pottery, near Glasgow.’ Delftware chamber pots have 

{consumer site]). For chamber pots exca- been excavated at Pickleherring and at other London and colonial sites.’ 

Wales) ascomnes cee Coed! The unusually small Longridge chamber pot is circular in section near the 
Temple Balsall, pp. 164-165, figs. 7-8, 

nos. 40-44, 48-52. base, but, perhaps because of accidental handling before it dried, the upper por- 

4, Sotheby's (NY), October 20, 1993, lot 45: tion is distorted to an oval. A very similar pot is painted in blue and white with 

Butieuy Tendon no! se) (perisus excavet- the same flowers, insects, and meander below a similarly dotted rim, and an 
ed). See also Crellin, Wellcome, pp. 248, oe Mee i: 

250-251, nos. 421-422 (white and blue- undecorated example is similar in body and handle shape.‘ 

painted examples). For a North Devon 

sgraffito slipware chamber pot inscribed 

“WB [WR?| 16[?|” and excavated at the 

May-Hartwell site at Jamestown Island, 

Virginia, see Grigsby, Slipware, p. 30, 

no. 29. 
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RI 5 DELFTWARE | Other Tiles, Plaques, 

|and a Wall Niche 

D416. TILE 

Probably Southwark, London 

1600-1640 

L: 5 1/4" (13.3 cm); 

W.: 5 3/8" (13.7 cm) Ce se sii Sieuem <i ees 

-_ y . ~ Pd : ; 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. { LS p : pom eae 

TIN GLAZE: White, slightly muddy. | ; fi # rae N >. 

Sides and reverse unglazed. i J, . ' ‘ magi ne XN 
i P = e 3 ie ¥ 

SHAPE: Shaped in tile frame. 4 f fie by Foote’ i 
¢ f ee | 

DECORATION: Painted, Goat and am fi ede =e | 
plants. Border composed of concentric ; “4 : * Ms * + 

iG sg a ot 
circles and triple-lozenge corners ‘ fi i b e \ | bye i , ; 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 11, no. 291. wee : f . a | » ae & ¥ i MiG : 

Ay Sa ae e ! a 

} A an 1 ‘ 

a Ps F f a E ef oe SU i F 7 ame cs f 4 iy ed 4 ~ j : , , Fi a. fe E 

: » 3 » a. 

ae 38 Ea * 5 

2 : = d ’ 

os Bho ie ea ‘“ [ f mea ese ‘ 

2 A e Wc) - Py 

Bee DT RE a Ne EON A OE So NC Se 

1. For excavated camel tiles with lozenge- Bare on the thickness (here 5/8" [1.6 cm]) and, in many cases, pronounced 

and-half-lozenge corners, see Austin, wearing of the upper surfaces, some number of tiles of this general type were Delft, p. 17, nos. 9 (excavated from a cellar an joe a ies i i; ; 0 
filled before 1639 in Prince George Coun- made for installation in floors. English versions of the tiles derive from Nether- 

ty, Virginia), 662 (a kiln-waster from the landish ones, and the two often are difficult to differentiate. Some were made 
Pickleherring site). For the same Pickle- - y ‘ e 
Hering camel tile @aement and excyatea and decorated in London by immigrant tile makers. 

bear and cockerel tiles with loop corners, The tile shown here and several other early tiles that display animals or birds 
see Néel Hume, London and Virginia, thin concentric Circles have a partealant ftrinlelorenceton alt con Dromore nirenica ree wil concentric circles have a particular type of triple-lozenge, slit,” cor 

fig. 1, nos. 1-3. For an owl tile with loop- ner. Such corners may derive from a floral motif. Included among tiles 

ee ar ec eeu excavated in London are examples with comparable central motifs and rings but Coleman Street (London), see Britton, Lon- 

don, col pl. A, no. 188. different corner elements, such as trefoils, a lozenge flanked by larger half- 

2. Archer, V&A, no. N.9; Horne, Tiles, lozenges, or a loop flanked by half-lozenges or half-loops.' Triple-lozenge corners 

nos-> (Baynards Castle tile) 6-9) (tiles like those shown here and manganese and blue ring borders occur on several 
with similar corners); Britton, London, . . X . 
no. 190 (Aldgate tile) tiles excavated at Southwark (London) sites; a grasshopper tile was unearthed at 

3, For a shorn goat on a tile with trefoil the site of Baynards Castle (Upper Thames Street) and a camel tile at Aldgate. 

corners, see Grigsby, Chipstone, no. 85 The reuse of central designs on tiles with different corner motifs is not 
(also Atkins, Exhibition [1993], no. 9 . and patterns almosn cerraimivcidedtimtatelier nets ifs. feppenler erourieedipetemennd uncommon, and patterns almost certainly aided in duplicating some motifs. 

paper pounces, see de Jonge, Dutch Tiles, Stylistically similar to features of the setting on the Longridge tile is the heavily 
pls. 3a-3c, 81d&e, pl. 125b. For boar tiles : : a : eo Gis . striped sky and a plant of overlapping curves on a tile with similar corners and probably duplicated by patterns, compare 

Atkins, Exhibition (1993), no. 9 (top cen- a depiction of leaping boar.’ 
ter), with Horne, Collection, pt. 1, no. 4. 

4. Horne, Collection, pt. 1, no. 4. 
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a ia 
a2 Eccles ONG s is) y "Tl aeeslomsalemeniags ~S = = CS 

D417, D418. TILES [eee nool em Y ~ a ‘s 

London ast SN = 
(lat | ~ 1: aes 

Possibly the factory of Jan Ariens van yr — i B J ey ‘ 
| alla ea Viflemm|..| gb | eat ¢-\ Hamme Val a Ln r | SF 4 ee | Q ; Y ok \\ 

ay ee TW, nee ee 1678 or slightly later ol } Bl i ON f 4 \ oo : : 
“a ~~) ae) ae we PD eal ta ~ At \ ay g} ci PW A = 

h) L: 5" (12.7 cm); W.: 5" (12.7 cm) Le Wa Bel | aoe 4 <i Bap) Ne (Each) L.: 5" (12.7 cm); W.: 5" (12.7 cm \ ee | ree / CASA ES = 
“aol vy Whee ey eet ORS r 

BSS ee es ae 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff, a d 6 \ Fe Q 

xed " “ed 
the reverse of one tile with a large red Ex — @ aks ee SS Fs, ia a — - = : Eee pS eee ee ee eee pee se. aa: oie clay inclusion. ee at ue a Sos See eae: \ RIS ie 

, Te Se Nceen Ady) Dee nes TRS UBM So = SS ea 
TIN GLAZE: White with gray speck- D417, D418 

ling. Sides and reverses unglazed. 

SHAPE: (Each) Shaped in tile frame. : . ” - Z 4 fe 5 
hese two tiles form part of a group with an important plate in this collection 

Edges slightly chamfered, (no, D16). All three bear scenes after engravings by Francis Barlow (1626-1704) 

DECORATION: Painted. Based on for playing cards depicting the “Titus Oates Conspiracy,” or the ficticious “Hor- 
other, inscribed material, the scenes rid Hellish Popish Plot.” (For a more in-depth discussion of the plot, see no. D16). 

shown here depict two events from the Oates (1649-1705) was the primary figure in this money-making scheme, which 

(ficticious) “Horrid Hellish Popish Plot.” focused on a plot to take the life of Charles II and return England to Rome and 

Gr Titus Oates Conspiracy Borders was intended to play on the public’s anti-Catholic sentiments. (The scene and 

inscription “The Confpirators figneing y°/refolve for killing the/king” on the 
composed of concentric circles and, at u fe . fist ay if f . . [king . 

Longridge plate [no. D16] is taken from the eight of clubs playing card and refers 
corners, “spider head” motifs. . . : , P P : 

to this portion of the plot.) Oates’s actions eventually led to the execution of sev- 

Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 19, eral persons. 

a OP: The figure who is commemorated on the tiles shown here, Sir Edmund Berry 

Godfrey (or Sir Edmund-Bury Godfrey), was assassinated (perhaps at Oates’s 

. - instigation), and English Catholics were accused of murdering him because he 1. “Titus Oates” (1649-1705), National 2 . ; . 
Biography, vol. 14, pp. 741-748. had deposed Oates for the Privy Council.' (For an October 1678 pamphlet titled 

Oimoe ani ingeribed tile withialscene A SERMON AT THE FUNERAL OF $" EDMUND-BURY GODFREY . .. Who was Barbaroufly 
matching the Longridge example on the Murthered,” see no. D16.) The Longridge tiles are uninscribed, but cards and other 
left in subject and the 10 of spades refer- . Ror ie * = CTE i . . 
ence, see Ray, Tiles, no. 17; for a 5 of tiles with inscriptions help identify the scenes: (left) “S'. E. B. Godfree is perfwaded 

spades card matching the Longridge to goe down Somerfet Houfe yard,” from the ten of spades; “The Body of Sr. E. B. 
example on the right, see under Sotheby's Rees Poa < . fa” Fr, a Bra nh enafact mericet are Waturchas a9 1ot21. G. carry’d to Primfose hill on a Horfe,” from the five of spades.’ Surviving portions 

. = of several other sets of tiles also depict these or other Popish Plot scenes derived 3. Horne comments (January 1999): for 21 
tiles and matching playing cards, see from card illustrations (see also no. D16).’ 

eon WU Maral 15 12 71lot 2 ikon Based on material discussed under the “Popish Plot” plate (no. D16), the tiles 
other tiles and cards, Lipski sale (3), . . 

March 1, 1983, lots 505-506; Archer, V&A, may have been produced by immigrant potter Jan Ariens van Hamme (d. 1680), 

peate eae i mbor nei soubed who is thought to have been active in Lambeth at Copthall.\ Besides the subject 
tiles); Ray, Tiles, p. 61 and nos. 8-19, . F i . Sey 
figs. 36a-36c; Britton, London, p. 176, matter, the decoration, including the “spider head” corners, examples of which 

hos. 199-201, fig. 22; Horne, Tiles, p. 17, have been unearthed in Lambeth, as well as the pinkish quality of the glaze help 
no. 12. : f . . - 

to date the tiles.’ Most other Popish Plot tiles bear “ox head” (named for a partic- 
4. Britton, London, p. 59. = S eee ” a S 

ular type of leafy arabesque) rather than “spider head” corner motifs edging 
5. Horne, Collection, pt. 19, no. 556A . . oe . wo od 1 
SER Peneniden tend commen frasme circular reserves, and at least one surviving example is borderless. 556B. For spider-head corner fragments 
with manganese decoration, see Ray, 

Tiles, p. 99, fig. 25c. 
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iles, PI DELFTWARE (ee! Tiles, Plaques, 

|and a Wall Niche 

D419. TILE or PLAQUE 

London 

c.1710 

L. (top-bottom): 17 1/4" (43.8 cm); — : ' . | 
[top Pe } he painting of the scene on this unusually large tile or plaque has much 

W. (left-right): 16 3/4" (42.5 cm); in common with that on a 1708 dated wassail bowl also in this collection 

D.: 7/8" (2.2 cm) no. D306), and the large building on the plaque can be matched almost exactl 8 q 

to one on a closely related bow] in another collection. Although there are some 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. ieee we . . 7 

a stylistic differences, it is conceivable that all three pieces were made at a single 

TIN|GLAZE: Witte; slightly muddy pottery at around the same date.' If the headgear worn by the lady on the tile 

Probably overall originally. (Majority is a crown, rather than some sort of a hat, she presumably represents Queen | 

now gone from edges. Worn on Anne (r. 1702-1714; see Time Line, p. 15). 

reverse.) The approximately 1/4 inch (0.6 cm) flange that originally ran around the | 

SHAPE: Shaped in tile frame or cut to entire edge of the Longridge plaque may have helped to secure it into a wood- 

pe ros ] . j 3 5 © st hapa by hand! Oneinally with flanges en frame or architectural setting.’ Other unusually large plaques are without 

the flange and presumably would have been secured into walls with cement. 
on all four sides (only uppermost . a i 

(The closest parallels are the large Dutch tile plaques made either for a “closett” 
remains). Reverse nearly flat. . f 5 : 

) y or a dairy constructed for Queen Mary II at the old Water Gallery beside the 
RAT 2 Pai k i . P , DISCOLAUIOG lreithics) flirting Thames at Hampton Court in about 1690.) One wide, rectangular tile probably 

scene with mounted woman in crown made in London is somewhat smaller than the Longridge example in dimen- 

or plumed hat with, nearby, attendants, sions and also dates to the early 1700s.° The smaller tile depicts a landscape and 

stag, and dogs. Trees and large building figures in a different style and has on the back a blue-painted 12 mark. Most 

fill out landscape. other unusually large tiles also are rectangular but date to the mid-eighteenth 

century and, presumably, also were intended for installation in architectural 
Published: Horne, Collection, pt. 13, no. 355. 7 

settings.® 

1. Archer comments (1998), citing a bowl in the 4, Archer comments (1998), citing Lane, Daniel 

Baltimore Museum collection. In a discussion of Marot, pp. 19-22. 

conte toe, ane ee Bite ne: 5. Peirce, Cocke Collection, no. 6, measuring 
355, states, rtunately the b Bee cane 

i - = ie on ae : y = = s ing os = 12 5/8" (32.1 cm) by 9 7/8" (25.1 cm); also Horne, 
not be identified, but it is typical of the fine late _ i 

. - i Collection, pt. 5, no. 111. 
17th century Renaissance architecture still to be 

seen today at Hampton Court and Chatsworth.” 6. See Archer, V&A, col. pl. 248, nos. L.12, L.14, 

for a probably Liverpool rectangular plaque and 
2. Queen Anne was known to enjoy hunting oe abe a eres aa B aa 

A one from Bristol (both quite large) with 
greatly and in her later years would be taken : ae 

i i seascapes and buildings; no, L.13, for a square 
along in a carriage to observe a hunt (Horne age ee 

London plaque depicting two girls in a land- 
comments [October 1998}). ‘ 5 soe 

scape with distant buildings. 

3. Alternatively, it might have formed part of a 

large ceramic stove of the sort commonly found 

on the Continent, but this possibility seems 

unlikely, since there is no evidence that the 

back was originally hollow (Archer comments 

[1998}) 
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Other Tiles, Plaques, 
DELFTWARE 

|and a Wall Niche 
D420. TILES J 

Probably London 

1715-1730 

L. (a : 5" (12.7 cm); 5 a ; - 
eee eeu) he scenes on these early eighteenth-century tiles almost certainly derive 

We = s(12 71cm) from published illustrations. The melodramatic poses of the figures and the 

stagelike settings indicate that they portray some then-well-known story or play. 
BODY CLAY: Medium-grained buff. . i . 

Based on the Continental style of the designs, the work’s theme may have been 
TIN GLAZE: White. Sid id : noe 5 5 e fi , 

SS es of Dutch origin. Several tiles depict differently detailed and, sometimes, 

unglazed. reversed versions of the same scenes, but on them any corner motifs differ from 

SHAPE: (Each) Shaped in tile frame. the Longridge type. (No tile with corners matching those on the Longridge tiles 

Sides slightly chamfered has yet been found.) Tiles depicting comparable architectural elements include 

DECORATION: Painted. European a Vauxhall-excavated fragment showing a balustrade, and figures in different 

scenes (one duplicated) with figures arrangements probably illustrate scenes from the same story.' 

ancinuilcines serder conipeced oF Versions of four of the Longridge tile scenes (A2, B1, Cl, and D1) appear among 

- ; scenes on twelve manganese-painted London tiles with octagonal reserves and 
pairs of concentric octagons with, at ; - . . 

; AG winged cherub-head corners.’ Five borderless blue and white London tiles also 
outer corners, long leafs flanking styl- 4 i : 

8 SS depict matching views (A2, B1, B2, C1, and D1).* A much later (1750-1775) Liverpool 

bred flowers compased ah cer ofc tile with corner leaves and a powdered blue border depicts a scene from set a 

crosshatched lines. (A2), omitting the half-figure. A 1740 to 1760 blue and white Bristol tile with 

Published: Atkins, Exhibition (1999) floral corners depicts an updated version of another set a scene (B1), but the fence 

nos, 25-26. is extended to replace the half-figure.* 

A 1718 document by Nathaniel Oade, owner of the Gravel Lane pottery 

(Southwark), indicates that the vast majority of tiles used in England at that 

time were imported from Holland. This condition had changed dramatically as 

of the mid-1720s, by which time large quantities of tiles were being produced in 

London and, later, in Liverpool and Bristol? 

1. Cockell, Vauxhall Cross, pl. 136. 3. Ray, Tiles, nos. 122-124; Horne, Tiles, nos. 64 

2. Atkins, Exhibition (1999), nos. 28-29, For a oe Fie Vee as SGjands pe ane 
dark blue and white tile with a scene in the 7" y is (niece a Moa pasting ona ile 

in Britton, London, no. 207), 68. 
same style and with cherub corners, see Horne, 

Tiles, no. 65. 4. Horne, Tiles, no. 61 (Liverpool); Ray, Tiles, 

no. 189 (Bristol). 

5. Horne, Tiles, p. 5. 
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| Other Ti ther Tiles, Plaques, 
DELFTWARE 

and a Wall Niche 

D421. PLAQUE 

London 

Dated 1716 

L.: 9 1/4" (23.5 cm); Pe - 
yar } he mold used to create this piece also appears to have been used for another 

pe Se (20.Gert) 1716 dated blue and white plaque that probably was decorated by the same 

D.: 5/8" (1.6 cm) hand. Like the example shown here, the second plaque is inscribed « sb /1716” 

on the back and depicts a large vase of flowers on the front. The scene on the 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. : S * P 

5 B second example is horizontally oriented, however, and the vase and a pair of 

TIN’ GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall, tiny flanking flower holders are set on elaborate plinths with floral panels, 

excluding portion of edge. foliage, and scrolls rather than on a flat ground line. To the sides are flowering 

SHAPE: Molded. Nearly flat reverse. plants, birds, and insects. The scrolling floral vine border on the molding is 

Deeply convex rim molding with two interrupted by four floral panels.’ 

holes for hanging pierced near upper A third plaque, very like the 1716 examples in size and modeling, somewhat 

edge before fring. surprisingly is inscribed “)“g/1739.”* On this piece, four floral panels larger than 

the type on the horizontally oriented vase-decorated plaque interrupt the 
DECORATION: Painted. Flower-filled ¥P ; a : plaq oe P 

scrolling vine border, and the central reserve bears an unusual grinning male 
urn with birds on garden planters or , - rae ; 

caricature. Each of the three oval plaques has a pair of holes pierced very near 
. f fences. Border composed of scrollwork the upper edge. 

with floral and foliate elements. Center Linked to the group via the scene on the horizontal vase-ornamented plaque 

of reverse inscribed “a! y /1716" in dark is a barber basin inscribed “ED 1719” with much the same scene in a reserve with 

blue superimposed at right angles over flanking drapes and a scrolling vine border with floral reserves.’ Also closely relat- 

pale blue (under the tin glaze?) “AL” ed in style is a large tray with secondary decoration that includes a pair of flower 

vases with flanking tiny flower containers, all on a patterned plinth. Like the bar- 
Published: Lipski and Archer, Dated Delft- ner eee ete tenn me ene 
are n6:1620; (lted\ Archer VEANnarTnT er basin, the tray has painted drapes. Its large central cartouche with scrolling 

+ - Senuecita ein CHinteeeaenen na Vasen tie ; Ex colls: FH. Garner; L. L. Lipski:J. vines and floral reserves has a Chinese scene in the center.‘ Vases flanked by birds 

Kassebaum. looking back over their wings occur on tiles and tile pictures dating from around 

1720 to 1760.’ (For a vase-of-flowers tile, see no, D422.) 

Several other oval plaques with raised borders also are recorded. A third 

quarter of the seventeenth century example with a narrow, raised, oval border 

depicts Charles in the Boscobel Oak (see nos. D43, D44).° Three 1704 dated 

plaques have relief palmette-and-dot borders. A portrait of Queen Anne 

‘ (r. 1702-1714) appears on two plaques from the group; the third portrays Prince 

George of Denmark (d. 1708). An undated Queen Anne portrait plaque with “AR” 

3 initials has a border molding resembling that of the Longridge plaque, and an 

ogee rim molding occurs on a 1708 dated example that depicts a lady seated out- 

doors on a bench with a Cupid fluttering nearby.” 

* 1. According to Margaret Macfarlane, the plaque 4. Per Macfarlane, the tray (see Horne, Collec- 

~ (see Christie's [L], October 10, 1983, lot 36; Phillips tion, pt. 10, no. 254) now is in the Allen Museum 

[L], March 1, 1989, lot 167; Allen, Furniture and collection (no. HMCMS DA 1990.140; purchased 

Accessories, p. 10) is now in the Allen Museum, with the aid of the National Art Collections Fund 

Alton, Hampshire, collection (no, HMCMS DA and the Museums and Galleries Commission|Vic- 

1990.1; purchased with the aid of the National Art toria and Albert Museum Purchase Grant Fund) 

Collections Fund and the Museums and Galleries (Macfarlane comments [March 1999]). See 

Commission/Victoria and Albert Museum Pur- de Jonge, Delft Ceramics, ill. 106, for a c. 1730 

chase Grant Fund) (Macfarlane comments [March wavy-edged, Dutch, tin-glazed plaque with a 

1999)). For a tile with a vase flanked by tiny vases, flower vase on a scrolled plinth with flanking 

: once installed in Richard's Distillery, Piccadilly, flower vases. 

ee ss osmed i S oe id ae 5. Ray, Tiles, p. 30, fig. 12, pls. 49, 52; Archer, 

eae coe ge ae V&A, nos. N.3, N.253, N.255-N.262, N.268-N.275, 
2. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, no. 1694 N.296; Horne, Tiles, nos. 336-341, 351. 

(Fitzwilliam Museum, Glaisher collection). 6. Archer; V&A, no: Mi. 

ih see 7. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, nos. 1684- 
1686 (dated Anne and Prince George portraits), 

1689 (lady in landscape); Archer, V&A, no, L.11 

(undated Anne portrait). 
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DELFTWARE | Other Tiles, Plaques, 

and a Wall Niche 
1 

D422. TILE 

Probably London 

1750-1775 

Li: 5" (12.7 cm); U) : A A 
( } rn-shaped vases form one of the most popular motifs on eighteenth-cen- 

HSUEH) tury tiles. They typically are shown in combination with decorative corners and 

borders and vary widely in design details, painting styles, and glazes.' The Long- 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. . a . . = . . 

ridge tile’s “duck-egg blue” glaze pools somewhat and is unevenly applied; these 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Sides and oa : Ee ale 

characteristics and the unevenness of the biscuit back suggest a London origin. 

reverses Ungiazed, Some experts assign tiles with only minor differences in details and a very sim- 

SHAPE: Shaped in tile frame. ilar painting style to Bristol. The thinness of the piece indicates that it is latish 

DECORATION: Painted. Vase of in date.’ 

flowers. 

. % 

C\emneeas >.> ALE 
\ - is 

pa ee Xa ES) a 

3 \ )_* 

a c s 

feels Cael f) " - * 

i i | 
as 

; ie Ses eS E ‘ AS 

Ea, 2 ree ee 

1. For vase tiles dating through the 1760s, see 

Ray, Tiles, p. 30, fig. 12, pls. 49-53; Horne, Tiles, 
nos. 320-373 passim, no. 674; Archer, V&A, 
nos. N.245-N.315, col. pls. 289-300. 

2. Horne comments (January 1999). For a Lon- 

don-attributed tile very like the one shown here, 

see Horne, Tiles, no. 350. For differently detailed 

examples very similar in painting style, attrib- 

uted for unrecorded reasons to Bristol, see 

Archer, V&A, col. pl. 298, nos. N.303-N.304. 
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D423. TILE or PLAQUE ee ie “oor ~ i. 
: =e 

Probably Bristol f ‘ ee eo a eS \ 
‘ ESS eae Jie Cae A 

1750-1770 ee ———— — ee ——— \ 
bia 3 oe x nen % ees en a 4 \. 

eo  __ e ; : 
H. (point-top): 13 3/8" (34 cm); z Nae i A ettgae ge aero | t 

W. (left-right): 11 3/8" (28.9 cm); ’ i a Sore 3 : 

D. 5/8" (1.6 crn) bec aes ee : 
BS sae iB sca / 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. , Bax on sae \\ | i 
: Rickie a BS f 

TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Overall, \ ae: x ‘ ae ' 
\ a. aa 

with poorly adhered patches and pits d a " Be a i 

Seale sae 3) Sp 7 iJ $ e ; 
on edge and reverse. haloes =) g be gee jie & NS) a i oeaiag eae ec Br, aes ea oc ‘A Se aia 

"Tey tees) iM ie. i ee, _iatce - ee [ Srleian 
SHAPE: Cut to shape. Two holes for ie tae eren mS, Pe AS oe. de ieee -ceietty Ki al aN 

Mate cere ae NEES i ATE Je a pips Lae 

hanging pierced before firing. eT NN | oan be Yi & Sn | Leet eb eee 

DECORATION: Painted and sponged. 1 iid a PY 7 ( ety te 
Na] ' dma’ a 5 Y i, Mab 77 oe 

Man and dog in landscape with buildings | t i y 4 GP cont ' l tz) when Ms ro ; yf oD 
x ~ er ae ¥ do 

Published: van Lemmen, Delftware Tiles, es ZG (i ‘ fe) f way 
4 le ~ 

p. 123 (illustration printed in reverse). Vi /) é — 
| (Ney 

Ex coll.: T. G. Burn, Rous Lench a “£L | — 
: pM : 

Nee 
————— a. 

aie Oca” 

Sata sal 
eas en Fs: a Be x VR ioc aoe ree oe ee ie 

of UES esas spit ne tenes 
pdtee: eee eee Sa ie 

i 

1. Lipski and Archer, Dated Delftware, Wi, very few exceptions, seventeenth- and eighteenth-century delftware 

nor 1e7e (1603 Gle), becher comments heart-shaped tiles or plaques are painted with the arms of the Worshipful Soci- 
(1998), citing a Barbers’ Company arms . . : . 

tile in a private collection ety of Apothecaries. Rare exceptions include a 1663 dated heart-shaped tile 

2. Archer comments (1998), citing a bowl inscribed “EDWARD W|???]” on a ribbon; a 1664 dated Longridge example dis- 

in the Liverpool Museum collection, playing Charles II’s arms, “CR” initials, and “NB” (see no. D410); and a third one 
no. 50.60.4 . i . 

said to bear the Barbers’ Company arms.’ (All three tiles possibly were associ- 
3. Archer comments (1998), citing Frank ‘ Sa St e 5 s 
Davis, “Tragic vision of the young Picasso,” ated with medicinal practices.) The tile shown here is several inches larger than 

talking about sale rooms, Country Life, most apothecary tiles, which are thought to have been intended for display in 
December 14, 1972, p. 1656, pl.2 5 ‘ fost 
soo Eh shops. The decoration on the Longridge example suggests that it, instead, served 

4. Archer, V&A, pp. 222-224 . . 
ne Pp. 22 a purely decorative purpose, presumably in the home. 

The tile’s scene is particularly interesting, since the salient features also 

appear on two widely differing objects. The bounding dog and the man about to 

climb some steps both appear on the side of a typical Liverpool delftware ship 

bowl dating to the mid-eighteenth century and inscribed “The Minerva of 

Chester.”’ More surprising is the fact that the same vignette can be seen on one 

side of a Meissen teapot of the 1720s.’ All three objects clearly depend on the 

same printed source and provide interesting evidence of how widely such prints 

were disseminated and over how long a period they were used. The Longridge 

tile’s ornament parallels the sponged trees and buildings found on numerous 

plates and bowls probably made at the Redcliff Back pottery of Richard Frank 

between 1750 and 1770.* 
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Other Tiles, Plaques, 
DELFTWARE 

and a Wall Niche 

D424. TILE 

Probably Bristol 

1750-1770 

W.: 3 3/8" (8.6 cm); ' eee : , : 
| ) he proportions of this tile, the somewhat uneven rounding of the edges of 

Bei {2 ci) the front and back surfaces, and the overall glazing (excluding inside the [later] 

hole) are quite unusual in English delftware and may indicate that the piece was 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. ' . , . : 4 

intended for a particular setting. No exact match has been found, but certain 
TIN GLAZE: Blue-grayish white. Over- st ‘ = : n A 

oa ane a characteristics of the figure—particularly the exaggerated tapering of the legs 

all, excluding interior of hale: and the stylization of the hands and head—occur on 1750 to 1770 square tiles 

SHAPE: Probably molded. Sides of attributed to Bristol.' The painting style used on the Longridge tile for the reflec- 
reverse rounded by hand. Hole pierced tions of vessels and buildings in the water has close parallels on some Bristol 

after firing. Triangular arrangement of plates of the period.’ The Longridge tile’s trees and plants, however, are very dif- 

Gilemarksonreversel ferent in style from those on the other tiles and plates.’ (Perhaps coincidentally, 

DECORATION: Painted, Fisherman on the flatish shading of the figure’s legs and a certain clumsiness of design dis- 

layed on this tile resemble features of a scene on a 1758 dated Longridge 
island with trees, nearby water birds, Prey . — . eee 

collection plate {no. D86] depicting men sawing lumber.) 
boats, ship, and distant buildings. Faint 

sunrays(?) descend from upper rim 

Swipe of blue on back, probably acci- 

dental. — nae — " sme 

Ex coll.: Mr. and Mrs. C. Aall. a Cae i 

r ‘: a | ih 

Ys ‘me? Ve oot ; 

+14 | ch | 5 Ur Sete Ce Sea A bd 4 J id 
\i 7 jj er fi ( Ng $ wed i" J . Nh “ , 

har ~ / 4 : 25 * y re 5 
(Zi i ews Pe |} . 4 t ‘ ; ; 5 4 

ad rm | \ Aa Y “ LS 4 “ “ 
y \Va ee SS as ad 

Actual size 

1. Ray, Tiles, no. 157. 

2. Ray, Warren, pl. 44, nos. 85-87; Britton, Bris- 

tol, no, 18.16; Archer, V&A, col. pl. 150, 
nos. B.232-B.234. 

3. For a probably Bristol tile depicting cows in a 
landscape that includes tree foliage and plants 

showing somewhat nervous paint strokes much 

like those on the Longridge tile, see Ray, Warren, 

no. 328. 
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Other Tiles, Plaques, 
DELFTWARE 

i a Wall Niche 

D425. TILE 

Bristol 

1750-1770 

L.: 5" (12.7 cm); IN| . 7 7 MIU é - 
0 tile matching this one in its reserve design has yet been found. Images 

W.: 5" (12.7 cm : E 
( ) of acrobats do occur, however, on some polychrome Bristol delftware bearing 

designs after Chinese porcelain. ate h li oridge ar D) i BODY CLAY: Fine-grained buff. ie p A plate much like Longridge number D122 in 

palette and decorative format depicts at the center “the famous POLANDER,” 
TIN GLAZE: Bluish white. Sides and : . z : “ : 

orientalized and balancing upside down on a tightrope. The scene on the tile 
se unglazed. ‘ e 

ee shown here, like the figure on the plate, perhaps derives from one of the pub- 

SHAPE: Shaped in tile frame. lished images of circus performers popular in the mid-1700s.' The tile shown 

DECORATION: Painted. Tightrope here is attributed to Bristol based on its smooth back and clean, well-cut edges.’ 

walker in front of audience. Border The particular leaf corners on the tile have not been discovered on other exam- 

composed of concentric circles with, at ples. For floral corners in combination with a narrowly spaced concentric-circle 

eommers leaves! border on Bristol tiles, see number D426. 

: a ai eg ‘ 

7 f ae lea, of 5 j 4 ‘ bik ORE i 
‘ : eo ¥ ae | f 

4 af = . if wl fp PAR 
oe , ¥ y i P ae Me tf i 

ah hie ae Be 

et r ae , x ss tata r 

Actual size 

1. See Horne, Collection, pt. 11, no. 297, for the 2. Horne comments (January 1999) 
acrobat plate and published circus scenes titled 3. Horne, Tiles, no. 232 

“Representations of the several Surprizing : eee 
Performances of the famous POLANDER, as they are 
Perform’d every Evening at Sadlers Wells.” 
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becrrwane te’ Tes aes 
D426. TILES 

Liverpool 

1760-1775 

oe aces Lone the Chinese figures depicted on the tiles in the next entry (no. D427), 

We 2c) the birds shown here are very likely to have been inspired by published designs. 

BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff The bird tiles once were mntinited together as Batt of a fireplace Heine (see 

nos. D428, D429) for figural tiles from another fireplace), but the original date 

UNSC EATED Wynitcrslcesand reverses of that installation is unknown.' Another fireplace, apparently installed during 

Wiese the 1700s, survives with its bird tiles in place, and some of those birds match 

SHAPE: (Each) Shaped in tile frame. the Longridge ones in design but have differences in details.’ The fireplace tiles 

(Modern wooden frames.) also show differences in the styles of supporting tree stumps and twigs, indi- 

DECORATION: Painted. Birds (some cating that not all are by a single hand. Unlike the Longridge tiles, the in situ 

duplicated). Borders composed of con- examples are borderless. 
Pentigercleconelower head. Several other tiles also depict Longridge-type birds, often in different colors 

or with different details. The dark-capped bird in Longridge set a (B1) is painted 

in a very different style on a borderless tile. It appears on another tile in mirror 

image on a leafy stump within a “barbed medallion” border with floral corners.’ 

That border and the corners also frame a version of the bird at midheight on the 

left of set b (E1, also in mirror image in the same set [E3]).‘ The long-necked bird 

at the center top of Longridge set b (C2, also J1 and [mirror image] J3) is seen in 

slightly different colors but the same style on a borderless tile with a bluish 

glaze.’ One bird on the left in set c (11 and [mirror image] [3 and F3) is in differ- 

ent colors and with a differently detailed base mound and stump on a tile with 

a version of the Longridge-type border.° Like “barbed medallion” borders, the 

“flower head with circles” type is associated with Liverpool.’ Mirror image ver- 

sions of the scenes probably were achieved simply by flipping a pierced pattern. 

1. See Phillips (L), June 5-6, 1991, lot 352. 5. Archer, V&A, col. pl. 276, no. N.183, where the 

2. Ray, Tiles, p. 28, fig. 8 (private collection). Blade arabe ed fo Basiol- 

3. Ibid., col. pl. opp. p. 61, nos. 416, 427; Horne, Seo 22: 

Tiles, no. 297. 7. Ray, Tiles, pp. 106-107. 

4. Archer, V&A, no. N.196; Horne, Tiles, no. 296. 
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Other Tiles, Plaques, 
DELFTWARE 

|and a Wall Niche 

D427. TILES 

Liverpool 

1760-1775 

Each) L.: 5" (12.7 cm); C : = 
(eecn} ( } heerfully colored Chinese figures of the general type shown here are 

We (Ize) found on a number of tiles with differently detailed patches of ground, double 

; or triple rows of “fish roe,” and “Michaelmas daisy corners.”' No design source 
BODY CLAY: Fine-grained pale buff. . . aad: 

has yet been identified for the figures, but, based on the occurrence of similar 
TIN GLAZE: White. Sides and reverses ‘ aS : : - : 

designs on tiles probably made at different Liverpool factories, they likely derive 

Unglazed from published images. The central figure in the Longridge set (B2) appears with 

SHAPE: (Each) Shaped in tile frame. different details on a polychrome tile with a similar but three-rowed “roe” bor- 

(Modern wooden frame.) der, and much the same dancer forms a group with a lady playing a lute on a 

DECORATION: Painted. Chinese fig- tile with a polychrome border matching that on some Longridge Amusement tiles 

ures within “fish roe [dotted]” borders (no. D431).’ Figures comparable to those on the upper-left (A1), center top (A2), 

Witniloe | Miehaetmeetdeia seamen and center (B2) Longridge tiles ornament borderless Michaelmas daisy-cornered 

polychrome tiles. Stylistically more different versions of the figures seen here at 

the upper left (A1) and upper right (A3) occur on blue and white tiles with “but- 

tercup corners.”* 

1. For closely related tiles, see Horne, Tiles, 2. For a similar figured and bordered tile, see 

nos. 311-314; Archer, V&A, col. pl. 310, no. N.357; Ray, Tiles, no. 570. For a tile with Longridge 

Ray, Tiles, nos. 568-570 and col. pl. E. For “stud- no. D431-type border, see Archer, V&A, 

ded” borders resembling single rows of fish roe no. N.390. 

nae Sau i ie ar os Liverpool 3 archer, V&A, col. pls. 313-315, nos. N.366, 
ped SEE eae Woe nee err ee ey Bae N.377-N.378, N. 380, N.388 (daisy corners). For 

flowers, see Austin, Delft, nos. 680-681; Horne, ‘ i . 
i buttercup corners, Horne, Tiles, nos. 302, 305; 

Tiles, nos. 183-184, and no. 673, on recess tile; na 
i. . x Ray, Tiles, no. 558. 

Ray, Tiles, pls. 16, 27, 51; Archer, V&A, nos. N.139, 

N.212-213. 
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Other Tiles, Plaques 
DELFTWARE ‘ 

es a Wall Niche 

D428, D429, D430. TILES 

Liverpool 

| 1756-1765 | 

Each) L.: 5 1/16'—5 1/8" (12.8 cm—13 cm); | : es 5 e : 
{ach ! 18" } mages appearing on the few surviving sheets from a drawing book published 

MSS e =o WSIPE IGE Even by John Bowles and Son on November 24, 1756, at the Black Horse in Cornhill 

(London) indicate that the book was an important source of English delftware 
BODY CLAY: (D428, D429) Fine- : ‘ re i 

decoration. (The artist and engraver of the book’s illustrations are now unknown.) 
rained pale buff. (D430) Medium- i . Laite . : 

3 pale burt ) Tiles B1, C2, D3, and E2, for examples, all show versions of scenes in the book. 

grained buff with inclusions. Other book illustrations or published prints also appear to have inspired relat- 

TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white. ed scenes on delftware. 

Sides and reverses unglazed. Some Liverpool delftware tiles made by John Sadler bear transfer-printed ver- 

SHAPE: (Each) Shaped in tile frame. sions of the painted designs seen here on the single tile (no. D430) and on £2 and 

({D428, D429] Modern wooden frames.) G2 in set D429.’ The single tile (no. D430), like A2, D2, F1, and H1, depicts “The 

DECORATION: Painted, Pastoral Bird’s Nest,” which appears in a print after Boucher on page 17 in a Drawing Book 

ublished by John Bowles on July 2, 1757. (The same design appears in printed 
scenes (some duplicated) with figures B yJ . July I ( i i e PP ne P 

form on Worcester porcelain.)’ The single tile differs enough in painting style 
and, in some cases, distant ships. . i - < ; 

from those in the sets to indicate that they are from different factories. The 

reuse of designs also is illustrated by the fisherman scene on tiles Al and F2 that 

occurs in reverse within at least two different types of elaborate frames on blue 

and white Liverpool tiles.’ 

The G2 scene, depicting a couple standing by a fence, appears printed on a 

Bow bowl and in reverse as a vignette in the songbook Clio and Euterpe, or British 

Harmony, published by engraver James Roberts in 1758.° A virtually identical 

scene, referred to as the “Milkmaid at the Gate,” shows a milk pail rather than 

a hat on the woman’s head and is printed on Worcester porcelain.° 

One tea canister (no. D337) in the Longridge collection displays “Fazackerley- 

type” flowers and depicts (with slight differences in details) the scene shown 

here on tiles A2, D1, and £1. The second side of the canister portrays a woman 

who conceivably derives from the group shown here on the single tile (no. D430) 

and on A2, D2, E1, and H1. Alternatively, it may be after a woman from a differ- 

ent group that is depicted on some printed tiles.’ The tiles in this entry, like the 

tea canister, can be attributed to Liverpool and were made during the period 

1755 to 1775.‘ As is true of the sets of bird tiles in entry number D426, the sets 

shown here once formed part of a fireplace, in this case in a house in Shilton, 

Coventry.’ 

1. Archer comments (1998), from which much 4. Archer, V&A, no. N.148; Austin, Delft, 

information in this entry are derived; Archer, nos. 677-678; Ray, Tiles, nos. 206-207; nos. 220, 

V&A, p. 37. No complete copy of the publication 217, for other versions of Longridge tiles D.3 and 

seems to have survived. For details from the sur- C2, H3. 

Mane Powis sheets: see Ray, byerpee! Bape 5. Archer comments (1998), citing Toppin, 

Tiles, figs. 1, 9-11, 13, 14a&b; Toppin, Ceramic ‘ E 4 . is 
‘ ‘ seed ; Ceramic Designs, p. 269, pls. 93d&e (bow! detail 

Designs, pl. 97; Ray, Tiles, pl. 22, figs. 43, 45. For i : - 
‘ “ x : and published vignette), and Cook, Hancock, 

a differently detailed version of the Longridge B1 . . 
5 = item 72, fig. 2. 

(and G1) tile, see Ray, Tiles, no. 216. 
6. Handley, Collection, nos. 2.11, 2.22. 

2. See Ray, Liverpool Printed Tiles, nos. B3-2, 6: Handley, Colle aoninpss 2.1222 

C2-1, D5~13, and fig. 14b (Archer comments 7. For versions of the single woman on Liverpool 

[1998}); Ray, Tiles, nos. 632. tiles, see Ray, Tiles, no. 185; Archer, V&A, 

3. Mr. Archer states that he is indebted to Nor- TO ad ee iS ae Bhat 
. . . a printed tile, see Ray, Tiles, no. 625. 

man Stretton for this reference and that a very 

similar print was produced by Robert Hancock 8. Ray, Tiles, nos. 215-223. 

(Cook, Hancock, oa 12, TR Ts ac. 1765 9, Horne comments (January 1999). 

Worcester mug with the scene). For other 

Worcester, see Handley, Collection, no. 2.39. For 

a tile very much like Longridge no. D430, see 

Ray, Tiles, no. 222.
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3 

DELFTWARE Other Tiles, Plaques, 

and a Wall Niche 

D431, D432, D433. TILES 

(D431) Liverpool 

(D432, D433) Bristol 

Possibly Richard Frank at Redcliff Back IR 

(All) 1760-1775 obert Sayer’s Ladies Amusement, or Whole Art of Japanning Made Easy (London) 

was first issued around 1760 and included two hundred plates, many of them 

(D431, each) L: 5’ (12.7 cm); with multiple scenes and some of them with images plagiarized from earlier pub- 

W.: 5" (12.7 cm) lications.' The plates provided inspiration to a broad variety of amateur and 

(D432, D433, each) L.: 5 1/8" (13 cm); professional craftsmen, including potters, and became the sources of many ceram- 

W: 5.1/8" (13. cm) ic designs. In the four-tile set shown here (D431), the elephant is extricated from a 

group in Amusement plate 110; the dogs-and-doghouse scene derives from plate 112; 

BODY CLAY: (D431) Fine-grained buff. and the scene with two animals by a tree stump (perhaps a reference to Aesop’s “The 

(D432, D433) Medium-grained buff. Fox and the Sheep,” “The Wolf and the Lamb,” or “The Dog and the Sheep” fable) is 

TIN GLAZE: (D431) Milky white from plate 109. The two cows scene does not exactly match any in the Amusement 

(0432, D433) Slightly bluish white. but may be a reworking of beasts in plates 111, 150, or 153. The horse on the single 

- tile (D433) comes from a group in plate 111. Several owls are depicted in the Amuse- 
(All) Sides and reverses unglazed. . ‘ : 

ment, but none is obviously related to the one on the Longridge tile (D432).’ The same 
SHAPE: (Each) Shaped in tile frame. . , . Pet G 

figure, sometimes with different details, is known on polychrome tiles and occa- 

eee ne sionally is shown within a bianco-sopra-bianco border.’ 

DECORATION: Painted. Animals and The size and border of the polychrome Longridge tiles (D431) helps to associ- 

bird. (D431) Borders composed of scale- ate them with Liverpool.‘ Though the painting of the border superficially resem- 

and-flower ogee-curved panels with bles enameling, it was fired with, rather than after, the glaze. (The poor mixing of 

circle-and-flower corners. the pigments with the glaze during firing resulted in a slightly textured, “dry” sur- 

face.) Several other similarly bordered Amusement tiles also are recorded and bear 

a variety of scenes: the Longridge dogs-and-doghouse (D431, top right) scene is 

duplicated; a monkey eating a nut by a tree with a squirrel is derived from plate 

109; a bull also comes from plate 109; horses (different from D433) are from plate 

111; and sheep probably are a rearrangement of animals in plate 108.° The border 

also is found on at least one tile depicting Chinese figures.° 

At least two of the Longridge tile scenes also occur on tiles with different 

edge treatments: the elephant (D431) appears in manganese with different 

details on borderless Bristol tiles; the horse (D433) occurs in blue within an 

ogee-curved (“barbed medallion”) border with floral corners on a Liverpool tile 

with a manganese 8 mark.’ The Longridge horse and owl tiles are attributed to 

Bristol based on their glaze, size (larger than London and Liverpool types), very 

smooth backs, and sharp, well-cut edges.* 

1. See Sayer, Ladies Amusement. For plagiarism 4, Horne comments (January 1999). 

inthe Amusement see Grigsby Edwards and 5, Grgspy Chipstone, no. 87 (doghouse, monkey 
oy Pp. ie aaa RE ce en hie and squirrel); Ray, Tiles, nos. 360 (bull), 361 

(not delft tiles) after the Amusement, see Grigsby, i 
i . _ i (horses, see also Archer, V&A, col. pl. 311, 
Fables, p. 877 n. 25; Grigsby, Weldon, nos. 198, 2 zi er 

ies no. N.391); Horne, Tiles, no, 262 (sheep). 
216, 223, 225. 
as ‘ - 6. Archer, V&A, no. N.390. Though the dancing 
2. For some Amusement and other animal tiles, S x 

iia mai . figure’s pose resembles that of one in Amuse- 
see Ray, Tiles, pls. 34-36; Horne, Tiles, fee 

aie ment pl. 57, some other publication probably 
nos. 243-274. ere = 5 3 

inspired the figure group. For a Liverpool tile 

3. For a borderless polychrome example, see with a similarly posed figure in much the same 

Ray, Tiles, no. 374, and col. pl. opp. p. 61. A costume and a border matching the Longridge 

bianco-sopra-bianco bordered tile (for matching no. D427 type, see Ray, Tiles, no. 570. 

border, see Horne, Tiles, no. ea) with De same 7. Ray, Tiles, nos. 353\(horse), 457 (elephant: 

manganese owl on a ground picked out in poly- oe 5 
. i" . Horne, Tiles, no, 250 (elephant). 

chrome was in the possession of Jonathan 

Horne in 1999. The tile’s bold, thick decoration 8. Horne comments (January 1999). 

is typical of Swedish-market pieces associated 

with Richard Frank’s Redcliff Back Pottery, Bris- 

tol (Horne comments [January 1999)}). 
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Other Tiles, Plaques, 
DELFTWARE : 

ee a Wall Niche 

D434. RECESS TILE or WALL 

NICHE 

Probably Bristol 

1750-1770 A 

Ithough certainly not common, several English wall niches, or recess tiles, 

Be ec) of much the same form as this one do survive. Figures depicted in the niches 

W. (left-right): 4 7/8" (12.4 cm), nearly always are classical deities, though a few with eighteenth-century Euro- 
D.: 23/4" (7 cm) pean figures and at least one depicting a vase of flowers also are recorded.' The 

classical figures, at least, are likely to derive from published images. The Long- 

BoDy Ch AY: Tnersiaipedirecais) ridge figure group reappears with only slight differences in details on several 

buff. blue and white examples: two show a shell above the figures and have cherub 
TIN GLAZE: Slightly bluish white. corners in different borders with tiny scrolls and flowers. The border of another 

Overall, excluding edges and large (shell-less) example combines a different pattern of scrolls with flowers and trel- 

patch on center of reverse. lised panels, and a third shows the same figure group in reverse and painted in 

SHAPE: Molded a different style within a more crudely drawn border.’ Another Venus and Cupid 

: recess tile with figures much like those shown here is painted in polychrome 
DECORATION: Painted. Venus and . i i 

with “Fazackerley-type” colors forming floral border motifs.’ 
Cupid on pedestal under scallop shell F ‘ : oe eee 

The Longridge recess tile retains traces of plaster on the edges, indicating 

eee ee eden that it once was in an architectural setting. Some other recess tiles are mount- 

posed of niche and edge outlines and ed among flat tiles in curved-walled niches with usually built-in washbasins, 

flowers set against trelliswork. and as it appears that all recorded recess tiles are, in fact, the equivalent of two 

Published: Lipski, Bristol Tiles, p.3, no. 6. tiles in height and one tile in width, such settings must have been typical for 

It has ted that rec iles in such setti eld the usualh Ex colls.: W. Elliot (sticker “BRISTOL ee Boo nee at wees ib y 
DELFT|Made at R. FRANKS'S|Delft Pottery, ball-shaped soap (although this function probably would have required small 

Redcliti/Ba(njks, Bristol,|Circa 1765. WE. dishes) or candlesticks (although no evidence of the expected damage from can- 
[W. Elliot]’); L. L. Lipski (sticker “L. L. dl Hi a fi a). Al ively ther 1 “an ies 
L.|Collection No. 77’); J. P. Kassebaum (sticker e flames appears to have been found). Alternatively, the tiny alcoves with their 

‘JOHN PHILIP KASSEBAUM'"). usual depictions of classical figures on plinths may have been purely decorative 

imitations of large, three-dimensional constructions created for elegant gardens 

or homes. Two (or possibly three) washbasin recesses with curved walls lined 

with combinations of recess and flat tiles are thought to have originally been 

installed in Bristol. The original location of another is unknown, and one 

remains in its original setting in a house in Bath. A 1735 Hogarth print, A Rake’s 

aa Progress, plate 6, that may depict a tile-lined washbasin recess indicates that 
eghe 

 . ‘ there also was a London market for such architectural features.’ 

Pr 1. Horne, Tiles, no. 666 (contemporary|?| 3. Horne, Tiles, p. 113. See van Dam, Gedateerd 

a woman, seated with wineglass, derived from Delfts, no. 40, for a 1740 dated lobed Dutch tile Py 
- ral version |[no. 665] depicting Ceres); no. 673 (con- depicting Venus and Cupid and incorporating in 

4s ; temporary, standing man in niche with corners its border trelliswork and some flowers much 

E \ much like those on Chinese-figured Longridge like those on the Longridge recess tile. 

-. ues [ne p27) 6. 2o8 Wase-ontowers wiley 4. Batty Langly, author of The London Prices of 
E made without a base). Other classical subjects s i 

7 eee Bricklayer’s Materials and Works (1748), probably 
F are shown ibid., nos. 667-670; Archer, V&A, col. > & eee IN 7; Sothebyle (LV TenNeke sale, ME described the use of decorated flat tiles when he 

1 BS Piste e oN aiothehy S(t) crag kc sale May wrote: “THESE Kinds of Tiles have been of great 
= \ 9-10, 1996, lot 186. ; . 
et Use for to ornament the Covings of Chimneys, 

pes 2. For cherub-cornered examples, see Austin, Sides of Cold Baths, etc., and such as are well- 

a Delft, no. 660; Ray, Warren, pl. 92, no. 191; painted, and neatly set, are very beautiful” (Ray, 

a ‘i Phillips (L), March 6, 1996, lot 145. Horne, Tiles, Tiles, p. 58 n. 12, citing p. 324 from Langley’s 

i i no. 671, with scrolls, flowers, and trellised panels, book). Also Horne comments (January 1999). 

i q) citing “two similar recess tiles . a with different 5. Archer, V&A, col. pl. 253, no. N.7 (tiled wash- 

borders . . . at the Red Lodge, Bristol”; no. 672, ain am : 
7 Scare eee ith ead ically ass basin niche); p. 343, fig. 46 (Hogarth engraving 

Teversed Deure erup with Cruces (iypically asso” > detail) See Home! Tiles. nos. Gee 669) on eno 
ee os ciated with Liverpool) border (see Ray, Tiles, pls. 3, . . : 

J ae aa ee i recess tiles (Bristol Museum collection) that 
4, 6, 8, for Liverpool biblical tiles with much the z i" 

. A were removed from a house in Bristol. See Ray, 
same border and pl. 19 for other subjects on Liv- . é : : 

. i . we Tiles, p. 32, fig. 14, p. 58, for tiled niche with 
erpool and Bristol tiles). For a washbasin niche . x a 

4 : 5 Z Ceres recess tile set among Liverpool flat tiles 
with flat tiles, reputedly from a house in Bristol e . PB 

as . . with grapes (Horne, Tiles, no, 665, depicts the 
but with tiles attributed to Liverpool, see Horne, - ? 3 

E tile after it was removed from the niche.) 
Collection, pt. 19, no. 561. 
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Allen Museum Museum of London 

Allen Gallery (forming a part of the Hampshire Museum of London, London, England 
County Museums Service), Alton, Hampshire, . my 

England ere Maritime Museum 

National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, 

Art Institute of Chicago London, England 

Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 
National Museum of Wales 

Ashmolean National Museum and Gallery, Cardiff, Wales 
Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology, N . 

Oxford, England elson-Atlans 
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, 

Birmingham Museum Missouri 

Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, : 

Birmingham, England Nottingham Castle 
Castle Museum and Art Gallery, Nottingham, 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston England 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts s 
Royal Ontario Museum 

British Museum Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, Ontario, 

British Museum, London, England Canada 

Brooklyn Museum Royal Scottish Museum 

Brooklyn Museum of Art, Brooklyn, New York Royal Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, 

pereree. Scotland 
Cecil Higgins Museum 

Cecil Higgins Art Gallery and Museum, Saffron Walden Museum 

Bedford, England Saffron Walden Museum, Saffron Walden, 

na Essex, England 
Chipstone 

Chipstone Foundation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin Smithsonian 

. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 
Deerfield 

Historic Deerfield, Inc., Deerfield, Connecticut Southampton 

: Southampton City Art Gallery, Southampton, 
Glaisher 5 . 

" F eee England 
Glaisher collection, Fitzwilliam Museum, 

Cambridge, England Stoke-on-Trent 

FT shire C G #1 Mus senna Potteries Museum and Art Gallery (formerly 
amps. es ounty Council ee ervice City Museum and Art Gallery), Hanley, Stoke- 
Hampshire County Museums Service, A ree ee 

i on-Trent, Staffordshire, England 
Winchester, England 

Stoke-on-Trent (Archaeology Section) 
Plymouth se . tC cea ; . “all Potteries Museum and Art Gallery (formerly 

Emguih. Gily Museuriand Art Gallery, City Museum and Art Gallery), Archaeology 
a een Section, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire, 

Manchester, Greg England 
City Art Galen: (Thomas Greg collection), ‘Taunton 

Marcher ts Eugiand Somerset County Museum, Taunton, Somerset, 

Metropolitan Museum England 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Toledo Museum Of Art 

Mew vork Toledo Museum of Art, Toledo, Ohio 
Minneapolis ae ; ; ; Tryon Palace 

SOS Institute of Arts, Minneapolis, ‘Tryon Palace Historic Sites and Gardens, 

Minnesota New Bern, North Carolina 
Museum fiir ane and pevee V&A 

Museum fiir Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, Victoria and Albert Museum, London, England 
Germany 

7 : Williamsburg 

Musée des Arts décoratifs Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 
Musée des Arts Décoratifs a Paris, Paris, France Williamsburg, Virginia 

Musées Wavelits d’Art et oie Winterthur Museum 

Musees RoyauxdArt et d'Histoire, Brussels, Winterthur Museum, Library, and Gardens, 
Belgium Winterthur, Delaware 
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For the information for entries in this glossary, Firing temperature: The highest temperature Overglaze decoration: Decoration, sometimes 

the author heavily relied on Freestone and attained during the firing of a clay body, in colors that cannot withstand glaze-firing 

Gaimster, eds., Pottery in the Making, glaze, or, in some cases, decoration. temperatures, that is applied to the surface 

pp. 214-216. . ir . of the finished glaze before being completed 
Flint: A very fine-grained and popular source 5 7 ae 

; 7 ‘ i aed eae - in a comparatively low-temperature firing. 
Applied decoration: Decoration created by of silica, often found as large nodules in < i 

a : . : : Alternatively some color ornament and gild- 
adding hand-formed or molded clay compo- chalk and limestone deposits. eee . 

" = ing can be applied over the glaze and 
nents to the surface of a pot. 5 7 Shania Sees the 

Flux: A substance added to a clay or glaze to adhered with an adhesive rather than 

Biscuit firing: The firing used to harden a clay lower its melting temperature. through heating. 
body that has not yet received its glaze nor, . . . sa lee 4 Sk NE ut < 
pose . a Glaze: A thin, silica-rich, often transparent Oxidation firing: Firing in a kiln atmosphere 
in some cases, colored decoration. A i = % i 

layer on the surface of a ceramic body where there is excess oxygen, so that iron 

China clay: See Kaolin. (see Salt glaze, Lead glaze, Tin glaze). oxides tend to form red hematite rather 
. . . . | | than black magnetite and carbon is burnt 

China stone: Also known as porcelain stone. Inclusions: large-grained particles in a clay out of the clay body, Typically produces red- 

A rock composed of quartz and alkali body, sometimes indicating that the clay dish pots in low-temperature earthenware 

feldspars that is ground for use as a was little refined and sometimes added to firings 

porcelain flux. reduce shrinkage or firing temperature. 

. | : . . ; Press molding: Forming soft clay by pressing it 
Clay: A fine-grained, natural matenlal that, 1 Iron oxide: The ule: common oxide affecting in or over a mold. Press-molding clays must 

when Wet, is sharacter ized by its plastic ity the fired color of eerac clay, a strong OE be somewhat plastic but must shrink or 

(the ability of the clay to be manipulated orant that results in earthy tones when fired warp comparatively little when drying. 

and shaped without cracking). Additives are under a lead or salt glaze in oxidation (see 

used to alter the properties of the clay. below). Also used as a very effective flux. Porcelain: A highly vitrified (see below), usually 
. : . s white ceramic that is translucent when 

Cobalt oxide: A pigment used under, over, or Kaolin: Another maine for china clay, a ; thinly potted and can ring when struck. 

suspended in ceramic glaze to achieve a material that is highly refractory and rich 

color ranging from pale to deep blue. in the mineral kaolinite. Kaolin deposits, Porcelain stone: See China stone. 
: 3 : comparatively rare and differing in quality, 5 3 5 . 

Combing: On slipware a type of decoration Ps y cone s | y Potter’s wheel: A rapidly rotating device com- 
, . . are known from Asia, Europe, England, and . eee. rte i eee 

created by dragging a comblike tool across zi ee posed of a circular, flat table on a rotatable 
EB : : North America. These white-firing clays are Be _ 

a patterned slip (see below) surface. ae : axis, enabling the potter to use centrifugal 
low in iron oxides and fluxes (see above) . ‘ ‘ 

ioe 7 force to shape pottery. (See Kickwheel.) 
Copper oxide: Used since ancient times as a and tend to need other materials in the mix 

ceramic and glass colorant. Copper oxide to increase their plasticity (see below). Reduction firing: Firing in a kiln where there 

fires to green when fired in oxidation (see 2 ; is a shortage of oxygen. Metallic oxides 
ee " ( Kickwheel: A potter’s wheel (see below) that . = ve : ae 

below) with a lead or tin glaze. . : - produce different colors in reduction firing 
has a large, weighted circular base that is : te Cie 
; 1 by kicki cnyanercel than they do in oxidation firing. In reduc- 

are: Name, after prolific ‘ ing urned by kicking with the foot. a 2 $ 3 Delftware: Name, after prolific Dutch potting y: es tion firing, for example, copper oxide pro- 

center at Delft, Holland, for English tin- ae “a . rok PS eee 
eo" Kiln: The structure within which pottery is duces red rather than green. 

glazed earthenware (see below). Same name, = s An : 
‘ . fired. At the bottom is the firebox, in which 7 See | ee i 

sometimes with an uppercase D, also used ae i 4 Saggar: A protective ceramic container, typi- 
: és 5 the fire is set and from which one or more a ie : 
for Dutch versions of the pottery. i _. cally of fireclay, used in the kiln to protect 

flues carry the heat into the firing chamber, 5 fs 
1 th F cede tird glazed or other pottery from damage from 

a : A ceramic sually forme where the pots are stacked. A vent for the = a 
See ee Cetera Pedy = ay, pore . F . . . P fire, gases, or contact with other pots dur- 

of buff to red clay that is not fully vitrified loss of waste gases is typically at the top of ing firing 
(see below) when fired and thus remains an updraft kiln. 

relatively porous. Earthenware clay can be ns Salt glaze: A glaze produced when salt is 
ie eae 3 sue Lathe-turned: See Turning. & iS i i é | 

dug and used with little refinement in some 2 shoveled into a heated kiln, vaporizes, and 

cases or, for more elegant wares, can be Lead glaze: A glaze that melts at a compara- creates a chemical reaction with a ceramic 

highly purified. tively low temperature (around 840° C.) body. The high temperature needed for salt 

E A fd ealee and for which the main flux is lead oxide. glazing makes it suitable for application to 
namel: A type of decorative pigment com- P " _ y ons oe 

ae : Pig Known from ancient times, lead glaze stoneware bodies. 
posed of a metallic oxide and a glass flux . . : : 

‘ = usually was applied as a powder or in Hee na a AG 
that is painted over a fired glaze and com- tS " Sgraffito decoration: A type of slipware orna- 

5 . suspension in water and, as it cannot 5 5 j ee 
pleted in a low-temperature firing. 5 ment for which designs or inscriptions are 

tolerate the high temperatures needed a 
' ae Jai cut through slip (see below) to reveal the 

ic: The combinati F clay and inclusions o complete stoneware or porcelain, was Fabric: The combination of clay and inclusions P. e body color below. 

that makes the ceramic. used on earthenware bodies. 

Slip: A syrupy mixture of fine-grained clay and 
Fai : eC thi icati Maiolica: The Italian term for tin-glazed earth- a s 
pevence (ODE Cons Ucn ths Buu ica aor 8 water that sometimes forms a surface coat- 

e French term for tin-glazed earthenware enware. a : : 
the crn ae e tin-gl vet : oa ares ing for slipware. Applied as a suspension of 
a translation of the name for the Italian 2 z ee A THEIaS ao nteR Cli ITO 

ti fF: Manganese oxide: A relatively common metal fine clay particles in water. Slip ornament 
potting center of Faenze. eee aa i aa i 

I 8 oxide that fires in oxidation (see below) to may be applied by dipping the pot into the 
Firing: The heating to a high temperature of black, brown, or purple. suspension, carving, trailing through tubes, 

clay bodies in order to render them hard, . eee , combing, mixing (marbling or joggling), or 
5 Modeling: The shaping of a piece of clay with brushing. 

durable, and no longer soluble in water. ~ : shing. 
the fingers or with any of several types of 

tools. 
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Slip casting: Forming an object by casting slip 

into a porous mold, usually made of plaster. 

Slip-casting clays must remain in suspen- 

sion but should not contain enough water 

to saturate the mold too deeply. 

Slip trailing: Ornament created by applying 

slip (see above) through a vessel mounted 

with one or more nozzles. 

Slipware: Earthenware decorated with slip (see 

above) of a contrasting color. 

Stoneware: A ceramic body that is dense, fairly 

highly vitrified, nonporous, and typically 

fired at temperatures in excess of 1100° C. 

Depending on the added colorants, the body 

can range from pale buff to a variety of col- 

ors or black. 

Throwing: A process used for forming a pot 

on the potter’s wheel. Throwing clays differ 

in “tooth” from those used for casting and 

must not be so plastic that they collapse 

after shaping. 

Tin glaze: Lead glaze made an opaque white 

by adding tin oxide. Tin glaze was used to 

imitate the appearance of porcelain on 

earthenwares known as delftware, faience, 

and maiolica (see above). 

Turning: The creation of usually horizontal 

banding by rotating a leather-hard (mostly 

dried), unfired clay body on a lathe or a 

wheel and carving it with a sharp tool. 

Underglaze or in glaze decoration: Colored 

ornament applied to an unfired or once- 

fired (biscuit) clay body before firing the 

glaze. 

Vitrification: The process of raising the tem- 

perature of most clays above about 800° C., 

causing the body to begin to melt or fuse. 

When cooled, the melted material becomes 

glasslike, or vitrified. The high iron oxide 

content of common red clays causes them 

to begin to vitrify at lower temperatures; 

comparatively iron-free clays such as those 

used for porcelain have a much higher vitri- 

fication point. Vitrification bonds the body 

together and makes it less porous. Earthen- 

ware is least highly vitrified and remains 

porous. Stoneware is highly vitrified and 

impervious to fluids. Porcelain is the most 

vitrified; its typically low iron content pro- 

duces the ware’s characteristic white, 

translucent body. 

Waster: Usually a ceramic that was damaged 

in or did not survive the firing process. 

Wasters commonly are found at pottery- 

making sites and are used as aids in identi- 

fying intact pottery from the factories at 

those sites. 
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Adams, Insurance Archer, V&A Barker, Greatbatch 

Adams, Elizabeth. “The Bow Insurances and Archer, Michael. Delftware: The Tin-Glazed Barker, David. William Greatbatch: A Staffordshire 

Related Matters.” English Ceramic Circle, Earthenware of the British Isles: A Catalogue of the Potter. London: Jonathan Horne, 1991. 

Transactions 9, pt. 1 (1973): 67-108. Collection in the Victoria and Albert Museum. a 
sepa eee ee Barker, Slipware 

London: Stationary Office in association with . . 
Adams and Redstone, Bow See Barker, David. Slipware. Shire Album, no, 297. 

E ze the Victoria and Albert Museum, 1997. i . » a 
Adams, Elizabeth, and David Redstone. Bow Princes Risborough, England: Shire Publi- 

Porcelain. London: Faber and Faber, 1981. Archer comments (1998) cations, 1993. 

Allan, F: . Comments provided in 1998 by Michael Archer, Barker, Staffordshire P a 

oe as MEIER ERE MCHC M.A., ES.A., Senior Research Curator, retired, et Lei iv ee et 
; an, J ledieval and Post-Medieva : ‘inds from Department of Ceramics, Victoria and Albert aot avid. A New Perspective of the 

Exeter, 1971-1980. Exeter Archaeological Reports iuseun Staffordshire Potteries. London: Jonathan Horne 

3. Exeter, England: Exeter City Council and the : . Publications, 1998. 

University of Exeter, 1984. Archer and Hickey, Irish Delftware 
ee eee Es Barker comments ({date}) 

. . Archer, Michael, and Patrick Hickey. Irish z i ss 
Allen, Dolz Collection ss ce uM _ Comments of David Barker, Keeper of 

ai 5 5 aa ‘0 . Delftware: An Exhibition of Eighteenth Century Irish yes i City M Gare Call 
3 ria Seaman. “Living wi as: . rchae 1, Ci seum a rt Gallery, ba =e a il eat uae Pe Delftware at Castletown House, Celbridge, Co. os ace ae — pie a _ : on he a , lection. ‘ bens - nh 4 Kildare, 21 October to 29 December, 1971. Dublin: Stoke-on-Trent, in April and September 1997. 

ware.” The Magazine Antiques 129, no. 4 (Apri SAWS . : Irish Printers, 1971. ‘auer, Fra 
1986): 854-863. re ek es ra Rist AGERE: 

: ; ; Archer and Morgan, China Dishes auer, Margrit. fen ‘furter Fayencen aus der a 

Allen, Furniture and Accessories ae . mt ee des Barock: Museum fiir Kunsthandwerk, Frankfurt 
Archer, Michael, and Brian Morgan. Fair as i : 

Mark and Marjorie Allen: Furniture and Accessories * ‘ 3 am Main, 1. Dezember 1988-12. Februar 1989. 
. . 2 . « China Dishes: English Delftware from the Collection s 3 

of the Seventeenth, Eighteenth, and Early Nineteenth . Frankfurt am Main: Das Museum, 1988. : of Mrs. Marion Morgan and Brian Morgan. 
Centuries. [Putnam Valley, NY.|: Mark and : . NG eel ‘ 

ae Washington, D.C.: International Exhibitions Baumgarten, Clothing 
Marjorie Allen, n.d. Sales catalog. 5 pe - . 

Foundation, 1977. Baumgarten, Linda. Eighteenth-Century Clothing 

Pe ce oe neue Arthur, Burrell Collection 4 Kien ae gna neces ae 

en a .. J. Davey. “Post-Medieva A rts cation. amsburg, Va.: a pee e ie Me a i a SG Ae Arthur, Liz. Embroidery, 1600-1700, at the Burrell a ul : ve . iams Pug 1: Colonial 
ottery from Brookhill, Buckley, Clwyd (Site 1). Collection. London: John Murray; Glasgow: illiamsburg Foundation, 6. 

Medieval and Later Pottery in Wales 2 (1979): % . a : 
eG Glasgow Museums, 1995. Beaudry, Figurine 

haol Cathe Atkins, Exhibition ({date}) ee ey e eee ean 

peat a si say cot aN Atkins, Garry. An Exhibition of English Pottery, s — ‘ a, We A Fé a oe 
PP leton, Wil ae & ae of Cathay: The London: Garry Atkins, 1992-1999. Sales lassachusetts.” Post-Medieval Archaeology, 2: 

Chinese Vogue in England during the Seventeenth tales (1989): 21-23. 

and Eighteenth Centuries. New York: Columbia if Bedford, Delftw 

University Press, 1951. Austin, Chelsea | Ba a " an Tenens ss 
s Dora Hastings]. Delftware. 

Bk Austin, John C. Chelsea Porcelain at Williamsburg jected Joe nie Dexa Hes anes ae 
Archer, Brislington is nes * a Collectors’ Pieces, no. 7. New York: Walker and Abchen Michael “DAR fk Bast . Williamsburg, Va.: Colonial Williamsburg 

cher, Michael. “Delftware from Brislington. Foundation, 1977, Company, 1966. 

‘The Connoisseur 171, no. 689 (July 1969): 152-161. — = 
a . Belden, Festive Tradition ere Austin, Delft den Laue The Festive Tradii 

oS ae Leaaaceananerin Austin, John C. British Delft at Williamsburg. aay ei ain Se 
TC) her, jichae rs ‘ ating 2 nes) S Williamsburg, Va.: Colonial Williamsburg Table BASIC and Desserts in America, 

Delftware Chargers.” English Ceramic Circle, : . 1650-1900. Winterthur Book. New York: W. W. 
F ‘ Foundation, 1994. 
Transactions 11, pt. 2 (1982): 112-121. Norton, 1983. 

eaten te 1 Austin and Spang, Ceramics R sé Archaeol 

ee aie LAG Fiverpool Austin, John C.,and Joseph Peter Spang. ra eee Haeol ahi 

Archer, Michael "A Group of Liverpool Ceramics.” The Magazine Antiques 127, n0. 3 ees 6 ae 
elftwares.” English Ceramic Circle, Transactions (March 1985): 670-675. lotes on the Early History ol Se fordshire 

16, pt. 1 (1996): 109-124. Pottery.” North Staffordshire Field Club, 

Ayers, Impey, and Mallet, Palaces Transactions and Annual Report (1939-1940): 
Archer, Monck 5 : 

i . : Ayers, John, Oliver Impey, and J. V. G. Mallet. 65-70. 
Archer, Michael. “An English Delftware Charger S . Si aast 

is s s Porcelain for Palaces: The Fashion for Japan in . = 
of General Monck.” Victoria and Albert eae ° Berges, Porcelain and Faience 

Europe, 1650-1750. London: Oriental Ceramic : 
Museum, Bulletin 4, no. 1 (January 1968): 1-8, Society, 1990. Berges, Ruth. From Gold to Porcelain: The Art of 

Archer, Oriental Infl : / i . Porcelain and Faience. New York: Thomas Yoseloff, 
st i. eed uence oo. Baart, Wilson, ed., Italian Pottery 1963. 

Archer, Michael. “Oriental Influence on English es 
, a NO Baart, Jan. “Italian Pottery from the 2 . 

Delftware.” In The Potter's Art: Contributions to the . cain - Bimson, 18th Century Deposit _ . . oa Netherlands and Belgium.” In Italian Renaissance i J a k 
Study of the Koerner Collection of European Ceramics, . ne VARS aH " Bimson, Mavis. “The Relative Distribution of 4 Carola Mi Vane So - f Pottery: Papers Written in Association with a = = I 

Ce ee ee Colloquium atthe British Museum in 1987, ney ee 
re logy, University of British Columbia, Timothy Wilson. London: British Museum Press Deposit. Ene ish Come Circle, Transactions 5, 

i for the Trustees of the British Museum, 1991. Re a 

oe ier ; a K - ee Engels Haken Diane. Btworts The leduaial Andere Birk, Eileen P. “Fine Art in Decoration.” Antiques 
aardewerk, Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 1973. of the Staffordshire Potteries. London: Royal 95, no. 6 (June 1969): 830-831. 

Commission on the Historical Monuments of Blanchard, ed., Barnstaple 

England, 1991. Blanchard, Linda, ed. Archaeology in Barnstaple, 

1987-8. Barnstaple, England: North Devon 

District Council, 1988. 
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Bloice, Norfolk House Brown, Hot Liquors Charleston, Gilding the Lily 
Bloice, Brian J. “Norfolk House, Lambeth: Brown, Peter B. In Praise of Hot Liquors: The Study Charleston, R. J. Gilding the Lily: Rare Forms of 
Excavations at a Delftware Kiln Site, 1968.” of Chocolate, Coffee and Tea-Drinking, 1600-1850, an Decoration on English Glass of the Later Eighteenth 
Post-Medieval Archaeology 5 (1971): 99-159. Exhibition at Fairfax House, York, 1st September to Century. Kensington, England: Delomosne and 

| BOWres RD re Wine HOCK: 20th November 1994. York, England: York Civic Son, 1978. 
9 

John Bowles Drawing Book. According to Ray, ee Charleston and Towner, English Ceramics 
Tiles, p. 79, this book was “printed for John Brown and Lockett, Liverpool Charleston, R. J., and Donald Towner. English 
Bowles and Son, No. 13, Cornhill, in 1756-7, Brown, E. Myra, and Terence A. Lockett, eds. Ceramics, 1580-1830: A Commemorative Catalogue 
with engravings by an unknown hand. Made in Liverpool: Liverpool Pottery and Porcelain, of Ceramics and Enameés to Celebrate the 50th 
Unfortunately, no complete copy of this work 1700-1850. . . . Liverpool, England: National Anniversary of the English Ceramic Circle, 1927-1977. 
has been found.” Handley, Collection, p. 93, Museums and Galleries on Merseyside, 1993. London: Sotheby Parke Bernet Publications, 
dates Bowles’s drawing book to 1757-1758. Exhibition catalog. 1977. 

Bradley, Derby Burke and Caldwell, Hogarth Chorley collection 
Bradley, Gilbert, with Judith Anderson and Burke, Joseph, and Colin Caldwell. Hogarth: The “English Earthenware in the Chorley 
Robin Barkla. Derby Porcelain, 1750-1798. London: Complete Engravings. Masters of Graphic Art Collection.” Antiques 87, no. 2 (February 1965): 
Thomas Heneage, 1990. Series. London: Thames and Hudson, 1968. 182-187. 

Brears, Collector’s Book Burlington (1914) Cockell, Baskets 
Brears, Peter C. D. The Collector's Book of English Burlington Fine Arts Club. Exhibition of Early Cockell, Dennis. “Some Delftware Baskets 
Country Pottery. Newton Abbot, England: David English Earthenware. London: Burlington Fine and Comparable Pieces: And the Lotus Pattern: 
and Charles, 1974. Arts Club, 1914. Additional Notes.” English Ceramic Circle, 

Breare, Follt Art Burman, Motif 4 Transactions 14, pt. 1 (1990): 28-33. 

Brears, Peter C. D. North Country Folk Art. Burman, Lionel. “Motifs and Motivations: The Cockell, Vauxhall Cross 
Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers, 1989. Decoration of Some Seventeenth Century Cockell, Dennis. “Some Finds of Pottery at 

Bree History oe Dalinesay Lr Wie Prodigal Son.” Vaushall Cross, London.” English Ceramic 
Brears, Peter C. D. The English Country Pottery: Its Boelish: ceca Circle, Transactions 14, pt. 3 Circle, Transactions 9, pt. 2 (1974): 221-249. 

History and Techniques. Newton Abbot, England, eee a0aee ll. Coleman-Smith comments ({date}) 
and North Pomfret, Vt.: David and Charles, Burman, Motifs 2 Comments of R. J. C. Coleman-Smith, ES.A., 
1971. Burman, Lionel. “Motifs and Motivations: ER.S.A., Research Director, The North Devon 

Brears, Wassail The Decoration of Some Seventeenth Century Pottery Research Group, in letters of April 3, 
Bisare, Pete The Cluisinas WassailGa Pal Wates: rere Samoa and Emblems.” 1996, and September 26, 1998, to Leslie Grigsby 
Englands” Th Cilctom and Ceramics Essay resented English Ceramic Circle, Transactions 15, pt. 1 regarding Longridge collection sgraffito ware. 

~ oe (1993): 99-108. 
to Kenneth Barton, ed. Elizabeth Lewis. Wickham, Coleman-Smith and Pearson, Donyatt 
England: APE, 1991, Burton, Earthenware and Stoneware Coleman-Smith, R., and T. Pearson. Excavations 

Betton, Bestel eo William. A History and Description of in the Donyatt Potteries. Chichester, England: 
Britton, Frank. English Delftware in the Bristol Engusi Earthenware and Stoneware. . .. London: Phillimore, 1988. 

Collection. London: Sotheby Publications, 1982. pes d20e Cook, Buttons 
Batunsinventories ee aa peas Pottery i Cook, Petey “Ceramic Buttons.” English 

Britton, Frank. “Delftware Inventories” Engiish RSS OTD Alan. MicGlare poet Europe Ceramic Circle, Transactions 16, pt. 2 (1997): 
Wie ea oo a i and the Islamic World: The Tradition of 1000 Years in 175-182. 
a Girsle, Trunsanctions 15\\pt--1 (1993): Maiolica, Faience and Delftware. London: Faber THE AEBEL 

: end taper 1278. Cook, Cyril. The Life and Work of Robert Hancock. 
BAL, pone Carswell, Chinese Porcelain ae tondon: Chapman and Hall, 1948. 

peers meme teer eter London: Carswell, John. Blue and White: Chinese Porcelain ——. Supplement to the Life and Work of Robert 
Jonathan Horne, 1987. and Its Impact on the Western World. Chicago: Hancock, . .. Knebworth, England: published for 

Britton, Palissy David and Alfred Smart Gallery, 1985. the author, 1955. 

es aoe eee balssy a Boog Celoria and Kelly, Albion Square Cooper, Reflections 
Dette Epglsty Cera mule Girel- Wransacions Celoria, FS. C., and J. H. Kelly. “A Post-Medieval Cooper, Ronald G. “Reflections on English 
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Adlum, George, II, 2: nos. D350-D351 n. 2 no. D421; on delft tiles, 2: no. D419; and of Lambeth wares, 2: nos. D107—D109, D143; 
Adlum, William, 2: nos. D350-D351 n. 2 Duke of Marlborough, 1: p. 22, 2: p. 16, of Limekiln Lane wares, 2: nos. D118, D119, 
agateware, 1: p. 45, 2: nos. D333-D334, opp. nos. D38-D39; family of, 1: p. 21, 2: p. 15, D142; in Lincoln, 2: no. D326; at Liverpool, 

no. D359 D31, D33-D34, D38-D39; and hunting, 2: 2: nos. D22-D24, D268, D329-D330, D331, 
agricultural scenes, 2: no. D19. See also land- no. D419 n. 2; and Mary II, 1: p. 21, 2: D336 and n. 8; of Liverpool wares, 2: 

scapes; landscapes, European p. 15; popularity of, 1: p. 22, 2: p. 16, no. D185; of London wares, 1: p. 28, 2: 
Albion Square pottery, Hanley, Staffordshire, nos. D33-D34; reign of, 1: pp. 21, 22, 2: nos. D78, D85, D167, D255; of maiolica, 1: 

Eng., 1: nos. $38, $40, $44, S57-S58, S61. See pp. 15, 16, no. D40; on salt-glazed stone- no. $42; at Malkin’s factory, 1: opp. no. $10, 
also Hanley, Staffordshire, Eng.; potteries, ware, 2: no, D258; and Sarah Churchill, 1: nos. $11, $13; in Maryland, 2: nos. D72-D73, 
English p. 21, 2: p. 15; on slipware, 1: nos. $6, $35; D104, D105, D165; at Midhope, 1: nos. $19- 

alcoholic beverages, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D218-D219, and Whigs, 2: no. D42; and William III, 1: $21; of molds, 2: p. 24; at Mortlake, 2: 
D237, D306. See also wine p. 21, 2: p. 15 nos. D390-D392 n. 10, D409, D410, D411 

Aldgate, London, Eng., 2: nos. D178, D183, anniversaries, 2: no. D63. See also baptisms; n. 1; in Netherlands, 1: no. $42, 2: nos. D15, 
D346-D347, D393 betrothals; christenings; marriages D156-D157; in New Hampshire, 2: nos. D94, 

ale. See alcoholic beverages anti-Catholicism, 1: nos. $59-S60, 2: nos. D2 D319; in New York City, 2: nos. D276-D277; 

Allen, Frances, 2: no. D64 D3, D16, D417-D418. See also religion in Northamptonshire, 2: no. D225; in North 

Allestree, Elizabeth, 2: no. D348 apothecaries, 2: nos. D402 n. 2, D408 Carolina, 2: no, D368; at Norwich, 1: 

All Hallows-on-the-Wall (church), 2: no. D84 Apothecaries, Worshipful Society of, 2: nos. $46, S55, 2: nos. D72-D73, D83, D171- 

alphabet. See lettering nos. D296, D393, D394, D395 and n. 2, D173, D174-D176; at Oxford, 2: no. D208; of 

| Amgard, George, 2: nos. D60-D62 D408, D410 and n. 6, D411, D423. See also Pickleherring wares, 2: nos. D87, D209; of 

Amsterdam, Neth., 2: no, D353 delft apothecary pots; delft apothecary tiles; pipeclay figures, 2: nos. D346-D347; in the 

anchors, 2: no. D238 delft apothecary wares; delft pots; delft Pithay, 2: nos. D154—D155; at Pompeii, 1: 

Anglican Bishop Holding a Wine Glass (painting), syrup pots p. 37; of porcelain, 2: p. 21; of prized slip- 

Ii p. 26 apothecary shops, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D390-D392 ware, 1: p. 44; at Riveaulx Abbey, 1: no. $13; 

Anglo-Dutch Wars, 1: pp. 18, 19, 20, 2: pp. 12, and n. 9, D394, D398-D400, D401, D408, of Rotherhithe wares, 2: no. D87; at Sadler 

13, 14, nos. D8, D9 D410 pottery, 1: p. 44, nos. $32, $39, $40, 

Anglo-Netherlands wares, 2: nos. D171-D173, arabesques, 2: nos. D211-D212, D292, D299 $57-S58, S61, S65; at Savoy, 2: no. D208; at 

D174-D176 archaeology: of Anglo-Netherlands wares, 2: Shaw’s Brow, 2: no. D331; of slipware, 1: 

animals: boars, 2: nos. D69, D416; bucks, 2: nos. D171-D173; at Barnstaple, 1: no. $96; p. 10, nos. $10, $26-S27, $40, $46, $57-S58, 

no. D238; bulls, 1: p. 27, 2: no. D259 and at Beeston Castle, 1: no. $81; in Belfast, 2: S61, S65, $81; at Southampton, 2: no. D323; 

n. 1; camels, 2: nos. D83, D275, D416; cats, nos. D41, D105, D178 n. 1, D183, D247— in Staffordshire, 1: no. $61; of Staffordshire 

2: nos. D55, D144, D349, D352; cattle, 2: D248; of bleu persan wares, 2: no. D368; in wares, 1: nos. S59-S60, S62-S64; of 

nos. D431—D433; on delft Adoration dishes, Boston, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D35-D36, D208, Surrey/Hampshire border wares, 2: no. $43; 

2: no. D64; dogs, 1: nos. $10, S47, 2: D346-D347; of Brislington wares, 2: at Swinton, 1: nos. $28-S$30; at Temple 

nos. D55, D147, D211-D212, D220, D270, nos. D89, D166; in Burslem, 1: p. 44, opp. Balsall, 1: nos. $10, $26-S27, $46, 2: 

D315, D335, D3850-D351, D423, D431-D433; no. $10, nos. S11, $13, $19-S21, $32, $39, nos. D309, D323; of tiles, 1: no. $96; of tin- 
elephants, 2: nos. D286, D431-D433; eyes of, S40, S41, $57-S58, S61, S65; at Chaucer glazed stoneware, 2: no. D331; of “TOO 

2: nos. D143, D144; foxes, 2: nos. D145 House, 2: nos. D154-D155 n. 4; in Cheshire, GOOD FOR YOU” slipware, 1: nos. S68-S71; 

D146, D264-D266, D431-D433; frogs, 2: 1: no. $81; at colonial sites, 1: pp. 10, 28, of trailed slipware, 1: nos. $62-S64; of 

no, D6; goats, 1: nos. $44, $49, 2: no. D416; nos. $62-S64, 2: nos. D85, D129, D165, undecorated earthenware, 1: p. 44; in 

hares, 2: nos. D134-D135; on hollow slip- D189, D390-D392, D415; of combed slip- Virginia, 1: p. 10, nos. $26-S27, 2: nos. D22 

ware, 1: p. 45; lambs, 2: nos. D64, D275; ware, 1: nos. $62-S64, S65; of Continental D24, D35-D36, D208, D218-D219, D264- 

leopards, 2: nos. D145-D146; lions, 1: p. 41, wares, 1: p. 28, 2: p. 21; in Delft, 2: nos. D77, D266, D349, D368; in Yorkshire, 1: nos. $13, 

Nos. $2, $3, $19-S21, $76, S83-S84, $92, 2: D79; of delft apothecary wares, 2: $19-S21, $28-S30 and n. 1; of wasters, 1: 

nos. D134-D135, D211-D212, D231, D384; nos. D390-D392 and n. 10, D396, D402, p. 44; of Welsh slipware, 1: no. $89; at 

lizards, 2: no. D6; mice, 2: no, D144; mon- D409, D410, D411 n. 1; of delft bowls, 2: Wincanton, 2: no. D327 

keys, 2: nos. D431-D433; oxen, 2: no. D323; of delft chamber pots, 2: archaeology, in Brislington: of bleu persan delft- 

nos. D3856-D357; polka-dotted, 2: no. D286; no. D415; of delft chargers, 2: nos. D160 ware, 2: nos. D252, D278-D279; of delft 

rabbits, 2: no. D238; relief, 1: no. $49; sgraf- D162; of delft figures, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D346— abstract-motif wares, 2: nos. D177, D180; 

fito, 1: p. 45; sheep, 2: nos. D93, D192, D347, D349; of delft flower containers, 2: of delft borders, 2: nos. D20-D21, D165; of 

D431-D433; on sherds, 2: nos. D145-D146, no. D368; of delft plates, 2: no. D76; of delft delft cartouche wares, 2: no. D402; of delft 

D147; snakes, 2: nos. D6, D66-D67, D285, pots, 2: nos. D390-D392; of delft sgraffito chamber pots, 2: nos. D413-D414; of delft 

D289; squirrels, 2: nos. D431-D433; on borders, 2: no. D128; of delft teawares, 2: Chinese-figured wares, 2: nos. D102, D105; 
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of delft curvilinear-motif wares, 2: delft dishes and plates, 2: nos. D22-D24, nos. D81-D82, D180, D181-D182, D290: 

nos. D163-D164; of delft dishes, 2: nos. D14, D70, D91-D92, D104, D119, D147, D177, D291; of delft bird-on-rock-motif wares, 2: 

D104; of delft fox-motif wares, 2: D341; of delft figures, 2: nos. D346-D347; of no. D298; of delft bleu persan wares, 2: 

nos. D264-D266 n. 3; of delft geometric- delft floral-motif wares, 2: nos. D41, D216, no. D180; of delft borders, 2: nos. D174- 

motif wares, 2: nos. D174-D176; of delft D260, D275, D370; of delft flower contain- D176; of delft candlesticks, 2: no. D380; of 

mugs, 2: nos. D264-D266; of delft piecrust ers, 2: no. D368; of delft foliage-motif wares, delft cat-shaped wares, 2: no. D349; of delft 

rims, 2: no. D189; of delft Queen Anne 2: nos. D95-D96, D156-D157; of delft geo- foliate-motif wares, 2: no. D298; of delft geo- 

wares, 2: nos. D33-D34; of delft wavy-line- metric-motif wares, 2: nos. D171-D173, metric-motif wares, 2: no. D298; of delft 

motif wares, 2: nos. D174-D176; of kiln D174-D176; of delft plant-motif wares, 2: handles, 2: no. D183; of delft shoes, 2: opp. 

sites, 2: nos. D174-D176; of sponged delft- nos. D333-D334; of delft porringers, 2: no. D359; of delft tiles, 2: no. D416; of delft 

ware, 2: no. D74; of striped delftware, 2: no. D180; of delft pots, 2: nos. D390-D392; wreath wares, 2: nos. D81-D82; at or near 

no. D102; of unusually colored delftware, 2: of delft scrollwork, 2: no. D259; of delft Montague Close, 2: nos. D81-D82, 

nos. D174-D176. See also attribution, to shoes, 2: opp. no. D359; of delft tiles, 2: D181-D182, D211—-D212, D349; at New 

Brislington; Brislington, Eng. no. D416; of delftware with exterior marks, Hibernia Wharf, 2: nos. D183, D211-D212; at 

archaeology, in Bristol: of delft asterisk-motif 2: no, D309 n. 2; of delft wreath-motif Winchester Palace, 2: nos. D81-D82, 

wares, 2: no. D216; of delft bird-motif wares, wares, 2: nos. D81-D82; and foot shapes, 2: D181-D182. See also archaeology, in London; 

2: no. D260; of delft borders, 2: nos. D41, nos. D240, D245; of Metropolitan slipware, archaeology, at Pickleherring; archaeology, 

D91—-D92, D121; of delft cartouche wares, 2: 1: p. 41, no. S55; at Soho, 2: nos. D346- at Rotherhithe; Southwark, London, Eng. 

no. D402; of delft Chinese-figured wares, 2: D347; of Staffordshire wares, 1: p. 45; of archaeology, at Vauxhall: of Chinese porcelain, 

no. D105; of delft cracked-ice wares, 2: V-motif wares, 2: no. D208; of wasters, 2: 2: no. D340; of delft apothecary wares, 2: 

no. D153; of delft dot-motif wares, 2: no, D244. See also archaeology, in Lambeth; nos. D407, D409; of delft bird-motif wares, 

no. D216; of delft floral-motif wares, 2: archaeology, in London; archaeology, at 2: no. D343; of delft bowls, 2: nos. D85, 

nos. D216, D260, D370; of delft geometric- Norfolk House; archaeology, at Pickle- D216, D309, D323, D325, D343; of delft 

motif wares, 2: nos. D174-D176; of delft herring; archaeology, at Rotherhithe; Chinese-motif wares, 2: no. D261; of delft 

mugs, 2: nos. D256, D264-D266; of delft archaeology, in Southwark; archaeology, at dining and related wares, 2: nos. D185, 

plates, 2: no. D76; of delft wavy-line-motif Vauxhall; London, Eng. D187, D341; of delft figures, 2: no. D349; of 

wares, 2: nos. D174-D176; of delft wreath- archaeology, at Norfolk House: of delftware, 2: delft plant-motif wares, 2: nos. D333-D334; 

motif wares, 2: nos. D81—D82; of kiln sites, nos. D38-D39, D104, D141, D183, D209, of delft portrait wares, 2: no. D48; of delft 

2: nos. D174-D176; at Limekiln Lane, 2: D242, D243, D278-D279, D343; of wasters, tiles, 2: no. D420; of salt-glazed stoneware, 

nos. D14, D47, D121, D122-D123, D125, 2: nos. D183, D208, D241, D243. See also 2: no. D300; of wasters, 2: nos. D35-D36. See 

D264-D266 n. 3, D410; at Temple Back, 2: archaeology, in Lambeth; archaeology, at also archaeology, in Lambeth; archaeology, 

nos. D14, D74, D125, D264-D266 n. 3, D402. Vauxhall; Norfolk House pottery, Lambeth, in London; archaeology, at Norfolk House; 

See also attribution, to Bristol; Bristol, Eng. London, Eng. Lambeth, London, Eng.; Vauxhall pottery, 

archaeology, in Lambeth: of delft banded-hedge archaeology, at Pickleherring: of biscuit frag- Lambeth, London, Eng. 

wares, 2: no. D300; of delft beverage wares, ments, 2: nos. D235-D236; of delft beverage archaeology, in Williamsburg, Va.: of delft 

2: nos. D237, D326; of delft borders, 2: wares, 2: nos. D237, D239, D241, D273- apothecary wares, 2: nos. D398-D400, D408, 

nos. D128, D179; of delft bowls, 2: no. D307; D274; of delft bird-on-rock-motif wares, 2: D410; of delft beverage wares, 2: nos. D74, 

of delft butter dishes, 2: no. D187; of delft nos. D232-D233; of delft bleu persan wares, D94, D257, D276-D277, D319, D326, D328; 

candlesticks, 2: no. D380; of delft dishes and 2: nos. D278-D279; of delft buttons, 2: of delft building-and-hill-motif wares, 2: 

plates, 2: nos. D22-D24, D26, D38-D39, no. D384; of delft cat-shaped wares, 2: no. D376; of delft Chinese-figured wares, 2: 

D104, D115; of delft floral-motif wares, 2: no. D349; of delft chamber pots, 2: no. D105; of delft dishes and plates, 2: 

no. D367; of delft flower containers, 2: no. D415; of delft dining and related wares, nos. D72-D73, D102, D119, D134—D135, 

no. D368; of delft handles, 2: no. D183; of 2: nos. D104, D181-D182, D208; of delft D214, D304, D310, D328; of delft figural- 

delft oriental landscape-motif wares, 2: flower containers, 2: no. D368; of delft han- motif wares, 2: no. D310; of delft fish-motif 

no. D261; of delft porringers, 2: no. D180; of dles, 2: nos. D181-D182; of delft storage wares, 2: nos. D214, D319; of delft floral- 

delft portrait wares, 2: nos. D22-D24, D26, pots, 2: nos. D390-D392; at Mark Brown’s motif wares, 2: nos. D216, D328; of delft 

D38-D39; of delft red-decorated wares, 2: Wharf, 2: nos. D107-D109, D110-D112, powdered manganese wares, 2: nos. D94, 

no. D341; of delft spider-head corners, 2: D209, D241, D242, D243; of molds, 2: D319; of delft strainers, 2: no, D194; of delft 
nos. D417-D418; of delft sponged wares, 2: no. D183; of purple and blue-colored delft- tea- and coffee wares, 2: nos. D254, D256, 
nos. D143, D145-D146; at High Street, 2: ware, 2: no. D178; of wasters, 2: nos. D154— D261, D326; of sgraffito wares, 1: no. $76; of 

no. D341. See also archaeology, in London; D155. See also archaeology, in London; slipware, 1: nos. $16, S76. See also archaeol- 

archaeology, at Norfolk House; archaeology, archaeology, at Rotherhithe; archaeology, ogy: in Virginia; Williamsburg, Va. 

at Vauxhall; Lambeth, London, Eng. in Southwark; Pickleherring pottery, arches, 1: no. $16, 2: nos. D8, D9, D59, D239 

archaeology, in London: at Aldgate, 2: Southwark, London, Eng.; Southwark, arcs: on delftware, 2: nos. D71, D90, D106, 

nos. D178, D183, D346-D347; at Bank of London, Eng. D116, D136-D137, D167, D171-D173, D214, 

England, 2: no. D370; of biscuit earthen- archaeology, at Rotherhithe: of biscuit delft- D255; on slipware, 1: p. 41, nos. $33-S34, 

ware, 2: no. D205; of blotched delftware, 2: ware, 2: no. D220; of delft apothecary jars, S47. See also curves 

nos. D247-D248; of Chinese porcelain, 2: 2: no. D397; of delft bird-on-rock-motif armor: Duke of Ormonde depicted in, 2: 
no. D340; of delft abstract-motif wares, 2: wares, 2: nos. D232-D233 n. 1; of delft no. D41; equestrian figures in, 2: nos. D37, 
nos. D177, D183; of delft apothecary wares, boots, 2: nos. D358, opp. no. D359; of delft D63, D88; George Monck depicted in, 2: 

2: no. D396 n. 4; of delft armorial wares, 2: dining and related wares, 2: nos. D1, D22- no. D17; monarchs depicted in, 2: nos. D8, 
no. D258; of delft beverage wares, 2: D24, D104, D158, D208; of delft fuddling D15, D38-D39, D45, D48, D225, D239, 
nos. D235-D236, D240, D246, D256, D258, cups, 2: nos. D290-D291; of delft geometric- D296; sashes for, 2: no. D17; on sherds, 2: 

D264-D266; of delft bird-motif wares, 2: motif wares, 2: nos. D174—D176; at Platform no. D141; significance of, 2: no. D225; 
nos. D138-D140, D260, D343; of delft bleu Wharf, 2: nos. D208, D220, D290-D291, opp. unidentified figures in, 2: nos. D20-D21 n. 6 

persan wares, 2: no. D252; of delft borders, 2: no. D359; of wasters, 2: nos. D65, D154— Armoury House, 2: nos. D95-D96 
nos. D47, D95~D96, D103, D106, D121, D165, D155. See also archaeology, in London; arms, 2: nos. D84, D159, D242. See also royal 
D167, D171-D173, D259; of delft bossed archaeology, at Pickleherring; archaeology, arms; specific cities; specific families; spe- 

wares, 2: nos. D273-D274; of delft buttons, in Southwark; Rotherhithe pottery, cific guilds; specific trades 

2: no. D384; of delft chamber pots, 2: Southwark, London, Eng.; Southwark, arrows, 2: no. D339 

no. D415; of delft char dishes, 2: no. D206; London, Eng. artemisia leaves. See leaves: artemisia 
of delft chargers, 2: nos. D160-D162; of delft archaeology, in Southwark: at Black Swan Yard, artisans, immigrant, 1: p. 37. See also Béttger; 
Chinese-motif wares, 2: nos. D105, D370; of 2: no. D180; of delft beverage wares, 2: Hamme, Jan Ariens van; Palissy, Bernard; 
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potters, Continental; potters, Dutch: in D142, D189, D203, D217, D325, D425, Barbary Coast, 2: p. 22 
England; Wilhelm, Christian D431-D433; based on glazes, 2: nos. D60- Barbers’ Company, 2: no. D423 

Ashmolean Museum, 2: opp. no. D353 D62, D93, D431-D433; based on painting barbers’ implements, 2: nos. D412, D413-D414 
Asson, Joyce, 1: no. $95 n. 3 styles, 2: nos. D47, D100, D189, D262, D305, Barber-Surgeons’ Company, 2: no. D208 
asterisks: on delftware, 2: nos. D116, D875, D422, D424; based on palettes, 2: Barlow, Francis, 2: nos. D16, D417-D418 

D181-D182, D216, D217, D255, D256, D286, nos. D262, D305, D327; based on reserves, Barnes, Zacharias, 2: no. D206 n. 1 
D287, D339, D341; on slipware, 1: nos. S66, 2: no. D327; based on shapes, 2: nos. D35— Barnstaple, Devon: elections in, 2: nos. D60- 
875 D36, D51, D56, D93, D149-D150; based on D62; firedogs in, 1: no. $92 n. 4; potteries 

attribution: to Aldgate, 2: no. D393; based on sizes, 2: nos. D431-D433; of delft wreath- and potters in, 1: nos. $86, $96; slipware 
archaeology, 1: no. S89, 2: nos. D20-D21, motif wares, 2: nos. D81-D82. See also from, 1: nos. $9, $19-S21, $44, S83-S84, S86, 
D70, D78, D81-D82, D85, D87, D89, D158, archaeology, in Bristol; Bristol, Eng. $92; slipware manufacture in, 1: p. 42; tiles 
D290-D291, D336; based on body clays, 2: attribution, to Liverpool: based on archaeology, from, 1: nos. $92 n. 4, $96; trade with, 1: 
nos. D290-D291; based on body colors, 1: 2: no. D185; based on borders, 2: nos. D43- p. 42 
nos. $24, S75, S88, S92; based on dates, 1: D44, D426, D431—D433; based on dates, 2: barrels, 2: no. D306 
p. 41, no. $92, 2: nos. D78, D238, D312; nos. D301-D303; based on decoration, 2: Barston, Ann, 2: no. D324 and n. 4 
based on decoration, 1: nos. $39, $75, S92, 2: nos. D130, D337, D371-D372; based on exte- basalts, black, 1: p. 37 
nos. D89, D290-D291, D312, D327; based on riors, 2: nos. D55, D130; based on glazes, 2: baskets, 2: nos. D130, D179, D296, D311, D325 
documentary evidence, 1: p. 10, 2: no. D87; nos. D43-D44, D54, D203, D379, D389; Ba|s?|t, Thomas, 1: no. S85 
based on glazes, 1: nos. S75, S88, $92, 2: based on motifs, 2: nos. D332, D333-D334; bastard china, 2: p. 22. See also delft, 
nos. D4, D89, D290-D291; based on guild based on painting quality, 2: nos. D301— Continental; delft, English 
arms, 2: no. D238; based on initials, 1: p. 41, D303; based on painting styles, 2: nos. D43- Bateman, Nathaniel, 2: no. D410 and n. 1 
no. $92; based on painting styles, 2: nos. D4, D44, D126-D127, D192, D376, D379, D389; Bates, John, 2: nos. D264-D266 
D192, D231, D428-D430; based on palettes, based on palettes, 2: nos. D126-D127, Bath, Eng., 2: no. D434 
2: no. D327; based on shapes, 1: nos. $24, D333-D334, D376, D379; based on piercing, batons: on delft equestrian dishes, 2: nos. D7, 
$39, $88, 2: nos. D290-D291, D327; based on 2: no. D376; based on potting quality, 2: D17, D30, D31, D32, D37, D63; delft figures 
slip grounds, 1: no. $24; challenges to, 2: nos. D126-D127; based on shapes, 2: with, 2: nos. D346-D347; on delft landscape- 
no. D253; to Continent, 2: nos. D290-D291; nos. D54, D126-D127, D131, D376; based on motif plates, 2: no. D88; on delft portrait 

of delft hunting wares, 2: no. D270; of delft sizes, 2: nos. D431-D433; of delft sauce- wares, 2: nos. D38-D39, D45, D225, D239; 
tablewares, 2: no. D327; to Donyatt, 1: boats, 2: no. D204. See also archaeology: at significance of, 2: no. D225; on slipware 

no. $92; to Dublin, 2: no. D383; of Dutch Liverpool; Liverpool, Eng. dishes, 1: no. $12 
wares, 2: nos. D77 and n. 6, D253 and n. 6; attribution, to London: based on archaeology, 2: Bayley, Thomas, 2: no. D309 

to East Anglia, 1: no. S75; to England, 1: nos. D78, D85, D128, D138-D140, D145- Bayley, William Iles, 2: no. D80 n. 3 

no. S39; to Ewenny, 1: nos. S88, $89; to D146, D147, D168, D216, D258, D341, D370; beading, 1: no. $76 

Frankfurt am Main, 2: no. D365; to based on biscuit backs, 2: no. D422; based beards, 1: nos. D2-D3, D7, D9 
Lambeth, 2: nos. D95-D96, D107-D109, on borders, 2: nos. D70, D85, D95-D96, Beare, John, 1: nos. $92 n. 4, $96 

D141, D143, D320, D339, D343, D363; to D106; based on dates, 2: nos. D78, D297, Bedford Square, London, Eng., 2: no. D206 
Limekiln Lane, 2: nos. D118, D119, D120, D355; based on decoration, 2: nos. D95— beer. See alcoholic beverages 

D142; to Norfolk House, 2: no. D324; to D96, D168, D191, D203, D215, D269, D270, Beeston Castle, Cheshire, Eng., 1: no. $81 

North Devon, 1: no. $24; to North Holland, D297, D327, D333-D334, D356-D357, Bekrman, Jsa, 2: no. D100 

1: no. $92; to Pickleherring, 2: nos. D4, D87, D360-D361, D369, D370; based on exteriors, Belfast, Ire., 2: nos. D41, D105, D178, D183, 
D232-D233, D272; to Rotherhithe, 2: 2: no. D325; based on glazes, 2: nos. D76, D247-D248, D385. See also Carrickfergus, 

nos. D65, D87, D158; to Samuel Malkin, 1: D105, D151, D191, D269, D270, D271, D315, Ire.; County Armogh, Ire.; Dublin, Ire.; 

opp. no. $10; of slipware, 1: opp. no. $10, D327, D344, D422; based on guild arms, 2: Ireland 

nos. $39, $88, S89, $92; to Southwark, 2: nos. D85, D240, D245, D258, D304, D395; Berchem, Nicolaes, 2: no. D192 

nos. D64, D235-D236, D238, D290-D291, based on initials, 2: nos. D250-D251; based Berkeley, Norborne, Baron de Botetourt, 2: 

D296, D353, D358; to Staffordshire, 1: on painting styles, 2: nos. D76, D84, D105, no. D194 

nos. S8 n. 3, $28-S30 n. 1, $44, $45, $46, D269, D270, D315, D344, D345; based on betrothals, 2: no. D70, opp. no. D359 n. 2 

S67, S94; to Sussex, 1: no. S90; unsuccessful, palettes, 2: nos. D215, D315; based on bianco-sopra-bianco wares, 2: nos. D99, D318, 

1: nos. $25, $26-S27, S28-S30, $47; to shapes, 2: nos. D35~-D36, D42, D43-D44, D376. See also borders: bianco-sopra-bianco 
Vauxhall, 2: no. D323; to Wincanton, 2: D48, D53, D57, D91—-D92, D133, D134-D135, Bibles, 2: nos. D64, D68 

no, D327; to Wrotham, 1: p. 41; to Yorkshire, D145-D146, D147, D151, D152, D178, D299, biblical scenes: Adam and Eve, 2: nos. D65, 

1: nos. $28-S30 n. 1 D382, D403; of delft wreath-motif wares, 2: D66-D67, D171-D173, D310; Adoration, 2: 
attribution, to Brislington: based on archaeol- nos. D81—D82. See also archaeology, in no. D64; Apocryphal, 2: no. D335 n. 1; 

ogy, 2: nos. D14, D166; based on borders, 2: London; London, Eng. Balaam, the Ass, and the Angel, 2: no. D68; 

nos. D20-D21, D116; based on decoration, 2: Augustus, first Viscount Keppel, 2: no. D58 Cain and Abel, 2: no. D335; Crucifixion, 2: 

nos. D79, D80, D89, D101, D106; based on Ayres, John, 2: no. D63 nos. D94, D335 n. 1; on English delftware, 2: 

exteriors, 2: nos. D116, D118, D121, D124, nos. D65, D335; Nativity, 2: no. D65; New 

D217; based on glazes, 2: nos. D25, D89, Baker, Diane, 1: p. 33 Testament, 2: no. D335 n. 1; Old Testament, 

D101, D102, D103, D132, D304, D382; based Baker, George, 1: p. 41 2: no. D335 n. 1; Rachel and Eliezer, 2: 
on painting styles, 2: nos. D25, D79, D102, Bakers, London Worshipful Company of, 2: no. D335; Sacrifice of Isaac, 2: nos. D5, 

D103, D106, D132, D166, D276-D277, D304, no. D238 and n. 1 D353. See also figures, religious 
D382; based on palettes, 2: nos. D102, D103, Balfour and Barraud, 2: no. D230 Bideford, Devon, Eng., 1: p. 42, nos. $85, $92 

D132; based on shapes, 2: nos. D14, D25, balloons, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D95-D96 Big House pottery, Burslem, Staffordshire, Eng., 

D132. See also archaeology, in Brislington; Baltic, 2: no. D100 2: nos. D200-D201, D377. See also Burslem, 
Brislington, Eng. bamboo motifs. See motifs: bamboo Staffordshire, Eng.; potteries, English 

attribution, to Bristol: based on archaeology, 2: banded hedge motifs. See motifs: banded hedge birdcages, 2: no, D179 

nos. D47, D51, D125, D153, D216, D318 n. 2, bands, 1: p. 45, opp. no. $10, nos. $23, $33-S34, birds: and Chinese porcelain, 2: nos. D284, 

D370; based on borders, 2: nos. D35-D36, $38, S46, S57-S58, S66, S76 D325; cockerels, 1: nos. $22, $23, $24, $25, 

D47, D116; based on decoration, 2: nos. D41, Bank of England, 2: no. D83. $26-S27, 2: nos. D138-D140, D141, D149- 

D199, D288, D289, D295, D305, D327, Banks, J., 2: p. 22 D150, D311, D325, D343, D404-D406; cocks, 

D329-D330, D374, D423, D424; based on baptisms, 1: no. $3, 2: no. D348. See also 1: no, $44; and Continental wares, 2: 

edges, 2: nos. D425, D431-D433; based on anniversaries; betrothals; christenings; nos. D404-D406; copulating, 2: no. D313; on 
exteriors, 2: nos, D116, D118, D121, D124, marriages delft apothecary wares, 2: nos. D395, D403, 
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D404-D406; on delft book-shaped vessels, 2: D431-D433; bianco-sopra-bianco, 2: nos. D350-D351, D352; delft flower contain- 

nos. D356-D357; on delft bottles, 2: nos. D86, D99, D169, D431—D433; blue, 2: ers from, 2: nos. D163-D164, D166; delft 

no. D310; on delft bowls, 2: nos. D313, D325; nos. D59, D60—D62, D86; on Brislington frond-bordered dishes from, 2: nos. D174— 

on delft cachepots, 2: no. D367; on delft cis- wares: 2: nos. D20-D21, D98; and Chinese D176; delft fruit dishes from, 2: nos. D154— 

terns, 2: no. D231; on delft cups, 2: wares, 2: nos. D88, D90; chinoiserie, 1: D155, D165; delft geometric-motif dishes 

nos. D284, D288; on delft dishes, 2: p. 37; curvilinear, 2: nos. D4, D11-D13, D47, from, 2: nos. D174-D176; delft jars from, 2: 

nos. D42, D64, D119, D124, D125, D132, DS1, D91-D92, D174-D176; on delft plates, no. D217; delft oriental landscape dishes 

D143, D145-D146, D260, D309; on delft 2: no. D88; fish roe, 2: no. D427; flower-and- from, 2: nos. D102, D103, D104, D105, D118, 

farm series wares, 2: nos. D149-1150; on dot, 2: no. D41; fluted, 2: nos. D42, D119; D121, D124; delft plates from, 2: nos. D51, 

delft flower containers, 2: nos. D365, D366; foliage, 2: no. D58; foliate, 1: no. $5, 2: D74, D79, D80, D101, D105, D106, 

on delft fuddling cups, 2: no. D292; on delft nos. D1, D4, D51, D87; frond, 2: nos. D55, D110-D112, D116; delft portrait wares from, 

jars, 2: nos. D217, D365, D366; on delft D174-D176; leaf, 2: no. D7; lobed, 1: nos. $5, 2: nos. D9, D10, D14, D15, D19, D20-D21, 

mugs, 2: nos. D240, D250-D251, D254, $31, 2: nos. D91-D92, D130, D185, D186; D25, D27-D28, D29, D33-D34, D49-D50, 

D255, D260, D263, D312; on delft pickle/ loop, 1: no, $18; manganese, 2: no. D416; D52, D98; delft syrup pots from, 2: 

sweetmeat dishes, 2: nos. D200-D201; on palmette-and-dot, 2: no. D421; plain, 2: no. D402; delftware manufacture in, 1: 

delft plaques, 2: no. D421; on delft plates, 2: nos. D19, D22-D24; polychrome, 2: p. 28; fragments from, 2: no. D166; potteries 

nos. D68, D88, D115, D119, D133, no. D427; powdered blue, 2: no. D420; pow- in, 2: nos. D8, D402. See also archaeology, in 

D136-D137, D138-D140, D149-D150, D151, dered-ground, 2: nos. D128, D153; powdered Brislington; attribution, to Brislington 

D199, D260; on delft porringers, 2: manganese purple, 2: nos. D75, D94; pseu- Bristol, Eng.: and asterisk motifs, 2: no. D255; 
no. D184; on delft posset pots, 2: nos. D284, dofluted, 2: no. D168; pseudogadrooned, 2: bianco-sopra-bianco delftware.from, 2: 

D285, D287, D289, D365, D366; on delft no. D296; relief, 2: no. D421; ruyi, 2: nos. D86, D169; characteristics of delftware 

punch bowls, 2: nos. D138-D140, D307, no, D340; scale-and-flower, 2: nos. D431— from, 2: nos. D32, D41, D46, D70, D91—D92; 

D310, D311, D312, D313, D366; on delft puz- D433; sgraffito, 2: nos. D85, D128; stitched, characteristics of slipware from, 1: no. $46; 

zle jugs, 2: no. D298; on delft tea- and coffee 1: p. 41, no. $46; sunray, 1: no. $10; three- and Chinese porcelain, 2: no. D425; delft 

wares, 2: nos. D214, D325, D343; on delft brick, 2: nos. D116, D413-D414; trellis, 1: Adam and Eve dishes from, 2: 

tiles, 2: nos. D416, D421, D426, D431-D433; p. 44, nos. $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, $7, $16, $17, nos. D66-D67; delft barber basins from, 2: 

in design books, 2: no. D284; ducks, 2: $18, $23, S32, S35, $36, $40, S41, 2: nos. D412, D413-D414; delft bottles from, 2: 

no. D311; on Dutch wares, 1: nos. $17, $24, no, D434; wavy, 2: no. D340; X, 1: no. $13 no. D230; delft bowls from, 2: nos. D189, 

$26-S27, S92; eagles, 1: no. $85, 2: no. D208; Borne, Thomas, 2: no. D208 D190, D192; delft casters from, 2: no. D216; 

eyes of, 2: no. D143; as finials, 2: no. D285; Boscobel, Shropshire, Eng., 1: p. 18, 2: p. 12 delft cauldrons from, 2: no. D205; delft 

with flowers, 2: nos. D19, D119, D255; geese, Boscobel House, 2: nos. D43-D44 chamber pots from, 2: no. D415; delft cups 

1: nos. $26-S27, 2: no. D310; on hollow slip- Boscobel Oak, 1: nos. $3, $5, 2: nos. D43-D44, from, 2: nos. D280, D281-D282, D284, D288; 

ware, 1: p. 45; on metalwork, 2: no, D208; D421 delft equestrian dishes from, 2: nos. D11— 

on North Devon wares, 1: no. $24; owls, 1: bosses, 2: nos. D171-D173, D214, D235-D236, D13, D17, D30, D32, D52; delft European 

nos. $26-S27, $81, 2: nos. D431—D433; pea- D273-D274, D299 landscape dishes and plates from, 2: 

cocks, 2: nos. D403, D404-D406; pelicans, 1: Boston, Mass., 1: p. 10, 2: p. 26, nos. D35-D36, nos. D88, D90, D91—D92, D93; delft farm 

no, $17; plants with, 2: no. D115; poly- D208, D346-D347 series wares from, 2: nos. D149-D150; delft 

chrome, 2: nos. D149-D150, D231; relief, 1: Boston Gazette, 2: p. 26, no. D56 n. 1 figures from, 2: nos. D350-D351, D352; delft 

no. $22; sgraffito, 1: p. 42, nos. $24, $92; on Botetourt, Lord. See Berkeley, Norborne, Baron floral-motif wares from, 2: nos. D163-D164, 

sherds, 2: no. D125; on slipware, 1: no. $25; de Botetourt D169; delft flower containers from, 2: 

on slipware dishes, 1: nos. $2, S9, $10, $16, Bottger, 1: p. 36 nos. D369, D370, D374, D375, D376; delft 

S17, $18, $22, $23, $24, $25, $26-S27, bottles, 2: nos. D226-D228, D230, D344. See also fruit-motif dishes from, 2: nos. D154-D155; 

$28-S30, $41; on slipware jugs, 1: nos. $79- delft bottles delft fuddling cups from, 2: nos. D294, 

S80, S85, S86; as slipware jug shapes, 1: Boucher, Franc¢ois, 2: nos. D428-D430 D295; delft hollowware from, 2: no. D305; 

nos. $81, S82; on slipware by Samuel Bow, London, Eng., 2: nos. D197-D198, D388, delft jars from, 2: no. D217; delft landscape- 

Malkin, 1: opp. no. $10, no. $16; on slipware D428-D430 motifs wares from, 2: no. D267; delft mugs 

spit supports, 1: no. $92; on slipware tiles, Bowcock (delftware manufacturer?), 2: no. D179 from, 2: nos. D250-D251, D255, D256, D257, 

1: no. $92; on Somerset wares, 1: no. $24; Bowles, John, and Son, 2: nos. D428-D430 D260, D262, D263, D264-D266; delft nauti- 

songbirds, 2: nos. D403, D404—D406; on bows, 2: nos. D359, D362 cal-motif wares from, 2: nos. D97, D98, D99; 

Southwest of England wares, 1: p. 42; on Bradshawe, Edmund, 2: p. 22 delft oriental-motif wares from, 2: 

Staffordshire wares, 1: p. 45; swans, 1: Brandon Hill, Bristol, Eng., 2: nos. D264-D266 nos. D105, D110-D112, D113-D114, D116, 

nos. $26-S27, 2: no. D143; trailed, 1: p. 45, n.3 D117, D118, D119, D120, D121, D122-D123, 

no, $24; tumbling, 2: nos. D356-D357; brass, 1: p. 34 D124, D125, D130, D262, D263; delft pickle/ 

with vases and baskets, 2: no. D325; Brears, Peter, 1: p. 31 sweetmeat dishes from, 2: no, D199; delft 

V-shaped, 2: nos. D143, D144. See also Brest, Battle of, 2: no. D58 plaques from, 2: no. D423; delft plates from, 

animals; motifs: birds-on-rocks brick motifs. See borders: three-brick 2: nos. D51, D59, D60-D62, D71, D74, D75, 

“Birds Nest, The” (illustration), 2: bridges, 2: no. D231 D86, D91—D92, D133, D136-D137, D148, 

nos. D428-D430 Brislington, Eng.: bleu persan wares from, 2: D149-D150, D152, D153, D169; delft por- 

Black Swan Yard, 2: no. D180 nos. D107-D109, D177; characteristics of ringers from, 2: no. D186; delft portrait 

Blanchard, Jean-Pierre-Francois, 2: no. D94 delftware from, 2: nos. D70, D101, D102, wares from, 2: nos. D9, D14, D15, D27-D28, 

Blenheim, Ger., 1: p. 22, 2: p. 16, no. D37 D104, D124, D174-D176, D299; delft D33-D34, D35-D36, D38-D39, D41, D45, 

bleu persan wares, 2: nos. D107-D109, D177, abstract-motif dishes from, 2: no. D177; D47, D49-D50, D52, D54, D56, D188; delft 

D180, D252, D278-D279, D368 delft Adam and Eve dishes from, 2: posset pots from, 2: nos. D276-D277, 

blue de Nevers. See bleu persan wares nos. D66-D67; delft beverage wares from, 2: D281-D282, D285, D286, D287, D289; delft 

boatmen, 2: no. D262. See also boats; ships nos. D250-D251, D276-D277, D280, D299, pounce pots from, 2: no. D387; delft pow- 

boats, 2: nos. D244, D304. See also ships D304; delft borders from, 2: no. D98; delft dered grounds from, 2: no. D327; delft 

Bonnin and Morris pottery, Philadelphia, Pa., 2: candlesticks from, 2: no. D382; delft crown punch bowls from, 2: nos. D214, D305, 

nos. D197-D198 dishes from, 2: nos. D10, D20-D21, Ds1; D307, D309, D318; delft puzzle jugs from, 

books, 1: p. 37, 2: opp. no. D353, nos. D353, delft curvilinear-bordered dishes from, 2: 2: nos. D301-D303; delft salts from, 2: 

D354, D355, D356-D357. See also crate nos. D174-D176; delft equestrian dishes no. D214; delft sauceboats from, 2: 

books; design books; drawing books; from, 2: nos. D11-D13, D17, D30, D52; delft no. D203; delft stag dishes from, 2: 

wharfage books; specific titles European landscape wares from, 2: no. D142; delft tea- and coffee wares from, 

borders: barbed medallion, 2: nos. D426, nos. D88, D89, D90; delft figures from, 2: 2: nos. D329-D330; delft tiles from, 2: 
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nos. D75, D169, D327, D420, D423, D424, at Hampton Court, 2: no. D419 n. 1; with flower containers, 2: no. D368; on delft 
D425, D431-D433, D434; delftware manu- hills, 2: no. D376; as mid-18th-century trays, 2: no. D421; on Dutch wares, 2: 
facture in, 1: p. 28, 2: p. 25; delft Wildman motif, 2: no. D186; on Pickleherring wares, nos. D396, D402; heart-shaped, 2: no. D283; 
dishes from, 2: no. D69; exterior ornament 2: no. D83; in polychrome scenes, 2: initialed, 2: no, D283; and Italian maiolica, 
from, 2: nos. D124, D309, D329-D330; nos. D86, D126-D127; realistic, 2: no. D267; 2: no. D221; lobing on, 2: no. D396; masks 
immigrants in, 2: no. D99; landscapes from, on tin-glazed stoneware, 2: no. D332. See also with, 2: nos. D235-D236, D396; multicol- 
2: no. D203; lobed delftware from, 2: castles; churches; houses; windmills ored, 2: no. D221; scroll-and-foliate, 2: 
no. D130; marriages in, 2: no. D309; minia- Bundy, Josiah, 2: nos. D49-D50, D52 no. D221; scrolled, 2: no. D396; on slipware 
ture delftware from, 2: no. D205; motifs Burges, Elizabeth, 2: nos. D232-D233 puzzle jugs, 1: no. $89; unusual, 2: no, D221 
from, 2: nos. D269, D285, D329-D330; ori- Burges, William, 2: nos. D232-D233 casters, 2: no. D215 and n. 1. See also delft cast- 
ental decoration from, 2: no. D101; painters Biurlett?], John{?], 1: no. S85 ers 
in, 2: no. D99; painting styles from, 2: Burn, Tom, 1: p. 9 castles, 2: nos, D97, D374. See also buildings 
nos. D91-D92, D315; palettes from, 2: Burslem, Staffordshire, Eng.: clays from, 1: Catherine of Braganza, 1: pp. 9, 18, 19, no. $2, 
no. D395; pierced wares from, 2: p. 29; Malkin family in, 1: opp. no. $10; 2: p. 12, 13, nos. D8, D14, D15, D33-D34, 
nos. D301-D303; polychrome wares from, 2: parish records for, 1: nos. $3, $18; potteries D80, D98, D296 
no. D425; slipware manufacture in, 1: and potters in, 1: opp. no. $10, nos. $37, $39, Catholic Church, 2: nos. D9, D16. See also anti- 
pp. 42, 45; slipware mugs from, 1: no. S61; 2: nos. D200-D201, D204, D377; Samuel Catholicism; Catholics; religion 
trade with, 1: pp. 28, 34, 2: nos. D100, D318; Malkin in, 1: opp. no. $10; slipware bodies Catholics, 1: pp. 16, 18, 2: pp. 10, 12, nos. D8, 
wharfage books from, 2: no. D99; and from, 1: p. 44; slipware chamber pots from, D9, D16. See also anti-Catholicism; religion 
Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire, 2: nos. D60- 1: nos. $57-S58; slipware dishes from, 1: Cawthorne, James, 1: p. 36 
D62. See also archaeology, in Bristol; attribu- nos. $11, $12, $13, $14-S15, $16, $18, $32, Chaffers, Richard, 2: nos. D332, D337 
tion, to Bristol; Limekiln Lane pottery, S33-S34, $40; slipware drinking vessels Chagres, Panama, 2: nos. D97, D374 
Bristol, Eng. from, 1: nos. $57-S58; slipware grounds chains, 2: no. D239 

Bristol Cathedral, 2: no. D214 from, 1: p. 44; slipware manufacture in, 1: chamber pots, 2: no. D184. See also delft cham- 

British Museum, 2: nos. D264-D266 n. 3 p. 29; slipware wasters from, 1: p. 44; sur- ber pots 

Britton, Frank, 1: p. 10, 2: no. D300. names in, 1: no. $18. See also archaeology: in Charlemagne, king of Fr., 1: nos. S83-S84 
Brocklehurst, Elizabeth, 2: nos. D232-D233 Burslem; Hanley, Staffordshire, Eng. Charles I, king of England: biography of, 1: 

Brookhill pottery, Buckley, Clwyd, Wales, 1: Burton-in-Lonsdale pottery, Yorkshire, Eng., 1: p. 16, 2: p. 10; on delft dishes, 2: nos. D2- 

no, S44 no. $91. See also potteries, English; Yorkshire, D3, D7, D8, D33-D34; and delft wine bot- 
Brown, John, 1: no. $90 Eng. tles, 2: D222; and English Civil Wars, 1: 

Brown, Joseph, 1: no. S90 bushes, 2: nos. D33-D34, D69, D120, D122- pp. 16, 17, 2: pp. 10, 11; family of, 1: pp. 16, 
Brown, Sarah, 1: no. S90 D123, D190. See also borders: foliage; bor- 18, 19, 20, 2: pp. 10, 12, 13, 14; and George 

Brownlow Hill pottery, Liverpool, Eng., 2: ders: leaf; foliage; leaves; plants; shrubs; Monck, 1: p. 18, 2: p. 12; images of, 2: 

nos. D329-D330. See also Liverpool, Eng.; trees nos. D7, D11-D13; physical characteristics 

potteries, English Butchers, Worshipful Company of, 2: nos. D85, of, 2: nos. D2-D3, D7, D9; reign of, 1: p. 16, 
Brunswick, Ger., 1: nos. S83-S84 D245, D259 2 p10 

Brush-Everard House, Williamsburg, Va., 2: butcher’s yard scenes, 2: no. D315 Charles II, king of England: biography of, 1: 

nos. D72-D73, D304 Butler, James, second Duke of Ormonde, 1: pp. 18-19, 2: pp. 12-13; and Boscobel Oak, 1: 

brushstrokes, 2: no, D239 p. 22, 2: p. 16, nos. D38-D39, D40, D41, D46, p. 18, nos. $3, $5, 2: p. 12, nos. D43-D44, 

Bucklersburg, London, Eng., 2: no. D144 D141 D421; and clothing, 2: nos. D346-D347; on 

Buckley, Clwyd, Wales, 1: p. 42, no. $44 butter wares, 2: no. D184. See also delft butter delft beverage wares, 2: nos. D9, D225, 
Buddhist symbols, 2: nos. D1, D152, D171-D173, dishes D239, D296, D354; on delft dishes, 1: p. 9, 2: 

D320, D326 Button Street, Liverpool, Eng., 2: nos. D329- nos. D8, D9, D10, D11-D13, D15, D30, D31, 

buildings: on bianco-sopra-bianco wares, 2: D330 D33-D34, D43-D44, D98, D160-D162; and 

no. D376; on Bristol wares, 2: nos. D376, delft inscriptions, 2: no. D222; on delft 

D424; at Chatsworth, 2: no. D419 n. 1; on cable patterns. See hatching plaques, 2: no. D421; on delft plates, 2: 

Chinese porcelain, 2: no. D343; with cliffs, 2: calligraphy, 2: no. D77. See also initials; numer- nos. D51, D80; escape of, 2: no. D223; family 

nos. D124, D125, D376; on delft apothecary als, style of; strokes: calligraphic of, 1: p. 19, 2: p. 13, nos. D8, D20-D21; in 

wares, 2: no. D296; on delft bowls, 2: Callot, Jacques, 2: no, D307 France, 1: p. 18, 2: p. 12, nos. D8, D223; and 
nos. D89, D118, D193, D419, D423; on delft Cambridge University, 2: no. D16 George Monck, 1: p. 18, 2: p. 12; and mili- 

cups, 2: no, D288; on delft dishes, 2: canals, 1: p. 29 tary battles, 2: nos. D7, D43-D44, D223; and 

nos. D2-D3, D7, D83, D160-D162, D296; on Canary Islands, 2: nos. D226-D228 Oates Conspiracy, 1: p. 19, 2: p. 13, nos. D14, 

delft equestrian dishes, 2: nos. D7, D87; on candlesticks, 2: nos. D64, D434. See also delft D16; physical characteristics of, 2: nos. D10, 

delft European landscape-motif wares, 2: candlesticks D11-D13, D225; posthumous commemora- 
nos. D87, D89, D90; on delft flower contain- capuchines, 2: nos. D333-D334 tion of, 1: no. S5; reign of, 1: pp. 10, 18-19, 

ers, 2: nos. D366, D371-D372, D376; on delft Carlisle House pottery, Lambeth, London, Eng., 2: p. 12-13, nos. D2-D3, D8, D225; and reli- 

jugs, 2: no. D296; on delft lion-motif wares, 1: p. 33. See also Lambeth, London, Eng.; pot- gion, 2: no. D9; on slipware dishes, 1: 

2: nos. D134-D135; on delft mugs, 2: teries, English nos. $2, $4, $5, D8; and William and Mary, 

nos. D261, D262, D267, D269, D271; on delft Carlos, William, 2: nos. D43-D44 1: p. 20, 2: p. 14 

oriental landscape-motif wares, 2: Caroline of Ansbach, 1: pp. 23, 24, 2: pp. 17, 18, Charleston, S.C., 2: no. D177 
nos, D113-D114, D124, D125, D126—-D127; nos. D35-D36, D53 Charlotte Sophia of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, 1: 

on delft pickle/sweetmeat dishes, 2: Carpenters’ arms, 2: nos. D118, D244, D258, p. 25, 2: p. 19, nos. D53, D57 
nos, D197-D198; on delft pierced dishes, 2: D275 Chatsworth, 2: no, D419 n. 1 

no, D191; on delft plates, 2: nos. D288, Carpentiére, Andries, 2: no. D335 checkerboard motifs. See motifs: checkerboard 

D307, D376, D423, D424; on delft por- Carrickfergus, Ire., 1: p. 28, 2: no. D385. See also Chelsea, Eng., 1: p. 24, 2: p. 18 

ringers, 2: no. D186; on delft pounce pots, 2: Belfast, Ire.; County Armogh, Ire.; Dublin, Chelsea Boy's Head (sculpture), 2: no, D348 

no. D387; on delft punch bowls, 2: Ire.; Ireland Cheshire, Eng., 1: p. 42, no. S81 

nos. D267, D307, D308, D316; on delft cartouches: crowned, 2: nos. D83, D235~D236; chevrons, 2: nos. D363, D364 

sherds, 2: no. D307; on delft teapots, 2: on delft apothecary wares, 2: nos. D396 and Chilwell, Jonathan, II, 2: no. D323 

no, D320; on delft tiles, 2: nos. D419 and n. 4, D402, D407, D411; on delft beverage Chilwell, Jonathan, Ill, 2: nos. D320, D323, 

n. 1, D420, D423, D424; on delft trays, 2: wares, 2: nos. D78, D221, D235-D236, D237, D324 n. 4 

no. D267; on delft wassail bowls, 2: D268, D283; on delft dishes and plates, 2: Chilwell, William, I, 2: no. D323 

no. D307; on Dutch delftware, 2: no. D87; nos. D59, D78, D79, D235-D236; on delft Chilwell (father of Jonathan Chilwell Il), 
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2: no. D323 Clio and Euterpe, or British Harmony, 2: nos. D428- nos. $33-S34, $40, $41, S89 

China, 1: p. 35 D430 Cornhill, London, Eng., 2: nos. D428-D430 

china, 1: pp. 29, 34-35. See also porcelain, clocks, 2: no. D385. See also delft clock cases cornucopias, 2: nos. D75, D320, D326 

Chinese; porcelain, Ming and Ming Closet of the Eminently Learned Sir Kenelm Digby, coronation scenes, 1: nos. $3, $4 

Transitional Knt. Opened, 2: nos. D221, D226-D228 coronets, 2: no, D259 

Chinese motifs. See motifs: Chinese clothing: aprons, 2: no. D336; bodices, 2: Coster, Thomas, 2: no. D59 

Chinese porcelain. See porcelain, Chinese; porce- nos. D346-D347; boots, 1: nos. $14-S15, 2: Couch, Ann, 2: no. D317 

lain, Ming and Ming Transitional no. D358; breeches, 2: nos. D346-D347; County Armogh, Ire., 2: no, D383. See also 

Chip, Elizabeth, 2: no. D243 caps, 2: no. D307; Charles II and, 2: Belfast, Ire.; Carrickfergus, Ire.; Dublin, Ire.; 

Chip, William, 2: no. D243 nos. D346-D347; cloaks, 2: no. D322; coats, Ireland 

Chiswell-Bucktrout site, Williamsburg, Va., 2: 2: nos. D346-D347; cravats, 2: nos. D346— court records, 1: opp. no. $10. See also invento- 

no. D256 D347; on delft figures, 2: nos. D346-D347; ries 

christenings, 1: nos. $74, S95, 2: nos. D300, doublets, 2: nos. D346-D347; on equestrian cracked ice motifs. See motifs: cracked ice 

D315. See also anniversaries; baptisms; images, 2: no. D32; French influences on, 2: Craig, Alexander, House, Williamsburg, Va., 2: 

betrothals; marriages nos. D346-D347, opp. no. D359; gloves, 1: nos. D398-D400 

Christmas, 2: no. D306 opp. no. $10, nos. $19-S21; hats, 1: nos. $2, crate books, 2: nos. D204, D377 

Church of England, 1: p. 21, 2: p. 15, no. D42. $12, 2: D30, D43-D44, D142, D322, D419, creamware: beverage wares of, 1: nos. $44, $91; 

See also religion D428-D430; Italian influences on, 2: opp. char dishes/pots of, 2: no. D206; cisterns of, 

churches, 1: $96, 2: no. D42. See also buildings; no. D359; mantuas, 2: nos. D346-D347; 2: no. D231; decoration on, 2: no. D378; 

specific churches muffs, 2: opp. no. D353; petticoats, 2: drainers and strainers of, 2: no. D194; 

Churchill, John, first Duke of Marlborough, 1: nos. D346-D347; on porcelain, 2: no. D375; enameled, 2: nos. D264—D266; flower con- 

pp. 21-22, 2: pp. 15-16, nos. D37, D38-D39, royal robes, 1: nos. $3, $4; shirts, 2: tainers of, 2: nos. D377, D378; inkstands of, 

D40, D41, D46, D141, D167, D188 nos. D346-D347; shoes, 2: nos. D211-D212, 2: no. D388; inscriptions on, 1: no. $12; pop- 
Churchill, Sarah, 1: pp. 21, 22, 2: pp. 15, 16 opp. no. D359, nos. D359, D362, D363, ularity of, 2: p. 27; portraits on, 2: nos. D57, 
churchwardens, 2: no. D402 D364; skirts, 2: opp. no. D359; smocks, 2: D58; redware backs on, 2: no. D378; teapots 

Churchyard Works, 1: no. $37 no. D322; stockings, 2: no. D358; waistcoats, of, 2: nos. D264—D266; tortoiseshell, 2: 

cider, 2: no. D306 2: nos. D346-D347; women’s headpieces, 2: nos. D378, D388 

circles: crosshatched, 2: no. D193; on delft ani- no. D90. See also armor; sashes crescents, 2: nos. D41, D59, D71, D106, D136- 

mal-motif plates, 2: nos. D134—D135; on clouds, 2: nos. D63, D101, D106, D134-D135, D137, D180 

delft balloon-motif dishes, 2: nos. D95-D96; D143, D238, D299. See also scrolls: cloud Cressey, Hugh, 2: p. 22 n. 5 

on delft barber basins, 2: nos. D413-D414; Clwyd, Wales, 1: p. 42, no. $44. See also Wales Cresswell, Thomas E., 2: nos. D60-D62 

on delft beverage wares, 2: nos. D74, D181— coalaspps 27, 31,25 p22 crests, 2: nos. D83, D170, D238, D244, D259 

D182, D271, D317, D413-D414; on delft bird- coats of arms, 1: p. 44, 2: nos. D4, D6, D163- and n. 1, D275, D383 

motif wares, 2: nos. D133, D136-D137; on D164 Crisp, Nicolas, 2: p. 26 

delft bowls, 2: nos. D118, D167, D188, D193; cobalt, 2: nos. D327 and n. 2, D356-D357 n. 4, Cromwell, Oliver, 1: pp. 17, 18, 2: pp. 11, 12, 

on delft crown-motif wares, 2: nos. D10, D378 nos. D7, D43-D44, D223 

D51; on delft election plates, 2: no. D59; on coffee, 2: nos. D333-D334 and n. 1 Cromwell, Richard, 1: p. 17, 2: p. 11 

delft equestrian dishes, 2: nos. D11—-D13; on coffee cups, 2: nos. D329-D330, D333-D334. See crosses: in checkerboard patterns, 1: no. $42, 2: 

delft European landscape-motif wares, 2: also delft coffee wares no. D257; on delftware, 2: nos. D152, D257, 
nos. D90, D91—D92; on delft floral-motif coffins, 2: nos. D211-D212 D375, D403; as exterior marks, 2: nos. D46, 
wares, 2: nos. D160-D162, D166, D167; on College of Heralds, 2: no. D394 D121, D125, D142, D309, D325; on slipware, 

delft fruit-motif plates, 2: no. D165; on delft Collinson, Rev. J., 2: nos. D290-D291 1: nos. $33-S34, $42, $72-S73, S89, S90 

geometric-motif dishes, 2: nos. D171-D173, colonies, British: ceramics in, 1: pp. 27, 34, 2: cross-hatching, 1: no. $66, 2: nos. D26, 

D174-D176; on delft “GR”-motif plates, 2: pp. 25, 26, no. D208; docks in, 1: p. 27; fash- D27-D28, D143, D163-D164, D207, D213, 

no. D133; on delft kiln plates, 2: nos. D413- ion in, 1: p. 10, 2: p. 26; political unrest in, D326 

D414; on delft mythological-motif plates, 2: 1: p. 25, 2: p. 19; shops in, 1: p. 27; trade crowns: on Brislington wares, 2: nos. D33-D34; 
nos. D70, D74, D75; on delft oriental-motif with, 1: pp. 10, 27, 28, 34, 42, 2: pp. 25, 26, on Bristol wares, 2: no. D51; cartouches and, 

wares, 2: nos. D104, D107-D109, D110—- no. D203 2: no. D78; cocks’ combs as, 1: no. $22; on 
D112, D113-D114, D116, D117, D119, D124, color mills, 2: nos. D329-D330 delftware, 2: nos. D10, D20-D21, D33-D34, 
D125; on delft plates, 2: no. D167; on delft combs, 2: nos. D72-D73 D43-D44, D98, D103, D222, D225, D231, 
porringers, 2: nos. D180, D181-D182, D184; Commonwealth, English, 1: p. 17, 2: p. 11 D239; on hunting-scene figures, 2: no. D419; 

on delft portrait wares, 2: nos. D10, D11—- compasses, 1: no. $12 with initials, 2: no. D51; on lions, 1: 
D13, D20-D21, D35-D36, D41, D47, D48, Compleat Confectioner or the Whole Art of nos. $19-S21; on London wares, 2: no. D78; 
D49-D50, D53, D98, D160-D162, D167, Confectionary made Plain and Easy (Glasse), 1: polychrome, 2: no. D51; significance of, 2: 
D188; on delft religious-motif dishes, 2: pp. 34-35 nos. D222, D225; on slipware, 1: nos. $7, 
nos. D64, D68; on delft ship-motif dishes, 2: Connecticut. See New Haven, Conn. $19-S21, S22, S56, S95 

nos. D160-D162; on delft tiles, 2: nos. D337, Connoisseur (London), 1: p. 35, 2: p. 26 crucifixes, 2: nos. D2-D3 

D416, D426; of dots, 1: no. $13; on Dutch consumers, 1: pp. 27, 34, 35, 2: p. 25 Cuff, John, 2: nos. D390-D392 n. 9 
wares, 1: no. S39; on Liverpool wares, 2: Cooke, Edward, 2: no. D410 Culloden, Battle of, 1: p. 24, 2: p. 18, nos. D54, 

no. D426; lobed, 2: no. D317; on pierced cooking vessels, 2: no. D205 D313 
delftware, 2: nos. D180, D183, D192, D193; Cooks’ Company, 2: nos. D224, D240 Cumberland, Duke of. See William Augustus, 
on slipware dishes, 1: opp. no. $10, nos. $13, Coopers’ Company arms, 2: nos. D237, D304 Duke of Cumberland 

S33-S34, $35, $43, $44; sponged, 2: no. D74. Copthall pottery, Lambeth, London, Eng., 2: Cumberland, Eng., 2: p. 22 

See also semicircles nos. D16, D356-D357. See also Lambeth, cups, 2: no. D306. See also creamware: beverage 
clays: for delftware, 1: pp. 28, 38, 2: p. 22; refin- London, Eng.; potteries, English wares of; delft cups; earthenware: cups of; 

ing of, 1: pp. 27, 28, 30, 38-39, 40, 2: Corbett, Thomas, 2: no. D348 porcelain, English: coffee wares of; 
pp. 22-24; for slip decoration, 1: p. 44; for Cordwainers, Company of, 2: no. D310 stoneware, salt-glazed: coffee wares of 
slipware, 1: pp. 27, 29-30, 38-39, 40, 42, 44; Cordy, Charles, 2: no. D86 curtains, 2: nos. D22-D24, D42, D46, D59, D63, 

for stoneware, 2: p. 22; twists of, 1: p. 41 corks, 2: nos. D218-D219 D307, D342, D421 
clerks. See parish clerks; Parish Clerks, London corners: on delft corner niches, 2: no. D434; on curves, 2: nos. D281-D282, D390-D392. See also 

Company of delft dishes, 2: no. D170; on delft tiles, 2: arcs 
cliffs, 2: nos. D72-D73, D87, D101, D124, D125, nos. D416, D417-D418, D420, D422, D425, curvilinear motifs, 1: nos. $26-S27, $28-S30, 2: 

D126-D127, D376 D427, D431-D433; on slipware, 1: nos. D163-D164, D174-D176, D255, D271 
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Custis, John, 2: no. D254 Delamain, Henry, 2: nos. D193, D197-D198, orators’ marks on, 2: no. D341; distribution 
D202, D231, D383 of, 1: pp. 27-28, 2: p. 25; Dutch influences 

Daily Advertiser (London), 1: p. 34 Delamain, Mrs. Henry, 2: no. D193 on, 2: p. 22, no. D90; earliest, 2: nos. D218- 
Dalen, Cornelius van, 2: nos. D11-D13 Delescot (London shop owner), 2: no. D409 D219; feet on, 2: no. D240; firing of, 1: 
Danzig. See Gdahsk, Poland delft, 1: p. 36, 2: pp. 20-21, no. D220 pp. 32, 40, 2: p. 22, nos. D160-D162, 
Daoism, 2: no. D326 delft, Continental: apothecary wares of, 2: D163-D164; flower/dot/asterisk motifs on, 2: 
darts, 2: no. D380 no. D401; barber basins of, 2: no. D412; bleu no. D216; foreign commissions for, 2: 
dashes: in Chinese trelliswork, 2: no. D373; on persan, 2: no. D180; buckets of, 1: no. $87; no. D98; glazes on, 1: p. 32, 2: nos. D253, 

delft bird-motif dishes, 2: nos. D143, Cupid motifs on, 2: no. D71; and English D381; handles on, 2: no. D332; in Holland, 
D145-D146; on delft equestrian dishes, 2: delft, 2: p. 25; geometric motifs on, 2: 2: p. 25, no. D77; initials on, 2: no. D90; 
nos. D11-D13, D31; on delft floral-motif nos. D174-D176; inscriptions on, 2: no. D79; John Dwight on, 2: p. 22; lettering on, 2: 
dishes, 2: nos. D160-D162, D163-D164; on lobed, 1: no. $31; in London, 1: p. 27; and nos. D290-D291; in London, 1: p. 27; manu- 
delft flower bricks, 2: no. D373; on delft Merryman plates, 2: no. D79; oriental motifs facture of, 1: pp. 28, 30, 38, 2: pp. 22-24, 25, 
fruit-motif dishes, 2: nos. D154-D155; on on, 2: no. D142; and porcelain, 2: pp. 20-21, 27; melancholy inscriptions on, 2: no. D93; 
delft geometric-motif dishes, 2: nos. D171- 24; storage pots of, 2: nos. D390-D392; mending of, 1: pp. 33-34; mermaids on, 2: 
D173, D174-D176; on delft initial-motif dish- terms for, 2: p. 22 nos. D72—D73; and Merryman plates, 2: 
es, 2: nos. D66-D67; on delft portrait dishes, delft, dates on: 1628, 2: nos. D218-D219; 1663, no. D79; potters’ signatures on, 2: 
2: nos. D11-D13, D22-D24, D33-D34, 2: no. D244; 1673, 2: no. D310; 1697, 2: nos. D350-D351; pricing of, 1: pp. 28-29; 
D49-D50, D160-D162; on delft religious- no. D310; 1727, 2: nos. D81—D82, D93; 1733, problems of, 2: p. 26 and n. 18; profiles of, 
motif dishes, 2: nos. D64, D65; on delft ship- 2: no. D310; 1736, 2: no. D270; 1749, 2: 2: nos. D77, D91-D92, D253; scale patterns 
motif dishes, 2: nos. D160-D162; on delft nos. D191, D310; 1756, 2: no. D191; 1770, 2: on, 2: no. D84; Southern European influ- 
storage pots, 2: nos. D390-D392; on delft no. D244; 1798, 2: no. D270 ences on, 2: p. 22; survival of, 1: p. 10; terms 
teawares, 2: no. D321; on delft Wildman delft, Dutch: apothecary wares of, 2: for, 2: p. 22; trek painting on, 2: no. D253; 
dishes, 2: no. D69; on Dutch wares, 2: nos. D390-D392, D402, D403; barber basins uses of, 1: pp. 10, 28; white, 2: nos. D281— 
nos. D154-D155; latest use of, 2: no. D143; of, 2: no, D412; book-shaped vessels of, 2: D282 
on slipware dishes, 1: no. $16 opp. no. D353; borders on, 2: nos. D242, delft, English, dates on: 1630, 2: nos. D290- 

Dated English Delftware . . . (Lipski), 1: p. 9 D297; bottles of, 2: no. D77; bowls of, 2: D291; 1660, 2: nos. D290-D291; 1669, 2: 
dates, 2: nos. D90, D165, D185. See also delft, no. D179; buildings on, 2: no. D87; candle- no. D275; 1678, 2: no. D275 

dates on sticks of, 2: no. D381; characteristics of, 2: delft, English, initials on: “CRD” 2: no. D296 
dating: based on borders, 2: nos. D413-D414; nos. D15, D77 and n. 6, D104, D403; Delft, Holland, 2: p. 22, nos. D356-D357 n. 5. 

based on decoration, 1: nos. $23, $56, S61, Charles II on, 2: nos. D43-D44; colors on, See also Amsterdam, Neth.; Haarlem, Neth.; 
$65, S66, $82, 2: no. D387; based on designs, 2: nos. D110-D112; crosses on, 2: no. D403; Holland; Netherlands 
2: no. D385; based on dimensions, 2: dishes of, 2: no. D88; in England, 2: p. 22, delft, Northern European, 2: no. D365 
no. D422; based on documentary evidence, nos. D15 n. 1, D77, D159, D160-D162, D253, delft apothecary pots: borders on, 2: no. D296; 

1: p. 10; based on glazes, 2: nos. D417-D418; D398-D400; English names on, 2: no. D253; dating of, 2: nos. D395, D397; dry, 2: 
based on initials, 1: no. $5; based on inscrip- export of, 2: no. D105; figures on, 2: nos. D396, D398-D400, D401, D402, D407, 

tions, 1: no. $65; based on palettes, 2: no. D286; flowers on, 2: nos. D159, D160- D408; export of, 2: nos. D394, D398-D400; 

nos. D387, D395, D410; based on related D162, D218-D219, D275, D293; foliage on, 2: feet on, 2: no. D210; motifs on, 2: 

wares, 1: nos. $48, S75; based on shapes, 1: no. D68; fruit on, 2: nos. D171-D173; geo- nos. D174-D176, D210, D394, D398-D400, 

no. $56, 2: nos. D387, D397; based on sub- metric motifs on, 2: nos. D171-D173, D177; D402; production of, 2: nos. D398-D400; 

ject matter, 2: nos. D417-D418; of delft glazes on, 2: nos. D90, D249, D253; from sets of, 2: nos, D398-D400, D401, D402, 

apothecary wares, 2: nos. D395, D397, D410; Haarlem, 2: nos. D154—D155; and inscrip- D403; shapes of, 2: nos. D394, D395, D396 

of delft boots, 2: no. D358; of delft bowls, 2: tion plates, 2: p. 20, no. D77; inscriptions and n. 4, D397, D403; sizes of, 2: nos. D296, 

nos. D4, D154-D155; of delft clockfaces, 2: on, 2: no. D77; and Italian maiolica, 2: D394 n. 3, D403; uses of, 2: nos. D394, 

no. D385; of delft flower containers, 2: nos. D398-D400; landscapes on, 2: nos. D68, D396; wasters of, 2: no. D396. See also delft 

no. D366; of delft fuddling cups, 2: D90; lettering on, 2: no. D403; manganese apothecary tiles; delft apothecary wares; 

nos. D294, D295; of delft goblets, 2: on, 2: no. D385; and Merryman plates, 2: delft pots; delft syrup pots 

no. D237; of delft mugs, 2: nos. D252, D260, no. D77; motifs on, 1: no. $39; oriental delft apothecary pots, dates on: 1647, 2: 

D264-D266, D269, D278-D279; of delft por- motifs on, 2: nos. D105, D117, D280, D381; no. D394; 1652, 2: no. D397; 1656, 2: 

ringers, 2: nos. D180, D183; of delft posset ornament on, 2: no, D234; painting styles no. D394; 1658, 2: nos. D296, D394, D401; 

pots, 2: nos. D287, D289; of delft pounce on, 2: nos. D90, D366; plates of, 2: nos. D77, 1659, 2: no. D401; 1660, 2: nos. D398-D400; 

pots, 2: no. D387; of delft punch bowls, 2: D179; playing cards on, 2: no. D179; rim 1662, 2: no. D401; 1663, 2: no. D394; 1665, 

nos. D304, D308, D309, D319; of delft salts, and edge treatments on, 2: nos. D171-D173; 2: no. D397; 1666, 2: no. D401; 1667, 2: 

2: nos. D211-D212; of delft shoes, 2: sauceboats of, 2: no. D204; sea creatures on, no. D402; 1675, 2: nos. D398-D400; 1679, 2: 

no. D359; of delft tea- and coffee wares, 2: 2: nos. D72—D73; shapes of, 2: nos. D90, nos. D404-D406; 1690, 2: no, D402; 1694, 2: 

nos. D324, D326, D335, D337, D338, D339; D253, D323, D396, D403; sherds of, 2: nos. D404—D406; 1722, 2: nos. D398-D400; 

of delft tiles, 2: nos. D417-D418, D422; of nos. D218-D219; ships on, 2: nos. D72-D73; 1723, 2: no. D408; 1726, 2: nos. D398-D400; 
English slipware, 1: no. S65; of slipware bev- storage pots of, 2: nos. D390-D392; 1738, 2: no. D408 
erage wares, 1: nos. $48, S56, S61, S65, S66, teawares of, 2: nos. D321, D323; tiles of, 2: delft apothecary pots, initials on: “EP,” 2: 

$75, S82; of slipware dishes, 1: nos. $5, S8 nos. D335, D385, D398-D400, D416, D419, nos. D398-D400; “HH,” 2: no. D401; “HM,” 

n. 3, $23; of tin-glazed stoneware, 2: D420; trek ornament on, 2: nos. D253, 2: nos. D398-D400; “IP,” 2: nos. D404-D406; 

no. D332. See also delft dishes and plates, D371-D372; vases on, 2: no. D159; vessels “LP,” 2: no. D408 

dating of of, 2: no. D396; wavy lines on, 2: nos. D174— delft apothecary pots, inscriptions on: 

Davis, David, 2: nos. D193, D231 D176. See also Dutch; Holland; kraakporselein; “C:CICHOREI,” 2: no. D397; “C:CYNOSB.” 2: 
Deme lake tiene. 696 potters, Dutch no. D407; “CE.CORT:ALI,” 2: no. D407; 
decoration, enameled. See ornament: enameled delft, English: banded hedge motifs on, 2: “C:FL:AURANT,” 2: no. D408; “C:GENISTAE:” 

decoration, polychrome. See ornament, poly- no. D300; biblical scenes on, 2: no. D335 2: nos. D404—D406; “CONF. ALKERM,” 2: 

chrome and n. 1; borders on, 2: no. D90; bossed, 2: no. D408; “CONF:DAMOC,” 2: no. D408; “O. 

decoration, sgraffito. See ornament, sgraffito nos. D235-D236; and Chinese porcelain, 2: HYPERIC,” 2: no, D408; “OPI FER QVE PER 
decoration, sponged. See ornament: sponged p. 25; chinoiserie, 1: p. 36, 2: no. D280; col- ORBEM DICOR,” 2: no. D349; “P. AGARICO,” 

decorative techniques, 2: nos. D327, D337. See ors on, 2: nos. D89, D341; and Continental 2: no. D407; “P. COCH MAJ,” 2: no. D408; 
also specific forms of decoration delft, 2: p. 25; craftsmen on, 2: no. D86; “P:EMMENAGOG,” 2: no. D408; 

Dehlinger, 2: opp. no. D353 dates on, 2: no. D90; dating of, 1: p. 10; dec- “PL:COCH[|AE|MI{NJO,” 2: no. D403; “P:MAS- 
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TICH,” 2: nos. D404-D406; “P RUSSY,” 2: for, 2: nos. D218-D219; crowns on, 2: “Drink:Fair/Dont:Swear,” 2: no. D118; “JOHN 

no. D403; “P:TARTAR,” 2: no. D408; “QPIFER nos. D222, D225; as earliest English delft- and SUSANNA MAYS,” 2: no. D318; “Long 

QuE PER:ORBEM DICOR,” 2: no. D395; ware, 2: nos. D218-D219; figure-shaped, 2: Live/The King,” 2: no. D313; “The Minerva of 

“T:ALHANDAL,” 2: nos. D398-D400; no. D344; guild arms on, 2: no. D224; han- Chester,” 2: no. D423; Swedish, 2: no, D318 

“T:DECARABE,” 2: no. D403; dles on, 2: nos. D229, D298; Horace Walpole delft butter dishes, 2: no. D187. See also butter 

“TROCH:ALKEK,” 2: no. D403; “TROCH:CAP- and, 1: p. 9; metal mounts on, 2: no. D222; wares 

PAR:,” 2: no. D403; “u:NERVIN,” 2: neck ornament on, 2: no. D298; popularity delft buttons, 2: no. D384 

nos. D398-D400; “U. RUB:DESIC,” 2: of, 2: nos. D226-D228; shapes of, 2: delfi buttons, dates on: 1651, 2: no. D384; 1667, 

no. D408; “V:AREGON,” 2: no. D401 nos. D229, D230 and n. 1, D271; uses of, 2: 2: no. D384 

delft apothecary tiles, 2: nos. D394, D409, D410, nos. D218-D219, D221, D344; wreaths on, 2: delft buttons, initials on: “IH,” 2: no. D384; 

D411, D423. See also delft apothecary pots; no. D220 “Ts,” 2: no. D384 

delft apothecary wares; delft pots; delft delft bottles, dates on: 1628, 2: nos. D218-D219; delft cachepots, 2: no. D367 

syrup pots 1639, 2: no. D207; 1640, 2: nos. D226-D228; delft candlesticks, 2: nos. D235-D236, D299, 

delft apothecary tiles, dates on: 1663, 2: 1641, 2: nos. D221, D226-D228; 1642, 2: D380, D381, D382, D383 

nos. D410, D423; 1664, 2: no. D410; 1670, 2: nos. D221, D222; 1643, 2: no. D222; 1644, 2: delft candlesticks, dates on: 1648, 2: no. D380; 

no, D410 nos. D222, D298; 1645, 2: no. D222; 1647, 2: 1653, 2: no. D380; 1657, 2: nos. D211-D212; 

delft apothecary tiles, initials on: “CR,” 2: nos. D226-D228; 1648, 2: no, D222; 1649, 1: 1685, 2: no. D382 

no. D410; “NB,” 2: no. D410 p. 10, 2: nos. D83, D222, D223; 1650, 2: delft candlesticks, initials on: “IAM,” 2: 

delft apothecary tiles, inscriptions on: “BEATI nos. D222, D223, D224, D226-D228; 1652, 2: no. D382; “ty 2: no. D380; “wR” 2: 

PASSIFISI,” 2: no. D410; “EDWARD W(???],” 2: no. D223; 1658, 2: nos. D226-D228; 1660, 2: no. D380 

no. D423; “EDWARD W|EBB?],” 2: no. D410; nos. D226-D228; 1661, 2: no. D77; 1662, 2: delft carinated beakers, 2: no, D324 

“HONI SOYT QVY MALY PENSI,” 2: no. D410; nos. D226-D228; 1676, 2: no. D222; 1719, 2: delft casters, 2: nos. D215, D216 

“OPIFER QUEPER ORBEM DICOR,” 2: no. D229 delft casters, dates on: 1691, 2: no, D215; 

no. D411; “THOMAS FAVTART,” 2: no. D410 delft bottles, initials on: “CR,” 2: no, D222; December 16, 1696, 2: no. D215; 1700, 2: 

delft apothecary wares, 2: nos. D210, D390- “pDa,” 2: no. D220; “EWM,” 2: no. D83; no. D216 

D392 n. 9, D394, D398-D400, D401, D410. “pb,” 2: no. D221; “pSp,” 2: no. D221 delft casters, initials on: “AW,” 2: no. D216; 

See also delft apothecary pots; delft apothe- delft bottles, inscriptions on: “ChARLS THE 22,” “EH,” 2: no. D215 

cary tiles; delft pots; delft syrup pots 2: no. D225; “CLARET,” 2: nos. D222, D226 delft caudle cups. See delft cups: caudle 

delft apothecary wares, dates on: 1660, 2: D228; CR/Wh:WINE,” 2: no. D222; delft cauldrons, 2: no, D205 

no, D210; 1722, 2: no. D210 “IOHN*TOMES,” 2: no. D223; “RENISH delft centerpieces, 2: nos. D197-D198 

delft banks, 2: nos. D350-D351 WINE,” 2: no, D221; “SACK,” 2: nos. D222, delft chamber pots, 2: nos. D413-D414, D415. 

delft banks, dates on: “y® 14 of w October 1717,” D226-D228; “SACK/C|crown|R2,” 2: See also chamber pots 

2: nos. D350-D351 no. D222; “THOMAS WIBRON,” 2: no. D224; delft char dishes/pots, 2: no. D206 

delft banks, initials on: “JW,” 2: nos. D350-D351 “Weilcom my/Freinds/1661,” 2: no. D77; delft chargers: biblical scenes on, 2: nos. D65, 
delft banks, inscriptions on: “ANN:WITTEN,” 2: “WHEN THIS YOV SE [wreath] REMEMBER D335; borders of, 2: nos. D31, D33-D34, 

nos. D350-D351; “Ann Witten was Born y° ME,” 2: no. D220; “WHIT,” 2: nos. D221, D41, D356-D357; Fruiterers’ Company and, 

14 of w October 1717,” 2: nos. D350-D351; D223, D226-D228; “WHIT WINE,” 2: 2: no. D65; manufacture of, 2: nos. D30, 

“GEORGE ADLVM,” 2: nos. D350-D351 nos. D222, D226-D228; “WILLIAM HOLLIS D52, D91-D92; origins of, 2: no. D31; por- 

delft barber basins, 2: nos. D412, D413-D414 OF SCRWBY,” 2: no. D229; “You & I traits on, 2: nos. D11-D13, D33-D34, D41, 

delft barber basins, dates on: 1681, 2: are/Earth,” 2: no. D77 D49-D50, D52; tulip, 2: nos. D159, D160- 

nos. D413-D414; 1685]?], 2: nos. D413-D414; delft bowls: arms and crests on, 2: nos. D118, D162. See also delft dishes and plates; delft 

1716, 2: nos. D413-D414; 1719, 2: no. D421; D383; attribution of, 2: no. D4; bianco- equestrian dishes and plates; horsemen; 

1763, 2: nos. D413-D414 sopra-bianco, 2: no. D318; borders on, 2: riders; slipware dishes: equestrian 

delft barber basins, initials on: “ED,” 2: nos. D317, D323; dating of, 2: nos. D4, delfi chargers, dates on: 1663, 2: nos. D356— 

no, D421 D154-D155; exterior marks on, 2: no. D193; D357; 1676, 2: nos. D356-D357 

delft barber basins, inscriptions on: “[JAN Fazackerley-style ornament on, 2: no. D328; delft checkerboards, 2: no. D386 
MJAEISOM,” 2: no. D412; “Quarter Day Pray feet on, 2: nos. D315, D323; for fruit, 2: delft checkerboards, dates on: 1723, 2: no. D386 
Gentlemen Pay,” 2: nos. D413-D414; “SIR nos. D192, D193; landscapes on, 2: nos. D87, delft checkerboards, initials on: “TS,” 2: 

YOUR QUARTER’S UP” and variations, 2: D89, D179; lettering on, 2: no. D317; no. D386 

nos. D413-D414 palettes on, 2: nos. D89, D91—D92, D343, delft cisterns, 2: nos. D107-D109, D231, 

delft book-shaped hand warmers, 2: opp. D383; Palissy-type, 2: no. D4; piecrust rims D278-D279, D363 

no. D353, nos. D353 and n. 4, D354 and on, 2: nos. D89, D188, D189, D190; pierced, delft cisterns, dates on: 1638, 2: no. D231; 1641, 

n. 1, D355, D356-D357 2: nos. D191, D193; playing-card motifs on, 2: no. D231; 1644, 2: no. D231 

delft book-shaped hand warmers, dates on: 2: no. D179; polychrome decoration on, 2: delft cisterns, initials on: “CR,” 2: no. D231 
1651, 2: opp. no. D353; 1658, 2: opp. no. D117; portraits on, 2: nos. D14, delft clock cases, 2: no. D130, 

no. D353; 1663, 2: nos. D353, D354; 1665, 2: D20-D21, D167; rosewater, 2: nos. D72-D73; delft clockfaces, 2: no. D384 

no, D353; 1672, 2: nos. D353, D354; 1688, 2: shapes of, 2: nos. D95-D96, D309, D318, delft coffee wares, 1: p. 32, 2: p. 26 n. 18, 
no. D355; 1693, 2: nos. D353, D354, D355; D323; ship, 2: no. D423; sizes of, 2: nos. D324, D329-D330, D343. See also coffee 
1710, 2: opp. no. D353 no. D323; spiked, 2: nos. D187, D325; uses cups; delft teawares; porcelain, English: cof 

delft book-shaped hand warmers, initials on: of, 2: no. D189. See also delft butter dishes fee wares of; stoneware, tin-glazed 
“B.” 2: no. D353; “RS,” 2: no. D354; “SS,” 2: delft bowls, dates on: 1682, 2: no. D14; 1711, 2: delft coffee wares, dates on: 1705, 2: no. D367 
no. D355 nos. D264-D266; 1726, 2: no. D118; 1746, 2: delft cornucopias. See delft flower containers: 

delft book-shaped hand warmers, inscriptions nos. D312, D315; 1753, 2: nos. D193, D315; wall pockets 
on: “EXSEPT OF THIS MY HART WITHAL 1755, 2: no. D317; 1756, 2: no. D383; 1761, 2: delft cream jugs. See delft jugs: cream 
...,” 2: no. D354; “The Gift Is small ... ,” no. D170; 1764, 2: no. D318; 1766, 2: delft cups: caudle, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D9, D101, 
2: no. D355, nos. D318, D317; 1767, 2: no. D317; 1770, 2: D240, D242, D354; Charles II on, 1: p. 10, 

delft boots, 2: no. D358 and n. 3 no. D317 2: nos. D9, D239; chocolate, 1: p. 32; double- 
delft boots, inscriptions on: “OH.MY.HEAD,” 2: delft bowls, initials on: “AR,” 2: no. D188; “DM,” handled, 2: nos. D280, D281-D282, D283, 

no. D358 2: no. D188; “GR,” 2: nos. D46, D188; “KR2,” D284, D285, D288, D305; fuddling, 2: 
delft bottles: borders on, 2: nos. D224, D298; 2: no, D14; “PG,” 2: no. D188 nos. D207, D290-D291, D292, D293, D294, 

from Charles I's reign, 2: no. D222; common delft bowls, inscriptions on: “Clay got over the D295; handles on, 2: nos. D283, D288, 
decoration on, 2: nos. D226-D228; common Primate’s Coals—Dublin,” 2: no. D193; D329-D330; knops of, 2: no. D280; lids of, 
inscriptions on, 2: nos. D226-D228; covers “Confusion to the Pretender,” 2: no, D312; 2: nos. D280, D283; painting styles on, 2: 
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nos. D241, D288; palettes on, 2: no. D305; D163-D164; 1664, 2: nos. D8, D78; 1665, 2: no. D166; “Ty,” 2: no. D80; “,Wr,” 2: 

and porcelain, 2: nos. D280, D284; rim nos. D9, D353; 1666, 2: no. D8; 1668, 2: nos. D8, D64; “CKS,” 2: no. D31; “CR,” 2: 

bands on, 2: no. D284; shapes of, 2: nos. D159, D163-D164, D296; 1669, 2: nos. D8, D9, D11-D13, D15, D43-D44, D51, 
nos. D239, D269, D283, D288; single-han- nos. D8, D159, D160-D162; 1670, 2: D53; “C2R,” 2: no. D9; “CR2,” 2: nos. D10, 
dled, 2: nos. D239, D241, D242, D243, D244; nos. D81—D82, D83, D159; 1671, 2: nos. D2- D98; “C.R.S,” 2: no. D31; “DM,” 2: 

uses of, 2: no. D242; white, 2: nos. D281- D3, D7, D159; 1672, 2: no. D9; 1673, 2: nos. D38-D39, D40; “DO,” 2: nos. D38-D39, 

D282. See also delft coffee wares; delft gob- nos. D84, D160-D162; 1674, 2: nos. D2-D3, D40, D41; “DF S,” 2: no. D42; “Ds,” 2: 
lets; delft mugs; delft teawares D105; 1675, 2: nos. D1, D2-D3, D110-D112, no. D42; “EE,” 2: no. D185; “EH,” 2: 

delft cups, dates on: 1633, 1: nos. $77-S78, 2: D296; 1676, 2: nos. D9, D158, D159; 1679, nos. D107-D109; “EIA,” 2: no. D6; “EKE,” 2: 
nos. D290-D291; 1641, 2: nos. D290-D291; 2: nos. D107-D109; 1680, 2: nos. D17, D32, no. D70; “GPM,” 2: no. D17; “GMg,” 2: 
1647, 2: no. D243; 1649, 2: no. D293; 1654, D88, D101, D107-D109, D110-D112, D211— no. D9; “GR,” 2: nos. D11-D13, D35-D36, 

2: no, D238; 1657, 2: no. D238; 1661, 2: D212; 1681, 2: nos. D2—D3, D14, D51; 1682, D45, D46, D47, D48, D51, D133; “GRI,” 2: 

nos. D9, D239; 1662, 2: nos. D9, D239; 1669, 2: nos. D10, D14, D79, D98; 1683, 2: no. D45; “GRII,” 2: no. D45; “GR2,” 2: 

2: no. D238; 1672, 2: no. D101; 1673, 2: nos. D10, D72—D73, D103; 1684, 2: nos. D79, nos. D38-D39; “GoR,” 2: nos. D45, D53; 
no. D241; 1674, 2: no. D242; 1676, 2: D105; 1685, 2: nos. D17, D66-D67; 1686, 2: “llr,” 2: nos. D49-D50; *GHHR.” 2: no. DS7; 
no. D243; 1680, 2: no. D283; 1682, 2: nos. D80, D98, D106; 1687, 2: nos. D68, D98, “GSM,” 2: no. D80; “HCE,” 2: no. D80; “HK,” 

nos. D240, D244; “1688 . . . APRILY® 29,” 2: D105, D107-D109; 1688, 2: no. D19; 1689, 2: 2: no. D63; “HL,” 2: no. D93; “ICA,” 2: 

no. D275; 1688, 2: no. D283; 1695, 2: nos. D80, D81-D82; 1690, 2: no. D88; 1691, nos. D171-D173; “IS,” 2: no. D90; “IPM,” 2: 
no. D284; 1707, 2: no. D288; 1710, 2: 2: nos. D20-D21, D22-D24, D80, D165; 1692, nos. D20-D21 n. 6; “]FR,” 2: nos. D22-D24; 

nos. D285, D305; 1716, 2: no. D288; 1727, 2: 2: nos. D68, D80; 1694, 2: nos. D22-D24, “TH,” 2: no. D68; “I-H,” 2: no. D65; “THM,” 2: 

nos. D288, D294 D27-D28, D254; 1695, 2: nos. D27-D28, no, D83; “Ik,” 2; no. D79; “IK,” 2: no. D63; 

delft cups, initials on: “AGA,” 2: no. D283; D32, D33-D34, D88; 1697, 2: nos. D1, D90, “IL,” 2: no. D63; “ISE” 2: no. D97; “IW,” 2: 

“AMR,” 2: no. D238; “AS,” 2: no. D293; “cR2” D166; 1698, 2: no. D41; 1699, 2: no. D30; nos. D22-D24; “|W,” 2: no. D78; mE a: 

2: no. D239; “EW,” 2: no. D288; “IB,” 2: 1701, 2: no. D90; 1704, 2: nos. D31, D70, no. D80; “JR2,” 2: no. D98; “KP,” 2: no. D56; 
no. D241; “IDA,” 2: no. D244; “IM,” 2: D79, D166; 1707, 2: nos. D79, D289; 1708, “KR,” 2: no. D14; “KR,” 2: no. D14; “KT,” 2: 

no. D283; “ML,” 2: no. D288; “NSA,” 2: 2: no. D70; 1709, 2: nos. D116, D118; 1711, no. D166; “KW,” 2: nos. D25, D29; “L,” 2: 

no. D242; “RE” 2: no, D284; “pSyj,” 2: 1: p. 34, 2: nos. D35-D36, D60-D62; 1712, no. D63; “MCI,” 2: nos. D22-D24; “MH,” 2: 

no. D238; “Ip” 2: no. D293 2: p. 24, nos. D51, D81-D82, D167; 1714, 2: no. D30; “MR,” 2: no. D26; “MRH,” 2: 

delft cups, inscriptions on: “[BEWAR|E: nos. D47, D91—D92, D93, D255; 1715, 2: no. D17; “MS,” 2: no. D80; “MsH,” 2: no. D17; 
OF-THE:FOX:” 2: nos. D264-D266; nos. D288, D307; 1716, 2: nos. D51, D260, “MT,” 2: nos, D81—D82; “MW,” 2: nos. D22— 

“BR OTH [E or FIR,” 2: nos. D290-D291; D309; 1720, 2: nos. D113-D114; 1721, 2: p24; “NRA,” 2: nos. D2-D3; “NRE,” 2: no. D7; 

“CHARLES The 2D,” 2: no. D225; “DRINKE no. D115; 1722, 2: nos. D75, D119, D189, NT,” 2: no. D8; “PE,” 2: nos. D38-D39; “PG,” 

AND SEE MY CONY” and variations, 2: D199; 1723, 2: no. D93; 1724, 2: nos. D75, 2: nos. D38-D39; “P.G.,” 2: no. D31; “PM,” 2: 

no. D238; “DRYNCK ALL BOYSE,” 2: D85, D189; 1728, 2: nos. D113-D114; 1729, nos. D38-D39; “PW,” 2: no. D40; “QA,” 2: 

nos. D290-D291; “JOHN LARTH MAN AND. 2: nos. D413-D414; 1730, 2: no, D185; 1731, no. D26; “QC,” 2: no. D53; “Q-K,” 2: no. D15; 

ROSE,” 2: no. D238; “MARRIED APRILY® 29,” 2: nos. D179, D185; 1733, 2: nos. D47, D85, “QM,” 2: nos. D20-D21, D25; “RC,” 2: 

2: no, D275; “WILLIAM:CHIP:ELIZABETH: D118, D119, D120, D142, D179; 1734, 2: no. D105; #pDa," 2: no. D115; “RG,” 2: 

CHIP,” 2: no, D243 nos. D59, D85, D118, D185; 1736, 2: nos. D81-D82; “RI,” 2: no. D64; “RMA,” 2: 

delft dishes and plates: borders on, 2: nos. D185, D327; 1737, 2: nos. D74, D317; no. D83; “RMH,” 2: nos. D22-D24: “pM.” 2: 

nos. D211—D212, D289, D317, D341; in 1738, 2: no. D53; 1739, 2: no. D373; 1740, no. D297; “RPI,” 2: no. D88; “RRM,” 2: 

coffins, 2: nos. D211—D212; Continental, 2: 2: nos. D51, D374; 1741, 2: no. D51; 1741/2, no. D83; “RIE,” 2: nos. D126-D127; “SB,” 2: 

no. D31; dated, 2: no. D326; election, 2: 2: no. D97; 1742, 2: nos. D79, D126-D127; no. D106; “SH,” 2: nos. D124, D166; “TA,” 2: 

nos. D60-D62; exterior marks on, 2: 1746, 2: nos. D54, D313, D333-D334; 1747, 2: no. D116; “Tg,” 2: no. D309; “TBM,” 2: 

no. D325; fecundity, 2: nos. D1, D2, D3, D6, no, D94; 1748, 2: nos. D128, D179; 1750, 2: nos..D110-D112; °1C)” 22n0..D59; “LG.” 2: 

D87, D367; gaming, 2: no. D386; with no. D74; 1752, 2: nos. D98, D121, D124; no. D59; “TCI,” 2: nos, D110-D112; “7Gy,” 2: 

hatched flower heads, 2: no. D367; Horace 1753, 2: nos. D60-D62; 1754, 2: no. D85; “TM,” 2: no. D65; “TRE,” 2: 

Walpole and, 1: p. 9, 2: no. D15; initialed, 2: nos. D60-D62; 1755, 2: no. D99; 1758, 2: nos. D81-D82, D117; “TM,” 2: nos. D171- 

no. D374; palettes on, 2: nos. D64, D89, no, D86; 1760, 2: nos. D86, D93; 1761, 2: D173, “Ws,” 2: no. D327; “W,” 2: no. D63; 

D316, D425; Palissy-type, 2: nos. D1, D2-D3, nos. D99, D376; 1764, 2: no. D99; 1765, 2: “wDp,” 2: nos. D110-D112; “WER” 2: 

D5, D83; piecrust rims on, 2: no. D191; no. D99; 1767, 2: no. D376; 1771, 2: no. D93; no. D90; “WMR,” 2: nos. D22-D24, D25, 

pierced, 2: nos. D191, D297; polychrome, 2: 1772, 2: nos. D86, D153; 1774, 2: no. D153 p31; “WMR,” 2: nos. D22-D24; “WP,” 2: 

nos. D287, D325; sets of, 1: p. 34, 2: p. 20, delft dishes and plates, dating of: based on bor- no. D121; “WP 4,” 2: no. D59; “WR,” 2: 

no. D79; shapes of, 1: no. $31, 2: nos. D78, ders, 2: nos. D60-D62, D71, D116, D134— nos. D11-D13, D27-D28, D31; “WWM,” 2: 

D101, D104, D107-D109, D110-D112, D130, D135, D136-D137, D160-D162, D163-D164, no. D84 

D170, D200-D201, D202. See also delft charg- D167, D287; based on decoration, 2: delft dishes and plates, inscriptions on: 

ers; delft equestrian dishes and plates nos. D49-D50, D58, D6é6-D67, D72-D73, “(1|/Thr° many hands/Twice thr® the fire/at 

delft dishes and plates, dates on: 1628, 2: D74, D113-D114, D134—D135, D136-D137, last,” 2: p. 24; “ADMIRAL KEPPEL FOR EVER,” 

no. D158; 1633, 2: no. D1; 1634, 2: D145-D146, D160-D162, D163-D164; based 2: no. D58; “Bowcock,” 2: no. D179; “Charles, 

nos. D154-D155; 1635, 2: nos. D65, D66— on design, 2: nos. D154-D155, D167; based Cordy/of norwich” and variations, 2: 

D67, D171-D173; 1637, 2: nos. D7, D9, D63, on glazes, 2: nos. D30, D52, D143, D145— no, D86; “Cornelius Dixon/Norwich,” 2: 

D64, D171-D173; 1638, 2: nos. D6, D64; D146, D151, D160-D162, D163-D164; based no. D86; “Cre/well Esqr.:/For Ever,” 2: 

1639, 2: nos. D154-D155; 1640, 2: nos. D63, on painting styles, 2: nos. D30, D32, nos. D60-D62; “Dead or alive,” 2: nos. D43- 

D65, D154-D155; 1645, 2: no. D7; 1647, 2: D33-D34, D52, D118, D119, D134—D135, D44; “DE JUNGE GOTTFRIED EN JUNGE 

nos. D154-D155; 1649, 2: nos. D83, D224; D158; based on palettes, 2: nos. D52, D119, CHRISTIAN,” 2: no. D99; “Diadem,” 2: 

1650, 2: nos. D7, D65; 1651, 2: nos. D2-D3, D143, D145-D146, D154—D155; based on no. D98; “Dr. Henry Sacheverell,” 2: no. D42; 

D83; 1652, 2: no. D65; 1653, 2: nos. D8, portraits, 2: no. D46; based on shapes, 2: “Duke William/for Ever,” 2: no. D54; Dutch, 

D33-D34; 1654, 2: nos. D235-D236; 1655, nos. D43-D44, D49-D50, D51, D72-D73, 2: p. 20, no. D79; “Fortescue.&.Harris./For 

2: nos. D156-D157; 1657, 2: nos. D7, D63, D91-D92, D103, D136-D137, D151, D160— Ever.,” 2: nos. D60-D62; “Francis Gott,” 2: 

D87, D156-D157, D163-D164; 1658, 2: D162, D163-D164, D171—D173; based on no. D98; “A Frindly/Feast,” 2: no. D77; 

nos. D2-D3; 1659, 2: nos. D2—D3, D64; 1660, sizes, 2: no. D103 German, 2: no. D79; “GOD:GRAND:GRCE,” 2: 

2: nos. D2-D3, D7, D64; 1661, 2: nos. D2-D3, delft dishes and plates, initials on: “A,” 2: no. D83; “God save y® Duke of Cumberland 

D6, D7, D9, D77, D83, D158, D159, D165; no. D51; “ACh” 2: no. D288; “AR,” 2: ...,” 2: no. D54; “God Save King George,” 2: 

1662, 2: no. D9; 1663, 2: nos. D65, nos. D33-D34, D35-D36, D51; “AT,” 2: no. D51; “Good Wynejand Beere,” 2: no. D77; 
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“heer is Lettel cheer/but you are THIS CUP IN HAND DRINKE UP THE BEERE nos. D232-D233, D234; “24TH AVGVST: 

welcom/heer,” 2: no. D77; “I am a servant LET IT NOT STAND,” 2: no. D237 1631,” 2: nos. D232-D233; 1632, 2: 

unto all... ,” 1: p. 33; “IOHN AYERS,” 2: delft inkstands, 2: nos. D371-D372 n. 1, D388, nos. D234, D394; 1633, 1: nos. $77-S78, 2: 

no. D63; “The King of Pru/sia,” 2: no. D56; D389 nos. D232-D233; 1634, 2: no. D397; 1635, 2: 

“K y® 2 G,” 2: no. D52; “Let Justice in delft inkstands, dates on: 1750, 2: no. D388; nos. D232-D233; 1642, 2: no. D64; 1645, 2: 

each/Honest Heart abide .. . .” 2: no. D59; “Novem y® 6 1751,” 2: no. D388; 1756, 2: nos. D4, D87, D397; 1647, 2: nos. D358, 

“LIBERTAS POPULI,” 2: no. D59; Merryman no. D388; “August/26/1761,” 2: no. D389; D397; 1650, 2: nos. D87, D358, D397; 1653, 

rhymes, 2: nos. D77, D79; “No qvarter,” 2: 1764, 2: no. D389 2: nos. D235-D236; 1655, 2: no. D4; 1657, 2: 

nos. D43-D44; “Omnia subjeci/ti sub ped- delft inkstands, initials on: “RW,” 2: no. D388; no. D246; 1658, 2: no. D397; 1659, 2: 

ibus oves & boves,” 2: no. D85; “O, woe is “S..B,” 2: no. D389 no, D78; 1660, 2: nos. D15, D87, D239; 1669, 

me!...,” 2: no. D93; “The Petition”/“The delft inkstands, inscriptions on: “M! Gilbert 2: no. D240; 1674, 2: no. D275; 1679, 2: 

Petitions,” 2: no. D59; “To y© Pious Memory Sale his Ink stand,” 2: no. D388; “William no. D239; 1682, 2: nos. D245, D250-D251; 

of Queen Caroline,” 2: no. D53; “Placemen,” Whenett Lancajter,” 2: no. D389 1684, 2: no, D245; 1686, 2: nos. D250-D251; 

2: no. D59; “Plates of pewter are no go... .” delft jars, 2: nos. D136-D137, D174-D176, D217, 1694, 2: nos. D253, D275; 1696, 2: no. D253; 

2: p. 20; “The Polinn,” 2: no. D59; “The price D286, D365 1698, 2: no. D254; 1720, 2: nos. D258, 

is 1000 pound,” 2: nos. D43-D44; “Prince delft jugs: from Aldgate, 2: no. D393; borders D264-D266; 1722, 2: no. D262; 1724, 2: 

Eugine,” 2: no. D37; “PURSU’D BY MEN, PRE- on, 2: nos. D234, D296, D331; cream, 2: no. D258; 1728, 2: nos. D85, D259, D260, 

SERV’D BY GOD,” 2: nos. D43-D44; related no. D331, opp. no. D359 n. 8; Fazackerley- D262; 1731, 2: nos. D264-D266; 1732, 2: 

to Oates Conspiracy, 2: no. D16; “The Royal style ornament on, 2: nos. D331, D388; fig- no. D85; 1744, 2: no. D263; 1754, 2: ; 

Oak,” 2: nos. D43-D44; “Sir Jno Pole for ure-shaped, 2: no. D349; guild arms on, 2: no. D267; 1757, 2: nos. D329-D330, D388; 

Ever” and variations, 2: nos. D60-D62; nos. D275, D296; handles on, 2: no. D331; 1758, 2: nos. D329-D330, D388; 1763, 2: 

“STEPHEN:FORTVNE:&:ELIZABETH,” 2: landscapes on, 2: no. D87; lettering on, 2: no. D268; 1766, 2: no. D270; 1793, 2: 

no. D1; “Succe/s to y®. Lamuel/Cap*. Iacob nos. D268, D389; palettes on, 2: no. D287; no, D271 

Bekrman,” 2: no. D100; Swedish, 2: no. D99; polychrome decoration on, 2: no. D331; delft mugs, initials on: “CF,” 2: no. D388; 

“Weilcom.my./Freinds.,” 2: no. D77; “You & I royal portraits on, 2: no. D296; shapes of, 2: “«GBw,” 2: nos. D235-D236; “ID,” 2: 

are/Earth/1661,” 2: no. D77 nos. D234, D296, D388. See also stoneware, nos. D245, D254; “Ha,” 2: no. D254; “IW,” 

delft drainers or strainers, 2: nos. D194 and tin-glazed: cream jugs of 2: no. D245; “SBs,” 2: no. D275; “TE” 2: 

n. 4, D195, D196 delft jugs, dates on: 1632, 2: nos. D234, D394; no. D388; “;Wy,” 2: no. D245 

delft drug jars. See delft apothecary pots 1650, 2: nos. D87, D296; 1657, 2: no. D349; delft mugs, inscriptions on: “ANN CHAPMAN,” 

delft equestrian dishes and plates: from 1658, 2: nos. D235-D236; 1659, 2: no. D349; 2: no. D64; “Be Ware of the Fox” and varia- 

Brislington, 2: nos. D11—D13, D17, D30, D52; 1660, 2: nos. D87, D296; 1661, 2: no. D389; tions, 2: nos. D264-D266; “Dame Well’s,” 2: 

from Bristol, 2: nos. D11-D13, D17, D30, 1662, 2: no. D296; 1669, 2: no. D349; 1674, no. D267; “EDMVND:PEIRSON:&:ELIZA- 

D32, D52; dates of, 2: no. D88; decoration 2: nos. D297, D349; 1676, 2: no. D349; 1694, BETH,” 2: nos. D232-D233; “ELIZABETH 

on, 2: no. D159; from London, 2: nos. D11— 2: no. D275; 1707, 2: no. D287; 1730, 2: BROCKLEHURST,” 2: nos. D232-D233; 

D13, D17, D30, D31, D32, D37, D54, D63; no. D185; 1757, 2: no. D388; 1761, 2: “Elizabeth Spakeman,” 2: no. D268; 

from Southwark, 2: no. D7. See also delft no. D268; 1763, 2: no. D388; 1772, 2: “FRA[reversed N|CIS HERBERT,” 2: no. D253; 

chargers; horsemen; riders; slipware dishes: no. D323; 1773, 2: no. D268 “GOD.BLES.KNG WILIAM.&.QVEN.MARY.” 2: 

equestrian delft jugs, initials on: “CRy,” 2: no. D296; “C S,” no. D246; “GOD.SENDYE.KING.SAVETO. 

Delftfield pottery, Glasgow, Scot., 2: nos. D170, 2: no. D323; “HMs,” 2: no. D296; “NS,” 2: IRLND,” 2: no. D246; “IOHN:POTTEN: 

D197-D198, D301-D303, D377, D415 no. D287; “QDk,” 2: no. D296; “RCI,” 2: &:SVSANNA,” 2: nos. D232-D233; “MRS. 

delft figures, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D345, D346-D347, no. D388; “sBg,” 2: no. D275; “S:G,” 2: MARY HOOPER,” 2: nos. D232-D233; 

D348, D349, D350-D351, D352 no. D297; “why,” 2: no. D349 “NO:MONEY:NO:CONNY,” 2: no. D246; “To 

delft figures, dates on: 1713, 2: no. D352. See delft jugs, inscriptions on: “Good Ale will catch The Pious Memory of Queen Anne,” 2: 

also delft banks, dates on him,” 2: nos. D264—D266; “Succe/s to/lane no. D258; “Richard Latham,” 2: no. D263; 

delft figures, inscriptions on: “Cat/I am MS Pinder,” 2: no. D268; “Success to Sir William “A RING IS ROUND [&] HATH NO END ... ,” 

Oliver,” 2: no. D352. See also delft banks, Meredith/And all his Plumpers ElizAbeth [sic] 1: nos. $77-S78; “THOMAS BILLING,” 2: 

inscriptions on Ormes,” 2: nos. D268, D389; “THOMAS AN no. D258; “union,” 2: no. D256; 

delft flower containers: drainers or strainers as, ELIZABETH SHEARMAN,” 2: no. D185; “WILLIAM, AND, ELIZABETH, BVRGES,” 2: 

2: no. D194; feet on, 2: no. D210; flower “William Rowland,” 2: no. D388 nos. D232-D233 

bowls, 2: nos. D286, D366; flower bricks, 2: delft landscape pieces, dates on: 1645, 2: delft mustard pots, 2: no. D184 

nos. D348, D371-D372 and n. 1, D373, D374, no. D87; 1664, 2: no. D87 delft night-lights, 1: no. $93 and n. 2 

D375, D376; flower pots, 2: no. D369; heads delft monteiths, 2: no. D196 delft ointment pots, 2: no. D409. See also delft 

as, 2: no. D348; nozzled, 1: no. $94, 2: delft mugs: bleu persan, 2: nos. D278-D279; bor- apothecary pots; delft apothecary tiles; delft 

no. D368; vases, 2: nos. D81—D82, D331, ders on, 2: nos. D234, D250-D251, D289; apothecary wares; delft pots; delft syrup 

D365, D367, D369, D371-D372; wall pock- bosses on, 2: nos. D235-D236; capacity of, 2: pots 

ets, 2: nos. D377, D378, D379. See also delft no. D263; cartouches on, 2: nos. D235 delft ointment pots, inscriptions on: “DELE- 

book-shaped hand warmers D236; Charles II on, 2: no. D239; dating of, SCOT,” 2: no. D409; “GROVESNOR/HOL- 

delft flower containers, dates on: 1650, 1: 2: nos. D252, D260, D264-D266, D269, BORN,” 2: no. D409; “Poma|dje Divine,” 2: 

no, $94, 2: nos. D81—D82, D368; 1661, 2: D278-D279; decoration on, 2: nos. D85, no. D409; “T Singleton Lambeth Butts,” 2: 

no. D368; 1683, 2: no. D368; 1685, 1: D247-D248, D275; excavated, 2: nos. D178, no. D409; “Wm Singleton Lambeth Butts,” 2: 

no, $94, 2: no. D348; 1737, 2: no. D373; D235-D236, D243; Fazackerley-type orna- no. D409; “W Singleton Lambeth Butts,” 2: 

1748, 2: no. D377; 1769, 2: no. D378 ment on, 2: nos. D329-D330, D388; feet on, no, D409 

delft flower containers, initials on: “E,” 2: 2: no. D262; grounds on, 2: nos. D232-D233; delft pickle or sweetmeat dishes, 2: 

no. D373; fee 2: no. D377; “PM,” 2: guild arms on, 2: nos. D85, D245, D275; nos. D197-D198, D199, D200-D201 

no. D378; “Cp” 2: no. D348 handles on, 2: nos. D235-D236, D262; and delft plaques, 2: nos. D421, D423. See also delft 

delft fuddling cups. See delft cups: fuddling metalwork, 2: nos. D240, D245, D254, D263; tiles 
delft goblets, 2: nos. D78, D237, D297, D384. See painting styles on, 2: nos. D64, D250-D251; delft plaques, dates on: 1704, 2: no. D421; 1708, 

also delft cups; delft mugs palettes on, 2: nos. D64, D326; shapes of, 2: 2: no. D421; 1716, 2: nos. D360-D361 n. 6, 
delft goblets, dates on: 1651, 2: no. D237; 1655, nos. D64, D178, D232-D233, D234, D239, D421; 1739, 2: no. D421 

2: nos. D384, D397; 1656, 2: no. D237; 1664, D240, D246, D249, D250-D251, D252, D253, delft plaques, initials on: “AL,” 2: no. D421; 

2: no. D237; 1672, 2: no. D297 D258, D263, D271, D278-D279, D388 ae 2: nos. D360-D361 n. 6, D421; “AR,” 

delft goblets, initials on: “wy” 2: no. D237 delft mugs, dates on: 1628, 2: nos. D232-D233; 2: no. D421; “Gon 2: no, D421 

delft goblets, inscriptions on: “HE THAT HATH 1629, 2: nos. D232-D233; 1630, 2: delft pocket watch models, 2: no. D385 
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delft porringers, 1: no. $44, 2: nos. D81—D82, on, 2: nos. D306, D308; palettes on, 2: “MH,” 2: no. D359; “MS,” 2: no. D362; 

D180, D181-D182, D183, D184, D185, D384 nos. D268, D305, D307, D311, D312, D316; “AD” 2: nos. D360-D361 

delft porringers, dates on: 1662, 2: no. D183; scalloped edges on, 2: no. D196; shapes of, delft slop basins, 2: no. D336 

1673, 2: nos. D181-D182, D384; 1686, 2: 2: nos. D213, D304, D306, D308, D309, D311, delft spoon trays, 2: nos. D333-D334 

nos. D81—D82, D181—D182, D183; 1698, 2: D318, D319; sizes of, 2: no. D306; uses of, 2: delft spouted vessels, 2: nos. D278-D279. See 

no. D183; 1711, 2: nos. D81-D82; 1727, 2: no. D194 also specific forms 

no. D184; 1730, 2: no. D183; 1731, 2: delft punch bowls, dates on: 1683, 2: no. D101; delft stall jars. See delft jars; delft pots 

no. D185; 1744, 2: no. D186; 1765, 2: 1697, 2: no. D306; 1705, 2: nos. D81-D82; delft stands or salvers, 2: nos. D117, D325, D343 

nos. D183, D186 1708, 2: no. D306; 1714, 2: nos. D79, D213, delft storage jars. See delft jars 

delft porringers, initials on: “AH,” 2: nos. D181— D309; 1715, 2: no. D307; 1723, 2: no. D310; delft storage pots. See delft pots 

D182; “BS,” 2: no, D184; “CR2,” 2: no. D225; 1724, 2: nos. D185, D214; 1727, 2: delft syrup pots, 2: nos. D396, D398-D400, 

“EE,” 2: no. D186; “IB,” 2: no. D186; “cn 2: nos. D81-D82, D185, D255; 1731, 2: D402, D404-D406, D407, D408. See also delft 

no. D185; “MS,” 2: nos. D181—D182; “RS,” 2: nos. D413-D414; 1733, 2: no. D341; 1740, 2: apothecary pots; delft apothecary tiles; delft 

no. D184; “Re” 2: nos. D181-D182 no. D312; 1743, 2: no. D267; 1746, 2: ointment pots; delft pots 

delft porringers, inscriptions on: “Mary Miller,” no. D313; “27June 1749,” 2: no. D314; 1749, delft syrup pots, dates on: 1666, 2: nos. D398- 

2: no, D184 2: no. D85; 1752, 2: no. D315; 1754, 2: D400; 1669, 2: no. D402; 1670, 2: no. D402; 

delft posset pots: bleu persan, 2: nos. D278- nos. D93, D268; 1757, 2: no. D388; 1767, 2: 1677, 2: no. D402 n. 2; 1694, 2: nos. D404— 

D279; borders on, 2: no. D289; bossed, 2: no. D328; 1770, 2: no. D388 D406; 1717, 2: no. D407 

nos. D273-D274; costs of, 2: nos. D276— delft punch bowls, initials on: “DB,” 2: delft syrup pots, initials on: “IF,” 2: no. D402 

D277; dating of, 2: nos. D287, D289; decora- no. D310; “pK 2: no. D306; “GB,” 2: n. 2; “MK,” 2: no. D407 

tion on, 2: nos. D275, D336; drinking from, no. D307; “IC,” 2: no. D309; “iM” 2: delft syrup pots, inscriptions on: “DIASCORD,” 

2: no. D275; export of, 2: nos. D276-D277; no. D309; “wha.” 2: no. D312 2: no. D407; “O SAMPSVCHINVM,” 2: 

feet on, 1: no. S65, 2: no. D289; handles on, delft punch bowls, inscriptions on: “No no. D396; “S. AURANT.” 2: no. D407; 

1: no. S65, 2: nos. D273-D274, D285, D289; Pretender,” 2: no. D313; “Prosperity to the “S:DE:PILOSEL,” 2: no. D402; “S:DE:PRASSIO,” 

hidden compartments in, 2: no. D275; lids Flock,” 2: no. D93; “SINCE DRINKING HAS 2: nos. D398-D400; “S: E: MORIS,” 2: 

of, 2: nos. D272, D275, D278-D279, D285, POWRR . .. ,” 2: no. D312; Swedish, 2: nos. D404-D406; “S HEDER T.,” 2: no. D407; 

D289; necks on, 2: no. D289; painting styles no. D99; “Wm Partridge + Liverpool,” 2: “S. ROSACEV®: SOL C.A,” 2: nos. D404-D406 

on, 2: no, D285; palettes on, 2: nos. D276—- no. D314 delft tankards, 2: nos. D322, D340 

D277, D286, D287, D305; and porcelain, 2: delft puzzle cups, 2: nos. D250-D251, D348 delft tankards, dates on: 1720, 2: no. D340, opp. 

nos, D272, D275, D276~-D277, D281-D282, delft puzzle cups, dates on: 1684, 2: nos. D250- no. D359 n. 8; 1748, 2: no. D322 

D285; rim bands on, 2: no. D284; shapes of, D251, D348 delft teawares: powdered grounds on, 2: 

1: no. S65, 2: nos. D272, D273-D274, delft puzzle cups, initials on: “Cp” 2: no. D348 nos. D327, D339; saucers, 2: nos. D321, 

D276-D277, D278-D279, D289, D380; sizes delft puzzle jugs, 1: no. $91, 2: nos. D78, D225, D325, D329-D330; sets of, 2: no. D337; 

of, 2: no. D289; spouts of, 2: no. D275; D298, D299, D300, D301-D303 sugar pots, 2: nos. D320, D339, D340, D341, 

white, 2: nos. D276-D277 delft puzzle jugs, dates on: 1653, 2: no. D299; D342, D343; survival of, 2: p. 26 n. 18; 

delft posset pots, dates on: 1628, 2: no. D272; 1655, 2: no. D78; 1675, 2: no. D297; 1721, 2: teabowls, 2: nos. D254, D323, D325, D326, 

1631, 2: no. D272; 1632, 2: no. D272; 1635, nos. D301-D303; 1732, 2: nos. D301-D303; D327, D328, D329-D330; tea canisters, 2: 

2: no. D272; 1651, 2: nos. D235-D236, 1733, 2: nos. D301-D303; 1742, 2: no. D300; nos. D294, D335, D336, D337, D338 and 

D273-D274; 1653, 2: nos. D235-D236, D397; 1752, 2: nos. D301-D303; 1784, 2: n. 1, D339; teacups, 1: p. 32; teapots, 2: 

1668, 2: no. D65; 1672, 2: no. D244; 1674, 2: nos. D301-D303 nos. D285, D320 and n. 1, D321, D322, 

nos. D240, D275; 1678, 2: no. D365; 1688, 2: delft puzzle jugs, initials on: “CR,” 2: no. D225; D326, D336, D343 

no. D240; 1702, 2: no. D308; 1709, 2: “IP,” 2: no. D299; “wor” 2: no. D299 delft teawares, dates on: 1712, 2: no. D323; 

no. D75; 1711, 2: no. D305 delft puzzle jugs, inscriptions on: “Here 1726, 2: no. D294; 1736, 2: no. D342; 1737, 

delft posset pots, initials on: “KG,” 2: Gentlemen” rhymes, 2: nos. D301-D303; 2: no. D336; 1738, 2: no. D336; 1743, 2: 

nos, D235-D236, D273-D274; “Wa 2: “John;Keeling,” 2: no. D300 no. D336; 1750, 2: no. D336; 1755, 2: 

no. D275 delft puzzle pots, 2: no. D275 no. D342; 1757, 2: nos. D335, D336; 1772, 

delft posset pots, inscriptions on: “STEPHEN delft puzzle pots, dates on: 1674, 2: no. D275 2: no. D323 

GARDNER,” 2: no. D272 delft puzzle pots, initials on: “WE” 2: delft teawares, initials on: “C S,” 2: no. D323; 

delft pots, 2: nos. D278-D279, D390-D392 and no. D275 “E; B,” 2: n0..D323; “ES,” 27no. D336; “I:s,” 

nn. 3, 8, D393, D394 and n. 3. See also delft delft salts, 2: nos. D184, D207, D208, D209, 2: no, D323 

apothecary pots; delft ointment pots D210, D211-D212, D213 and n. 1, D214, delft teawares, inscriptions on: “Sally Taylor,” 2: 

delft pots, initials on: “EB.,” 2: nos. D390-D392 D240 no. D342 

delft potted-meat containers, 2: nos. D278- delft salts, dates on: 1675, 2: nos. D240, D208; delft tiles: bianco-sopra-bianco, 2: no. D318 n. 2; 

D279 1676, 2: nos. D211-D212 borders on, 2: nos. D422, D426, D431-D433, 

delft pounce pots, 2: no. D387 delft salts, initials on: “A*W,” 2: no. D208 D434; corner motifs on, 2: nos. D353, D416, 

delft pounce pots, dates on: 1728, 2: no. D387; delft salvers. See delft stands or salvers D420, D426, D427, D431-D433, D434; dating 

1761, 2: no. D387 delft sauceboats, 2: nos. D203, D204 of, 2: nos. D417—D418, D422; decoration on, 

delft pounce pots, initials on: “AG,” 2: no. D387 delft shoes, 2: no. D289, opp. no. D359 and 2: nos. D192, D275, D331, D335, D337, 

delft pounce pots, inscriptions on: nn. 2, 5, 7, nos. D359 and n. 2, D360-D361, D356-D357, D373, D416, D422, D424, D434; 

“WARE:HOUSE;,” 2: no. D387 D362, D363, D364 and Dutch wares, 2: no. D416; export of, 2: 

delft punch bowls: borders on, 2: nos. D99, delft shoes, dates on: 1654, 2: opp. no. D359, nos. D431—D433 n. 3; frames for, 2: 

D326, D341; condition of, 2: no. D306; cov- no. D359; 1683, 2: opp. no. D359 n. 2; 1686, no. D419; glazes on, 2: nos. D422, D424, 

ers on, 2: no. D306; dating of, 2: nos. D304, 2: opp. no. D359; 1692, 2: no. D362; 1707, 2: D426; painting styles on, 2: nos. D422, 

D308, D309, D319; decoration on, 2: opp. no. D359; 1709, 2: no. D363 n. 1; 1710, D424; palettes on, 2: nos. D337, D385, D420, 

nos. D85, D93, D99, D101, D138-D140, 2: no. D289, opp. no, D359 n. 8; 1711, 2: D425, D427, D431-D433, D434; patterns for, 

D304, D306, D307, D309, D314, D388; exca- no. D362; 1712, 2: nos. D360-D361; 1713, 2: 2: no. D416; powdered grounds on, 2: 

vated, 2: nos. D74, D94; exteriors of, 2: nos. D213, D363; 1718, 2: nos. D213, D358 no. D327; and published images, 2: 

nos. D307, D309, D314; first appearance of, n. 3; 1722, 2: nos. D360-D361; 1727, 2: nos. D420, D428-D430; shapes of, 2: 

2: no. D304; glazes on, 2: no. D304; in- no. D364; 1729, 2: no, D364; 1760, 2: opp. nos. D385, D419, D423, D424; sherds of, 2: 

scribed, 2: no. D317; lettering on, 2: no. D359 n. 3; 1768, 2: opp. no. D359 no. D268; sizes of, 2: nos. D337, D416, D419, 

no. D317; manufacture of, 2: nos. D305, delft shoes, initials on: “AH,” 2: no. D362; “ES,” D424, D431-D433, D434; uses of, 2: p. 10, 

D308; names on, 2: no. D328; in North 2: no. D363 n. 1; “Ha” 2: no. D359; “IW,” 2: nos. D394, D416 and n. 3, D419, D423, 

America, 2: nos. D74, D94; painting quality nos. D360-D361; “MB,” 2: no. D358 n. 3; D426, D434 and n. 4; in Virginia, 1: p. 10. 
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See also delft apothecary tiles; delft plaques no. D307; on delft shoes, 2: nos. D359, Elder family, 1: p. 36 

delft tiles, dates on: 1722, 2: no, D275; 1765, 2: D364; on delft sugar pots, 2: no. D340; on elections, 2: nos. D59, D60-D62 

no. D385; 1775, 2: no. D385. delft tea- and coffee wares, 2: nos. D321, Emmyng, Emmanuel, 1: p. 41 

delft tiles, inscriptions on: “For Iames Reily of D326; on delft tiles, 2: no. D427; on Dutch enameled decoration. See ornament: enameled 

Carrickfergus,” 2: no. D385; related to Oates slipware, 1: nos. $26~S27; on English slip- England: archaeology in, 2: nos. D156-D157; 

Conspiracy, 2: no. D16; “UTRECHT A: ware, 1: nos. S62-S64; as filler ornament, 1: Civil War in, 1: p. 17, 2: p. 11, no. D222; 

TUREL,” 2: no. D385 p. 40, nos. S16, S26-S27, S39, S48, 2: glass production in, 2: no. D358; and 

delft toy wares, 2: no. D205 nos. D101, D193, D253, D287, D299, D310; Holland, 2: no. D253; immigrant artisans in, 

delft trays, 2: nos. D142, D202, D267, D268, on Metropolitan slipware, 1: p. 41; pierced, 1: p. 37; imported goods in, 1: pp. 30, 37, 2: 

D421 1: no. S89; relief, 1: nos. S33-S34; rouletted, p. 21, no. D159; Romans in, 1: p. 30; royal 

delft tureens, 2: no. D81 1: no. $76; on sherds, 2: no. D216; on slip- arms of, 1: nos. $83-S84; and Scotland, 1: 

delft ungent pots. See delft ointment pots ware, 1: no. $45; on slipware beverage pp. 17, 18, 2: pp. 11, 12, nos. D133, D256 and 

delft urns, 2: nos. D235-D236, D367 wares, 1: nos. $47, $48, S49, $52, S62-S64, n. 1; Southwest of, 1: pp. 38, 40, 41-42; 

delft vases. See delft flower containers: vases S66, S72-S73, S76, S89; on slipware dishes, trade with, 1: p. 42, 2: pp. 21, 25; West of, 1: 

delft vessels. See specific forms 1: nos. S7, $12, $13, $16, S28-S30, $33-S34, p. 10. See also Great Britain; Parliament; pot- 

delft wassail bowls, 2: nos. D231, D306, D307 S36; on slipware sweetmeat/condiment ters, Dutch: in England; specific locations 

delft wassail bowls, dates on: 1708, 2: no. D306; dishes, 1: no. $43; on slipware tiles, 1: English Channel, 2: nos. D95-D96 

1724, 2: no. D231 no. $97; trailed, 1: pp. 40, 41, no. $47; on English Delftware (Garner), 1: p. 10 

delft wassail bowls, initials on: “ak” a Vauxhall wares, 2: no. D340; on Wrotham English Housewife (Markham), 2: nos. D226-D228 

no. D306 wares, 1: p. 41. See also outlines: jeweled Englishman's Doctor, 2: no. D221 

delft wassail bowls, inscriptions on: “THOMAS dotware, 1: nos. S62-S64 engravings. See prints 

BOOTLE/ESQUIRE . .. ,” 2: no, D231 doucai technique, 2: no. D337 Entwistle, Peter, 2: no. D336 n. 8 

de Milde, 1: p. 36 Doyle, Mr., 1: p. 34 equestrian dishes and plates. See delft chargers; 

depressions, 1: no. $48, 2: nos. D1, D2-D3 Doyle’s Warehouse, 1: p. 29 delft equestrian dishes and plates; horse- 

Deptford, Eng., 1: p. 29 Drapers’ Company, London, 2: nos. D63, D240 men; riders; slipware dishes: equestrian 

Derbyshire, Eng., 1: p. 42 Drawing Book, 2: nos. D428-D430 “Essay on Taste” (Cawthorne), 1: p. 36 

Deruta, Italy, 2: nos. D160—D162. See also Italy drawing books, 2: nos. D428-D430 and n. 1 Eugene, Prince of Savoy, 2: nos. D37, D38-D39, 

design books, 2: no. D284 Dresden, Ger., 1: p. 36 D141 

design sources. See Bibles; design books; draw- Dresden Museum, 1: p. 9 Europe, 1: pp. 17, 27, 28, 2: nos. D158, D294, 

ing books; maiolica, Italian; medals; metal- drinking scenes, 2: nos. D315, D317 D300 n. 1. See also Northern Europe; 

work; paintings; playing cards; prints drinking vessels, 2: nos. D315, D358. See also Southern Europe; specific countries 

Devon, Eng.: attribution to, 1: no, $24; nonslip- specific forms Evelyn, John, 2: no. D304 n. 1 

ware pottery from, 1: no. $96; North, 1: Drummond, William, 2: nos. D22-D24 Ewenny, Wales, 1: p. 42, nos. $19-S21, $24, $88, 

pp. 38, 40, nos. $9, $24, $77-S78, S92 and Drummond, William, plantation, 2: no. D349 S89 

n. 6; slipware from, 1: pp. 40, 42, nos. $9, Dublin, Ire., 2: p. 25, nos. D192, D193, ewers, Chinese, 2: no. D321. See also porcelain, 

$19, $24, $77-S78, S92 and n. 6; slipware D197-D198, D202, D204, D301-D303, Chinese 

production in, 1: pp. 38, 42. See also D329-D330, D383. See also Belfast, Ire.; exact Account of Vice Admiral Vernon's taking the 

Barnstaple, Devon, Eng.; Bideford, Devon, Carrickfergus, Ire.; Ireland Castle & Town of Chagre . . . (engraving), 2: 

Eng.; Devonshire, Eng. Duke of Gloucester. See William Henry, Prince, no. D97 

Devonshire, Eng., 2: nos. D60-D62 Duke of Gloucester excise duty lists, 1: p. 29, 2: no. D394 n. 3 

Diadem (ship), 2: no. D98 Duquesnoy, Francois, 2: no. D348 eye motifs. See motifs: eye 

diamonds, 1: nos. $19-S21, $39, $41, $97, 2: Dutch, 2: nos. D131, D300 n. 1. See also delft, 

nos. D353, D354, D359 Dutch; potters, Dutch fabrics, 1: p. 35, 2: no. D307. See also clothing; 

diaper motifs. See motifs: diaper duty lists, excise, 1: p. 29, 2: no. D394 n. 3 curtains 
Digby, Kenelm, 2: nos. D221, D412 Dwight, John, 1: pp. 32, 36, 2: pp. 22-24, Faenza, Italy, 2: p. 22, opp. no. D353, no. D358. 
dissenters, 2: no. D42 nos. D247-D248 See also Italy 

dod boxes, 2: no. D332 faience, 2: nos. D99, D130 

Dodd, D., 2: no. D58 Eaglestone, John, 1: p. 41, nos. S53-S54 Faithorne, William, 2: no. D14 

Donyatt, Somerset, Eng., 1: p. 42, nos. S77-S78, earthenware: cups of, 2: nos. D264-D266, Falkner, Frank, 1: p. 9 

S87, S89, S90, S92 and n. 6, 2: nos. D290- D290-D291; distribution of, 1: pp. 28, 29; fang motifs. See motifs: fang 

D291 drainers and strainers of, 2: no. D194; fig- fashion, 1: pp. 10, 35-37, 39, 45, nos. S59-S60, 

doors, 2: no, D307 ures of, 2: no. D42; firing of, 1: p. 30, 2: 2: pp. 25, 26, 27, no. D168 

dots: asterisks in, 1: no. $66; clusters of, 1: no. D332; French, 2: nos. D1, D2—D3, D4, Fawkener, Everard, 1: p. 24, 2: p. 18, no. D55 
p. 40, nos. $7, $26-S27, S39, S41, S45, $46, 2: DS, D6; pickle/sweetmeat dishes of, 2: Fazackerley, Catherine, 2: no. D337 
no. D216; on delft book-shaped vessels, 2: nos. D200-D201; and porcelain, 1: p. 36; Fazackerley, Thomas, 2: no. D337 
no. D354; in delft borders, 2: nos. D91-D92, spoon trays of, 2: nos. D333-D334; un- Fazackerley-style ornament. See ornament: 
D143, D145-D146, D181-D182, D218-D219, glazed, 1: p. 44; vessels of, 2: no. D294; Fazackerley-style 
D255; on delft bowls, 2: no. D193; on delft wasters of, 1: p. 44 fecundity scenes, 2: nos. D1 and n. 2, D2-D3, 
casters, 2: no. D216; on delft cups, 2: East Anglia, Eng., 1: no. $75 D6, D87 

nos. D181-D182, D242, D283, D293; on delft East India Company, 1: p. 35, 2: nos. D314, feet, 2: nos. D210, D240, D245 
dishes, 2: nos. D63, D91-D92, D145-D146, D333-D334 n. 3 fences: Chinese fretwork, 2: nos. D115, D120; on 
D255; on delft figures, 2: no. D352; on delft East Indies, 2: p. 25 delft dishes, 2: nos. D7, D9, D22—D24, D97, 

jars, 2: no. D286; on delft jugs, 2: no. D287; Edgehill, Battle of, 2: no. D7 D119, D120, D158; on delft plates, 2: 
on delft mugs, 2: nos. D255, D257, D271; on edges, 2: nos. D95-D96, D126-D127, D200-D201 nos. D115, D119, D149-D150; on delft tiles, 
delft oriental-motif wares, 2: nos. D106, Edinburgh, Scot., 2: nos. D11-D13, D170, 2: nos. D420, D428-D430. See also gates 
D116, D271; on delft plaques, 2: no. D421; D197-D198 Fenton, Elijah, 1: nos. $72-S73 
on delft plates, 2: nos. D70, D106, D116, Edward III, king of England, 1: nos. $83-S84 Fenton, T., 1: nos. $72-S73 
D152, D181-D182, D199; on delft porringers, Eeles, Markham, 2: no. D42 Fenton family, 1: nos. $72-S73 

2: nos. D181-D182, D184; on delft posset effigies, 2: nos. D17, D22-D24 ferns. See plants: ferns 

pots, 2: nos. D253, D287; on delft punch Eight Buddhist Emblems, 2: nos. D171-D173, Fiammingo, Il, 2: no. D348 
bowls, 2: nos. D74, D255, D307, D310, D311; D320, D326 Fiennes, Celia, 2: no. D206 
on delft puzzle jugs, 2: no. D299; on delft Eight Precious Things, 2: nos. D1, D152, figureheads, 2: no. D100 
salts, 2: no, D207; on delft sherds, 2: D171-D173 figures, as ceramic shapes. See delft banks; delft 
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bottles: figure-shaped; delft figures; delft no. D394; on delft bottles, 2: no. D230; on fish and marine animals: char, 2: no. D206; col- 
flower containers: heads as; delft jugs: fig- delft bowls, 2: nos. D89, D179, D193, D317, ors of, 2: nos. D94, D206, D214; as delft 
ure-shaped; slipware jugs: animal-shaped; D423; on delft butter dishes, 2: no. D187; on shapes, 2: no. D379; on delftware, 2: 
stoneware, salt-glazed: figures of delft cups, 2: no. D288; on delft dishes and nos. D76, D94, D128, D194, D195, D206, 

figures, Chinese: actors, 2: no. D342; with bam- plates, 2: nos. D59, D64, D83, D89, D90, D319; dolphins, 2: nos. D76, D152, D379; 
boo, 2: no. D179; with baskets, 2: no. D296; D91-D92, D93, D97, D143, D144, D191, lampreys, 2: no. D206; popularity of, 2: 
with birdcages, 2: no. D179; on bleu persan D281-D282, D288, D297, D307, D316; on no. D206; on sherds, 2: no. D214; on slip- 
wares, 2: nos. D177, D278-D279; boatmen, delft flower containers, 2: nos. D369, D370, ware, 1: nos. $76, $85; whales, 2: no. D152 
2: no. D332; and buildings, 2: no. D296; D375; on delft jars, 2: nos. D217, D286; on Fishmongers’ arms, 2: no. D380 
dancing, 2: no. D116; on delft apothecary delft mugs, 2: nos. D260, D262, D267, D269; flags, 1: no. $9, 2: nos. D89, D97, D98, D99, 
wares, 2: nos. D296, D395; on delft bottles, on delft plaques, 2: no. D421; on delft posset D296, D314 
2: no. D230; on delft bowls, 2: nos. D89, pots, 2: nos. D286, D308; on delft punch fleurs-de-lis, 1: p. 41, nos. $7, $19-S21, $33-S34, 
D107-D109, D190; on delft candlesticks, 2: bowls, 2: nos. D307, D316, D317; on delft $49, $50, S83-S84, $96, 2: nos. D353, D355 
no. D382; on delft cisterns, 2: no. D231; on puzzle cups, 2: nos. D250-D251; on delft floors, 2: nos. D2-D3, D8, D22-D24, D159 
delft cups, 2: nos. D241, D242, D280, D285, stag wares, 2: no. D147; on delft tankards, 2: Florence, Italy, 2: nos. D307, D324. See also Italy 
D305; on delft dishes, 2: nos. D19, D84, no. D322; on delft tea- and coffee wares, 2: flourishes, 2: nos. D226-D228 
D102, D103, D104, D118, D119, D120, D121, nos. D322, D335, D336, D337, D342; on delft flower containers, as ornament, 2: no. D421 
D122-D123, D142; on delft flower contain- tiles, 2: nos. D322, D337, D419, D420, D423, flowers: bianco-sopra-bianco, 2: no. D169; with 
ers, 2: nos. D366, D368, D369, D371—-D372, D424, D428-D430, D434; on delft wassail birds, 2: nos. D119, D133, D199, D254; on 
D375; on delft jars, 2: no. D305; on delft bowls, 2: no. D307; on Dutch wares, 1: biscuit molds, 1: nos. $37, $40; on bleu persan 
jugs, 2: nos. D296, D297; on delft mugs, 2: no. $6, 2: no. D286; on enameled wares, 2: wares, 2: no. D177; on Bristol wares, 2: 
nos. D249, D250-D251, D252, D253; on delft no. D388; European, 2: nos. D322, D336, nos. D329-D330; carnations, 1: nos. $33- 
plates, 2: nos. D60-D62, D101, D104, D105, D342, D434; eyes of, 2: no. D143; with fans, S34, 2: nos. D356-D357; characteristic, 2: 
D106, D107-D109, D110-D112, D113-D114, 2: nos. D145-D146; fishing, 2: nos. D424, no. D158; Chinese, 2: nos. D231, D293, 
D116, D117, D126-D127, D131, D179, D211— D428-D430; genders of, 1: no. $56; in guild D340, D369, D415; circular, 1: no. $36, 2: 
D212; on delft porringers, 2: no. D190; on arms, 2: no. D244; haymakers, 2: no. D322; nos. D168, D216; colors of, 2: nos. D231, 
delft posset pots, 2: nos. D253, D276-D277, hunchbacked, 2: no. D307; with lanterns, 2: D329-D330, D383; combed, 1: nos. $57-S58; 
D278-D279, D285, D305; on delft punch no. D144; on Meissen wares, 2: no. D423; of on Continental slipware, 1: p. 40; on 
bowls, 2: nos. D304, D305, D309; on delft milkmaids, 2: nos. D428-D430; with musical creamware, 2: no. D378; crosshatched, 2: 
puzzle jugs, 2: no. D299; on delft tea- and instruments, 2: nos. D144, D249; nude, 2: nos. D163-D164, D207, D331; daisies, 1: 
coffee wares, 2: nos. D285, D305, D336, no. D310; on pearlware, 1: no. $12; and no. S7, 2: no. D427; on dated delftware, 2: 

D338, D339, D342; on delft tiles, 2: political commentary, 1: no. $18; relief, 1: no. D260; on delft apothecary wares, 2: 

nos. D427, D431-D433; on delft toy wares, 2: no. $92; servants, 2: no. D315; sgraffito, 1: nos. D296, D393, D394, D395; on delft 

no. D205; fishing, 2: nos. D86, D117, D261; p. 42; on sherds, 2: nos. D110-D112, D307; armorial dishes, 2: nos. D84, D159; on delft 

with flags, 2: no. D296; and flowers, 2: with shields, 1: no. $3; on slipware beverage bird-motif dishes and plates, 2: nos. D119, 
nos. D8, D296; in gardens, 2: nos. D118, wares, 1: nos. $47, S56; on slipware cradles, D133, D138-D140, D199, D309; on delft blue 
D119; and golf-club motif, 2: no, D339; in 1: nos. $17, S95; on slipware dishes and dash-bordered dishes, 2: nos. D143, D356- 
grasses, 2: nos. D105, D107-D109; hats on, plates, 1: nos. $1, $2, $3, $4, S5, S6, $7, S9, D357; on delft book-shaped vessels, 2: 
2: no. D142; on horseback, 2: no. D131; on $12, $18; on slipware plaques, 1: no. $1; on nos. D356-D357; on delft bottles, 2: 

“KT”-initialed wares, 2: no. D166; with musi- slipware trays, 1: no. $1; smoking, 2: nos. D204, D207, D218-D219, D230; on delft 

cal instruments, 1: no. $12, 2: no. D427; no. DS59; on Southwest of England slipware, bowls, 2: nos. D189, D311, D312, D313, D315, 

palettes for, 2: nos. D190, D382; and plants, 1: p. 42; with staffs, 1: no. $2; typical, 2: D317; on delft buckets, 1: no. $87; on delft 

2: no. D296; popularity of, 2: nos. D250- no. D322; unusual, 2: no. D317; with vases, cachepots, 2: no. D367; on delft candle- 

D251; schematic, 2: no. D296; seated, 2: 2: no. D297; with weapons, 1: no. $2, 2: sticks, 2: nos. D381, D383; on delft casters, 

nos. D113-D114, D119; skipping rope, 2: no. D144; winged, 2: no. D310. See also delft 2: no. D216; on delft cauldrons, 2: no. D205; 

nos. D122-D123; on Stamped Circle Group chargers; delft equestrian dishes and plates; on delft chamber pots, 2: nos. D413-D414, 

dishes, 2: no. D74; on tin-glazed stoneware, horsemen; monarchs; riders; Saint George; D415; on delft cisterns, 2: no. D231; on delft 

2: no. D332; with weapons, 2: nos. D47, slipware dishes: equestrian; specific mon- clapmash dishes, 2: no. D63; on delft coffee 

D91-D92, D179, D336. See also landscapes, archs wares, 2: nos. D329-D330, D367; on delft 

oriental figures, religious: Abel, 2: no. D335; Adam, 2: cups, 2: nos. D240, D244, D284, D288; on 

figures, mythological and folklore: Apollo, 2: nos. D65, D66-D67, D171-D173, D310; delft dishes, 2: nos. D130, D158, D159, 

nos. D394, D403, D404-D406, D407, D411; angels, 1: p. 41, nos. $1, $4, $13, $43, $50, D160-D162, D168; on delft election plates, 

Arion, 2: no, D76; Bacchus, 2: nos. D4, D306; S51, 2: nos. D68, D207, D210 and n. 1, D368, 2: nos. D59, D60-D62; on delft European 

Ceres, 1: no. $85, 2: nos. D4, D75; Cupid, 2: D398—-D400, D403, D408, D420; Balaam, 2: landscape plates, 2: no. D93; on delft export 

nos. D71, D74, D75, D141, D153, D434; no. D68; Cain, 2: no. D335; on delft tea can- wares, 2: no. D328; on delft flower contain- 

Daphne, 2: no. D394; dragons, 1: isters, 2: no. D335; Eliezer, 2: no. D335; Eve, ers, 2: nos. D365, D366, D367, D369, D370, 

nos. $14-S15, 2: no. D411; Green Man, 2: 2: nos. D65, D66-D67, D171-D173, D310; D373, D374, D377; on delft fluted dishes 

no. D69; griffins, 2: no. D83; Hercules, 2: Isaac, 2: nos. D5, D353; Jacob, 2: no. D64; and plates, 2: nos. D119, D199; on delft 

no. D69; Jack-in-the-Green, 2: no, D69; Juno, John the Baptist, 2: no. D64; Lot's Wife, 1: fruit-motif dishes, 2: no. D19; on delft 

2: no. D309; Lord of the May, 2: no. D69; no. $13; Magi, 2: nos. D64, D335; Prodigal fuddling cups, 2: nos. D207, D292, D293, 

Mars, 2: no. D4; mermaids, 2: nos. D72-D73, Son, 2: no. D64; Rachel, 2: no. D335; as D294, D295; on delft inkstands, 2: no. D388; 

D76, D170; Poseidon, 2: no. D76; Punch, 2: sculpture, 2: no. D335; shepherds, 2: on delft jars, 2: nos. D217, D366; on delft 

no. D307; putti, 2: nos. D59, D70, D367, no. D64. See also biblical scenes jugs, 2: nos. D185, D296; on delft mugs, 2: 

D421; satyrs, 2: no, D378; sea creatures, 1: filler motifs. See motifs, filler nos. D240, D244, D253, D254, D255, D259, 

no. $85, 2: nos. D72—D73; Venus, 2: finials, 2: nos. D78, D283, D367 D275, D337, D388; on delft mythological- 

nos, D2-D3, D4, D434; Wildman, 2: no. D69; Fire in the Borgo, The (Raphael), 1: no. S87 motif plates, 2: nos. D70, D75; on delft 

wyverns, 1: nos, $19-S21 firedogs. See slipware spit supports oriental landscape wares, 2: nos. D116, D117, 

figures, as ornament: acrobats, 2: nos. D122- fireplaces, 2: nos. D426, D428-D430 D121, D124, D260, D261, D263; on delft 

D123, D425; babies, 2: no. D315; cloaked, 2: firing, of ceramics, 1: pp. 30, 31-33, 40, 41, 42, Palissy-type dishes, 2: nos. D1, D2-D3; on 

no. D322; colors of, 2: nos. D316, D337; 2: pp. 22, 24. See also kilns delft pickle/sweetmeat dishes, 2: nos. D199, 

within compasses, 1: no. $12; on cream- Fisher, John, 2: no. D402 D202; on delft pierced dishes, 2: no. D191; 

ware, 1: no. $12; crowned, 1: no, $95; danc- Fishley, Edmund, 1: no, S86 on delft plaques, 2: no. D421; on delft 

ing, 2: no. D307; on delft apothecary pots, 2: Fishley family, 1: no. S86 plates, 2: nos. D68, D75, D88, D93, 
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D107-D109, D130, D166, D167, D169, D170, nos. D128, D204; on sherds, 2: nos. D41, Fortnum and Mason, 2: nos. D390-D392 n. 10 

D185, D189, D288, D328, D341, D373, D374; D128, D185, D216, D218-D219; on slipware, Fort Orange, NY, 2: nos. D218-D219 

on delft playing-card-motif plates, 2: 1: no. $92; on slipware buckets, 1: no. $87; forts, 2: nos. D97, D286, D374 

no. D179; on delft political-motif plates, 2: on slipware cradles, 1: no. $95; on slipware fountains, 2: no. D231 

nos. D16, D133; on delft porringers, 2: cups, 1: nos. $57-S58, $66, $67, S68-S71; on Fox, Charles James, 2: nos. D264-D266 

nos. D184, D185; on delft portrait dishes, 2: slipware dishes, 1: nos. $2, $5, S6, $7, S9, Fox, Henry, first Baron Holland, 2: 

nos. D10, D20-D21, D29, D41, D42, S10, opp. no. S10, nos. $12, $16, $22, nos. D264-D266 

D43-D44, D55, D98; on delft posset pots, 2: $28-S30, S31, $32, $33-S34, $35, $36, $37, fox, as verb, 2: nos. D264-D266 and n. 5 

nos. D75, D240, D275, D284, D287, D289, $39, $41; on slipware fuddling cups, 1: France: Blanchard and Jeffries in, 2: 

D365, D366; on delft pounce pots, 2: nos. $77-S78; on slipware honey pots, 1: nos. D95-D96; Charles I and, 1: p. 16, 2: 

no. D387; on delft powdered grounds, 2: no, $46; on slipware jugs, 1: nos. S9, p. 10; Charles II and, 1: p. 18, 2: p. 12, 

no. D128; on delft punch bowls, 2: nos. D74, S79-S80, S85, S86, S88; on slipware mugs, nos. D8, D223; and England, 1: pp. 18, 20, 2: 

D306, D309, D311, D312, D313, D317, D326, 1: nos. S57-S58; on slipware night-lights, 1: pp. 12, 14; and Fort Michilimackinac, 2: 

D328, D341, D366; on delft puzzle pots, 2: no. $93; on slipware porringers, 1: no. $44; no. D256; Frederick II and, 2: no. D56; and 

no. D275; on delft religious-motif plates, 2: on slipware posset pots, 1: nos. S68-S71; on Great Britain, 2: nos. D9, D37, D56, D58, 

no. D68; on delft salts, 2: nos. D207, D208, slipware punch bowls, 1: no. $76; on slip- D98 and n. 1; and Jacobites, 2: no. D55; 

D213, D214, D240; on delft sauceboats, 2: ware puzzle jugs, 1: nos. $89, S90, S91; on James II in, 1: p. 20, 2: p. 14; potteries in, 2: 

nos. D203, D204; on delft saucers, 2: slipware tiles, 1: no. $97; on slipware tygs, no. D1; royal arms of, 1: nos. $83-S84; ships 

nos. D321, D327, D328, D329-D330; on delft 1: nos. S48, S49; and slit corners, 2: from, 2: no. D98 

sherds, 2: no. D328; on delft shoes, 2: no. D416; on Somerset wares, 1: p. 40, Frank, Richard, 2: nos. D97, D99, D318 n. 2, 

no. D213, opp. no. D359, nos. D359, no. $24; on Southwest of England slipware, D423, D431-D433 and n. 3 

D360-D361, D362, D363, D364; on delft 1: p. 42; spiraled tendrils on, 2: no. D207; on Fraser, Simon, twelfth Baron Lovat, 2: no. D55 

spoon trays, 2: nos. D333-D334; on delft Staffordshire slipware, 1: pp. 44, 45, no. $36; Frederick II, King of Prussia, 2: no. D56 

storage pots, 2: no. D393; on delft sugar stamped detailing on, 1: no. $66; striated, 2: Fremington, Devon, Eng. 1: p. 42, nos. S83-S84, 

pots, 2: nos. D339, D340, D341; on delft nos. D255, D287, D311; sunflowers, 1: $86, S96 

teabowls, 2: nos. D323, D326, D327, D328, no. $16; sweetbrier, 2: nos. D356-D357 n. 3; Friendship pothouse, 2: nos. D329-D330, D331 

D329-D330; on delft tea canisters, 2: with tables, 2: nos. D107-D109; textured, 1: Friesland, Neth., 2: no. D335 

nos. D294, D337; on delft teapots, 2: no. $66; thistles, 1: nos. $22, $83-S84, $92, fruit: apples, 2: nos. D154-D155, D306; berries, 

nos. D214, D321; on delft tiles, 2: nos. D331, 2: nos. D35, D133; on tin-glazed stoneware, 1: nos. $7, S35, $40, 2: nos, D156-D157; on 

D373, D420, D422, D426, D431-D433, D434; 2: no. D331; trailed, 1: pp. 44, 45; trellis- biscuit molds, 1: no. $40; on delft apothe- 

on delft toy wares, 2: no. D205; on delft filled, 1: nos. $36, S39; tulips, 1: pp. 40, 42, cary wares, 2: nos. D394, D403; on delft bot- 

trays, 2: no. D421; on delft vessels, 2: nos. $10, $19-S21, $22, $35, $36, S40, tles, 2: no. D230; on delft dishes, 2: 

no. D393; on delft wassail bowls, 2: $57-S58, S66, S68-S71, S77-S78, S87, S89, nos. D19, D154—-D155, D156-D157, D158, 

nos. D231, D306; on delft water bottles, 2: $92, 2: nos. D158, D159, D163-D164, D167, D159, D166; on delft flower dishes, 2: 

nos. D333-D334; details of, 2: D340, D356-D357; on Vauxhall wares, 2: nos. D159, D160-D162, D163-D164; on delft 

nos. D329-D330; dotted, 1: no. $36, 2: no. D340; on Welsh slipware, 1: p. 42, landscape dishes, 2: no. D87; on delft mugs, 

no. D311; droopy, 2: nos. D163-D164; on nos. $24, S88; wheel-like, 1: nos. $36, S66; 2: no. D268; on delft Palissy-type dishes, 2: 

Dublin wares, 2: nos. D329-D330; on Dutch on Wrotham wares, 1: p. 41 nos. D1, D2-D3; on delft portrait dishes, 2: 

slipware, 1: nos. $24, $39; on Dutch wares, Flowers, Joseph, 2: no, D97 nos. D14, D160-D162; on delft punch bowls, 

1: no. $22, 2: nos. D275, D293, D365, D381, fluting, 2: nos. D51, D199, D273-D274, D323, 2: no. D268; on delft religious-motif plates, 

D393; on English slipware, 1: no. $36; on D377, D380, D388. See also borders: fluted; 2: no. D68; on delft ship dishes, 2: 

English wares, 2: no. D275; European, 2: rims nos. D160-D162; on delft tiles, 2: no. D268; 

no. D369; Fackerley-type, 2: nos. D169, D317, foliage: bianco-sopra-bianco, 2: no. D169; on on delft trays, 2: no. D268; on Dutch wares, 

D329-D330, D331, D337, D388; flat, 2: Chinese porcelain, 2: no. D343; on delft bev- 1: no. $39, 2: nos. D160-D162, D171-D173; 

no. D168; on flower containers, 2: no. D378; erage wares, 2: nos. D87, D101, D184, D261, grapes, 2: nos. D154—D155, D165, D171— 

geometricized, 1: no. $40; hatched, 2: D294, D316; on delft bowls, 2: no. D87; on D173, D230, D268, D306; on Italian maioli- 

nos. D341, D367; on hollow slipware, 1: delft cisterns, 2: no. D231; on delft dishes ca, 2: nos. D160-D162; on Liverpool delft- 

p. 45; human-faced, 1: no. $16; on Italian tin and plates, 2: nos. D69, D87, D91-D92, ware, 2: no. D268; on London delftware, 2: 

glaze, 2: nos. D207, D324, D393; on Iznik D95—-D96, D106, D117, D120; on delft flower nos. D154-D155; pears, 2: no. D165; pine- 

wares, 2: nos. D158, D393; Japanese-style, 2: containers, 2: nos. D370, D373; on delft apples, 1: no. $22; pomegranates, 1: 

no. D168; jeweled, 1: no. $36; on Lambeth plaques, 2: no. D421; on delft teawares, 2: nos. $22, $33-S34, $39, 2: nos. D154—-D155, 

wares, 2: no. D327; on Liverpool wares, 2: nos. D294, D320; on Dutch wares, 2: D159, D171-D173; relief, 1: nos. $33-S34; on 

no. D426; lobed, 1: no. $32; on London nos. D68, D154—D155; painting of, 2: slipware dishes, 1: nos. $7, $22, $33-S34 

wares, 2: nos. D133, D329-D330; lotuses, 2: nos. D316, D373; popularity of, 2: no. D184; Fruiterers’ Company, 2: no. D65 

nos. D171-D173, D320, D326, D365; sponged, 2: no. D370; star, 2: no. D320. See fuddling cups, 2: nos. D290-D291. See also delft 

lozenge-and-dot, 1: no. $48; and Middle also borders: foliage cups: fuddling; slipware cups: fuddling 

Eastern motifs, 2: no. D387; on molds, 2: folk tales, 2: no. D144 Fulham, Eng., 1: pp. 32, 2: p. 22, 

no. D377; on North Devon slipware, 1: p. 40, Fordingbridge, Hampshire, Eng., 1: no. $74 nos. D247-D248 

no. $24; on Northern European slipware, 1: foregrounds: on delft Adam and Eve dishes, 2: funerary practices, 2: nos. D211-D212 

no. $36; in oriental vignettes, 2: no. D191; nos. D65, D66—D67; on delft blue dash-bor- furniture, 2: no. D64. See also tables 

oval, 2: nos. D163-D164; peonies, 2: dered dishes, 2: no. D143; on delft equestri- furze, 1: p. 31 

no. D340; plants with, 2: nos. D115, an dishes, 2: nos. D17, D32; on delft 

D163-D164, D166, D167, D374; and political European landscape dishes, 2: nos. D91— gadrooning, 1: nos. $19-S21, 2: nos. D10, D177. 

statements, 1: no. $22; popularity of, 2: D92; on delft fox-motif dishes, 2: nos. D145— See also borders: pseudogadrooned 

nos. D329-D330; on porcelain, 2: nos. D168, D146; on delft portrait dishes, 2: nos. D9, Galicia, 2: nos. D226-D228 

D240, D275, D340, D381, D387; prints of, 2: D26, D27-D28; on delft Wildman dishes, 2: gallipots, 2: nos. D390-D392 and n. 3. See also 

no. D293; relief, 1: p. 41, nos. $33-S34, $48, no. D69; filler motifs in, 2: no. D89; painted, delft, Continental; delft, English 

$49, 2: nos. D377, D378; roses, 1: nos. S83- 2: nos. D40, D69; on sherds, 2: nos. D145~ galliware, 2: p. 22. See also delft, Continental; 

$84, $92, 2: nos. D35-D36, D133, D356— D146; sponged, 2: nos. D33-D34, D40 delft, English 

D357; rosettes, 1: nos. $36, $46; and salt- Forster, Henry, 2: no. D326 gallyware, 2: p. 22 and n. 8. See also delft, 

glazed stoneware, 2: no. D377; scrolled, 2: Fort Chagres, Panama, 2: no. D374 Continental; delft, English 

no. D207; sgraffito, 1: pp. 40, 42, nos. $24, Fortescue, John, 2: nos. D60-D62 games, 2: no. D386 

$76, S77-S78, S86, S87, S88, S89, 2: Fort Michilimackinac, Mich., 2: no. D256 gardens, 2: nos. D118, D119, D126—-D127. See also 
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landscapes; landscapes, European; land- delftware, 1: p. 28, 2: pp. 22, 26; from Grovesnor, J., 2: no. D409 

scapes, oriental Donyatt, 1: no. $92 n. 6; Dutch, 2: no. D15; Gucht, M. V. de, 2: no. D42 

Garner, EF. H., 1: p. 10 on early British ceramics, 1: p. 30; on Guild of Saint Lucas, 2: nos. D356-D357 n. 5 

gates, 2: no. D322. See also fences English porcelain, 1: p. 36; firing of, 1: 

Gaynard, James, 2: nos. D49-D50, D52 pp. 31, 32, 41, 2: nos. D329-D330; glassy, 1: Haarlem, Neth., 2: nos. D154—D155. See also 

Gdahsk, Poland, 2: no, D99 no. $75; iron-rich, 1: no. $74; kraak, 2: Amsterdam, Neth.; Delft, Holland; Holland; 

Geldermalsen (ship), 2: no. D129 no. D6; kwaart, 2: p. 24, nos. D90, D253, Netherlands 

Genoa, Italy, 2: p. 25. See also Italy D249; lead, 1: pp. 33, 40, 44, $92, 2: pp. 20, Hackney, Eng., 2: no, D42 

Gentlemen's Tea-Party, A (painting), 2: no. D342 22, nos. D333-D334; liquid, 1: pp. 32, 40; halberds, 2: no. D69 

no mixing of, 2: nos. D431—D433; mottled, 1: hallmarks, 2: no. D208 

geometric motifs. See motifs, geometric no. $74; on North Devon wares, 1: no. $92 Hamilton, Lancashire, Scot., 2: no. D170 

George I, King of England: biography of, 1: and n. 6; powdered, 1: pp. 32, 40; and pro- Hamme, Jan Ariens van, 2: nos. D16, D68, 

pp. 22-23, 2: p. 16-17; on delft bowls, 2: duction costs, 1: p. 40; on slipware, 1: p. 40, D253, D356-D357 and n. 5, D417-D418. See 

no. D188; on delft dishes and plates, 2: nos. S68-S71, S75; speckled, 1: no. $90; also potters, Dutch 

nos. D11-D13, D33-D34, D35-D36, D38- stained, 2: nos. D333-D334; tin, 2: pp. 21, Hampshire, Eng., 1: p. 27, nos. $43, $74, S75 

D39, D41, D45, D46, D47, D48, D49-D50, 24; on tin-glazed earthenware, 2: pp. 20-21, Hampton Court, 2: no. D419 and n. 1 

D52, D75; delft plates commemorating, 2: 32; on tin-glazed stoneware, 2: no. D332 Hancock, Robert, 2: nos. D56, D428-D430 n. 3 

no. DS51; family of, 1: pp. 22, 23, 2: pp. 16, n. 2; uses of, 1: p. 40; on Wrotham wares, 1: handles: angel’s-head, 1: no. $43; application of, 

17, no. D45; popularity of, 1: p. 23, 2: p. 17, p. 41 1: p. 30; brass, 1: p. 34; crabstock, 2: 

no. D45; reign of, 1: pp. 22-23, 2: pp. 16-17; Glorious Revolution, 1: pp. 20, 21, 2: pp. 14, 15 no. D331; on creamware, 1: no. $44; on 

slipware commemorating, 1: nos. $5, S8, goblets, 2: no. D306. See also delft goblets delft, 2: no. D332; on delft beverage wares, 

S10, $14-S15 Godfrey, Edmund Berry, 2: nos. D16, D417—D418 1: no. S65, 2: nos. D235-D236, D285, D288, 

George II, King of England: biography of, 1: golf club motifs. See motifs: golf club D292, D293, D294, D298; on delft chamber 

p. 22, 2: p. 16; on delft bowls, 2: no. D313; Goltzius, Hendrik, 2: no. D65 pots, 2: no. D415; on delft flower containers, 

on delft dishes and plates, 2: nos. D33-D34, Gott, Francis, 2: no. D98 2: nos. D235-D236, D369; on delft syrup 

D35-D36, D38-D39, D45, D48, D49-D50, Governor's Land, James City Co., Va., 2: pots, 2: no. D396; English forms of, 2: 

D51, D52, D141; family of, 1: pp. 22, 23, 24, nos. D22-D24 no. D396; excavated, 2: nos. D276-D277; 

2: pp. 16, 17, 18, nos. D35-D36, D54; reign Governor's Palace, Williamsburg, Va., 1: no. $76, images of, 2: no. D339; molds for, 1: 

of, 1: pp. 23-24, 2: pp. 17-18; slipware com- 2: no. D194 no. S44; openwork, 1: no. S44; ornament on, 

memorating, 1: nos. $9, $10, opp. no. $10, Grand Tour, 1: p. 37 1: p. 41, no. $43, 2: nos. D292, D298; press- 

nos. $14-S15 Grantham’s Earthen-Warehouse, 1: p. 29, 2: molded, 1: nos. $43, $44; pseudo-, 2: 

George III, King of England, 1: pp. 10, 24-25, p. 26 no. D369; pulled, 1: nos. S68-S71; rolled, 2: 

nos. S83-S84, 2: pp. 18-19, nos. D53, D57, grass: Chinese figures in, 2: no. D105; cross- no. D285; on salt-glazed stoneware, 1: 

D95-D96 hatched, 2: nos. D143, D305; on delft blue no. $44, 2: no. D332; scrolled, 2: nos. D276- 

George IV, King of England, 1: p. 25, 2: p. 19, dash-bordered dishes, 2: no. D143; on delft D277, D369; shapes of, 1: nos. $43, $44, $45, 

nos. D95-D96 equestrian dishes, 2: no. D87; on delft fox- 2: nos. D294, D331, D369; shaping of, 2: 

George, Prince of Denmark, 1: pp. 20, 21, 22, 2: motif dishes, 2: nos. D145-D146; on delft no. D332; on slipware cups, 1: nos. $62-S64, 

pp. 14, 15, 16, nos. D31, D33-D34, D38-D39, jugs, 2: no. D185; on delft landscape dishes, $66, S68-S71, S72-S73, S76, $90; on slipware 

D141, D188 2: nos. D87, D103, D105; on delft porringers, piggins, 1: no. $45; on slipware porringers, 

Germany, 2: p. 25, no. D358 2: no. D185; on delft portrait dishes, 2: 1: no. $44; on slipware posset pots, 1: 

Gibson, Thomas, 2: no. D42 nos. D19, D33-D34, D69; on delft religious- no. $75; on slipware puzzle jugs, 1: no. $47; 

Gilbody, Samuel, 2: nos. D329-D330 motif dishes, 2: nos. D65, D69, D87; on delft on slipware puzzle tygs, 1: no. S52; on slip- 

Gilchrist, Henry Robert, 2: no. D170 Wildman dishes, 2: no. D69; on Lambeth ware sweetmeat/condiment dishes, 1: 

Gilpen, William, 1: p. 22 wares, 2: no. D338; on sherds, 2: no. D185 no. $43; on slipware tygs, 1: nos. $48, $49, 

gilt, 2: p. 24 Gravel Lane pottery, Southwark, London, Eng., $52, S53-S54, S75; snakes on, 2: nos. D285, 

Gisors, Battle of, 1: nos. S83-S84 1: p. 33, 2: nos. D184, D415, D420. See also D289; strap, 2: no. D285; tab, 1: nos. $43, 

Glaisher, James Whitbread Lee, 2: potteries, English; Southwark, London, Eng. $66; on tin-glazed stoneware, 2: nos. D331, 

nos. D264-D266, opp. no. D353 Greatbatch, William, 2: nos. D264—D266, D377 D332; twisted-roll, 2: no. D294; on Wrotham 

Glasgow, Scot., 2: p. 25. See also Delftfield pot- Great Britain: creation of, 1: p. 21, 2: p. 15, wares, 1: p. 41 

tery, Glasgow, Scot.; Scotland no. D256; delft clockfaces from, 2: no. D384; Hanley, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: nos. $2, $6, $17, 

Glasgow Courant, 2: no. D377 executions in, 2: nos. D7, D55; and France, S18, S38, S40, $44, S57-S58, S61. See also 

glass, 1: pp. 29, 35, 2: nos. D226-D228, D344, 2: nos. D9, D37, D56, D58, D98 and n. 1; Burslem, Staffordshire, Eng.; Staffordshire, 

D358, D383, D398-D400 Frederick II and, 2: no. D56; and Holland, 2: Eng. 

Glass, Joseph, 1: no. $17 no. D9; imported ceramics in, 1: p. 30; Hanover, Ger., 1: nos. S83-S84 

Glasse, Hannah, 1: pp. 34-35 Lathams in, 2: no. D263; Romans in, 1: Harbour Town and Fort of Porto-Bello . . . (map), 2: 

glasses, drinking, 2: nos. D226-D228 p. 30; royal arms of, 1: nos. $83-S84; slip- no. D97 n. 4 

Glass family, 1: no. $17 ware-producing regions in, 1: p. 38. See also Harlow, Essex, Eng., 1: pp. 38, 41, no. $55 

Glass Sellers, London Company of, 1: p. 28 and Anglo-Dutch Wars; England Harris, John, 2: nos. D60-D62 

n. 6, 2: p. 25, nos. D226-D228 Great Torrington, Devon, Eng., 1: no. S96 Harrison, Lawrence, 2: nos. D329-D330 

glazes: and attribution of delft bowls, 2: no. D4; Greene, John, 1: p. 41, 2: nos. D226-D228 Hart-Shortridge site, Portsmouth, N.H., 2: 

and attribution of delft dishes, 2: nos. D19, Green Head, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: opp. no. $10. no. D319 

D25, D43-D44, D55, D98, D143; and attribu- See also Burslem, Staffordshire, Eng.; Hanley, hatching, 2: nos. D113-D114, D259, D287, D331, 

tion of delft plates, 2: nos. D54, D60-D62, Staffordshire, Eng.; Potteries (region), D341, D363 

D76, D77 n. 6; blue-toned, 2: nos. D356—- Staffordshire, Eng.; Staffordshire, Eng. Haymarket, London, Eng., 2: no. D409 

D357; on Brislington wares, 2: no. D102; on Greenhow, John, 2: p. 26 hearts, 1: nos. $24, $51, $81, $85, 2: nos. D183, 

Bristol wares, 2: nos. D431-D433; colors of, gridirons, 2: no. D339 D200-D201 

2: p. 21; and dating of delftware, 2: grocers, 2: no. D83 Heath, John, 2: no. D65 

nos. D30, D52, D417—D418; on delft candle- Grocers, Worshipful Company of, 2: nos. D83, hedge, banded. See motifs: banded hedge 

sticks, 2: no. D381; on delft dishes, 2: D224, D394 Hemet, Jacob, 2: no. D409 

nos. D87, D132, D143, D144; on delft figures, grotesques, 1: no, $31, 2: nos. D1, D15, D64, Henrietta Maria, 1: p. 16, 2: p. 10, nos. D2-D3 

2: no. D352; on delft porringers, 2: D221 heraldic motifs, 1: p. 42, nos. $14-S15, $19-S21, 

no, D180; on delft sauceboats, 2: no. D203; grounds, 2: nos. D1, D59, D60-D62, D94, D97, 2: nos. D69, D72-D73 

on delft tiles, 2: nos. D422, D424, D426; for D153, D179, D327, D374 Herbert, Francis, 2: no. D253 
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Herculaneum, Italy, 1: p. 37. See also Italy husks, 2: no. D10 D174-D176, D226-D228, D324, D344, 

Hermitage pottery, Wapping, London, Eng., 2: opp. no. D353, no. D358 

nos. D226-D228. See also London, Eng.; pot- Icones Biblicarum (Merian), 2: no. D335 and n. 5 Iznik, Turkey, 2: nos. D158, D159, D393 

teries, English Ifield, Henry, 1: p. 41, nos. $52, $53-S54 

Hibernia Wharf, Southwark, London, Eng. See Ifield, Thomas, 1: p. 41, no. $49 Jacobite rebellions, 2: nos. D43-D44, D54, D55 

archaeology, in Southwark: at New Hibernia Ightham Parish, Wrotham, Kent, Eng., 1: p. 41, Jacobites, 1: p. 24, no. $5, 2: p. 18, nos. D40, 

Wharf no. $47. See also Wrotham, Kent, Eng. D43-D44, D54, D55, D258, D313 

Hickson, Isaac, 2: no. D65 Imari wares, 2: nos. D129, D329-D330 James I, King of England, 1: pp. 16, 21, 2: pp. 10, 

High Street pottery, Lambeth, London, Eng., 2: India, 2: nos. D360-D361 15, no. D256 

nos. D179, D326, D327. See also potteries, initials, 2: nos. D49-D50, D80, D81-D82, D88, James II, King of England: biography of, 1: 

English D90, D343, opp. no. D359 and n. 2. See also pp. 19-20, 2: pp. 13-14; on delft dishes, 2: 

hillocks, 2: nos. D166, D261, D271, D288, D307. specific forms, initials on nos. D11-D13, D19, D27—D28, D98; on delft 

See also mounds inkstands, 2: no. D388. See also delft inkstands porringers, 2: nos. D81-D82, D181-D182; 

hills, 2: nos. D308, D322, D376 inkstands, dates on: 1745, 2: no. D388; 1760, 2: and Duke of Marlborough, 1: p. 21, 2: p. 15; 

Hill Top, Burslem, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: no. D388; “Feb,Y 2thy1761,” 2: no, D388; family of, 1: pp. 19, 20, 21, 2: pp. 13, 14, 15, 

nos. $19-S21, S40. See also Burslem, 1761, 2: no. D388; “April 16 1769,” 2: nos. D20-D21, D33-D34; and Glorious Rev- 

Staffordshire, Eng. no. D388. See also delft inkstands, dates on olution, 1: pp. 19-20, 2: pp. 13-14; and 

History of the Art of Pottery (Mayer), 2: no. D206 inkstands, initials on: “[G?)B,” 2: no. D388; Oates Conspiracy, 1: p. 19, 2: p. 13; physical 

MeL “S:C,” 2: no. D388; “WM,” 2: no. D388. See characteristics of, 2: nos. D9, D10, D11-D13, 

History of the Staffordshire Potteries (Shaw), 1: also delft inkstands, initials on D27-D28; reign of, 1: pp. 19-20, 2: pp. 13- 

nos. $72-S73, 2: no. D377 n. 3 inkstands, inscriptions on: “Alex:Ready/Esq.",” 2: 14, nos. D20-D21; on slipware dishes, 1: 

Hobson, R. L., 2: opp. no. D353 no. D388; “MADE AT NEW CANTON,” 2: no. $4; and William Ill, 2: no. D246 

Hodges, Nathaniel, 2: nos. D226-D228 no, D388. See also delft inkstands, inscrip- James VI, King of Scotland. See James I, King of 

Hodgkin, John Eliot, 2: opp. no. D353 tions on England 

Hodgson, Henry, 2: nos. D323, D326 Innocent XI, 2: no. D16 James City County, Va., 2: nos. D22-D24, D208 

Hogarth, William, 2: nos. D55, D76, D390-D392 Inns of Court, 2: no. D300 Jamestown, Va., 1: p. 10 

n. 9, D434 inn signs, 2: nos. D63, D69 jasperware, 1: p. 37 

Holborn, London, Eng., 2: no. D409 inscriptions, 1: pp. 41, 42, 45, 2: nos. D77, D81- Jeffries, John, 2: nos. D95-D96 

Holby, John, 2: no. D65 D82. See also specific forms, inscriptions on Jesuits, 2: no. D16 

Hollamore, Joseph, 1: no. S86 insects: on Brislington delftware, 2: no. D132; jeweling, 1: nos. $5, S31, $36, S40, S43, S65, 

Hollamore, Samuel, 1: no, S86 butterflies, 2: nos. D132, D240, D321; on $66, S93. See also outlines: jeweled 

Holland: archaeology in, 2: nos. D15, D156- delft barber basins, 2: nos. D413-D414; on Jewell, John, 1: no. $92 

D157; and English, 2: nos. D9, D253; North, delft beverage wares, 2: nos. D295, D365; on jewels, 2: no. D411 

1: nos. $25, S26-S27, $92; sgraffito ware delft book-shaped vessels, 2: no. D355; on Jingdezhen, China, 2: no. D343 

from, 1: no. $92; slipware from, 1: p. 41, delft bottles, 2: nos. D218-D219; on delft Jones, Daniel, 1: p. 34 

nos. $25, S26-S27, S39, $42, S48, S92; trade dishes and plates, 2: nos. D47, D84, D128, Journal for... the Tryal of K. Charles I (Nalson), 2: 

with, 1: nos. $26-S27, 2: p. 25; tulip mania D138-D140, D145-D146, D166; on delft nos. D11-D13 

in, 2: no. D158. See also delft, Dutch; plaques, 2: no. D421; on delft salts, 2: Judge, Mary, 2: no. D84 

Netherlands no. D208; on delft shoes, 2: nos. D360-D361; jugs, 2: no. D358. See also delft jugs 

Hollandsware, 1: p. 22 and n. 10. See also delft, on delft tiles, 2: no. D416; on delft vases, 2: 

Dutch; delft, English no. D365; grasshoppers, 2: no. D416; on kakiemon wares. See porcelain, Japanese: 

Hollar, Wenzel, 2: nos. D134—D135 Lambeth delftware, 2: nos. D145-D146; on kakiemon 

Hollis, William, 2: no. D229 London delftware, 2: nos. D138-D140. See Keeling, John (ancestor), 2: no. D300 

Holmes, Randle, 2: no. D208 also animals Keeling, John (father), 2: no. D300 

Hood, John, 2: no. D65 instruments, musical, 1: nos. $4, $12, S83-S84, Keeling, John (son), 2: no. D300 

Hooper, Mary, 2: nos. D232-D233 2: nos. D70, D144, D193, D249, D427 Kendall, Eng., 2: no. D206 

horsemen, 2: nos. D43-D44, D88, D270, D308. insurance records, 1: p. 10 Kiddell, A. J. B., 1: pp. 40-41 

See also delft chargers; delft equestrian inventories: of apothecary shops, 2: nos. D394, kilns, 1: pp. 33, 41, 2: p. 24, nos. D413-D414. See 

dishes and plates; riders; slipware dishes: D398-D400; of Gravel Lane pottery, 2: also firing 

equestrian nos. D184, D415; of John Robins, 2: King’s Arms (tavern), 2: no. D206 

horses: on delft dishes, 2: nos. D11-D13, D17, nos. D63, D208; of Kenelm Digby, 2: King’s Bench, 2: no. D300 

D30, D31, D32, D37; on delft mugs, 2: no. D412; of Lord Botetourt, 2: no. D194; in Kingston, Surrey, Eng., 2: no. D300 

no. D245; on delft plates, 2: nos. D43-D44, Maryland, 2: no. D194 n. 1; molds in, 1: Kirby, John, 2: no. D63 

D93; on delft tiles, 2: nos. D431—D433; on p. 45; of Pickleherring pottery, 1: pp. 27-28, Knapton, G., 2: no. D342 

slipware dishes, 1: nos. $8, $14-S15. See also 2: nos. D63, D181-D182, D187, D208 and Kneller, Sir Godfrey, 2: no. D48 

delft chargers; delft equestrian dishes and n. 2, D390-D392 n. 8, D394, D410, D412, Knights of the Garter, 1: nos. S83-S84 

plates; horsemen; riders; slipware dishes: D415; of Robert Eden, 2: no. D194 n. 1; of Knoll, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: opp. no. $10. See 
equestrian Staffordshire potteries, 1: p. 30; of Stafford- also Potteries (region), Staffordshire, Eng.; 

Houblon, Sir James, 2: no. D83 shire potters, 1: p. 39; in Virginia, 2: Staffordshire, Eng. 

Houblon, Marie, 2: no. D83 no. D194 kraak glazes. See glazes: kraak 

House of Commons. See Parliament Ipswich, Suffolk, Eng., 1: no. $81. See also kraakporselein, 2: nos. D218-D219 

House of Lords. See Parliament Suffolk, Eng. kwaart glazes. See glazes: kwaart 

houses, 2: nos. D31, D87, D262, D376. See also Ireland, 1: pp. 42, nos. $83-S84, 2: nos. D16, Kydd, Shand, collection, 2: no. D320 

buildings D193, D246, D263. See also Belfast, Ire.; 

How, J., 2: no. D401 Carrickfergus, Ire.; County Armogh, Ire.; Ladies Amusement, or Whole Art of Japanning Made 

Hubble, Mary, 1: no, $50 Dublin, Ire. Easy (Sayer), 2: nos. D377, D431-D433 

Hubble, Nicholas, 1: p. 41, no. $51 iron oxide, 2: no. D364 Lake District, Eng., 2: no. D206 

Hudig, Ferrand W., 2: opp. no. D353 Irons, Richard, 2: no. D64 Lambeth, London, Eng.: bianco-sopra-bianco 

Hungary, 1: no. $39 Italy: and neoclassicism, 1: pp. 35, 37; perform- delftware from, 2: no. D86; characteristics of 
Huguenots, 2: no. D204 ers in, 2: no. D307; trade with, 2: p. 25, wares from, 2: nos. D95-D96, D338, D360- 
hunchbacks, 2: no. D307 nos. D154-D155, D156-D157, D226-D228; D361, D363; delft dishes from, 2: nos. D95— 
hunting motifs, 2: nos. D270, D271, D306. See wares from, 1: p. 40, 2: pp. 21, 22, D96, D141, D143, D144, D145-D146, D168; 

also landscapes, European nos. D154—D155, D156-D157, D160-D162, delft manufacture at, 2: pp. 22, 24; delft 
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shoes from, 2: nos. D360-D361, D362, D363, 2: nos. D117, D343; on delft teawares, 2: lettering: block, 1: no. $76; on delftware, 2: 
D364; delft stands or salvers from, 2: nos. D261, D336, D338; on delft wassail nos. D389, D403; I and J, 2: no. D65; relief, 
no. D343; delft tea- and coffee wares from, bowls, 2: no. D231; on Dutch delft, 2: 1: no. $52; $ and s, 1: opp. no. $10, 
2: nos. D320, D321, D323, D324, D326, no. D117; elements of, 2: nos. D124, D125, nos. $19-S21; on slipware, 1: nos. $16, $33, 
D335, D339, D340, D341, D343; delft toy D186; enameled decoration on, 2: no. D131; S44, $52, S74, $76; trailed-slip, 1: 
wares from, 2: no. D205; potteries in, 1: on Liverpool wares, 2: no. D271; on London nos. $33-S34 

p. 28, 2: nos. D237, D339; sculpture in, 2: wares, 2: no. D271; painting styles on, 2: Liguria, Italy, 2: nos. D174-D176. See also Italy 

no. D335; trade with, 1: p. 29. See also no. D262; palettes for, 2: nos. D117, Limehouse, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: p. 31. See also 

archaeology, in Lambeth; archaeology, in D126-D127, D262; popularity of, 2: Potteries (region), Staffordshire, Eng.; 

London; archaeology, at Norfolk House; nos. D102, D117, D250-D251; on porcelain Staffordshire, Eng. 
archaeology, at Vauxhall; attribution: to wares, 2: nos. D197-D198; tiered, 2: Limekiln Lane pottery, Bristol, Eng.: active, 2: 
Lambeth; Carlisle House pottery, Lambeth, nos. D122-D123; on tin-glazed stoneware, 2: no. D14; delft dishes from, 2: nos. D47, 
London, Eng.; Copthall pottery, Lambeth, no. D331. See also figures, Chinese; vignettes, D49-D50, D52, D118, D119, D121, D122- 
London, Eng.; High Street pottery, Lambeth, oriental D123, D142; delft mugs from, 2: nos. D264- 
London, Eng.; London, Eng.; Norfolk House Lane, Jane, 2: no. D223 D266; delft plates from, 2: no. D47; delft 

pottery, Lambeth, London, Eng.; Vauxhall, Langly, Batty, 2: no. D434 n. 4 tiles from, 2: no. D410; potters at, 2: 
Lambeth, London, Eng.; Vauxhall pottery, lanterns, 2: no. D144 no. D118; sherds from, 2: nos. D125, D142. 
Lambeth, London, Eng. lappets, 2: no. D115 See also Bristol, Eng.; Redcliff Back pottery, 

Lambeth Parish Church, 2: no. D308 n. 1 Latham, Richard, 2: no. D263 Bristol, Eng.; Temple Back pottery, Bristol, 
Lambs wool (beverage), 2: no. D306 Latton Parish, Essex, Eng., 1: pp. 41 Eng. 
Lancashire, Scot., 2: no. D170 Leachland, John, 1: no. $96 Lincolnshire, Eng., 2: p. 21, no. D229 
Lancaster, Eng., 2: no. D389 Leachland, Nathaniel, 1: no. $96 Lincoln’s Inn, 2: no. D300 

landscapes: on delft beverage wares, 2: lead, 2: no. D327. See also glazes: lead lines: concentric, 2: no. D326; diagonal, 2: 
nos. D267, D286, D308, D322; on delft Leake, James, 2: no. D63 nos. D373, D390-D392; double, 2: 
bowls, 2: nos. D87, D179, D190, D192, D193, Leathersellers Company, 2: no. D85 nos. D246, D326; graduated, 1: nos. $26-S27, 
D318; on delft cisterns, 2: no. D231; on delft leaves: acanthus, 2: nos. D322, D338; with 2: nos. D181-D182, D243; ground, 2: 

dishes, 2: nos. D19, D36, D119, D141, D224, acorns, 1: no. $49; appearance of, 1: nos. $9, no. D421; oblique, 2: no. D336; parallel, 1: 

D369, D376; on delft plaques, 2: no. D421; $28-S30, $32, $39, 2: nos. D101, D158, D207, nos. $33-S34, $38, 2: no. D191; radiating, 2: 

on delft sauceboats, 2: no. D203; on delft D216, D259, D287; artemisia, 2: nos. D1, nos. D74, D148, D185; short, 2: nos. D78, 

stands, 2: no. D343; on delft tea- and coffee D152, D171-D173; on bleu persan wares, 2: D191; slip, 1: no. $43; straight, 1: 

wares, 2: nos. D333-D334, D337, D342; on nos. D278-D279; on Bristol wares, 2: nos. $26-S27, S97, 2: nos. D143, D144, 

Dutch wares, 2: no. D68; polychrome, 2: no. D327; calligraphic, 2: no. D148; colors D145-D146, D207, D218-D219; triple, 2: 

no. D190; on porcelain, 2: no. D337; on of, 2: no. D383; on dated delftware, 2: no. D184; zigzag, 1: no. $16 

sherds, 2: nos. D110-D112; sponged, 2: no. D199; on delft cachepots, 2: no. D367; lines, horizontal: on delft bottles, 2: no. D298; 

no. D369; on tin-glazed stoneware, 2: on delft candlesticks, 2: nos. D381, D383; on on delft dishes and plates, 2: nos. D255, 

no. D332. See also figures, Chinese; land- delft cartouch wares, 2: no. D78; on delft D281-D282; on delft flower containers, 2: 

scapes, European; landscapes, oriental; spe- casters, 2: no. D216; on delft cream jugs, 2: no. D368; on delft fuddling cups, 2: 

cific landscape elements opp. no. D359 n. 8; on delft dishes, 2: no. D292; on delft mugs, 2: nos. D246, 

landscapes, European: on delft beverage wares, nos. D7, D71, D97, D118, D143, D154-D155, D250-D251, D254, D258, D261, D262; on 

2: nos. D230, D269, D270, D271, D307, D315, D156-D157, D158, D159, D163-D164, D166; delft posset pots, 2: nos. D281—D282; on 

D316, D318; on delft bowls, 2: nos. D315, on delft jars, 2: no, D217; on delft jugs, 2: delft punch bowls, 2: no. D255; on delft puz- 

D318; on delft dishes and plates, 2: nos. D87, no. D297; on delft mugs, 2: nos. D240, zle jugs, 2: no. D298; on delft storage pots, 

D88, D89, D90, D91-D92, D93, D94; on delft D254, D259, D289; on delft plates, 2: 2: nos. D390-D392; on delft tea- and coffee 

teapots, 2: no. D322; on delft tiles, 2: nos. D78, D116, D133, D138-D140, D148, wares, 2: nos. D324, D340; on English slip- 

nos. D419, D420, D423, D428-D430; on delft D167, D169, D191, D254, D289, D327; on ware, 1: nos. $62-S64; as filler ornament, 2: 

vases, 2: nos. D369, D370, D371-D372; ele- delft posset pots, 2: nos. D287, D289; on nos. D281-D282; on Vauxhall wares, 2: 

ments of, 2: no. D332; popularity of, 2: delft punch bowls, 2: nos. D101, D328; on no. D340 

no. D269; sponging in, 2: no. D315; styles of, delft puzzle jugs, 2: nos. D297, D299; on lines, wavy: in delft borders, 2: no. D148; on 

2: no. D269 delft salts, 2: no. D207; on delft sauceboats, delft dishes and plates, 2: nos. D6, D35-D36, 

landscapes, oriental: on Bristol wares, 2: 2: no. D204; on delft shoes, 2: no. D289, D51, D68, D71, D148, D174-D176; on delft 

no. D130; characteristics of, 2: no. D336; on opp. no, D359 n. 8, nos. D360-D361, D362, inkstands, 2: no. D389; on delft mugs, 2: 

Chinese wares, 2: no. D271; on delft barber D364; on delft stands or salvers, 2: nos. D246, D254; on delft salts, 2: no. D207; 

basins, 2: nos. D413-D414; on delft bottles, no. D343; on delft tankards, 2: opp. on Dutch delft, 2: nos. D174—D176; as filler 

2: no. D230; on delft bowls, 2: nos. D89, no. D359 n. 8; on delft teawares, 2: motifs, 1: no. $56; jeweled, 1: no. $40; on 

D117, D190, D261, D318; on delft candle- nos. D327, D328, D329-D330, D337; on delft Metropolitan slipware, 1: p. 41; on sherds, 2: 

sticks, 2: no. D382; on delft cisterns, 2: tiles, 2: no. D420; and delftware dating, 2: nos. D174-D176; on slipware cups, 1: 

no. D231; on delft cups, 2: nos. D241, D242, no. D287; on Dutch wares, 1: no. $39, 2: no. S76; on slipware dishes, 1: nos. $16, 

D280, D285; on delft dishes, 2: nos. D102, nos. D154-D155, D297, D381; hatched, 2: $26-S27, S28-S30, S33-S34, $39, S40, S41; 

D103, D104, D120, D121, D122-D123, D125, nos. D287, D326, D341; on Lambeth wares, on slipware mugs, 1: no. $56; trailed, 1: 

D130, D191; on delft flower containers, 2: 2: no. D327; oak, 1: no. $49; popularity of, 2: p. 41, nos. $28-S30, $56; on Wrotham 

nos. D366, D368, D369; on delft jugs, 2: nos. D156-D157; and porcelain, 2: wares, 1: p. 41 

no. D297; on delft mugs, 2: nos. D249, nos. D297, D381; relief, 1: no. $49; sgraffito, Lipski, Louis L., 1: p. 9 

D250-D251, D252, D253, D261, D262, D271; 1: no. $89, 2: no. D204; on sherds, 2: liquor. See alcoholic beverages; wine 

on delft pickle/sweetmeat dishes, 2: nos. D154—D155, D216; on slipware, 1: Littler, William, 2: nos. D197—D198 n. 1 

nos. D197-D198; on delft plates, 2: nos. $14-S15, $23, $24, $28-S30, $32, $49, Livermore, John, 1: p. 41, nos. $47, $48, $51 

nos. D101, D105, D106, D107-D109, D110— S85, S89; on Somerset wares, 2: no, D327; Livermore family, 1: p. 41 

D112, D113-D114, D115, D116, D117, D126- on tazze, 2: nos. D156-D157; tiny strokes as, Liverpool, Eng.: ceramics manufacture in, 2: 

D127, D128, D129, D130, D131, D211-D212; 2: nos. D278-D279; on Welsh wares, 1: nos. D22-D24; delft bowls from, 2: 

on delft posset pots, 2: nos. D253, D261, no. $24. See also borders, foliage; bushes; nos. D100, D192, D423; delft cauldrons 

D276-D277, D278-D279, D285; on delft foliage; plants; shrubs; trees from, 2: no. D205; delft char dishes/pots 

pounce pots, 2: no, D387; on delft punch Lee Hall, Va., 2: nos. D218-D219 from, 2: no. D206; delft cisterns from, 2: 

bowls, 2: nos. D304, D305; on delft puzzle Lemuel (ship), 2: no. D100 no, D231; delft dishes and plates from, 2: 

jugs, 2: no. D299; on delft stands or salvers, lens makers, 2: nos. D390-D392 n. 9 nos. D43-D44, D54, D55, D99, D100, 
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D126-D127, D130, D131, D200-D201, D386; no. D196; delft equestrian dishes from, 2: D225, D226-D228, D229; delft wreath-motif 

delft drainers/strainers from, 2: nos. D194, nos. D11-D13, D17, D30, D31, D32, D37; wares from, 2: nos. D81—D82; docks in, 1: 

D195, D196; delft flower containers from, 2: delft European landscape dishes and plates pp. 27, 28; Dutch potters in, 2: nos. D77, 

nos. D371-D372, D376, D377, D378, D379; from, 2: nos. D88, D90, D91-D92, D93, D94; D335, D416; excavated wares linked to, 2: 

delft inkstands from, 2: nos. D388, D389; delft European landscape mugs from, 2: no. D168; fashions in, 2: p. 26; floral motifs 

delft jugs from, 2: nos. D268, D389; delft nos. D269, D270; delft figures from, 2: from, 2: nos. D329-D330; footrings from, 2: 

mugs from, 2: nos. D263, D268, D271; delft nos. D345, D350-D351, D352; delft floral- no. D327; glazes from, 2: nos. D301-D303, 

pickle/sweetmeat dishes from, 2: nos. D197— motif wares from, 2: nos. D159, D160-D162, D327; Great Fire of, 1: p. 18, 2: p. 12, no. D8; 

D198, D200-D201, D202; delft porringers D167, D168, D254, D255; delft flower con- guilds in, 2: nos. D63, D224, D238, D240, 

from, 2: nos. D185, D186; delft pounce pots tainers from, 2: nos. D348, D365, D366, D253, D258, D275, D297, D394; and kiln 

from, 2: no. D387; delft punch bowls from, D367, D368, D369, D370, D373; delft fruit- fumes, 1: p. 33; landscape scenes from, 2: 

2: nos. D268, D313, D314, D316, D317; delft motif dishes from, 2: nos. D154—D155, D165; no. D203; merchants in, 1: p. 29, 2: 

puzzle jugs from, 2: nos. D301-D303; delft delft fuddling cups from, 2: nos. D290-D291, nos. D181-D182 n. 3; Metropolitan slipware 

sauceboats from, 2: nos. D203, D204; delft D292, D293, D294, D295; delft gaming in, 1: p. 41; miniature delftware from, 2: 

tea- and coffee wares from, 2: nos. D328, dishes from, 2: no. D386; delft goblets or no. D205; painting of delftware from, 2: 

D329-D330, D333-D334, D336, D337; delft cups from, 2: no. D237; delft guild- and nos. D91-D92; powdered grounds from, 2: 

tiles from, 2: nos. D192, D268, D327, D331, trade-motif wares from, 2: nos. D85, D86, nos. D94, D327; printers in, 2: nos. D428- 

D335, D420, D426, D427, D428-D430, D245; delft inscription wares from, 2: D430; sculpture in, 2: no. D335; sgraffito 

D431-D433; delft trays from, 2: no. D268; nos. D77, D78, D246; delft jars from, 2: ornament from, 2: no. D204; shop owners 
delft tureens from, 2: no. D170; delftware nos. D217, D365; delft jugs from, 2: in, 2: no. D409; shops in, 1: pp. 27, 34; 

manufacture in, 1: p. 28, 2: p. 25; enameling nos. D297, D349; delft landscape mugs sponged decoration from, 2: nos. D91-D92; 
in, 2: no. D131; glazes from, 2: no. D203; from, 2: nos. D240, D249, D250-D251, D252, trade with, 1: pp. 27, 28, 2: p. 26, no. D203; 
miniature delftware from, 2: no. D205; D253, D260, D261, D263, D267, D271; delft Underground tunnels in, 2: nos. D218-D219; 
ornament from, 2: nos. D169, D316, mythological- and folklore-motif wares and Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire, 2: nos. D60- 

D329-D330, D331, D337, D371—-D372; from, 2: nos. D69, D70, D71, D72-D73, D75, D62. See also archaeology, in London; 

palettes from, 2: no. D316; pierced wares D76; delft Oates Conspiracy plates from, 2: attribution, to London; Bow, London, Eng.; 
from, 2: nos. D301-D303; porcelain from, 2: no. D16; delft oriental-motif dishes from, 2: Bucklersburg, London, Eng.; Lambeth, 
nos. D329-D330; powdered grounds from, nos. D104, D129; delft oriental-motif mugs London, Eng.; Norfolk House pottery, 
2: no. D327; tin-glazed stoneware from, 2: from, 2: nos. D240, D249, D250-D251, D252, Lambeth, London, Eng.; Pickleherring pot- 
nos. D331, D332; trade with, 1: pp. 28, 29, 2: D253, D260, D261, D263, D271; delft orien- tery, Southwark, London, Eng.; Southwark, 
p. 26, nos. D100, D206 n. 1; wares from, 2: tal-motif plates from, 2: nos. D105, D106, London, Eng.; Vauxhall pottery, Lambeth, 

p. 26, no. D121 D107-D109, D110-D112, D113-D114, D115, London, Eng. 

Lloyd’s register, 2: nos. D98, D100 D117, D126-D127, D128; delft ornament London Bridge, 2: nos. D218-D219 

lobe-and-dart motifs. See motifs: lobe-and dart from, 2: nos. D101, D327, D369, D370; delft London Delftware (Britton), 1: p. 10 

lobed motifs. See motifs: lobed pickle/sweetmeat dishes from, 2: nos, D197— London Gazette, 2: nos. D181-D182 

lobing, 1: nos. $40, $41, 2: no. D396 D198; delft pierced dishes from, 2: no. D191; London Packet, 1: p. 27 
London, Eng.: aldermen in, 2: no. D410 n. 1; delft plaques from, 2: no. D421; delft plate London Prices of Bricklayer’s Materials and Works, 

arms and city shield of, 2: nos. D207, D410, profiles from, 2: nos. D91-D92, D134-D135, The (Langly), 2: no. D434 n. 4 
D411; balloon flight over, 2: nos. D95—D96; D185; delft plates from, 2: no. D322; delft London Town, Md., 2: nos. D72-D73 
bleu persan wares from, 2: nos. D107-D109, playing-card-motif dishes from, 2: no. D179; Long Marston, 2: no. D223 
D177, D278-D279; and Brislington wares, 2: delft porringers from, 2: nos. D180, D181— Longton Hall, Scot., 2: nos. D197—D198 

no. D102; ceramics in, 1: p. 27; ceramics D182, D183, D184, D185, D186; delft portrait loops, 2: no. D416 
manufacture in, 1: pp. 27, 28, 2: pp. 25, 26; bowls from, 2: no. D188; delft portrait dish- Lord Street pothouse, Liverpool, Eng., 2: 
Chinese wares in, 2: nos. D333-D334; delft es from, 2: nos. D8, D9, D15, D22-D24, D26, nos. D329-D330 
abstract- and geometric-motif wares from, 2: D27-D28, D33-D34, D35-D36, D38-D39, Louis XIV, King of France, 2: no. D37 
nos. D174-D176, D177, D178, D247-D248, D40, D42, D45; delft portrait mugs from, 2: Lovat, Lord. See Fraser, Simon, twelfth Baron 
D256, D257; delft animal-motif wares from, no. D258; delft portrait plates from, 2: Lovat 

2: nos. D134-D135, D147, D152, D259; delft nos. D22-D24, D43-D44, D48, D53, D57, Lowther, John, 2: pp. 22-24 

apothecary wares from, 2: nos. D390-D392, D58; delft posset pots from, 2: nos. D273- Loytrop, John, 2: no. D63 

D394, D395, D397, D398-D400, D401, D403, D274, D275, D276-D277, D278-D279, lozenges, 2: nos. D304, D327, D354, D373, D416 
D404-D406, D408, D410, D411; delft armo- D281-D282, D286, D287, D289; delft pounce lozenge-shaped motifs. See motifs: lozenge- 
rial dishes from, 2: no. D84; delft barber pots from, 2: no. D387; delft punch bowls shaped 
basins from, 2: nos. D412, D413-D414; delft from, 2: nos. D79, D304, D306, D307, D308, Lunardi, Vincenzo, 2: no. D94 
bird-motif wares from, 2: nos. D133, D138- D309, D310, D311, D312, D313, D315, D319; Liineberg, Ger., 1: nos. S83-S84 
D140, D148, D151, D254, D255; delft book- delft puzzle jugs/pots from, 2: nos. D275, 
shaped vessels from, 2: nos. D354, D355, D299, D300, D301—-D303; delft religious- Magdalen College, Oxford University, 2: no. D42 
D356-D357; delft bossed mugs from, 2: motif wares from, 2: nos. D66-D67, D68; maiolica, Italian: and cartouches, 2: no. D221; 
nos. D235-D236; delft bottles from, 2: delft salts from, 2: nos. D208, D209, D211- and delftware, 2: p. 22, nos. D64, D83, 
no. D344; delft bowls from, 2: nos. D188, D212, D214; delft sauceboats from, 2: D154-D155, D207, D398-D400; from Faenza, 
D192; delft butter dishes from, 2: no. D187; nos. D203, D204; delft saucers from, 2: 2: p. 22, no. D358; and grotesques, 2: 
delft buttons from, 2: no. D384; delft no. D325; delft spoon trays from, 2: no. D221; and Iznik wares, 2: no. D159; 
cachepots from, 2: no. D367; delft candle- nos. D333-D334; delft stands or salvers from Montelupo, 2: no. D344; motifs on, 
sticks from, 2: nos. D299, D381, D382; delft from, 2: nos. D343; delft storage pots from, 2: nos. D160-D162, D298, D324, D393, 
cartouche-motif wares from, 2: nos. D79, 2: nos. D393; delft sugar pots from, 2: D398-D400; in Netherlands, 1: no. $42; 
D235-D236; delft casters from, 2: nos. D215, no. D339, D340, D341, D342; delft syrup pseudogadrooning on, 2: no. D344; wares 
D216; delft cauldrons from, 2: no. D205; pots from, 2: no. D396, D398-D400, D402, of, 2: nos. D344, D358 
delft chamber pots from, 2: no. D415; delft D404—D406, D407; delft tea- and coffee majolica. See maiolica, Italian 
char dishes in, 2: no. D206; delft cisterns wares from, 2: no. D320, D321, D322, D323, Malaga, Spain, 2: nos. D226-D228 
from, 2: no. D231; delft clock cases from, 2: D324, D325, D326, D327, D335, D338; delft Malkin, Isaac, 1: opp. no. $10 
no. D130; delft cups from, 2: nos. D239, tiles from, 2: no. D327, D335, D373, D417- Malkin, Joseph, 1: opp. no. $10 
D241, D242, D243, D244, D280, D281-D282, D418, D419, D420, D422, D434; delft wassail Malkin, Richard, 1: opp. no. $10 
D283, D284, D288; delft dishes from, 2: bowls from, 2: no. D306; delft wine bottles Malkin, Samuel: in Burslem, 1: opp. no. $10; 
no. D296; delft drainers/strainers from, 2: from, 2: nos. D220, D221, D222, D223, D224, factory of, 1: opp. no. $10, nos. $11, $14-S15; 
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family of, 1: opp. no. $10; Jacobite slipware Mary of Modena, 1: p. 19, 2: p. 13, nos. D20— Ming Transitional period. See porcelain, Ming 
by, 1: no. $5; and molds, 1: p. 31, no. $41; D21, D98 and Ming Transitional 
occupations of, 1: opp. no. $10; slipware masks, 1: no. $31, 2: nos. D78, D231, D367, mirror images, 2: no. D426 
dishes by, opp. no. $10, nos. $11, $12, $13, D369, D370, D378, D379, D396, D397, D403 mirrors, 2: nos. D72-D73, D76, D412 
S14-S15, $16, S33-S34. See also potters, Massachusetts, 2: p. 26, nos. D35-D36, D180, mochaware, 1: p. 45 

English D208, D346-D347 molding, 2: no. D382 
Malplaquet, France, 2: no. D37 Massey Square, Burslem, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: molds: biscuit, 1: nos. $37, $40; carving on, 1: 
manganese: and dating of delftware, 2: nos. $11, $13 pp. 39, 45; dated, 1: no. $23; for delft banks, 

no. D410; on delftware, 2: nos. D335, D337, mass-production, 1: pp. 44 n. 17, 45 2: nos. D350-D351; for delft boots, 2: 
D371-D372, D374, D385, D410, D416, D420, Mathews, Elizabeth, 2: no. D309 no. D358; for delft dishes and plates, 1: 
D431-D433; on Dutch wares, 2: no. D385; Maryland, 2: nos. D72—D73, D104, D105, D165, pp. 30-31, 2: p. 24, nos. D1, D5, D10, D83, 
powdered, 2: nos. D319, D374; properties of, D377, D415 D103; for delft figures, 2: nos. D346-D347, 
2: nos. D327 and n. 2, D356-D357 n. 4; pur- meanders, 2: no. D415 D350-D351; for delft flower containers, 2: 
ple, 2: nos. D75, D94, D113-D114, D327 medals, 2: nos. D7, D58 nos. D348, D378; for delft pickle/sweetmeat 

mantiling, 2: no. D283. See also shield mantling medicines: Conserve of Myrtle Opiate, 2: dishes, 2: nos. D197-D198; for delft plaques, 
marbling. See ornament: marbled no. D409; Essence of Pearl, 2: no. D409; 2: no. D421; for delft salts, 2: nos. D207, 
Mare, John, 1: nos. $72-S73, S95 ingredients in, 2: nos. D397, D398-D400 and D211-D212; for delft shoes, 2: opp. 
Mare, Richard, 1: nos. $72-S73, S95 n. 4, D402, D403, D404-D406, D407; loz- no. D359; excavated, 1: opp. no. $10; for 
Mare family, 1: nos. $72-S73 enges, 2: nos. D398-D400, D403; ointments, handles, 1: p. 45, no. $44, 2: no. D183; 
Mark Brown's Wharf. See archaeology, at 2: nos. D398-D400, D401; Pearl Dentifrice, hump, 1: nos. $28-S30; John Simpson and, 

Pickleherring: at Mark Brown’s Wharf 2: no. D409; Royal Navy and, 2: no. D410; 1: pp. 30-31; materials for, 1: pp. 30, 39, 2: 
Markham, 2: nos. D226-D228 Singleton’s Golden Eye Ointment, 2: p. 24; in probate inventories, 1: p. 45; rarity 
marks, decorators’, 2: D202, D341 no. D409; uses of, 2: nos. D397, D398-D400, of, 1: no. $37; for relief initials, 1: no. $49; 
marks, exterior: “1,” 2: nos. D116, D124, D199, D401, D402, D403, D404-D406, D407 for salt-glazed stoneware flower containers, 

D229; “2,” 2: nos. D75, D124, D217, D340; Mediterranean, 2: p. 22 2: no. D377; Samuel Malkin and, 1: p. 31, 
“IL” 2: no. DS9; “4,” 2: nos. D46, D142, D189; Meir, John, 1: no. $95 and n. 3 no, S41; shapes of, 1: pp. 30, 39, 2: no. D377; 
“9,” 2; no. D119; “7,” 2: no. D119; “8,” 2: Meir, William, 1: no. $95 and n. 3 for slipware, 1: pp. 30-31, opp. no. $10, 2: 
nos. D325, D431—D433; “10,” 2: no. D97; Meissen, Ger., 1: p. 36, 2: no. D423 p. 24; for slipware dishes, 1: pp. 39, 45, 
“11/7, 23 no. D55; “12,” 2: no. D419; “20,”'2: mending, of ceramics, 1: pp. 33-35 nos. $8, $10, $11, $13, $14-S15, S16, 
no. D41; asterisks, 2: no. D341; “Bowcock,” Mendip Hills, Somerset, Eng., 1: no. $92 n. 6 $28-S30, $33-S34, $41; for porcelain, 2: 
2: no, D179; on Brislington wares, 2: Mercers Company, 2: no. D384 nos. D197-D198; for spouts, 1: p. 45; surviv- 
no. D124; on Bristol wares, 2: nos. D124, merchants, 2: nos. D181—D182 n. 3, D264-D266 ing, 1: pp. 31, 24; uses of, 1: p. 31 
D325; brushstrokes, 2: no. D239; crosses, 2: Merchants of London Trading in West New molds, initials on: “ICI,” 1: no. $37; “WT,” 1: 
nos. D46, D121, D125, D142, D309, D325; for Jersey, 2: nos. D181-D182 n. 3 no. $37 
decorators, 2: no. D202; on delftware, 2: Merchant Taylors, Worshipful Company of, 2: molds, inscriptions on: “Thomas Wedgwood,” 1: 
nos. D116, D121, D125, D142, D169, D186, nos. D253, D275 nos, $37, S40 

D325; “Dublin,” 2: no. D193; “J,” 2: Merian, Matthias, 2: no. D335 monarchs: on delftware, 1: p. 10, nos. $5, $10, 
nos. D163-D164; on London wares, 2: Merryman plates, 2: nos. D77, D79, D81-D82, 2: nos. D2-D3, D11-D13, D32, D33-D34, 
nos. D309 n. 2, D325; manganese, 2: D88 D48, D57, D384; Hanovers, 1: pp. 21, 22, 24, 
nos. D431-D433; naughts, 2: nos. D124, metalwork: barber basins of, 2: no. D412; but- no, $22, 2: pp. 15, 16, 18; and Order of the 
D325; strokes, 2: no. D229; swipes, 2: tons of, 2: no. D384; for churches, 2: Garter, 1: nos. S83-S84; portrait busts of, 1: 

no. D238; “X,” 1: nos. $26-S27, 2: no. D59 no. D234; Continental, 1: p. 37, 2: nos. D381, no. $4; posthumous commemoration of, 1: 
marks, interior, “2,” 2: no. D341 and n. 5 D412; and delft candlesticks, 2: nos. D380, no. S5, 2: nos. D33-D34, D258; and royal 
marks, potters’, 1: p. 40 D381, D382; and delft casters, 2: no. D215; births, 1: no. $18; on slipware, 1: p. 10, 
Marlborough, Duke of. See Churchill, John, first and delft dishes, 2: nos. D10, D83, D103, nos. S2, $3, $7, $10, $18; Stuart, 1: pp. 16, 18, 

Duke of Marlborough D104; and delft mugs, 2: nos. D234, D240 21, no. $22; 2: pp. 10, 12, 15, no. D258. See 
Marriage a la Mode (Hogarth), 2: nos. D390-D392 and n. 2, D245; and delft pickle/sweetmeat also specific monarchs 

n.9 dishes, 2: nos. D197-D198; and delft por- Monck, Gen. George, first Duke of Albemarle, 1: 
marriages: in Bristol, 2: no. D309; commemora- ringers, 2: no. D180; and delft salts, 2: p. 18, 2: p. 12, nos. D7, D17, D32 

tion of, 1: no. $95, 2: no, D253; and delft- nos. D207, D213; and delft sauceboats, 2: Monk, George. See Monck, Gen. George, first 

ware, 2: nos. D70, D243, opp. no. D359 n. 2; no. D203; and delft teawares, 2: nos. D320, Duke of Albemarle 
in London, 2: nos. D63, D64, D84, D348; of D323, D333-D334 and n. 2; English, 1: p. 37, Montague Close pottery, Southwark, London, 
monarchs and nobility, 1: pp. 16, 18, 19, 20, 2: no. D381; and English pottery, 1: p. 37; Eng., 1: p. 28, 2: nos. D1, D63, D64, D207, 

21, 22,23, 25, 2: pp. 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and French earthenware: 2: no. D1; Irish, 2: D226-D228, D323, D348, D359. See also 
19, nos. D8, D15, D33-D34, D55; potting no. D385; motifs on, 2: no. D380; openwork, archaeology, in Southwark: at or near 

families and, 1: no. $51; in Stoke-on-Trent, 1: 2: no. D364; porringers of, 1: no. $44; salts Montague Close; potteries, English; South- 

no, $95 n. 3; in Wolstanton, 1: no. S6; in of, 2: no. D208; and slipware dishes, 1: p. 40, wark, London, Eng. 

Wrotham, 1: nos. S50, S51. See also anniver- nos. $31, $81; sundials of, 2: no. D385 Montelupo, Italy, 2: nos. D154-D155, D156- 

saries; baptisms; betrothals; christenings Metamorphosis (Ovid), 2: no. D394 D157, D344. See also Italy 
Martin’s Hundred, Va., 1: nos. $26-S27 Metropolitan slipware, 1: pp. 38, 41, no. S55 Moorfields, 2: nos. D95-D96 

Mary II, Queen of England: biography of, 1: Meyer, Jeremiah, 2: no, D57 Morelli, Allesio, 2: nos. D226-D228 

pp. 20-21, 2: pp. 14-15; on delftware, 2: Michigan. See Fort Michilimackinac, Mich. Mortlake pottery, Mortlake, Eng., 2: nos. D130, 
nos. D20-D21, D22-D24, D26, D98, D104; Middle East, 2: nos. D387, D390-D392 D390-D392 n. 10, D409, D410, D411 n. 1. See 

delftware commemorating, 2: nos. D246, Middlesex, Lady, 2: nos. D226-D228 also potteries, English 

D250-D251; family of, 1: p. 20, 2: p. 14; at Midhope pottery, Yorkshire, Eng., 1: nos. $19- motifs: bamboo, 2: no. D262; banded hedge, 2: 
Hampton Court, 2: no. D419; and $21. See also potteries, English; Yorkshire, nos. D196, D300, D312; birds-on-rocks: 2: 

Parliament, 1: p. 20, 2: p. 14; physical char- Eng. nos. D6, D214, D217, D218-D219, D231, 

acteristics of, 1: p. 21, 2: p. 15, nos. D20~ Midlands, Eng., 1: pp. 40, 42, 45, no. S97, 2: D232-D233 and n. 1, D234, D272, D298; 

D21, D22-D24; and prints, 2: nos. D134- no. D87 checkerboard, 1: no. $42, 2: no. D257; 

D135 n. 2; and Queen Anne, 1: p. 21, 2: “Midnight Modern Conversation” scenes, 2: Chinese, 1: pp. 36-37, 2: nos. D293, D311, 

p. 15; reign of, 1: p. 20, 2: p. 14, nos. D20- no. D315 D370, D373, D421; classical, 1: pp. 35, 36, 

D21, D22-D24; and religion, 2: nos. D20- “Milkmaid at the Gate” (illustration), 2: 37, 40; combined, 1: p. 37; Continental, 1: 

D21; on slipware, 1: no. S6 nos. D428-D430 nos. 40, 42; cracked ice, 2: nos. D60-D62, 
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D153; diaper, 2: nos. D43-D44, D203, D256, New Haven, Conn., 2: no. D208 ornament, combed: on Burslem wares, 1: p. 44; 
D321, D326, D333-D334, D335, D338; New Hibernia Wharf, Southwark, London, Eng. creation of, 1: p. 40; on hollow slipware, 1: 
Eastern, 1: p. 40; European, 1: pp. 36-37; See archaeology, in Southwark: at New p. 45; on slipware beverage wares, 1: 
exotic, 1: pp. 35, 36, 37; eye, 2: nos. D390— Hibernia Wharf nos. $38, S56, S57-S58, S61, S62-S64, S65, 
D392; fang, 2: no. D326; forked, 1: no. $46; Newington Plantation, N.C., 2: no. D368 $81, S95; on slipware chamber pots, 1: 
golf club, 2: nos. D305, D339; heraldic, 1: New Jersey, 2: nos. D181-D182 n. 3 nos. S57-S58; on slipware dining wares, 1: 

p. 42, nos. $14-S15, $19-S21, 2: nos. D69, Newmarket, London, Eng., 1: p. 34 no. $10, opp. no. $10, nos. $31, S38, $45, 

D72-D73; lobed, 1: no. $7; lobe-and-dart, 2: Newnham, Elizabeth, 2: no. D7 S46; on slipware wasters, 1: p. 44; on 
no. D380; lozenge-shaped, 1: no. $66; natu- Newnham, Richard, 2: nos. D2—D3, D6, D7, D83, Southwest of England wares, 1: p. 42; on 
ralistic, 2: nos. D197-D198; Near Eastern, 1: D87, D218-D219 Staffordshire wares, 1: nos. $59-S60, S94 
pp. 35, 37; oriental, 2: no. D128; playing- New York City, 2: nos. D276-D277 ornament, foliate: in cartouches, 2: no. D221; 
card, 2: nos. D128, D179; pointed, 2: New York (state), 2: nos. D181-D182 n. 3 on Chinese porcelain, 2: no. D298; dates of, 
no. D382; Qshaped, 2: nos. D116, D118; Nicolson Store, Williamsburg, Va., 2: no. D410 2: no. D298; on delft beverage wares, 2: 
quatrefoil, 1: no. S6, 2: nos. D321, D375; Norfolk, Eng., 2: no. D86 nos. D181-D182, D246, D298; on delft 
sausage-shaped, 1: no. $32; scale, 1: no. $88, Norfolk, Va., 2: no. D230 bowls, 2: no. D189; on delft dishes, 2: 
2: no. D84; squiggle, 2: nos. D60-D62; tradi- Norfolk House pottery, Lambeth, London, Eng., nos. D1, D104, D160-D162; on delft plates, 
tional, 1: pp. 35, 40; trefoil, 1: no. $93, 2: 2: nos. D33-D34, D37, D45, D115, D324 and 2: nos. D75, D90, D138-D140, D165; in delft 
nos. D292, D416; V, 2: nos. D188, D208, n. 4, D343, D339. See also Lambeth, London, porringer borders, 2: nos. D181-D182, D184; 
D214, D311, D358; wheel, 1: no. $46; Y, 1: Eng.; potteries, English on Dutch wares, 2: no. D298; on Italian 
nos. $26-S27 Northamptonshire, Eng., 2: p. 21, no. D225 wares, 2: no. D298; on slipware, 1: p. 41, 

motifs, abstract: on Brislington wares, 2: North Carolina, 2: no, D368 nos. $1, S28-S30, S88. See also borders, foli- 
no. D177; on Burslem wares, 1: p. 44; on North Devon, Eng. See Devon, Eng.: North ate 

delftware, 2: nos. D138-D140, D177, D178, North of England, 1: nos. S82, $97 ornament, polychrome: buildings, 2: nos. D86, 
D180, D183, D231, D247-D248, D366, D387; Northern Europe, 1: p. 40, nos. $36, $39, 2: D126-D127; on Bristol wares, 2: no. D425; 
on Donyatt wares, 1: nos. S77-S78; on nos. D154-D155, D156-D157, D180, crowns, 2: no. D51; on delft apothecary tiles, 
Dutch slipware, 1: no. $39; on London D218-D219, D304, D345 2: nos. D410, D411; on delft beverage wares, 
wares, 2: nos. D177, D178; palettes of, 2: North Walk pottery, Barnstaple, Devon, Eng., 1: 2: nos. D217, D268, D286, D312, D331, 
nos. D178, D183; sgraffito, 1: p. 42; on no. $96. See also Barnstaple, Devon, Eng.; D333-D334; on delft bird-motif wares, 2: 
sherds, 2: no. D177; on slipware, 1: pp. 42, potteries, English nos. D149-D150, D325; on delft bowls, 2: 
44, 45, nos. $44, $77-S78, S95; on Norwich, Eng., 1: p. 29, 2: nos. D8, D86. See also no. D286; on delft buttons, 2: no. D384; on 
Southwest of England wares, 1: p. 42; on archaeology: at Norwich delft candlesticks, 2: no. D382; on delft char 
Staffordshire wares, 1: pp. 44, 45; trailed, 1: Norwich Mercury, 1: p. 29, 2: p. 26 dishes/pots, 2: no. D206; on delft dishes and 
pp. 44, 45; on Welsh slipware, 1: p. 42 Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, Eng., 1: p. 29 plates, 2: nos. D53, D171-D173, D287, D289, 

motifs, filler: berries as, 1: no. $40; on delft- numerals, style of, 1: no. $11, 2: nos. D288, D325, D333-D334, D386; on delft drainers/ 
ware, 2: nos. D74, D89, D193, D253, D255, D293, D407 strainers, 2: no. D196; on delft farm series 
D281-D282, D287, D299, D341; flowering nursery rhymes, 2: no. D144 wares, 2: nos. D149-D150; on delft por- 
vines as, 1: no. $10; foliate, 1: no. $7; natura- nuts, 2: nos. D156-D157 ringers, 2: no. D190; on delft salts, 2: 
listic, 1: opp. no. $10; rarity of, 2: no. D84; no. D207; on delft shoes, 2: opp. no. D359, 
on slipware, 1: nos. $7, $10, opp. no. $10, Oade, Nathaniel, 1: p. 33, 2: nos. D184, D420 no. D359; on delft tea- and coffee wares, 2: 
nos. $26-S27, S40, S56; wavy lines as, 1: Oates, Titus, Conspiracy, 2: nos. D14, D16, nos. D329-D330, D336; on delft tiles, 2: 
no. S56. See also dots: as filler ornament D417-D418 nos. D427, D431-D433, D434; on London 

motifs, geometric: on Chinese porcelain, 2: octagons, 1: nos. S33-S$34, 2: nos. D77, wares, 2: nos. D126-D127, D207; oriental 
no. D298; on delftware, 2: nos. D171-D173, D107-D109, D110-D112, D165 motifs, 2: nos. D86, D117, D126-D127; on 
D174-D176, D188, D254, D262, D298, D358, ogee panels, 2: nos. D55, D115 porcelain, 1: p. 36 
D390-D392; on Dutch wares, 2: nos. D298, ogee rims, 2: no. D421 ornament, relief: on Burslem wares, 1: p. 44; 
D390-D392; on Italian wares, 2: no. D298; ogival shapes, 2: no. D158 creation of, 1: no. $96; dates as, 1: p. 41; on 
on slipware, 1: nos. $35, $39, $40, $41, $75, Oldfield, Thomas, 1: nos. $14-S15 n. 1 delftware bowls, 2: nos. D1, D4, D235-D236, 
S87 Old Hall, Temple Balsall, Warwickshire, Eng., 1: D421; on English slipware, 1: no. $37; ini- 

mounds, 1: nos. $14-S15, 2: nos. D103, D113- nos. $10, $26-S27, 2: no. D309 tials as, 1: p. 41; letters as, 1: no. $52; molds 
D114, D158, D159, D185, D426. See also Oliver, William, 1: no. S96 for, 1: no. $49; motifs for, 1: p. 41, nos. $49, 
hillocks orange flower conserves, 2: no. D408 S50, $51; on nonslipware tiles, 1: no. $96; 

Murray of Polmaise, 2: no. D170 Order of the Garter, 1: nos. S83-S84 on slipware beverage wares, 1: nos. $47, S48, 
mustaches, 2: nos. D2-D3, D7, D9, D10, oriental motifs. See figures, Chinese; imari $49, $50, S51, $52, S53-S54, $74; on slipware 

D11-D13, D225 wares; landscapes, oriental; motifs: oriental; dishes, 1: p. 45, nos. $8, $10, opp. no. $10, 
mythological scenes, 2: no. D231. See also fig- porcelain: oriental; porcelain, Chinese; nos. $14-S15, $19-S21, $22, $33-S34; on 

ures, mythological and folklore porcelain, Japanese; porcelain, Ming and slipware sherds, 1: no. $11; on slipware 

Ming Transitional; pottery: Chinese; pottery: sweetmeat/condiment dishes, 1: no. $43; on 
Nalson, J., 2: nos. D11-D13 Japanese; pottery: oriental Staffordshire wares, 1: p. 45; stamps for, 1: 
Natural History of Stafford-shire (Plot), 1: pp. 27, 44 Ormonde, Duke of. See Butler, James, second p. 41, no. $96; trailing on, 1: p. 45; on 
Near East, 1: p. 35 Duke of Ormonde Wrotham wares, 1: pp. 40, 41, nos. $40, $50 
needlework, 2: nos. D341, D353, D358, D359, ornament: agate, 1: p. 40; applied, 2: no. D6; ornament, sgraffito: basketweave, 1: no. $76; on 

D360-D361 enameled, 2: p. 24, nos. D131, D329-D330; Bristol slipware, 1: p. 42; creation of, 1: 
Nelson-Galt House, Williamsburg, Va., 2: exterior, 2: nos. D4, D6, D8, D41, D55, D93; pp. 40, 42, 45; on delftware, 2: nos. D85, 

no. D408 Fazackerley-style, 2: nos. D169, D317, D328, D128, D179, D191, D204; from Donyatt, 1: 
Netherlands, 1: no. $42, 2: p. 21, nos. D154— D329-D330, D331, D333-D334, opp. p. 42, nos. $87, S89, $92; on Dublin wares, 2: 

D155, D174-D176, D343, D358 no. D359, no. D388; impressed, 1: no. $75; no. D204; on Dutch wares, 1: no. $6; on hol- 
Nether Stowey, Somerset, Eng., 1: p. 42 incised, 1: nos. $39, $43, S66, $74, S75, S81, low slipware, 1: p. 45; lions in, 1: nos. $19- 
Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: S87, S90; marbled, 1: pp. 40, 44, no. $31; $21, $76; on London wares, 2: no. D204; 

pp. 29, 33 ossenkop, 2: nos. D356-D357; rouletted, 1: motifs of, 1: p. 42; on Nether Stowey wares, 
New Collection of the Most Easy and Approved nos. S42, S76; stamped, 1: p. 41, nos. $42, 1: p. 42; on North Devon wares, 1: no. $24; 

Methods of Preparing Baths, Essences... , 2: S45, S48, S66, S74, S75; trek, 2: nos. D249, in powdered-ground borders, 2: no. D128; 
nos. D390-D392 n. 3 D253, D304, D356-D357, D359 and n. 7, quality of, 1: p. 45; on sherds, 2: no. D179; 

New Hampshire, 2: nos. D94, D208, D319 D366, D371-D372 on slipware bowls, 1: no. $76; on slipware 
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buckets, 1: no. $87; on slipware cups, 1: paintings, 1: p. 36, 2: nos. D14, D42, D63, D342, Persia, 2: p. 25 

nos. S74, $76; on slipware dishes, 1: nos. $9, D390-D392 n. 9. See also prints personifications, 2: no. D59 

$53-S54; on slipware fuddling cups, 1: palettes: on Bristol wares, 2: no. D395; on Peteru, Joseph, 2: no. D328 

nos. S77-S78; on slipware jugs, 1: nos. $9, Continental wares, 2: nos. D154—D155; and Pettit, Joseph, 2: no. D208 

S19-S21, $83-S84, S85, $86; on slipware por- dating of delft, 2: nos. D387, D395; on delft Pewterers’ Company, 2: no. D224 

ringers, 1: nos. $19-S21, $44; on slipware beverage wares, 2: nos. D64, D231, D276— Philadelphia, Pa., 2: nos. D197-D198 

punch bowls, 1: nos. $9, $76; on slipware D277, D300, D305, D307, D354; on delft Phillips[?], John, 1: no. S85 

puzzle jugs, 1: nos. $89, $90, $91; on slip- book-shaped vessels, 2: nos. D353, D354, Pickleherring pottery, Southwark, London, Eng.: 

ware spit supports, 1: no. $92; on Somerset D355; on delft bowls, 2: nos. D307, D343, active, 1: p. 28, 2: nos. D64, D226-D228; 

wares, 1: nos. $6, $24; on Southwest of D383; on delft candlesticks, 2: no. D383; on ceramics manufacture at, 1: pp. 32-33; delft 

England wares, 1: p. 42; on Staffordshire delft dishes, 2: nos. D19, D64, D87, D119, beverage wares from, 2: nos. D218-D219, 

wares, 1: p. 45, no. S6; on Welsh wares, 1: D122-D123, D125, D143, D154-D155, D232-D233, D234, D237, D272, D273-D274; 

p. 42, nos. $24, S88 D174-D176, D178; on delft figures, 2: delft bowls from, 2: no. D178; delft dishes 

ornament, sponged: on delft beverage wares, 2: nos. D346-D347; on delft plates, 2: and plates from, 2: nos. D7, D64, D65, D87, 

nos. D190, D294—D295, D307, D315, D349; nos. D115, D126-D127, D129, D136-D137, D107-D109; delft Palissy-type wares from, 2: 

on delft dishes and plates, 2: nos. D33-D34, D153, D425; on delft salts, 2: no, D214; on nos. D1, D2-D3, D4, D6; delft salts from, 2: 

D40, D74, D91—D92, D113-D114, D163- delft shoes, 2: opp. no. D359, no. D364; on no. D207; delft shoes from, 2: no. D359; dis- 

D164; on delft vases, 2: nos. D369, D370. See delft stands or salvers, 2: no. D343; on delft tribution of wares from, 2: nos. D181-D182 

also trees, sponged storage pots, 2: no. D393; on delft table- and n. 3; inventory of, 1: p. 28, 2: nos. D63, 

ornament, trailed: on Bristol wares, 1: p. 42; on wares, 2: no. D327; on delft tea- and coffee D181-D182, D187, D208 and n. 2, D390- 

Burslem wares, 1: p. 44; characteristics of, 1: wares, 2: nos. D305, D321, D323, D325, D392 n. 8, D394, D410, D412, D415; location 

no. $45; creation of, 1: pp. 39-40; on Dutch D343; on delft tiles, 2: no. D425; of famille of, 2: no. D63; managers of, 2: nos. D2-D3, 

wares, 1: nos. S6, $17; on Midlands wares, 1: verte enamels, 2: nos. D329-D330; of fang, D7, D63, D87, D218-D219; motifs from, 2: 

p. 40; on Northern European wares, 1: 2: no. D326; Fazacklerley-type, 2: nos. D317, nos. D9, D83; potters at, 2: nos. D218-D219; 

no. $39; on relief-decorated wares, 1: p. 45; D328, D329-D330, D333-D334; on Imari stoneware from, 2: nos. D181-D182. See also 

on slipware, 1: pp. 39-40; on slipware cham- and pseudo-Imari wares, 2: nos. D129, archaeology, at Pickleherring; potteries, 

ber pots, 1: nos. $57-S58; on slipware cups, D329-D330; on Lambeth wares, 2: no. D343 English; Southwark, London, Eng. 

1: nos. $1, S57-S58, S62-S64, S90; on slip- and n. 7; on Pithay wares, 2: nos. D154—- piecrust rims. See rims 

ware dishes and plates, 1: no. $1, D155; and porcelain, 2: no. D325; unusual, Pilatre de Rozier, Jean-Francois, 2: nos. D95~ 

opp. no. $10, nos. $16, $17, $26-S27, $31, 2: nos. D110-D112, D113-D114, D174-D176. D96 

S33-S34, $39, S41, $42; on slipware drinking See also ornament, polychrome pillows, 2: nos. D211-D212 

vessels, 1: nos. S57-S58; on slipware honey Palissy, Bernard, 2: nos. D1, D4, D5, Dé Pinder, Jane, 2: no. D268 

pots, 1: no. $46; on slipware jugs, 1: Pall Mall, London, Eng., 2: no. D409 pinecones, 2: nos. D99, D169 

nos. S81, S82, S88, S90; on slipware mugs, 1: Palmer, Humphrey, 2: nos. D200-D201 pipes, 2: nos. D59, D281-D282 

nos. S56, S62-S64; on slipware night-lights, paraphs, 2: nos. D78, D80, D226-D228, D293, Pisa, Italy, 1: p. 40. See also Italy 

1: no. $93; on slipware piggins, 1: no. $45; D299, D353 Pithay, the, 2: nos. D154—D155. See also Bristol, 

on slipware plaques, 1: no. $1; on slipware parish clerks, 1: opp. no. $10 Eng. 

porringers, 1: no. $44; on slipware posset Parish Clerks, London Company of, 2: nos. D83, Pitson, James, 2: no. D408 

pots, 1: no. S65; on slipware puzzle jugs, 1: D224 plants: on bleu persan wares, 2: nos. D278-D279; 

nos. $47, $91; on slipware sherds, 1: parish records, 1: no. $3 on Brislington wares, 2: nos. D80, D132; on 

nos. $28-S30; on slipware sweetmeat/condi- Parker, George, 1: p. 36 Bristol wares, 2: no. D424; combed, 1: 

ment dishes, 1: no. $43; on slipware tiles, 1: Parliament: and Charles James Fox, 2: nos. $57-S58; crosshatched, 2: no. D305; on 

no. $97; on slipware trays, 1: no. $1; on slip- nos. D264—D266; and Civil Wars, 1: p. 17, 2: delft apothecary wares, 2: no. D296; on delft 

ware tygs, 1: nos. S53-S54; on slipware p. 11; and Duke of Ormonde, 1: p. 22, 2: beverage wares, 2: nos. D253, D262, D278- 

wasters, 1: p. 44; on Southwest of England p. 16, no. D40; and elections, 2: no. D59; D279, D281-D282, D285, D288, D296, D297, 

wares, 1: p. 42; on Staffordshire wares, 1: and George Monck, 1: p. 18, 2: p. 12; legisla- D305, D306, D307; on delft bird-motif 

pp. 40, 42, 44, 45, nos. S6, S59-S60; on tion by, 1: pp. 19, 21, 22, 2: pp. 13, 15, 16, wares, 2: nos. D80, D132, D141; on delft bot- 

Welsh wares, 1: p. 42, no. S88; on Wrotham no. D256; and monarchs, 1: pp. 16, 18, 19, tles, 2: nos. D218-D219; on delft bowls, 2: 

wares, 1: p. 41 20, 21, 2: pp. 10, 12, 13, 14, 15; and no. D190; on delft dishes, 2: nos. D26, D55, 

Oudenarde, Belg., 1: pp. 22, 23, 2: pp. 16, 17, Protectorate, 1: p. 17, 2: p. 11 D63, D64, D83, D115, D141, D166; on delft 

no. D37 parliament, Scottish, 1: p. 21, 2: p. 15, no. D256 plates, 2: nos. D80, D106, D113-D114, D115, 

outlines: black, 2: nos. D356-D357; blue, 2: Partridge, William, 2: nos. D314 and n. 3 D116, D149-D150, D167; on delft porringers, 

nos. D337, D341, D353, D360—D361; on delft Passe, Crispin van de, 2: nos. D65, D66-D67 2: no. D184; on delft teawares, 2: nos. D285, 

book-shaped hand warmers, 2: nos. D355, passes, 2: no. D76 D333-D334; on delft tiles, 2: nos. D416, 

D356-D357; on delft dishes, 2: nos. D102, Pasteur & Galt Apothecary Shop, Williamsburg, D424; on Donyatt wares, 1: no. $87; ferns, 2: 

D103, D191; on delft sherds, 2: nos. D276- Va., 2: no. D410 no. D339; and flowers, 1: nos. $49, S66, 2: 

D277; on delft shoes, 2: opp. no. D359, pastoral scenes, 2: nos. D35-D36. See also land- no. D115; sgraffito, 1: p. 45; on sherds, 2: 

nos. D360-D361; on delft teawares, 2: scapes; landscapes, European; landscapes, nos. D122-D123, D278-D279, D333-D334; 

nos. D327, D337, D341; on delft tiles, 2: oriental on slipware, 1: no. $1, opp. no. $10, nos. $16, 

nos. D337, D356-D357; jeweled, 1: p. 44, pavements, 2: nos. D134-D135 $31, S32, S57-S58, S66, S74, $76, S85; 

nos. $5, $31, S95; roulette-wheeled, 1: pearlware, 1: no. $12, 2: p. 27, nos. D206, D408 sponged, 2: nos. D113-D114, D190; textured, 

no. $42; on slipware dishes, 1: nos. $5, $35, peat, 1: p. 31 1: no. S66; vertical-line, 2: nos. D278-D279; 

$42; stamped, 1: no. $42; trailed, 1: no. $31. peddlers, 1: pp. 27-28, 2: p. 25 on Welsh wares, 1: no. $24; on Wrotham 

See also ornament: trek Peirson, Edmund, 2: nos. D232-D233 wares, 1: no. $49. See also bushes; flowers; 

oval panels, 2: nos. D118, D121 Peirson, Elizabeth, 2: nos. D232-D233 trees 

ovals, 2: nos. D6, D116, D326 Penderell family, 2: nos. D43-D44 Platform Wharf, Rotherhithe, London, Eng., 2: 

Ovid, 2: no. D394 “Penelope & Ulysses, the Burse of Reformation,” nos. D208, D220, opp. no. D359 

Oxford, Eng., 2: nos. D208, D264-D266 2: opp. no. D353 n. 4 playing-card motifs. See motifs: playing card 

Oxford University, 2: no. D42 Penkull, 1: nos. $72-S73 playing cards, 2: nos. D16, D386, D417-D418 

oyster-shell powder, 1: pp. 34-35 Pennsylvania, 2: nos. D197-D198 Playing Cards, Company of Makers of, 2: 
Pepys, Samuel, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D181-D182, no. D84n. 1 

painters, of delftware, 2: nos. D14, D63, D65, D208, D226-D228 plinths, 2: nos. D421, D434 

D99, D286 perfumers, 2: no. D409 Plot, Robert, 1: pp. 27, 29, 30, 31-32, 38-39, 44 
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Plymouth, Mass., 2: nos. D180, D208 design inspiration, 1: p. 37; fashionability of, staple, Devon, Eng.; Pickleherring pottery, 

pocket watch models, 2: no. D385, 2: no. D168; flower containers of, 2: Southwark, London, Eng.; Redcliff Back pot- 

Pocklington, John, 2: no. D408 no. D377; glazes on, 1: p. 36; Hamme’s fac- tery, Bristol, Eng.; Rotherhithe pottery, 

Pocock, William, 2: nos. D2-D3 tory and, 2: no. D16; handles on, 2: Southwark, London, Eng.; Sadler pottery, 

Pococke, Richard, 1: pp. 28, 31, 33 nos. D329-D330; inkstands of, 2: no. D388; Burslem, Staffordshire, Eng.; Shaw's Brow 

pointed motifs. See motifs: pointed John Dwight and, 1: p. 36; manufacture of, pottery, Liverpool, Eng.; Swinton pottery, 

Polander (acrobat), 2: no. D425 2: nos. D16, D329-D330; motifs on, 2: Yorkshire, Eng.; Temple Back pottery, Bristol, 

Pole, Sir John, 2: nos. D60-D62 nos. D168, D268, D332; mugs of, 2: Eng.; Vauxhall pottery, Lambeth, London, 

polychrome decoration. See ornament, poly- no. D332; phosphatic, 2: no. D332; pickle/ Eng.; Wamstry House pottery, Worcester, 

chrome sweetmeat dishes of, 2: nos. D197-D198; Eng. 

pomades, 2: no. D409 portraits on, 2: nos. D56, D57; shapes of, 1: Potteries (region), Staffordshire, Eng., 1: pp. 9, 

Pompeii, Italy, 1: p. 37. See also Italy p. 36, 2: nos. D197-D198; shoes of, 2: opp. 29, 33, 42, S46. See also Staffordshire, Eng. 

Poole, Dorset, 1: p. 28 no. D359; soft-paste, 1: p. 36, 2: p. 26, potters, Continental, 2: no. D180, opp. no. D353 

Poole, Josiah, 2: nos. D329-D330 nos. D196, D197-D198, D377, D388; potters, Dutch: in England, 2: nos. D68, D77, 

Poole, Samuel, 2: nos. D329-D330 Steatitic, 2: no. D332; from Worcester, 2: D253, D335, D356-D357, D381, D396, D403, 

Pope Joan (game), 2: no. D386 nos. D56, D57, D333-D334 and n. 3, D377, D416; and Guild of Saint Lucas, 2: 

Popish Plot. See Oates, Titus, Conspiracy D428-D430. See also porcelain nos. D356-D357 n. 5; in Netherlands, 2: 

poppegoed. See vases: toy porcelain, Japanese: Arita, 2: nos. D320, D381; nos. D335, D356-D357 n. 5; and trek paint- 

porcelain: American, 2: nos. D197-D198; and asymmetrical design, 2: no. D342; blue- ing, 2: no. D253; wares by, 2: nos. D77, 

Continental, 1: p. 37, 2: nos. D168, D196, and-white, 1: p. 36; chocolate cup stands of, D335, D416; and Yixing stoneware, 1: p. 36. 

D300; manufacture of, 1: p. 30; oriental, 1: 2: no, D343; and delft pounce pots, 2: See also Hamme, Jan Ariens van; Wilhelm, 

p. 36, 2: nos. D102, D118, D119, D129, D132, no. D387; in England, 2: p. 21; in Europe, 1: Christian 

D255; soft-paste, 2: nos. D196, D197-D 198, p. 36, 2: p. 20, no. D300 n. 1; hard-paste, 2: potters, English: in Brislington, 2: nos. D350- 

D203; as term, 2: p. 20. See also glazes: kraak; p. 20; Imari, 2: no. D129; imitations of, 2: D351; in Bristol, 2: nos. D59, D97; and 

porcelain, Chinese; porcelain, English; pp. 20, 21, nos. D129 and n. 1, D381; kakie- Christian Wilhelm, 2: nos. D218-D219; com- 

porcelain, Japanese; porcelain, Ming and mon, 2: nos. D196, D300, D312; polychrome, petition with, 2: p. 25; Continental influ- 

Ming Transitional 1: p. 36; reserves on, 2: no. D342; in West, ences on, 2: no. D180, opp. no. D353; and 

porcelain, Chinese: armorial motifs on, 2: 2: no. D129. See also Imari wares; porcelain; Dutch imports, 2: no. D68; Dutch influences 

no. D337; and asterisk motifs, 2: no. D216; porcelain, Chinese; porcelain, Ming and on, 2: no. D68, opp. no. D353, nos. D356—- 

and bird motifs, 2: nos. D215, D254, D260, Ming Transitional D357; and factory locations, 1: p. 27; in 

D284, D325; blue-and-white, 1: p. 36; and porcelain, Ming and Ming Transitional: and Greenwich, 2: no. D65; influences on, 1: 

Bristol wares, 2: no. D425; buildings on, 2: bird-on-rock motifs, 2: nos. D218-D219, p. 40, 2: p. 25; in Lincolnshire, 2: p. 21; in 

nos. D124, D125; cliffs on, 2: nos. D124, D234, D272; buildings on, 2: no. D343; and Liverpool, 2: nos. D206 n. 1, D329-D330; 
D125; and Continental delftware, 1: 25; and Continental delftware, 2: no. D142; and marks of, 1: p. 40; mobility of, 1: no. $92, 
cracked ice motifs, 2: nos. D60-D62; and faunal motifs, 2: nos. D84, D142, D208, 2: no, D340; names and initials of, on slip- 

delft shapes, 2: no. D321; depictions of, 2: D275; and figural motifs, 2: nos. D84, D105, ware, 1: p. 40; in Northamptonshire, 2: 
nos. D64, D342; and dot motifs, 2: D276-D277, D280; and floral motifs, 2: p. 21; at Pickleherring, 2: nos. D218-D219; 
nos. D215, D216; doucai ornament on, 2: nos. D84, D142, D208, D213, D240, D275, signatures of, on delftware, 2: nos. D350— 
no. D337; edge motifs on, 2: nos. D121, D340, D365, D381; and Japanese porcelain, D351; in Southwark, 2: nos. D2-D3, D63, 
D126-D127; in England, 1: pp. 21, 25; and 2: no. D381; and landscape motifs, 2: D65; in Staffordshire, 1: pp. 27, 33, no. $6; 

English pottery, 1: p. 37, 2: pp. 21, 25; in nos. D105, D142, D276-D277, D280, D343; and supplies, 1: p. 27; and transportation, 1: 

Europe, 1: pp. 27, 35, 36, 2: p. 20; and fig- and leaf motifs, 2: nos. D84, D275, D297, p. 27; and Yixing stoneware, 1: p. 36. See also 

ural motifs, 2: nos. D104, D249; and floral D343, D381; and scroll motifs, 2: nos. D84, specific potters 

motifs, 2: nos. D88, D202, D215, D216, D213. See also porcelain; porcelain, Chinese; potters, European, 1: pp. 31, 36, 40, 2: p. 25, 

D254, D260, D263, D387; and foliate motifs, porcelain, Japanese nos. D10, D105 

2: no. D298; and geometric motifs, 2: porringers, 1: no. $44, 2: nos. D181-D182, D184. potters, French. See Palissy, Bernard 

no, D298; George Washington and, 2: See also delft porringers; slipware porringers potters, German. See Bottger 

no. D203; hard-paste, 1: p. 27, 2: pp. 20, 26, Portobello, Panama, 2: nos. D97, D300 potters, immigrant, 2: p. 25. See also potters, 

nos. D285, D325; Imari, 2: nos. D129, D329- portrait busts, 1: nos. $3, $4, $10 Dutch: in England 

D330; imitations of, 2: p. 20; and interior Portsmith, N.H., 2: nos. D94, D319 potters, Irish. See Davis, David; Delamain, 

scenes, 2: no. D375; Kangxi, 2: nos. D118, Portugal, 2: p. 25, nos. D226-D228 Henry; Delamain, Mrs. Henry 

D142, D325, D333-D334 n. 3, D337; kraak, 2: posset, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D221, D226-D228. See potters, Scottish. See Littler, William 

nos. D171-D173; and landscape motifs, 2: also delft posset pots; slipware posset pots pottery: Anglo-Saxon, 1: nos. $48, $75; Chinese, 
nos. D104, D110-D112, D118, D124, D125, posset pots, 1: p. 10. See also delft posset pots; 2: nos. D90, D163-D164, D333-D334; 
D126-D127, D249, D252, D271, D281-D282, slipware posset pots Continental, 1: pp. 31, 40, nos. $81, $87, 2: 
D285, D305; and leaf motifs, 2: no. D216; Potten, John, 2: nos. D232-D233 no. D234; English, 1: pp. 30, 36, 2: no. D204; 
mugs of, 1: no. $56; ornament on, 1: p. 27, Potten, Susanna, 2: nos. D232-D233 Japanese, 2: nos. D105, D118; oriental, 2: 

2: no. D1; and palettes, 1: p. 36, 2: no. D305; potteries, English, 1: p. 27. See also Albion no. D101. See also specific ceramic types 

and plant motifs, 2: nos. D281-D282; popu- Square pottery, Hanley, Staffordshire, Eng.; pounce, 2: no. D387 

larity of, 2: p. 25; profiles of, 2: nos. D43- Big House pottery, Burslem, Staffordshire, pouncing, 2: nos. D192, D410 

D44; sauceboats of, 2: nos. D203, D204; and Eng.; Brownlow Hill pottery, Liverpool, Eng.; Pountney, W. J., 2: nos. D264-D266 n. 3, D402, 

scroll motifs, 2: no. D88; teawares of, 2: Burton-in-Lonsdale pottery, Yorkshire, Eng.; D413-D414 n. 6 

nos. D333-D334 and n. 3, D337, D340; and Carlisle House pottery, Lambeth, London, Powell, Miss (shopkeeper), 1: p. 27 

trelliswork, 2: no. D215; and Vauxhall wares, Eng.; Copthall pottery, Lambeth, London, Preest, Ann, 2: no. D300 

2: no. D340; Yongzheng, 2: nos. D43-D44, Eng.; Gravel Lane pottery, Southwark, Price, William, 2: nos. D2-D3 
D337. See also porcelain; porcelain, Japanese; London, Eng.; Hermitage pottery, Wapping, prints: of acrobats, 2: nos. D122-D123, D425; of 
porcelain, Ming and Ming Transitional London, Eng.; High Street pottery, Lambeth, actors, 2: nos. D346-D347; of Adm. Keppel, 

porcelain, English: banded hedge motifs on, 2: London, Eng.; Limekiln Lane pottery, Bristol, 2: no. D58; of Apothecary Society arms, 2: 
no. D300; and blanc-de-Chine porcelain, 1: Eng.; Midhope pottery, Yorkshire, Eng.; no. D411; of apothecary shops, 2: nos. D390- 
p- 36; bodies of, 1: p. 36; from Bow, 2: Montague Close pottery, Southwark, D392 and n. 9, D401; of balloon ascents, 2: 
no. D388; Chaffers’s factory and, 2: London, Eng.; Mortlake pottery, Mortlake, nos. D95-D96; of biblical subjects, 1: no. $4, 
nos. D332, D337; coffee wares of, 2: Eng.; Norfolk House pottery, Lambeth, 2: nos. DS, D65, D66—-D67, D68; of birds, 2: 
nos. D329-D330, D333-D334 and n. 3; as London, Eng.; North Walk pottery, Barn- no. D426; after Boucher, 2: nos. D428-D430; 
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from Bowles’s drawing book, 2: nos. D428- redware, 2: p. 22, no. D378 Saint George and the Dragon (tavern), 1: 

D430; by Callot, 2: no. D307; of Chinese fig- Reed, Edward, 1: nos. $83-S84 nos. $14-S15 and n. 1 

ures, 2: no. D427; of circus scenes, 2: Reid, William, & Co., 2: nos. D329-D330 Saint George the Martyr (church), Southwark, 

nos. D122-D123, D425; of cockfights, 2: religion, 1: pp. 16, 17, 18-20, 21, 25, 2: pp. 10, London, Eng., 2: no. D64 

no. D151; Continental, 2: no. D5; dissemina- 11, 12-14, 15, 19, no. D42. See also anti- Saint George’s Hospital, London, Eng., 2: 

tion of, 2: no. D423; in England, 1: p. 37; of Catholicism; biblical scenes; figures, reli- no. D407 

Europeans, 2: nos. D337, D346-D347, D423; gious; Protestants; specific denominations Saint James Clerkenwell, 2: no. D300 

and European landscapes, 2: nos. D93, religious subjects, 2: no. D65. See also biblical Saint Martin Vintry, London, Eng., 2: 

D420; of flowers, 2: no. D293; French, 2: scenes; figures, religious nos. D211-D212 

nos. D307, D337; by Hogarth, 2: nos. D55, Renodeus his dispensatory . . . , 2: nos. D398-D400 Saint Mary Redcliff parish, Bristol, Eng., 2: 

D390-D392 n. 9, D434; of hunchbacks, 2: Restoration, 1: pp. 10, 18, 2: p. 12, no. D8 no. D309 

no. D307; of hunting scenes, 2: nos. D270, Rhineland, 2: no, D221 Saint Mary’s City, Md., 2: nos. D104, D105, D165 

D306; of interiors, 1: no. $9; of lions of ribbing, 1: no. $31 Saint Mary’s Overies, London, Eng., 2: no. D348 

Holland and England, 2: nos. D134—D135 ribbons, 2: nos. D56, D169, D239, D398-D400, Saint Olave’s Parish, Southwark, London, Eng., 

n. 2; of London city arms, 2: no. D410; D401, D423 2: no. D63, D65, D380 

longevity of, 2: no. D423; of monarchs, 2: Rice, Joseph, 1: no. S86 Saintonge, Fr.: 2: no. D5, Dé 

nos. D7, D11-D13, D14, D22-D24, D27-D28, Richard Coeur-de-Lion, King of England, 1: Saint Paul’s Cathedral, London, Eng., 2: 

D48, D57; of mythological figures, 2: nos. $83-S84 opp. no. D359 

no. D434; of naturalistic subjects, 2: Richardson, George, 1: p. 41, nos. S50, $51, Saint Saviour’s Parish, Southwark, London, 

nos. D197-D198; Netherlandish, 2: no. D65; S53-S54 Eng., 2: nos. D2-D3, D63, D65, D183 

of Oates Conspiracy, 2: nos. D16, D417— Richmond, Va., 1: p. 10 Salome, Mary, 2: nos. D64, D171-D173 

D418; of plays, 2: no. D420; of prominent riders, 2: no. D286. See also delft chargers; delft Salters Company, 2: nos. D244, D275 

Englishmen, 2: nos. D17, D32, D42, D54, equestrian dishes and plates; horsemen; salts (ceramic forms), 2: nos. D208, D211—-D212, 

D55, D59; of Saint George, 2: no. D63; of sci- slipware dishes: equestrian D213 n. 1. See also delft salts; slipware salts 

entific subjects, 2: nos. D197-D198; of ridges, 1: no. $38 salt (seasoning), 2: nos. D211—D212. See also 

sheep, 2: no. D192; of ships, 2: nos. D99, Rijksmuseum, 2: opp. no. D353 spices 

D100; from Sayre’s Ladies Amusement, 2: rim bands, 2: no. D284 salvers, 2: no. D343 

no. D377; of stories, 2: no. D420; of taking rims, 2: nos. D89, D116, D188, D189, D190, Sanders, John, 2: no. D323 

of Chagre, 2: no. D97; of taverns, 1: no. $9; D191, D309 Sandford, Moses, 1: no. S6 

transfer, 2: nos. D56, D428-D430; of wall ring vases, 2: no. D294 Sanford, Thomas, 1: no. S6 

pockets, 2: no. D377; by Wollett, 2: no. DS7; Riveaulx Abbey, Yorkshire, Eng., 1: no. $13 sashes, 2: no. D88 

wood-block tile, 2: nos. D329-D330. See also River Weaver, Eng., 1: p. 29 sausage-shaped motifs. See motifs: sausage- 

paintings roads, 1: pp. 27, 29 shaped 

Privy Council, 2: nos. D16, D417-D418 Roberts, James, 2: nos. D428-D430 sawyers, 2: no. D86 

Protectorate, 1: p. 17, 2: p. 11, no. D7 Robin, John, 2: nos. D63, D208 Sayer, Robert, 2: no. D377 

Protestant Boy (London), 2: no. D401 rocks, 2: nos. D204, D214, D217, D232-D233, scale patterns. See motifs: scale 

Protestants, 1: pp. 16, 18-20, 25, 2: pp. 10, D234, D272, D298, D309, D343, D413-D414 Scandinavia, 2: no. D100 

12-14, 19, no. D9. See also religion Rogers and Sons, 1: no. $90 scars, firing, 2: no. D79 

pseudoarms, 2: no. D85 R6rstrand, Swed., 2: no. D99 Scawby, Lincolnshire, Eng., 2: no. D229 

pseudofluting, 2: nos. D63, D393, D394. See also rosewater, 2: nos. D72-D73, D83 scepters, Chinese, 2: no. D320 

borders: pseudofluted Rotherhithe pottery, Southwark, London, Eng., Scotch Act of Security, 2: no. D256 

pseudogadrooning, 2: no. D344. See also borders: 2: nos. D1, D30, D65, D87, D158, D171— Scotland, 1: nos. $83-S84, 2: nos. D54, D55, 

pseudogadrooned D173, D220, D226-D228, D358, D359. See D133, D256 and n. 1. See also Delftfield pot- 

pseudo-kraak motifs, 2: nos. D171-D173. See also also archaeology, at Rotherhithe; potteries, tery, Glasgow, Scot.; Glasgow, Scot. 

glazes: kraak English; Southwark, London, Eng. Scott, James, Duke of Monmouth, 1: p. 19, 2: 

Public Advertiser (London), 2: p. 26, no. D409 roundels, 1: no. $1 p. 13, nos. D20-D21 

punch, 2: nos. D304 and n. 1, D342 Rous Lench Court, 1: p. 9 screens, 1: p. 37, 2: nos. D250-D251 

punch bowls, 1: p. 10, 2: nos. D306, D342. See rowboats, 2: no. D97. See also boats; ships Scrivener Store, Williamsburg, Va., 2: 

also delft punch bowls; slipware punch Rowlandson, Mrs., 2: no. D206 nos. D398-D400 

bowls royal arms, 1: nos. $3, $9, S83-S84, S85, 2: scrolls: with asterisks, 2: no. D256; with bird- 

Puttick and Simpson, 1: p. 9 no. D410 on-rock motifs, 2: nos. D218-D219; on 

puzzle jugs, 2: no. D298. See also delft puzzle Royal Navy, 2: nos. D98, D410 Bristol delftware, 2: no. D130; C-, 1: no. $66; 

jugs; slipware puzzle jugs; stoneware, salt- Royston, Eng., 2: no. D208 with cartouches, 2: nos. D221, D396; 

glazed: beverage wares of rudderheads, 2: no. D99 Chinese, 2: nos. D22-D24, D71, D181-D182; 

rum. See alcoholic beverages cloud, 2: nos. D84, D368; on delft apothe- 

Qshaped motifs. See motifs: Qshaped ruyi, 2: nos. D320, D340, D343 cary wares, 2: nos. D396, D411; on delft 

Quakers, 2: nos. D264-D266 boots, 2: no. D358; on delft bottles, 2: 

quatrefoil motifs. See motifs: quatrefoil Sacheverell, Henry, 2: nos. D42, D345 no. D298; on delft bowls, 2: nos. D189, 

queen’s ware, 2: no. D202 sack. See wine D318; on delft cisterns, 2: no. D231; on delft 

Sackville, George, 2: no. D193 dishes, 2: nos. D22-D24, D55, D84, D121, 

Rackham, Bernard, 2: opp. no. D353 Sadler, John, 2: nos. D329-D330, D428-D430 D124; on delft figures, 2: no. D345; on delft 

Raffeld, Elizabeth, 2: no. D206 Sadler pottery, Burslem, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: flower containers, 1: no. $94, 2: nos. D331, 

Rake's Progress, A (Hogarth), 2: no. D434 p. 44, nos. $32, $39, $40, S57-S58, S61, S65. D369, D370; on delft fuddling cups, 2: 

Ramsay, Allan, 2: no. D57 See also potteries, English nos. D292, D294; as delft handles, 2: 

Raphael, 1: p. 16, no. $87, 2: no. D63 saggars, 1: pp. 27, 31-32, 2: no. D184 no. D217; on delft handles, 2: nos. D276—- 

Ravenscroft, George, 2: nos. D226-D228 Saint Alphage, Greenwich, London, Eng., 2: D277, D283; on delft mugs, 2: nos. D253, 

Ray, Anthony, 2: opp. no. D353 no. D6éS D254, D259, D260; on delft plaques, 2: 

recipes, 2: nos. D221, D226-D228 Saint Andrew’s Church, Holborn, London, Eng., no. D421; on delft plates, 2: nos. D59, 

rectangles, 1: no. S89 1: p. 27, 2: no. D42 D60-D62, D75, D78, D85, D107—-D109, D116, 

Redcliff Back pottery, Bristol, Eng., 2: Saint Ann’s Church, Soho, London, Eng., 1: D117, D254; on delft porringers, 2: 

nos. D60-D62, D97, D99, D423, D431-D433 p. 29 nos. D181—D182, D184; on delft posset pots, 

and n. 3. See also Bristol, Eng.; potteries, Saint George, 1: nos. $8, $10, opp. no. $10, 2: nos. D285, D287; on delft punch bowls, 2: 

English nos, $14-S15, 2: no. D63 nos. D213, D309; on delft puzzle jugs, 2: 
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no. D298; on delft salts, 2: nos. D207, D208, slipware, 1: nos. $9, $85, S86; on stocks, 2: slipware border wares, 1: no. $43 

D213, D240; on delft sherds, 2: nos. D208, no. D318; Swedish, 2: nos. D100, D318. See slipware bowls, 1: p. 44, no. $76 

D259, D276-D277; on delft stands or also boats slipware buckets, 1: no. S87 

salvers, 2: no. D343; on delft sugar pots, 2: shoes, ceramic, 2: opp. no. D359. See also delft slipware buckets, dates on: 1760, 1: no. $87 

no. D326; on delft tankards, 2: no. D322; on shoes slipware buckets, initials on: “MH,” 1: no. $87 

delft tea- and coffee wares, 2: nos. D254, shop signs, 2: nos. D394, D410 slipware buckets, inscriptions on: “The gift is 

D320, D322, D324, D326; on delft tiles, 2: Shrewsbury, Shropshire, Eng., 2: no, D229 Small :....?'13n0/S87 
no. D434; on delft wassail bowls, 2: Shropshire, Eng., 1: p. 42, 2: nos. D43-D44, slipware candlesticks, initials on: “GR,” 1: 
no. D231; double, 2: nos. D320, D369; on D229 no. SSO 

drinking vessels, 2: nos. D181-D182; on shrubs, 2: nos. D107-D109 slipware chamber pots, 1: nos. $57-S58 

Dutch wares, 1: no. $23, 2: nos. D292, D396; silver, 1: p. 34, 2: nos. D208, D320, D322, D323, slipware cisterns, 1: no. $51 

hatched, 2: no. D331; on maiolica, 2: D333-D334, D343. See also metalwork slipware cisterns, dates on: 1678, 1: no. $51 

no. D324; on metalwork, 2: no. D208; paint- silversmiths, 2: no. D204 slipware cisterns, initials on: “wn 1: no. $51 
ed, 2: no. D294; popularity of, 2: no. D184; Simpson, John, 1: nos. $33-S34 slipware cisterns, inscriptions on: “THE RIT 
as pseudohandles, 2: no. D369; S-, 1: Simpson, Ralph, 1: p. 44, nos. $5, $17 GENNRAL [reverse CJORNAL . . . ,” 1: no. S51 
nos. $13, $16, $23, $26-S27, $39, $46, Simpson, Thomas, 1: no. $36 slipware condiment dishes. See slipware sweet- 
$57-S58, 2: no. D345; sgraffito, 2: no. D85; Singleton, Thomas, 2: no. D409 meat/condiment dishes 

on slipware, 1: nos. $13, $16, $23, $57-S58, Singleton, William, 2: no. D409 slipware cradles, 1: nos. $17, S95 

$89; on tin-glazed stoneware, 2: no. D331 skies, 2: nos. D72-D73, D87, D143, D416 slipware cradles, dates on: 1693, 1: no. $95; 

Scrope, Mr., 2: no. D59 slashes, 1: p. 41, $16, no. $43, 2: nos. D262, 1703, 1: no. $17; 1708, 1: no. S95 

sculpture, 2: nos. D335, D348 D276-D277 slipware cradles, initials on: “WM,” 1: no. S95 
seascapes, 2: nos. D93, D224 slip: blackish brown, 1: nos. $57-S58, S66, $93; slipware cradles, inscriptions on: “IOHN:MEIR 

semicircles, 2: nos. D354, D358. See also circles brown, 1: nos. $23, $31, $39, $43, 2: MADE THI{S],” 1: no. S95; William Meir’s sig- 

SERMON AT THE FUNERAL OF S' EDMUND-BURY no. D294; clays for, 1: pp. 44; cream, 1: nature, 1: no. S95 

GODFREY ... , A, 2: no. D16 pp. 41, 42, 44, nos. $26-S27, S31, $39, $45, slipware cups: clay for, 1: nos. S68-S71, $74 

Set of Sheep, The (etching), 2: no. D192 S46, S55, S56, S62-S64, S66, S76, S77-S78, n. 1; covered, 1: no. $74; dating of, 1: 
Seven Years’ War, 1: pp. 24, 25, 2: pp. 18, 19, $82; dark brown, 1: nos. $16, $28-S30, S35, no. $66; Enoch Wood and, 1: p. 9; fuddling, 

no. D56. See also Great Britain: and France S56, S62-S64; definition of, 1: p. 38; on early 1: nos. S77-S78, S90, 2: nos. D290-D291, 
sgraffito. See ornament, sgraffito British ceramics, 1: p. 30; as filler ornament, D294; glazes on, 1: nos. S68-S71; handles 
shaping methods, 1: pp. 30-31, 39, 41, 42, 44, 1: nos. S16, S23; gray, 1: no. $1; mottled, 1: on, 1: nos. $1, $17, S62-S64, S66, S68-S71, 

45, 2: pp. 22-24 and n. 11 no, $16; olive-gray, 1: nos. $1, $66; orange, 1: $72-S73, $76, S90; lettering on, 1: no. $74; 
Shaw, Simeon, 1: nos. $72-S73, 2: nos. D131, p. 44; pale, 1: pp. 40, 44, nos. $39, $40, $41, ornament on, 1: nos. S74, $75, $76; rims of, 

D377 n. 3 S68-S71, S93, S97; red, 1: p. 44; red-brown, 1: nos. $72-S73; shapes of, 1: nos. $38, 
Shaw, Thomas, 2: nos. D329-D330, D331 1: nos. $16, S35, $97; tan, 1: nos. $28-S30; S57-S58, S59-S60, S61, S65, S66, S68-S71, 
Shaw’s Brow pottery, Liverpool, Eng., 2: white, 1: p. 44 $72-S73, $74, S75, S76; sizes of, 1: nos. $1, 

nos. D329-D330, D332, D337. See also slip banding, 1: opp. no. $10 S76; slip on, 1: nos. S68-S71; thrown, 1: 

Liverpool, Eng.; potteries, English slipware, 1: pp. 35, 38, opp. no. $10, 2: nos. S68-S71; uses of, 1: nos. $57-S58, S66; 
shells, 2: nos. D72-D73, D197-D198, D231, nos. D290-D291 whistles on, 1: no. $74 

D244, D408, D434 slipware, Dutch, 1: nos. $6, $17, $22, $23, $24, slipware cups, dates on: 1678, 1: no. $1; 1684, 
Shelton, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: no. $2 $25, $26-S27, $42, S75 1: nos. $77-S78; 1688, 1: nos. S67, S79-S80; 
Shelton Old Hall, 1: nos. $72-S$73 slipware, English: characteristics of, 1: p. 45; 1690, 1: no. S38; 1692, 1: nos. S66, S68-S71, 
shepherds and shepherdesses, 2: nos. D64, D69, clays for, 1: pp. 27, 29, 38-39; combed, 1: $74; 1696, 1: nos. S72-S73; 1697, 1: 

D93, D268. See also biblical scenes; figures, no. S65; dating of, 1: no. S65; distribution nos. S68-S71; 1698, 1: nos. S68-S71, 
religious of, 1: pp. 27, 29, nos. $62-S64; fashionability $79-S80; 1699, 1: nos. S68-S71; 1700, 1: 

Sherbourne, Eng., 2: no. D223 of, 1: p. 45, no. $59-S60; firing of, 1: pp. 31- nos. $57-S58; 1703, 1: no. $74; 1705, 1: 
shield mantling, 2: nos. D244, D275. See also 32, 40; grounds on, 1: nos. $45, $62-S64; no. $74; 1706, 1: no. S74; 1709, 1: nos. $79- 

mantling Jacobite, 1: no. $5; manufacture of, 1: pp. 27, $80; 1710, 1: no. $74; 1711, 1: no. $74; 1716, 
shields, 2: nos. D2—D3, D207 29-30, 38-40 and n. 7; Metropolitan, 1: 1: no. $38; 1718, 1: no. $74; 1725, 1: 

Shields Tavern, Williamsburg, Va., 2: no. D74 pp. 38, 41, no. $55; monarchs on, 1: no. $10; nos. S68-S71; 1726, 1: no. $74; 1733, 1: 
Shilton, Coventry, Eng., 2: nos. D428-D430 ornament on, 1: pp. 40, 45, nos. S62-S64; nos. S77-S78; 1734, 1: nos. S77-S78; 1737, 
shipping lists, 2: no. D415 pricing of, 1: pp. 28, 45; quality of, 1: p. 45; 1: no. S74; 1739, 1: nos. 877-878; 1759, 1: 
ships: on Bristol wares, 2: nos. D97, D98, D99; relief patterns on, 1: no. $37; shapes of, 1: no. $76; 1761, 1: no. $76; 1763, 1: no. $76; 

captured, 2: no. D98; and ceramics trade, 2: pp. 40, 45; slip on, 1: no. $1; from South- 1764, 1: no. S76; 1766, 1: no. S76; 1778, 1: 
pp. 22, 25; from Danzig, 2: no. D99; on delft west of England, 1: pp. 41-42; supplies for, no. S76; 1820, 1: no. $90 
bowls, 2: nos. D87, D317, D318; on delft dish- 1: p. 27; survival of, 1: p. 10; traditional, 1: slipware cups, initials on: “A,” 1: no. S67; “AB,” 
es, 2: nos. D2-D3, D83, D87, D97, D98 and pp. 35, 40; uses of, 1: p. 10. See also specific 1: no. $74; “AC,” 1: no. S67; “AD,” 1: no. S67; 
n. 1, D99, D160-D162, D163-D164, D304; on forms “AE,” 1: no. S67; “AS,” 1: no. S67; “BB,” 1: 
delft flower bricks, 2: nos. D374, D375; on slipware, English, dates on: 1650, 1: no. $87, 2: nos. S68-S71; “BK,” 1: no. $76; block, 1: 
delft jugs, 2: nos. D87, D296; on delft mugs, no. D355; 1656, 1: nos. S53-S54; 1675, 1: no. S76; “DS,” 1: nos..S79-S80; “EH,” 1: 
2: no. D87; on delft plates, 2: nos. D76, no. S6; 1721, 1: nos, $53-S54; 1729, 1: nos. $74, $77-S78; “EL,” 1: no. $76; “EP,” 1: 
D152, D304; on delft punch bowls, 2: no. S6; 1792, 1: no. $87, 2: no. D355; 1805, 1: no. $67; “HD,” 1: no. S67; “HG,” 1: no. $17; 
nos. D304, D314; on delft tiles, 2: nos. D374, no. $90; 1834, 1: no. S90 “HS,” 1: no. S67; “IB,” 1: nos. S68-S71; “Be” 
D424; depiction of, 2: no. D98; on Dutch slipware, English, initials on: “IE,” 1: nos. S53- 1: no. $76; “IC,” 1: no. S74; “IW,” 1: 
tiles, 2: nos. D72-D73, D375; figureheads S54; potters’, 1: p. 40 nos. S77-S78; “ME,” 1: no. S67; “MS,” 1: 
on, 2: no. D100; flags on, 1: no. S9, 2: slipware, English, inscriptions on: “Gift is all” nos. S68-S71; “OB,” 1: no. S74; “PG,” 1: 
nos. D97, D98, D99; French, 2: no. D98; guns and variations, 2: no. D355; potters’ names, no. S74; “RE,” 1: nos. $67, S68-S71, S79-S80; 
on, 2: no. D98; on Liverpool wares, 2: 1: p. 40 “RK,” 1: nos. S67, S74; “RM,” 1: no. $1; “RP,” 
nos. D99, D100; on maps, 2: no. D97; as slipware, French, 1: p. 40 n. 7 1: no. S67; “SK,” 1: no. $74; “SL,” 1: no. $76; 
Northern European motif, 2: no. D304; slipware, Northern European, 1: p. 40 “SV,? 4:0. S17; TG.” 1: no. S67; “ID,” 1: 
oriental, 2: no. D375; in paintings, 2: slipware apothecary pots, 1: no, $1, 2: no. $67; “TG,” 1: no. $67; “He.” 1: no. S76; 
no. D342; on Pickleherring wares, 2: nos. D398-D400 “WS,” 1: nos. $67, S68-S71, S79-S80 
no. D83; on porcelain, 2: no. D99; rudder- slipware apothecary pots, dates on: 1692, 2: slipware cups, inscriptions on: “BE mERY ALL 
heads on, 2: no. D99; sgraffito, 1: no. $9; on nos. D398-D400 DRInK OF THE BEST ... ,” 1: no. $74; “THE 
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BEST IS NOT TOO GOOD FOR YOU,” 1: slipware dishes, initials on: “CR,” 1: nos. $3, S5; 1783, 1: nos. S19-S21, S88; 1784, 1: no. S88; 
nos. $66, S67, S68-S71, S79-S80; “Beware “GR,” 1: nos. $5, $8, $9, $10; “GR2,” 1: 1791, 1: nos. S83-S84; 1792, 1: nos. S83-S84, 
wheresoere you be For from deceit no Place no. $10; “GR,” 1: no. $10; “GR II,” 1: $85; 1797, 1: no. S85; 1807, 1: no. S86; 1813, 
is free,” 1: no. $66; “COM GOOD WEMAN no./S10; “IG,” 1: nos. S11, $19-S21, $22; “IL,” 1: no. $85; “September 9 1817,” 1: no. S85; 
DRINK OF THE BEST .. . ,” 1: no. $74; 1: no: $47; “10,” 1: no. $35; “IS,” 1: nos. $8, 1824, 1: no. S86; “October 24th 1835,” 1: 
“DRINK A BOVT AND SEE HOW MERY WE $33-S34; “I[reverse S],” 1: nos. $19-S21; “JB,” no. S86 

SHALL BE,” 1: no. $74; “drink I But want A 1: nos. $14-S15; “MS,” 1: no. $41; “QA,” 1: slipware jugs, initials on: “AS,” 1: nos. S79-S80; 
Cup ...,” 1: no. $76; drinking rhymes, 1: no. S6; “RS,” 1: nos. $19-S21; “RW,” 1: “DS,” 1: nos. $79-S80; “GR,” 1: nos. S50, 
nos. $77-S78; “George Nixson/Sarah no. $17; “SM,” 1: opp. no. $10, nos. $12, $13, $53-S54, S83-S84; “HI,” 1: no. $52; “HIF,” 1: 
Nixson,” 1: no. $76; “HERE IS THE GEST OF $14-S15, $38, S41; “TC,” 1: no. $22; trailed, no. $81; “IB,” 1: nos. S79-S80; “IE,” 1: 
THE BARLY KORNE .. . ,.” 1: no. $74; “IF [U] 1: nos. $16, $33-S34, $41; “TS,” 1: no. $36; nos. $53-S54; “IL,” 1: no. $47; “IPS,” 1: 
LOVE ME LEND ME NOT...” 1: no. $74; “WA,” 1: no. S8; “WB,” 1: nos. $14-S15; nos. $79-S80; “IW,” 1: nos. S79-S80; “RE,” 1: 
“IOHN MARE HIS CVP,” 1: nos. $72-S73; “WL,” 1: nos. $33-S34; “WM,” 1: no. S6; nos. $79-S80; “T,” 2: no. D349; “T+D,” 1: 
“James Hogard Comes here again,” 1: “WN,” 1: no. S4, S5; “WR,” 1: no. $5. no, $88; “TI,” 1: no. S88; “TM,” 1: nos. $53— 

no. S76; “MARY OVMPHARIS YOUR CVP,” 1: slipware dishes, inscriptions on: about cheap $54; “WS,” 1: nos. $79-S80. 
no. $1; “MERI MET AND MERI PART I DRINK watches, 1: no, $11; “DIVET MON DROIET,” slipware jugs, inscriptions on: “Able Symons,” 1: 
TO [U] ...,” 1: no. $74; messages of good- 1: no. S9; “GOD BLESS KW & QM,” 1: no. S6; no. S85; “Ann Perkin,” 1: no. S86; “CERES. 
will, 1: nos. S77-S78; “MR THOMAS FFEN- “God Save KinG GeoRGe,” 1: opp. no. $10; GODESS.OFTHE.HARVEST,” 1: no. S85; collier 

TON,” 1: nos. $72-S73; “my joy Shall,” “be “GOD SAVE US ALL,” 1: no. $18; “HONY+ rhymes, 1: no. $9; “Come fill me full with 

in,” “Christ on HiGe,” 1: nos. $77-S78; reli- SOET+QVE+MAL+Y+PENES,” 1: no. S9; Liquor Sweet . . .” and variations, 1: 
gious, 1: nos. $77-S78; “RICHARD MARE,” 1: “IAMES TOFT,” 1: no. $36; “IOHN:WRIGHT,” nos. $83-S84, $86; “Despise me not because 
nos. $72-S73; “As A Ring is Round . . .” and 1: no. $18; “IOHN WRIGHT,” 1: no. $35; Tam small...” and variations, 1: no. S86; 
variations, 1: nos. S77-S78 ; “When this you “IOSEPH:GLASS,” 1: no. $17; about keeping “DIVIT MON DrOTS” and variations, 1: 

see ...,” 1: no. $90; “WITH ALL MI HART I within compass, 1: no. $12; about Lot’s nos. $83-S84; Edmund Fishley’s signature, 

DRINK TO [U] .. . .” 1: no. S74 Wife, 1: no. $13; moralistic, 1: nos. $12, $13; 1: no. $86; “FA[reverse S|T*AND,” 1: no. $55; 
slipware dishes: attribution of, 1: nos. $8, $25; “one burd in The hand .. . ,” 1: opp. no. $10; “FAST AND PRAY” and variations, 1: no. $55; 

borders on, 1: nos. $9, $10, $16, $26-S27, “RALPH OFT,” 1: no. $2; “RALPH-SIMPSON,” “FE. DRAKE,” 1: nos. S83-S84, S85; “George 

$31, S32, $35, $39, $40, $41; clockface, 1: 1: no. S5; “RALPH TOFT,” 1: no. $2; royal POwley Buck Esq,” 1: no. $86; “God bles 

opp. no. $10, no. $11; corners on, 1: mottoes, 1: no. $3; about Saint George and King George .. . ,” 1: nos. $83-S84; “God 

nos. $33-S34; dates of, 1: no. $25; dating of, the dragon, 1: nos. $14-S15; “Sam|uel] Save the King,” 1: no. $86; harvest rhymes, 

1: nos. $8, $23; decoration on, 1: no. $36; Malkin/The maker/in burjreversed s]la/m,” 1: 1: nos. S9, $85; “HONI SOET QUI MAL Y 

depressions on, 1: no. $38; distribution of, 1: no. $11; “THOMAS SAN,” 1: no. S6; PENSE” and variations, 1: nos. S83-S84; “I 

no. $13; Enoch Wood and, 1: p. 9; eques- “THOMAS SIMPSON,” 1: no. $36; “THOMAS Like Bright Phebeous .. . ,” 1: no. $86; “Iohn 

trian, 1: no. $8; firing of, 1: p. 31, nos. $38, TOFT,” 1: no. $40; Thomas Toft’s signature, & Ann Edwards/Aberistwyth,” 1: no. $86; 

$39; grounds on, 1: pp. 44, opp. no. $10, 1: nos. $3, $7; trailed, 1: nos. $33-S34; John Hockin, 1: no. $9; “John Phillips,” 1: 

nos. $26-S27, S31, $41; Hungarian, 1: “WILLIAM:TALLOR,” 1: no. S3; “WILLIAM: no, S85; Joseph Hollamore’s signature, 1: 

no. $39; inn sign, 1: no. $47; Jacobite, 2: TALOR,” 1: nos. S3, S4; “WROTHAM,” 1: no. S86; Joseph Rice’s signature, 1: no. $86; 

nos. D43-D44; manufacture of, 1: p. 39, nos. $53-S54 “Made in Bideford By Thols| Bal/2|t/for MR: 

nos. $14-S15, $28-S30, $31, S33-S34; and slipware drinking vessels, 1: pp. 39, 41, PARKER,” 1: no. $85; “Made by/John|?| 

metalwork, 1: no. $31; molds for, 1: p. 39, nos. $57-S58 B[urlett?],” 1: no. S85; “Made by/John 

nos. $8, $10, $11, $13, $14-S15, $16, $23, slipware drinking vessels, dates on: 1612, 1: Ph{illips] Pott.,” 1: no. $85; “MT, Will™ 

$28-S30, S33-S34, $41; panels on, 1: no. $47; 1649, 1: no. S47 Ridard,” 1: nos. $83-S84; regarding manu- 

no. $12; press-molded, 1: p. 40, nos. $11, slipware drinking vessels, initials on: “IL,” 1: facture, 1: nos. S83-S84, S85; “S|.JEVENS,” 1: 

$26-S27, S41; prices of, 1: no. $17; rare, 1: no, S47 nos. $83-S84; “Succe/s to the Plough Revd p 

nos. $33-S34; redware, 1: nos. $39, $40, S41; slipware egg holders, 1: no. $93 Evans,” 1: no. $85; Thomas Fields, 1: nos. $9, 

relief-molded, 1: nos. $33-S34; ribbing on, 1: slipware fire dogs, 1: no. $92 S85; “... WHEN THIS YOV SEE . .. ,” 1: 

no. $31; ridges on, 1: no. $38; rims of, 1: slipware fuddling cups. See slipware cups: fud- no. S90; “WROTHAM,” 1: nos. $53-S54 

no. $18; serrated, 1: nos. $26-S27; sets of, 1: dling slipware mugs, 1: nos. $55, $56, $57-S58, 

no. $38; sgraffito ornament on, 1: nos. $9, slipware honey pots, 1: no. $46 S59-S60, S61 

$53-S54; shapes of, 1: pp. 39, 44, nos. $7, S8, slipware jars, dates on: “January the 21, 1796,” slipware mugs, dates on: 1679, 1: nos. $59-S60; 

$23, $31, $32, S33-S34, S36; sizes of, 1: 1: nos. $77-S78 1680, 1: nos. $59-S60; 1690, 1: nos. S57-S58, 

p. 44, nos. $4, S8, $16; thicknesses of, 1: slipware jars, inscriptions on: “The Ring is S59-S60; 1691, 1: no. $95; 1694, 1: nos. S57— 

no. $38; thrown, 1: pp. 44, nos. $23, S41; Round that hath no End... ,” 1: nos. $77— S58; 1704, 1: nos. S59-S60; 1711, 1: 

wasters of, 1: p. 44 S78 nos. $59-S60; 1726, 1: nos. $59-S60; trailed, 

slipware dishes, dates on: 1630, 1: no. $41; 1631, slipware jugs: animal-shaped, 1: no. $81, 2: 1: nos. S59-S60 

1: nos. $26-S27; 1636, 1: no. S41; 1647, 1: no. D349; attribution of, 1: no. S88; bodies slipware mugs, initials on: commonness of, 1: 

no. $47; 1671, 1: no. $3; 1676, 1: nos. $2, of, 1: nos. $55, $82; dating of, 1: no. $82; NOs:(S09-S602-IL 1: nos. S59 S60; "K Be 1: 

$17; 1677, 1: nos. $2, $35; 1685, 1: no. S6; firing of, 1: nos. S83-S84; grounds on, 1: nos. S59-S60; “LT,” 1: nos. $59-S60; “RC,” 1: 

1689, 1: no. $4; 1704, 1: no. $18; 1705, 1: no. $82; harvest, 1: nos. $9, S83-S84, S85; nos. S59-S60; trailed, 1: nos. S59-S60; 

nos. S6, $35; 1707, 1: no. $18; 1709, 1: Hugheson, 1: no. $75; Metropolitan, 1: p. 41, “X RT,” 1: nos. $59-S60 

no. $18; 1712, 1: no. S6, opp. no. $10, nos. $55, S90; ornament on, 1: nos. S50, slipware mugs, inscriptions on: 

nos. $11, $35; 1715, 1: nos. $33-S34; 1716, 1: $53-S54, S55, $79-S80; sgraffito decoration “FA|reverse S|T-AND,” 1: no. $55; “NO POPE,” 

no. $8; 1726, 1: opp. no. $10, nos. $12, $13; on, 1: no. $9 1: nos. S59-S60; rarity of, 1: nos. $59-S60; 

1727, 1: opp. no. $10, no. $38; 1728, 1: slipware jugs, dates on: 1651, 1: no. $50; 1656, “RICHARD,” 1: nos. $59-S60 

nos. $26-S27; 1730, 1: nos. $14-S15, S36; 1: nos, $53-S54, S55; [1]663, 1: no. S81; slipware night-lights, 1: no. $93 

1732, 1: no. $13; 1734, 1: opp. no. $10; 1736, 1666, 1: no. S90; [1]668, 1: no. S81; 1674, 1: slipware night-lights, dates on: 1694, 1: no. $93 

1: opp. no. $10, no, $23; 1748, 1: no. $9; no. $47; 1683, 1: no. $50; 1691, 1: nos. $79— slipware night-lights, initials on: “WM,” 1: 

1749, 1: nos. $28-S30; 1767, 1: no. $24; 1769, $80; 1697, 1: nos. S79-S80; 1699, 1: no. S93 

1: nos. $26-S27; 1772, 1: nos. $26-S27; 1773, nos. $79-S80; 1703, 1: no. $85; 1704, 1: slipware piggins, 1: no. $45 

1: nos. $26-S27; 1774, 1: nos. $26-S27, nos. $79-S80; 1735, 1: no. $9; 1741, 1: slipware piggins, dates on: 1699, 1: no. $45 

§$28-S30; 1776, 1: nos. $26-S27; 1788, 1: nos. $83-S84; 1748, 1: no. $9; 1764, 1: slipware piggins, initials on: “KS,” 1: no. $45 

nos. $26-S27; 1806, 1: nos. $26-S27, no. $86; “march the 13th/1766,” 1: nos. $83: slipware piggins, inscriptions on: “MARY 

$28-S30 S84; 1766, 1: nos. S83-S84; 1780, 1: no. S85; BVRCH,” 1: no. S45 
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slipware plaques, 1: no. $1 “E-E,” 1: no. $92: “Dy” 1: no. S97: “ely” 1 from, 2: no. D296; delft landscape dishes 

slipware plates, 1: p. 9, no. $1 no. $97, See also delft apothecary tiles, ini- from, 2: no. D87; delft leaf-motif dishes 

slipware porringers, 1: p. 9, nos. $44, S57-S58 tials on; tiles, initials on from, 2: nos. D156-D157; delft mugs from, 
slipware porringers, dates on: 1669, 1: slipware tiles, inscriptions on: “When this V 2: nos. D232-D233, D234, D235-D236; delft 

nos. $19-S21; 1671, 1: no. $44; 1693, 1: C...,” 1: no. $92 Palissy-type wares from, 2: nos. D1, D2-D3, 

no. $44 slipware trays, 1: no. $1 D4, DS, D6; delft posset pots from, 2: 

slipware porringers, inscriptions on: “IOSEPH,” slipware tygs, 1: opp. no. $47, nos. $48, $49, nos. D272, D273-D274; delft puzzle jugs 

1: no. S44 $50, $52, $53-S54, S75 from, 2: no. D298; delft religious-motif dish- 

slipware posset pots, 1: nos. S65, S68-S71, S75 slipware tygs, dates on: 1612, 1: opp. no. $47, es from, 2: nos. D64, D65, D353; delft salts 

slipware posset pots, dates on: 1671, 1: no. S65; no. $49; 1621, 1: no. $49; 1627, 1: no. $49; from, 2: no. D207; delft shoes from, 2: 

1704, 1: no. S75; 1740, 1: no. S75 1631, 1: nos. $49, $51; 1632, 1: no. $49: no. D359; delft storage pots from, 2: 

slipware posset pots, initials on: “IBM,” 1: 1642, 1: no. $50; 1643, 1: no. $49; 1644, 1: no. D393; delft tiles from, 1: p. 10, 2: 

no. S75; “Ew,” 1: no. $65; “RE,” 1: no. S65 no. $50; 1648, 1: no. $50; 1649, 1: nos. S48, no. D416; delft wine bottles from, 2: 
slipware posset pots, inscriptions on: “THE $49; 1652, 1: opp. no. $47, nos. $49, $53- nos. D220, D221, D222, D223, D225, D226- 

BEST IS NOT TOO GOOD FOR YOU,” 1: $54: 1654, 1: nos. $49, $50: 1656, 1: no. $51: D228; factories in, 2: nos. D226-D228, D298; 
nos. S68-S71; “GOD SAVE THE KING AND 1659, 1: no. $52; 1662, 1: nos. $53-S54; merchants in, 2: p. 22; potters in, 2: 

BLESS HIM,” 1: no. S65; jeweled, 1: no. S65; 1669, 1: no. $50; 1675, 1: no. $50; 1682, 1: no. D64; shapes from, 2: no, D323; trade 

trailed, 1: no. S65 no. $75; 1687, 1: nos. $51, $53-S54; 1695, 1: with, 1: p. 10, 2: p. 22. See also archaeology: 

slipware pots, inscriptions on: “OBEAY THE opp. no. $47; 1697, 1: opp. no. $47; 1698, 1: at Pickleherring; archaeology, at 
KING,” 1: no. S55 nos. $53-S54; 1701, 1: nos. $53-S54; 1703, 1: Rotherhithe; archaeology, in Southwark; 

slipware punch bowls, 1: nos. $9, $76 nos. $53-$54; 1711, 1: nos. $53-S54; 1713, 1: Gravel Lane pottery, Southwark, London, 
slipware puzzle jugs, 1: nos. $47, $52, $89, $90, nos. $53-S54; 1714, 1: no. $75; 1715, 1: opp. Eng.; Pickleherring pottery, Southwark, 

S91 no. $47; 1721, 1: nos. $53-S54; 1722, 1: Rondon Ene: 
slipware puzzle jugs, dates on: 1642, 1: no. $47; nos. $53-S54; 1727, 1: nos. $53-S54; 1738, 1: Spain, 1: pp. 16, 20, 2: pp. 10, 14, 21, 25, 

1653, 1: no. $47; 1669, 1: no. $47; 1711, 1: nos. $53-S54; 1739, 1: opp. no. $47, nos. D226-D228 

no. $89; 1720, 1: no. S89; 1737, 1: no. $89; nos. $53-S54 speckling, 1: nos. $77-S78 

1774, 1: no. $91; 1777, 1: no. $90; 1790, 1: slipware tygs, initials on: “AB,” 1: no. $52; “GR.” spices, 2: no. D306. See also salt (seasoning) 

no. $90; 1798, 1: no. S90; 1828, 1: no. $90; 1: nos. $50, $51, $53-S54; “HI,” 1: nos. $50, spikes. See delft butter dishes 
1834, 1: no. S90; 1864, 1: no. S90 $52, S53-S54; “IE,” 1: nos. $50, $53-S54; sponged ornament. See ornament, sponged; 

slipware puzzle jugs, initials on: “BV,” 1: “IL,” 1: nos. $48, $49, S51; “MC,” 1: no. $48: trees, sponged 

no. S47; “GR,” 1: no. $47; “HI,” 1: nos. $47, “MH,” 1: no. $50; “NH,” 1: nos. $49, $50, $51, spoon trays, 2: nos. D333-D334 

$52; “IA,” 1: no. $89; “IE” 1: no0:'$89; “IL,” 1: $52; “RC,” 1: nos. $53-S54; “SD,” 1: no. $52: spouts, 1: pp. 30, 34, no. $47 
no. $47; “MD,” 1: no. $89; “SGWF,” 1: “TI,” 1: no. $49; “ws,” 1: no. $48; “WE” 1: sprigs: on book bindings, 2: no. D353; on delft 
no. $90; “SOWF,” 4: no. $90; “ae ale nos. S53-S54 i apothecary wares, 2: nos. D404—D406; on 
no. $47; “WH,” 1: no. S90 slipware tygs, inscriptions on: “W F KEMGIN,” delft book-shaped vessels, 2: no. D353; in 

slipware puzzle jugs, inscriptions on: “Here 1: nos, $53-S54; “WROTHAM,” 1: nos. $53- delft dishes and plates, 2: nos. D71, D80, 
Gentlemen” rhymes, 2: nos. D301-D303; S54 D95—-D96; on delft sherds, 2: no. D341; on 
“John/Brown/Maker,” 1: no. $90; slipware vessels, 1: p. 42, nos. $46, $52. See also delft shoes, 2: nos. D360-D361; on delft 
“A/Pusling/Jug,” 1: no. $91; “The ReverenD} specific forms teawares, 2: nos. D323, D335, D337, D339, 
RicharD:NelSon/GrasDaLe,” 1: no. $91; slipware vessels, dates on: 1644, 1: no. $52; D341; on earthenware, 2: nos. D333-D334; 
“Rogers and Sons Crock Street Donyatt 1669, 1: no. $52 manganese, 2: no. D335; and Norfolk House, 
Somerset,” 1: no. S90; “spak by me as/you smalt, 2: nos. D218-D219 2: no, D339; on Vauxhall wares, 2: 
find/find,” 1: no. $90; “When this you see Smith, James, 2: opp. no. D353 n. 4 nos. D339, D340. See also leaves; plants 
vase enol S90: Smithfield Street, Liverpool, Eng., 2: no. D268 squares, 1: nos, $32, $35, $37, $40, S41 

slipware puzzle tygs, 1: nos. S50, $51, $52, Somerset, Eng., 1: pp. 38, 40. See also Taunton, squiggle motifs. See motifs: squiggle 
$53-S54 Somerset, Eng. Staffordshire, Eng.: ceramics manufacture in, 

slipware puzzle tygs, dates on: 164{incomplete], Somerset House, 2: no. D17 1: pp. 27, 29-30, 31, 42-45, nos. S26-S27; 
1: no. $51; 1659, 1: nos. $53-S54; 1668, 1: Snelling, Elizabeth, 2: no. D380 characteristics of slipware from, 1: no. $46; 
no, S52 Society of Apothecaries. See Apothecaries, combed slipware from, 1: nos. $59-S60, $94; 

slipware puzzle tygs, initials on: “A:B,” 1: Worshipful Society of creamware from, 2: nos. D377, D378; and 
no. $52; “GR,” 1: nos. $50, $51, $53-$54; Soho, London, Eng., 1: pp. 29, 34 delftware, 1: no, $94, 2: no. D377; Dutch in, 
“NH,” 1: no. S51; “pW,” 1: nos. $53-S54 Sophia Dorothea, 1: p. 22, 2: p. 16, no. D45 2: no. D131; enameling in, 2: no. D131; 

slipware salts, 1: no. S66 Sotheby’s, 1: pp. 9, 10 glassware from, 2: no. D383; inventories 
slipware sherds, inscriptions on: “. . . [Cheap?| Southampton, Eng. See archaeology: at from, 1: pp. 30, 39; iron industry in, 1: 

ora. (Mai... sno! S11: Southampton p. 33; motifs from, 1: nos. $41, $88; potteries 
“Chri[reverse s|t.../...pW...,” 1:no. S11 Southern Europe, 2: p. 22, nos. D226-D228 in, 1: p. 31, 2: nos. D200-D201, D377; pot- 

slipware spit supports, 1: no. $92 Southwark, London, Eng:: delft book-shaped ters in, 1: pp. 33, 44, nos. $5, S6, $17, $76, 
slipware spit supports, dates on, 1695, 1: vessels from, 2: no. D353; delft boots from, $95, S97; quarries in, 1: p. 33; Richard 

no. $92 2: no. D358; delft bottles from, 2: nos. D218- Pococke in, 1: p. 28; salt-glazed stoneware 
slipware spit supports, initials on: “EE,” 1: D219; delft candlesticks from, 2: no. D380; from, 2: nos. D131, D179, D200-D201, D331, 

no, $92 delft clapmash dishes from, 2: no. D63; delft D332, D377, D378; slipware from, 1: p. 39; 
slipware sweetmeat/condiment dishes, 1: cups from, 2: no. D238; delft drug jars from, slipware condiment dishes from, 1: no. $43; 

no. $43 2: no. D296; delft equestrian dishes from, 2: slipware cradles from, 1: no. $95; slipware 
slipware sweetmeat/condiment dishes, initials nos. D7, D30; delft flower containers from, cups from, 1: p. 9, nos. $57-S58, $62-S64, 

Ong 1inG/S43;"P sno. S438; 7b: 2: no. D348; delft flower-motif dishes from, S66, S67, S68-S71, S72-S73, S76; slipware 

no. S43 2: no. D158; delft fruit-motif dishes from, 2: dishes from, 1: p. 9, nos. $3, $4, $5, S6, S7, 
slipware tiles, 1: nos. $92, $97. See also delft nos. D154—D155; delft fuddling cups from, $8, $10, $19-S21, $22, $23, $25, $26-S27, 

apothecary tiles; delft tiles; tiles 2: nos. D290-D291, D292, D293; delft geo- S31, $35, $36, S37, $41, $42, 2: nos. D43- 
slipware tiles, dates on: 1675, 1: no. $97; 1692, metric-motif dishes from, 2: nos. D171- D44; slipware flowers containers from, 1: 

1; no. $97; 1695, 1: no. $92; 1723, 1: no. $97; D173, D174-D176; delft goblets or cups no. $94; slipware honey pots from, 1: 
1727, 1: no. S97. See also tiles, dates on from, 2: no. D237; delft guild and trade no. S46; slipware jugs from, 1: nos. $79-S80, 

slipware tiles, initials on: “BW,” 1: no. $97; arms dishes from, 2: no. D83; delft jugs S81; slipware mugs from, 1: nos. $56, S59- 

S60, S61, S62-S64; slipware night-lights 
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from, 1: no. $93; slipware piggins from, 1: strapwork, 2: no. D78 tiles, dates on: 1708, 1: no. $96 

no. $45; slipware plates from, 1: nos. $1, S8, Strawberry Hill, 1: p. 9 tiles, initials on: “DD,” 1: no. $96; “ID,” 1: 

S38; slipware porringers from, 1: p. 9, strings, 2: no. D169 no. $96; “IW,” 1: no. $96; “LD,” 1: no. $96; 

no. $44; slipware posset pots from, 1: stripes, 2: nos. D199, D210, D362 “NL,” 1: no. S963) “TW,” 1: no. S96: 

no. S65; slipware sweetmeat dishes in, 1: strokes: calligraphic, 2: nos. D74, D413-D414; Tilley, Frank, 1: p. 9 

no. $43; slipware trays from, 1: no. $1; steel on delft wine bottles, 2: no. D229; double, 2: Tilley, Kathleen, 1: p. 9 

industry in, 1: p. 33; and Surrey/Hampshire nos. D46, D97, D118, D119, D121, D124, Toft, James, 1: no. S36 

border ware dishes, 1: no. $43; trade with, 1: D125, D142; hatched, 2: no. D87; single, 2: Toft, Ralph, 1: p. 44, nos. $2, $17, $35 

pp. 10, 27, 28, 29, 42-44; trailed slipware nos. D246, D250-D251; triple, 2: nos. D74, Toft, Thomas, 1: nos. $2, $3, $7, $17, $35, $40 

from, 1: p. 40, nos. $59-S60, $82; and trans- D147, D246, D250-D251, D358 Toft family, 1: no. $32 

portation, 1: pp. 29, 42-44; unhealthy condi- Suffolk, Eng., 1: p. 28, no. S81 Tombes, John, 2: no, D223 

tions in, 1: p. 33. See also Burslem, Stafford- sugar, 2: nos. D306, D333-D334 and n. 1, D342, Tomes, John, 2: no. D223 

shire, Eng.; Hanley, Staffordshire, Eng.; D397 Tonge, Israel, 2: no. D16 

Potteries (region), Staffordshire, Eng. sugar pots, 2: no. D342. See also delft teawares: Tooley Street, London, Eng., 2: no. D183 

stages, 2: no. D307 sugar pots torches, 2: no. D59 

Stalker, John, 1: p. 36 sunbeams, 2: no. D275 Tories, 2: no. D42 

Stamford, Lincolnshire, Eng., 2: no. D326 sunfaces, 1: nos. $11, $16, $83-S84, S86 towers, 2: nos. D87, D97, D296, D307, D332. See 

Stamped Circle Group, 2: no. D74 sunrays, 1: no. $10, 2: no. D375 also buildings 

stamps, 1: p. 41, no. S96 suns, 1: no. S85, 2: no. D253 Townsend, Thomas, 2: nos. D218-D219 

stamps, initials on: “IB,” 1: no. $96 supplies, potting, 1: pp. 27, 29 trailed ornament. See ornament, trailed 

Stanley crest, 1: no. S18 Surrey, Eng., 1: p. 27, no. $43 transfer prints. See prints: transfer 

stars, 2: nos. D41, D63, D78 Sussex, Eng., 1: no. $90 transportation, 1: pp. 27, 29, 42-44 

stilt marks, 2: nos. D91—D92, D305, swags, 2: nos. D95~D96, D318, D403, trays. See delft trays; stoneware, salt-glazed: 

Stirling, Scot., 2: no. D170 D404-D406 trays of 

stitching, 1: p. 41, nos. $43, $46, 2: nos. D362, Sweden, 2: no. D100. See also delft bowls, Treatise of Japaning and Varnishing, A (Stalker and 

D363, D364 inscriptions on: Swedish; delft dishes and Parker), 1: p. 36 

Stockholm, Swed., 2: no. D318 plates, inscriptions on: Swedish; delft punch trees: Boscobel Oak, 2: nos. D43-D44, D421; on 

Stockwell Road, London, Eng., 2: nos. D95-D96 bowls, inscriptions on: Swedish; Stockholm, Bristol wares, 2: no. D424; with buildings, 

Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: nos. $18, Swed. 2: no. D7; on delft animal-motif wares, 2: 

S95ini3, Swinton pottery, Yorkshire, Eng., 1: nos. $28- nos. D69, D134-D135, D141, D144, D145- 

stoneware: composition of, 2: no. D332; firing S30. See also potteries, English; Yorkshire, D146, D147; on delft armorial dishes, 2: 

of, 1: p. 30, 2: no. D332; George Washington Eng. no. D83; on delft bird-motif wares, 2: 

and, 1: p. 34; manufacture of, 2: p. 22; mugs syllabub, 2: nos. D226-D228 nos. D136-D137, D141, D145-D146, D149- 

of, 1: no. $56; and porcelain, 1: p. 36; por- D150, D309; on delft book-shaped vessels, 

ringers of, 2: nos. D181—D182; red, 1: tables, 2: nos. D107-D109, D317, D388. See also 2: no. D353; on delft bottles, 2: no. D271; 

no. $56, 2: p. 22 n. 10; salts of, 2: no. D208; furniture on delft bowls, 2: no. D89; on delft cups, 2: 

unglazed, 1: no. $56, 2: p. 22 n. 10; Yixing, 1: Tablets of the Law, 2: no. D42 nos. D241, D288; on dated delft dishes, 2: 

pp. 27, 36 tailors. See Merchant Taylors, Worshipful no. D119; on delft equestrian dishes, 2: 

stoneware, salt-glazed: agate, 2: no. D378; bev- Company of nos. D7, D11-D13, D17, D31, D32, D63; on 

erage wares of, 1: nos. S56, S91, 2: tapestries, 2: no. D353 delft figural-motif dishes, 2: nos. D145- 

nos. D300, D331, D332; book-shaped vessels tassels, 2: nos. D104, D165, D359, D403 D146; on delft jars, 2: no. D286; on delft 

of, 2: opp. no. D353; bottles of, 2: nos. D218- Taunton, Somerset, Eng., 2: nos. D60-D62 jugs, 2: no. D296; on delft landscape wares, 

D219; brown, 1: pp. 27, 28, 2: nos. D258, taverns, 1: p. 10, nos. S9, $14-S15 and n. 1, 2: 2: nos. D89, D113-D114, D117, D119, D120, 

D300, D378, D388; buff, 1: p. 28; coffee nos. D72-D73, D144, D315 D121, D122-D123, D131, D271; on delft 

wares of, 2: nos. D332, D333-D334; dates Taylor, Joan, 1: no, $3 mugs, 2: nos. D255, D261, D269; on delft 

on, 2: no. D300; decoration on, 2: no. D378; Taylor, Richard, 1: no. $3 mythological- and folk-motif wares, 2: 

dishes of, 2: nos. D200-D201; distribution Taylor, William (father of William Taylor), 1: nos. D69, D76, D141; on delft plates, 2: 

of, 1: p. 28; enameled, 2: nos. D179, D388; no. S3 nos, D307, D322; on delft portrait wares, 

figures of, 2: no. D42; firing of, 1: pp. 32, 33; Taylor, William (potter), 1: p. 44, nos. $2, $3, $4, 2: nos. D9, D22-D24, D26, D27-D28, D32, 

flower containers of, 2: nos. D377, D378; S7. See also potters, English D33-D34, D40, D47, D52, D141; on delft 

from Fulham, 2: nos. D247-D248; handles Taylor, William (son of Richard Taylor), 1: no. $3 posset pots, 2: nos. D286, D308; on delft 

on, 2: no. D332; inkstands of, 2: no. D388; Taylor, William (son of William Taylor), 1: punch bowls, 2: nos. D101, D187, D307, 

by John Dwight, 2: nos. D247—D248; manu- no. S3 D308; on delft religious-motif dishes, 2: 

facture of, 1: p. 27; in Massachusetts, 2: tazze, 2: nos. D156-D157 nos. D65, D66—D67, D134—D135, D353; on 

no. D56; necks on, 2: nos. D247-D248; from tea, 2: nos. D333-D334 and n. 1 delft tankards, 2: no. D322; on delft 

Northern Europe, 1: p. 27, 2: nos. D218- teabowls, 2: nos. D333-D334. See also delft teawares, 2: nos. D320, D322, D336; on 

D219; pickle/sweetmeat dishes of, 2: teawares: teabowls delft tiles, 2: nos. D322, D424, D426, 

nos. D200-D201; porringers of, 1: no. $44; teapots, 1: pp. 34, 36, 2: nos. D336, D423. See D431-D433; on delft wassail bowls, 2: 

potting quality of, 2: nos. D247-D248; pric- also delft teawares: teapots no. D307; flowering, 2: no. D309; on 

ing of, 1: p. 28; profiles of, 2: nos. D247- teaspoons, 2: nos. D333-D334 Liverpool wares, 2: no. D131; on London 

D248; quality of, 1: p. 28; sauceboats of, 2: teawares, 2: nos. D333-D334. See also delft wares, 2: no. D370; painting styles of, 2: 

no. D204; shapes of, 1: p. 36; shoes of, 2: teawares no. D119; on Pickleherring wares, 2: 

opp. no. D359; from Staffordshire, 2: Temple Back pottery, Bristol, Eng., 2: nos. D14, no. D83; popularity of, 2: no. D120; on 

nos. D131, D179, D204, D331, D378; trays of, D60-D62, D74, D122-D123, D125, D264— prints, 2: nos. D134-D135 n. 2; on sherds, 

2: no. D179; vessels of, 2: nos. D247—D248; D266, D402. See also Bristol, Eng.; potteries, 2: nos. D110-D112, D145-D146; on slipware, 

wasters of, 1: p. 44; white, 1: pp. 27-28, 36, Eng. 1: no. $9; stumps of, 2: nos. D426, D431— 

2: nos. D331, D332, D333-D334, opp. Temple Balsall, Warwickshire, Eng., 1: nos. $10, D433; on tin-glazed stoneware, 2: no. D331; 

no. D353, nos. D378, D388 $26-S27, S46, 2: nos. D309, D323 twigs of, 2: no. D426; wavy-trunked, 2: 

stoneware, tin-glazed, 2: nos. D331, D332 and textiles, 2: nos. D360-D361, D362 no. D286; weeping willows, 2: no. D336. See 

n. 2, D337 thistle, Scottish, 2: nos. D35-D36, D133 also borders: foliage; borders: leaf; bushes; 

Stonman, Thomas, 1: nos. S83-S84 ticking, 2: no. D362 flowers; foliage; leaves; plants; shrubs; trees, 

Stoop, Dirk, 2: no. D14 tiles, 2: nos. D16, D68, D72—D73, D75, D76, sponged 

stoves, 2: no. D419 n. 3 D169, D426. See also delft tiles; slipware tiles trees, sponged: on delft beverage wares, 2: 
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nos. D187, D269, D286, D308, D322; on delft vines: as border motifs, 1: no. $10; colors of, 2: whistles, 1: no. S74 

bowls, 2: no. D423; on delft dishes, 2: no. D393; Continental origins of, 2: White Swan Tavern, 2: no. D308 n. 1 

nos. D113-D114, D141, D143, D144; on delft no, D394; on delftware, 2: nos. D2-D3, white ware, 2: p. 22. See also delft, Continental; 

farm series wares, 2: nos. D149-D150; on D179, D377, D393, D394, D421; as filler delft, English 

delft flower bowls, 2: no. D286; on delft ornament, 1: no. $10; foliate, 1: no, $23, 2: Wibron, Thomas, 2: no. D224 

landscape wares, 2: no. D269; on delft no. D128; scrolling, 2: no, D421; in sgraffito Wickey, Thomas, 1: no. $96 

plates, 2: nos. D134-D135, D136-D137, borders, 2: nos. Di28, D179; on slipware, 1: Wigelantia (ship), 2: no. D318 

D149-D150, D322, D423; on delft tiles, 2: nos. $10, S76, S85; wavy, 1: no. S85 Wilhelm, Christian, 2: nos. D218-D219. See also 

no. D423; on sherds, 2: nos. D145-D146 Vintners, London Company of, 2: no. D297 potters, Dutch 

trekkers, 2: no. D326 Virginia: See archaeology: in Virginia; archaeol- William III, King of England: and Act of Union, 

trek ornament. See ornament: trek ogy, in Williamsburg, Va.; James City 2: no. D256; biography of, 1: pp. 20-21, 2: 

trelliswork: Chinese, 2: no. D373; on delftware, County, Va.; Norfolk, Va.; Williamsburg, Va.; pp. 14-15; and Charles II, 1: p. 20, 2: p. 14; 

2: nos. D90, D121, D124, D153, D159, York County, Va. on delft chargers, 2: nos. D11-D13, D33- 

D218-D219, D256, D263, D321, D337, D373; Virginia Gazette (Williamsburg, Va.), 2: p. 26, D34; on delft dishes, 2: nos. D22—D24, D25, 

on Limekiln Lane wares, 2: no. D121; popu- no. D230 D26, D27-D28, D29, D32; on delft plates, 2: 

larity of, 2: no. D373; on slipware, 1: Vorsterman, Lucas, the Elder, 2: no. D63 no. D104; delftware commemorating, 2: 

nos. $31, $39, $76, S93. See also borders: trel- Vungtao (ship), 2: no. D326 nos. D246, D250-D251; and Duke of 

lis Marlborough, 1: p. 21, 2: p. 15; family of, 1: 

Trent River, Eng., 1: p. 29 wagons, 2: nos. D93, D245 p. 20, 2: p. 14; and France, 1: p. 20, 2: p. 14; 

triangles, 1: no. $12, 2: no. D363 Walbrook, London, Eng., 2: no. D402 and James II, 1: p. 20, 2: p. 14, no. D246; 

trophies, martial, 2: nos. D15, D56 Wales, 1: pp. 38, 42, 45, nos. S44, S83-S84, S86. lion representing, 1: nos. $19-S21, 2: 

Trott, Joseph, 1: no. S90 See also Ewenny, Wales nos. D134-D135 and n. 2; as military leader, 

Truman Street, Liverpool, Eng., 2: nos. D329- Walpole, Horace, 1: pp. 9, 24, 2: p. 18, no. D15 1: p. 20, 2: p. 14; and Parliament, 1: p. 20, 2: 

D330 Wamstry House pottery, Worcester, Eng., 2: p. 14; physical characteristics of, 1: pp. 20- 

Tunstall, Staffordshire, Eng., 1: opp. no. $10 nos. D329-D330. See also potteries, English; 21, 2: pp. 14-15, nos. D9, D11-D13, D22- 

Turkey, 2: pp. 21, 25, no. D158 Worcester, Eng. D24, D27-D28; and Prince George of 

Twelfth Night, 2: no. D306 wan, 2: no. D326 Denmark, 1: pp. 20, 21, 2: pp. 14, 15; prints 

Twyford, Mr., 1: nos. $72-S73 Wanli, Emperor of China, 2: nos. D218-D219 of, 2: nos. D134-D135 n. 2; reign of, 1: p. 20, 

Wapping, London, Eng., 2: nos. D8, D226-D228 2: p. 14, nos. D22-D24, D40; on slipware 

under-rim markings. See Bristol, Eng.: exterior Ware, 2: nos. D95-D96 dishes, 1: nos. $4, $5, S6; and Spain, 1: p. 20, 

ornament from; specific motifs warehouses, 2: p. 25 2: p. 14 

urns, 2: nos. D339, D341 War of the Spanish Succession, 1: p. 22, 2: p. 16, William Augustus, Duke of Cumberland: 1: 

Urwin, Margaret, 2: no. D208 nos. D37, D141 p. 24, 2: p. 18, nos. D54, D313 

Warwickshire, Eng., 1: p. 42, 2: no. D309 William Henry, Prince, Duke of Gloucester, 1: 

Varie Figure Gobbi (prints), 2: no. D307 Washington, George, 1: p. 34, 2: no. D203 p. 21, 2: p. 15, no. D40 

vases: with baskets, 2: no. D325; with cockerels, Washington, Richard, 1: p. 34 Williamsburg, Va., 1: nos. $16, $76, 2: p. 26, 

2: nos. D325, D343; on delft bottles, 2: wassail, 2: no. D306 nos. D74, D194, D256, D398-D400, D408, 

no. D204; on delft bowls, 2: no. D311; on wassail bowls, 2: no. D306. See also delft punch D410. See also archaeology, in Williamsburg, 

delft dishes and plates, 2: nos. D68, D159, bowls; delft wassail bowls Va.; Virginia Gazette (Williamsburg, Va.) 

D191, D297; on delft plaques, 2: no. D421; wasters, 1: p. 44, 2: nos. D35-D36, D183, D208, Wiltshire, Eng., 1: no. $74, 2: nos. D60-D62, 

on delft salvers, 2: no. D343; on delft sauce- D244, D396, D409, D411 n. 1 D264-D266 

boats, 2: no. D204; on delft teawares, 2: Watermen and Lightermen, [London] Wimfields Borough, Wrotham, Kent, Eng., 1: 

no. D325; on delft tiles, 2: nos. D421, D422, Worshipful Company of, 2: no. D244 pp. 40-41. See also Wrotham, Kent, Eng. 

D434; on delft trays, 2: no. D421; on Dutch waterscapes, 2: no. D376. See also ships; Wincanton, Somerset, Eng., 2: no. D327 

wares, 2: no. D159; popularity of, 2: seascapes Winchester, Eng., 2: no. D408 

no, D422; shapes of, 2: no. D422; on slip- waves, 2: nos. D72-D73, D304 Winchester Palace, 2: nos. D81-D82, 

ware dishes, 1: nos. $36, $39; toy, 2: weapons, 1: nos. $2, $8, 2: nos. D47, D91-D92, D181-D182, D349 

no. D326; two-handled, 2: no. D159 D144, D225, D336 windmills, 2: nos. D31, D90 

Vauxhall, Lambeth, London, Eng., 2: no. D16 Weatherill, Lorna, 1: p. 39 windows, 2: no. D64 

Vauxhall Gardens, 2: no. D76 Weaver, Hester, 2: no. D118 wine, 2: nos. D221, D226-D228, D237 

Vauxhall pottery, Lambeth, London, Eng.: and Weaver, John, 2: no. D118 Withers, William, 2: no. D380 

balloon flights, 2: nos. D95-D96; character- Wedgwood, Burslem, 1: no. $97 Witt, Aaron, 2: no. D64 

istics of wares from, 2: nos. D339, D340, Wedgwood, John, 2: nos. D200—D201, D204, Wollett, W., 2: no. D57 

D360-D361; Chinese porcelain at, 2: D377 Wolstanton, Staffordshite, Eng., 1: nos. $3, S6 

no. D340; delftware from, 2: nos. D320, Wedgwood, Josiah, 1: pp. 37, 45, opp. no. $10, wood, 1: pp. 22, 27, 31 

D321, D323, D325, D327, D333-D334, D340, no. $17, 2: nos. D202, D377 Wood, Enoch, 1: p. 9, nos. S6, S76 

D343, D362, D364; managers of, 2: Wedgwood, Thomas, 1: nos. $37, $40, 2: Wood Family of Burlsem (Falkner), 1: p. 9 

no. D323; opening of, 2: p. 26; owners of, 2: nos. D200-D201, D204, D377 Woodward, Edward, 2: no. D83 

nos. D320, D323; porcelain manufacture at, Well(s), Dame, 2: no, D267 Wooldham, Margaret, 2: no. D63 

2: p. 26; powdered grounds from, 2: Werra, Ger., 1: p. 41 Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire, Eng., 2: nos. D60- 

no. D327; reserves from, 2: no. D327. See also “Westerwk,” 2: no. D100 D62 

archaeology, at Vauxhall; Lambeth, London, West Indies. See Fort Chagres, Panama Worcester, Eng., 1: p. 18, 2: p. 12, nos. D43-D44, 

Eng.; potteries, English Westlade, Joseph, 1: no. S96 D56, D57, D329-D330, D333-D334 and n. 3, 

vegetables, 2: nos. D107-D109 Westminster, 2: nos. D42, D218-D219 D377 

Venice, Italy, 2: nos. D154-D155, D226-D228. Westminster Abbey, 2: no. D17 World, The, 1: p. 37 

See also Italy West Pans, Scot., 2: nos. D197-D198 Wray, Bouchier, 2: no. D342 and n. 2 

Vernon, Adm. Edward, 1: nos. $83-S84, 2: Wetherburn’s Tavern, Williamsburg, Va., 1: wreaths: on Bristol wares, 2: nos. D81—D82; 

nos. D97, D152, D374 no. S16 characteristics of, 2: nos. D81—D82; on delft 

Vernor family, 2: no. D383 wharfage books, 2: no. D99 beverage wares, 2: nos. D81—D82, D181— 

Verwood, Hampshire, Eng., 1: no. $74 n. 1 Wharton, Joseph, 1: p. 37 D182, D220, D250-D251, D313; on delft 

vessels, 2: no. D344. See also delft bottles wheels, potters’, 1: pp. 30, 39, 44, 2: pp. 22-24 dishes, 2: nos. D20-D21, D25, D29, D60- 

vignettes, oriental, 2: no. D191. See also figures, and n. 11 D62, D64; on delft plates, 2: nos. D79, D80, 

Chinese; landscapes, oriental Whigs, 2: no. D42 D81—-D82, D113-D114; on delft vases, 2: 
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nos. D81—D82; earliest, 2: nos. D81-D82; on 

London wares, 2: nos. D81-D82; on sherds, 
2: nos. D81-D82 

Wright, John, 1: no. $18 

Wrotham, Kent, Eng.: attribution to, 1: p. 41; 

boroughs in, 1: p. 41; ceramic forms from, 

1: p. 41, opp. no. $47; characteristics of 

wares from, 1: p. 41, opp. no. $47; location 

of, 1: pp. 40, opp. no. $47; and Metropolitan 

slipware, 1: p. 41; motifs from, 1: nos. $49, 

S50; parishes in, 1: no. $47; potteries in, 1: 

p. 41; potters in, 1: pp. 40-41, nos. $47, $48, 

$49, S50, $51, $52, $53-S54; slipware from, 

1: pp. 40, 41, nos. $47, $48, $49, $50, S51, 
S52, $53-S54; slipware production in, 1: 
pp. 27, 38 

Wrotham Brickyard, 1: p. 41 

Wythe, William, 2: no, D84 

Yarmouth, Norfolk, 1: p. 28 

Yixing wares. See stoneware: Yixing 

Yongzheng period, 2: nos. D43-D44, D163-D164 

York County, Va., 2: nos. D264-D266 

Yorkshire, Eng., 1: p. 45, nos. $13, $19-S21, 

$28-S30 and n. 1, $82, $91, 2: no. D231 

Young Gotfried (ship), 2: no. D99 

zigzags, 1: nos. $13, $16, 2: nos. D47, D91-D92, 

D138-D140, D160-D162, D213, D304, D363, 

D390-D392 

Zoffany, Johann, 2: nos. D390-D392 n. 9 
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